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Key to symbols used

² White is slightly better
³ Black is slightly better
± White is better
µ Black is better
+– White has a decisive advantage
–+ Black has a decisive advantage
= equality
© with compensation
„ with counterplay
ƒ with an initiative
÷ unclear
? a weak move
?? a blunder
! a good move
!! an excellent move
!? a move worth considering
?! a move of doubtful value
™ only move
 # mate
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Preface

The purpose of Playing 1.e4 is simple – to supply a top-class repertoire for White. This first volume covers the Caro-
Kann, 1...e5 and minor lines. The second volume will complete the repertoire by meeting the Sicilian and French.

In selecting lines for a 1.e4 repertoire, there are many possible approaches. One can choose the sharpest lines, cover
 them in full academic detail, and supply a complete repertoire spanning a multitude of volumes. Or one can create a
 slim, single-volume repertoire by ducking the theoretical challenge and giving “club players’ favourites” such as the
 Closed Sicilian. My two-volume series is at neither extreme. It delivers a repertoire which I am confident will be
 effective even at GM level, but it demands a workload from the reader that is manageable, albeit challenging in places.

If there are two equally strong alternatives, then I have chosen the line which requires less theoretical knowledge. But
 if there is one line that I believe is clearly best, then that is the line I have given, even if it requires intensive study
 before it can be played with confidence. The 6.Nxf7 sac against the Alekhine in Chapter 17 is just one example of the
 theoretical depths such a principled approach can lead to.

In terms of the style of play of the repertoire, I have been guided by White’s first move. If you prefer 1.e4 to 1.d4,
 then I suspect you are more likely to have dark intentions against the black king. Accordingly, I have selected lines that
 are active and space-gaining, as these are the lines that are most likely to lead to attacking chances. Naturally, Black has
 a say in the course the game takes, so there will be some lines where we have to postpone our mating dreams, and
 instead nurse a slightly better structure.

The two main defences met in this volume are the Caro-Kann and 1...e5. Against the Caro-Kann I have chosen the
 Advance Variation, meeting 3...Bf5 with 4.h4 – an aggressive and ambitious line. Following 1...e5 we reply 2.Nf3,
 when Black’s main option is of course 2...Nc6. We meet this with 3.d4 – the Scotch, which I did not select for
 nationalistic reasons. It was one of Kasparov’s old favourites, so it’s no surprise that it’s a forcing and challenging
 system. Thus it can lead to deep theory, but nothing like as much as the Spanish.

Other defences we will face in this volume are the Petroff, Scandinavian, Philidor, Alekhine’s, Pirc, Modern, as well
 as other variations too minor to be worthy of a name.
 
As with my book on the King’s Gambit, my name is on the cover, but creating the book was a team effort. I had the
 final say on words and analysis, but I was aided by GM Jacob Aagaard, IM Andrew Greet, Nikos Ntirlis, and also GM
 Parimarjan Negi offered invaluable help on the Scotch.
 
I hope you enjoy reading this book, and that Playing 1.e4 leads you to success. It is, after all, best by test.
 
John Shaw
Glasgow, May 2016
 



Introduction to the Repertoire

 

Chapters 1-4 Caro-Kann
 
1.e4 c6 The Caro-Kann is a sound and respected defence, and we will meet it with the principled and space-gaining 2.d4
 d5 3.e5 – the Advance Variation. If Black replies with the usual 3...Bf5 then our move is 4.h4, seizing more space and
 intending to harass the light-squared bishop.

 

Chapters 5-9 Scotch
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 For a 1.e4 player, meeting 1...e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 is one of the toughest challenges.
 Our choice is the Scotch, immediately destroying Black’s foothold in the centre. It’s too early to define exactly how
 White will use his space advantage, but we can already be certain that we have avoided the Berlin Wall and Marshall
 Attack.



 

Chapters 10-11 Petroff
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nf6 The Petroff is popular at the elite level, which proves it is sound, but unpopular at every other level,
 which suggests it does not offer Black enough excitement to appeal to the masses. Our antidote is the ‘modern main
 line’ with 3.Nxe5 d6 4.Nf3 Nxe4 5.Nc3. If Black exchanges on c3, then we will recapture with the d-pawn and
 quickly castle long.

 

Chapter 12 1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Rare Lines
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 After dealing with three tough defences, White has a relaxing interlude. The Rare Lines in this chapter
 include the Latvian and Elephant Gambits, both of which we will be delighted to accept.



 

Chapter 13 Scandinavian 2...Nf6
 
1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Nf6 The Scandinavian with 2...Nf6 is rarely seen in high-level chess, as White is all but guaranteed easy
 development and extra space. We will see later why 3.d4! is the precise reply to limit Black’s options.

 

Chapters 14-15 Scandinavian 2...Qxd5
 
1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Qxd5 Recapturing with the queen has a better reputation than its 2...Nf6 cousin, but even so, this is not
 one of Black’s most reliable defences. Our reply is the simple 3.Nc3, accepting the offer of a free tempo. Black
 generally retreats to d8, d6 or a5, but we have good answers to all of them.



 

Chapter 16 The Philidor
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 d6 3.d4 is the traditional Philidor move order, but in this chapter we shall see that the most topical line for
 Black starts with a 1...d6 move order. There are many varieties of Philidor, ranging from the wildly over-aggressive to
 the sturdily solid, but their common feature is that White has more space.

 

Chapter 17 Alekhine’s Defence
 
1.e4 Nf6 Alekhine’s Defence is a provocative line, enticing our e-pawn forward. We will allow ourselves to be
 provoked, and reply with the main line: 2.e5 Nd5 3.d4 d6 4.Nf3 Black has many possibilities, so this is a highly
 theoretical chapter, but White will have the lion’s share of the chances.



 

Chapter 18 Pirc Defence
 
1.e4 d6 2.d4 Nf6 3.Nc3 g6 The Pirc Defence offers White an automatic space advantage, but Black hopes to achieve
 solidity, then transform that into counterplay. Our reply 4.Bg5 is active and ambitious. One natural plan is Qd2 and 0-
0-0, but we may also have options of an early f2-f4 or even a quick e4-e5.

 

Chapter 19 Modern Defence
 
1.e4 g6 2.d4 Bg7 The Modern Defence is an ideological comrade of the Pirc, but I recommend a radically different
 response with: 3.Nf3 d6 4.Bc4 White has not been forced to defend the e4-pawn with Nc3, and we can use that
 flexibility in various ways, including the option of a later c2-c3, blunting Black’s bishop and shoring up our centre.



 

Chapter 20 Rare Lines
 
1.e4 Our final chapter rounds up the also-rans among Black’s defences. To be fair, 1...Nc6 is not a bad move, and may
 transpose to the respectability of a Scotch, but the likes of 1...a6 and 1...b6 are poor relations to the defences we have
 seen earlier in the book.



1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5
 

The French with a Tempo Less 3...e6? Game 1 16

3...g6 – The Disharmonious Fianchetto Game 2 18

3...Na6 – The Delayed Fianchetto 21

4.c3 Nc7 (4...Bf5?! 21) 5.Bd3 g6 6.Ne2

6...Nh6 Game 3 21

6...h5 Game 4 24

 
The Caro-Kann is popular among technically inclined players. The move ...c7-c6 is not a great improvement to your
 structure, but it does support ...d7-d5 without making the bishop on c8 bad. But because Black frequently wants to play
 ...c5 at some point, it does lose a little time, which means Black needs to be a bit more solid in the opening and try to
 solve his problems slowly.

There are of course a number of ways to exploit the ‘half-tempo’ that White seems to win in the opening. The
 classical way with 3.Nc3 (or the almost identical 3.Nd2, as recommended by Parimarjan Negi in 1.e4 vs The French,
 Caro-Kann & Philidor) sees White develop actively in the hope of converting his slight initiative into something
 meaningful before Black extinguishes it. I have played this often, but in this book I have decided to go for a more direct
 approach, seizing a space advantage in the hope of creating an attack.
 
3.e5 is the hot move these days, and it is also our repertoire choice.



I doubt it is objectively better than 3.Nc3/d2, but it has the advantage of limiting the amount of forcing theoretical
 lines one needs to learn. Some sharp ideas are trendy for a while and then theory moves elsewhere, once people get
 tired of rehashing long computer analysis. By closing the centre early, I want to reach a position where both sides have
 to think for themselves. This does not mean there is no theory to learn, just that when the position is kept somewhat
 closed, there are usually more plausible moves available to both sides, making the game more open to personal
 interpretation. Before we get started, I want to say that the biggest influences on my analysis of the Caro-Kann for this
 book have been Dreev’s Attacking the Caro-Kann and Morozevich’s article in Chess Informant 121.
 

Ridiculous moves
 
In this chapter we will deal with the moves you want your opponent to play, and which some guys will play just to
 avoid opening theory altogether. The purpose will not be to give long refutations for you to memorize, but to give clear,
 concise, strategic ideas that will hopefully be easy to remember.



The French with a Tempo Less
 
From White’s point of view, the downside to the Advance Variation is that, unlike in the Advance French, the bishop is
 not trapped on c8. The downside to the Advance French is that Black can put pressure on the white centre quickly. The
 worst of both worlds for Black is the subject of our next game.
 

GAME 1

Nikolai Vlassov – Willy Iclicki

email 2001
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 e6?

Burying the bishop on c8 without putting any pressure on the white centre.
Dreev considers 3...f6 and 3...h5 as well. I will leave the reader to play against these moves on your own – I have faith

 in you.

4.Bd3!
The gambit variations in the Advance French are not without venom, but they can be neutralized with decent

 preparation. Give White an extra tempo, and our prospects brighten considerably.
 
4...c5

Making it official; White is a tempo up.
 
In one game Black tried to make some sense of his third move, though it was not entirely convincing.
4...b6!? 5.Ne2 Ba6 6.0-0² Qd7

White has gained an advantage by simple means. In Nisipeanu – Dableo, Tripoli (1.2) 2004, White played 7.Nf4
 and got a good position, but I think the following way is a bit more accurate.

7.Bxa6!?N 7...Nxa6 8.Be3 c5 9.c3 Ne7

10.Ng3!



The most accurate move, preparing a quick f4-f5. Black should not be allowed time to get ready to counter this
 plan. For example:

10...Ng6 11.f4 Nh4 12.Nh5!
White has a great position.

 
5.c3 Nc6 6.Nf3 cxd4

Usually this exchange is not advisable, as White can develop the knight to c3. But delaying this with 6...Qb6 7.0-0
 Bd7 can be met with 8.dxc5! Bxc5 9.b4² à la Nimzowitsch! 9...Bf8 10.a3!? with the idea of c3-c4 was excellent for
 White in Zacinovic – Omercic, Tuzla 2010.

7.cxd4 Qb6 8.0-0 Bd7
We almost have a variation of the Advance French where Black wins a pawn and hopes to survive the assault. With

 White to move, his initiative is far more dangerous.
 
9.Nc3 Nxd4 10.Nxd4 Qxd4 11.Nb5!

An immediate exploitation of the extra tempo; in the French line where it’s Black to play, his best continuation is
 ...a6.
 
11...Qxe5 12.Re1 Qb8 13.Qf3!



White has a fantastic initiative for the two pawns. The direct threat is Bf4 when everything comes flying at top speed.
 
13...Bd6 14.Nxd6† Qxd6 15.Bf4 Qe7

15...Qb4 16.Qg3 Ne7 is another idea, but after 17.Bd6 White kept a huge initiative in Pap – Vico, Vrnjacka Banja
 1996.
 
16.Qg3 Qf8

Black is getting kicked around badly. He could have tried 16...f6!? in the hope that White would grab the h7-pawn,
 which would give Black the chance to sacrifice the exchange to soften White’s initiative. A better reply would be
 17.Rac1!, bringing the last piece into play with decisive effect.
 
17.Bd6 Ne7 18.Rac1 Bc6



19.b4!
Black has survived the first wave of the attack but is in no condition to resist the second wave.

 
19...a6 20.a4 g6 21.b5 Bd7 22.Rc7 Qg7 23.Bb4 Rd8 24.Qd6 Qf8 25.Rxb7 Nc8 26.Qf4

1–0



3...g6 – The Disharmonious Fianchetto
 
It is not surprising that the fianchetto variation has desperately few followers. The bishop will be looking into a brick
 wall on e5, which is not the only problem.
 

GAME 2

Nigel Short – Boris Spassky

Zürich 2001
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5

It was Nigel Short, more than anyone, who put the Advance Variation back on the map in the early 1990s; a
 revolution that has not stopped since then.
 
3...g6?!

A rather irregular variation. I am fairly certain that Nigel had to make up everything that follows over the board,
 which was no doubt the veteran ex-World Champion’s idea. But escaping opening theory is hard to do without playing
 substandard moves.
 
4.c4!

In some situations this space-gaining move can be positionally questionable, as the structure after ...dxc4 leaves Black
 with a permanent stronghold on d5, not to mention the backward pawn on d4. But in this case Black would pay a heavy
 price as White’s pieces would spring to life; after Bxc4 he could even consider a quick Qb3 to provoke ...e6, which
 would turn Black’s dark squares into Swiss cheese.
 
4...Bg7 5.Nc3 Nh6

A typical scenario when one side has a space advantage; his opponent has to develop his pieces to awkward squares.
 If Black could exchange a few minor pieces he would be fine, but White is not allowing such a thing.



 
I had some recent experience in this line. After 5...dxc4 6.Bxc4 Nh6 7.Bf4 0-0 8.Qd2 Nf5 9.Nf3 e6, in Shaw –
 Chevannes, Birmingham 2015, I should have played:

10.Bg5!N 10...f6 (this is ugly, but 10...Qc7 11.g4 Ne7 12.Ne4 Nd5 13.h4 gives White a winning attack) 11.exf6 Bxf6
 12.Bxf6 Qxf6 13.Ne4 With an essentially winning position. I actually looked at this line during the game and after
 13...Qe7 I only considered castling kingside, when White is better but, with a knight jumping from b8 to d7/b6/d5, I
 felt unsure and wanted more. The computer gives the answer, and it is pretty convincing: 14.h4! and Black will be run
 over quickly.
 
6.h3!?

Not offering Black the chance to exchange his bishop for a knight. Dreev recommends 6.Bf4, which also gives White
 an edge. Basically everything does.
 
6...0-0 7.Nf3 f6

Black will be suffocated if does not challenge White’s centre somehow.
 
8.Be2?!

8.exf6 exf6 9.Be2 is a more accurate move order which avoids the option given in the next note.
 
8...Nf7?!

The structure arising in the game is unpleasant for Black. For this reason, he should have considered 8...fxe5 9.Nxe5
 e6! when White is ill-equipped to retain control of the e5-square.
 
9.exf6 exf6 10.0-0 Be6 11.Qb3²



11...Qd7
11...Qb6 is best met with 12.Bf4! when White is threatening cxd5 followed by Nb5. Black’s position is rather

 unpleasant.
 
12.Re1 Nd6 13.c5 Nf5?!

Played with an active plan of attacking d4, but it turns out not to work at all. 13...Ne4² would have kept Black’s
 position more flexible.
 
14.Bf4 g5 15.Bh2 h5

16.Bd3!
Taking the sting out of Black’s counterplay.



 
16...g4

Black has to go for this, as otherwise Qc2 is crushing.
 
17.hxg4 hxg4 18.Bxf5 Bxf5 19.Nh4 Bh7 20.Bd6 Rf7 21.Re2 Na6 22.Rae1±

Bringing in the last piece and concluding a beautiful piece of opening strategy. All of Black’s pieces are substandard
 and his structure is stretched beyond sense.

22...Bf8 23.Bxf8 Raxf8 24.g3
Improving the knight to f4.

 
24...b6 25.cxb6 Qb7 26.Qd1 axb6 27.Re6 Rg7 28.a3?!

A bit loose.
 
28.R1e3, with the idea of tripling on the e-file, was more efficient. 28...Nb4 is not a threat; White has a lot of strong
 options, for example 29.Ne2 with a winning attack.



28...Qd7 29.R6e3 Nc7 30.Qb3 b5
Unnecessarily weakening the c5-square.

 
30...Rb8² would have been more resilient.
 
31.Qb4 Re8 32.a4 Rxe3 33.Rxe3

33...Ne6?
After 33...Rf7 34.a5 Black is struggling, but the final outcome is still far from clear. Instead Spassky rolls the dice in a

 bid for counterplay, but Short refutes it ruthlessly.
 
34.axb5 c5 35.dxc5 d4 36.c6 Qc8 37.Rxe6 Qxe6 38.Qxd4 Re7 39.c7 Kf7 40.b6 Rd7 41.Qe3 Qc6 42.Qh6 Kg8 43.Ng6
 Rf7 44.Nd5



1–0



3...Na6 – The Delayed Fianchetto
 
By manoeuvring his knight to c7, Black hopes for a more favourable version of the fianchetto set-up than in the
 previous game. Black’s additional control over the d5- and e6-squares will render the c2-c4 push ineffective; on the
 other hand, White will retain a commanding space advantage while Black spends a lot of time arranging his pieces on
 less-than-impressive squares.
 
The main line arises after:

1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 Na6 4.c3 Nc7 5.Bd3 g6 6.Ne2

As far as I am concerned, White does not need to memorize any further than this in order to play this line confidently.
 Understanding how to play the ensuing middlegame is the key to success, which is why I have given two illustrative
 games to cover the different kingside structures after 6...Nh6 (Game 3) and 6...h5 (Game 4).
 

GAME 3

Victor M. Vehi Bach – Daniel Montoya Cale

Sitges 2000
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 Na6

One of the attractions of this move is that White should not capture the knight due to the ...Qa5† trick; but on the
 other hand, White has better things to do anyway.
 
4.c3!



4...Nc7
This is the most reasonable way of playing the position. It’s not that White’s last move made Bxa6 into a serious real

 positional threat, although he could certainly consider making that trade. The main point is that White’s last move has
 shut the knight completely out of play, so Black may as well move it to its only decent square before committing any of
 his other pieces.
 
4...Bf5?!

Whereas 3...Bf5 is the main line, it makes less sense as a follow-up to Black’s eccentric knight development. The
 bishop is not so much developing to a useful square as making itself a target for White to push around.

5.Ne2 Nc7
Trying to make the moves hang together.
5...e6?! looks natural but Black will soon be pressed on all fronts. 6.Nf4! Preparing to hunt the bishop. Black now
 has a choice between the passive 6...h6, after which White will expand on the kingside and enjoy his space
 advantage, while wondering how Black is going to get his pieces out; or he can try 6...Ne7 7.Nd2 Nc7 8.g4 Bg6
 9.h4 f6 10.Nxg6 hxg6 11.Nf3 Qd7 as in Nunn – Nikolac, Germany 1984. White has handled the position
 excellently and only here do I suggest refining his play with 12.Be3!N 12...0-0-0 13.Qc2±, preparing to castle
 long while making the ...c5 break hard to accomplish.



At this point we found a slight improvement that makes all the difference.
6.Nd2!N

6.Ng3 decides the placement of the knight too early, as 6...Bg6 7.Be3 e6 8.Nd2 Ne7 reaches a set-up where
 White would much prefer the knight on f4, as in the Nunn game above. After the further 9.f4 Nf5 10.Bf2 h5
 White was unable to break Black’s blockade in Y. Vovk – Dmitrenko, Alushta 2009, and even fell into some
 danger later in the game. White might be better somehow, but proving it is not an easy task.

6...g6
6...e6?! 7.Nf4 Ne7 transposes to the 5...e6?! line given above.
Now that Black has defined his kingside structure, we can chase the bishop away without allowing the blockading
 plan seen in the previous note.

7.Ng3! Be6 8.Bd3
White has an obvious advantage.

 
5.Bd3

This is the most natural developing move, although John Nunn had success with another plan:
5.Ne2 g6 6.Ng3 Nh6 7.Nd2 Bg4

7...f6 should be met by 8.f4.
I don’t really like the text move, but White is better no matter what.

8.f3 Bd7 9.f4 Ne6
9...Nf5 is met by 10.Nxf5 Bxf5 11.g4.

10.Nf3 Ng7



11.Bd3!N
White preferred 11.h3 in Nunn – Arkell, London 1990, but it seems like a waste of time.

The text move is the most obvious continuation but the devil, as usual, is in the details.
11...Bg4

This is the move Nunn wanted to avoid, so it is the natural test.
Black can also play as Arkell did with 11...Nhf5. I recommend 12.Ne2 h5 13.Qc2, planning Bd2 and long
 castling.

12.h3 Bxf3 13.Qxf3 e6

14.Nf1! Nhf5 15.g4 Nh4 16.Qe2 Be7 17.Be3±
After 0-0-0 followed by Ng3, White will be ready for f4-f5. What more can you ask for from the opening?

 
The conclusion is that White has two good options at his disposal, so I hope one day you will have the chance to make



 this delicious choice.
 
5...g6 6.Ne2

This is the most flexible way to develop the knight. We have arrived at the basic tabiya as described in the
 introductory comments to this section.
 
6...Nh6?!

Black’s second knight development to the rim come at a price: he is poorly placed for an immediate attack.
 
6...h5 is more solid, and will be covered in the next game.
 

7.h4! Bf5 8.Bxf5 Nxf5 9.h5
Posing an unpleasant question to Black.

 
9...Rg8

Importantly, 9...Bg7? would lose a piece to 10.h6! Bf8 11.g4.
 
10.hxg6



10...Rxg6?
This creates further problems for Black, leaving him with a weak h-pawn. Furthermore, the rook gets kicked around.

 
It was necessary to play 10...hxg6, when White has a better position because of his space advantage and control of the h-
file. After natural moves such as 11.Nd2 Qd7 12.Nf3 0-0-0 13.Qd3 White has a plus and is ready to castle queenside
 and push his kingside pawns to squeeze the life out of Black. The outcome is far from guaranteed of course, but it will
 be harder for Black to fight against this plan than for White to implement it.
 
11.Nf4 Rh6 12.Nh5 Rg6 13.g4 Nh6 14.f3±

White has a commanding space advantage and the h-pawn is a long-term weakness.
 
14...Ne6 15.Be3 Ng5

This does not improve Black’s situation much; the knight will get kicked around quite soon.
 
16.Nd2 Qd7 17.Qe2 0-0-0 18.0-0-0



18...f5
Desperation in a lost position. If Black does nothing, White will play Ng3 and let the pawns roll. The text, on the

 other hand, loses a pawn in several ways; White chooses the simplest.
 
19.exf6 exf6 20.Nxf6 Qe7 21.Nh5 Re8 22.Rde1 Re6 23.Bxg5 Qxg5

Trying to complicate things, as 23...Rxe2 24.Bxe7 Rxe1† 25.Rxe1 Rxe7 26.Rxe7 Bxe7 27.Kd1 should lead to a
 simple technical conversion of White’s extra pawn.
 
24.Qxe6† Rxe6 25.Rxe6 Kd7 26.Rhe1 Bd6?

In a lost position, Black blunders the bishop.
 
27.Nf6†

1–0



GAME 4

Jean-Marc Degraeve – Harald Pingitzer

Charleville 2000
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 Na6 4.c3 Nc7 5.Bd3 g6 6.Ne2 h5

This is an attempt to avoid the fate suffered by Black in the previous game. Fighting for space on the kingside is a
 logical plan, but it does not come close to solving all of Black’s problems. White can claim an advantage after most
 plausible schemes of development, but I especially like the plan chosen by Degraeve, who comes up with a beautiful
 manoeuvre to fight for the f5-square.

7.Nd2! Nh6 8.Nf1
We could stop here and say White is better – he has a space advantage and a clear plan of action. Black has no active

 counterplay, and will have to sit tight and wait for the details. But first of all, he has to come up with a move, which is
 not so easy.
 
8...b6

I am amazed by this move, and even more amazed by the fact that it is a top suggestion of the engines. Black is a long
 way from carrying out an effective ...c5 break; it was only when I started looking at the alternatives that I understood
 why Black played this, as other moves are equally unsettling.
 
8...h4 9.Ne3 h3

A possible try, but closing the h-file does not do Black much good.
10.g3 Bg7 11.0-0 Kf8 12.Nf4!

12.f4!?N is also promising, intending 12...Nf5 13.Nxf5 Bxf5 14.Bxf5 gxf5 15.Qd3. The idea is to meet either
 15...Qd7 or 15...e6 with 16.g4! fxg4 17.f5, with a tremendous initiative for a pawn. The text move is simpler
 though.



12...Ne6 13.Qf3 Kg8 14.g4 Nxf4 15.Qxf4 Qd7 16.f3
In Haeusler – Muharemagic, email 2004, White was completely winning. He played Qg3, but never got around to

 taking the h-pawn, as he was having too much fun crashing through the centre.
 
In a later game Pingitzer tried to improve with 8...Bf5. This is the move Black has prepared for, but there are some
 downsides as well. 9.Bxh6!? Rxh6 (9...Bxd3 loses a pawn to 10.Bxf8 Bxe2 11.Bxe7, as does 9...Bxh6 10.Bxf5 gxf5
 11.Nfg3 Qd7 12.Nxh5) 10.Bxf5 gxf5² Sienkiewicz – Pingitzer, corr. 2010.

All in all, this is probably the best Black can achieve from this variation, though it is not much. He has a weaker pawn
 structure and more passive pieces. Most importantly, he hardly has any reasonable pawn levers coming up for a long
 time. In short, White has every reason to be happy.



9.Ne3 Bg7
9...Ng4N is worth considering, but White is still better after 10.Nc2!? c5 11.b3, which stops ...c5-c4 and prepares h2-

h3, with the idea of bringing the knight back to e3. White has other options on move 10 but I like the idea of avoiding
 unnecessary exchanges and making the most of our space advantage.
 
10.Qc2 Be6 11.Nf4 Qd7 12.a4 0-0

Black could easily be criticized for castling into danger, but his position is poor no matter what. The white pieces are
 beautifully placed and completely stable. The only real exception is the c1-bishop, but it’s only a matter of time before
 White finds a useful role for it; he can even consider b2-b3 and Ba3 at some point.

13.h3!
The player with a space advantage will find it much easier to move his pieces from flank to flank. In this case it is the



 queen which is coming to the kingside once Black’s structure starts to crack.
 
13...c5 14.g4 hxg4 15.hxg4 Nxg4

15...Bxg4 is the alternative. The strongest reply is 16.Rg1! when Black has no reasonable defence against a sacrifice
 on g6, for example:

16...Be6 17.Bxg6 fxg6 18.Qxg6 Rf7 19.Qxh6 and White wins.
 
16.f3! Nxe3 17.Bxe3

That solves the problem of how to develop the dark-squared bishop.
 
17...Bf5 18.Qh2 g5

19.Bxf5



The quickest way to win was 19.e6! fxe6 20.Bxf5 followed by Qh7† and Ng6-e5†, when Black cannot defend the
 bishop on g7. I guess Degraeve was certain he would win at some point, so his concentration may have dipped.
 
19...Qxf5 20.Nh5 f6 21.exf6 Bxf6

The machine gives 21...Rxf6 as Black’s best, but after 22.Nxf6† exf6 23.0-0-0 White’s extra exchange should decide
 the game.
 
22.0-0-0

Again missing the cleanest route: 22.Nxf6†! The difference between this and the game continuation is that Black
 cannot recapture with the e-pawn as the knight on c7 would drop. So 22...Rxf6 is forced, but after 23.0-0-0 Black is
 almost finished; he cannot play ...Ne6, and he will soon succumb after something like 23...Rc6 24.Qh5 intending Rdg1.
 
22...Ne6 23.Nxf6† exf6 24.dxc5 Ng7?!

White’s main point is of course 24...bxc5? 25.Rxd5! and wins.
 
It was essential to try 24...Kf7!? when Black is resisting, though White still has great winning chances.
 
25.c6 Qe6 26.Rde1 Qxc6

27.Bxg5! Rae8
27...fxg5 28.Re7 leads to a quick mate.

 
28.Qh7† Kf7 29.Bh6 Rxe1† 30.Rxe1 Rg8 31.Rg1 Qxa4 32.Kb1 Qc4 33.Bxg7

Black resigned. It is worth remembering White’s incredibly strong way of dealing with Black’s exotic opening
 system. The final phase of the game was not perfect, but Degraeve never lost control of his advantage.

1–0
 

Conclusion
 
3.e5 is the hot move to play at the moment, but fashion is not our main concern. Rather, we have chosen it for this book
 because of the wealth of possible new ideas, especially those analysed in Chapters 2 and 4.



 
Only 3...c5 and 3...Bf5 are serious moves. In this chapter we have seen that the more exotic tries leave White with an
 uncontested space advantage. There will always be players who will play anything just to avoid theory but, in the
 present chapter, Black pays the price in terms of his passive pieces and lack of prospects for counterplay. As long as
 White pays attention to certain details, such as when to commit the e2-knight to f4 or g3, as well as the excellent Nf1-
e3 manoeuvre seen in the last game, he should be able to establish a formidable position with great prospects for the
 middlegame.
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1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 c5!?

This move was tested at the highest level in 1961, when Botvinnik used it three times in his return match against
 Mikhail Tal; after two draws and a loss, he abandoned it in favour of 3...Bf5. For a long time it was considered a
 second-rate option but it has grown more popular over the past few decades, not least due to the success of GMs Keith
 Arkell and Igor Khenkin. Some strong GMs such as Khairullin and Andreikin have used it recently as well, and it was
 recommended by Houska in her recent repertoire book on the Caro-Kann; more about that later.
 
I have chosen to go down the same road as Tal and take on c5. However, since we discovered various ideas and new
 concepts for Black as well, this chapter will take a few diversions, to explain why we were not satisfied with other
 popular continuations.
 

The Tricky 4.c4!?

1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 c5 4.c4!?
This direct approach is visually appealing, but the concrete nature of the play does not favour White. This line was

 advocated by IM Palliser in Dangerous Weapons: The Caro-Kann, where his article was aptly, at the time, called Don’t
 Let Black have all the Fun! Sadly, theory has moved on, and nowadays White has no fun at all against accurate play by
 Black.
 
4.Nf3 allows 4...Bg4! when 5.c4 transposes to 4.c4 below, and 5.dxc5 Nc6 is a big main line which is not my main
 recommendation, although you can find some analysis of it towards the end of the chapter.
 
4...cxd4 5.Nf3!?



5.Qxd4
This was given by Wells in his 2007 book as leading to an edge for White, and was also Palliser’s
 recommendation. However, I was unable to find anything for White after:

5...Nc6!?
5...e6 6.cxd5 Nc6 7.Bb5 exd5 should also be okay for Black.

6.Qxd5 Qc7 7.Nc3 Bf5!
7...e6 8.Qe4 Qxe5 9.Qxe5 Nxe5 10.Nb5 Bb4† occurred in Gietl – Menacher, Pfarrkirchen 1997, when Palliser’s
 11.Ke2!N indeed looks promising.

8.Nb5 Qc8 9.Bd3
White should be able to improve on this but I don’t think he is better in any case.

9...Bxd3 10.Qxd3 a6 11.Nc3 Nxe5N
11...Qg4 was playable but less clear in Becerra Rivero – Abreu Jean, Santo Domingo 2012.

12.Qe2 Qf5
Black is doing well.



5...Bg4 6.cxd5
6.Qa4† and 6.Qb3!? have been tried but I don’t want to get too bogged down in variations; suffice to say that neither

 move will worry a well-prepared opponent.
 
6.Qxd4

It is worth pointing out that this natural move is neatly countered by:
6...Bxf3 7.gxf3 Nc6!

An obvious pawn sacrifice; White is left with weaknesses and a lack of development.
8.Qxd5 e6

9.Qe4?!
9.Qxd8† Rxd8 10.f4 is better; White is objectively okay here, but it is not the kind of position that would inspire
 me to play this line.



9...Bb4† 10.Bd2
10.Nc3 is the engine’s suggestion; after 10...f5 11.Qe3 Nd4 12.Qd3 Qa5!! Black has a wonderful initiative, but
 the more human 10...Bxc3† 11.bxc3 Qa5 is also appealing.

10...Bxd2† 11.Nxd2 Qa5 12.0-0-0 0-0-0 13.f4 Qxa2 14.Rg1 Rd4 15.Qb1 Qxb1† 16.Nxb1 Rxf4
Black converted his advantage in Hector – Khenkin, Tegernsee 2008.

 
6...Qxd5 7.Nc3

White’s idea is to go for a double-edged endgame, but continued analysis and practical testing have revealed a
 reliable path to safety for Black.
 
7...Bxf3 8.Nxd5 Bxd1 9.Nc7†

9.e6?! is inaccurate due to 9...Bg4! 10.Nc7† Kd8 11.Nxa8 Bxe6 when Black is at least equal.
 
9...Kd7! 10.Nxa8

10...Bc2!
This is the key move, which is also given by Palliser in his article.

 
11.Bd2 Nc6 12.Rc1 d3 13.h4 e6 14.Rh3 Nge7 15.Bxd3 Bxd3 16.Rxd3† Nd5 17.b4



17...b5! 18.a4 bxa4 19.b5 Nxe5 20.Rc7†
A couple of strong GMs have a slow-moving thematic match from here: the games Najer – Khairullin, Moscow 2010,

 and Najer – Khairullin, Loo 2014, both reached this position. The first time Black put his king on e8; the second time
 he decided, probably correctly, that d8 was the better square. The endgame is close to being analysed to a conclusion,
 and that conclusion is “draw” – which was indeed the result of both games.
 
Although it is always possible to go back and look for new ideas earlier in the game, I firmly believe that White’s best
 chance of an advantage against 3...c5 lies with capturing the cheeky pawn.
 

Introduction to 4.dxc5!
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 c5 4.dxc5!
 
This was the move chosen by Tal against Botvinnik in 1961, as well as by Spassky against Kotov six years earlier. As is
 the case in many openings, the methods used today are quite different – in this chapter I will be recommending an early
 a2-a3 which would have been an alien concept to players fifty years ago, but which today seems rather natural.
 
At this point Black has two serious moves. Khenkin has generally favoured the former and Arkell the latter, although
 each of these 3...c5 connoisseurs has used both moves at different times.



4...e6 is what Botvinnik played, and has been Jovanka Houska’s choice in both of her Caro-Kann books, the more recent
 of which was published in 2015. It is theoretically sound, but seems a tad passive and gives White plenty of freedom.
 Interestingly, some of the most critical lines after my recommended 5.a3!? have barely been tested.
 
4...Nc6 is more popular these days and can be viewed as slightly more ambitious, as well as somewhat riskier. It can
 lead to exceptionally sharp play; for instance, one of my novelties in this chapter involves an enterprising queen
 sacrifice. Again the main recommendation is 5.a3!?, which is relatively unexplored and leads to fascinating play with
 good prospects for White.
 

Imitating the French with 4...e6
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 c5 4.dxc5 e6

The similarities with the Advance French are obvious. Black has lost a bit of time and still has to win back the pawn,
 but he can argue that White has been lured into exchanging on c5 prematurely. Everything depends on how White
 utilizes the extra tempo.
 
5.a3!?

I find this flexible move rather intriguing. It is not the only way to challenge Black’s position but I had to make a
 choice, and this is it.
 
5...Nc6

5...Bxc5 6.b4 Bb6 7.Nf3 is likely to transpose whenever ...Nc6 is played.
 
5...a5?! has also been played but I don’t like it at all. This move will be covered in Game 5 below, along with 5...Qc7.
 
6.Nf3

6.b4? would be fine if Black routinely captured on e5, as White would get a comfortable version of the 4...Nc6
 variation examined later. Unfortunately he can do rather better with 6...a5!, when White is already fighting an uphill
 battle for equality.
 
6...Bxc5 7.b4 Bb6 8.Bb2 Nge7 9.Bd3 Ng6 10.0-0



The move order getting to this point can be varied, but most games end up around here.

10...0-0
10...Nf4 might seem like an appealing prospect to eliminate the d3-bishop, but will the c8-bishop ever get into the

 game? See Game 6 for further details.
 
11.Re1

When I first saw this position, with no engines or database statistics to distract me, I liked White’s chances. The e5-
pawn establishes a space advantage and limits Black’s pieces, and the c2-c4 break will free up additional squares,
 especially for the b1-knight.
 
11...f6

11...a5 was Andreikin’s choice but the course of Game 7 does not bode well for Black.
 
12.exf6 gxf6 13.c4



This is the most critical line of the 5.a3 variation as far as I am concerned. Game 8 will introduce the subject while
 dealing with the inferior 13...dxc4?!. The most important move is 13...Nf4!, which will be discussed in a separate
 analysis section.
 



GAME 5

Klara Varga – Gabriel Battaglini

Kecskemet 2009
 
1.e4 c6

1...e6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 c5 4.dxc5 Nc6 5.Nf3 Bxc5 6.Bd3 is good for Black after 6...f6!, but it matters a lot who is to
 move.
 
2.d4 d5 3.e5 c5 4.dxc5 e6 5.a3 a5?!

Before looking at this in detail, we should check another odd move:
5...Qc7

This has mostly occurred in computer games, but has also been used by some strong over-the-board players.
6.Nf3 Bxc5

6...Nd7 7.b4! Nxe5 8.Bb2 gives White an excellent version of the 4...Nc6 5.a3 lines examined later.
7.b4 Be7

7...Bb6 8.c4! a6 (or 8...dxc4 9.Nbd2 c3 10.Ne4 Nc6 11.Ra2! intending Rc2xc3 with a big advantage for White) In
 Shaposhnikov – Prasad, Hoogeveen 2002, the logical 9.Nbd2!N 9...Ne7 10.Bb2 followed by Rc1 would have
 made Black’s early queen development look silly.

8.Bd3 a5 9.b5 Nd7 10.Qe2 b6 11.0-0 Bb7 12.Bf4²
This position has occurred in several computer games. White has achieved a healthy plus score, even though the same

 engines claim that White has no advantage to speak of at this moment. Compare with the Nepomniachtchi – Andreikin
 game beginning on page 42 if you are not convinced of the sad reality about Black’s prospects in this structure.
 
Let’s return to the game continuation, which I regard as too optimistic. White has more than one way to make the
 inclusion of the last two pawn moves work to his advantage.



6.Be3!
This is the most ambitious move, making it harder for Black to regain the pawn. In all the lines that follow, the

 inclusion of a2-a3 and ...a5 proves detrimental to Black’s chances in various ways.
 
It is worth having a quick look at the alternative. It leads to a slight edge for White, but Arkell has done excellently from
 Black’s side:
6.Nf3 Bxc5 7.Bd3 Ne7!

7...f6N has yet to be tested. A logical continuation is 8.exf6 Nxf6 9.0-0 Nc6 10.c4 0-0 11.Nc3 Qd6 12.h3! Ne5
 13.cxd5 Nxd3 14.Qxd3² when I like White.

8.0-0
I checked 8.Bf4N, but after 8...Qb6! 9.0-0 Qxb2 10.Nbd2 Ng6! 11.Bg3 a4³ I do not believe White has enough
 play.



8...Ng6 9.Bg5
9.Nc3 was also slightly better for White in Longson – Arkell, Sunningdale 2013, though Keith went on to win
 here too.

9...Be7 10.Bxe7 Qxe7 11.Nc3 Bd7 12.Qd2 0-0 13.Rae1 Na6 14.Nd4²

Rodshtein – Arkell, Hastings 2015. Keith is an excellent technical player who does not mind being slightly worse out
 of the opening, and he went on to win this game too. Nevertheless, White has the better prospects at this stage.
 
6...Nh6

6...Nd7!?N can be met by: 7.Nc3 Nxe5 (7...Bxc5 8.Bxc5 Nxc5 gives White a pleasant choice between 9.Nb5 and
 9.Qg4, with a clear advantage in either case) 8.Na4!² White clamps down on the weak b6-square and can develop his
 initiative with moves like Nf3, Bb5(†), 0-0, b2-b4, c2-c4 and so on.
 
The text move is a standard idea after 5.Be3, but the additional pawn moves on the queenside change the situation
 considerably.



7.Nf3
7.Bxh6!?N 7...gxh6 8.c4 looks promising too, but simple development works well.

 
7...Qc7?!

Five months after the main game, Battaglini improved his play with:
7...Nf5

Kryvoruchko – Battaglini, Cappelle-la-Grande 2010. I think White has only one route to an advantage:
8.Bg5!N

A great little novelty. In the position with pawns on a2 and a7, Black’s main reply is ...Qa5†. Vive la différence!
8...Qc7

8...Be7?! 9.Bxe7 Qxe7 10.Bd3 Qxc5 11.Bxf5 exf5 12.Nc3 Be6 13.Qd4± gives White a substantial positional
 advantage.
8...f6?! is as dodgy as it looks: 9.exf6 gxf6 10.Ne5! A well-known trick. 10...Ng7 The only move. (10...h5? is met
 by 11.Be2 Ng7 12.Ng6 and Black collapses) 11.Qf3 Be7 12.Bb5† Nd7 13.Bh6 Rg8 14.Nd3± White has
 excellent prospects, for example: 14...Kf7 15.g4 Nxc5 16.Nc3± White’s next moves will be 0-0-0, h4 and Nf4.
The text move is Black’s best chance but, once again, White can use the queenside pawn moves to his advantage.



9.Nc3!
With Nb5 in the air, White is making full use of the weakness of the b5-square.

9...Bxc5 10.Bd3
A simple move with a direct threat.

10...Ne7
10...h6 11.Bf4 g5 fails to 12.Bxf5 gxf4 13.Bd3 and everything is wrong with the black position.
At this point White clearly has a better position, though it is not yet overwhelming. The following continuation is
 just one of several ways to proceed.

11.Nb5
Forcing the queen away from any squares where it can put pressure on the e5-pawn.

11...Qb6 12.0-0 0-0 13.a4!?
It is useful to stabilize the knight. Play could continue:



13...Bd7 14.c3 Nbc6 15.Qc2 Ng6 16.Rae1²
Black remains fairly solid, but it is clear that the opening has been a success for White.

 
8.Nc3!

The standard idea, taking aim at the dark squares while exploiting the hole on b5.
 
8...Bxc5 9.Nb5 Qe7 10.Bxc5 Qxc5 11.Nd6†

The obvious move, although 11.c4N and 11.Qd4 are excellent for White as well.
 
11...Kf8 12.Bd3

The opening is over and White has a clear advantage.

12...Nc6 13.Qe2 Ng4
Allowing a tactical trick.

 
14.Nxf7! Kxf7 15.Ng5† Kg8 16.Qxg4 Nxe5 17.Qf4 Nxd3† 18.cxd3 Qf8 19.Qxf8†

Maybe White liked the idea of playing for two results, but I do not see the point of entering an endgame while the
 black pieces are so disorganized.
19.Qe3!± would have prepared to establish the knight on e5, maintaining full control while preserving some attacking
 chances.
 
19...Kxf8 20.Kd2 Ke7 21.Rac1 h6 22.Nf3 Kd6 23.d4

The ending is still highly unpleasant for Black of course, but the queen exchange has definitely improved his survival
 chances.
 
23...Rf8 24.Rc3 Bd7 25.Rhc1 Ra6 26.Ke3 Rb6 27.b3 Bc6?

27...Rc6 would have reduced the pressure, though Black would still have faced a long battle for a draw.
 
28.Ne5 Rf6 29.g4 g5 30.h4!

White finds a way to utilize her rooks on both flanks with great force.
 



30...gxh4 31.Rh1 Ra6 32.Rxh4 b5
This is Black’s only chance of counterplay, but it gives White a chance to decide the game immediately.

33.Rxh6?
Missing 33.g5! hxg5 34.Rh7, when Black is mated after either 34...Be8 35.Rcc7 or 34...b4 35.Rxc6† Rxc6 36.Rd7#.

 
33...Rxh6 34.Nf7† Ke7 35.Nxh6 b4 36.axb4 axb4 37.Rc2 Be8 38.Rc7† Kf6

39.Ng8†?
Missing another win: 39.Kf4! with the threat of 40.g5† Kg6 41.Ng4 when Black cannot defend against 42.Ne5† Kh5

 43.Rh7#. Black can only avoid the mate by doing something desperate, and you can guess how that would work out.
 
39...Kg6 40.Rb7 Ra3 41.Rxb4??



Not only overlooking 41.Kf4!, which again leads to an irresistible attack, but also missing Black’s clever trap.
 
41...Ra7!

The knight is trapped!
 
42.Rb8 Bf7 43.b4 Kg7 44.b5 Bxg8

White is lucky she has enough counterplay to secure a draw.

45.b6 Ra4 46.b7 Rb4 47.Kf4 Bf7 48.Ke5 Rb6 49.f4 Bg6 50.f5 exf5 51.gxf5 Bf7 52.f6† Kg6 53.Rh8 Rxb7 54.Rh1 Rb8
 55.Rg1† Kh6 56.Kf5 Bh5 57.Rh1 Rf8 58.Rh2 Rh8 59.Rh1 Rh7 60.Rh2 Ra7 61.Rh1 Ra2 62.f7 Rf2† 63.Ke6 Rf3
 64.Rh2 Rf1 65.Rh3 Rf4 66.Rh4 Rf3 67.Rh3 Rf2 68.Rh2 Rf3 69.Rh3

½–½



GAME 6

Igor Smirnov – Evgeny Sharapov

Evpatoria 2008
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 c5 4.dxc5 e6

The actual move order was 4...Nc6 5.Nf3 e6 6.a3 but I have switched it to fit with our topic of 4...e6.
 
5.a3 Nc6 6.Nf3

White develops naturally. Let me remind you that 6.b4? is inadvisable due to 6...a5!.

6...Bxc5
A sacrificial option is:

6...f6
GM Jonathan Hawkins, twice British Champion, has scored 2/2 with this move. Hawkins is always well prepared
 in the opening, so we should take his pet line seriously.

7.exf6!
Both of Hawkins’ opponents played the less challenging 7.Bb5.

7...Nxf6
The gambit option.
7...Qxf6N ensures that Black will regain the pawn, but after 8.c4 Bxc5 9.cxd5 exd5 10.Nc3² White has the better
 structure with an immediate attack against d5. Our king can escape the centre well before any real counter-threats
 arrive. Houska covers 6...f6 in a side-note and mentions 10...Nge7 “with an open position” but after 11.Nxd5
 Black will struggle to demonstrate compensation.

8.b4 Be7
A key point is that 8...a5?! 9.b5 Nb8 10.Be3 Nbd7 11.c6 Nc5 12.c4± brings no relief for Black.
This position has been tested in a bunch of engine games – plus the odd Internet game, which is almost the same
 thing. It is worth including a few more moves to get an idea of how the steam can be taken out of Black’s



 position.
9.Nc3 e5 10.Bb5 Bg4 11.h3 Bxf3 12.Qxf3 0-0 13.0-0 Ne4 14.Qd3 Nxc3

15.Bxc6!
Killing the knight before it becomes a nuisance, as 15.Qxc3 Nd4 is less convincing.

15...bxc6 16.Qxc3 Bf6
White’s extra pawn endures. The engines have tested both 17.Qb3² and 17.Rb1², when the debate is whether White

 will win or Black will scrape a draw.

7.b4
7.Bd3 is likely to lead to the same thing after a subsequent b2-b4 and Bb2, but it feels more natural to expand on the

 queenside first, as this was the whole point of 5.a3.
 
7...Bb6 8.Bb2 Nge7



An important alternative is:
8...f6 9.Bd3

Black’s last move would work perfectly after 9.exf6? Nxf6³, but this is exactly why we have gone for the set-up
 with the bishop on b2.
9.Bb5!? also gives White good prospects, and was given by Niclas Huschenbeth in his Chess24 lectures on the
 Advance Caro-Kann. However, since we have nothing to fear by developing in the standard way, I recommend
 just staying with the program.

9...fxe5 10.0-0!
I find this move the most flexible. White can also take on e5 directly, allowing some ...Qg5 ideas that require
 unnecessary preparation, or play 10.b5!? Nd4 11.Nxd4 exd4 12.Qh5† Kf8 13.0-0², which has been played in a
 lot of engine games and gives White more than enough compensation. To me this feels too much like computer
 moves rather than something I would want to play, but if this does not put you off then you could certainly
 consider playing this way.

10...Nf6
Black will not be able to hold onto the pawn anyway.

11.Nxe5 0-0 12.Nd2²
White had the more pleasant position in Zill – Ruefenacht, corr. 2013.

 
9.Bd3 Ng6 10.0-0

10.g3 has scored pretty highly as well, but we will soon see that the knight incursion to f4 is not something to be
 feared.



10...Nf4
Black makes a third move with the knight, eager to make a fourth to ensure the two-bishop advantage. But is it really

 an advantage here? In the long run he will certainly have chances to do something with his light-squared bishop, but we
 are not looking for the long run here...
 
10...0-0 is the main line; it will be covered in the next two games and the analysis section which follows them.
 
11.c4!

White is clearing a path for his spare knight to jump to e4.
 
11...Nxd3

Sharapov follows the plan. Black has tried several other moves, but none of them brings satisfaction.
 
11...g5!? is not the kind of move you are ever likely to face, and I would not have included this fragment if I did not find
 it mildly entertaining: 12.c5 Bc7 13.b5 Ne7 14.Nxg5 Rg8



15.Nxf7! Kxf7 16.Qf3 Rxg2† 17.Kh1 Neg6 18.Bxg6† Rxg6 19.Qxf4†² NKVD – Raphk57, Internet 2014.
 
11...dxc4 12.Bxc4 Qxd1 13.Rxd1 Ng6 14.Nbd2 Bc7 Shmeliov has played like this three times, scoring only one draw. I
 think the fourth time he tries it, someone should hit him with a wacky engine idea:

15.Rac1!N (15.Bb5 Bd7 16.Ne4² was played in Izoria – Shmeliov, Wheeling 2013, the game Shmeliov held) 15...0-0
 The pawn cannot be taken as long as Bb5† is in the air. 16.Be2! Bxe5 (16...Ngxe5? 17.b5+–) 17.Nxe5 Ncxe5 18.g3!±
 White is in complete control and his pieces will swarm in after f2-f4, Bf3 and Ne4-d6.
 
11...Bc7 12.Qd2 Nxd3 13.Qxd3 a6 (After 13...0-0 14.Re1 Ne7 15.Nc3 we are discussing only the size of White’s
 advantage, Ly – Cheng, Melbourne 2014.) 14.Re1 0-0 15.Nc3



15...d4 16.Ne4 Nxe5 17.Nxe5 Bxe5 18.Rad1² White has an advantage similar to some Catalan positions where Black
 has trouble developing the c8-bishop. 18...Bc7 19.Bxd4 e5 20.Bc5 Qxd3 21.Rxd3 f5 22.Nc3 e4 23.Rdd1 Despite
 Black’s energetic play, he still has serious problems.

23...Rf7 24.f3 Be6 25.Nd5 Bxd5 26.cxd5± FCPartizan – Wolfmessing, engine game 2014. An engine game will of
 course not tell us a lot about how we should think, but in this case it does illustrate that there is no easy solution to
 Black’s problems.
 
11...a6 12.Nc3 Bc7 occurred in Frolyanov – Grishchenko, Sochi 2012. After shuffling the pieces around for a while, I
 decided that it makes most sense to play: 13.Re1!N 13...0-0 14.Qc2 Nxd3 15.Qxd3 With a surprising transposition to
 11...Bc7 above.
 
11...f6 12.exf6 gxf6 13.Nc3² gives White a pleasant edge. Black’s position is far from hopeless, but there are just too
 many practical problems. 13...dxc4 (13...0-0 gives White an improved version of the critical 13...Nf4 variation



 examined later on page 46, as he has not had to spend a tempo on Re1 and can instead get a clear advantage with
 14.cxd5.) 14.Bxc4 Qxd1 15.Raxd1 e5 16.Ne4 Ke7 17.b5 Na5 18.Ba2 Be6 19.Bxe6 Nxe6 In S. Zhigalko – Lomako,
 Minsk 2011, White should have taken the opportunity to cash in his development advantage with:
 

20.Nxf6!N 20...Kxf6 21.Bxe5† Ke7 22.Bxh8 Rxh8 23.Rfe1 White has decent winning chances with no serious risk.
 
Finally, 11...0-0 is the most natural-looking move, when it is worth considering a new idea:

12.Bc2!?N (12.Qd2 Nxd3 13.Qxd3 dxc4 14.Qxc4² is also decent, Fedorov – Dudukin, Vladimir 2009. 12.Nc3 has
 been the usual choice, and it is of course fine.) 12...dxc4 13.Nbd2 Nd3 14.Nxc4 Nxb2 15.Nxb2 Qxd1 16.Rfxd1²
 White can improve his pieces effortlessly with Nc4, Be4 and Rac1; meanwhile, Black will have a hard time getting his
 pieces into the game, and will need to solve his problems in some inventive way. Good luck with that!
 
12.Qxd3



12...dxc4
This will have to be played pretty soon.

 
Delaying the central exchange did not help at all in the following game: 12...Ne7 13.Nc3 Bd7 14.Rfd1 dxc4 15.Qxc4
 Ng6 16.Qg4± Black’s position is already uncomfortable and his next move leads to a total disaster. 16...f5? 17.exf6
 Qxf6 (17...gxf6 18.Ne4 is also crushing)

18.Rxd7! Kxd7 19.Rd1† Black resigned in Ljubicic – Paravic, corr. 2007. A likely end could be 19...Kc8 20.Nb5!
 Qxb2 21.Nd6† Kc7 22.Qe4 Qxf2† 23.Kh1 and Black has no defence against the impending doom.
 
13.Qxc4 0-0 14.Nc3



14...Nd4
Black has also tried:

14...Ne7 15.Rad1 Nd5
If White takes the pawn, Black should have enough compensation to fight for a draw successfully, though it
 would be a fight. But White is well placed and does not need to take the pawn.

16.Qg4!
Preparing Ne4-f6/d6 with the usual attacking ideas.

16...f5
Clearly a concession, but Black’s position is not easy.

17.exf6 Nxf6 18.Qh4 Nd5 19.Qe4 Qe8 20.Nxd5 exd5 21.Qxd5†±
Black managed to salvage a draw in Istratescu – Grachev, Basel 2013, but I doubt that anyone would want to try to



 repeat that defensive feat. White has real winning chances. I should point out that, compared with the earlier pawn grab
 that Istratescu rejected on move 15, White’s bishop is much more useful now that the e5-pawn has been exchanged.
 
15.Nxd4 Qxd4 16.Qe2 Qh4 17.Rad1²

Black is struggling to get his pieces into the game; the two bishops are certainly not powerful here.

17...Rd8
After 17...f5?! 18.exf6 Rxf6?! Black was able to survive in Roos – Schubert, Germany 2009, but it would have been a

 different story after: 19.Na4!N 19...Rf7 20.Nxb6 axb6 21.Rd4 Qe7 22.Rfd1 White is dominating and the position
 should be a win with accurate play.
 
18.Rxd8† Bxd8?!

An odd recapture. The queen is not doing much good on h4; the absence of support means that it is in the wilderness,
 rather than exerting pressure.
 
18...Qxd8 19.Ne4 is pleasant for White, but the game goes on. Black will constantly have to worry about Nf6† ideas,
 while trying to get the rest of the boys into the game.
 
19.Rd1 h6 20.Ne4 b6

Black’s last couple of moves were not the best but it’s obvious that White had won the opening battle, so we will just
 enjoy Smirnov’s neat finish before moving on to the next game.
 
21.g3 Qe7



22.Nf6†! Kh8
22...gxf6 23.exf6 (or 23.Qg4† first) leads to a quick mate.

 
23.Qe4

1–0



GAME 7

Ian Nepomniachtchi – Dmitry Andreikin

Nizhny Novgorod 2013
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 c5 4.dxc5 e6

Again I have fiddled the move order to fit into the current section of the chapter. The actual move order was 4...Nc6
 5.a3 e6 (5...Nxe5 is covered in a later section beginning on page 55) 6.Nf3.
 
5.a3 Nc6 6.Nf3

Andreikin had some success with the 3...c5 system in the World Cup in Tromso not long beforehand. But with the
 element of surprise no longer with him for this game, he would have a harder time making it work against a 2700-rated
 opponent.
 
6...Bxc5 7.b4 Bb6 8.Bb2 Nge7 9.Bd3 Ng6 10.0-0 0-0

11.Re1
White overprotects the valuable e5-pawn while providing a retreat square for the d3-bishop.

 
11...a5

A natural move, but Black has tried some other options:
 
11...f6 is the main line, coverage of which begins in the next main game.
 
11...Bd7

This is a popular move, but White has a pleasant position and can build up pressure in more than one way.
12.Nbd2

12.g3!? transposes to a game where White soon forced a favourable ending: 12...Rc8 (12...f6!?N must be critical)
 13.Nbd2 a6 14.h4 Na7 15.c4 dxc4 16.Nxc4 Bc6 17.Nxb6! Qxb6 18.Bd4 Bxf3 19.Bxb6 Bxd1 20.Raxd1± Lazov



 – Dobrovoljc, Batumi 2014.
12...Nce7

12...Nf4?! 13.Bf1 Ne7 14.g3 Nfg6 was seen in Swiercz – Khenkin, Warsaw 2013, and now simplest would have
 been 15.c4!N 15...dxc4 16.Nxc4²; however, the game continuation of 15.Bd3 was also not bad, and actually
 transposes to the position after 13.g3 below, with two extra moves played.

13.g3!
I like this flexible move, especially now that Black no longer has a retreat square on e7 for the g6-knight.
13.c4!? is a good alternative. 13...dxc4 14.Nxc4 Bb5 was seen in Arakhamia-Grant – Nikolaidis, Gibraltar 2010,
 and now either 15.g3!?N or 15.Nd6!?N would have given White an edge.

13...Ba4 14.Qe2!
Swiercz chose 14.h4 and was successful against Khenkin, but the text move is an even more logical follow-up to
 White’s last. The idea is to prepare c2-c4 without having to worry about ...Nf4.

14...Qd7 15.c4
Black is a long way from equalizing, as was shown in Lenda – Moebius band, engine game 2013.

 
12.b5 Nce7 13.a4

In view of the improvement given in the next note, 13.g3!?N may well be more accurate. In the event of 13...f6
 14.exf6 gxf6 15.c4 Black has some problems; his centre is under fire, and the pawn on g3 plays a useful role in
 restricting the knight on g6. If Black goes for a slower approach without ...f6, White will look to strengthen his position
 in a similar fashion to Nepomniachtchi in the main game.



13...Bc5?!
With hindsight, 13...f6!?N should have been tried. Play may continue 14.exf6 gxf6 15.c4 Nf4 (15...e5 16.cxd5 Nxd5

 17.Bc4 gives Black some problems) 16.Bf1 e5 with a situation resembling the critical ...f6 lines examined later. White
 may be able to claim an edge somehow but a3-a4 is looking like a wasted tempo, which is why I suggest deviating on
 the previous move.
 
The text move turns out to be too slow. It is worth paying attention to the way Nepomniachtchi strengthens his position
 and squeezes the life out of his opponent.
 
14.Nbd2 Qb6 15.Rf1

The retreat is only temporary.
 
15...Qc7 16.Nb3 b6 17.Re1±

Black has failed to gain any counterplay. The rest of the game was a rather dismal affair for him.



17...Bb4 18.c3 Bc5 19.Rc1 Bb7 20.Nbd4!
The rook is only on the c-file for prophylactic reasons; White is not in any hurry to play c3-c4.

 
20...Rae8 21.Rc2 Nf4 22.Bf1 Nf5

Andreikin tries to tempt White into doubling his pawns, which would help to bring the black pieces to life, but Nepo
 is having none of it.

23.Bc1 Ng6 24.Bd3 Bc8
Black may have been trying to prepare ...f6, but he never gets a suitable moment for it. Meanwhile White has been

 steadily improving his pieces, and he is now ready to seize more territory on the kingside.
 
25.g3! h6 26.h4 Qd8 27.h5 Nge7



There now comes an unlikely winning blow.

28.Nb3!
Amazingly, Black’s position is so congested that he has no defence against g3-g4 winning a piece!

 
28...Nxg3 29.Nxc5 Nxh5 30.Nh2 bxc5 31.Qxh5 c4 32.Bf1 Nf5 33.Ba3 d4 34.Bg2 d3 35.Rd2 Ne7 36.Qg4

1–0
This game makes it clear that merely developing and shuffling pieces around is not good enough for Black. In the

 next game we will turn our attention to the more testing plan involving ...f6 to fight for control of the centre.



GAME 8

Christian Gabriel – Arnd Lauber

Bad Woerishofen 1997
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 c5 4.dxc5 e6 5.a3

Yet again I have had to substitute in the ‘correct’ move order. 5.Nf3 Bxc5 6.Bd3 Nc6 7.0-0 Nge7 8.a3 Ng6 9.b4 Bb6
 10.Re1 0-0 11.Bb2 was the sequence that actually occurred in the game.
 
5...Nc6 6.Nf3 Bxc5 7.b4 Bb6 8.Bb2 Nge7 9.Bd3 Ng6 10.0-0 0-0 11.Re1

Finally we have returned to Gabriel – Lauber.
 
11...f6!

This was recommended by Jovanka Houska in her 2015 book Opening Repertoire: The Caro-Kann. I agree that it is
 the best way to go for Black, although I do not believe it fully solves Black’s problems.

12.exf6 gxf6 13.c4 dxc4?!
A clear concession. This move gives White greater mobility while doing nothing to help Black complete his

 development.
 
13...Nf4! is the critical move, which will be discussed in detail after this game.
 
14.Bxc4 Qxd1 15.Rxd1

White is better, as is easy to establish. His piece play is freer and, with two pawn islands against Black’s three, he also
 has a better structure. True, Black has a central majority, but his pieces are not well enough coordinated to make use of
 it.
 
15...Kf7?!

15...Nge5?! 16.Nxe5 Nxe5 17.Bb3± is also unpleasant as Black cannot get his pieces out, keeping in mind that



 17...Bd7 allows 18.Rxd7!.
 
15...Kh8! was the best move, and Black went on to hold the draw in Sherwood – Rawlings, corr. 2015. White has a few
 ways to continue but my choice would be 16.Nc3N 16...e5 17.g3 Bg4 18.Be2 Rfd8 19.Na4² with ongoing pressure.
 
16.Nc3 Ke7 17.b5!±

White intends to put his bishop on a3, showing why it was a mistake for Black to centralize his king.

17...Na5?!
The natural-looking move, but the knight has no future here.
17...Nce5 would have given better survival chances, though 18.Nxe5 Nxe5 19.Be2 Rd8 20.a4 is still excellent for

 White.
 
18.Ba2 Rd8 19.Ne4 e5 20.a4 Be6



21.Ba3†
The simple and sensible win, but I must point out the flashy 21.Nfg5!? as an alternative, intending 21...Bxa2 22.Ba3†

 Ke8 (22...Kf7 transposes to the game) 23.Nxf6 mate!
 
21...Kf7 22.Nfg5†

This simple combination nets a pawn while keeping a dominant position.
 
22...fxg5 23.Nxg5† Kf6 24.Nxe6 Rxd1† 25.Rxd1 Rc8 26.Rc1 Re8 27.Nc7

1–0



The critical 13...Nf4!
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 c5 4.dxc5 e6 5.a3 Nc6 6.Nf3 Bxc5 7.b4 Bb6 8.Bb2 Nge7 9.Bd3 Ng6 10.0-0 0-0 11.Re1 f6!
 12.exf6 gxf6 13.c4 Nf4!

As far as I am concerned, this is the only way to fight for equality. I have analysed it deeply and found quite a number
 of interesting points. Since this is a critical variation which has undergone limited practical testing, I have chosen to be
 rather expansive and consider three options. A) 14.c5 is an obvious try, but not an especially dangerous one. The two
 more serious moves are B) 14.cxd5 and C) 14.Bf1, both of which give White decent prospects for an edge.

A) 14.c5
 
Releasing the tension in the centre is strategically risky, as Black is left with a significant central majority. The engines
 reveal some tactical resources for White, but the whole scheme strikes me as too ‘computerish’.
 
14...Nxd3 15.Qxd3 Bc7 16.Nc3

Black controls the centre and has a strong pair of bishops. White may well be able to maintain the balance by
 resorting to weird computer tactics, but it’s generally not healthy to rely on such things.



16...d4
This is the most natural move, but it is not the only decent option. In the following engine game there were fireworks

 galore, but no advantage for White: 16...a6 17.Rad1 Qd7 18.Na4!? Nxb4 19.axb4 Qxa4

20.Ng5! fxg5 21.Qd4 e5 22.Qxd5† Rf7 23.Rxe5 Bxe5 24.Qd8† Rf8 25.Qxg5† Kf7 26.Re1 Re8 27.Bxe5 Rxe5 28.Qxe5
 Bd7 White took the perpetual in MaM_01,S – Meawk, Internet 2014.
 
17.Nb5 e5

Houska ends her analysis here and concludes that Black has no problems. This is correct, although it is worth giving a
 few more moves of a correspondence game in which White tried to break through directly.
 
18.Qc4† Rf7!

18...Kh8 19.Nxc7 Qxc7 20.b5 Na5 21.Qb4 would leave Black vulnerable to Nxd4 or Nxe5 sacrifices, when the



 dark-squared bishop could become extremely powerful.
 
19.Rad1 a6 20.Nxc7 Qxc7 21.Nxd4!?

If there is any way to make 14.c5 work, it will be with this type of sacrifice.
 
21...exd4 22.Re8† Kg7 23.Rd3

23...Bf5!
Returning the extra material to fight for the initiative.

 
24.Rxa8 Bxd3 25.Qxd3 Qe5

Black’s active pieces and passed d-pawn offer at least enough compensation for the missing pawn, and he went on to
 win in Simonet – Charpentier, corr. 2015.
 

B) 14.cxd5
 
This is the main line in Jovanka Houska’s excellent book on the Caro-Kann from 2015. Jovanka and I play in the same
 team in the British league (4ncl) and I know for a fact that she put a great deal of effort into that book. Eventually, with
 three people checking her variations in this line, we were able to find some improvements – as can be expected when
 one has the luxury of using another author’s work as a starting point. I must admit that my first (pre-2015) draft of this
 chapter failed to include 13...Nf4! at all, as the move was virtually unknown. It was played several times in 2015 so I
 would probably have noticed the move and analysed it to some degree in the final draft; but it certainly would not have
 gained the prominence it has done without Jovanka’s seal of approval.
 
14...Qxd5

Wanting to be thorough, I also had a look at:
14...exd5!?N

I expected to kill it off quite easily. Eventually I found something I like for White, but it took some hours.



15.Bf1
15.Bc1 Nxd3 16.Qxd3 Bg4 is less clear in my view.

15...Ne5
I started by analysing a) 16.Qb3, but eventually realized that b) 16.Bc1! is the way to go.

 
a) 16.Qb3

At first I believed that White was doing well here. My words were: “This gives White a pleasant game. Black’s
 pawn structure is damaged and the active piece play is not quite enough compensation, especially as White can
 block the b6-bishop quite easily.” All true, except that Black can solve his problems with dynamic play.

16...Bf5!!
I analysed the following line, not liking what I saw at all.

17.Nxe5 fxe5 18.Rxe5 Qh4 19.g3 Bxf2†! 20.Kxf2



In the event of 20.Kh1 Qg4 21.Nd2 Rae8 Black’s active pieces are enough for equality at the very least.
20...Qxh2† 21.Ke1 Ne6

Black has ongoing compensation as the white king has nowhere to hide.
22.Be2 Qg1† 23.Kd2 Rac8 24.Rxf5

24.Rxd5 Bg6 should also lead to equality after accurate play from both sides.
24...Rxf5 25.Qd3 Rg5 26.Nc3 Qxg3 27.Qxg3 Rxg3 28.Rf1 Rg2 29.Nd1 d4 30.Rf2 Rxf2 31.Nxf2

Black will at least draw this ending. Even if White somehow manages to keep the two bishops and win the d- and h-
pawns, Black will still make a draw by bringing his king to the queenside.
 
b) 16.Bc1!

For the second consecutive move, White retreats a bishop to its starting square. It feels a bit strange of course, but
 it’s worth it to drive the knight away from f4.

16...Nfg6
16...Bxf2†? 17.Kxf2 Qb6† does not work on account of 18.Qd4, when Black will end up with an unfavourable
 scenario with rook versus minor pieces.

17.Nc3 Bg4 18.Be2



White is a bit better, with many options for both players. The direct try for counterplay is the only thing I
 concerned myself with.

 
18...d4

This must be critical, but White is doing gloriously after:
19.Nxe5! Nxe5 20.Bxg4 dxc3 21.Bh6 Qxd1 22.Bxd1 Rfd8 23.Bb3† Kh8 24.Re4²

White should be able to contain the c-pawn, and his superb bishops will cause Black plenty of problems.



15.Be4 Qxd1 16.Rxd1 e5 17.Nc3 Bg4!
This is the most accurate continuation.

 
Jovanka gives 17...Nd4, when after 18.Nd5 Nxf3† 19.Bxf3 Nxd5 20.Bxd5† Kg7, she is a bit too optimistic on Black’s
 behalf. White should be better in my opinion, as he has fewer pawn islands, no weaknesses and better development.
 

The improvement 21.h3!² gives White a pleasant edge. We fed this position into a computer with the order to play a
 lot of blitz games against itself. White won 70% of the games. This is not a comprehensive analysis and Black might be
 drawing with perfect play; on the other hand, offer this position to Magnus Carlsen and watch him drool.
 
After the text move White’s advantage is not huge, but I still have a few ways to cause Black problems.



18.Bc1!N
18.h3 occurred in Wolfrum – Gierth, email 2011. I think Black should have taken the opportunity to play 18...Bxf3N

 19.Bxf3 Rad8 (19...Bd4 20.Kf1²) 20.Nd5 Nxd5 21.Bxd5† Kg7 when the position is close to equal.
 
18...Bxf3

18...f5 looks better for White after: 19.Bxc6 bxc6 20.Bxf4 exf4 (20...Bxf3 21.Rd3!²) 21.Ne2 a5 22.Nxf4 Bxf3
 23.gxf3² Black has drawing chances due to the limited material, but the extra pawn is still there. Incidentally, the
 aforementioned Wolfrum – Gierth game reached the almost-identical position with the pawn on h3, and White was able
 to grind out a win.
 
19.Bxf3 Bd4 20.Bxf4 Bxc3 21.Rac1 Bb2 22.Rb1 Bxa3 23.Bd2 Nd4



24.Kf1!?
I checked the obvious 24.Bxb7 of course, but eventually concluded that the text move was the best try.

 
24...Nxf3 25.gxf3 Rad8

25...Rfd8 26.Ke2 leads to a similar type of position where White keeps some pressure.
 
26.Ke2

26.Rb3? Bc1!µ would be embarrassing.
 
26...a5 27.bxa5 Rf7 28.Rb3 Bf8 29.Rg1† Kh8 30.Rgb1 Rc7

30...Rdd7? 31.a6! bxa6 32.Rb8 would see Black caught in a nasty pin.
 
31.Be3²

Black should be able to hold with good defence, but for the time being he remains slightly worse with no clear way of
 forcing a draw.
 

C) 14.Bf1

This has been White’s most popular choice so far, although this does not mean a great deal as practical testing of
 13...Nf4 is still in its infancy.
 
14...dxc4

This was Houska’s choice, so I will take it as the main line.
 
Black has also tried:
14...e5 15.Bc1!

I think this is the most accurate move. White can win a pawn with 15.g3, but I do not like moving the g-pawn
 only to give up the light-squared bishop.
I also considered 15.Nc3, but after 15...dxc4 16.Bxc4† Kh8 17.Nd5 Nxd5 18.Bxd5 Nd4 Black seems to be okay.

15...dxc4 16.Bxf4 Qxd1 17.Bxc4† Kg7 18.Rxd1 exf4
As in most of these variations, Black is fighting for equality, with little hope of actually winning the game unless



 White decides to take significant risks. I will include a few more moves of a correspondence game, along with
 some alternatives which you may wish to investigate.

19.Nc3
19.h3!?N deserves consideration, with the idea: 19...Ne5 20.Bd5!²

19...Bg4 20.Bd5 Rfd8 21.Ne2 Bc7 22.Rac1 Rac8

23.h3
23.Bxc6!?N Rxd1† 24.Rxd1 bxc6 25.Nfd4 is an ambitious alternative, intending f2-f3 and Nb3. Black’s structure
 is certainly not pretty; on the other hand, I would be somewhat uneasy about playing with two knights against
 two bishops.

23...Bxf3 24.Bxf3 Be5 25.Kf1 Ne7
Whatever advantage exists in this position clearly lies with White. At the same time, Black is well within the drawing

 margin and he held without any real problems in Mulder – Zaas, corr. 2014. I would be tempted to deviate with 19.h3



 as noted above.
 
15.Bxc4!

We analysed this natural move as a novelty, but it was played in the second half of 2015.
 
I found no advantage after: 15.Qxd8 Rxd8 (Houska chose 15...Nxd8 and went on to score an excellent win over Eric
 Hansen at Gibraltar 2015, but in her book she suggested the text move as an improvement.) 16.Nbd2 (Houska mentions
 16.Bxf6 Rf8 17.Bg5 Nh3†! 18.gxh3 Rxf3 19.Be3 Nd4= as the tactical justification of Black’s last move.) 16...e5
 17.Nxc4 Bg4 (17...Nd3!?N) 18.Nxb6 axb6 Black was okay in Heimann – Kreisl, Zillertal 2015.
 
Although not my main choice, I would like to mention the following quirky idea. 15.Nbd2!?N 15...Nd3

16.Bxd3 cxd3 (16...Qxd3 is riskier; after 17.Rc1 e5 18.Rc3 Qd8 19.Qc1² White has good tactical prospects, though
 Black’s position is still playable.) 17.Nc4 White intends to take on b6, then play Re3 and regain the pawn. There are
 some tactical motifs and White should have a somewhat easier life, although further analysis and testing is needed to
 determine whether he has any meaningful advantage.
 
15...Qxd1 16.Rxd1 Kg7



17.Bc1!
Yet again this funny-looking retreat plays a key role in White’s plans.

 
17.Nc3 allows 17...e5 18.Nd5 (or 18.Bc1 Be6!=) 18...Nxd5 19.Bxd5 Rd8 and Black had no real problems in Ducarmon
 – Villegas, Barcelona 2015.
 
17...Nd5!?

This is the top choice of the engines.
 
Afte17...Ng6 18.Nc3 White’s structure is better, and he can put further pressure on Black with Na4 followed by Nxb6
 or, if the bishop moves, Nc5.
 
18.Bxd5 exd5 19.Rxd5 Re8!?N

19...Be6 20.Rd6 Bf5 21.Bb2 Rad8 22.Rxd8 Rxd8 23.Nbd2² AmOs 4EvEr – Xromosoma, engine game 2014.
 
The text move is a logical attempt to gain sufficient activity for the sacrificed pawn. It almost works perfectly, but
 White can keep some advantage with accurate play.
 



20.Bb2! Re2 21.Rd2 Bxf2† 22.Kf1 Rxd2 23.Nbxd2 Bb6 24.Ne4²
Black managed to win back the pawn, but realistically he has to give it up again. The bishop pair offers him some

 drawing chances but we are playing for two results, and Black has to prove that he can hold his position together as
 much as White has to prove an advantage.



Introduction to 4...Nc6
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 c5 4.dxc5 Nc6

This is the most ambitious try and feels more in the spirit of the Caro-Kann, whereas 4...e6, despite being
 theoretically sound, still seems more like a poor man’s French Defence. White needs to be well prepared to get an
 advantage in this variation. In the course of our analysis, we found as many interesting ideas for Black as we did for
 White.
 
As already indicated earlier in the chapter, 5.a3!? will be our repertoire choice, and it will be discussed immediately
 after this introductory section. First I just want to show why I was not fully satisfied with either of the two main lines.
 
5.Nf3

This is a fashionable variation among the world’s elite, but I do not consider it the most practical choice.
 
5.Bb5 has been the most popular move. The main line ends with an extra pawn for White, but not much of an
 advantage. 5...e6 6.Be3 Nge7 7.c3 Bd7 8.Bxc6 Bxc6 (8...Nxc6 has also been played in a few hundred games) 9.Nf3
 Nf5 10.Bd4 Nxd4 11.Qxd4 (11.cxd4?! is met by the thematic 11...b6! 12.cxb6 Qxb6 and Black has superb
 compensation, as he has a double threat at this point: taking on b2 or playing ...Bb5 to stop White castling)



11...Qc7 12.b4 b6! 13.cxb6 axb6 This position has occurred in about thirty games. White has achieved a decent plus
 score, though I think Black should be okay with careful play. This would be a reasonable choice for a game where you
 do not mind making a draw, but still want your opponent to make a few good moves before this happens.
 
5...Bg4

5...e6 6.a3 transposes to 4...e6.
 
6.c3

6.Bb5 is how they played in the old days, but White’s pieces are misplaced after 6...Qa5† 7.Nc3 e6 8.Be3 Nge7. I
 like Black after 9.a3 0-0-0 10.b4 Bxf3! 11.gxf3 Qc7 as in Fedorov – Mateuta, Brasov 2011, and Edouard – Fridman,
 Plovdiv 2012.
 
6...e6

6...Nxe5?? 7.Nxe5! was an unfortunate choice by Black in Bady – La Rota, Miami 2007.
 
The text move helped Andreikin to qualify for the final of the 2013 World Cup in Tromso, as he used it twice in the
 semi-final match against Svidler. In both games Black got a healthy position from the opening and went on to draw.
 White might still be better somehow but, from a practical perspective, Black has a lot of counterplay.



7.Be3
If there is an advantage to be found in the 5.Nf3 variation, I think it will be in connection with this move, which was

 investigated by my good friend and colleague Nikolaos Ntirlis.
 
7.b4 is the main alternative, when 7...g6! is an idea Black should investigate further. Amazingly, we found this as a
 novelty, although it was subsequently tested in one game in 2015. The fact that such new ideas are lurking at such an
 early stage of the game shows how much scope there is for innovation in these lines.
 
7...a6! 8.Nbd2

Another critical line goes: 8.Qb3 Bxf3 9.Qxb7 Na5 10.Qb4 d4! 11.gxf3 dxe3 12.Qa4†

12...Qd7!N The exclamation mark is to emphasize the difference between correspondence and over-the-board play.
 (12...Ke7 13.fxe3 Qc7 was played in Bubir – Brodda, corr. 2012. Brodda is a strong correspondence grandmaster and



 he went on to draw the game, but it would feel strange to play this way in a practical game.) 13.Qxa5 Qc6 14.fxe3
 Bxc5 15.Nd2 Ne7 Black has promising compensation. Perhaps at correspondence level someone will eventually find a
 way for White to play for a win, but it is hard to imagine anyone aiming for this position with White over the board.
 
8...Nxe5 9.Be2

This is a natural way to play the position, but White has tried a few other ideas as well.
 
9.b4 was played in Mamedov – Shimanov, Konya 2012, when Black traded knights on f3. I think he should have
 maintained the tension for another move with: 9...Nf6!N (9...Ne7!?N 10.h3 Bxf3 11.Nxf3 Nxf3† 12.Qxf3 Nc6
 followed by ...g6 and ...Bg7 also looks like a good practical choice) 10.h3 Bxf3 11.Nxf3 Nxf3† 12.Qxf3 Be7 13.Bd3
 Nd7! White has no more than a tiny edge.
 
9.Qa4† Qd7 10.Qf4 was tried in Neubauer – Scheiba, corr. 2014, and was Niclas Huschenbeth’s preference in his
 Chess24 video lecture. The idea looks quite attractive, but in the game White’s advantage was minimal and Black made
 a draw without many problems.
 
9.h3 Bxf3 (9...Bh5? 10.g4 Nxf3† 11.Nxf3 Bg6 12.Ne5±) 10.Nxf3 Nxf3† 11.Qxf3 This has been played in a number of
 computer games. White’s advantage is really minimal, but I know a lot of players who like this sort of thing – two
 bishops and slight pressure. Out there some people are playing the Four Knights Scotch! As you can see, White has lots
 of reasonable options in this line, depending on your taste.
 
9...Nc6!

9...Nxf3† 10.Nxf3 Nf6 has also been tested; see, for instance, S. Zhigalko – Bernadskiy, Minsk 2014. After spending
 some time on this we found it to be playable but less accurate than the text move.
 
10.h3 Bxf3 11.Nxf3

11.Bxf3?! Nge7 followed by ...Nf5 is unpleasant.
This position was reached in Dragnev – Hawkins, Vienna 2015. Black’s most accurate continuation would have been:

11...g6!N
After analysing this for quite a while, our conclusion is that Black is doing well, although the position is strategically

 complicated and hard to assess. This is only a small look at the wealth of ideas available after 5.Nf3. There is a huge



 amount waiting to be discovered, but I have chosen to focus on another direction, echoing our choice against 4...e6.
 

The Modern 5.a3!?
 
We have already seen this working well against 4...e6, and it turns out to be a viable option against 4...Nc6 too. It leads
 to interesting positions where White can fight for an advantage, and has the additional advantage of being relatively
 easy to learn as well as rather unusual.
 

GAME 9

Yuri Kryvoruchko – Rajpara Ankit

Abu Dhabi 2014
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 c5 4.dxc5 Nc6 5.a3 Nxe5

5...e6 takes us back to the 4...e6 section. Let me remind you once again that 6.Nf3 is the correct continuation, rather
 than 6.b4? a5! when White is already worse.
 
6.b4

6...g6!
After the alternatives, Black risks falling into serious difficulties.

 
6...a6? has the idea to answer 7.Bb2 with 7...Nc6, but it is too slow and passive. I found an excellent plan for White:



8.Nc3!N Aiming for the weakened b6-square. (It is worth mentioning that this is not White’s only route to an
 advantage. 8.Nf3 Bg4 9.Be2 Nf6 was played in Muminova – Khotenashvili, Khanty-Mansiysk 2014, and now
 10.Nbd2!N followed by c2-c4 would have been promising.) 8...Nf6 9.Na4 Bg4 Perhaps Black should try something
 else, but he is undoubtedly worse in any case. 10.Be2 Bxe2 11.Qxe2 e6 12.Nb6 Rb8 13.Nf3±
 
6...Nf6

This is more reasonable than the line above, but it is still insufficient to equalize.
7.Bb2 Nc6

Black has also tried: 7...Qc7 8.Nc3 e6 9.Nf3 Nxf3† 10.Qxf3 Be7 11.Nb5 Qd8 12.Bd3 0-0

This was seen in Heinrich – Herzog, corr. 2010, when 13.c4!N would have given White the edge. After 13...a6 I
 prefer the simple: 14.Nc3! (14.Nd6 is seems to favour White but it seems unnecessarily complicated) 14...dxc4
 (14...d4? would allow 15.Na4± and the weakness of the b6-square counts) 15.Bxc4² The opening has been a



 total success for White, even though Black has made no obvious mistakes.
8.Nf3 e6

9.Nbd2!N
A small improvement with a grand idea.
9.c4 a5 led to sharp play in Novikov – Arkell, Vilnius 2014. For what it’s worth, White should probably deviate
 with 10.b5!N 10...Nb8 11.Bd4, with slightly the better of a double-edged position. White’s main idea is to be
 ready to play c5-c6 in response to ...Nbd7 and thus make it difficult for Black to develop. The critical line seems
 to be 11...Ne4 12.cxd5 Qxd5 13.Nc3 Nxc3 14.Bxc3 Qxd1† 15.Rxd1 Bxc5 16.Bxg7 Rg8 17.Bb2 when White is
 a bit better, but there were alternatives for both sides at almost every turn.

9...a5
Black can of course try something else, but this is the only option that would discourage White from playing his
 previous move.



10.Qb1!!
I really like this surprising method of bolstering White’s pawn chain.

10...Ne4!?
In the event of 10...axb4 11.axb4 Rxa1 12.Bxa1 the queen protects b4 and, with c2-c4 coming, White is better.
The text move seems like a natural attempt to start a fight before White can complete development. I think White
 should focus on his own ideas, rather than tango to his opponent’s tune.

11.Be2! Nxd2 12.Nxd2 Qg5 13.g3 e5 14.c4 d4 15.b5 Nd8

Black has managed to change the course of the game and create complications. In doing so, however, he has also
 created weaknesses for himself in the centre. By attacking these immediately, White secures an advantage.

16.Qe4!² Qf5 17.f4 f6 18.fxe5 fxe5 19.Qxf5 Bxf5 20.0-0 g6 21.Bf3 Bh6
Obviously Black’s moves are not forced but they are logical enough, and at the moment things might superficially
 look good for him. However, White has a clever way to exploit his lead in development.



22.Rae1!± Bxd2?
This is of course a test, but not a decent one.

23.Rxe5†
White’s initiative is too much to handle. If the king goes to the f-file, White will take on d4 with the bishop, when the

 threats of g3-g4, Rxf5 and Re2 will be too much to handle. If the king goes to d7, White plays Rd1 and Black will lose
 material quite soon.

At this point White is faced with a real choice. The first option is to play for a minimal advantage in an ending with
 an extra pawn. This type of thing is attractive to what some people call ‘accountants’: technical players who try to
 eliminate risk and generally kill any form of dynamics wherever they find them (I used to be one of them, until a couple
 of years ago when I decided to reinvent myself as a mad hacker). This is the game continuation.
 
7.Bb5†

If you are an accountant, embrace it and play like this. If not, you can find 7.Bb2!? analysed immediately after this
 illustrative game.
 
7...Bd7!

Black had better sacrifice the pawn. The alternative is simply pleasant for White.
 
7...Nc6 8.Bb2 Nf6

8...f6N is met with either 9.f4!? to stop ...e5, or with 9.Ne2 e5 10.f4 Bg7 11.fxe5 fxe5 12.0-0².
9.c4! Be6 10.Nf3

White is spoilt for choice; 10.Ne2!?N intending Nf4 makes sense as well.
10...Bg7 11.Nbd2 0-0 12.0-0²

White is obviously better, even though Black managed to hold in Bormida – Nichols, corr. 2013.
 
8.Qxd5

White should accept the challenge and force Black to prove his compensation, especially as the alternative leads
 nowhere: 8.Qe2 Bg7 9.Bb2 Bxb5 10.Qxb5†



10...Kf8!N Let’s call it a refinement. (10...Qd7 11.Qxd7† Kxd7 occurred in Najer – Landa, Bochum 2012, when
 12.Nd2!N 12...Nd3† 13.cxd3 Bxb2 14.Ra2 Bg7 15.Nb3 would have enabled White to apply some pressure.) 11.Qxb7
 a5!„ Black has at least enough counterplay for equality.

8...Bg7!
Black needs to defend dynamically. The alternative try, which was considered the main line before this game (and

 probably still is by some!) is this:
8...Bxb5 9.Qxe5 Nf6 10.Nc3 Bc6

This has been played a few times and it is pretty clear that White is better. However, I have decided to go with a
 new idea, rather than following the trodden path.



11.Bg5!?N
After 11.Nge2 Bg7 12.0-0 0-0 13.Bb2 Ne4 Black had already equalized in Predojevic – Asrian, Moscow 2008,
 and the players soon agreed a draw.
However, White could consider 11.Nf3 Bg7 12.Bb2 0-0 as in Fedorov – Motylev, Minsk (rapid) 2015, and now
 13.Rd1N with a small edge.

11...Bg7
The g2-pawn is untouchable due to Bxf6 followed by Nb5, winning.

12.Rd1 Qc8
12...Bxg2? is still poor: 13.Rxd8† Rxd8 14.h3! Bxh1 15.f3± and White traps the bishop.

13.f3 0-0 14.Qf4²
White keeps an edge, although it is worth considering the following critical line.

14...e5!?
14...b6 can be ignored: 15.Nge2! bxc5 16.b5 Followed by 0-0 and doubling rooks on the d-file, with good play
 for White.

15.Qc4! e4
I also like White after 15...Qf5 16.Bxf6 Bxf6 17.Nge2 Qxc2 18.b5 Be8 19.0-0, when his free piece play and
 strong queenside pawns count for more than Black’s bishop pair.

16.Bxf6 Bxf6 17.Nxe4 Re8 18.Ne2 Bxe4 19.fxe4 Qg4 20.Ng3 Qf4



This sequence looks dangerous for White, but with the next move it becomes clear that the king has an escape
 plan and Black will have to play with great creativity to justify his material investment.

21.Rd3!²
With the idea of Rf1 and quite possibly Kf2-g1. Certainly this variation has its dangers, but I think they are mostly on

 Black’s side.

9.Bxd7† Qxd7 10.Qxd7† Nxd7 11.c3
11.Ra2! is a slightly more accurate move order. Black has nothing better than 11...a5, when 12.c3 transposes to the

 game. The text move gives Black additional ideas such as 11...Ne5!?; this is not so terrible for White, but we may as
 well reduce his options.
 
11...a5 12.Ra2



12...b6!
Ankit is showing great opening preparation. Black certainly has a lot of compensation for the pawn.

 
13.cxb6 Nxb6 14.Nf3 Nf6 15.0-0

White could increase his winning chances with: 15.Be3!N 15...Nc4 16.Bd4 0-0

17.Ne5 Rfc8 18.Nxc4 Rxc4 19.Bxf6 Bxf6 20.Rc2²
 
15...0-0

15...Nfd5!? also looks good.
 
16.Be3 Nfd5 17.Bxb6 Nxb6 18.Nfd2 Rfc8 19.Nb3 axb4?!

19...Nc4 was preferable. Black has decent compensation, though it’s still a low-risk endgame for White, where a



 good technical player could to try and make the extra pawn count.
 
20.cxb4 Nd5 21.Rd2 e6 22.g3² Bf6 23.Kg2 Bg5 24.Re2 Bf6

Black is finding it hard to generate counterplay. His position might still be holdable, but it is getting increasingly
 more unpleasant to play in practice.
 
25.Rfe1 Kg7 26.Nc5 Be7 27.Ne4 Rc7 28.Rb2 Nb6 29.Rb3 Rc2 30.Nbc3 Nc4 31.Nb5 Ra2?!

Black falls for White’s little trap and suddenly gets into serious trouble.

32.Rc1!
Black believed he was winning back his pawn; instead he is forced to waste time and allow White’s rook to reach the

 7th rank.
 
32...Nd2

32...Nxa3? 33.Nbc3! traps the rook.
 
33.Nxd2 Rxd2 34.Rc7 Kf8?! 35.Rbc3 Rd5?! 36.Rb7 Rdd8?! 37.Rcc7

Black resigned. His last few mistakes accelerated the end, but the main damage had already been done.

1–0



The Critical 7.Bb2!?
 
We will end the chapter with something radically different from the safe 7.Bb5† of the above game.
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 c5 4.dxc5 Nc6 5.a3 Nxe5 6.b4 g6 7.Bb2!?

This move may not look like anything special but I have a specific follow-up in mind, which has not yet been tested.
 The position becomes a complete mess and all three results are possible. I favour this approach over the previous game,
 not because I like throwing a potential loss into the mix, but because I think it is objectively stronger.
 
7...Bg7

8.Nc3!N
This is the best move, but it also feels a bit like we are setting a trap.

 
8...Nf6

This is the most natural move.
Black can also defend the d-pawn in other ways, but none of them is entirely comfortable. I like White after both 8...e6
 9.Nb5 and 8...Be6 9.Bb5†.
 
9.f4!

White is trying to steal the d-pawn by exploiting the pin on the long diagonal.
 
9...Bg4

The dynamic reply, which you would expect Black to rely on.
 
9...Neg4 10.Nxd5 0-0 is also possible, but I do not believe Black has full compensation after: 11.Nxf6† Bxf6 12.Bxf6
 Qxd1† 13.Rxd1 exf6 14.Bd3²



10.fxe5!
It is already too late to turn back, as 10.Qc1 gives Black easy play after 10...Nc6 or 10...Nc4.

 
10...Bxd1 11.exf6 Bxf6 12.Bb5† Kf8 13.Rxd1

We have reached a fascinating position. To say that White is just better would show unwarranted certainty. The
 position is complex and, with both players still not fully developed, it is too early to draw broad conclusions. That said,
 I find White’s position appealing, and experimenting with shuffling the pieces around suggests to me that his chances
 are superior, especially in a practical game.
 
13...e6

14.Nh3!



It was only after I understood that the knight had to threaten to go via h3-f2-g4 to fight for the dark squares that I truly
 fell in love with the queen sacrifice. I will include a couple of brief illustrative lines to serve as a starting point for
 further investigations.
 
14...Kg7 15.0-0 h5

White is certainly better after 15...Be5 16.Rfe1 Bf6 17.Nf2 h5 18.Nfe4 Be5 19.Nd6±.
 
16.Rxf6! Qxf6 17.Ba1

White has four fantastic minor pieces against Black’s queen and extra rook. Materially Black is slightly ahead, but
 White’s initiative makes him the favourite.
 

Conclusion
 
The Arkell-Khenkin Variation remains a serious proposition. Despite its rich history, the theory of several critical lines
 is still close to its infancy.
 
4...e6 seems like a small concession, but it is nothing worse than a standard passive line, where Black is close to
 equality but will have to deal with some problems before extinguishing the pressure. I like 5.a3!? as b2-b4 will come
 with a tempo, gaining space and assisting the development of the bishop to b2, from where it helps with the hyper-
prophylaxis of overprotecting the e5-pawn. At this stage the biggest theoretical challenge seems to be the 13...Nf4 line,
 where I found some ideas to put Black under pressure after both 14.cxd5 and 14.Bf1.
 
4...Nc6 is a more ambitious move, though it is not necessarily stronger. Again I have chosen 5.a3!?, which leads to
 some fascinating positions. I hope someone will get the chance to test one or two of my novelties and maybe even
 sacrifice the queen...
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1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 Bf5

In response to the Advance Variation there are basically only two approaches: 3...Bf5 – and everything else. Having



 covered everything else, it is time to look at the move that has been played in 85% of games after 3.e5. It is the grown-
up move and the one we should prepare most seriously for.
 
Having carefully considered the options, I narrowed the choice down to two. A serious candidate was the Short System,
 developed by Nigel Short around 25 years ago, where White plays 4.Nf3, 5.Be2 and develops patiently. It was rather
 fortuitous that I decided against this, as while I was putting the finishing touches to this book, Chess Stars published
 Attacking the Caro-Kann by Alexey Dreev, recommending exactly this system. It is so much better for the readers to
 have different repertoire choices available in different books.

Instead I decided to go for the flamboyant 4.h4!?:

I was initially attracted by some gambit ideas after 4...h5, as discussed in the next chapter.
 
In this chapter we will have a look at everything else. Games 10 and 11 will deal with 4...c5, which does not really seem
 to work. Then in Game 12 we will consider some miscellaneous queen moves, before turning to the serious 4...Qb6 in
 Games 13 and 14.
 
The meaty part of the chapter will be 4...h6, as discussed in Games 15-18, where the main continuation is 5.g4 Be4 6.f3
 Bh7 7.e6!, when White sacrifices a pawn in order to weaken Black’s light squares and impede the development of the
 f8-bishop. This is only the starting point for this variation and nothing should be taken for granted, but I do like White’s
 position.
 
The chapter will end with some background information on 4...h5 5.c4, which was White’s main try until quite recently.
 It is by no means stupid and I am sure those readers who do not immediately skip to the next chapter (where I
 recommend 5.Bd3!) will find the evolution of the variation interesting.



GAME 10

Klaus Jurgen Lutz – Holger Kuech

Germany 2004
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 Bf5 4.h4 c5

This is a sharp try, with the implied claim that h2-h4 has not improved White’s position in comparison with the 3...c5
 line, but ...Bc8-f5 has improved Black’s. As we shall see, this is a questionable line of thinking and White has serious
 chances to obtain an advantage.
 
5.dxc5! Nc6

The game actually continued 5...Qa5† 6.Nc3 Nc6 7.Bb5, but I have altered the move order to emphasize the more
 common sequence where Black keeps his options open for another turn.
 
Please note that Black still cannot play ...e6, as the bishop would get trapped.
 
5...Qc7?!

This was tried by the great Patriarch towards the end of his return match against Tal but, as we will soon see, the
 outcome of the opening was nothing short of a fiasco for Black.

6.Nc3! Nc6
6...Qxe5† allows White to gain a big lead in development: 7.Be3 Not the only move, but quite natural. 7...Nf6
 8.Nf3 Qe6 9.Nb5 Qc8 10.Bf4 Na6 11.Qe2± White is ready for both Nd6† and 0-0-0.

7.Nf3 Rd8
7...Nxe5? 8.Bf4 gives White a winning attack.
7...e6 would be a nice move to play, but 8.Nb5 is fantastic for White. That the engines suggest this as a serious
 option for Black underlines how bad his position is.



8.Nb5! Qc8 9.Nfd4
There is nothing wrong with Tal’s move but, if it was me, I would probably go for the simpler 9.Nbd4!?N 9...Bg4
 10.c3 e6 11.b4± when White is simply a pawn up, the main point being: 11...Nxe5? 12.Qa4† Nd7 13.Ne5 Ngf6
 14.f3 and White wins a piece.

9...Bg4 10.f3 Bd7 11.Nxc6 bxc6 12.Nd4 Qb8 13.Qe2 e6 14.Nb3 Bxc5 15.Nxc5 Qb4† 16.c3 Qxc5 17.Be3 Qa5 18.b4
 Qc7 19.Bc5

In Tal – Botvinnik, Moscow (16) 1961, White had an overwhelming advantage (though an extra pawn seems more
 reliable to me), but Botvinnik eventually saved half a point thanks to his incredibly tenacious defence (plus a few
 critical errors from Tal) in a long endgame.
 
6.Bb5!

The comparison with the Arkell-Khenkin Variation is most obvious in this position. White’s h2-h4 is not a normal
 developing move but it is definitely useful, whereas the bishop on f5 is more of a liability as it makes ...e6 harder to
 arrange. Chess is a funny game like that.



6...Qa5†
6...Qc7 is the topic of the next game.

 
6...e6? does not work here. Please note that the accurate way to win the bishop is 7.Bxc6†! bxc6 8.g4, as there otherwise
 would be some tricks with ...Qa5† and ...d4, leading to a very sharp position with counter-chances for Black.
 
7.Nc3 a6

It is not easy to recommend a good alternative.
 
7...0-0-0

This has been the most popular choice but it has scored pitifully.
8.Bxc6 bxc6 9.Qd4!

9.Nge2!?N 9...Qxc5 10.Be3± is simple and strong, but the text move is even better. Black faces an extremely
 unpleasant choice:



9...e6
An important point is that 9...Bxc2 runs into 10.e6! fxe6 as in Pineault – Zimninski, corr. 1989. White has a
 positionally won game after any sensible move, but 11.b4N 11...Qa6 12.Nf3+– seems most logical to me.
9...f6 10.Nf3 e6 11.b4 Qa6 12.Bf4 (There is nothing wrong with this, but 12.b5!N 12...cxb5 13.Rb1 is even more
 convincing; White has a winning attack.) 12...Bxc2 13.Qd2 d4 14.Nxd4 Qc4 In Forsaa – Ogaard, Oslo 2008,
 White should have played 15.Nce2!N with a big advantage.
9...h5 10.b4 Qa6 occurred in Yudasin – Sapis, Leningrad 1989, when 11.b5!N 11...cxb5 12.Rb1 would have been
 strong. White will quickly develop and put Black under serious pressure. 12...Bxc2 13.Rb2 Ba4 seems like the
 best attempt to survive, but 14.Bg5 f6 15.Bf4 e6 16.Nf3 leaves Black’s position looking ridiculous; it will not
 take long for White to break through.

10.Be3 h5

We have been following Nunn – Lobron, Wijk aan Zee 1985. Nunn went on to win, but the game was more



 double-edged than it needed to be. Instead White could have gained an overwhelming position by simple means:
11.b4!N 11...Qa3 12.Nge2 Bxc2 13.Qd2! Bg6 14.Nd4 Ne7 15.Nce2±

It is hard to see how Black is going to finish his development anytime soon. White will soon mobilize the rest of his
 pieces and break through on the queenside.
 
8.Bxc6† bxc6

9.Qd4!?
This is certainly the most ambitious move but it is also rather complicated – perhaps unnecessarily so.

 
9.Nge2! is a simpler route to an edge, for instance: 9...e6 10.Nd4! Bxc5

11.Nb3!N (11.Be3 Bxd4 12.Qxd4 was slightly better for White in Perunovic – Miladinovic, Sombor 2009, but we can
 exchange the same pieces in a more favourable way) 11...Qb4 (11...Qb6 12.0-0±) 12.a3 Qc4 13.Nxc5 Qxc5 14.Be3



 Qc4 15.Qd2± White has an easy game and intends to improve his position with f2-f3, g2-g4 and 0-0-0.
 
9...e6!

This leaves the f5-bishop short of squares but Black needs to develop his kingside pieces, even if it costs him
 material.
 
9...Bxc2 allows the familiar 10.e6!± when Black will find it virtually impossible to get his kingside pieces into the
 game.
 
9...Rb8 10.Bd2!? (White also has the option of 10.a3 with a safe edge, but the complications after the text move work
 out excellently) 10...Rb4
 

11.Nce2! Rxd4 12.Bxa5 Rc4 13.b3 Rxc5 14.Bd2! Black has no defence against Nd4 and Bb4, winning the exchange.
 
10.b4 Qc7 11.g4!?

White continues his maximalist strategy. His position appears overextended and uncoordinated; on the other hand, he
 is about to win a piece.
 
11...Bxc2 12.Kd2! Be4 13.f3

We have reached a critical moment.



13...Rd8?!
This is not sufficiently forcing.

 
Black should have 13...f6!N, when the critical continuation is: 14.fxe4 fxe5 15.Qd3 a5 16.exd5! exd5! (but not 16...axb4
 17.d6 bxc3† 18.Ke2 Qa5 19.Qc4±) Black is a whole piece down but he has lasting compensation based on his strong
 central pawns and White’s exposed king. I see no point in allowing such a situation in a practical game, which is why I
 recommend 9.Nge2! as explained in the notes above.
 
14.Ke1 a5

With the exception of move 9, I cannot fault White’s play up to this point. Unfortunately, the quality of the game
 takes a turn for the worse around here. Even though the rest of the game is not theoretically relevant, it is worth playing
 through the moves and checking the notes, if only to appreciate the difficulty of handling such a wildly complicated
 position.



15.Ba3?
15.b5!N 15...cxb5 (15...Bc2 16.Rh2! and the bishop is trapped) 16.Nxb5 Qxc5 17.Qxc5 Bxc5 18.fxe4 dxe4 19.Ne2

 Black does not have any real compensation for the piece.
 
15.fxe4!? axb4 16.exd5 bxc3 17.d6 would also be essentially winning.
 
15...axb4 16.Bxb4 f6?!

16...f5!² gives more compensation.
 
17.fxe4 fxe5 18.Qd1

18.Qd3± was better. The text move allows a trick.

18...d4?



Black misses the chance to play 18...Bxc5! 19.Bxc5 Qa5 20.Nge2 Qxc5² with decent counterplay.
 
19.Na4 Nf6 20.Qf3??

A horrible move. Better was 20.g5! Nxe4 21.Qg4 and White wins.
 
20...Qa7

20...d3! with ideas such as ...Rd4 would have given Black the initiative.

21.Qb3 Qf7?
21...Be7 would have kept things unclear but roughly balanced.

 
22.Nh3± Nxg4 23.Rf1 Qg6 24.Ng5 Be7 25.Qxe6 Ne3!? 26.Ba5??

26.Rf3! Nc2† 27.Kd2 Nxa1 28.Nb6 would have kept White on top.
 
26...Ra8 27.Nb6 Qxe6 28.Nxe6 Rxa5?

28...Bxh4† 29.Kd2 Nxf1† 30.Rxf1 Rxa5 and Black should win.
 
29.Nc7†

It’s perpetual check, so the players agreed a draw. Despite the wildly complicated middlegame, it is obvious that, by
 following the suggested improvement on move 9, White can win the opening battle.

½–½



GAME 11

Anish Giri – Mikhail Oleksienko

Doha 2014
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 Bf5 4.h4 c5 5.dxc5 Nc6 6.Bb5 Qc7!?

This seems like a surprising choice but it is not as daft as it looks.

7.Ne2
When I first looked at this line, I believed White would be better no matter what he did. Eventually though, I found

 out that Black can equalize in almost all variations, including this one. Let’s take a quick look at the other options:
 
7.Qxd5N 7...e6 8.Bxc6† bxc6 9.Qd4 Rd8 10.Qc3 Ne7 gives Black decent compensation. Neil McDonald analyses for a
 few more moves on ChessPublishing and concludes that White is slightly better, but it seems to me that Black’s
 position is easier to play, at least in a practical game.
 
7.Bf4 e6! leads to lively play: 8.b4 (8.g4 Qa5† 9.Nc3 Qb4 10.gxf5 Qxf4 looks okay for Black) 8...g6! It is worth
 mentioning two main options from here:



a) 9.g4!?N 9...Bg7! 10.gxf5 Bxe5 This fantastic idea was pointed out by McDonald. The position is rather sharp, with
 chances for both sides. My main line continues 11.fxe6! Nf6! 12.Bxc6† bxc6 13.Nf3 Bxf4 14.Qd4 Ke7 with roughly
 even chances.
 
b) 9.Bxc6† bxc6 10.Nf3 a5 11.c3 leads to a complex battle. White eventually prevailed in Sorcinelli – Willmann, corr.
 2013, but Black has many possible improvements and at this point I would say he has about enough compensation for
 the pawn.
 
I believe White’s strongest move to be:
7.Nc3!

I only found one game (and a blitz one at that!) in which this was played.

7...e6!N
Surely this is the future of this variation.



The game continued 7...0-0-0?! 8.Bxc6 Qxc6 9.Qd4 e6 10.Be3± and White already had all he could wish for.
 Black took back the pawn with 10...Bxc2 11.Rc1 Bf5, in Morozevich – Bareev, Moscow (blitz) 2009.

White could have caused massive problems with 12.b4!N intending a brutal pawn storm on the queenside.
7...Qxe5†?! would allow White to get too far ahead in development: 8.Nge2 e6 9.Bf4 Qf6 10.Nd4 Nge7
 11.Qd2±
7...a6 8.Bxc6† bxc6 9.Qd4 is not so terrible for Black, but White is evidently better. For example: 9...Bxc2?!
 10.e6! fxe6 11.Bf4 Qb7 12.Nf3±

8.g4!?
This is the critical move, trying to gain an advantage by force.
8.Be3 Nge7 9.Qd2 is an interesting direction for further research, with an extremely complicated game ahead.

8...d4!
8...Qxe5†?! 9.Be3 is great for White.



9.Qxd4 Bxc2 10.Qd2 a6 11.Bxc6† Qxc6 12.f3 Bg6 13.h5 Rd8 14.Qf2

14...Bxc5!?
This seems like a natural move to check.
McDonald mentions 14...Bd3 when the bishop indeed escapes, but 15.Be3 followed by 0-0-0 puts Black under
 pressure to find compensation for the pawn.

15.Be3 Bxe3 16.Qxe3 Rd3
16...Bd3 17.0-0-0 does not help Black.

17.Qc1
Black will have to give up the bishop for questionable compensation. The whole line needs further testing and

 analysis of course, but it looks to me as though White is on top.

7...Qxe5?
Black decides to take up the challenge, but is quickly blown off the board.



 
7...e6!N is clearly the way to go. Play is rather unclear after 8.Be3 Nge7 9.Nd4 0-0-0 and the gloves are off. I
 personally prefer White, but the position is sharp and could go either way.
 
8.Bf4!

8.Nbc3 e6 9.Bf4² is also decent but Giri has spotted the chance of winning quickly.
 
8...Qxb2 9.Nbc3

9...Nf6
9...Qxc2? 10.Qxd5 Bd7 11.Bd3 Qb2 12.Rb1 is already winning for White.

 
9...Bxc2

This is objectively best, but White is close to winning all the same.
10.Qxd5! Qxa1† 11.Kd2 Be4!?

This seems like the only possible attempt to get some counterplay.
11...Rd8 12.Bxc6† bxc6 13.Qxd8† Kxd8 14.Rxa1± White has a strong attack, despite the limited number of
 pieces remaining on the board.

12.Qxe4 Qb2†
12...Rd8† 13.Kc2 Qxh1 14.Bxc6† bxc6 15.Qxc6† Rd7 16.Nd5 quickly leads to mate.

13.Ke1 Rc8



14.Bc1! Qa1 15.Qa4 g6
15...a6 runs into 16.Bxa6! Ra8 17.Qb5! and Black is soon torn apart.

16.Qxa7 Bg7 17.Rh3 Nh6 18.Qxb7 0-0 19.Bxc6±
White should win with careful play.

 
10.0-0

The opening has obviously been a disaster for Black.
 
10...Qb4

There are other possible lines, but nothing that looks playable:
10...Rc8 11.Ba4! Qa3 12.Rb1 Bd7 13.Rxb7±
 
10...Bg4 11.Qd2 Qa3 12.Rab1 Rd8 (12...Qa5 13.Ba4 Qa6 14.Bc7 also leaves the queen in trouble) 13.Bc7! Rc8 14.Rb3
 Qxc5 15.Na4 and the queen is trapped.
 
11.Rb1 Qxc5



12.Ba4! e5!?
12...0-0-0 13.Rb5 Qa3 14.Qb1 gives White an irresistible attack.

 
13.Bxe5 Ng4 14.Bg3 0-0-0 15.Bxc6 Qxc6

16.Nb5! Bc5 17.Ned4 Qf6 18.Qf3
Black decided enough was enough. Even though the majority of this game technically falls outside our repertoire due

 to the suggested improvement of 7.Nc3!, it still serves a useful purpose in showing how White can develop his
 initiative in the event that Black grabs the e5-pawn at the wrong time.

1–0



Miscellaneous Queen Moves
 
In this section we are going to look at some queen moves in response to 4.h4. In general Black is not threatening
 anything really annoying, so White can take his time and play 5.h5, but in some cases he also has other options such as
 5.c4.
 

GAME 12

Aleksander Delchev – Vladimir Burmakin

Benasque 2013
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 Bf5 4.h4 Qc8!?

GM Burmakin, a creative Caro-Kann player, has played this line twice against strong opposition: GM Delchev in the
 current game, and also IM Santiago a year later.
 
4...Qd7 is perhaps the least impressive of the potential queen moves. 5.h5 (5.c4N 5...e6 6.Nc3² also seems promising)
 5...h6 6.Nc3 e6 7.g4 Bh7 8.Be3 Bb4 9.Qd2 Qc7 This shows the futility of Black’s fourth move. 10.Nge2 Nd7 11.a3
 Be7 12.f4 White was clearly better in Shpakovsky – Pauwels, corr. 2012.
 
4...Qc7!? 5.c4 (5.h5 is also sensible) 5...e6 6.Nc3 dxc4 7.Bxc4 h6 8.Nge2 followed by Ng3 favoured White in Kadric –
 Dobrov, Split 2013. It’s the same as the main game except Black’s queen is on c7 rather than c8. One can argue that the
 queen stands slightly better on c7, but the general character of the position is the same.
The only queen move which fights against the c2-c4 plan is 4...Qb6, which is covered in the next two games.

5.c4 dxc4
5...e6 is not a big problem, though it does at least force us to play accurately to avoid an unfavourable version of the

 main game after a subsequent exchange on c4. I propose 6.Nc3 h6 7.Nge2! Ne7 (7...dxc4 8.Ng3 will transpose to the
 game unless Black tries 8...Bd3!?, in which case 9.Bxd3 cxd3 10.Qxd3 gives White a significant lead in development)
 and now White has a choice:



 
a) 8.Ng3 Bh7 9.a3 enables White to think about c4-c5, but the well-timed 9...dxc4! 10.Bxc4 reaches a less-than-ideal
 version of the main game, where White has played a2-a3 in place of my suggested improvement of 10.Bb3!N. A high-
level game continued:

10...Nd7 11.Nce4 11...Nd5?! 12.0-0² White had an excellent position in Nepomniachtchi – Sasikiran, Khanty-
Mansiysk (ol) 2010, but Black’s last move was a mistake – instead 11...Nf5!N would have been fine for him. White
 could have played differently on move 11 of course, but the fact remains that a2-a3 would not normally be our
 preferred way to invest a tempo in such a position.
 
b) 8.b3!?N looks like an intriguing way to challenge Black’s decision to delay exchanging on c4. My idea is just to
 maintain a space advantage and prevent Black from establishing a stronghold on d5 for his knights. A sample
 continuation is:

8...Nd7 (8...c5?! is too risky: 9.Ba3! Nd7 10.Ng3 Bh7 11.Nb5 Nc6 12.cxd5 exd5 13.dxc5±) 9.Ng3 Bh7 10.Bd3 Bxd3



 11.Qxd3² White has a pleasant space advantage and it is not obvious how Black will organize his pieces.
 
6.Bxc4 e6 7.Nc3 h6 8.Nge2 Ne7 9.Ng3 Bh7

There is an element of ‘cat and mouse’ to the position. White will almost certainly put one of his knights on e4, and
 Black will invariably move the e7-knight to either d5 or f5. Each side would like the opponent to commit to one path or
 the other, in order to choose the more appropriate option for the resultant position.

10.Nge4
A year later 10.Nce4 Nf5! did not cause Black any great concern in Santiago – Burmakin, Cappelle-la-Grande 2014.

 
I believe the best approach is to play a useful waiting move: 10.Bb3!N As explained earlier, I want to see where the e7-
knight will go. If it goes to d5 then we will respond with Nce4, and if it goes to f5 then Nge4. The most logical reply is
 the flexible 10...Nd7 11.0-0 Nb6, so that Black will be able to put knights on d5 and f5. However, after 12.Qg4! White
 has the initiative, and can improve his position with ideas such as Nh5, Bd2, Rac1 and Rfe1/d1.
 
10...Nd5 11.Qg4

Despite the minor imprecision on the previous move, White still has rather an attractive position. The backward d-
pawn is not a big problem with so many pieces on the board, and it is not clear how Black will develop the rest of his
 kingside pieces.
 
11...Bxe4

This move puzzles me. Certainly the knight is a good piece, but I am not sure why Black felt compelled to relinquish
 the bishop pair at this stage.
 
11...Bf5!? 12.Qg3 Nxc3 looks a bit more accurate. Black is better off with only one pair of knights on the board, as
 there is only room for one on d5. However, after 13.Nxc3 Nd7 14.Bb3 Nb6 15.0-0 Black still has not fully solved the
 opening challenges.
 
12.Nxe4 Nd7 13.Bd2 N7b6 14.Bb3²

Black has slightly less space but his main problem is that he has no reasonable pawn lever, and will have to await
 White’s direction to see where things are going.



14...Qd7 15.Rh3 0-0-0 16.Rf3 Kb8 17.0-0-0 Qe8 18.Kb1 Nc8 19.h5 Rd7 20.Rc1 Nc7 21.Be3 Nb5
At this point Delchev missed a chance.

22.Rd1
It was the time for:

22.Nc5! Bxc5
22...Rd8?! 23.Qf4 only helps White, and after 23...Bxc5 24.dxc5 Rf8 25.Bc2! Rd7 26.Rg3 Rg8 27.Bh7± Black
 has to give up the exchange in order to continue the game.

23.dxc5 Rg8 24.Bc2



It is not easy for Black to defend against the threat of Rg3 and Bxh6 (or Bh7).
24...Nc7 25.Rg3 Ne7

Otherwise White takes on h6.
26.Bh7 Nf5 27.Bxg8 Nxg3

28.Bh7!
The correct way to win the pawn.

28...Qh8 29.Bc2 Nf5 30.Bxf5 exf5 31.Qxf5±
The win is still a long way off, but White will certainly be pressing with his extra pawn.

 
22...Qd8 23.Rf4 Nc7 24.Qf3 Qe8 25.Nc5 Bxc5 26.dxc5

White’s position may not be as advantageous as in the note above, but Delchev does an excellent job of squeezing his
 opponent. Black has a great outpost on d5, but it does not make up for White’s bishop pair, space advantage and



 kingside pressure.
 
26...Rxd1† 27.Bxd1 Ne7

28.Bc2
28.Rxf7!? Nf5 29.Rxf5 exf5 30.Qxf5 was also possible, though I suspect Black’s position should be defensible.

 
28...Ncd5 29.Rg4 f5 30.exf6 gxf6 31.Rg7 e5 32.Bc1 Qd7 33.g4 Qd8 34.Qd3 Qa5?

An error in a difficult position.

35.Rxe7!
This exchange sacrifice leads to the destruction of Black’s kingside.

 



35...Nxe7 36.Qd6† Qc7 37.Qxf6 Rg8 38.f3 Nd5 39.Qxh6 Nb4 40.Qh7 Qd8 41.Be4 Nd5 42.g5 Rxg5 43.Bxg5 Qxg5
 44.Qg6 Qe7 45.Bxd5

1–0



GAME 13

Ivan Popov – Levan Pantsulaia

Hyderabad 2013
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 Bf5 4.h4 Qb6!?

A tricky sideline aimed at discouraging c2-c4, as there is a cheeky check on b4 in many lines. The queen is also
 decently placed for putting pressure on the centre with ...c5, so the line should not be disregarded as a simple trap.

5.h5!?
I also looked at 5.a4!? as a serious alternative, but eventually I liked this kingside expansion more. The position is

 rich and unexplored; in short, it’s fun to play.
 
5...Na6

The flexible 5...h6 has been Black’s most popular choice, and you can find it in the next main game.
 
5...c5?! does not seem to work at all. 6.dxc5 Qxc5 Here I suggest improving on Arvola – Diaz Nunez, Can Picafort
 2013, with the following idea:



7.Nc3!N 7...e6 8.Be3 Qb4 9.a3! This pawn sacrifice was suggested by Rendle on ChessPublishing. After 9...Qxb2
 10.Nb5 Kd7 11.Nf3± White has a dangerous initiative with Nfd4 coming next, as the English IM points out.
 
6.g4

This is thematic, although White should take care not to overextend. It would be easy to make a lot of pawn moves
 only to fall behind in development and be run over by a counterattack.
Rendle suggested 6.a3!?N as a reasonable novelty. I like this move, as it challenges Black to find a decent role for his
 knight. Please also remember that Black cannot play ...e6 without losing his bishop! A possible continuation is: 6...Nh6
 7.Nc3 f6 8.Nf3 Nf7

9.Na4! Qc7 (the small tactical point is that 9...Qa5† 10.Bd2 Qxa4?? 11.b3 wins the queen) 10.Bf4 With a clear
 advantage for White.
 



6.a4!?N also seems promising, for instance: 6...Nh6 (or 6...Nb4 7.Na3 a5 8.c3 Na6 9.g4 Bd7 10.Bd3±) 7.a5 Qc7
 8.Bf4²

I like White here too. Note that Black still cannot play 8...e6?, as 9.Bxa6 bxa6 10.Bxh6 gxh6 11.g4 wins a piece.
 
6...Bd7 7.Nc3?!

This turns out well in the game, but only after Black misses a good opportunity for counterplay.
7.f4?! was played in Ruiz – Blandon Villa, Bagre Antioquia 2014, but after 7...Nh6!N I cannot find a move I would be
 happy playing as White.
 
7.Rh3!?N may be best; it looks a bit wacky, but it would probably be the first move Jon Speelman or Alexei Shirov
 would think of! I will leave it for you to decide whether you prefer this or one of the novelties discussed on the
 previous turn.



7...e6
7...Nh6!N 8.f3 f6! would have been good for Black, as Rendle points out. Although the rest of the game is not

 theoretically relevant, it has a good deal of instructive value in terms of the middlegame structure and material balance
 that ensues.
 
8.Na4 Qc7

This cautious move makes things easy for White.
 
The critical continuation is:
8...Qa5† 9.c3 b5

This forces White to sacrifice a pawn.
10.Nc5 Bxc5

10...Nxc5 11.b4! is good for White.
11.dxc5 Nxc5
 

12.h6!
Without this move, White would not have compensation for the pawn. The point is that 12.b4 Qa4 13.bxc5 Qe4†
 would drop the rook on h1.

12...gxh6
An uncomfortable move to play, but there is no choice.
12...Nxh6? 13.b4 Qa4 14.Rxh6! gxh6 15.bxc5± leaves Black with a rook and a bad bishop against three excellent
 minor pieces.

13.Be3 Ne4 14.Bg2 b4 15.Bxe4 dxe4 16.Ne2°
It’s a double-edged game but I like White’s chances; he has the initiative and it’s not the kind of position where the

 odd missing pawn is likely to matter too much.



9.Bxa6 Qa5† 10.c3 Qxa6 11.Nc5 Bxc5 12.dxc5
White has a slight advantage, mainly because his bishop is much better than Black’s. Theoretically White’s pawn

 structure has been weakened, but in reality the c5-pawn gains space and clears the excellent d4-outpost for White’s
 pieces.
 
12...Qb5 13.Qb3!

Despite the opposite-coloured bishops, there are few drawing tendencies in the potential endgame – especially if
 White gets the a-file as well.
 
13...h6 14.Be3 Ne7 15.Nf3 0-0?

Black is thinking long-term, about endings and pawn structures, and momentarily forgets that the queens are still on
 the board.
 
16.Qc2!±

Suddenly White is ready for g4-g5 with a powerful attack.
 
16...b6?!

This offers no resistance, but things were already difficult for Black.
 
17.g5 Nf5 18.gxh6 Nxe3

18...gxh6 is refuted brutally by 19.Bxh6!! Nxh6 20.Rg1† Kh8 21.Qd2 Nf5 22.Nd4 and it’s all over.
 
19.fxe3 Qxc5 20.Nd4 gxh6



21.Rf1!
The final detail. By taking control of the f6-square, White quickly decides the game.

 
21...Kg7 22.0-0-0 Qe7 23.Rf6 Rh8 24.Rdf1 Rag8 25.Qf2 Be8 26.Nxe6† Qxe6 27.Rxe6 fxe6 28.Rg1†

1–0



GAME 14

Nils Grandelius – Aryan Tari

Reykjavik 2013
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 Bf5 4.h4 Qb6 5.h5 h6

Definitely a logical choice, as Black is now ready to play ...e6 without having his bishop trapped. We can interfere
 with that plan though.

6.g4! Bh7
6...Bd7 does not make a lot of sense to me. White has more than one good way to proceed:

 
a) Saric is one of the heroes of this variation and he chose: 7.Nc3 e6 8.Na4! An absolutely key move. 8...Qa5† 9.c3
 



9...Na6!? This leads to a sharp game. (9...c5 does not offer a lot of resistance, and 10.Nxc5 Bxc5 11.dxc5 Qxc5
 12.Be3² gave White easy play in Saric – Ruck, Bastia 2014) 10.b4! Nxb4 11.cxb4 Qxb4† 12.Bd2 Qxd4 13.Nf3 Qe4†
 14.Be2 Kroes – Stepanov, Internet 2010. I prefer White but, with three pawns for the piece, it is too early to write off
 Black’s chances.
 
b) I think White can be aggressive and for this reason I prefer: 7.c4!N 7...dxc4 8.Bxc4 Because there is no ...Bxb1, there
 is no ...Qb4† trick either.

8...e6 9.Nc3² White has obtained something close to the best possible version of this central structure. If I could get this
 position in all of my White games, I would downgrade the publishing career and play more tournaments!
 
7.e6! fxe6 8.Bd3

This type of positional sacrifice is absolutely standard in such positions. Compared to the 4...h6 lines examined later



 in the chapter, White has included h4-h5 and Black ...Qb6. It is hard to say with any certainty which move will prove
 more useful, but I like White’s chances in both cases.

8...Nf6 9.Bxh7
9.Nf3!?N is also tempting. I do not want to go into too many details, as the game continuation is my main

 recommendation. The small instructive point to consider is that 9...Nxg4?! 10.Bxh7 Rxh7 11.Qd3 Nf6 12.Nc3 Nbd7
 13.Bf4± might be two pawns up for Black, but it looks quite hopeless.
 
9...Rxh7 10.Qd3

10...Nbd7
After this White’s advantage is beyond dispute. The critical line is:

10...c5!N



I do not feel certain about much here, but this is the way I would want to play it:
11.dxc5 Qxc5

11...Qb4† 12.Nc3 Qxg4 does not feel right to me. White is better after 13.Nf3 Nc6 14.Rh4 Qf5 15.Bf4², when
 Black is nowhere near getting his pieces into the game.

12.Nf3 Nc6 13.c3 0-0-0 14.Be3 Qd6
14...d4 15.cxd4 Qd5 16.Qe2 Nxg4 17.Nc3 Qf5 18.0-0-0²

15.g5!
This is an important move. White seems to have the better chances, though the position is sharp and nothing
 should be taken for granted.

15...Ne4
15...Ng4 16.Qxh7 Nxe3 17.Nbd2!²
15...hxg5 16.Nxg5 Rxh5 17.Rxh5 Nxh5 18.Nf7²

16.Na3 a6
After 16...hxg5 17.Nb5 Qd7 18.0-0-0 White can think about taking on a7 or g5, but there is also a backup plan of
 Nbd4 to gain control over the central dark squares.

17.0-0-0 Rh8 18.g6²
Black has some problems getting his kingside pieces into play, as 18...e5 allows 19.Nc4!.

 
11.Qg6† Kd8 12.Nf3 Kc8 13.Nc3 c5

The opening has clearly been a success for White; the only question is how to maximize his chances.



14.dxc5
Quite a natural move which keeps some advantage.
14.Ne2!N is one of those ideas that is hard to find over the board. White is much better, an important point being that

 14...cxd4 is answered with 15.Bf4!, when a dream scenario is 15...Qxb2 16.0-0 and Black will be flayed alive.
 
14...Qxc5 15.g5

15.Be3!? looks dangerous as well.
 
15...hxg5 16.Bxg5 d4 17.Ne2 Qd5?!

18.Rh3!?
White’s position is amazing but it only takes a few inaccurate moves and missed opportunities to jeopardize



 everything.
 
18.Bxf6! is the winning move, with the following beautiful point: 18...Qxf3 (18...Nxf6 19.Nexd4 is not what
 Grandelius was aiming to avoid)

19.0-0-0! Nxf6 20.Nxd4 Qf4† 21.Kb1 Qd6 22.Rhe1 Rxh5 23.Nxe6 Re5 24.Nxf8 and Black will lose material in a
 moment.
 
18...e5 19.0-0-0?

19.Bxf6 Nxf6 20.0-0-0± would have been crushing. The difference here is that 20...Qe4? runs into 21.Qf7 Kc7
 22.Nfxd4! exd4 23.Rxd4 and death comes to town.

19...Qe4!
Tari has solved a lot of his problems, but Grandelius recovers well and finds an excellent way to pose problems to his



 opponent.
 
20.Nfxd4!

20.Qf7 g6! is an important resource, which only works because the bishop on f8 is defended.
 
20...exd4 21.Nxd4

21...Ne5?
Black cracks under the pressure; this move loses in more than one way.

 
21...Qxg6? is met with 22.Rc3† Kb8 23.hxg6 Rh8 24.Bxf6 followed by Ne6 and White wins.
 
21...b6!! is a cool defensive move, giving Black the vital b7-square for the king. The position is still complicated but a
 draw seems a fair result; 22.Bxf6 Nxf6 23.Qxe4 Nxe4 24.Ne6 Kb7 25.Nd8† Kc7 26.Ne6† Kb7 is just one example of
 why this is so.
 
22.Rc3† Kb8 23.Ne6 b5 24.Rc7 Nc6 25.Rb7† Kc8 26.Qxe4 Nxe4 27.Rdd7

1–0



4...h6

4...h6 is Black’s second most popular reply to 4.h4, and it yielded a superb 2½/3 for Botvinnik in the 1961 return match
 against Tal. Compared with 4...h5 Black avoids weakening the g5-square, but the drawback is that it is slightly passive
 and allows White to gain space.

GAME 15

Andrey Stukopin – Alexander Riazantsev

Vladivostok 2014
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 Bf5 4.h4 h6 5.g4 Bd7!?

The thinking behind this mishmash of ideas must be that White has overextended himself with the kingside push. I do
 not see it though, and I like White’s chances thanks to his sizeable space advantage and freer game. Having said that, it
 has been a popular approach among top GMs through the decades, from Botvinnik in 1961 to the likes of Grischuk,
 Dreev and others in recent years.

6.Nc3!
This is not the most popular move by a long way, but it is the most logical and most flexible. I pick my lines based on

 what I believe in rather than statistical results; but it is heart-warming when you notice statistics are on your side, as
 here, where White’s 66% comfortably exceeds the score of any other move.
 
6...e6

6...c5 7.dxc5² is a defective idea, especially after 7...Nc6?, when 8.Qxd5! Bxg4 9.Qg2 Bf5 10.Be3± left Black in
 serious trouble in Tsydypov – Belous, Vladivostok 2012.
 
Considering that 6.h5 has been by far White’s most popular choice, Black’s only real attempt to prove something
 against the game continuation would be:
6...h5 7.gxh5 Nh6



This has been tried a few times, but White should be able to hold on to his extra pawn and exchange pieces on the
 kingside to break down Black’s blockade of the f5-square.

8.Bg5 Bf5
8...Bg4 9.Be2 Qd7 does not really work as a concept. 10.Qd2 (10.Bxh6 Bxe2 11.Qxe2N is also good but the text
 move seems easier) 10...Bxe2 11.Ngxe2 Nf5 12.0-0-0± Pavlidis – Malikentzos, Athens 2012.

9.Bh3!N
9.Qd2 was somewhat favourable for White in Kryvoruchko – Ragger, Achaea 2012, but the text move is more
 direct.

9...Bxh3 10.Nxh3 Qd7 11.Qe2
Followed by 0-0-0, with a lead in development and an extra pawn. Sooner or later White will be able to open lines on

 the kingside; the only real debate at this point would be over the size of his advantage.
 
The text move strikes me as a somewhat passive approach, but who am I to argue with a top GM? I leave that to Mr
 Stukopin...



7.Be3 Qc7
Riazantsev continues playing flexible, noncommittal moves. Here are a few examples where Black tries to force the

 play in some way:
 
7...c5 8.dxc5! a6 9.f4 Qc7 is playable, but not a serious equalizing attempt.

10.h5 (I narrowly prefer 10.Nf3!?N 10...Bxc5 11.Qd2 h5 12.gxh5!²) 10...Bxc5 11.Qd2 Bxe3 12.Qxe3 Nc6 13.Nf3²
 Motylev – Zhou Jiangnan, Jiangmen 2014.
7...h5!?

I am generally not too concerned by this move, but in this particular position there are some forcing lines which
 are worth paying attention to.

8.gxh5 Nh6 9.Bh3!?
Not the only move, but it seems the most logical choice to me.



9...c5
9...Qb6!?N could be considered, although 10.Nge2 Qxb2 11.Rb1 Qa3 12.Rxb7² keeps White on top.

10.dxc5 Bc6

11.Rh2!N
11.Qd4? is wrong for tactical reasons. 11...Nd7 12.b4 White eventually prevailed in Morozevich – Bologan,
 Astana 2012, but things might have been different had Black found 12...a5!!N, a brilliant piece sacrifice which
 rips a hole in White’s position. 13.b5 Bxc5 14.Qd2 Bxe3 15.fxe3 Qxh4† 16.Kf1 Nxe5 17.bxc6 bxc6 18.Qf2
 Qxh5 19.Bg2 Qg6³ Black has three healthy pawns for the piece and a slightly safer king.
It is worth mentioning 11.Nf3!?N as a second option deserving serious consideration. Black has to take
 immediate action in order to stay in the game: 11...d4! 12.Bxd4 Na6 13.Qe2 Bxf3 14.Qxf3 Qxd4 15.Qxb7
 Qxe5† 16.Kf1 Rd8 17.Qxa6 Bxc5 18.Re1 Qc7 19.Qb5† Kf8 20.Ne4² The position is a right mess, but White
 should be better.
The text move may look awkward, but it avoids any tactical problems and should enable White to consolidate his
 advantage in a few more moves. For example:

11...Nd7 12.Nf3 Bxc5 13.Bxc5 Nxc5



14.Qd4 Ne4 15.Rg2 Rg8 16.0-0-0
I don’t see how Black can claim any compensation for the pawn.

 
Finally, 7...Qb6!? is a serious alternative which can lead to fascinating play.

It is worth considering two options for White. Although the second is my main recommendation, the first is also
 promising and the notes contain several instructive points.
 
a) 8.Nge2 c5

8...Qxb2!?N 9.Rb1 Qa3 is a risky but intriguing alternative. My analysis continues 10.Rxb7 Bb4 11.Bd2 c5
 12.dxc5 Bc6 13.Nb5 Bxd2† 14.Qxd2 Bxb5 15.Rxb5 Nc6 16.c4!² and White retains the initiative.

9.Qd2 Nc6
Grandelius has reached this position twice, but it was only in the first game that he played the right move:



10.f4!
Not wanting to see what his opponent had prepared for him, Grandelius went for 10.0-0-0?! a few months later.
 However, after 10...Qa5!? (10...c4! looks even stronger) he had to resort to 11.dxc5 to avoid Black’s queenside
 attack in Grandelius – Timman, Malmo 2014; the game did not work out well for White at all.

10...Na5!?N
The stem game continued 10...cxd4 11.Nxd4 Bc5 12.0-0-0 (12.Na4? Nxd4!³) 12...Nxd4 13.Bxd4 Bxd4 14.Qxd4
 Qxd4 15.Rxd4 and, in Grandelius – Hillarp Persson, Stockholm 2014, White eventually converted his minimal
 edge in this French-style endgame.
10...c4N 11.f5 intuitively feels better for White, but it could be worth exploring further the complications after:
 11...Qxb2 12.Rb1 Qa3 13.Nb5 Qxa2 14.Nec3 Qa5 15.Nxd5 Qxd2† 16.Kxd2 0-0-0 17.Ndc3²
The text move may or may not have been Timman’s prepared improvement. The engine initially suggests it as a
 good move for Black, but White seems to keep the upper hand if he plays energetically.

11.Ng3!²



11...Qxb2?!
This is the critical move to check, but it does not work.

12.Rb1 Qa3 13.Nb5 Bxb5 14.Bxb5† Nc6 15.Rb3 Qxa2 16.0-0 c4 17.Rbb1 Qa3 18.f5±
Black has two extra pawns, but there is every chance that he will be blown off the board before he ever gets a chance

 to use them.
 
b) Fascinating as all this may be, White has a stronger way to play: 8.Na4!N 8...Qa5† 9.c3 b6

10.b4 Bxb4 11.cxb4 Qxb4† 12.Bd2 Qxd4 13.Nf3 Qxg4 14.Rg1 Qe4† 15.Be2² Black has four pawns for a piece, but
 White’s massive lead in development makes him the clear favourite.



8.f4
8.h5!? c5 9.f4² was suggested by Kuzmin. People will have different views on whether it is worth preventing ...h5;

 personally I don’t think it’s necessary.
 
8...a6 9.h5!?

But okay, if we have all the time in the world, we can still include it in our plans.
 
9...c5 10.Nf3 cxd4 11.Nxd4 Bb4 12.Qd2 Ne7

13.Bd3
13.0-0-0!N² was suggested by Havasi, and indeed seems like a slight improvement. It is not clear what the bishop

 will be doing on d3.



 
13...Nbc6 14.a3 Ba5?!

Black should have played more cautiously.
 
I also analysed: 14...Nxd4 15.Bxd4 Ba5!?N (15...Bc5 16.Ne2² Yagupov – Kharitonov, Voronezh 2014) 16.Qf2 Nc6?!
 Objectively this is not best, but it is worth including it for the amazing tactical sequence that follows. (16...Rc8! is
 correct, and after 17.0-0-0 Nc6 18.Bc5 Bxc3 19.Bb6 Bd4 20.Bxd4 Nxd4 21.Qxd4 Qc5 Black is only marginally
 worse) 17.Bc5 Rc8

18.b4! Nxe5! 19.0-0-0!! (19.fxe5 Qxe5† 20.Kd2 Rxc5! 21.Qxc5 Bd8! seems to be a draw) 19...Bb6 20.Nxd5! exd5
 21.Bxb6 Nxd3† 22.Rxd3±

15.Nb3 d4?!
This attempt to be active falls flat.



15...Bb6 16.Bxb6 Qxb6 17.0-0-0² is pleasant for White, but should have been tried.
 
16.Nxd4 Nd5?!

16...Bxc3 17.bxc3 leaves Black without enough compensation for the pawn, but the game continuation is even worse.
 
17.Nde2 Rc8 18.Rh3 Nxe3 19.Qxe3±

Black has no compensation to speak of. The rest of the game is well played by White, but also rather one-sided.

19...Bb6 20.Qd2 Bc5 21.Ne4 Be7 22.0-0-0 b5 23.Kb1 Rb8 24.c3 Na5 25.Bc2 Nc4 26.Qd4 Bc6 27.Nd6† Kf8

28.f5! Rd8 29.fxe6 Nxd6 30.Qf2!
Forcing a fatal weakening. The rest is easy.

 



30...f6 31.exd6 Bxd6 32.Nf4 Bxf4 33.Rxd8† Qxd8 34.Qxf4 g5 35.hxg6 Kg7 36.Rd3 Qe7 37.Qd6 Qb7 38.Rd4 Rc8
 39.Bf5 Rc7 40.g5 hxg5 41.Qh2



GAME 16

Anton Shomoev – Hartmut Schulz

Biel 2009
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 Bf5 4.h4 h6 5.g4 Be4

A natural insertion. If Black opts for 5...Bh7 directly, White should just play 6.e6! and proceed just like in the main
 game, remembering that the extra resource of Nf3-e5 will improve his chances. See the note to move 10 for an example
 of where this could make a huge difference.
 
6.f3 Bh7

6...Bg6?! 7.h5 Bh7 is the same thing with the pawn on h5 instead of h4. I can’t think of a scenario where this
 difference is anything but useful for White, so I don’t think it warrants any special attention.

7.e6!
White should rarely miss the chance to play this sacrifice.

 
7...fxe6

The bishop on f8 cannot be happy with this decision but, as it wins a pawn, it should be considered and studied
 seriously.
 
7...Nf6 will be covered in the next game, and 7...Qd6 in Game 18.
 
8.Bd3

White’s compensation is evident and I am not going to argue about it in great detail.
 
8...Bxd3

8...g6 is not as atrocious as it looks – but it’s still pretty bad, especially after: 9.g5!±



The bishop is buried on h7, and White is considering both Qe2 and h4-h5. In the game Black collapsed with
 9...hxg5?! 10.hxg5 Bg7? 11.Rxh7 and had to resign a few moves later in Ni Hua – Wan, Sydney 2015.
 
8...Qd6 9.f4 Be4 has been tried in a few games, such as Fernando – Vitorino, Lisbon 1999, but I do not think White
 needs to take the bishop. After 10.Nf3!?N 10...Nf6 11.Nc3 Nbd7 12.Rf1² White has an excellent position and is ready
 to play Ne5.
 
9.Qxd3

9...e5!
Black needs to change the course of the game right now!

 
9...Qd6? 10.f4 is disastrous for Black: 10...Nd7 11.Nf3 0-0-0 12.Ne5 Nxe5 13.fxe5 Qc7 14.Nc3



After just a few natural moves we have reached a completely winning position for White, as Black simply can’t
 develop his kingside pieces. This was underlined in the game Ni Hua – Lan Zilun, China 2014, where Black resorted to
 14...Nf6!?, which was probably as good a try as any, although it was nowhere near good enough to save the game.
 
10.dxe5

It is worth pointing out a major difference between this and the analogous position that could occur after 5...Bh7 6.e6
 fxe6 7.Bd3 Bxd3 8.Qxd3 e5:

With the pawn still on f2, White can get a decisive advantage with 9.Qg6† Kd7 10.Nf3!, as shown in several games.
 
With the pawn on f3, the check on g6 does not yield anything at the moment, so it makes more sense to hold the queen
 back and aim to put a knight there later.
 



10...e6 11.Ne2 Ne7

12.Nf4
12.Nbc3!?N is an interesting alternative. The main point is that 12...Nd7 is dangerous for Black: 13.Nd4! Nc5

 14.Qe3 Qd7 15.Nce2² Black will need to find a defence against the simple plan of Nf4 and b2-b4.
 
12...Qd7

This leads to poor coordination.
 
12...Nd7!?N seems like a better try, although I still prefer White after 13.Qe2 Kf7 14.Be3 Qc7 15.Nd2² followed by 0-
0-0.
 
13.Be3 Na6



14.Nd2
14.Nc3 is also sensible; the choice is largely a matter of taste. 14...Nb4N (After 14...Nc7? 15.0-0-0 White was

 already winning due to the threat of Ne4 in Domont – Kradolfer, Switzerland 2013.) The text move is better, but I like
 White in the following line: 15.Qe2 d4 16.0-0-0 c5

17.Kb1! 0-0-0 18.Bc1 Nbd5 19.Ncxd5 Nxd5 20.Ng6 Rg8 21.f4²
 
14...c5 15.0-0-0 0-0-0 16.c4!?

I would prefer 16.h5 to keep the position flexible, but White is better in all cases.
 
16...d4

17.Bf2?!
17.Ne4!N² is more accurate, as the bishop belongs on d2. The tactical justification is seen after 17...dxe3? 18.Qxd7†



 Rxd7 19.Nd6† Kb8 20.Nf7 Rxd1† 21.Rxd1 Rg8

22.Rd8† Kc7 23.Nxe6† and f8 hangs.
 
17...Nb4 18.Qb1 Kb8?

Black plays poorly from here on; but then, he was outrated by 450 points.
18...d3! would have kept matters unclear. Black suddenly has a lot of resources, for example: 19.Ne4?! Nec6 20.Ng6?!
 (20.a3 Qf7!³)

20...Qf7!! 21.Nxh8 Qxf3 22.Rhe1 Nxe5 White’s position is collapsing, for example: 23.a3 d2†! and the check on d3
 wins everything.
 
19.Ne4 Na6 20.h5±

20.b4! is a mad computer idea but the text move is just fine. Black is positionally busted and Shomoev increases his



 advantage with ease.

20...Nc8 21.Ng6 Rg8 22.Qc2 Re8 23.a3 Be7 24.Bg3 Bd8 25.f4 Ka8 26.Rhf1 Bc7
White has steadily improved his position and is ready to break through.

27.f5! Bd8 28.f6 Qf7 29.Rf2 Bc7 30.Rdf1

1–0



GAME 17

Maxime Vachier-Lagrave – Ding Liren

Paris/St Petersburg 2013
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 Bf5 4.h4 h6 5.g4 Be4 6.f3 Bh7 7.e6 Nf6

This is quite a natural move, but it does not solve the problem with the e6-pawn blocking in the f8-bishop –
 something which goes on to haunt Black for the rest of the game...

8.Bf4!?
It is possible that this game might put Black’s last move out of business for quite some time. Black would certainly

 need a big rethink, something I am not going to do for him. I will just show how MVL buries the bishop on f8, making
 it one of the worst bishops a Super-GM has ever had.
 
That said, I am also quite attracted to: 8.Nc3!? Qd6 (8...fxe6 9.Bd3 gives White the usual compensation) 9.exf7† Kxf7



10.Be3² White had a good game in Pommrich – Morelli, corr. 2013. So, despite MVL’s convincing performance in the
 main game, I would also be tempted to follow the example of the low-rated correspondence guy.
 
8...Qb6!

Evidently not the only move, but certainly a principled choice when the queen’s bishop comes out so early.
 
9.Nc3!

White needs to fight for the initiative.
 
9...Qxb2 10.Kd2

White has excellent compensation. Beyond that? Time will tell.
 



10...Qb6?!
I don’t like Black’s position after this.

 
10...Bxc2? 11.Qxc2! Qxa1 is refuted by 12.Bg2 followed by Nge2/Nh3 and the queen is trapped on a1.
 
The critical continuation appears to be:
10...Qa3!N 11.Qb1!

11.Nge2? fxe6 12.Rb1 b5 makes it hard for White to find compensation.
11...b6

This position will surely be tested in the near future.
The point of White’s queen move is that 11...b5? 12.Bxb5! leads to disaster for Black: 12...cxb5 13.Qxb5† Nbd7
 14.Rb1! fxe6 15.Rb3 and White wins.

12.Qb3!
This might seem a surprising choice, but exchanging queens helps White.

12...Qxb3
12...Qa5 13.Kd1!± is dangerous for Black, based on 13...fxe6? 14.Nb5!! cxb5 15.Bxb5† Nbd7 16.Bd2 and the
 queen is trapped.

13.axb3 fxe6



14.Nh3!?
The most flexible and thus a sensible choice.
14.Bxb8 Rxb8 15.Rxa7 g5 seems to equalize according to my analysis.

14...Nfd7
14...Nbd7? would allow 15.Ba6± with lots of threats.

15.Bxb8 Nxb8 16.Nf4 Kf7

White has compensation in this sharp position. Both 17.Re1 and 17.g5!? Bf5 18.g6† Bxg6 19.Nxg6 Kxg6 20.Bh3
 pose Black some problems.
 
11.Nge2



11...a6?
This is rather ugly. Ding Liren was facing tough challenges and probably was just having a bad day in general.

 
11...g5?! was suggested as a possible improvement by Rendle, but White crashes through with: 12.Rb1 Qa5 13.hxg5
 hxg5

14.Rxb7!! gxf4 15.Nxf4 fxe6 (or 15...Qd8 16.exf7† Kxf7 17.g5 with a winning attack) 16.Nxe6 Nbd7 17.g5 White is
 winning, though he will still have to navigate some complications.
 
Black’s best chance was:
11...fxe6! 12.Rb1 Qa5

12...Qa6 13.Nc1 b5 14.Nxb5²
13.Rxb7 Nbd7 14.Nc1!



White is better, though the position remains terribly complicated.
14...e5!

14...Nb6 15.Nb3 Qb4 16.Qe1 Nc4† 17.Bxc4 Qxb7 18.Nc5± is the kind of thing White should be hoping for.
 Black might have extra material, but it is irrelevant in practical terms.
A possible finish is:

18...Qb4 19.Bd3 Qxd4 Just to illustrate the critical line. 20.Nxe6 Qb4 21.a3! Qxa3 22.Nc7† Kd8 23.Nxa8 Bxd3
 24.Qe6! Bb5 25.Bc7† Ke8 26.Be5 With a winning attack.

15.Nb3 Qa3

16.Bxe5!
16.dxe5 0-0-0! enables Black to hold things together.

16...Nxe5 17.dxe5 0-0-0
After 17...Nd7 18.Qc1 Qxc1† 19.Kxc1 Nxe5 20.Nd4² Black is still struggling to get his pieces into the game.



18.Qb1 d4 19.Ba6!! dxc3† 20.Ke1
Now 20...Qxa6 loses 21.Nc5, so Black seems to be toast, but he has a miraculous defensive resource.

20...Bd3!! 21.Bxd3 Rxd3 22.cxd3 Nd5 23.Nc1 Nb6 24.Rxb6 axb6 25.Ne2²
Black has survived the immediate attack, but is still struggling.

12.Rb1 Qa7 13.Na4!
MVL plays this stage of the game better than any engine.

 
13.exf7† Kxf7 14.Bh3± is also possible.
 
13...b5 14.Nc5 Bg8 15.Be5 fxe6

Black has to capture the pawn to bring the b8-knight into the game. Now all White has to do is clamp down on the
 kingside to complete his master plan.



16.Nf4 Nbd7 17.Nxd7 Nxd7 18.Ng6 Nxe5 19.dxe5 Rh7 20.h5
Amusingly, my engine thinks Black is better, but of course it does not provide a route for the bishop on f8 to join the

 game. White is of course just winning.

20...c5 21.f4 Bf7 22.Qf3 0-0-0 23.Be2 c4 24.a4 Kc7 25.axb5 axb5 26.Rxb5 Qd4† 27.Ke1 Ra8 28.Rb1 Ra2 29.c3
 Qd2† 30.Kf2 Rc2 31.Qe3 Qxe3† 32.Kxe3 Rxc3† 33.Kd4 Rc2 34.Rhe1 Kc6



35.Rb8
35.Nxf8 Rh8 36.Rb8 wins more quickly, but who needs tactics in such a position?

 
35...Bxg6 36.hxg6 Rh8 37.Reb1 Rd2† 38.Ke3 Ra2 39.R8b6† Kc7 40.Kd4

Ding Liren had had enough. His incarcerated pieces will never get out.

1–0



GAME 18

Ivan Popov – David Arutinian

Denizli 2013
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 Bf5 4.h4 h6 5.g4 Be4 6.f3 Bh7 7.e6 Qd6

This is Black’s most popular way of declining the sacrifice. By forcing White to take on f7 immediately, Black
 ensures that it will be possible for the f8-bishop to get into the game.
 
8.exf7† Kxf7 9.f4

The other main line goes 9.Bd3 e5 10.Bxh7 Rxh7 11.dxe5 Qxe5† 12.Ne2 Nd7 13.Nbc3 Re8 14.0-0, as in Grosar –
 Kristovic, Pula 1998. It’s an interesting position, but I am not particularly optimistic on White’s behalf.
 
9...Nf6 10.Nf3!

Recent experience has shown that this pawn sacrifice is the way to continue.
 
The big alternative line does not appeal to me:
10.Bh3 c5

10...Qe6† is another potential problem. 11.Kf1 Ne4 12.Kg2 occurred in Soffer – Grachev, St Petersburg 2012,
 and now after Kuzmin’s suggestion of 12...Nd7!N I was unable to find anything special for White.

11.g5 hxg5 12.hxg5 Ne4

13.Bg4! Nc6 14.Nf3 Bf5
14...Kg8 15.dxc5 Nxc5 16.Be3² is mentioned by Kasparov.

15.Rxh8 Bxg4 16.Ne5† Nxe5 17.dxe5 Bxd1 18.exd6 Bxc2 19.dxe7 Kxe7 20.Nc3
 



Kasparov gave this line as slightly better for White, but Black’s strong centre and brilliant light-squared bishop
 should offer Black full compensation. For example:

20...Kd6 21.Be3 Nxc3 22.bxc3 Bf5 23.Ke2 a5 24.Re1 b5 25.a3 Kc6
Black drew without difficulties in Tarrio Ocana – Marquez Abreu, corr. 2013.

10...Nxg4 11.h5
This has been played in a handful of games and seems to give White a small edge.
Black’s play was essentially perfect in the following game: 11.Bh3 h5 12.Ne5† Ke8 13.Bxg4 hxg4 14.Qxg4 Nd7

 15.Qh5† g6 16.Qe2 Qf6 17.Be3 Bg8 18.Nd2 Rxh4 19.Rg1 Nxe5 20.fxe5 Qh8 21.0-0-0 Be6 22.Rxg6 Qh5 23.Qg2 Rg4
 24.Rxg4 Qxg4= The players soon agreed a draw in Malaniuk – Kohlweyer, Geneva 1997.
 
11...Bf5

This does not fully equalize, but it is not clear if Black has anything better.



 
11...Nf6 12.Ne5† Kg8 occurred in Abhishek – Rajpara, New Delhi 2013. I propose:

13.Nc3N 13...e6 14.Be3² Leading to a simple advantage for White, though it is by no means overwhelming.
 
Another typical situation arises after: 11...c5 12.Bh3 Nf6 13.Nc3 Nc6 14.Ne5† Ke8 15.Be3²

This was Simmelink – Sukhorskij, corr. 2012. At the moment everything looks acceptable for Black, but try to think
 five or ten moves ahead. Black’s pieces are uncoordinated and his king will be stuck in the centre for a while; tough
 times lie ahead.
 
11...Qe6†!? is a serious try, and after 12.Ne5† Nxe5 13.fxe5 Ke8 14.Nc3 g5! 15.hxg6 Qxg6 a critical position had
 been reached in Najer – Bures, Czech Republic 2015. Black threatens a check on g3 as well as the pawn on c2, but
 White has a convenient way to deal with both of these ideas:



16.Rh2!N 16...e6 17.Bf4² White’s position is easier to play, though nothing is decided.
 
Finally, a natural continuation is:
11...e6 12.Nc3 Nd7

13.Bd3
13.Ne5†!N 13...Ngxe5 14.fxe5 Qe7 15.Be3² is simpler. White will play Qd2 and 0-0-0 with an easy game, while
 it is not clear how Black is supposed to get his king to safety.

13...Be7?!
Necessary was 13...Kg8, when 14.Rg1 Ngf6 15.Ne5 gives White clear compensation.
In Mozharov – Hess, Basel 2014, White could have brutally punished Black’s last move with:

14.Ne5†!N 14...Ngxe5 15.fxe5 Qb4 16.a3 Qb6 17.Qg4 Bxd3 18.cxd3 Nf8 19.Bd2±
White’s attack has tremendous force.



12.Nc3 Qe6† 13.Ne5† Nxe5?
This is an obvious but poor decision.

 
Necessary was:
13...Kg8!

I like White, but things are not overwhelmingly clear. The main line goes:
14.Be2 Nxe5 15.fxe5 Qf7 16.0-0 e6 17.Bd3 Na6 18.Bxf5 exf5 19.Qf3

If White is given time, he will manoeuvre the knight to g6 and be positionally winning.
19...Nb4

19...g5 20.hxg6 Qxg6† 21.Kh2 Be7 22.Ne2 Nc7 leaves Black only marginally worse. Still, his king is a bit more
 exposed and his pawn structure slightly inferior.

20.Rf2 c5 21.Be3 Nc6 22.Ne2²



Black has not solved all of his problems yet.
 
14.fxe5 g5

Desperation, but these are dark times for Black. 14...Nd7 15.Bd3 Kg8 16.Ne2!± would decide the struggle for the
 light squares. For example: 16...Bxd3 17.Qxd3 c5 18.Nf4 Qg4 19.e6 Nf6 20.dxc5 and Black is positionally busted.
 
15.hxg6† Qxg6

The position bears some resemblance to the Najer – Bures game quoted after 11...Qe6† above, but Black has spent a
 tempo moving his bishop from h7 to f5 rather than retreating his king to e8. The difference is strongly in White’s
 favour, as we will see.

16.Be3!±
White is beautifully coordinated and will soon start hunting the black king. There is no great need to defend the c2-

pawn as, unlike the Najer – Bures game, Black will not be able to capture it while threatening a queen exchange.
 
16...Ke8

16...Bxc2 is strongly met by 17.Qe2! with the following point: 17...Bf5? (Black should try 17...e6, though even here
 18.Bh3 gives White an overwhelming attack) 18.Rg1 Qe6



19.Bh3! With the decisive threat of 20.Qh5†.
 
17.Rg1 Qf7 18.Bd3 Bxd3 19.Qxd3 Rg8 20.0-0-0

Black is a pawn up; which ends the discussion about the positive aspects of his position...
 
20...Rxg1 21.Rxg1 Na6 22.Rf1 Nb4

23.Qd1 Qg6 24.a3 Na6 25.Qf3 Kd7
25...Qg8 26.Qh5† Kd8 is the best the engines can offer, but Black’s coordination is terrible and it’s only a matter of

 time before White makes decisive inroads. 27.Ne2! looks like the best way to start.
Not surprisingly, White has a winning combination here.



26.Nxd5! Nc7
26...cxd5 27.Qxd5† Kc7 28.e6 gives White a winning attack. The direct threat is 29.Qc4† Kb6 30.d5† with mate

 coming in a few moves.
 
27.Nf4 Qf5 28.Qg2

1–0



Introduction to 4...h5
 
The natural reply to 4.h4 is of course 4...h5, when White’s territorial ambitions on the kingside are blunted. But this
 move also has its faults, even though it is the most solid and challenging option available.
 

GAME 19

Maxime Vachier-Lagrave – Viktor Laznicka

San Sebastian 2012
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 Bf5 4.h4 h5 5.c4

This has traditionally been the main idea behind 4.h4. The logic goes as follows: 4.c4 gains space and facilitates
 active development, but the drawback is that it weakens the d4-pawn and hands Black control over the d5-square. With
 the inclusion of 4.h4 h5, White hopes that the g5-outpost will tilt the balance in his favour.

In recent times it has been Maxime Vachier-Lagrave who has championed this variation. The French Super-GM tends
 to be exceptionally well prepared, but currently Black seems to be in good shape. Still, I find it reasonable to look a
 little at the evolution of this variation before we turn to our repertoire choice of 5.Bd3! in the next chapter.
 
5...e6 6.Nc3 Ne7!
6...Nd7?!

This leads to an unpleasant position for Black:
7.cxd5! cxd5

White’s central exchange came at a perfect time, as Black was unable to occupy the d5-square with a piece or
 exchange a pair of knights. Moreover, his knight is oddly placed on d7.



8.Bd3! Bxd3 9.Qxd3
It is no problem to exchange off our ‘good’ bishop, as its opposite number was rather active on f5. In the resulting
 position the move ...h5 feels out of place, and the pawn may well have to be defended by ...g6 at some point,
 which would weaken a lot of squares.

9...Ne7 10.Nf3 Nc6 11.0-0 Be7

12.Bg5!
A standard idea – White wants to exchange off his bad bishop and manoeuvre his knight to d6.

12...a6 13.Rac1 Nb6 14.Ne2! Qd7 15.Nf4²
Black was unable to solve his problems in Short – Johannessen, Turin (ol) 2006.

 
6...Be7

This was suggested by Sergey Kasparov in a survey in New in Chess Yearbook 110. It is certainly possible to play



 cxd5 as in the example above, but White has a foxy idea at his disposal that cannot easily be ignored:
7.Nge2! dxc4 8.Ng3 Bg4?

8...Bd3² is better, but also a slight concession.
 

9.f3!! Bxh4 10.Rxh4 Qxh4 11.Nce4
White has an overwhelming initiative, as has been shown in a few correspondence games. Play should continue:

11...Bf5 12.Bg5 Qh2 13.Nxf5 exf5 14.Nd6† Kf8 15.Qd2!±

White has almost eternal compensation. The following game is a good illustration of what such a weird-sounding
 thing looks like:

15...Qg3† 16.Kd1 Nh6 17.Bxh6 gxh6 18.Nxf5 Qg5 19.Qb4† c5 20.Qxc5† Kg8 21.Qc8† Kh7 22.Qxc4 Rf8 23.Bd3
 Kh8 24.d5 Qxg2 25.Qf4 Qg5 26.Qd4 Rg8 27.e6† f6 28.Ke2 Na6 29.e7 Qg2† 30.Ke3 Qg5† 31.f4 Qg6 32.d6 Nb8
 33.d7 Nxd7 34.Qxd7 Rge8 35.Rh1 Rac8 36.Be4 Rc4 37.Qxb7 Rec8 38.Rd1 Rg8 39.Rd8



1–0 Achermann – Deidun, corr. 2012.
 

7.Nge2
7.Bg5, in order to take on d5, is logical, but Black seems to have solved all his problems in this line too: 7...Qb6!

 8.Qd2 dxc4 9.Bxc4 Nd7

10.Nf3 (or 10.Nge2 0-0-0³ 11.Ng3? Nxe5 and Black won in E. Hansen – Laznicka, Dubai [blitz] 2014) 10...Nd5 11.0-
0 f6 12.exf6 gxf6 13.Bxd5 cxd5 14.Bf4 Kf7= Dave – Burmakin, Sitges 2014.
 
7...Nd7

7...Bg4!? is an interesting attempt to provoke a weakening f2-f3, but White has found the correct way to deal with it:
 8.Bg5! Qb6 9.Qd2 Nd7 10.Ng3 f6 11.exf6 (11.f3!?N) 11...gxf6 12.Be3² Alekseev – Shimanov, Taganrog 2011.
 



8.Ng3 Bg6

9.cxd5
Black is also fine in the other lines:

 
9.Bg5 Qb6 10.Qd2 dxc4 11.Bxc4 has been played several times but Black is doing well after: 11...0-0-0 12.Na4 Qc7
 13.Rc1 a6! The best of several good moves14.0-0 Nxe5 15.b3 Ng4 16.Nc5 In Kouba – Sykora, corr. 2013, Black could
 have played:

16...Nd5!N 17.Bxd8 Qxd8 Black has excellent compensation. Maybe White can keep the balance with decent play, but
 this would be the extent of his ambition at this point.
 
9.a3 is a logical try; White has the space advantage, so there is no reason to force matters. 9...dxc4 10.Bxc4
 



10...Nb6! The most accurate. (10...Nf5 11.Nxf5 Bxf5 12.Be2 Bg6 13.Be3 Nb6 14.Qb3 Qd7 15.Rc1 Bf5 16.a4 Nd5
 17.Nxd5 exd5 18.a5 was pleasant for White in Alekseev – Khairullin, Taganrog 2011) 11.Be2 Qd7 Black will follow
 up with ...0-0-0 and has a fine position, as demonstrated in a few games. The only point worth adding is that Black
 should avoid occupying the d5-square prematurely, and instead keep things flexible and ask White to show his hand.
 
9...Nxd5!
9...cxd5 10.Bg5! Qb6 11.Bb5 Nc6 12.0-0

I like White’s chances, and MVL won another extremely impressive game from here.

12...Rc8
Black has tried a couple of other moves in practice, but I don’t want to go into too much detail discussing
 sidelines within a sideline. I will, however, just mention in passing that 12...a6N 13.Bxc6 bxc6 14.f4!² was
 analysed by Rendle for ChessPublishing, with the conclusion that White has a serious initiative.



13.Rc1 a6 14.Bxc6 Rxc6 15.Nce2 Qxb2
15...f6 16.Be3 fxe5 17.dxe5 Qxb2 18.Nf4 looks very dangerous for Black.

16.Rxc6 bxc6 17.Nf4
White has a strong initiative for the pawn.

17...Qc2 18.Qf3 Be4 19.Nxe4 Qxe4 20.Qh3 Qf5 21.Qxf5 exf5 22.Rc1 f6 23.Ng6 Rg8 24.e6 fxg5 25.Rxc6
1–0 Vachier-Lagrave – L’Ami, Reykjavik 2013. Black could have defended better, of course, but his position was

 evidently unpleasant.

10.Be2
10.Nxd5 cxd5 11.Bd2 (or 11.a3!?N) is certainly playable, and Zherebukh managed to beat Eljanov from this position

 at the Khanty-Mansiysk World Cup in 2011. White is not better though, and the exchange of knights gives Black a
 more comfortable version of the 9...cxd5 line mentioned above. Black has two ways to gain counterplay, one associated
 with a quick ...f6 and the other involving ...Rc8 followed by ...Nb8-c6.



 
10...Bb4

The latest development in this line is:
10...Qa5! 11.Bd2 0-0-0

And as far as I can see, this solves Black’s problems in this line. If MVL (or anyone else) manages to find a
 promising idea from here (or before), then White can return to 5.c4. But for now, it does not seem very attractive.

12.Nxh5
12.0-0?! Be7 13.Nce4 Qc7³ was already unpleasant for White in Vachier-Lagrave – Vitiugov, Paris/St Petersburg
 2013.

12...Be7 13.Rh3 Nb4 14.Nf4 Nxe5 15.a3 Nbd3† 16.Bxd3 Nxd3† 17.Nxd3 Bxd3 18.Rxd3 Rxh4 19.Ke2 Qh5† 20.f3
 Rh2 21.Qg1 Qh3

Black had sufficient counterplay for the sacrificed piece and easily made a draw in LePage – Rook, corr. 2013.
 
11.Bd2 Qb6 12.Nxd5! cxd5 13.Bxb4 Qxb4† 14.Qd2 Qxd2† 15.Kxd2²

This structure is slightly better for White, especially as Black has a poor bishop on g6.



15...Rc8 16.Rac1 Rxc1 17.Rxc1 Kd8 18.a4 f6 19.f4 f5?!
Black is aiming for a fortress, which seems a bit too optimistic.

 
20.a5 Nb8 21.b4 Be8 22.b5 g6

23.Nh1!
The knight is aiming to go everywhere from here. White manoeuvred for a long time before changing the nature of

 the position.
 
23...Rh7 24.Nf2 Rc7 25.Rb1 b6 26.axb6 axb6 27.Ra1 Kc8 28.Nh3 Re7 29.Ng5 Kb7 30.Bf3 Bd7 31.Rc1 Rg7 32.Rc3
 Re7 33.Kc1 Rg7 34.Kb2 Re7 35.Ka3 Rg7 36.Kb4 Re7 37.Bd1 Rg7 38.Rg3 Re7

White has improved his pieces about as much as he possibly could, but now he needs to do something to change the



 position, if he wants to win.

39.Nxe6! Bxe6
After 39...Rxe6? 40.Bb3 White wins.

 
40.Rxg6 Nd7 41.Bxh5 Nf8 42.Rf6 Nh7 43.Rh6 Nf8

White has played an almost perfect game up to this point, but in the conversion phase he messes it up.

44.Bf3?
This loses time, allowing the black king to come to the defence. White should have preferred one of the following

 alternatives:
 
a) 44.Rh8 effectively forces a rook endgame with an extra pawn. My main line continues: 44...Rh7 45.Rxf8 Rxh5 46.Rf6
 Bc8 47.e6 Kc7 48.e7 Bd7 49.Rf8 Rxh4 50.g3 Rh1 51.e8=Q Bxe8 52.Rxe8 Rc1 53.Re6 Rc4† 54.Kb3 Rxd4 55.Rc6†



 Kb7 56.Kc3 Ra4 57.Rf6 Kc7 58.Rxf5 Kd6

59.Rf6† Kc5 60.g4 I suspect this is winning for White but I have not checked it in detail, or if this line is indeed best
 play all the way, as I prefer a different strategy...
 
b) 44.Kc3! There is actually no need to rush anything, as White can transfer the king to the kingside and win slowly.
 For example: 44...Rh7 45.Rxh7† Nxh7 46.Kd2 Kc7 47.Ke3 Nf8 48.Be2 Kd7 49.Bd3 Ke7

50.g4! fxg4 51.f5 Bf7 52.Kf4 and White wins.
 
44...Kc7 45.h5 Kd8 46.Rf6

46.Rh8 Ke8 47.Kc3 Rh7 is okay for Black.
 
46...Ke8 47.h6 Rh7 48.Bh5† Ke7



49.g4!? fxg4 50.f5 g3 51.Bf3 Bxf5
51...Rf7! would have equalized. For example: 52.fxe6 Rxf6 53.exf6† Kxe6 and Black is okay.

 
52.Rxf5 Rxh6 53.Bxd5 Ne6 54.Kc3 Rg6?

It seems reasonable to assume that Black was running out of time and simply miscalculated.
 
54...Rh3 55.Kc4 g2 56.Bxg2 Rh4² should still hold.
 
55.Bg2

Now the d-pawn marches forward.
 
55...Rg4 56.d5 Nf4
 



57.Bf3!
An important finesse, which would be easy to miss.

 
57...g2

57...Nxd5† 58.Bxd5 g2 59.Bxg2 Rxg2 60.Rf6 and White wins.
 
58.d6† Ke6 59.Bxg4 Ne2†

59...g1=Q 60.Rg5†! is a nice point. White wins the queen.
 
60.Kd3

1–0
 

Conclusion
This chapter covered the less usual replies to 1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 Bf5 4.h4 – the usual reply is 4...h5 and we shall see
 my recommended line against that in the next chapter.
 
4...c5 5.dxc5 is a curious relative of the Arkell-Khenkin Variation of the previous chapter. Ironically, the bishop on f5
 proves to be more of a target than a help for Black.
 
There are four queen moves to ponder. 4...Qd7 and 4...Qc7 both allow either 5.c4 or 5.h5 when White should be content
 with his opening prospects. 4...Qc8 can also be met by either pawn move, but I chose to concentrate on 5.c4. Again,
 White is happy. The fourth queen move, 4...Qb6, is more challenging, in the sense that it discourages c2-c4 (please
 don’t drop a c4-bishop to a cheapo involving ...Bxb1 and ...Qb4†). So our main line is 5.h5 h6 6.g4 when the bishop
 must decide where to retreat. Going to h7 allows the standard sac 6...Bh7 7.e6 fxe6 8.Bd3, while after 6...Bd7 I
 recommend the novelty 7.c4.
 
4...h6 is a significant option, which we meet boldly with 5.g4, when the bishop must again decide. 5...Bd7 avoids quick
 carnage, but I still like White after 6.Nc3. Analogously with the 4...Qb6 line mentioned above, 5...Be4 6.f3 Bh7 is met
 by the thematic 7.e6! fxe6 8.Bd3. I hate to make sweeping statements, but this sac, in all its guises, is usually both
 objectively excellent and easier for White to play: a beautiful combination.
 
I concluded this chapter with a look at how the theory has evolved after 4...h5 5.c4. It’s not ‘our move’ but improving
 our understanding of the position is time well spent.



1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 Bf5 4.h4 h5
 

5.Bd3! (5.Bg5 110) 5...Bxd3 6.Qxd3 e6 7.Bg5

 7...Qa5† (7...Be7 111; 7...Qd7 112) Game 20 110

 7...Qb6 8.Nd2

 8...Nd7 (8...Qa6 116; 8...Ne7 116) Game 21 116

The First Game with Morozevich’s Idea 119

8...c5 9.c4 Qxb2 (9...Nc6 119; 9...Qa6!? 120) 10.Rd1!!

 10...Qxd4?! (10...Ne7N 122) Game 22 119

The Critical 10...Nc6! 125

 A) 11.Ngf3 Nb4 (11...Nge7 127) 12.Qe2 cxd4 (12...Nxa2? 127; 12...Nc2†? 127) 13.0-0 d3 (13...Rc8?! 128)
 14.Qe3

14...Ne7?! Game 23 127

14...Qa3!N 15.Rb1 Nh6 16.Bxh6 132

 A1) 16...Rxh6 132

 A11) 17.Ng5 132

 A12) 17.Rb3 135

 A2) 16...gxh6! 137

B) 11.Ne2!?N 138

B1) 11...Nge7 138



B2) 11...Nb4! 143

5.Bd3! – The Newest Try
 
In this chapter we will look at a brand new idea, which has so far only been tried in two published games. It was
 analysed in some detail by Alexander Morozevich in Chess Informant 121, and I have explored and expanded on his
 analysis in order to improve upon it (not easy!) and to give it a more practical dimension.
 
The line in question arises after:

1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 Bf5 4.h4 h5 5.Bd3! Bxd3 6.Qxd3 e6 7.Bg5 Qb6 8.Nd2 c5 9.c4 Qxb2 10.Rd1!!

The last move is Morozevich’s novelty, which renders 10...Qxd4 ineffective, as we shall see later. The idea is that the
 black king will find it difficult to ever find shelter. Castling seems almost impossible to achieve and the dangers the
 black king will have to live with will make Damocles’ Sword seem like an irrelevance. It is rare that a Super-GM gives
 away a novelty as great as this in a magazine article, but this was exactly what Morozevich did. At the moment this
 variation looks like a serious threat to Black. Even if you are not planning on following all the recommendations in this
 book, I would suggest that you make this one of the ones you do. But before we can go into the details, I would like to
 deviate into a topic which it is important to understand before we proceed.
 

Compensation and the 0.00 Computer Evaluation
 
Let me break your heart right now. I am not going to be able to provide you with a repertoire that gives you an
 everlasting advantage against every opening. At some point, with perfect play, defending a main line, your opponent
 will be able to neutralize the slight advantage of the first move. What having an advantage after the opening essentially
 means is that your opponent has more problems to solve than you do. And often it means that if he plays all the best
 moves, he will equalize, while if you play one or two second-rate moves, you will make his job of equalizing easier,
 while not necessarily making your position inferior.
 
The main lines of this chapter are rather sharp. White will give up a few pawns for a significant lead in development.
 Black cannot easily complete his development and we will never be able to say that he has solved his problems if his
 king is still wandering around in the open like in The Emperor’s New Clothes. In some cases the engine might say the



 position is equal and put on a 0.00 sticker of approval, but anyone who actually looks at the position will know that
 Black is not safe.
 
Here is an example from a sideline of a sideline:

White has taken something of a false turn to get to this position; a ‘real’ advantage was achievable on the way. Still,
 Black is under significant pressure. Many GMs would choose the wrong move in a position like this with Black, while
 White has already passed up three or four perpetuals along the way.
 
a) 27...Na5?! looks fine on the surface, but White’s pressure suddenly turns into the type of advantage that takes a long
 time to neutralize. 28.Bd2 Qb5 29.Bxa5 Qxa5 30.Qc4† Qb5

31.Qe6†! Qc6 32.Qa2† Kb6 33.Rb1† Black has to give up the queen and defend a difficult ending. If he tries to avoid
 this, he will soon find himself in a hole, looking up at dirt falling down. 33...Kc7? 34.Qf7† Kc8 35.e6 Black is a rook
 up, but he cannot get either of them to help with the defence; mate is imminent.



 
b) 27...Qa5! 28.Qc4† Qb5 is the correct defence.

And sure, if you put the starting position in front of a GM and says that this is the critical moment, he will most likely
 find it. But Black has already been through five or six critical moments over the last dozen or so moves; the chance of
 making a mistake is increased by the compounding effect of opportunity. In the final position, White has to bail out
 with a perpetual: 29.Ra1† Na5 30.Rxa5†! Kxa5 31.Bd2† Ka6 32.Qa2† Kb6 33.Be3† Kc6 34.Qe6† Kc7 35.Qd6†
 Kc8=
 
In short, the computer evaluation 0.00 generally means something close to the following: White has sacrificed material
 and no clear path to an advantage is available, but he can force a draw if he wants to, for example with a perpetual. It
 does not mean that nothing is going on in the position.
 
For correspondence players, things are obviously a bit more complicated, as they will almost certainly be facing a
 computer-accurate defence! Here the following idea is useful. Look at the position with a human eye (Turn off the
 engine! Put the position on the board...) and find ideas that look dangerous. Then analyse them deeply with the engine.
 You will find that not all 0.00 positions are defensible for the side with extra material. You just need to get past the
 horizon.
 
To round off this discussion, Black will be able to hold with absolutely precise play in the Caro-Kann. Always could,
 always will. But practical chess is not so much a science as it is an art form and, most of all, a competitive battle of
 wills. With this enterprising gambit, I predict White will secure a healthy plus score for a good while.



A Few Sidelines
 
In this game we shall look at some ways in which Black may deviate from the main line of 7...Qb6. In my opinion
 White is slightly better against all of them, though Black remains quite solid with a playable position. Such is chess;
 Black can take a passive position from the opening in most lines, accepting being slightly worse. Some players, such as
 Gata Kamsky for example, have made a career of doing just so, planning to make up for the uninspired opening with
 superior middlegame and endgame play.
 

GAME 20

John Shaw – John Richardson

Birmingham 2015
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 Bf5 4.h4 h5 5.Bd3!

For a while 5.Bg5!? Qb6 6.Bd3 was really hot.

It was based on an inspired gambit after 6...Bxd3 7.Qxd3 Qxb2, when White would strike with 8.e6!, intending
 8...Qxa1 9.Qb3! with a powerful initiative. There are other details, of course, but essentially this is a no-go zone for
 Black.
 
However, it was soon discovered that 6...Qxd4! 7.Nf3 Qg4 makes it hard to find compensation for the pawn, and so the
 popularity of the line waned.



5...Bxd3
5...Qd7?! makes no sense. After 6.Ne2 Black does not seem to have better than taking on d3 anyway. 6...Bxd3

 7.Qxd3² Kveinys – Itkis, Vilnius 1983.
 
6.Qxd3 e6

6...Qa5† with the idea of ...Qa6 has also been played, although not by GMs yet. It actually makes some sense to hurry
 with this manoeuvre, as Nd2 would now obstruct the bishop on c1. Still, this is what I would play: 7.Nd2 Qa6 (7...e6 is
 more prudent. I like White after 8.Ngf3 intending 0-0 and c2-c4, as in Riff – Roiz, Berlin [blitz] 2015, but I will not
 pretend that his advantage is anything special.) This was Vignisson – Kuehnast, Reykjavik 2013. Here White has a
 rather interesting novelty:

8.e6!N 8...Qxd3 9.exf7† Kxf7 10.cxd3² The e5- and g5-squares will come in handy for the white knights.
 



7.Bg5

7...Qa5†
7...Qb6 is the main line of course, and will be discussed after this game. Black has tried a few other approaches:

 
7...Be7

This solid move cannot be all wrong, but it falls into the category “slightly passive” with a good chance for White
 to get a plus.

8.Nf3 Nh6
8...Nd7 9.Nc3 Qa5 10.0-0 Nh6 11.Bxe7 Kxe7 12.Ne2² left Black’s king misplaced in Ni Hua – Brunello, Porto
 Manu 2014.

9.Nc3
9.Bxh6!? Rxh6 was an intriguing alternative in Tate – Kreisl, Reykjavik 2015, especially after 10.c4!N, which I



 would seriously consider playing.
9...Nf5 10.Ne2 c5!

10...g6 11.Ng3! Nd7 12.Nxf5 gxf5 was slightly better for White in Saric – Motylev, Poikovsky 2014.

11.c3
11.dxc5!? is a sensible alternative, the choice being a matter of taste. If you wish to keep a more fluid structure,
 this should probably be your choice. A recent game seems critical: 11...Na6 (11...Qa5† 12.c3 Qxc5 13.0-0 also
 looks a bit better for White) 12.Bxe7!N (After 12.Qb5† Qd7 13.Qxd7† Kxd7 14.Bxe7 Kxe7 15.b4 b6 16.cxb6
 Nxb4 Black had equalized completely in Adams – Navara, Wijk aan Zee 2016.) 12...Qxe7 13.Qb5† Qd7 14.a4
 Qxb5 15.axb5 Nxc5 16.Nfd4² Black is of course close to equality, but he will have to suffer for the draw for a
 long time.

11...cxd4

12.Nexd4!N



12.cxd4?! Qa5† followed by ...Qa6 was more than okay for Black in Potapov – Alekseev, Moscow 2015.
However, there is a second promising alternative in 12.Bxe7!?N 12...Qxe7 13.Nexd4 Nxd4 14.Qxd4 Nc6
 15.Qf4² which seems marginally better for White.

12...Nxd4 13.cxd4 Qa5† 14.Ke2
This looks pleasant for White. For example:

14...Qa6 15.Qxa6 Nxa6 16.Rac1²
Dreev stops with the check on move 13, perhaps thinking this ends the discussion, but I think even if Black manages

 to reach a knight ending, it would still be unpleasant for him. White manoeuvres the knight to d3 and plays f2-f3 and
 g2-g4, creating a passed pawn.
 
7...Qd7

This does not make a lot of sense to me, though Black’s position is of course playable.
8.Nf3 c5 9.dxc5 Na6!?N

This was proposed by Morozevich.
9...Bxc5 is less challenging: 10.c4 Nc6 11.0-0 Nge7 12.Nc3² Morozevich – Ding Liren, Moscow 2014.

10.0-0 Nxc5 11.Qe2 b5!?



Still following Morozevich. But I like White after:
12.c3 Ne7 13.Nbd2 Rc8 14.g3 Nc6 15.Rfd1²

Practical testing is needed, but I think Black’s weakened kingside is a cause for concern.

8.Nd2 Qb5
8...Qa6 has been more common, but 9.c4 Bb4 10.b3 Ne7 11.Ne2!² gave White fine prospects in Lahno –

 Khotenashvili, Tbilisi 2011. Schandorff mentioned only 11.Ngf3 in his GM Repertoire. The point of going to e2 is to
 be able to challenge a knight on f5 with Ne2-g3. White would recapture on g3 with the f2-pawn, then use the open f-
file to attack.

This ...Qa6 plan often occurs after 7...Qb6 as well, though Black can also delay it for a move or two, so many
 transpositions are possible. I have given a few more examples of it in the notes to the next main game.
 
9.c4 dxc4



Richardson chooses the pragmatic approach.
 
Black can accept the pawn sacrifice with 9...Qxb2 10.Rb1 Qxa2 11.Rxb7, but after 11...Qa6 12.Rb1 Nd7 13.Ne2²
 White is ready to castle, while Black is still quite far removed from that experience.
 
10.Nxc4 Bb4†

11.Ke2
This is a natural move and I have no real regrets about making it. However, as this is an opening book, I should

 mention that White could have played a bit more accurately with 11.Kf1!N, intending Ne2-c3. The king is fine on f1,
 though it can go to g1 if necessary. The rook will of course be developed laterally via h3 and be able to cause Black
 considerable inconvenience. My engine evaluates the position quite heavily in White’s favour; I actually don’t think
 Black’s position is so bad at this point, but White is certainly better.
 
11...Nd7 12.Nf3 Nh6 13.a3 Bf8 14.Bxh6!?

A practical decision. I felt that the knights were superior to the bishop and that White would retain a slight edge after
 this exchange.
 
14...Rxh6 15.Rhc1?!

Not the most accurate move, as will soon become clear.



15...Nb6 16.b3 Rd8 17.Rd1
By this time I had worked out that I wanted my rooks on c1 and d1.

 
17...Be7 18.g3 Kf8 19.Rac1 Rh8 20.a4 Qb4 21.a5

John has defended decently and I have made a few inaccuracies, allowing him to stabilize his position. But at this
 point he unnecessarily worried about the a5-a6 possibility.
 
21...Nd7?!

21...Nd5 would have given Black a solid position with roughly even chances. Instead he tried to prevent me from
 advancing the a-pawn with a tactical defence, provoking me a bit too much.

22.a6!?



Lining up a queen sac. It’s great fun and, with hindsight, I am glad I played it, but my choice was based on a total
 misassessment of the current position. My thoughts during the game were: “If I allow Black to play ...a6 then I have no
 pawn breaks and no play. I think Black might be better then.”
 
Hilariously wrong! In fact, I can choose several other moves, allow ...a7-a6, and still be considerably better. My plans
 should include putting my knight on g5, and if the bishop takes it, then later my other knight can land on d6. I have
 more space, greater activity and attacking prospects against the enemy king. Instead I was staring worriedly at the hole
 on d5.
 
22.Ng5!± is strong.
 
Another simple and good option is 22.Qe3!? with the idea 22...a6 23.Ng5. Or I could ask the excellent question: what is
 my worst-placed piece?
 
Well, my king is a little out and about, so I could head for the security of g2 with 22.Kf1!? relying on the following
 tactic: 22...Nc5

23.Qe2! Nxb3? (23...Na6 is necessary, but this was not idea behind the previous move) 24.Rb1 and White wins
 material.
 
22...Nc5

The principled test. Instead 22...bxa6 23.Ng5 leaves Black struggling on both sides of the board.



23.dxc5
I was committed, as my queen and a-pawn were both attacked.

 
23...Rxd3 24.Rxd3 bxa6

Maybe 24...g6 is a tougher test, but after 25.axb7 Qxb7 26.Nd6 I prefer White.
 
25.Nd6

White has more than enough compensation. The knight is a star. Black must either tolerate it, or create a protected
 passed pawn on the sixth. In material terms I have just a rook and knight for a queen and pawn, but all my pieces
 coordinate perfectly; meanwhile the h8-rook is a passenger.

25...Bxd6?



Understandable, but I think Black had to suffer the knight’s presence.
25...g5! would have created some counterplay: 26.hxg5 Rg8 27.Rc4 Qa3 28.Rf4 Rg7 29.g6 Qxc5 and the position is a

 mess. White has great practical chances, but nothing that leads to a clear advantage by force.
 
26.Rc4!±

This seemed simplest, though also fine was 26.cxd6 Qe4† 27.Re3 Qd5 28.Rc4 and Rd3 next.
 
26...Qb7

26...Qa5 27.cxd6 is also bad; true, Black can at least try 27...g5!? 28.hxg5 Kg7, although White keeps a big plus after
 29.Rxc6±.
 
27.cxd6 Qb5

Now it’s all over, but there was no way out anyway. For example: 27...f6 28.Nd4 Kf7 29.Nxc6 Qd7 30.Nd4 Rc8
 31.Rdc3 (31.f4!? is the sadist’s move) 31...Rxc4 32.Rxc4 and White wins.
 
28.d7 Ke7 29.Nd4! Qxe5† 30.Kf1 Kf6

30...Kxd7 31.Nxc6† would leave me a knight up.
 
31.Nxc6 Qa1† 32.Kg2 Qb1

33.Rf3† Kg6 34.Ne5† Kh7 35.Rc8
The d-pawn is unstoppable, so Black resigned.

1–0
 
The next game will cover 7...Qb6 lines where Black does not follow up with the critical 8...c5.



GAME 21

 

Paul Motwani – Jonathan Grant

Edinburgh 2009
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 Bf5 4.h4 h5 5.Bd3! Bxd3 6.Qxd3 e6 7.Bg5 Qb6 8.Nd2

8...Nd7
8...c5 is covered below.

 
8...Qa6 9.c4 was mentioned in the notes to the previous game, where the queen went to a6 via a5. Transpositions
 abound in this line; you should be aware that Black will often play some combination of the moves ...Qa6, ...Nd7 and
 ...Ne7-f5 in an order of his choosing. The good news is that White gets a good game by following the simple plan of
 development shown in the main line; I will just point out a few nuances towards the end of the opening to help you get
 the most out of the position.
 
8...Ne7 9.Ngf3 Qa6

9...Nd7 transposes to the main game. I will present the remaining moves of a rapid game between strong players.
10.c4²
 



This position has occurred in a few dozen games, and to say that Black has fared poorly is an understatement.
 From the results you would think that Black is close to lost at this point, which is of course way over the top.
 However, his position is certainly harder to play, as could be seen in the following game.

10...Nf5 11.0-0 Bb4 12.b3 Nd7 13.Rfc1 0-0 14.Nf1
14.a3! Bxd2 15.Qxd2² was the more accurate continuation seen in Thinius – Naumann, Germany 2010, a game in
 which White, in a better position, soon accepted a draw offer from his higher-rated opponent.

14...Rfe8
Missing the opportunity for 14...Ba3! followed by ...c5 and Black looks fine, as in Gelashvili – Gu, Arlington
 2013.

15.Ne3 g6 16.Qc2 Ba3 17.Rd1 Rac8 18.Nxf5 exf5 19.Bh6 Nf8 20.c5 Ne6 21.Rdb1 Bb4 22.a3 Ba5 23.b4 Bd8 24.a4 b6
 25.Qd2 Qb7 26.Bg5 Be7 27.Bf6!?



27...Rb8?? 28.Qh6
1–0 Nepomniachtchi – Miton, Warsaw (rapid) 2011. Obviously the final blunder was hideous, but overall the game is

 a decent example of how White can build on his space advantage and put Black under pressure.
 
9.Ngf3 Ne7 10.0-0 Nf5 11.c4 Qa6

As I mentioned earlier, both sides usually play most of the same moves in one order or another. Motwani’s next move
 is excellent.
 
12.Qc3!
12.Qc2!?

This move is slightly less accurate, but the following game still features some instructive points.
12...Be7

12...Bb4! was seen in Snape – Lalith, Hastings 2011. I still like White’s position here, but I’d prefer to prevent
 Black’s last move as Motwani does in the main game.

13.Bxe7 Nxe7 14.a4 Qa5 15.b4 Qd8
15...Qxb4? is an obvious disaster, especially after 16.a5!.

16.c5 Nf5 17.g3²
White has secured a space advantage from the opening. Black is not in serious trouble, but I doubt that many
 players would envy his position.

17...f6?! 18.Rfe1 0-0
In Onischuk – Burmakin, Cappelle-la-Grande 2015, White’s most accurate continuation would have been:

19.exf6N 19...Qxf6 20.Qc3±
Followed by doubling rooks on the e-file. Black’s e-pawn is weak, White has potential knight outposts on e5 and g5,

 and he may open a second front with b4-b5 when the time is right.



12...dxc4
12...Be7 13.Bxe7 Nxe7 14.a4! 0-0 15.a5 (15.b4N looks natural and flexible) 15...c5 16.b4 cxd4 17.Qxd4 Qc6

 18.Rfc1² I. Popov – Zontakh, Dagomys 2010.
 
13.Nxc4 Nb6 14.Ne3!

The point of White’s play. Black is quite far from equalizing as I see it; and his next move certainly does not help
 matters.
 
14...Nxe3?!

14...Nd5 15.Nxd5 cxd5 16.Rfc1² was tried in Heimann – Heinig, Bad Liebenzell 2010. Black is solid without major
 weaknesses, but he is also behind in development and more than a little late for the battle for the c-file.
 
15.fxe3±

White strengthens his centre and makes the d5-square less inviting for the black knight. More importantly, the
 opening of the f-file puts Black in grave danger.



15...Qc4 16.Qd2 Bb4
The white queen is chased to where it wants to go. But having said that, advice on what Black should do is hard to

 give.
 
17.Qf2 Qd3 18.a3!

Chasing the bishop back to the back rank.
 
18...Bf8

18...Be7?! would be even worse. White gets a winning attack after 19.Rad1 Qg6 20.Bxe7 Kxe7 21.e4!, when Black
 cannot defend against d4-d5, breaking up the centre and exposing the king’s precarious position.
 
19.Ne1 Qg6

19...Qf5 is a desperate attempt to give up a pawn; White can either take a winning endgame or go for a quicker finish
 with 20.Qd2!? and 21.Nd3, with a lethal attack.
 
20.Nd3

Black will soon be torn apart.
 
20...Be7

Black has run out of useful moves and this one is of no help at all.
 
21.Nf4 Qf5



22.e4! Qg4
22...Qxe4 23.Nxe6 is devastation.

 
23.Ng6!

A nice way to end the game.
 
23...Bxg5 24.Qxf7† Kd8 25.hxg5

25...Re8 26.Qxb7 Qxe4 27.Rf7 Qxd4† 28.Kh2 Rc8 29.Qxa7

1–0
 
Having dealt with the various sidelines, we are now ready to explore the most critical lines where Black meets 7.Bg5



 with 7...Qb6 followed by ...c5.



The First Game with Morozevich’s Idea
 

GAME 22

Denis Kadric – Darwin Yang

Richardson 2015
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 Bf5 4.h4 h5 5.Bd3! Bxd3 6.Qxd3 e6 7.Bg5 Qb6 8.Nd2 c5 9.c4

9...Qxb2
Black absolutely should take the pawn if he finds himself in this position; but he should also be more than usually

 well prepared to do so, as we shall see.
 
The main alternative looks rather grim:
9...Nc6 10.Ngf3 cxd4

10...Qxb2? 11.0-0 leaves Black way behind in development without any way to make a nuisance out of his queen.
10...Nb4 11.Qb3 cxd4 occurred in Sengupta – Ljubisavljevic, Campobasso 2010. After 12.a3!N 12...Nc6 13.cxd5
 Qxb3 14.Nxb3² White’s position is more pleasant to play in any which way.

11.0-0 Nge7



12.a3!²
Preventing ...Nb4. I am not certain that this is objectively stronger than taking on d5 immediately, but it leads to a
 more complex position, which is reason enough to recommend it. So far only one game has been played from this
 position.

12...Qxb2? 13.Rfc1 Qb6
In Balogh – Tari, Germany 2015, Black escaped with a draw in over 150 moves, but might have been torn to
 pieces in the middlegame had White chosen the following continuation:

14.cxd5!N
An important nuance, preventing ...Qa6 ideas.

14...Nxd5
14...exd5 15.Nb3 Qa6 16.Qd2 looks lost for Black. What’s his next move?

15.Rab1 Qc7 16.Nxd4 a6 17.N2f3±



Black has serious problems completing his development. For instance:
17...Be7?!

18.Nxe6! fxe6 19.Qg6† Kd7 20.Bxe7 Ndxe7 21.Rd1† Nd5
21...Kc8 22.Qxe6† Kb8 23.Rd7 wins.

22.Qxg7† Nce7

23.Rxd5† exd5 24.e6†! Kxe6 25.Re1† Kd6 26.Qf6†
Black loses tons of material.

 
While we were working on this book, my friend Jacob Aagaard had a chance to try this variation in practice. His
 opponent came up with a third idea:
9...Qa6!? 10.dxc5 Nc6 11.Ngf3 Bxc5 12.0-0 Nh6

Aagaard – Van den Ouden, Edinburgh 2015. I had explained to Jacob that whenever the knight lands on h6, we



 should take it. He didn’t, was worse and only won after a horrid blunder by his opponent. To me it is clear that
 White is better after:

13.Bxh6!N 13...Rxh6 14.a3²
The game can go in many directions from here, and just to get to here is an achievement worth celebrating. I
 would like to include an illustrative line to show just how badly things can go for Black:

14...Rd8 15.b4 dxc4 16.Qb1!
Black has only one way to avoid losing a piece.

16...c3 17.Ne4 Be7 18.b5 c2 19.bxa6 cxb1=Q 20.Raxb1 bxa6 21.Rfc1
The simplifications only highlight the problem of the misplaced rook on h6.



21...Nd4 22.Nxd4 Rxd4 23.Rb8† Rd8 24.Rb7 Bxa3 25.Rcc7 Rg6 26.Rxf7
White has a big advantage.

 
10.Rd1!!

As explained in the introductory comments to the chapter, this move was Morozevich’s big idea.
Hitherto White had always gone for the more obvious attempt to utilize the open b-file:

10.Rb1 Qxd4

11.Qa3
11.Qxd4 cxd4 12.Rxb7 f6 13.Bf4 Nd7 wins the battle for the e5-square. After 14.exf6 gxf6 15.cxd5 e5 Black was
 much better in Nepomniachtchi – Motylev, Yaroslavl 2014.
11.Qe2 b6!³ also did not really work out for White in Inarkiev – Sjugirov, Vladivostok 2014.

11...Qxe5† 12.Ne2 Qc7



Black has some other options here but I don’t want to get too distracted.
13.cxd5 exd5 14.Nc3 Qd7

14...Qc6!?N might be even better.
15.0-0 Be7 16.Rfe1

So far Saric – Lupulescu, Tromso (ol) 2014. Here I suggest:
16...f6!N

White still has some practical compensation, but Black seems to be better with precise play.
 
Let’s return to the position after Morozevich’s big improvement.

10...Qxd4?!
As we have seen, this works fine against 10.Rb1, but here it is far less effective.

 



10...Ne7N
This should also be mentioned briefly, though I do not believe it will become an important line.

11.Ne2!
I think this is the most accurate way of playing the position. The main point is that the knight covers the c3-
square.
11.Ngf3 cxd4 12.Nxd4 (12.Rb1? Qc3!³) 12...Nbc6 looks reasonable for Black. After 13.Nxc6 bxc6 14.0-0 Qxe5
 15.Rfe1 Qc7 Morozevich says that 16.Nf3 “is easier to play for White.” This seems reasonable, though the
 knight could be equally well placed on b3, according to our analysis. All in all, I think Black should be okay
 here.

11...cxd4?
11...Nbc6 is the only chance, transposing to the 10...Nc6 11.Ne2 Nge7 line analysed in variation B1 later in this
 chapter.

12.Rb1!
Being able to include this move (without allowing ...Qc3) changes everything.

12...Qxa2 13.Nxd4 Nbc6 14.Nb5 0-0-0
14...Nxe5 15.Qe2±

15.0-0
Black has little chance of surviving. For example:

15...dxc4
 



16.Qf3! Rxd2 17.Bxd2 Nd5 18.Qxf7 Nd8 19.Qe8 Qxd2 20.Nxa7† Kc7 21.Nb5† Kc8 22.Ra1
And it’s time to resign.

 
10...Nc6! is the right move, and is covered extensively from page 125 onwards.
 
11.Qb3!

This is where the placement of White’s rook makes a huge difference: it is far more dangerous on d1 than on b1.
 
11...Qxe5† 12.Ne2

This is the picture we would like to see. White is close to full development and already has a serious threat, while
 Black is only playing with the queen.

12...Qc7



This is the prudent move, but Black’s position is not pleasant.
 
12...Nd7?!

This looks even worse.
13.Bf4 Qf6

13...dxc4? 14.Nxc4 Qe4 15.Rxd7 Kxd7 16.f3 and White wins.
13...Qf5 14.Qxb7 Rd8 15.Bc7 does not offer Black enough for the exchange.

14.Qxb7 Qd8
14...Rd8? 15.Bc7 wins material.

15.cxd5 Qc8 16.Qb3!
To contemplate exchanging queens when Black is so underdeveloped would be plain wrong.

16...exd5 17.0-0!
White’s lead in development is even increasing.

17...Be7
17...Nb6 18.Nc3 Be7 is horrible for Black after 19.a4!± with a4-a5 and Rfe1 coming.
17...c4 18.Qg3 only helps White; d4 is a great transit square.

18.Rfe1!±
18.Qxd5 Ngf6 19.Qf3² is pleasant for White, but activating the rook is even better.
After the text move there are many possible lines, but it’s obvious that Black is under serious pressure. Here is
 one illustrative line (just picking the engine’s top choice after five seconds!):

18...Ndf6
18...Ngf6? 19.Ng3+– is an important point.

19.Nc3 Qc6 20.Nf3 c4 21.Qb1 Kf8 22.Ne5 Qb6 23.Qxb6 axb6 24.Nxd5 Nxd5 25.Nd7† Ke8 26.Rxd5 Rxa2 27.Nxb6
 Ra7



28.Nc8! Ra6 29.Nxe7 Nxe7 30.Rb5
And White wins.

 
13.cxd5 exd5 14.0-0²

In his article, Morozevich suggested this as excellent for White. You can only imagine the excitement Kadric must
 have felt when he actually got it on the board.

14...d4?
This natural-looking move, the first one out of ‘book’, is already a losing move.

 
14...Ne7N

This was the only move, but Black has a hard life all the same.
15.Nc3 Qb6 16.Qc2



16...Nbc6
Again a forced move, as Black urgently needs to get his pieces into the game.
16...Qg6 17.Nde4!!± with the point 17...dxe4? 18.Nb5 demonstrates the danger Black is in.

17.Nxd5!
White needs to win the c4-square more than he needs to win back the pawn.

17...Nxd5 18.Nc4 Qc7 19.Rxd5 Be7 20.Rfd1 Rd8

Black has almost developed.
21.Rxd8†!

White is spoilt for choice. 21.Bxe7 Rxd5 22.Nd6† Kxe7 23.Rxd5 is also unpleasant for Black, but I like the main
 line more.

21...Nxd8 22.Bxe7 Kxe7 23.Qf5 Ne6 24.Ne5 Rf8



25.Qxh5!?
This could be considered a practical choice, keeping Black under pressure. Is it best? I am not sure.
The endgame after 25.Rd7† Qxd7 26.Nxd7 Kxd7 27.Qxh5± might hold for Black with accurate play. Would I
 like to take this from move one? You betcha!

25...g6 26.Qe2 Rd8 27.Re1 Kf6 28.h5! Kg7 29.Nxg6 Nf4 30.Qb2† Rd4 31.Ne5 Qb6 32.Qc3 Qe6 33.g3 Qh3 34.Qf3
 Qxh5 35.gxf4 Qxf3 36.Nxf3 Rxf4 37.Kg2±

At the end of this long computer line, White retains excellent winning chances.
 
15.Rfe1 Be7

16.Nf4?
The wrong knight!

 



16.Nc4!N would have led to a winning attack: 16...Nc6 (16...Bxg5 17.Nxd4† Be7 18.Nb5 and Black might as well
 resign) 17.Bf4 Qd7 White is ready for the strike:

18.Nxd4!! Not a big surprise; all the pieces are working. 18...Nxd4 19.Rxd4 cxd4 20.Nd6† Kd8 21.Nxf7† White wins
 the house.
 
16...Nc6 17.Nd5 Qd7 18.Ne4

18...Rd8?!
This natural-looking move should fail tactically.

 
18...b6! 19.Bxe7 Ncxe7 20.Ng5 0-0-0 21.Nxe7† Nxe7 22.Nxf7 Nc6 would have given Black a decent position,
 although it is not without peril.
 



19.Nxe7 Ngxe7 20.Nxc5 Qd5

21.Qxb7?
Blowing the second chance.

 
21.Bxe7 Nxe7 22.Qa3 Qd6 (22...b6 23.Nb3 Rd7 24.Nxd4± looks appalling for Black) 23.Qa4† Qc6 24.Qxa7 0-0
 25.Rxe7 Ra8 26.Qxb7 Qxc5 27.Rxf7!± and White has excellent winning chances in the ending.
 
21...f6 22.Ne6 Kf7 23.Nxd8† Rxd8

Black has decent compensation for the exchange. The players had had enough excitement and the game ended
 swiftly.
 
24.Bf4 Rd7 25.Qb1 Nf5 26.g3

½–½



The Critical 10...Nc6!
 
The following twenty pages of analysis might seem terrifying to some. “Will I have to remember everything?” could be
 the thought going through your mind. Luckily the answer is: “No.” The lines are here to be studied both for
 memorization (up to a point) and for illustrative purposes. My goal is to help you win games and to feel confident
 playing 1.e4. We have spent many hours analysing this line so that I could present it to you in a detailed and hopefully
 well-structured way, making it possible for you to prepare as deeply as you want. I could have reduced it all to one page
 but, while simplicity and clarity are useful in the sidelines, I think it makes sense to ‘go deep’ when the position
 becomes as concrete as it does here.
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 Bf5 4.h4 h5 5.Bd3! Bxd3 6.Qxd3 e6 7.Bg5 Qb6 8.Nd2 c5 9.c4 Qxb2 10.Rd1!! Nc6!

The only move that gives Black real chances to defend against White’s initiative, although he still needs to find some
 accurate moves to do so.

Shortly before we sent this book to the printer, American GM Ray Robson won a quick game with:
 
11.cxd5 Qxd4

11...exd5 12.e6 is a fresh example of our old friend, the e5-e6 pawn sac. White has enough compensation.
 
12.Qb1!?

This funny-looking move challenges Black to find an ‘only move’ or else be much worse.
 
12.Qb5 Qb4 was the line Morozevich gave in his original Chess Informant 121 analysis, when the exchange of queens
 will ease Black’s concerns. One simple point of 12.Qb1 is that 12...Qb4 is impossible due to 13.dxc6.



12...Qxe5†?
Plausible but wrong.

 
12...Qxd5!N was essential. After 13.Ngf3 White remains two pawns down, but I believe his lead in development should
 allow him to equalize eventually. I could do yet more analysis, but this book must be printed now!
 
13.Ne4!

13...Nd4?
Now it’s all over.
The only way to limit the damage was 13...exd5, but after 14.Qxb7 Qxe4† 15.Kf1 Nge7 16.Qxa8† Nd8 17.Bxe7

 Bxe7 18.Qxd5± a win for White is likely.
 



14.Rxd4!+–
That’s a big old check looming on b5. Black soon resigned in Robson – Jacobson, New York 2016.

Overall, I agree with Morozevich’s view that 11.cxd5 is one of “the weaker attempts” but the above game shows that
 even White’s weaker attempts demand total precision from the defender.
Instead I recommend that White should try either A) 11.Ngf3 or B) 11.Ne2N.
 

A) 11.Ngf3 – Part 1
 

GAME 23

Alexander Morozevich – Viktor Laznicka

Poikovsky 2015
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 Bf5 4.h4 h5 5.Bd3! Bxd3 6.Qxd3 e6 7.Bg5 Qb6 8.Nd2 c5 9.c4 Qxb2 10.Rd1!! Nc6! 11.Ngf3

This variation is interesting and not unlike a tightrope for Black to walk. I would hate defending Black’s position,
 having to play many ‘only moves’ just to make a draw.
 
11...Nb4

This tempo-gainer makes a lot of sense, as it also closes the b-file.
11...Nge7 12.Rb1 Nb4 13.Qe2 Qxa2 14.0-0 looks dangerous for Black.
 
12.Qe2

12...cxd4
If Black gets tempted to do something with his advanced knight, he would quickly find himself in trouble.

 
12...Nxa2?

This looks strong at first, but White has a brilliant attack:
13.cxd5! Nc3 14.Qd3 exd5



14...Nxd1 15.dxe6 fxe6 looks inconvenient for White, but as long as he continues to play energetically, he will
 get the advantage. 16.0-0!! Nc3 17.Nc4 Qb4 18.Rc1 Nd5 19.Rb1 Qa4 20.Rxb7 Rh6 21.Nd6† Bxd6 22.exd6
 Black is busted.

15.e6! f6

16.0-0!!
Full throttle. All hands on deck.

16...Nxd1
16...fxg5 17.Rb1! and White wins.

17.Rxd1 Ne7
17...0-0-0 18.Bf4 followed by Rb1 will be devastating for Black.

18.dxc5 Qb4 19.Bf4 Qa4
19...Rc8 20.Bd6 and Black is trapped in the net.

20.Rc1 0-0-0 21.Nd4
White has a winning attack.

 
12...Nc2†? 13.Kf1 Nxd4

This does not work in this line, as it does in the 11.Ne2 line analysed later. The main difference is the better
 placement of the white queen.

14.Nxd4 Qxd4
14...cxd4 is also bad: 15.cxd5 exd5 16.Rh3±

15.cxd5
Threatening a brutal check on b5.

15...Qxd5 16.Ne4 Qc6



17.Rh3!
White has a winning attack, as Rhd3 and Nd6† are on the way.

13.0-0 d3
It can soon become repetitive to say “this is the only move”, so although it is the case, I will save the ink.

 
13...Rc8?!

This gives White a chance to create threats quickly.
14.Rb1 d3

14...Qxa2 15.Nxd4 a6 16.Rfc1 gives White a winning attack.
15.Qe3 Qa3

15...Qxa2 16.Ra1 Bc5 17.Qf4 Qb2 18.Rfb1 Qc2 19.Rc1 Qb2 20.cxd5 White is winning, for example: 20...exd5
 21.Rab1 Qa2



22.Rxc5! Rxc5 23.e6 fxe6 24.Qb8† Kd7 25.Ne5 mate!
16.Rb3 Qa6 17.Rfb1 dxc4 18.Rxb4 c3

18...Bxb4 19.Rxb4 c3 20.Ne4 and White wins.
19.R4b3 cxd2 20.Nxd2 Ne7 21.Ne4

White has a strong attack. With best play Black is barely hanging on and, in practical terms, he is close to lost.
21...Nd5 22.Qf3 b6 23.Rxd3 Qxa2 24.Rbd1 Qc4 25.Ng3

With various plans, for example Rxd5 and Nf5, with a multitude of threats.
 
14.Qe3



14...Ne7?!
Now White is able to launch a quick attack.

14...Qa3!N was essential, and you can find it analysed immediately after this game.
 
15.Rb1 Qa3 16.Nd4 a6

16...Qa4 17.Qh3, with the threats of a2-a3 and Nb5, is also bad for Black.
 
17.Rb3!?

Before this game took place, I had analysed the following line as a way for White to get an advantage:
17.Qh3 Qa4 18.cxd5 Nexd5 19.a3 Nc6

19...Qxa3 20.Nxe6 and Black collapses.
20.Nxc6 Qxc6 21.Qxd3²

This is quite a typical scenario for this variation. White has sacrificed a pawn for a huge lead in development,
 which Black does not seem able to neutralize. Play might continue:

21...Bc5 22.Ne4 0-0 23.Rbc1 b6 24.Qd1! g6
24...Rfc8 25.Qxh5± with the idea Qg4 and h4-h5 looks very dangerous for Black.

25.g4! hxg4 26.Qxg4 Kg7 27.h5 Rh8 28.h6† Kg8 29.Rfd1±
Black is unlikely to survive, even against merely decent play.



17...Qa5?!
This is natural, but it turns out that the queen will be needed on the light squares, and that it would have been useful to

 pin the c4-pawn along the 4th rank in positions where the white queen is on d4. (Obviously no one thinks in those terms
 during a game – these are simply the things we can see from looking at the computer analysis.)
 
17...Qa4! is correct, though White is still better: 18.a3 (18.Qh3 is also promising) 18...Nc2 19.Qxd3 Nxd4 20.Qxd4
 White has real compensation. Black has many moves, but none that entirely satisfy. For example:

20...Nf5 21.Qb6 Qc6 22.cxd5 exd5 23.a4 White will take back his pawn and have a slight plus in the endgame.
 
18.Rfb1 Nc2

This leads to big problems, but Black is in serious trouble no matter what. For example:
18...Ng6 19.Nxe6!!



A long-term sacrifice that destroys Black’s structure.
19...fxe6 20.Qh3 Kf7

20...Qb6 is met strongly with 21.cxd5 Nxe5 22.Be3! Qc7 23.Qxe6† Qe7 24.Qf5 Nxd5 25.Bd4± and Black is
 close to busted.

21.a3 Nc6 22.Rxd3!?
White is in no rush; Black is unable to get his pieces out in time to meet any of White’s strong threats.
22.Rxb7† Nge7 23.Nb3 also leads to an advantage.

22...Re8
Black is playing ‘only moves’.

23.cxd5 Ncxe5 24.Rxb7† Kg8

25.d6! Nxd3 26.Qxd3 Ne5 27.d7! Ra8 28.d8=Q Qxd8 29.Qxd8 Rxd8 30.Bxd8 Bxa3 31.Bc7 Nc6 32.Nf3 Rh6 33.Rb6
 e5 34.Rxa6

White is pressing for a win, but Black still has drawing chances.



19.Qxd3 Nxd4 20.Qxd4 b5!?
Black could have tried: 20...Nc6 21.Qf4 Bb4 22.Nf3 dxc4 23.Qxc4 0-0 24.Rxb4 Nxb4 25.Rxb4 White has a big

 advantage, but there would be a good deal of converting still to do. However, this position is rather depressing for
 Black, so Laznicka tries to come out fighting, but finds no counterplay and nowhere to hide.
 
21.Qc5?

Taking the long way to the full point. White should have played 21.cxb5! when Black has no moves. For example:
 21...Nf5 22.Qb2 Be7 23.b6 and White has an overwhelming positional advantage.
 
21...Rc8 22.Qa7 Nc6 23.Qb7 Rc7?

This loses to simple play. Black could have offered a lot of resistance with:
23...Qc7! 24.Qxa6 bxc4 25.Rb7 Qa5!

But not 25...Qxe5 26.Rb8!.
Had Black played this way, Morozevich would have had to find a lot of impressive moves in order to prove an
 advantage:



26.Re7†! Bxe7 27.Qxc8† Nd8 28.Bxe7 Kxe7 29.Nf3
White has a great advantage, but there are many moves for Black to choose from, making it impossible to show a
 forced win.

29...Qa7
29...Re8 30.Rb8 f6 is a tough nut to crack as well. But White wins a piece with:

31.a4!! fxe5 32.Ra8 Qb6 33.a5 Qd6 34.a6 Kf6 35.Qb8 Qxb8 36.Rxb8 c3 37.Ne1 Re7 38.Rxd8 Ra7 39.Rd6± And
 a little technique should be enough to bring home the bacon.



30.Rb5!!
The rook is looking for a way in, and this is offered via c5. But this is not the sole idea; the strategic point of
 putting the rook on b5 is that it protects the a-pawn once it reaches a5 (Black cannot take it on a4 because of
 Qc5†).
30.Nd4 Re8 31.Qxd8† looks impressive, but after 31...Kxd8 32.Nc6† Kc7 33.Nxa7 Ra8 34.Nb5† Kc6 35.a3
 Kc5 Black’s two passed pawns will offer him tons of counterplay.

30...Re8 31.a4 Kf8 32.a5
White has an overwhelming advantage.

 
24.Qa8† Kd7 25.cxd5 exd5

26.Rf3!
26.Rd3 is also strong but the text move cuts straight through.



 
26...Nxe5

26...Rc8 also loses by force: 27.Rxf7† Be7 28.e6†! Kxe6 29.Rxe7† Nxe7 30.Re1† Kf5 31.Qa7! Rhe8 32.Qe3 and
 Black is all the way gone.
 
27.Qd8† Kc6 28.Qe8† Kd6 29.Ne4†! dxe4 30.Rd1†

1–0
 

A) 11.Ngf3 – Part 2
 
Let’s return to the critical improvement for Black on move 14 of the above game.
 
1.e4 c6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 Bf5 4.h4 h5 5.Bd3! Bxd3 6.Qxd3 e6 7.Bg5 Qb6 8.Nd2 c5 9.c4 Qxb2 10.Rd1 Nc6 11.Ngf3 Nb4
 12.Qe2 cxd4 13.0-0 d3 14.Qe3 Qa3!N

This move is not easy to find at the board, as Laznicka found out. But computer analysis shows that it is absolutely
 essential.

15.Rb1 Nh6 16.Bxh6
It seems unlikely that White can hope for an advantage if the knight comes to f5, so it is necessary to eliminate it

 quickly. At this point it makes sense to check both recaptures: A1) 16...Rxh6 and A2) 16...gxh6!.
 

A1) 16...Rxh6
 
When you are building a repertoire, it makes sense to study the critical lines by exploring different pathways. Not only
 because you want to remember and replicate them all, but because it gives you a chance to understand more deeply the
 positions you might get in a serious game.
 



At this point I analysed a couple of lines, A11) 17.Ng5 and A12) 17.Rb3, without coming to any final conclusions.
 Both moves lead to interesting play, so I will include a bit more detail than is needed to fulfil my promise to the reader.
 

A11) 17.Ng5 Rc8
 
17...Rd8 18.Qf3 Rd7 19.cxd5 Nxd5 20.Nc4 Qa6 21.Rfc1 f5 22.Qxd3 Bc5 23.Qg3² leaves Black with plenty of
 problems to solve.
 
18.Rb3 Qxa2!

One of the great difficulties for Black in this variation is to work out (or remember) when to take this pawn and when
 to retreat his queen.
 
18...Qa6? 19.a3 dxc4 20.Rxb4 Bxb4 21.axb4±
 
18...Qa5 19.a3 Nc6 20.Rfb1 looks dangerous for Black, for example: 20...d4 21.Qf4 f5 22.Rb5 Qc7 23.Rxb7 Qxe5
 24.Qf3 Bd6 25.Qxd3 Qh2† 26.Kf1 Qh1† 27.Ke2 Qxg2 28.Rxg7 The position is obviously a mess, but it is certainly
 easier being White here.
 
19.cxd5 Nxd5 20.Qf3

20.Qxd3 Qa6 21.Qf3 Rc7 22.Rd1 also gives White good compensation.
 
20...Rc7 21.Rxd3

We have reached a difficult position for Black. There does seem to be a way to hold the position, but it involves
 overruling the engine, sacrificing the queen and setting up a fortress. I would not sleep well if it was me!



21...Qb2!!
It took quite a while before I found this way to defend the black position. All other lines seem to fall down quickly.
21...Qc2 22.Nde4 Bb4 transposes to 21...Bb4 below.

 
21...b5 22.Rd1 Qc2

23.Nf1!! Not the only winning move, but certainly a beautiful one. 23...Bc5 24.Ne3 Bxe3 25.fxe3 Black cannot defend
 against e3-e4 for long.
21...Nb4 22.Rc3 Nc6 meets with a stunning refutation:



23.Rxc6! Creating an opening on the b-file. 23...bxc6 24.Rb1 f6 25.Rb8† Ke7 26.Qc3 c5 27.Nc4 Qa6 28.Nd6 fxg5
 29.Re8† Kd7 30.Rxf8 gxh4 31.Ne8 Rc8 32.Qd2† Kc6 33.Qd6† Kb5 34.Nc7† Rxc7 35.Qxc7 White has a winning
 attack, even if more moves still have to be played.
 
21...Bb4 22.Nde4 Qc2 23.Rfd1 Rd7

This folds to a fantastic idea:

24.Rb3!! Bf8 25.Rbb1!
The fight for the c-file is suddenly won.

25...Qc8 26.Rdc1 Qb8 27.Nc3!
White needs to remove the fantastic defender from d5.

27...Nxc3 28.Rxc3 b6 29.Qc6
White is winning. I took the liberty of continuing this variation all the way to the first time control...



29...Qb7 30.Qxb7 Rxb7 31.Rc8† Ke7 32.Ne4! Rd7 33.Nd6 Rd8 34.Rbc1 Rxc8 35.Rxc8 Rh8 36.Ra8 Kd7 37.Nxf7 Rg8
 38.Rxa7† Kc6 39.Ra8 b5 40.Kf1

White wins.

22.Rd1
I also tried another line, which creates a lot of problems for Black:

 
22.Nc4 Qb4

22...Qc2? gets into trouble after: 23.Nd6† Bxd6 24.exd6 Rf6 25.Qxh5 Rh6 26.Qg4 Qxd3 27.dxc7 Qc2
 (27...Nxc7 28.Qf4 Qd7 29.Rc1± and Black has serious problems)

28.Qa4†! Qxa4 29.c8=Q† Ke7 30.Qxb7† Qd7 31.Qb2 f6 32.Rb1!! with the idea Qb8 and Rb7; White retains
 pressure.

23.Rc1 Rg6



Preparing a counter-sacrifice, but only to have it on stand-by.
24.Rxd5 exd5 25.Qxd5

25...Qe7!
25...Rxg5?! is inferior: 26.hxg5 Rc5 27.Qd4 Rc7 28.Qe4 Rc6 29.g6!!² Breaking Black’s coordination. For
 example: 29...Rxg6?! 30.Qd5 Be7 31.Na5 Qg4 32.Qxb7±
25...Qc5 26.Qe4 Ke7 27.Rc2 White has strong compensation for the exchange, but Black can hold.

26.Rd1 Rd7
Black is holding. The critical line does not look especially challenging for Black:

27.Nd6† Rgxd6 28.exd6 Rxd6 29.Qb5† Qd7 30.Re1† Be7 31.Qe2 g6 32.Qb2 f6 33.Qa2 Rd5
All these ‘only moves’ are not hard to find.

34.Nh7 Kf7 35.Rd1 Ke6 36.Re1† Kf7=
It should be a draw by repetition. Gamblers might still play on with White, although the risk might turn out to be



 excessive.
 
22...Qxe5 23.Nc4 Qf6 24.Qe4

Only a fantastic idea can save Black from the many threats.

24...Nc3!!
24...Be7? 25.Nd6†!! Bxd6 26.Rxd5 Be7 27.Rb5± and Black is in deep trouble.

 
25.Rd8† Qxd8 26.Rxd8† Kxd8 27.Qf3

This looks lethal, but Black has more material to sacrifice.
 
27...Rxc4! 28.Qd3† Nd5 29.Qxc4

The threat to f7 demands urgent attention, so here comes yet another sacrifice!



29...Rf6! 30.Qb5 b6 31.Nh7 Bc5 32.Nxf6 Nxf6
Black seems to hold. I wouldn’t want to guarantee it, but it looks like a fortress to me.

 

A12) 17.Rb3 Qa6 18.a3 dxc4 19.Rxb4 Bxb4 20.axb4 Rg6

21.Ne4!
This natural move turns out to favour White with accurate play.

 
21.Ng5 Qc6 22.Nde4 Rd8

I spent a lot of time on this, but there is no advantage to be found. Nevertheless, the lines are interesting and show
 the nature of the position excellently, so I have decided to share the main points.

23.Qf4



23.Nd6† is met with a double exchange sacrifice: 23...Rxd6 24.exd6 Qxd6 25.Qxa7 Rxg5! 26.hxg5 d2 27.Rd1 c3
 28.Qxb7 Qd3 and White needs to take a draw.

23...Rxg5! 24.hxg5 Qd5!
Even these last two moves are nearly impossible to find for a human but, having found them, Black holds.

25.Rc1
25.Nc3 Qd4 26.Qxd4 Rxd4 seems to be a draw with accurate play.
25.Nd6† is met by 25...Rxd6 26.exd6 d2 and White has to show a quick way to equalize with: 27.d7†! Qxd7
 28.Rd1 c3 29.Qb8† Qd8 30.Qe5 Qd3 and there is no way to play for a win.

25...d2!
25...b5? 26.Nd6† Rxd6 27.exd6 a5 28.bxa5 d2 was originally in my notes as a draw, but 29.a6!! dxc1=Q†
 30.Qxc1 Qa8 31.Qa3 is winning for White. For example: 31...Qa7 32.g6! fxg6 33.Qe3 and it’s over.

26.Rd1 c3 27.Nxc3 Qb3 28.Rxd2
28.g6 fxg6 29.Qg3 h4 30.Qe3 Rc8 31.Qxd2 Qxc3 32.Qd7† Kf8 33.Qxe6 Re8 34.Qxg6 Qxe5=

28...Qxc3 29.Rxd8† Kxd8 30.Qxf7 Qxe5 31.Qxb7 Qe1† 32.Kh2 Qxf2 33.Qxg7 Qh4†
It’s a draw.

 
21...Qc6

21...0-0-0 22.Nd6† Kb8 23.g3² is pleasant for White, but there is still everything to play for.



22.Nd6† Kf8 23.Ng5 Qd5 24.Qf4!
24.Ra1 could lead to a draw in an almost magical variation: 24...c3 25.Rxa7 Rd8 26.Qf4 f5 27.exf6 gxf6

28.Nxb7! d2 29.Nxd8 d1=Q† 30.Kh2 Qd6 31.Ndxe6† Ke8 and White has to give perpetual check.
 
24...f6 25.Nxc4 Kg8 26.exf6 gxf6 27.Ne4²

Black is close to equalizing, but he has not made it all the way there yet.
 

A2) 16...gxh6!



This looks like the best move, as the knight cannot go to g5 now. Morozevich probably felt this intuitively, and thus
 disregarded the alternative capture entirely.
 
17.Rb3 Qxa2 18.cxd5

18.Rfb1 Qa4 19.Qd4 Rd8 seems to be entirely okay for Black.
 
18...Nxd5 19.Qxd3 Qa6 20.Qb1 b6 21.Ne4

Here Morozevich ended his analysis with the evaluation: “with serious compensation”. I agree, and regard this as a
 typical ‘0.00’ position as described at the start of the chapter. Black can hold with computer-assisted analysis, if he is
 careful. But in a practical game, things will most likely be very different.

21...Rg8 22.Rc1 Rc8 23.Nd6†
23.Rd1 Bc5 24.Nd6† Ke7 is another unclear position. Could White be better here? Maybe, but Black has defensive



 resources as well.
 
23...Bxd6 24.exd6 Rxc1† 25.Qxc1 Qb7 26.Rd3

26.g3!? Qd7 27.Ne5 Qxd6 28.Qc8† Qd8 29.Qb7 is another line I analysed. Black is objectively fine (says Skynet)
 but roll forward 10-15 moves, and it is still insisting on a lot of accuracy from Black. If this is equality, I would hate to
 have a slightly worse position.
 
26...a5

26...Kd7 27.Qxh6 Kxd6 28.Qxh5 is another 0.00 position. I think any reasonable person would take one look at
 Black’s position and flat out reject playing it...
 
27.Ne5 f6 28.Qxh6

Things have sharpened up and Black now holds the game with a series of out-of-this-world moves.

28...Rxg2†! 29.Kf1 Qg7 30.Qxh5† Kd8 31.Nf7† Kd7 32.Rxd5! Rg1†
32...Rh2 also draws in a sharp tactical line: 33.Qf3 exd5 34.Qf5† Kc6 35.d7 Qg2† 36.Ke2 Qxf2†! and the ending is

 drawn.

33.Ke2



33...Qg2!!
33...exd5? would lose this time around: 34.Qf5† Kc6 35.d7 and the pawn promotes.

 
34.Rd4 Qf1† 35.Kf3 Qg2† 36.Ke2 Qf1†

With a draw. Again, this is not a forced line; White can deviate in several places, giving Black just as many problems
 to solve.
 

B) 11.Ne2!?N
 

This square is equally sensible as a location for the knight, and changes the dynamics surrounding the centre. The
 main difference is that the queen goes to f3 instead of e2 when attacked, and this small difference changes everything.

Black has two serious moves to consider. He can either develop placidly with B1) 11...Nge7, or ruin White’s chance



 of castling with B2) 11...Nb4!.
 

B1) 11...Nge7
 
Morozevich thought this line didn’t “bring anything special to White”, but on this occasion I disagree with the Super-
GM. Like most positions in the opening, Black is certainly not losing after this move, but his task will be excessively
 difficult and not suited for practical play.
 
12.0-0

12.Rb1?! Qxa2 13.0-0 6 does not look promising.
 
12...cxd4

Black is walking a tightrope.
 
12...Nxd4 13.cxd5 Nxd5 14.Nxd4 cxd4 15.Ne4 gives White a big initiative. A possible line is:

15...Qb6 16.Rb1 Qa6 17.Qxd4 White has achieved the typical compensation for this line. 17...b6 18.Rfe1 Ba3 19.Rb3
 Kf8 Black is really struggling with long-term king safety. 20.Ree3 Be7 21.Bxe7† Kxe7 22.Rg3±
 
13.cxd5 Nxd5

13...exd5?? loses a piece after: 14.Rb1 Qxa2 15.Ra1 Qb2 16.Rfb1 Nxe5 17.Qg3+–
 
13...Nxe5? 14.Qe4 is also catastrophic.
 
14.Nc4 Qxa2 15.Nxd4



15...Nxd4
Morozevich analysed an alternative in some detail:

15...Ndb4
This also does not solve all of Black’s problems.

16.Qc3 Nd5

17.Nb5!
This appears to be a clear improvement on Morozevich’s analysis.
17.Nxe6!? fxe6 18.Qd3 Kd7 19.Ne3 was given by Morozevich as the main line, but he confirms that after
 19...Bb4!! “computer analysis doesn’t show something decisive for White in reality.” Agreed. I have checked this
 carefully and, although the position is dangerous for Black, he will hold a draw with best play. Even so, it would
 be tricky for Black to play this over the board. A sample line is 20.Qb5 Rhb8 21.Rxd5† exd5 22.Nxd5 Qb3



 23.Nxb4 Qxb4 24.Qd5† Kc7 25.Qf7† Kb6 26.Be3† Ka6 27.Qa2† and we have reached the position given in the
 engine discussion on page 108.

17...Be7
Forced.
17...Bc5?! 18.Rxd5 exd5 19.Nc7† Kf8 looks similar but, with the bishop a bit lost in space on c5, White has a
 strong possibility in: 20.Nd6! Bxd6 21.exd6± Black’s options are limited. After all – and it is easy to forget! –
 his rook is hanging on a8! The following is just an illustration of Black’s problems. 21...Rb8 22.d7 d4 23.Re1! f6
 24.Qc5† Kg8

25.Nd5!! Rf8 (25...fxg5 26.hxg5 Kh7 27.g6†! and 28.Nf4 with a mating attack) 26.Re8 Kf7 27.Re7† Kg8
 28.Bxf6!! Nxe7 29.Qxe7 Qb1† 30.Kh2 Qg6 31.Qxf8† Kxf8 32.d8=Q† Qe8 33.Qd6† Kf7 34.Bxd4 White’s
 attack cannot be stopped. What remains is the skinning of the prey, nothing more.

18.Rxd5!



White should not slow down in this variation – it’s full steam ahead!
18...exd5 19.Nc7† Kf8

20.Nxd5!
True to the style of play advocated here, White takes the pawn, not the rook. From a practical perspective, White
 has a big initiative and the Black side is really hard to play; but let’s not stop when we are already having such
 fun.
20.Nd6 can be met by 20...Rb8 and I cannot see any way to play for an advantage.

20...Bxg5
As unpleasant as it might seem, this is the only move.
20...Bc5 21.Be3! forces the opening of the f-file, with a prime target at the end. 21...Bxe3 22.fxe3 Kg8 (22...Rh6
 23.e6 Rxe6 24.Nf4 [24.Nc7?? Rg6–+] 24...Re4 [otherwise 25.Ra1! wins the house] 25.Nd6 Rxf4 26.Rxf4 Nd8
 27.Qe5 Nc6 28.Qg5± Black is suffering under a horrendous attack. I do not think he can survive.)



23.e6!! fxe6 24.Nf4 Qa4 (24...e5 25.Ra1 Qxa1† 26.Qxa1 exf4 27.Qa2! is also nasty for Black) 25.Nxe6 Rh7
 White’s attack over the next few moves instructively shows how to exploit weak squares. 26.Qd3! Qb5 27.Qg6
 Qb4 28.Qf5 Qe7 29.Ng5 Rh6 30.Qd5† Kh8 31.Nf7† Kh7 32.Qd3† Rg6 33.Ng5† Kh6 34.Nd6+– Black has to
 give up the queen.

21.hxg5 Re8 22.Nf4!
Taking away the e2-square and thus winning a tempo.

22...Qa4

23.e6! fxe6 24.Ng6† Kg8 25.Nxh8 Kxh8 26.Qf3²
White retains the initiative. Black will need to defend accurately for a while in order to scrape home with a draw.

 
16.Qxd4

16...b6



16...Qa6 is quite similar. After 17.Ne3 Qb5 18.Nxd5 Qxd5 White has a neat trick in 19.Qc3! Qc6 20.Qd3 Qd5
 21.Qg3!±.
 
17.Qd3!

Threatening to take on b6.
 
17.Nxb6 immediately does not work so well: 17...axb6 18.Ra1 Bc5 19.Rxa2 Rxa2 20.Qc4 Ra5 This was given by
 Morozevich as “conceptually drawn”. Once again, I agree; Black will hold the game fortress-style.
 
17...Qa4!

The only move.
 
18.Ne3 Qd7

18...Qc6 is also dangerous for Black: 19.Nxd5 exd5 (19...Qxd5 transposes to the note to Black’s 19th move in the
 main line below)

20.e6! Bc5 21.exf7† Kxf7 22.Qf3† Kg8 23.Rxd5 Rf8 (23...Re8 24.Qb3 Qe6 25.Bd2 and Re1 with a big attack) 24.Qd3
 Rh7 25.Re5² White has a serious attack; it is rather hard for Black to get organized.



19.Nxd5 exd5
19...Qxd5 20.Qg3 Qb7 21.Rd3± looks awful for Black. For example: 21...Bc5 22.Rfd1 0-0 23.Bf6 g6 24.Qf4 Kh7

 25.Rd7 Qa6 26.Bd8 Kg8 27.Bg5 followed by Bh6, and White should win.
 
20.Rfe1 Bb4 21.Re3!

White has beautiful pressure; there is no reason to rush excessively.
 
The thought of 21.e6 fxe6 22.Qf5 would make me feel uncomfortable if I was playing Black, but actually White does
 not have more than perpetual check. 22...Bxe1 23.Rxe1 Qf7 24.Rxe6† Kf8 25.Qxd5 Re8 26.Rxe8† Qxe8

27.Bd2! Securing the draw before it is gone. 27...g6 28.Bc3 Rh7 29.Bb4† Kg7 30.Bc3† Kf8= With a repetition.



21...Qc6
21...0-0 22.Bf6 Rfc8 23.Rg3 Bf8 24.Rg5 Qa4 25.Qxd5± is dangerous for Black. The immediate threat is e5-e6, but

 Black also has to worry about the slower plan of Qf3, Bxg7 and Qf6.
 
22.Rg3!

It appears that the black king will never make it to safety. White is ready for 23.e6!? breaking the bank.
 
22...Kf8

23.Qb3!
White also has an initiative in the endgame after 23.Rf3 Kg8 24.Qxd5 Qxd5 25.Rxd5, but Black will undoubtedly

 find it easier to hold once the queens have been swapped off.



 
23...a5

23...Bc5 24.Rxd5 Kg8 25.Bf6± is equally unpleasant.
 
24.Rxd5 Re8

25.e6!
The start of a strong combination, which is almost enough to win directly.

 
25.Rgd3 Kg8 26.Rd8 (26.Qd1 also keeps some pressure for White) 26...Kh7 27.Qxf7 Qg6 would allow Black to make
 the necessary exchanges to hold the game.
 
25...fxe6!

25...Qxe6? 26.Re3 wins on the spot.
 
25...Rxe6 26.Rd8† Re8 27.Rgd3 f6 28.Bf4 Ke7 (28...Be7 is met by 29.R8d7+– with the threats of Rxe7 and R3d6)
 29.R8d4± looks exceedingly dangerous for Black.
 
26.Rd4 Bc5 27.Rf4† Kg8 28.Bf6 Rh7 29.Bxg7 Rxg7 30.Rxg7† Kxg7 31.Qg3† Kh8 32.Qg5



White might look to be winning, but in fact Black is not out of resources just yet.
 
32...Qxg2†!!

The only move, and just enough to hold.
 
33.Kxg2 Rg8 34.Re4 Be7! 35.Qxg8† Kxg8 36.Rxe6 Bc5
 

Black makes a draw, but only barely and with the help of a tablebase generator. Although White has no forced win
 from the opening, it is clear that Black has problems in this line.
 

B2) 11...Nb4!



This is the critical line.
 
12.Qf3 Nc2†

Black has no choice but to walk the plank.
 
12...f6?! 13.exf6 gxf6

This is a typical short-sighted computer idea. It turns out that White has more than one good reply.

14.Bxf6!
Give the engine some time and it will suggest 14.0-0!?, when 99% of all humans would already resent the idea of
 defending the black side. Nevertheless, 14...fxg5 15.hxg5 Qc2! should enable him to defend: 16.Nf4 Qf5
 17.Rfe1 Ne7 18.dxc5 0-0-0 19.Nxe6 Rd7 (19...Qxf3? 20.Nxf3 is crushing, especially as 20...Rd7 21.Ne5 traps
 the rook) 20.Qc3 Nd3 21.Qxh8 Qxf2† and Black gives a perpetual.



The text move is a clearer path to an advantage for White. The following line appears to be relatively forced.
14...Nxf6 15.Qxf6 Rh6 16.Qg5 Nc2† 17.Kf1 Nxd4 18.Rb1 Qc2 19.Nxd4 cxd4 20.cxd5 Rg6 21.Qxh5 0-0-0

White has a number of options here. It feels certain that he will be better in some way, for example after:
22.Qe2 Bh6 23.Qe4²
 
13.Kf1

13...Nxd4
Although this exchanges Black’s only active piece (besides the queen), it is an absolutely necessary move.
In the event of 13...Ne7?! 14.dxc5 Rc8 15.Rh3!² it is clear that Black is nowhere near ready for a direct confrontation.

 
14.Nxd4 Qxd4
14...cxd4



This is also viable for Black, though here too White has a lot of options available.
15.Rb1

15.g3!? Ne7 16.Kg2, with chances for both sides, can also be considered.
15...Qxa2 16.Rxb7 Be7

16...f6 17.Qd3 0-0-0 18.Rb3! fxg5 19.cxd5 Rxd5 20.Qc4† Bc5 21.Rb8† Kxb8 22.Qxa2 Ne7 23.hxg5²

17.Ke2!
Bringing in the rook.

17...f6
This scary-looking move is practically forced.

18.exf6
18.Bf4 is met with 18...fxe5 19.Bxe5 Nf6 and I find it hard to believe that White is playing for an advantage.

18...gxf6 19.Qd3!



19...fxg5
19...dxc4? loses in style: 20.Qg6† Kd8 21.Rxe7! Kxe7 (21...Nxe7 22.Qxf6 Re8 23.Qxd4† Kc8 24.Qc5† Kd7
 25.Rb1 and Black is busted) 22.Rb1 Qa6 23.Rb7† Kd6 24.Bf4† e5 25.Bxe5† Ke6 26.Rc7 Rc8 27.Qf7† Kf5
 28.Qd7† and White wins the ensuing endgame.
19...Kf8 20.Rhb1 (20.Qxd4 Qa6 21.Rhb1 also gives Black a difficult life) 20...fxg5 21.hxg5 transposes to
 19...fxg5.

20.hxg5
20.Qg6† Kf8 21.Rxe7 only leads to a draw after 21...Nxe7 when White has to take a perpetual. But there is of
 course a chance for Black to make a mistake with 21...Kxe7?, when White wins in beautiful style: 22.Qg7† Kd6
 23.c5† Kc6 24.Rb1 d3† 25.Ke3 d4† 26.Kxd3 Qa3† 27.Ke2 Qa6† 28.Ke1 Nh6 29.Qe7 Kd5 30.Qd7† Ke5
 31.Qg7† Kd5 32.Nf3 and wins.

20...Kf8! 21.Rhb1 Re8 22.Qg6
 

22...d3†! 23.Ke1 Qa4 24.Qxd3 Bxg5 25.Qg6 Be7 26.R7b3 Nf6 27.Rf3 Qd7!
Black is still holding after another ten or so accurate moves.



15.Qb3!
15.cxd5?! exd5 16.Qb3 is an inferior move order as it gives Black the additional option of 16...Qb4!.

 
15...Be7 16.cxd5 exd5 17.Qxb7

17.e6 Nf6! and Black is fine.
 
17...Rd8 18.Re1

18.Rh3 Bxg5 19.hxg5 Ne7 with unclear play.
 
18.e6!? fxe6 19.Re1 Bxg5 20.hxg5 Ne7 21.Nf3 transposes to the main line.

18...Bxg5 19.hxg5 Ne7
19...Qxd2?? 20.e6 and White wins.



 
20.e6 fxe6 21.Nf3 Qc4†

21...Qa4 gives White a choice:

a) 22.Rxe6 is playable, but after 22...Qd7 23.Qa6 0-0 24.Rxh5 Rb8 25.Ne5 Rb1† 26.Ke2 Qb7 it is time for White to
 force a draw with:

27.Rh8†! Kxh8 28.Rh6†! with a perpetual.
 
b) I would therefore suggest that White plays: 22.Ne5 Rd6



23.Nd3! c4 24.Nf4 With a big mess...
 
22.Kg1 d4

The position is rather unclear. Black is defending against all types of threats and will have to display exceptional
 accuracy. Possibly best play is:
 
23.Rh4 Qd5 24.Qb5†

24...Nc6!
24...Qc6?!

This feels more natural, but Black ends up in difficulties.
25.Qd3 c4

After 25...Qd5 26.Re5 Qxa2 27.Qb5† Rd7 28.Rhe4 Black is under a lot of pressure.



26.Qa3 d3 27.Rhe4 0-0 28.Rxe6 Qd5

29.R1e5!
29.R6e5 Qd6 30.Qxd6 Rxd6 31.Rxe7 Rxf3 32.gxf3 c3 would allow Black to make a draw.

29...Rxf3
29...Qxf3 30.gxf3 d2 fails to 31.Rd6.

30.Rxd5 Nxd5

31.gxf3!!
This brilliant combination is the subtle way to play for a win.
White gets nowhere with 31.Rd6 Rff8 32.Qc5 Rxd6 33.Qxd6 Nf4 34.g3 Nh3† 35.Kg2 Nxf2 and Black will hold
 a draw.

31...d2 32.Qa5! d1=Q† 33.Re1 Qxf3
33...Qxe1† 34.Qxe1 c3 35.g6! and White is close to winning.



34.Qxd8† Kh7 35.g6†! Kxg6 36.Qe8† Kh6 37.Qe4
White has excellent winning chances.

 
25.Ne5

Black is under immense pressure, but holds with an extraordinary defensive combination:

25...Rd6 26.Ng6
26.Rf4 also looks scary for Black, but it all holds – just: 26...d3 27.Nxc6 Qxc6 28.Qb8† Rd8 29.Qxa7 Rf8 (29...Rd7

 30.Qb8† Rd8 31.Qb3 Rd5 32.g6²) 30.Rxf8† Kxf8 31.g6 Rd7 32.Qb8† Ke7 33.Qe5 Kd8 and Black is surviving so far.
 
26...Qxg5 27.Rxd4!

This double-pin sacrifice looks decisive, but Black has a fantastic defence.



27...a6!!
An incredibly difficult resource to find in advance, if it’s possible at all...

 
28.Rxd6 axb5 29.Rexe6† Ne7 30.Nxh8 Qc1†

31.Kh2 Qf4†
Black escapes with a perpetual.

 

Conclusion
 
5.Bd3! is all the rage in the Caro-Kann lately. The critical lines have yet to be played at the top level – or at any level –
 and seem to cause Black serious concerns. You will often find that your opponents deviate by choosing one of the
 slightly passive lines given at the beginning of this chapter and in the previous chapter, which is a moral victory for a
 start, and gives you a pleasant position.
 
In the main line, after Morozevich’s super-novelty 10.Rd1!! Black faces serious threats. If you happen to play the Caro-
Kann with Black, I would sit down and think seriously about what to do against this line. Nothing feels really pleasant.
 The only move that gives Black a realistic chance of equalizing is 10...Nc6!, which has only received a couple of
 practical tests so far. White can try either 11.Ngf3, à la Morozevich, or the novelty 11.Ne2!?N, both of which offer
 great practical chances. Yes, when analysed really deeply with a computer, it appears that Black holds – often in ways
 that Houdini (the magician, not the engine) would be seriously impressed by. I have analysed several lines very deeply,
 and provided lots of variations and illustrations. In my entire chess career, I have hardly ever experienced such analysis
 being followed right to the end in my own games. We forget lines, don’t know lines, don’t trust lines, or play
 something else “just because”. In short, I believe the recommended approach is a great practical weapon for White.



1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4
 

3...d6?! (3...d5?! 150) 150

3...exd4 4.Nxd4 (4...Nge7 151) 151

 A) 4...d5 151

 B) 4...d6 153

 C) 4...Nxd4 154

 D) 4...Qf6 156

 E) 4...Qh4 157

 F) 4...g6 159

 G) 4...Bb4† 5.c3 161

 G1) 5...Be7 162

 G2) 5...Bc5 6.Nxc6 bxc6 7.Bd3 Ne7 (7...Qh4 163; 7...d6 163) 8.0-0

 8...d5?! 164

 8...d6 Game 24 164

Meeting 1...e5 is one of the toughest challenges for a 1.e4 repertoire. The normal grandmaster move is 2.Nf3 (sorry
 King’s Gambit fans) and if 2...Nc6 then the real choice must be made. The Spanish is of course the usual GM choice,
 but that way lies massive theory that is best suited for a Grandmaster Repertoire book – you can bet your life savings on
 Parimarjan Negi selecting the Spanish as his weapon in his 1.e4 series.
 
The move I will recommend is 3.d4 – the Scotch. There is nothing jingoistic about this choice. It was a good enough
 move to attract the support of Garry Kasparov, the best-prepared opening fanatic our game has ever seen, so it will
 work for us. In the chapters that follow, the theory is still extensive but it is easier to manage than the Spanish.



 Naturally 1...e5 is a rock-solid and respectable move, so we cannot refute it, but the Scotch is a fine way to set fresh
 problems for Black.
 
The idea of 3.d4 is clear – remove Black’s presence in the centre, so White will have more space, flowing development
 and the initiative.
 
In this first chapter we will cover Rare Lines, which include a range of options for Black from wholly respectable to
 completely absurd.

The following four chapters cover the Big Two replies after 3...exd4 4.Nxd4 – 4...Bc5 and 4...Nf6.
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4

We will start slowly with moves other than 3...exd4.
 
3...d6?!

This move is the second-most popular (a long way after 3...exd4) but of course it is seen only rarely.
 
3...d5?! is usually only played in junior chess. In My System Nimzowitsch proposed: 4.Bb5!? (the great man gave it a
 ‘!’) White is simply better and Black’s best reply is 4...exd4, but after 5.Nxd4 we have transposed to variation A on the
 next page

4.dxe5
4.Bc4 would lead to a favourable Italian Game, and 4.Bb5 to the Steinitz Defence of the Spanish, a fairly respectable

 system which leads to a slightly better game for White. These are good alternatives, but my suggestion is simpler.
 
4...Nxe5

Exchanging one pair of knights is the best choice.
 
4...dxe5 5.Qxd8† Kxd8 can be met by 6.Bb5! which is the most practical way to play for White. Of course other moves
 such as 6.Bc4 or 6.Nc3 are possible, but my choice is annoying for Black and gives White a plan for the following 10
 moves or so. 6...Bd6 7.Bxc6! Damaging the pawns before Black is able to play his other knight to e7. The following
 game shows the correct plan for White: 7...bxc6 8.Nbd2 Ba6 9.Nb3 From b3 the knight emphasizes Black’s inability to
 control c5 and a5 with pawns. 9...Nf6 10.Bg5 Ke7 11.Nfd2 Ke6 12.f3 Nd7 13.Be3± White won in S. Pavlov –
 Nyzhnyk, Kiev 2007.



 
5.Nxe5 dxe5 6.Qxd8† Kxd8 7.Bc4

7...f6
Or 7...Be6 8.Bxe6 fxe6 is a known idea for Black in various openings, but after 9.Be3 Bd6 10.Nd2 Nf6 11.f3 White

 won easily in Perez – Van Delft, corr. 2012. With the knights on f3 and c6, this would have been a better version for
 Black, albeit again with White holding an edge.
 
8.Be3 c6 9.Nc3 Kc7 10.0-0-0²

This position has been seen in a handful of games. The following correspondence game should be seen as only a
 sample line:
 
10...Ne7 11.h4 Ng6 12.Ne2 Bd6 13.h5 Nf8 14.Ng3 b5 15.Bb3 Ne6 16.Nf5 Bc5 17.Bxe6 Bxe3† 18.fxe3 Bxe6
 19.Nxg7

And White converted his advantage into a full point in Kirkov – Dimitrov, corr. 2010.
 
After that digression, let’s get to the real move.



3...exd4
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4!

Okay, the exclam is generous, but it is the right move.
 
4.Nxd4

At this point we are going to study many options: A) 4...d5, B) 4...d6, C) 4...Nxd4, D) 4...Qf6, E) 4...Qh4, F) 4...g6
 and G) 4...Bb4† with the last move currently rather popular (for example Kramnik used it to beat Vachier-Lagrave in
 the tiebreaks on his way to the final of the Tromso FIDE World Cup 2013).

Also possible is 4...Nge7 but after 5.Nc3 Nxd4 6.Qxd4 Nc6 this transposes to 4...Nxd4.
 

A) 4...d5
 
A premature lunge. It is barely worth mentioning, except a Macedonian FM called Oliver Organdziev plays it with
 success. So far his score is an unbeaten 5/7, so we shall treat the line with a modicum of respect. A logical response is:
 
5.Bb5

This pin creates lots of trouble for Black.
 
The best try now is:
 
5...dxe4

5...Bd7? just drops a pawn. For example: 6.exd5 Nxd4 7.Bxd7† Qxd7 8.Qxd4± Kasparov – Prasinos, Corfu (simul)
 1996.
 
5...Nge7 is the second-best option. 6.Nc3 dxe4 7.Bg5!?² The pin is a nuisance and note 7...f6 is not a complete solution.



Now 8.Be3 was a safe route to an edge in Rausis – Shaaban, Cairo 2003, as Black’s extra pawn should not last long.
If you are feeling racier, then 8.Bxf6!N is fun with the following forcing line: 8...gxf6 9.Qh5† Ng6 (9...Kd7? 10.0-0-

0+–) 10.Nxc6 bxc6 11.Bxc6† Bd7 12.Bxe4 f5 13.Bxa8 Qxa8 14.0-0-0ƒ
 
6.0-0! Bd7 7.Nc3

White has the advantage, partly because he is going to damage Black’s pawn structure, but also because he is well
 ahead in development.

7...Nf6
Simple development is sensible.

 
7...f5?! 8.Bxc6 bxc6 9.f3 c5 10.Nb3

White is clearly better.



10...exf3?!
Black retains the extra pawn but dangerously accelerates White’s attack.
Barsky gave 10...Bd6 11.fxe4! Qh4 and now 12.g3 Bxg3 13.Qe2!± but if White wants a simpler life, he could
 start with 11.Qe2!? which is worth an edge.

11.Qxf3 Nf6 12.Bg5 Be7 13.Rad1
This has miniature written all over it.

 
7...Nxd4 8.Qxd4 c6 9.Bc4² is pleasant for White. After the e4-pawn drops, there will be a nearly-symmetrical pawn
 structure, but White’s development counts for a lot, especially with open d- and e-files.
 
8.Bxc6 bxc6

So far we have been following Ilic – Organdziev, Skopje 2010, which Black later won, but at this point White is



 better, and he could have made that clear with:
 
9.Qe2!N

Simply threatening the e4-pawn; Black’s bishop pair cannot compensate for his damaged structure and lagging
 development.
 

B) 4...d6
 
A passive move.
 
5.Nxc6 bxc6 6.Bd3

This brings us to a very typical Scotch position, albeit one that is less active for Black than usual because his dark-
squared bishop is locked in by his pawn structure (later we’ll see similar positions where the bishop is on c5).

6...Nf6
The other knight development is even less convincing:

 
6...Ne7 7.0-0 Ng6 (or 7...g6 8.c3! and Black has only managed to weaken himself, setting up a strong f4-f5 push at
 some moment) 8.Be3!? Followed by Nd2, c2-c3, f2-f4 and Qc2 or even Qa4. This is so passive for Black that it is no
 surprise it has not yet been tried in practice.
 
7.0-0

Of various set-ups White can later choose, I like b2-b3.
 
7...g6

This has been neutralized by White’s obvious reply, so let’s also check the other bishop development:
 
7...Be7 8.Nd2

8.b3 is also possible. Black can play 8...Nd7 9.Bb2 Bf6 neutralizing this bishop, but White welcomes exchanges.
 10.Bxf6!N This is a new move, but this position has arisen in practice just a few times, so that is not saying
 much. 10...Qxf6 11.Nd2 White has a small plus because of his better pawn structure.
8.c4 was recommended by Barsky, and also makes sense.



8...0-0 9.b3!?
Of course White has many options. For example, 9.h3 is sensible.

9...Be6
9...Ng4 10.Bb2 Ne5?! is met by 11.Nf3!² while exchanging the bishops with 10...Bf6 doesn’t hurt White at all.

10.Bb2 Nd7 11.f4
With the idea f5-f6 and now after:

11...f5

White played 12.Qe2!? in Ntirlis – Patouha, Patras (rapid) 2013, and won a pawn endgame! Instead of this, Nikos
 missed a tactic which is worth remembering:

12.exf5 Bxf5 13.Bxf5 Rxf5 14.Bxg7!+–
With the point 14...Kxg7 15.Qg4† and White wins the rook.

 
8.b3! Bg7 9.Bb2 0-0 10.Nd2



10...Re8
Postny mentioned 10...Nxe4 11.Bxg7 Nxd2, but after 12.Qxd2 Kxg7 13.Qc3† Kg8 14.Qxc6² White’s better

 structure earns a slight edge.
 
11.Qc1!?

11.f4 is the move to play if you feel in an attacking mood. After 11...Nxe4 12.Bxg7 Nxd2 13.Qxd2 Kxg7 14.f5
 White developed an initiative in Pavasovic – D. Mastrovasilis, Istanbul 2003, but objectively Black is solid enough not
 to be worse.
 
11...d5

Otherwise White could think of playing Bc3 and Qb2 or Qa3.
 
12.Re1 a5
 



13.a4!N
White is certainly better. With the prevention of ...a4, Black no longer has any productive pawn breaks, so White can

 maintain the tension until a time of his choosing; note that ...c5 (met by exd5), or ...d4, or ...dxe4 would all leave
 Black’s c-pawns doubled and ugly forever.
 
Instead 13.exd5!? cxd5 14.Rxe8† Qxe8 15.c4 was perhaps a fraction better for White in Bogut – Beliavsky, Sarajevo
 2012. White won eventually, but Black could have created enough counter-chances to make a draw likely by playing
 ...Ba6 and ...a4.
 

C) 4...Nxd4
 
This ‘simple exchange’ is a major concession.
 
5.Qxd4

We usually tell kids not to develop their queen early, because when she is attacked she has to retreat, and this means a
 double loss of time (one lost tempo to put the queen where she can be hit, and one when she has to go back). But in this
 situation the queen stands excellently in the centre, especially as there is no ...Nc6.
 



5...Ne7
This move was once used by Spassky to beat Shaked. And Staunton, one of the first unofficial World Champions, had

 it as his favourite defence, while in more recent times the German GM Ludger Keitlinghaus has tested it a few times
 with success. The obvious idea behind this move is to remedy the ‘Black cannot play ...Nc6’ issue, and oust the white
 queen from the centre. But naturally this costs Black more time.
 
5...c5 is the most direct way to attack the queen, but the hole at d5 is obvious and ...c7-c5 hardly counts as a gain of
 tempo. 6.Qd3 Nf6 7.Nc3 d6

8.Bf4± Followed by long castling or Rd1; White is obviously better.
 
5...Qf6

This has been used by GM L’Ami to draw against a computer in the man-versus-machine tournament of



 Maastricht 2007. This was a sensible choice as, according to theory, White must seek his edge by exchanging
 queens.

6.e5 Qb6

7.Qxb6
7.Be3 Qxd4 8.Bxd4 Ne7 was seen in the aforementioned encounter Comp Zap!Chess – L’Ami, Maastricht 2007.
 White may be a touch better, but the main line is more convincing.
7.Qf4?! d5 allowed Black to equalize at once in the highly-rated encounter Ortiz Suarez – Granda Zuniga,
 Cochabamba 2013, which Black won. Emotionally one can understand White’s 7.Qf4. For the last two moves,
 Black has been chasing an exchange of queens, so maybe White should avoid it? Nope.

7...axb6 8.Nc3 Bb4

9.Bd2 f6
This is the first choice of the computers.



9...Bxc3 10.Bxc3± is given by Parma in ECO, and indeed practice has supported this assessment with White
 scoring heavily.

10.Nd5! Bxd2† 11.Kxd2 Kd8 12.exf6 Nxf6 13.Nxf6 gxf6

14.Bd3²
White had the traditional Scotch structural edge in Areshchenko – Ovsejevitsch, Ordzhonikidze 2001.
Barsky’s 14.a3 Ra5 15.Re1 is also reasonable, with his main line continuing 15...Re5 16.Bc4 Rhe8 17.f4 with a
 definite edge to White.

14...Ra5
GM Postny in his ChessBase annotations suggested:

15.Rhe1
“With a very slight edge” in his view and mine.

 
6.Nc3 Nc6 7.Qe3 g6

This was Spassky’s choice.
 
7...Bb4 8.Bd2 d6 9.0-0-0 0-0 10.Qg3 followed by f2-f4 was more comfortable for White in Sax – Keitlinghaus,
 Feldbach 1997, and this is ECO’s main line.
 
8.Bd2 Bg7 9.0-0-0 Qf6
 



And now instead of immediate action with f2-f4 and e4-e5, as White went for in Shaked – Spassky, Cannes 1998,
 simplest is:
 
10.Kb1!

A novelty when we first analysed it, but since played in Kolb – Legrand, Salon-de-Provence 2014.
 
10...0-0 11.Bc1!±

This avoids any tricks by Black, and now White is ready for action. Most likely White will bring the knight to d5, but
 there is also the plan of attacking with h2-h4-h5.
 

D) 4...Qf6
 
This is a more respectable queen move than the foray to h4 we will see below, as 4...Qf6 will probably transpose to the
 4...Bc5 variation after:
 
5.Nxc6

There is no better move than 5...Bc5, transposing to the main line covered as variation B in the next chapter. Black
 has also tried:
 
5...dxc6

However, White has a much more comfortable version of the 4...Bc5 5.Nxc6 Qf6 6.Qf3 dxc6 line (variation B1 in
 the next chapter), as obviously now he doesn’t have to waste a tempo moving his queen! For example:



6.Bd3 Ne7 7.0-0 Ng6 8.f4 Bc5† 9.Kh1 Qh4 10.Nd2! Bg4 11.Nf3 Qh5 12.Qe1
This is Haslinger – Lane, Torquay 2002. With b2-b4 a possibility, the black king will not be fully comfortable on

 either side of the board.
 

E) 4...Qh4

This is called the Steinitz Variation and a whole book of close to 300 pages was devoted to this line by the German
 GM Lev Gutman. As this line is not a frequent guest in practice, I will merely recommend a promising line against it
 and then move on to more critical tests.
 
5.Nc3! Bb4 6.Be2!



White sacrifices a pawn (otherwise he might have to play an awkward move such as 6.Qd3) and Black has to accept
 it:
 
6...Qxe4

6...d6 7.0-0 Nf6 is bad for Black because of the peculiar placement of his queen, as the following game fragment
 illustrates: 8.Nf3 Qh5 9.Nd5 Nxd5 10.Ng5 Qg6 11.Bh5 Qf6 12.Bxf7† Kf8 13.Bxd5 In Pitl – Steinbacher, Salzburg
 2013, White had a pawn more, plus an attack on the wandering king.
 
7.Ndb5

7...Bxc3†
This is the critical test of White’s play.

 



7...Qxg2?! 8.Nxc7† Kd8 9.Bf3 Qh3 10.Nxa8
White wins material without offering Black enough compensation. We should look deeper, as the position is not
 as simple as a first glance may suggest.

10...Nf6 11.Be3 Re8
Various analysts (including Dembo & Palliser, Barsky, and Gutman) have stated a view here.

12.•f1!? was Barsky’s choice, and Gutman also likes it. One of the main points is to threaten Bxc6 without allowing an
 effective sac on e3 (see the variation below for that rabbit-hole).
 
12.Rg1!? is also a logical choice, if you feel like analysing another mad line.
 
12.a3?! was Dembo & Palliser’s suggestion, claiming it was a simple path to a big advantage, but Gutman objected that
 12...Bxc3† 13.bxc3 b6 “leads to equality”. In my opinion, the German GM is closer to the truth, so 12.a3 is best
 avoided.
 
12.Bxc6!

This is the forcing line I recommend, but it is chaotic enough to scare many over-the-board players with White.
12...Rxe3†

Black must go for the sac, as 12...bxc6 13.Qe2 allows White to castle long, ending Black’s fun.
13.fxe3 Qxe3† 14.Qe2 Bxc3† 15.bxc3 Qxc3†



So far Donkers – ’t Hooft, Amsterdam 2011, and instead of putting the king on f2, Gutman recommended:
16.Kf1!

But the madness continues after:
16...bxc6

A move not mentioned in his New In Chess Yearbook 103 analysis. It’s a mess but the following line calms the
 drama:

17.Kg2! Nd5 18.Rhf1! Ne3† 19.Kg1 Nxf1 20.Rxf1

Now a key point is that Black will soon have to seek an exchange of queens. For example:
20...f6 21.Re1

And Black must check and swap queens to save his king. Then by the time Black can round up the trapped knight,
 White’s rook will have collected enough pawns (generally starting with the a7-pawn and then switching to the
 kingside) to secure a winning ending.



Undeniably this line is a lot of hard work to meet such a rare line, but it does win, so the effort is worthwhile.
 
8.bxc3 Kd8 9.0-0 Nf6

Now I recommend:
 
10.Nd4!

One idea is to threaten 11.Bf3 without allowing 11...Qc4 in response.
 
10.Be3 was recommended by both Dembo & Palliser, and Barsky, but Gutman in NIC Yearbook 103 wrote a survey
 called “Dangerous Compensation?” calling the move 10.Be3 “one of the weakest” for White at this point and his
 conclusion was that after either 10...d6 or 10...Re8 Black has no problems at all.
 
10...Nxd4

The usual reply.
 
10...Qd5 11.Bf3 Qd6 (11...Qc4 12.Bg5! is very awkward for Black) 12.a4 gave White a dangerous initiative and later
 the win in Kovacs – Roos, corr. 2001.
 
11.cxd4



For the sacrificed pawn, White has the bishop pair, much the safer king, a lead in development and a flowing
 initiative; all that is more than enough. Black has tested various continuations, so now is the time to start playing chess.
 For example:
 
11...Re8 12.Bf3 Qf5 13.c4 d6 14.Re1

White was better for in Koch – Sacerdotali, email 2002, but also 14.Qb3, 14.a4 and 14.c5 offered White dangerous
 compensation, so there is no need to memorize ‘only moves’.
 

F) 4...g6

This move was recommended in Dangerous Weapons: 1.e4 e5 by GM John Emms.
 
5.Nxc6



This is our usual Scotch move, hurting Black’s structure.
5.Nc3 Bg7 6.Be3 is recommended by GM Artur Yusupov in Build Up Your Chess 2 followed later by Nxc6 and Bd4.

 I recommend the same idea, though in a different form.
 
5...bxc6 6.Bc4!

This would of course be unadvisable if a quick ...d5 was possible, but as things stand it works well.
 
6...Bg7 7.0-0

7...Ne7
Naturally this is not the only move, so let’s check one alternative:

7...d6
This is usually played with the idea of following up with ...Nf6, but that move would always be met by e4-e5, so
 the only independent option is:

8.Nc3 Be6
As mentioned, 8...Nf6 9.e5! is the idea. A fairly recent example continued: 9...Ng4 10.exd6 cxd6 11.Re1† Kf8
 12.Bf4 d5 13.Nxd5! cxd5 14.Qxd5 Qxd5 15.Bxd5 White was close to winning in Duboue – Delorme, Nantes
 2013, and was still close to winning fifty moves later when he walked into a mate-in-one – chess can be a vicious
 game.

9.Bxe6 fxe6 10.Qf3!? Qf6 11.Qh3
White was a little better in Sieberg – Rostek, Dortmund 2001, with the possible plan of Ne2-f4, hitting e6.

 
8.Nc3 0-0

8...d6 9.Be3 c5 stops the move Bd4, but after 10.Qd2 0-0 11.Bh6² White nevertheless exchanges Black’s strong
 bishop.
 
9.Be3 d6 10.Bd4

White is a touch better, and has scored well in the few games that have reached this position.



10...c5
10...Be6 11.Bxg7 Kxg7 12.Qd4† Kg8 13.Bxe6 fxe6 14.e5 was also better for White in Fossan – Danielsen, Gausdal

 1994.
 
11.Bxg7 Kxg7 12.Qd2

Keeping the rook on f1 to support f2-f4 makes sense, but there is always more than one way to play such non-forcing
 positions.
 
12.Re1 Be6 was Stromboli – Semcesen, Pardubice 2013, and now instead of the tranquil 13.Qe2 more potent was
 13.Bxe6N 13...fxe6 14.e5!² with the idea 14...d5 15.Na4 c4 16.Nc5 Qc8 17.b3 and Black’s queenside begins to creak;
 note the eventual impact of the 5.Nxc6 bxc6 weakening.
 
12...Rb8

In Okhotnik – Semcesen, Borup 2014, Black continued with his favourite developing move: 12...Be6



And instead of retreating the bishop to b3, White should have played 13.Bxe6N 13...fxe6 14.e5!² (for some reason
 this line feels familiar).
 
13.b3 Nc6

We are following Ianovsky – Taborov, Kiev 2002, and here White played:
 
14.Nd5 Be6 15.f4

White has a strong initiative.
 

G) 4...Bb4†



This may appear a surprising decision, as White gains a useful tempo, but this check has gained a lot of popularity
 lately as a decent sideline, with articles and surveys written about it, and strong players endorsing it. As I mentioned
 earlier, Kramnik used it to win the decisive game in the Tromso 2013 World Cup semi-finals tiebreak against Vachier-
Lagrave, to advance to the final and win the event. So it deserves some respect!
 
5.c3

There are two plausible retreats: G1) 5...Be7 and G2) 5...Bc5.
 

G1) 5...Be7



This is usually called the Malaniuk Variation, but actually Nikitin, Keres, Tal, Grivas and Bronstein had played it
 before Malaniuk. The idea is that the bishop is not exposed (as it might be on c5) and there is no effective pin after
 ...Nf6. But of course passivity is the price paid. White often continues aggressively with 6.Bc4, but let’s see what
 happens if we follow the same pattern of development as in the main line with 5...Bc5.
 
6.Nxc6 bxc6 7.Bd3

7...d6
7...d5 8.0-0 Nf6 9.Nd2 0-0 was Van der Weide – Van der Wiel, Wijk aan Zee 2006, and now instead of 10.Qc2,

 more flexible is 10.Re1N² when Black’s structural weakness remains, and White can play e4-e5 whenever he wishes.
 
8.0-0

Naturally other move orders are possible. For example: 8.Nd2 Nf6 9.h3 0-0 10.0-0 Re8 11.Nf3 h6 12.Re1 Bf8 13.e5



 Nd5 14.a3 dxe5 15.Rxe5² In Mikkelsen – Collins, Berlin 2013, Black’s weakened queenside was a permanent
 annoyance.
 
8...Nf6 9.Nd2 0-0 10.Re1

White is a little better just by playing simple chess.
 
10.f4 is a more ambitious approach. For example: 10...d5 11.e5 Bc5† 12.Kh1 Ng4 13.Qe1 as in T. Kosintseva –
 Stefanova, Kazan 2012, was promising for White.
 
10...Re8

11.Qc2
Also possible is: 11.h3!?N 11...Nd7 (11...h6 12.Nf3 Bf8 transposes to the Mikkelsen game mentioned above) 12.Nf3

 Bf6 13.Bf4 Rb8 14.Qc2 h6 15.b3 Followed by doubling on the e-file; this sample line is unpleasant for Black.
 
11...h6 12.Nb3 Ng4 13.f4 Bf8 14.h3 Nf6 15.Be3²

Schaper – Simmelink, corr. 1998. White should be happy in such positions.
 

G2) 5...Bc5



This move is usually associated with the name of GM Tony Miles who used it many times, long before it became
 widely popular.
 
6.Nxc6 bxc6 7.Bd3

Now we are effectively a tempo up on the 4...Bc5 5.Nxc6 bxc6 variation. In that line usually White has the option of
 playing Nc3-a4 but this plan is not great against all of Black’s tries.
 
7...Ne7

The logical continuation, but equally popular is:
 
7...Qh4 But this is no problem for White because he replies 8.Qe2 Nf6 and now 9.Be3! as in Van der Wiel –
 Hommeles, Hoogeveen 2000. White has an improved version of the 4...Bc5 5.Nxc6 line we’ll study in Game 25.
 



7...d6
This move is met by Nc3-a4 in the related 4...Bc5 position, but of course this is not possible here. On the other
 hand White has the manoeuvre Nd2-b3-d4 taking advantage of the pawn on c3.

8.0-0 Nf6

9.Nd2
9.h3 with the idea 9...0-0 10.Bg5!? also seems logical to me. After 9...h6 10.Nd2 0-0 11.Nf3 Re8 12.Qc2 a5
 13.Re1, White tries to force through e4-e5.

9...0-0 10.Nb3
Or 10.h3 first.

10...Bb6 11.h3 h6 12.Qf3 Re8 13.Nd4
White was better in Kovchan – Parpinel, Porto San Giorgio 2009.

 
8.0-0 d5?!

This does not help Black, but 8...d6 9.Nd2 0-0 10.b4! Bb6 11.a4 is not good for him either, as we shall see in the next
 illustrative game.
 
9.c4!?

9.Nd2 0-0 10.Qh5!? is also in White’s favour. Instead, 10.Nb3 Bb6 11.c4 as in Bacrot – Fontaine, Aix les Bains
 2003, is also a sound idea, but offers a smaller edge.
 
9...dxe4 10.Bxe4 Qxd1 11.Rxd1²

This proved to be good for White in Pavasovic – Jovanic, Nova Gorica 2006.



GAME 24

Vassilios Kotronias – Athanasios Mastrovasilis

Greek Championship 2010
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Bb4† 5.c3 Bc5 6.Nxc6 bxc6 7.Bd3 Ne7 8.0-0 d6

9.Nd2
9.Qh5 was seen in Djuric – Marzolo, Metz 2008, where Black reacted with 9...0-0 followed by 10...f5 which is not

 bad, but the real ‘refutation’ of this idea comes after 9...Ng6 10.Nd2?! Ne5 11.Bc2? Bg4 and the queen is trapped!
 Yes, White could play more sensibly on moves 10 and 11, but this silly line shows that White cannot play the moves he
 wants to after 9.Qh5.
 
9...0-0

Now Kotronias shows what is wrong with Black’s position with a precise sequence of moves.
 
10.b4! Bb6 11.a4 a5

11...a6 could be answered by: 12.Nc4 Ba7 13.e5!²
 
12.Nc4



12...Be6
GM Luke McShane tried to improve with:

12...axb4 13.Nxb6 cxb6
But after:

14.cxb4
White has the bishop pair and a potential passed pawn on the a-file. Still, after:

14...c5
We have to recommend an improvement over the game Howell – McShane, London 2011, as Black soon
 achieved a good position after White’s 15.Bb2.

 

15.e5!?N
15.Bb5!?N is also a clever move, not allowing the knight to come to c6.



15...d5
After 15...dxe5 16.Be4 Ra7 17.bxc5 bxc5 18.Be3² White will win the c5-pawn, when the bishops and a-pawn
 combine to create a dangerous promotion candidate.

16.bxc5 bxc5 17.Ba3²
White has effective play against the c5-pawn, based on the lines 17...Qc7 18.Qc2 c4 19.Bxh7† Kh8 20.Bd3 and

 17...c4 18.Bxc4.

13.Nxb6!
Previously 13.Qe2 was seen in Amonatov – Zubarev, Ohrid 2009, but Kotronias’s move is more accurate as we shall

 see.
 
13...cxb6 14.Qc2!?

Good enough for a slight advantage, though not the only way, as other analysts have pointed out:
 
14.Be3 was also an option and keeps an edge according to Dembo & Palliser.
 
14.b5 is Barsky’s suggestion.
 
14...Qc7 15.Rd1 Rad8 16.Rb1 h6 17.Bf4

By targeting the d6-pawn, White provokes the knight into decentralizing, but 17.Be3 immediately was also possible.
 
17...Ng6 18.Be3



18...axb4
A major concession.

 
The threat was 19.bxa5 bxa5 20.Bb6 winning an exchange.
 
Black should try 18...c5 when he is just a little worse after various moves, including: 19.bxa5 bxa5 20.Bb5²
 
19.cxb4

Now it is clear White’s strategy has been a success.
 
19...Ne5 20.Be2 c5 21.h3 f5 22.f4 Nc6 23.bxc5 bxc5

24.exf5



White begins to lose control; 24.Bb5 or 24.Bf3 were both better. But best of all was 24.e5! with the idea 24...dxe5
 25.Qxc5 exf4 26.Bf2+– when the combination of the pin on the knight and the advancing a-pawn will cost Black a
 piece.
 
24...Bxf5 25.Qb3† Kh8 26.Qb7

26...Rf7
26...Qxb7 27.Rxb7 Bc2 would have hugely complicated White’s task.

 
27.Qxc7 Rxc7 28.Rb6

From now on, White never loses control again, and brings the point home.
 
28...Re8 29.Kf2 Nd4 30.Bh5 g6 31.Bg4 Re6 32.a5



32...Rce7
The rook ending offers no hope, but a line such as 32...Nc2 33.Bd2 Nd4 34.a6 is also grim.

 
33.Bxd4† cxd4 34.Rxd4 Bxg4 35.hxg4 Re2† 36.Kg3 Ra2 37.Rdxd6 Re3† 38.Kh2 Ree2

It almost feels like counterplay but, sadly for Black, a pair of rooks can be forced off:
 
39.Rd8† Kg7 40.Rd7† Kf8 41.Rb8† Re8 42.Rxe8† Kxe8 43.Ra7 Ra4 44.a6

1–0

Conclusion
 
This chapter is a gentle warm-up to the Scotch, as the toughest tests will be covered in the four chapters that follow.
 
Not taking on d4 on move 3 is eccentric and offers White an easy advantage, so the big split is after 3...exd4 4.Nxd4
 when we looked at 4...d5, 4...d6, 4...Nxd4, 4...Qf6, 4...Qh4, 4...g6 and 4...Bb4†.
 
4...d5 works brilliantly for one Macedonian master, but the line I suggest gives White an edge with lasting play against
 Black’s weakened structure.
 
4...d6 is too passive to be a challenge, but it is worthy of study as White has a structural advantage that is typical of
 many Scotch lines we will see later.
 
4...Nxd4 avoids structural damage, but White achieves a plus with precise play.
 
4...Qf6 is a sound option, but we have an efficient solution in taking on c6, when Black is well advised to play 5...Bc5
 and transpose to the next chapter, as independent lines simply favour White.
 
4...Qh4 is the Steinitz line, which has inspired a whole book. White should react in sacrificial style, when he has
 excellent prospects, but this is a line that should be studied and remembered with care.
 
4...g6 looks like a sensible plan, but White has a clear route to a pleasant position – take on c6 then put the bishop on c4.
 If this bishop is later challenged by ...Be6, then the standard recipe is to take on e6 then play e4-e5.
 



4...Bb4† is by far the most respectable independent line covered in this chapter. After 5.c3 Black can put his bishop on
 c5 or e7, when White can achieve an edge, but Black’s position is generally rather solid.



1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Bc5 5.Nxc6
 

A) 5...bxc6 6.Bd3! 169

 A1) 6...Ne7 7.0-0 169

 A11) 7...0-0?! 170

 A12) 7...d6 171

 A2) 6...d6 172

 A3) 6...Qh4! 7.Qe2 Nf6 173

8.h3?! 174

8.Be3 Game 25 175

B) 5...Qf6 6.Qf3! 177

 B1) 6...dxc6 7.Nc3! 178

 B11) 7...Qxf3?! 179

 B12) 7...Be6 8.Qg3! 0-0-0 9.Be3 180

 9...Bxe3! (9...Bb4?! 181) 181

 9...Bd4 Game 26 182

 B2) 6...bxc6 7.Nd2! 184

 B21) 7...Qxf3?! 8.gxf3! 184

 8...Ne7 (8...Be7 185; 8...Nf6 185) 185

 8...d5 Game 27 186



 B22) 7...d6!? 8.Nb3! Bb6 9.a4 a5 10.Bd2! Qxf3 11.gxf3 Ne7 12.Rg1! 0-0 13.Be3! 188

 13...Ba6 (13...Ba7 189; 13...f5 190; 13...Be6 190) 189

 13...Bxe3 Game 28 191

1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Bc5
This is one of Black’s two most important replies to the Scotch; the other is of course 4...Nf6. After 4...Bc5 White has

 a lot of choices at his disposal. In addition to the most common move 5.Be3, there are options such as the tricky 5.Nf5,
 the classical 5.c3, the recently more popular 5.Nb3, or Kasparov’s favourite 5.Nxc6.

My recommendation for White is 5.Nxc6.
 
I don’t want to go into detail about the reasons for rejecting the alternatives, as this is a repertoire book and thirty pages
 about moves-you-should-not-play is not helpful. But I will mention in passing the following reply to 5.Nb3 which is a
 challenge for White: 5...Bb6 6.Nc3 Nf6! This is how Black can try to take over the initiative: 7.Qe2 And now 7...a5
 and 7...0-0 8.Be3 d5! are both testing.
 
So let’s get to the move I do think White should play:
 
5.Nxc6

Black has three non-losing replies: two sensible moves and one duffer. A) 5...bxc6 and B) 5...Qf6 are the main lines.
The duffer: 5...dxc6?! 6.Qxd8† Kxd8² is a pleasant version of the Exchange Spanish ending with the plus that White

 still has both his bishops.
 

A) 5...bxc6
 
If you knew no theory, you might well think this was the obvious choice, but far more popular is 5...Qf6, which is
 studied in the next section.

For all that, 5...bxc6 is a fine move and a good choice for players who like to have some dynamic possibilities. The
 most important of them is the queen coming to h4 – after all, we exchanged the knight that usually covers this square.
 
6.Bd3!



The best move.
 
After 6.Bc4 Qh4 7.Qe2 Nf6 the c4-bishop might feel awkward after Black’s intended ...0-0, ...Re8 and ...d5.
 
After the text move there are three moves to consider: A1) 6...Ne7, A2) 6...d6 and A3) 6...Qh4!.
 

A1) 6...Ne7 7.0-0

A further split is needed: A11) 7...0-0?! and A12) 7...d6.

A11) 7...0-0?!
 
This is inaccurate because of:
 
8.Qh5!

White takes advantage of the same feature Black exploits in our main line – the absence of the defending knight from
 king’s bishop three! Despite appearances, White is not just playing for mate on h7 – he is winning a tempo on the c5-
bishop, which helps bring the b1-knight to f3, and then at the right moment he will play the e4-e5 break.
 
8...d6 9.Nd2 Ng6

9...f5!?N is also possible, but after 10.Nb3 Bb6 11.Bg5 White keeps some pressure.
 
10.Nf3



In this move order, White is in time to stop ...Ng6-e5.
 
10...Qe7

A ‘stopping e4-e5’ move that really doesn’t; there is another move that fits in the same category:
 
10...f6

This was played in V. Sveshnikov – Grigorov, Albena 2013. Black is clamping down on the e5- and g5-squares
 with what looks like total efficiency.

11.e5!N±
This was missed in the game. The tactical point is that after:

11...dxe5?! 12.Nh4!+–
Black is in deep trouble.



 
11.e5! dxe5

12.Bc4!N
This move offers White a powerful initiative, with Ng5 the immediate threat.

 
Instead 12.Ng5 h6 13.Nxf7 leads to a draw practically by force, as in the following game: 13...Qxf7 14.Bxg6 Bxf2†
 15.Kh1 Qe6 16.Bxh6 gxh6 17.Qxh6 Qe7 18.Bd3 Be6 19.Qg6† Kh8 20.Qh5† Kg8 21.Qg6† Kh8 22.Qh6† Kg8
 23.Qg6† ½–½ Kilpatrick – Arnaudov, Sunny Beach 2013.
 
After the novelty, play might continue:
 
12...Kh8

Not 12...h6? 13.Qxg6.
 
13.Ng5

A worthy alternative is the simple developer 13.Bd2!? when the knight lunge to g5 can follow, and instead 13...f6
 14.Bd3 secures a continuing initiative. In addition to the obvious threat on g6, White’s possibilities include Nh4 and
 Rae1.
 
13...h6 14.Ne4!‚

This is better than the more obvious 14.Nxf7† Rxf7 15.Qxg6 when 15...Rf6 is about level, as Black’s piece activity
 compensates for his ugly pawns.



After the text move White has a mix of threats including Bxh6, or Bg5, meeting ...f6 with Bxh6, and defending
 against them with 14...Kh7 creates new problems after 15.Bd3.
 
One possible line is 14...Bb6 15.Bxh6 Qh4 16.Qxh4 Nxh4 17.Bd2 when the attack is over, but White has active pieces
 and the better structure; let’s call it an edge.
 

A12) 7...d6

This stops Qh5 because of a quick ...Ng6-e5, so instead White should play his main idea.
 
8.Nc3

8.Qh5 Ng6 9.Nd2 Ne5 is fine for Black as the queen doesn’t do much on h5 now.
 



8.c3 loses a tempo compared to the 4...Bb4† lines in the previous chapter, but surprisingly it seems a decent choice even
 so! But certainly it is not the most principled approach.
 
8...0-0 9.Na4 Bd4 10.c3

This position only appears five times in my database – of the Black players, two were GMs and the three others were
 rated about 2000 and below.

10...Bb6
The choice of both GMs.

 
10...Bf6 The preference of the lower-rated players. Putting title snobbery aside, going to f6 is a valid try. After 11.f4 the
 obvious question is which is worse placed – the a4-knight or the f6-bishop? A logical start is 11...Ng6 12.Be3 Bd7 as in
 Sani – Arnold, corr. 1999. Now an interesting try is: 13.e5!? dxe5 14.f5© when the bishop will find a beautiful square
 on e4, while the offside a4-knight turns into a monster on c5. Of course such sacrificial play is not essential, and steady
 moves such as 13.Qc2!? also offer White good chances.
 
11.Bg5

A fine move, making any ideas of ...Ng6-e5 difficult to accomplish for the moment.
 
11...f6 12.Bh4



12...Be6
Instead Danin – Arnaudov, Helsingor 2013, continued 12...Ng6 13.Bg3 f5 14.exf5 Bxf5, and now White could have

 tried: 15.Nxb6N 15...axb6 16.Bc4†² White is little better after either 16...Kh8 17.Re1 or 16...d5 17.Bb3. In the latter
 line, blocking one bishop frees the other – a common irritation when facing the bishop pair.
 
13.Qc2 Qd7 14.Rad1 Ng6 15.Bg3²

White was a little better in Morozevich – Eljanov, Saratov 2011. There is no need to hurry to take the b6-bishop.
 

A2) 6...d6 7.0-0 Nf6

This looks more logical than the previous line, but after:
 



8.Nc3
White again plans Nc3-a4. This position usually arises via the Scotch Four Knights move order.

 
8.Bg5?! breaks a rule known since the era of Steinitz: “Don’t pin the king’s knight when you have castled and your
 opponent hasn’t.” The point is that the pawns can break the pin, when only one king is endangered: 8...h6 9.Bh4 g5
 10.Bg3 h5 The position is not totally clear, but Black already has the initiative. 9.Bh4 is a surprisingly popular move in
 my database with a recent example being V. Sveshnikov – Ehlvest, Tallinn (rapid) 2014 (0–1, 28).
 
8.Nd2!? 0-0 9.c3 is a position where it was White’s turn to move in the 4...Bb4† line. This version seems perfectly
 playable, but of course being a tempo down is not a principled approach.
The theoretical continuation goes:
 
8...Ng4

Otherwise simply Na4xb6 and Black has very little for the bishop pair.
 
9.h3 Ne5 10.Na4

10...Bb6
This allows the d3-bishop to escape, but 10...Nxd3 has a tactical flaw: 11.Qxd3 Bb6 12.Nxb6 axb6 13.Qc3² White

 wins a pawn, though the opposite-coloured bishops offer Black some hope of survival.
 
11.Be2

This position has been reached several times.
 
11...g5

GM John Emms gave this move and said “aggression is the order of the day, as otherwise White simply captures on
 b6 and plays f4”. It is debatable whether ...g7-g5 helps or hurts Black, but I vote for ‘hurts’.
 
11...Qe7 or 11...0-0!? seem tougher tests. In my view, the immediate Nxb6 and f2-f4 in response leaves the e4-pawn
 vulnerable, so I would prefer slow and steady play. This is not such a forcing position, so take the following line (after
 11...0-0) as just an example: 12.b3!?N 12...Re8 13.Nxb6 axb6 14.Bb2 Bb7 15.a4 c5 16.f3² Black is solid and under no
 direct threat, but I still prefer the bishops. White will improve his major pieces, then probe and test.



After 11...g5 I think that best is:
 
12.c4!N

When essential seems to be:
 
12...c5

Otherwise White plays c4-c5, sacrificing a pawn to make Black’s structure a huge mess. But now strong is:
 
13.f4!±

And White is opening the position under better circumstances.
 

A3) 6...Qh4!



As we have seen, other moves fail to offer enough dynamic compensation for Black’s structural inferiority.
 
7.Qe2

This has been the choice of the higher-rated players and this helps it qualify as our main line.
 
7.0-0 Nf6 8.Qf3 is a safe and solid way to play. 8...0-0 9.h3!? d6 10.Qf4!?N White might hope for a tiny endgame edge.
 For example: 10...Qxf4 (10...Qh5 is met by 11.Nd2 and Nf3) 11.Bxf4 Re8 12.Nd2 Not so much is happening, but
 given a choice, I would take White.
 
7...Nf6

8.h3?!
This is a tempting continuation, but not our choice. It is worth having a quick look at this line anyway, just to get a

 feel for Black’s dynamic possibilities if White plays too slowly.
 
8.Be3! was Carlsen’s choice and is covered in the next game. White minimizes Black’s active play while retaining the
 better structure – more details later.
 
8...d5! 9.g3

White should avoid: 9.exd5†?! Kd8 10.0-0 Bxh3!



This is fine for Black and is only one of the dynamic ideas he has in mind.
 
9...Qh5 10.Qxh5 Nxh5

11.Nc3
At first, it might seem that White has the better pawn structure and can thus claim a small edge, but Black has some

 devilish ideas in mind.
11.e5? Bd4 12.g4 Nf4 13.Bxf4 Bxb2–+ was embarrassing for White in Nataf – Fressinet, Pau 2008.

 
11...0-0 12.Bd2

We were considering recommending this line with the natural 12.Kf1.



But then Nikos discovered to his horror that Black can play: 12...f5!!N (12...Re8 was Drogovoz – Vasenina, Iasi
 2012) 13.exd5 cxd5 14.Nxd5 Bb7 Regardless of how White defends d5, Black’s initiative is powerful enough to gain
 an edge.

After White’s last, he is ready to castle queenside, which might be a clever thing to do, considering the previous line
 we saw. In Malisauskas – Godena, Novi Sad 2009, Black played 12...Re8!? and made a comfortable draw, but the
 critical continuation was:
 
12...f5!N

When something like this may happen:
 
13.exd5 cxd5 14.Nxd5 Bb7 15.Bc4 Rae8† 16.Be3 Bxd5 17.Bxd5† Kh8 18.0-0-0 Bxe3† 19.fxe3 Nxg3

Once again Black is the one pressing for an advantage. These brief lines explain why Carlsen’s choice of 8.Be3! is



 also our choice, as we will see now.



GAME 25

Magnus Carlsen – Gata Kamsky

Khanty-Mansiysk 2007
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Bc5 5.Nxc6 bxc6 6.Bd3 Qh4 7.Qe2 Nf6 8.Be3 Bxe3 9.Qxe3 0-0

10.Nd2
Covering e4, possibly heading for f3, and with the general idea of castling short.
10.Nc3 Re8 11.0-0-0 d6 12.f4 was Rublevsky – Bruzon Batista, Poikovsky 2012, but after 12...Nd5! 13.Nxd5 cxd5

 Black had strong counterplay.
As Mikhalevski pointed out, 12.f3 was safer, but this is still less controlled than Carlsen’s choice.

 
10...Re8 11.0-0

Black’s idea is 11.Nf3 Qh5 12.0-0 d5!ƒ but Carlsen sensibly doesn’t move the knight from the useful d2-square, as
 gaining that tempo on the queen doesn’t bring any immediate gain.
 
11...d6

11...d5 is not a great idea after: 12.Rae1! (12.Rfe1 results in a slight difference to the position after 12...dxe4 13.Nxe4
 Nxe4 14.f3 Bf5 15.fxe4 and now Black defends with: 15...Re5! White could try 14.g3!? in this line, but in any case this
 is not as simple as it is after 12.Rae1.) 12...dxe4 13.Nxe4 Nxe4 14.f3² (not 14.Bxe4? Ba6) For example: 14...Bf5
 15.fxe4 Bg6 16.Rf4ƒ



12.Rae1
According to Marin, this move is not an improvement on the previously-played alternative. Marin gives the line:

12.Rfe1!?

12...Ng4
12...a5!? 13.Nf3 Qh5 14.h3 “offers White a better version of the game” – Marin. I agree, as White’s rooks will
 make more sense on d1 and e1, rather than e1 and f1 as in the game.

13.Qg3 Qxg3 14.hxg3 Rb8 15.b3 Ne5
Bacallao Alonso – Quesada Vera, Santa Clara 2014, continued 15...Be6 16.f4. A curious move to play while the
 knight is still on g4. Instead 16.Bc4!?N is logical.

16.Be2 c5 17.f4 Nc6 18.c3 h6 19.Bf3 Bb7 20.Nc4²
Chytilek – Timoscenko, Czech Republic 2001. “White has consolidated his advantage of space and retains the more



 flexible pawn structure.” – Marin.
 
12...a5!

An excellent move by Kamsky.

13.Qg3
Now Carlsen loses any hope of an advantage.

 
13.Nf3!N 13...Qh5 14.Qf4 intending e4-e5, offers White chances of a small edge. A sample line is 14...Nd7 15.Re3
 Ne5 16.Nxe5 Qxe5 17.Qxe5 Rxe5 18.f4 which shows White putting all his pieces to great use.
 
13...Qxg3 14.hxg3 a4!=

Black is equal because after attacking the a2-pawn with ...Be6, the move b2-b3 will allow Black to get rid of his main
 weakness – the a-pawn.
 
15.f3 Be6 16.b3 Nd7 17.Re3 axb3 18.axb3 Ne5 19.Be2 Ra2 20.Rc3 c5



21.b4!
Things were starting to go wrong, so Carlsen finds a way to simplify the position and take half a point.

 
21...cxb4

½–½
 
Okay, so the game was not a triumph for the Scotch, but note the line suggested by Marin on move 12, which does feel a
 touch better for White, or my suggestion on move 13.



B) 5...Qf6

This has been Black’s main move for about 150 years!
 
6.Qf3!

The modern way to play this line. In his lectures for the ICC, GM Har-Zvi proposed the name Rublevsky/Radjabov
 variation for this line because of the many successful games these two grandmasters have played with this line. A key
 moment in the line’s development was the game Tseshkovsky – Morozevich in the 2004 Russian Championship, which
 shocked the chess world with the clarity of White’s win – without this game this variation might not enjoy its current
 popularity.
 
6.Qd2 is the Kasparov Variation. It was used extensively in the 90s by the man himself, but its popularity has faded
 because of the reply made popular by Tkachiev: 6...dxc6 7.Nc3 and now 7...Bd4!? although according to Dembo &
 Palliser, White may have some ideas that offer him chances of a small edge. Another excellent resource is the line
 proposed by Mikhalchishin: 7...Be6 8.Na4 Bd6! This stops any ideas with Qf4.
 
I expect some readers, especially if they are unfamiliar with the Scotch, may be looking at 6.Qf3 with some suspicion.
 Is this some theory-avoiding move that exchanges queens into a drawn ending? Not at all. Offering an exchange of
 queens says nothing about White’s ambitions. 6.Qf3 is the main line nowadays and is the toughest test of Black’s play.
 White is pressing for the advantage, while Black’s usual hope is just to hold a draw. Later in this chapter I will back up
 these claims by explaining the standard plans, and showing extensive analysis.
 
After 6.Qf3! we will consider two important possibilities: B1) 6...dxc6 and the main line B2) 6...bxc6.
 
6...Qxf3?! 7.gxf3 gives White a favourable version of one of the two main lines. Black can take on f3 anytime he wants,
 and doing it this early just makes it easier for White to develop his pieces on optimal squares for the resulting structure.
 
6...Qxc6?! is bad. 7.Nc3 Ne7 8.Bb5 wins a tempo to castle, and Black has no compensation for White’s superior
 control of the centre. This ‘e4 versus d6’ structure is often seen in other 1.e4 e5 openings and of course in the Scotch
 this is basically what we are playing for from the start. Here White also has better development and the black queen
 struggles to find a good square. Let’s see an example: 8...Qb6 9.0-0 0-0 10.Bd3! White plans Na4, but also Qf3-h5
 which will allow f2-f4 at some point, when the bishop will be eyeing the h7-pawn. 10...Bd4 11.Nb5 Be5 12.Be3 Qc6



 We have been following Wirig – Brunello, Steinbrunn 2005, and now the simple 13.c3N 13...d6 14.Qh5± followed by
 f2-f4 is much better for White.
 

B1) 6...dxc6

This move may look bad, but as some games in the 6.Qd2 line have shown, Black’s idea of ...Be6, ...0-0-0, ...Nh6,
 followed by ...Qe7, ...f6, ...Nf7 and ...g5, is not easy to deal with. White must not think the position will win itself due
 to his pawn majority. Thankfully, White does have a promising way to play:
 
7.Nc3!

This is White’s best reply. Compared to Kasparov’s 6.Qd2, White is in a better position to prove an advantage as he
 is quickly able to play Bc1-e3. I shall mention a few of the rejected alternatives to give an idea of what is happening in
 the position.
 
7.Nd2 is the recommended solution against the other recapture (6...bxc6) but here it doesn’t work for a simple reason.
 7...Be6 8.Nb3 Bb6 9.a4 (as we play against 6...bxc6) is bad here due to 9...Bxb3 10.cxb3 Ba5†.
 
7.Qxf6 Nxf6 8.f3 Be6= is another variation which shows that the 5...dxc6 line allows Black quick development – and
 here even more than usual. In practice Black has enjoyed equal chances, so we need a more subtle opening strategy to
 achieve an edge.
 
7.Bc4 is a popular alternative. In SOS 13 Landa mentioned a possible response: 7...Qxf3 (7...Be6 is more common, and
 also a ‘threat’ to equalize) 8.gxf3 Nf6 9.Be3 Bxe3 10.fxe3 Ke7 Landa’s view was that “White has no advantage”. We
 could have a fun debate on that, but since I am more bothered by 7...Be6, we will instead choose 7.Nc3 and move on.
 
The two moves I shall spend most space on are B11) 7...Qxf3?! and B12) 7...Be6, but Black also has various minor
 lines:
 
7...Ne7?! is obviously bad, because after 8.Qxf6 gxf6 Black’s pawn structure is a mess. A good choice now is 9.Bf4²
 with the idea of gaining a better diagonal for this bishop after 9...Bd6 10.Be3! or 9...Bb6 10.Na4.
 
7...Qg6 is a move Nikos once faced in an online blitz game. 8.Be3 Bxe3 9.Qxe3 Nf6 10.0-0-0 Ng4 11.Qg3 0-0 12.h3
 Nf6 13.Qe3 Re8 14.Bd3 is a sample line showing how White can organize his forces to gain a huge advantage.



 
7...Bd4 is a rare move tried in Jones – Fressinet, Istanbul (ol) 2012.

Let’s try a new move: 8.Qxf6!?N 8...Nxf6 9.Ne2 We lost some time on the previous move, but now we gain it back.
 9...Bb6 10.f3² White’s long-term pluses are the key, while Black has no breaks and his most active development,
 10...Be6, can be harassed by 11.Nf4.
 

B11) 7...Qxf3?! 8.gxf3

Exchanging on f3 combines better with ...bxc6 lines, as we shall see later. In this particular version, White has his
 majority in the centre and kingside, while Black is not so far ahead in development.
 
8...Be6

White now has ideas of Ne2-d4 and maybe taking on e6, but there is no better place for this bishop.



 
9.Be3 Bxe3 10.fxe3 0-0-0

Let’s see what happens if Black instead plays in similar style to the earlier line from Landa: 10...Nf6 11.Rg1 g6
 12.Ne2 Ke7 13.Nd4²
 
After the text move White is a touch better because of his kingside pawn mass, and his ability to harass the e6-bishop
 with Ne2-d4/f4. Actually 11.Ne2 is possible now but then Black might try 11...g5. White must be better anyway, but
 let’s not allow this:
 
11.Rg1!? g6 12.Ne2

The f1-bishop can wait.
 
12...Ne7

13.Nf4
White is playing slowly and methodically, which, together with his lagging development, means he has to keep

 control.
In this case 13.Nd4 Bd7 (planning ...c5) 14.b4 is less controlled as 14...f5!? starts the action while White’s king and
 rooks are not ready, as 15.e5?! Nd5 illustrates.
 
13...Bd7 14.Bc4 Rhf8 15.b4!?²

In Eldesoky – Shaarawy, Alexandria 2012, White was perfectly in control and clamping down on Black’s cramped
 position.
 

B12) 7...Be6



This is Black’s main move. Now White has two ways of playing his main idea of Be3. Either he can do it right now,
 or first 8.Qg3.
 
8.Qg3!

This is slower than the alternative but it does cut out a key idea.
 
8.Be3!?

White’s most direct method, but I believe Black can hold the balance with precise play.
8...Bb4!

8...Bxe3?! 9.Qxe3 is a version of the 8.Qg3 line with a full extra tempo for White.
9.Qxf6!

9.Bd2 0-0-0 10.Qxf6 Nxf6 11.f3 Nd7 12.0-0-0 f5 13.a3 Bd6 14.exf5 Bxf5 was played in Jones – Mamedyarov,
 Bastia (rapid) 2010, and is about equal, as Black’s piece activity balances White’s healthier pawn majority.

9...Nxf6 10.f3



Dembo & Palliser like this for White, and claim an edge. It would make my life easier to agree and move on, but I
 think Black has just enough activity to equalize. The most important variation is:

10...Nd7!
With the idea of taking on c3 and putting the knight on b6, covering the c4-square.

11.a3!?
11.0-0-0 was Stamatovic – Djurovic, Belgrade 2008, and now 11...Bxc3!N 12.bxc3 Nb6 offers counterplay.

11...Bxc3† 12.bxc3 Nb6
Black’s play is logical and he seems about equal to me.

 
8...0-0-0 9.Be3

9...Bxe3!
9...Bd4 was suggested by GM Kritz, but is not the most accurate move, as we’ll soon see in Game 26.



 
A simple tactical point of our chosen move order is that 9...Bb4?! 10.Bg5 wins an exchange.
 
10.Qxe3 Kb8

Black’s basic idea is the move ...g5, according to the latest edition of ECO. Naturally 10...g5? cannot be played
 immediately because of 11.Qxa7.
 
11.Bd3!

This was proposed by Dembo & Palliser.
 
11.f4?! g5! 12.f5 Bc8 13.Bd3 Re8= was Kurnosov – Ubilava, New Delhi 2008.
 
Obviously now 11...g5 is not as effective because White hasn’t provided any target, so the critical line is:
 
11...Nh6!

12.h3N
As usual, since White’s advantages are long-term, it is important not to allow Black to create a quick melee.

12.f4?!
This leads to a forcing line where Black has a draw. I admit one does not look at this position and think “Ah yes,
 of course, a forced draw” – but check out the following line:

12...Ng4 13.Qg3 Qd4 14.f5
This sets off the fireworks, but if White does not play this move then he would be significantly worse.

14...Bxf5 15.exf5 Rhe8† 16.Ne2



16...Qb4†N
16...Qxb2? 17.0-0 Ne3 18.Rfb1± allowed White to escape with the advantage in D. Grant – Rudd, Hastings 2009.

17.c3 Qxb2 18.0-0 Ne3 19.Rfb1 Qa3
The difference compared to the game above is that the d3-bishop is loose. For example:

20.Rb3 Qc5 21.Nd4 Rxd4 22.cxd4 Qxd4 23.Rab1 Nd1† 24.Kf1 Ne3† 25.Kg1 Nd1†=
Like I said, a forced draw. Obviously.

12...Qe7 13.0-0-0 f6 14.f4 Nf7
Once again White has to be ready for ...g7-g5.

 
15.Rde1!

A very important move! White’s agenda is on the kingside, so he has to gather his forces there. Also the best
 placement of the other rook might prove to be on f1, as then the move ...g5 could open the f-file for White. For now,



 ...g5 can be met by g2-g3, as the h3-pawn is defended, but of course White actually has in mind something else...
 
15...Rhe8

15...g5 16.e5! fxe5 17.fxg5 is White’s main idea – his kingside pawns are advancing promisingly.
 
15...Rde8 is met by 16.Rhf1 and nothing has changed.
 
16.Rhf1!²

White is a little better. For example:
 
16...g5 17.e5 fxe5 18.fxg5

This favours White, so Black doesn’t have an immediate way to contain the majority.
 

GAME 26

Alexander Motylev – Evgeny Romanov

Russia 2007
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Bc5 5.Nxc6 Qf6 6.Qf3 dxc6 7.Nc3 Be6 8.Qg3 0-0-0 9.Be3



9...Bd4
Motylev, in his notes in Chess Informant 101 gave 9...Bxe3 10.Qxe3 Kb8 (or 10...Qd4 11.Qxd4 Rxd4 12.Rd1²)

 11.Bd3 11...Ne7 12.f4² but as we saw on the previous page, 11...Nh6! is a more critical test.
 
10.Bxd4 Rxd4 11.f4 Ne7 12.Bd3²

In this kind of position, White’s edge is obvious. He has the healthy pawn majority, as usual, but there is no nasty
 counterplay with ...g5 or ...Ng4 to worry about, unlike the ...Nh6 lines.
 
12...Kb8

Two years after the stem game a different approach was tested:
12...Rhd8 13.0-0
 



13...Bc4
But this didn’t change the status of the line.
13...g6! was offered separately by Kritz and Har-Zvi as Black’s best defence, but 14.Rae1, intending f4-f5 either
 immediately, or after improving the position first with Qe3, gives White at least a small advantage to work with.

14.Bxc4 Rxc4 15.Qh3† Kb8 16.Qxh7
Black cannot get enough play for the pawn.

16...Rd2 17.e5 Qf5 18.Qxf5 Nxf5 19.Rad1 Rcd4 20.Rxd2 Rxd2 21.Rf2+–
In Nataf – Bj. Thorfinnsson, Reykjavik 2009, White converted his advantage without much trouble.

21...Rxf2 22.Kxf2 Nd4 23.h4 Nxc2 24.f5 Nd4 25.g4 Kc8 26.h5 Kd7 27.f6 gxf6 28.h6 1–0
 
13.0-0²

White has a stable edge.



13...Rdd8
Motylev was intending to meet 13...Rhd8 with 14.Ne2² although 14.Rae1 is also fine.

 
14.f5 Bc8 15.e5 Qh6 16.Rae1 Nd5

16...Rhe8 was another logical move, but the evaluation will not change unless White commits an error. Improving his
 position with 17.Qe3 or 17.Qf4 is a positive step forward.
 
17.Ne4 Rhe8

17...Nb4 must have been an idea, but White has 18.Qg5, as in the main game. 18...Nxd3 (18...Qxg5 19.Nxg5 Nxd3
 20.cxd3 Rd7 21.e6 also gives White the upper hand, according to Motylev’s analysis) 19.Qxh6 gxh6 20.cxd3 Rxd3
 21.Nf6± Motylev evaluates this as “clearly better for White” and who could disagree.
 
18.Qg5!

18...Qxg5?!
After this, White’s advantage grows rapidly.

 
Something desperate like 18...Re7 was worth a go, though 19.Qxh6 gxh6 is clearly better for White after either 20.Nf6
 or 20.Nf2.
 
19.Nxg5 f6 20.Nf7 Rd7 21.e6

White is close to winning, so I shall leave the rest unadorned.



21...Rde7 22.a3 b5 23.Rf3 Rg8 24.Kf2 Ree8 25.c4 bxc4 26.Bxc4 g6 27.Nh6 Rg7 28.g4 gxf5 29.gxf5 Ne7 30.Rg3 Rxg3
 31.hxg3 Rd8 32.g4 Rd4 33.b3 c5 34.Kg3

1–0



 

B2) 6...bxc6

Nowadays this is the main line. Usually after this move Black cannot avoid exchanging on f3, because White will
 continue with Nd2-b3 and then Bd2-c3. We will start with some rare lines, then look at ways for Black to delay the
 exchange of queens as long as possible, finally studying deeply the critical tabiya of the main line in Game 28.
6...Qxf3?! 7.gxf3 bxc6 is an inaccurate move order, as after 8.Be3! Black should exchange on e3, after which White
 puts the knight to d2 and has no need to place it offside on b3. Black would do even worse after 8...Bb6?! 9.c4! d6?! as
 10.c5! is a powerful positional pawn sac, as in Chernyshova – Pranizin, Voronezh 2008.
 
7.Nd2!

This is a significant branching point, with the two main options being B21) 7...Qxf3?! and B22) 7...d6!?.



 
7...a5 is another serious move. The simplest and best response is 8.a4 when 8...d6 9.Nb3 Bb6 transposes to variation
 B22.
 

B21) 7...Qxf3?!
 
As we shall see, Black has a way to win a whole tempo compared to this line. The idea is to wait for White to play Nb3
 and Bd2 (with the idea Bc3) and only then exchange on f3 after which at some point White should play Bd2-e3. In the
 current line the bishop steps from c1 to e3 in a single simple step.
 
8.gxf3!

It may seem that 8.Nxf3 has to be the move here (‘keeping a perfect structure’), but after 8...Nf6 9.Bd3 d5 Black is
 okay. For example: 10.exd5 (10.e5 Ne4! was about equal in Haslinger – David, Liverpool 2007) 10...cxd5 11.0-0 0-0
 12.Re1 Bb7 13.Be3 Bd6 14.Bd4 c5 Black was fine in Ivanchuk – Leko, Mukachevo (8 – rapid) 2007.

8...Ne7
Of course Black has many other possible moves:

 
8...Be7 was played in Yu Yangyi – Zhao Jun, Xinghua 2013, and now White’s 9.Nb3?! feels inaccurate; without a
 bishop to hunt, this knight is doing too little on b3. Instead, 9.Nc4!? d6 10.Be3 followed by long castling is better,
 when White has a small advantage.
 
8...Nf6 9.Nb3 Bb4† 10.c3 Be7 is an interesting idea, as in Gusain – Aleksandrov, New Delhi 2013. The game
 continued: 11.Rg1 g6
 



White played 12.Bh6, which was tempting, but after 12...a5! Black had queenside counterplay and Bh6 starts to feel
 like a middlegame move in an endgame position.

Instead 12.Na5!N blocks the a7-pawn and makes use of the dark-squared bishop’s absence from the queenside. Just
 as a sample line, consider: 12...Rb8 13.b3 0-0 14.Be3² White is not really threatening the a7-pawn but he is castling
 long and asking Black how he intends to develop the c8-bishop, as any move by the d7-pawn drops c6.
 
8...d5 9.Nb3 Bd6 10.Be3 is seen in the next game.
 
9.Nb3 Bb6 10.a4 a5 11.Be3 Bxe3 12.fxe3

I would like to make a few remarks about this important structure.
First of all, we should compare Black’s a-pawn with White’s h-pawn. Both may seem weak, but in fact White’s h-pawn
 is much better – it is easy to use it to attack, and it can help soften Black’s kingside with h2-h4-h5.



Other comparisons: the b-file is less influential than the g-file and so in general one rook of White’s will be better
 than its counterpart. The white knight may appear well placed on b3 attacking a5, but actually after ...d6 and ...c5 it will
 be restricted by Black’s pawns. A much better square for it is c4 and this comes in especially handy if the light-squared
 bishops are exchanged. Then, the a5-pawn really feels weak.

The future placement of White’s king is clear – queenside. Of course other squares such as e2 or f2 are possible, but
 only if some pieces have been exchanged, as otherwise a timely ...f5 break will make him uncomfortable.

So, a good plan for White in this position is: castle queenside, soften Black’s kingside with h4-h5, especially if ...g6 is
 played; manoeuvre the knight to c4, and be on the alert for a good e4-e5 break.

We shall return to this structure, but first let’s examine a game that shows what can happen if Black is not careful
 about his structural inferiority. Then we will discuss some move order issues, finally returning to this important
 structure in Game 29, where Black reaches it a tempo up on the line we have just seen.
 

GAME 27

Stewart Haslinger – Peter Wells

Wales 2008
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Bc5 5.Nxc6 Qf6 6.Qf3 bxc6 7.Nd2 Qxf3

Nowadays, Black avoids taking at f3 unless he is forced to. We’ll see how he can postpone this exchange next.
 
8.gxf3 d5

Some immensely strong players have chosen this move (including Topalov and Short) but it feels suspicious to me.
 Where does Black’s centre go from here? Playing ...dxe4 is rarely a good idea (doubled isolated c-pawns), so Black
 will often try to entice us into playing exd5, perhaps by adding the ...f5 break to the mix.
 
9.Nb3

9...Bd6
Instead 9...Bb6?! can be met by the interesting 10.c4 and obviously Black doesn’t want to take on c4 and collapse his



 own structure, but the only other sensible alternative fails to impress: 10...a5 (10...dxc4 11.Bxc4 Ne7 was seen in
 Hakimifard – Afshar, Teheran 2006, and now 12.Be3N taking control of the c5-square seems like the cleanest way to
 prove that White is better.) 11.a4 Ne7 12.c5 Ba7 13.Be3 I could stop here and convincingly claim White is much
 better, but the following sample lines are fun: 13...Rb8 14.Nxa5 dxe4 (14...Rxb2 15.exd5 leaves Black without a good
 recapture as 15...cxd5 16.Bb5† Kf8 17.0-0-0!+– is beautiful) 15.fxe4 Rxb2 16.Bc4 0-0 17.0-0±
 
10.Be3!

Instead 10.Rg1 Ne7!? challenges White to go for 11.Rxg7 Ng6 12.Bh6 but I would rather sidestep that chaos,
 especially as our analysis suggests it works out okay for Black.
 
10...Ne7

The usual square but Short more recently tried a different option:
 
10...Nf6

Now the reply 11.Bg2?! as in Konguvel – Short, Kolkata 2014, is too ugly a move for me. Instead I suggest:
11.Bd4!?N

This creates a crude threat of e4-e5, but also creates pressure on g7, which is a logical riposte to Black’s ...Nf6
 development.

11...Bf4
Black can be greedy with 11...dxe4 12.fxe4 Nxe4 but White gets good play with: 13.Rg1 c5 14.Bxg7 Rg8
 15.Bd3ƒ

12.Rg1 Nh5 13.Be3!?
White has the slightest edge. For example:

13...0-0 14.0-0-0 Bxe3† 15.fxe3 dxe4 16.fxe4 Nf6 17.Na5²
Both sides have repulsive pawns, but White’s pieces are more active.

 
11.0-0-0² f5

Black tries to create some drama before White consolidates his grip on the dark squares.
 
11...a5 can be met by 12.a4 and after 12...0-0 White can continue with 13.h4; see 11...0-0.
After 11...0-0 then 12.h4!? is a useful move. This pawn can cause some damage to Black’s kingside, but most



 importantly it is no longer attacked by the d6-bishop, so the h1-rook gains some freedom. 12...f5 (12...Ng6 13.h5 shows
 another benefit of h2-h4. After 13...Nf4 14.Na5 White has some pressure.) 13.exd5 cxd5 14.Bc5²
 
12.Bd4! fxe4 13.fxe4 dxe4

Now Black’s pawns are a mess but 13...0-0? 14.e5+– shows what the threat was.

14.Re1!?
A calm improving move, but there are also other promising paths:

 
14.Bxg7!? was recommended by Dembo & Palliser, but it looks messy to me. For example: 14...Rg8 15.Bd4 Bg4
 16.Re1 Bf3 17.Bc4 Rg6 18.Rhg1 Bxh2 19.Rxg6 Nxg6÷ Black’s centre and queenside are weak, but who knows what’s
 happening with that passed h-pawn.
 
14.Bc4!?N looks active and interesting, so it would be my choice.
 
14...0-0 15.Rxe4 Bf5 16.Re1 Nd5 17.a3 Rae8 18.Bg2 Rxe1† 19.Rxe1 Bxh2 20.Bxa7



White has the better chances as his a-pawn is much more dangerous than the h-pawn, but of course over the board
 anything could happen. Naturally the engines have improvements over the rest of the game, but the tactics are not so
 relevant to the opening, so I shall skip over the remaining moves quickly.
 
20...Bf4† 21.Kb1 Bd6 22.Na5 Bd7 23.Bd4 Rf4 24.Rd1 Ne7 25.Nb7 Nf5 26.Bc5 Bxc5 27.Nxc5 Rxf2 28.Bh3 Rf3
 29.a4

Man with a plan.
 
29...Rxh3 30.a5

Even a piece down, White only cares about his a-pawn.

30...Ne3?
A step in the wrong direction; 30...Nd6 was not clear at all.



 
31.a6

And now it’s a minor piece and a rook.
 
31...Nxd1 32.a7 Rh1 33.a8=Q† Kf7 34.Ka2 Re1 35.Qd8

35.Nxd7 wins on the spot but probably both players were in time trouble.
 
35...Be8 36.Qd2 Rg1 37.Qd4 Re1 38.Nd3 Re7 39.Ne5† Kf8 40.Qc5 g6 41.b3 g5 42.Kb1

The unlucky knight is trapped.

1–0



B22) 7...d6!?

This is widely regarded as Black’s best bet for equality; there is no need for Black to take on f3 just yet.
 
8.Nb3!

Also popular is 8.Bd3, but let’s stick with our standard method.
 
8...Bb6 9.a4 a5 10.Bd2!

10...Qxf3
Overwhelmingly the most popular choice, as if Black keeps the queens on, he will lose some time. For example:

 
10...Be6 11.Bc3 Qh6 12.Nd4 Ne7 13.Bd3 0-0 14.0-0 Bxd4 15.Bxd4 c5 16.Be3 Qh4 Now 17.e5 was played in Borgo –



 D’Amore, Arvier 2010, and Danin – Stefansson, Pardubice 2011, with both games later drawn.
Instead 17.Qe2!?N was worth an edge; if Black plays slowly then the f2-pawn will advance.

 
11.gxf3 Ne7

By far the most popular choice; instead on f6 the knight might allow a well-timed e4-e5 break.
 
11...f5?! has not been tried, as there is an added tactical issue. 12.Rg1! Kf8 (awkward but 12...g6?? 13.Bc3 shows a
 benefit of the bishop’s stopover on d2) And now the typical thrust 13.e5 is annoying for Black. For example: 13...dxe5
 14.Bc3²
 
12.Rg1! 0-0

Nothing else has become popular.
 
12...Be6? is bad due to 13.Rxg7 Ng6 14.Bc3±.
 
12...Ng6 was seen in a high-level encounter but relatively few have followed this path. 13.Be3 Bxe3 14.fxe3 Ne5
 15.Be2 g6 16.f4 Nd7 17.Bf3 c5 18.e5 Ra7 19.exd6 cxd6 20.Nd2 Nb6 21.Ne4 Ke7 22.Nc3² In Radjabov – Aronian,
 Bilbao 2008, White had a slight edge.
 
13.Be3!

There is no better move than this tempo loss. Now 13...Bxe3! is Black’s best and this is examined in the next
 illustrative game, but first I will cover a few alternatives.
 
13...Ba6

This was tried again against Rublevsky by a Super-GM who became part of Anand’s team.
 
13...Ba7

A curious move, making the case that exchanges on e3 or b6 would both favour White.
14.0-0-0 f5

If White does nothing, then Black might belatedly exchange on e3, then exchange on e4, leaving White with
 doubled isolated pawns and the e7-knight with a beautiful new home on e5. All very clever, but White has an
 even cleverer reply:



15.e5!
A sacrificial idea worth remembering, as it occurs in several lines.

15...dxe5 16.Bc4† Kh8 17.Bxa7 Rxa7 18.Nc5
In Rublevsky – Naiditsch, Halle 2010, the idea of the pawn sac was clear – White’s pieces are spectacular while
 Black’s are dominated. The game continued:

18...Ng6 19.Rd2 Ra8

And now the direct move would be effective:
20.Rgd1!N

Threatening to invade on d8. The c8-bishop needs a square, so forced is:
20...f4

But now White can exploit the new outpost.
21.Bd3

For example: 21...Re8 22.Be4 Ne7 23.Nd3± and e5 drops.
 
13...f5



This should be met by:
14.Bxb6!

14.e5 dxe5 15.Bc4† Nd5 16.0-0-0 was okay for Black in Haslinger – M. Meyer, Germany 2009, despite his later
 loss. Unlike the Rublevsky – Naiditsch game, White does not have control of c5.

14...cxb6
In Aagaard – Salgado Lopez, Denmark 2012, the Spanish GM found the best move – he offered a draw which
 Jacob accepted!

15.0-0-0!N
White has an edge.
After 15.Rd1?! fxe4 16.fxe4 d5 17.exd5 Nxd5 in Zmarzly – Malaniuk, Karpacz 2011, Black had the safer king,
 which is the opposite of our fine concept.
After the text move the play could continue:



15...fxe4 16.Rxd6 exf3 17.Bc4† Kh8 18.Re1 Ra7 19.Nd4 Rc7 20.Re3
White has a nagging initiative.

 
13...Be6 This natural try appears only three times in my database, which suggests there is much still to explore in these
 lines. It’s worth seeing a couple of lines to gain some understanding of the position.

Quesada Perez – Gonzalez Vidal, Santa Clara 2014, continued 14.Bxb6 cxb6 15.Nd4 d5 when Black’s centre was
 solid, so I suggest avoiding this path.

Instead 14.Nd4 is a logical response. Wang Hao – Tomashevsky, Dubai (rapid) 2014, continued 14...Bd7 15.0-0-0
 when the game was just getting going, but White started the fight with slightly better chances.

White should have played:
 
14.Bxb6!N



Instead 14.Bxa6 Rxa6 was less clear in Rublevsky – Inarkiev, Dagomys 2010, as if now 15.Bxb6 Black can reply
 15...Rxb6!÷ exploiting the weakness of b2, while keeping d6 solid.
 
14...cxb6 15.Bxa6 Rxa6 16.0-0-0²

White is pressing on d6 and will also bring his knight to a fine square on d4.
 

GAME 28

Viswanathan Anand – Levon Aronian

Bilbao 2008
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Bc5 5.Nxc6 Qf6 6.Qf3 bxc6 7.Nd2 d6 8.Nb3 Bb6 9.Bd2 Qxf3 10.gxf3 Ne7
 11.a4 a5 12.Rg1 0-0 13.Be3 Bxe3 14.fxe3

And here we are at a key tabiya. There are only 35 games with this position in my database, so it is not heavily
 theoretical compared to many other main-line openings.

14...c5!
This is a strong move, and originally I thought it was better than the alternatives, but 14...g6 appears just as sound.

 
14...g6

As played by Bologan and, not surprisingly, it makes sense.
15.0-0-0 Kg7

Black avoids any Bc4 pinning ideas and his king is ready to march to the centre if needed. In Rublevsky –
 Bologan, Loo 2013, White played 16.f4 and took advantage of an inaccurate move by his opponent to gain an
 edge and eventually win this game, but I feel that best is:

16.h4!



White softens up Black’s kingside and gets rid of his weak h4-pawn. One critical test is:
16...f5

But White has a nice idea in mind.
Perhaps even tougher is 16...Rb8 with ideas of ...Rb4 targeting the a4-pawn. 17.h5 (17.Nd4!?N makes sense,
 improving the knight and allowing b2-b3 if needed. I would choose White, but ‘unclear’ seems the fairest
 objective verdict.) 17...Rb4 18.Rd4 Rb8 Black limits his ambitions to half a point, but this a logical and clever
 idea, as the rook is not well placed on d4, in the path of ...c6-c5 and getting in the way of rerouting the b3-knight.
 19.Rd2 Rb4 20.Rd4 Rb8 21.Bc4= White played on in Lazar – Jankowicz, corr. 2008, but the game stayed level.

17.h5 fxe4 18.fxe4!²

The simple recapture deserves an exclam as at first glance it looks horribly anti-positional. The isolated e-pawns seem
 weak, but appearances can be deceptive as these pawns cover many important central squares, and the simple plan of
 targeting g6 by doubling on this file is not easy to meet. If 18...c5 with the idea of bringing the e7-knight to e5, then we



 have the strong 19.e5!. That ‘weak pawn’ becomes a powerhouse!
 
14...f5 This is met by the strong: 15.e5!

Now one of our Quality Chess friends tried: 15...f4 (15...Be6 16.Nd4 Bd5 17.exd6 cxd6 18.Kf2 and White has a
 permanent plus, according to GM Miton’s analysis in Chess Evolution 6 because, as he notes, Black’s weak pawns, and
 especially the a5-pawn, will become targets in the future.) 16.e4 d5 Now 17.Rd1 was promising in Huschenbeth –
 Brunello, Sibenik 2012, but even stronger was 17.Nc5!N±.
 
There is always room for experimentation. 14...Ba6 has been played just once: 15.Bxa6 Rxa6 16.0-0-0 f6 17.Nd4²
 Danin – Krivonosov, Hofheim 2013.
 
15.0-0-0

Improving the knight at once with 15.Nd2 also makes a lot of sense. 15...Be6 Now 16.0-0-0 transposes to the note on
 15...Be6 on the next page.



15...Bb7
The other bishop move leads to roughly similar assessments.

 
15...Be6

As with 15...Bb7, White has the more comfortable position, but Black’s chances are close to equal.
16.Nd2!

The knight is now much better on the c4-square.

16...Rad8
16...f5 17.e5! This thrust in response to ...f5 should be familiar by now. 17...dxe5 (17...Rfd8 18.exd6 cxd6 was
 played in Nataf – Stefansson, Reykjavik 2009, and now 19.Bb5N favours White, as he has the better structure.
 For example: 19...d5 20.e4 Kf7 21.Nb3 Rdc8 22.exd5 Nxd5 23.Bc4²) 18.Bc4 Rf6 19.Bxe6† Rxe6 20.Nc4 e4
 21.f4² White managed to prevail in Maerten – Cavajda, corr. 2012, due to Black’s multiple pawn weaknesses.



17.b3 f5
A sensible reaction, but another correspondence game shows that White can once again emerge on top.

18.f4 fxe4 19.Nxe4 Kh8 20.Re1 g6 21.Bb5 Nf5 22.Ng5 Bg8 23.Nf3 Be6 24.h4 Bg8 25.h5
White went on to win in Drugda – Gil, corr. 2010. Note how White has taken control over the e8-square, so his e3-

weakness isn’t felt.
 
15...Bd7!

This is the toughest nut to crack, but White can achieve a tiny edge with almost no risk of losing.
16.Nxc5 Bc6

17.Nd3!
Avoiding any wild expeditions to a6.
17.Na6?! 17...Ra7?! 18.Rg5 f5 19.e5! was better for White in Smerdon – Brunello, Helsingor 2013, even though
 Sabino turned it around in the end. However after 17...Rfc8! I prefer Black in this murky position, as now ...Bb7
 really is a threat.

17...Bxa4 18.Kd2
More promising is 18.Nf4!?N. For example: 18...Rfb8 19.Rd3 Bc6 20.Ra3 a4 21.Bc4

18...Rfb8 19.Ra1 Bc6 20.b3
White could also try 20.Be2 a4 21.Ra3.

20...a4 21.bxa4 Bxa4 22.Be2 Kf8
White found nothing better than 23.e5 dxe5 and accepting the draw offer in Simonenko – Freeman, corr. 2010. This

 looks smooth for Black, but, as noted above, White has a couple of ways to exert more pressure, on moves 18 or 20.
In both cases Black may be objectively close to a draw, but in a practical game he’ll have to play well to stay out of

 trouble, while White virtually has a draw in his pocket. If White is not satisfied with this, then it makes sense to
 experiment with the 15.Nd2 move order mentioned above.
 
16.Bb5



16...Bc6?!
A sensible-looking move, but it only brings problems for Black.

 
16...Nc8N

This is Miton’s suggestion in Chess Evolution 6. He claims equality after this, but in my opinion White’s chances
 are marginally preferable. Over the board, Black will draw much more often than he loses, but Black wins should
 be vanishingly rare; in short, White is pressing.

17.Nd2 Nb6 18.b3
The threat was ...c6 followed by ...Nxa4.

18...f5 19.exf5 Rxf5 20.Rg3 Raf8

And here instead of Miton’s 21.f4, I like:
21.Be2



Clearly Black is not being ripped apart, but White can slowly improve his position. For example:
21...Rh5 22.h3 Bc8 23.Rh1 g6 24.f4 Rh6 25.h4 Kg7 26.Bf3 Re8 27.Bg2

White is ready to bring over his king, with f2 a possible home.
 
17.e5! Rfd8

17...Bxb5 18.axb5 a4 was Rublevsky – Naiditsch, Poikovsky 2010, and now 19.exd6! cxd6 20.Nd2² is stronger than
 19.Nd2?! d5! as played in this game.
 
18.exd6 cxd6

19.Bxc6!?
Not at all bad, but I would vary here.

 
In his ChessBase annotations, GM Postny recommended: 19.e4! f6 20.c4 Kf7 21.Rg2



Postny describes this as “torture” for Black. One can only agree with him! Surprisingly a player volunteered to test
 this with Black; feel free to play through the rest if you enjoy pain and suffering. 21...Bxb5 22.cxb5 Ng6 23.Rdg1 Rg8
 24.Kc2 Ne5 25.Nd2 g5 26.f4 gxf4 27.Rxg8 Rxg8 28.Rxg8 Kxg8 29.b6 Kf7 30.b7 Nd7 31.Nc4 Ke7 32.Kd2 Kd8

33.Nb6! Nb8 34.Nd5 h6 35.h4 Kd7 36.Nxf6† Kc7 37.Ng4 Nd7 38.Nxh6 Nf6 39.Ke2 Nxe4 40.Kf3 d5 41.Kxf4 Kxb7
 42.Ng4 c4 43.h5 Nc5 44.Kf5 1–0 Schroeder – Vasquez Nigro, email 2010.
 
19...Nxc6 20.Nd2

En route to e4, if allowed.
 
20...d5 21.Nb3! c4 22.Nd4 Nb4 23.Nb5 g6

23...Ra6 targeting the h2-pawn can be met, as in the game, with 24.Rg4! with the added threat of Rxc4.
 



24.Rg4 Rdc8 25.e4! h5 26.Rf4 dxe4 27.Rxe4 Rc5 28.f4
Anand has skilfully managed to force Black to defend his weaknesses passively.

 
28...Ra6 29.Rd8† Kg7 30.Rd7 Rd5 31.Rc7 Na2† 32.Kb1 Nb4 33.Nd4 Rf6

34.Rxc4
34.Kc1!? keeps Black passive while the white king might even think of going to e3 to cover his own weak pawns.

 
34...Rg5!

Black finds a way to counterattack. White is still better but the tricks are flowing and Anand soon slips up.
 
35.b3 Rg4 36.Ne2?!

Better was 36.Nf3! not allowing the rook to go to h4. This would keep White in control, with an edge.
 
36...Rh4 37.Rc5 Rxh2 38.Rxa5 h4³

Now it is unclear, and perhaps Black is even ahead in the race, as his passed pawn is more advanced. I shall skip the
 rest. It’s a sad end to our chapter, but it incidentally makes the point that the result will be decided over the board,
 rather than with a forced win while still in prep.



39.Rg5 Rf2 40.Rxb4 Rxe2 41.f5 h3 42.Rh4 h2 43.Kb2 Rc6 44.fxg6 fxg6 45.Ka3 Rcxc2 46.Rg3 Ra2† 47.Kb4 Re4†
 48.Rxe4 h1=Q 49.Reg4 Qb7† 50.Ka5 Qd5† 51.Kb4 Qd6† 52.Kb5 Qb8† 53.Ka5 Rf2 54.Rxg6† Kf7 55.Rg7† Ke6
 56.R7g6† Kd5 57.R6g5† Kd4 58.b4 Rf4 59.Rg1 Rf3 60.Rc5 Qa8† 61.Kb5 Rf6 62.Rd1† Ke3 63.a5 Qe8† 64.Kc4 Qa4
 65.Rd3† Ke2 66.Re5† Kf1 67.Red5 Qc2† 68.Rc3 Rf4† 69.Rd4 Qa2† 70.Kc5 Rf5† 71.Kb6 Qe6† 72.Kb7 Rb5†
 73.Kc7 Qe7† 74.Kc6 Qb7† 75.Kd6 Rh5

0–1
 

Conclusion
 
4...Bc5 is one of the Big Two replies to the Scotch, so it is no surprise that it is a sound and challenging line. My
 weapon of choice is 5.Nxc6 when Black has two viable replies.
 
5...bxc6 is by far the rarer choice, but I have made no secret of my respect for it. If you are looking for a line for Black
 against the Scotch, I would suggest this line. For all that, White can press with 6.Bd3! when White’s later ideas might
 include Qh5, casting malign looks at the black king, or Na4 collecting the bishop pair.

6...Ne7 and 6...d6 give White too much freedom, so the toughest line is 6...Qh4! cutting out our most ambitious
 plans. The key position is at move 12 in the Carlsen – Kamsky game, when White should put his king’s rook on e1, not
 the queen’s rook; White has the slightest of edges.
 
5...Qf6 is the more popular move: threatening mate is always tempting. But after 6.Qf3! we are heading for an ending
 where White has the better structure. Black must then decide with which pawn to recapture.

6...dxc6 should be met by 7.Nc3! not 7.Nd2: the plan of Nd2-b3 and a2-a4 does not work when Black has the option
 of ...Be6xb3. After 7.Nc3 the critical reply is 7...Be6 but White can expect a pleasant edge if he shows absolute
 precision in his move order. This is a section to study with care, as one slip would allow Black’s game to fire into
 action.

The main line is 6...bxc6 when 7.Nd2! is our move (no nasty bishop can arrive quickly enough on e6). The key tabiya
 can be seen after move 14 of Anand – Aronian. Undeniably Black has a solid position and is close to equality, but with
 the ideas I present, White can press for the advantage with little chance of defeat.
 
As the Anand game showed, even an advantageous ending can be lost if a trick is overlooked, but the lines in this
 chapter should offer many win-some-draw-some scenarios for White against a sound and reliable Black defence.





1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6 5.Nxc6! bxc6 6.e5
 

A) 6...Ne4?! 199

7.Be3! Qe7 8.Qd4! Game 29 200

B) 6...Qe7! 7.Qe2 Nd5 8.c4! Ba6 9.Nd2 (9.b3 205) 204

 B1) 9...Nb4 Game 30 207

 B2) 9...0-0-0 10.b3 f6 11.Qe4 209

 B21) 11...Nb4 210

 B22) 11...Nb6 12.Bb2 fxe5 211

 B221) 13.0-0-0 211

 B222) 13.Be2!N 213

 B3) 9...g6 10.Nf3 214

 B31) 10...Qb4† 11.Kd1 214

 11...Nb6 12.b3 Bg7 13.Qd2 Qxd2† 14.Bxd2 214

 B311) 14...0-0 216

 B312) 14...Bb7 216

 11...Rb8 Game 31 218

 B32) 10...Bg7 11.Bg5 222

 11...f6 (11...Qc5?! 223) 222



 11...Qb4† Game 32 224

 B33) 10...Nb6 11.Qc2!N f6 12.Bd2! fxe5 13.0-0-0! Bg7 14.h4 227

 B331) 14...c5 229

 B332) 14...0-0 230

1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6
This simple developer leads to the greatest body of Scotch theory. In fact, 4...Nf6 is a provocative move, as White can

 take on c6, doubling Black’s pawns, and then grab some space with the tempo-gaining advance e4-e5. And that’s
 exactly what we’re going to do.

5.Nxc6!
We will play the most ambitious move. But the following line is worth a brief mention if you feel like having a quiet

 day.
 
5.Nc3

A transposition to the Scotch Four Knights. Kramnik managed to make the line more popular with two games he
 played against Aronian.



5...Bb4!
In their friendly match played in Zurich in April 2012, Aronian played 5...Bc5, but two months later, in the Tal
 Memorial, Aronian chose this well-known solution. So it was very interesting when Kramnik had to face this line
 with Black in the Tromso FIDE World Cup!
5...Bc5 6.Be3 Bb6 7.Qd2 0-0 8.0-0-0 Re8 9.f3 d5 10.exd5 Nxd5 11.Bg5 Kramnik – Aronian, Zurich (3) 2012,
 was complex but slightly in White’s favour. Black tried the wild 11...Nxc3 12.Bxd8 Nxd1 but after 13.Bxc7
 Bxc7 14.Nxc6 the complications favoured White.

6.Nxc6 bxc6 7.Bd3 d5 8.exd5

8...Qe7†!?
This is a well-known variation – there was the high-profile game Shirov – Karpov, Moscow 1992, and more
 recently D. Mastrovasilis wrote an article about this in Chess Informant 116.
The usual move line is: 8...cxd5 9.0-0 0-0 10.h3 c6 (Instead Shaw – Sowray, Hinckley Island 2015, continued



 10...Be6 when I chose 11.Nb5. A strange novelty I made up over the board. I gave this Four Knights line a go
 shortly before the book was completed, partly because I did not want to risk ‘using up’ a prepared novelty in the
 real Scotch lines – I will leave that honour to a reader! Sensible people have played either 11.Qf3 or 11.Ne2.)
 11.Qf3! This is the idea that led to the Scotch Four Knights (briefly!?) becoming trendy at GM level. This plan
 can be annoying to face with Black, so the old queen check might become more popular.
In any case, after:

9.Qe2 Qxe2† 10.Kxe2 cxd5 11.Rd1 0-0 12.Kf1
Kobalia – Kramnik, Tromso 2013, ended in a draw. As in many other typical Scotch positions, Black’s structure is

 worse, but he controls the centre and the fact that there are no queens on the board is to Black’s advantage, as he can
 use his king to cover his queenside weaknesses in time.

The above is certainly not comprehensive coverage of the Scotch Four Knights, but it does show a few key ideas to
 get you started if you wish for a backup line. But I would emphasize that Black has a far tougher time in the main line,
 so that’s what I recommend for White and is where I shall concentrate my efforts.
 
5...bxc6 6.e5

Instead 6.Bd3 is a set-up we frequently use in the other Scotch lines, but with the knight actively placed on f6, and
 everything else flexible, Black has no problems dealing with it with 6...d5. Now a known line goes: 7.e5 Ng4 8.0-0 Bc5
 9.Qe2 Qe7 10.Bf4 g5÷ The only debate is whether this is unclear or if Black is already better. In my view, White
 should avoid this line.

At this point Black has three tries. One is quite bad, the other is really bad, and the third is the big main line.
 
A) 6...Ne4?! is the ‘quite bad’ option – White has a much easier task of securing an edge than in the main line. B)
 6...Qe7! is Black’s best. The party begins after 7.Qe2 Nd5 8.c4! and you are invited to it later.
 
6...Nd5? is really bad. 7.c4 Nb6 8.Bd3! This cannot be played with the queen on e2, so White has a much improved
 version of the Main Lines: 0-0, Nc3, Qc2 and Rad1 are coming. White has more space and excellent pieces, due to the
 huge pawn on e5. This is the whole point of White’s concept starting with 3.d4 – make Black’s e5-pawn disappear, so
 White has more space and easy development.



A) 6...Ne4?! 7.Be3!
 
A simple way to deal with this line which Nikos proposed to Jacob for his final-round game in the 2012 Scottish
 Championship against GM Mark Hebden.

7...Qe7
But Hebden managed to get Jacob out of preparation! He had only prepared the most logical replies – 7...d5 and

 7...d6.
7...d5 8.Nd2!² A rare variation. White’s idea is simple – take advantage of the dark squares with Nb3. (8.exd6 could be
 met by 8...Bxd6 9.Nd2 Nf6 10.Bd3 Ng4 when Black is full of dynamic ideas. Please don’t go there.) 8...Nxd2 (After
 8...Nc5 the thematic idea is 9.Nb3!N when White is clearly better. Instead 9.Nf3 Rb8 was less troubling for Black in
 Grove – Hebden, London 2013.) 9.Qxd2 Now just play Qc3 and Bd3. So simple, so strong.
 
7...d6 8.Bd3 Nc5 9.Bxc5 dxc5 10.0-0± is one of White’s ideas.
 
7...Rb8N An interesting and untried move, suggested by Jacob. White could try 8.Nd2!? Nxd2 9.Qxd2 Rxb2 10.a3,
 when the pressure against a7 and the lead in development should lead to an edge for White. For example: 10...Be7
 11.Bd3 0-0 12.0-0 c5 13.Qc3 Rb6 14.Bxc5 Rc6 15.Bxe7 Rxc3 16.Bxd8 Rxd8 17.Rfb1²
 
8.Qd4!



The rest can be seen in the next illustrative game.
 

GAME 29

Jacob Aagaard – Mark Hebden

Scottish Championship 2012
 
(Comments in quotes are Jacob’s notes)
 
8.Qd4!

White has to accept the exchange of queens or be worse.
 
8...Qb4†

“I expected this.” After 8...Nc5 9.Nd2 Ne6 10.Qe4² I like White.
 
9.Qxb4

Also possible is: 9.Nc3!? For example, after 9...Nxc3 (9...Qxd4 10.Bxd4 Nxc3 11.Bxc3² is the usual slight endgame
 edge. 11...Bc5 12.f4 0-0 13.0-0-0) 10.bxc3 Qa5 11.Bd3 White’s active pieces outweigh his doubled c-pawns.
 
9...Bxb4†



10.Nd2
Jacob also suggested 10.Ke2!? trying to target the knight. 10...Be7 (Despite the loose knight 10...a5!? is possible,

 when 11.f3 can be met with 11...Ba6† 12.Kd1 Bc5!÷ and the knight survives.) 11.Nd2 Nxd2 12.Kxd2²

10...Bxd2†?!
“Black exchanges his good bishop and has for this reason logically lost the opening battle. Best was:

 
10...Nxd2 11.Bxd2 Bc5 12.f4 d6 13.0-0-0² White’s advantage is minimal.”
 
11.Bxd2

“To my shame I offered a draw here, just wanting to escape from a ‘drawish’ ending. Stupid and lazy. Mark was
 clearly disgusted with me and just refused. My only defence is that I did not come up with ...Qe7-b4, exchanging
 queens...”



 
11...Nxd2 12.Kxd2 Rb8 13.b3²

“White’s chances should be slightly better here, although I fear that top class players will expect to draw this with
 Black every time.”
 
13...d6 14.Re1 Be6 15.Bd3 Kd7 16.f4

“16.Re4!? was my other idea, but I wanted to put pressure on his bishop after his last move.”
 
16...c5 17.Rhf1

“Preparing before acting; basic strategy.”
 
17...f5?

“Black cracks under the pressure. It was better to play: 17...Rhe8²”
 
Now it’s White to play and win.



18.exf6?!
“Quite a natural reaction, creating split pawns and the possibility of an advantage with Bf5†. But White had a

 fantastic move here:
 
18.exd6!! This is absolutely deadly if Black accepts a Re1-e5 with full control. And after 18...cxd6 19.Re3 he will lose
 material. The main point is: 19...g6 20.Rfe1 Rhe8 (or 20...Bd5 21.Re7† Kc6 22.g3 and White is dominating) 21.a4!
 And there is no defence against Bb5(†).”
 
18...gxf6 19.Rf2! Bf7?

“This looks like a total blunder. The correct defence was:
 
19...Rbe8 20.Rfe2 Bf7 21.Rxe8 Bxe8 Black is worse, but White is not penetrating his position as easily as in the game.”
 
20.Bf5† Kc6 21.Re7

“I felt sure that the position was winning here.”
 
21...Rbf8 22.Rfe2 Bg6

“I sort of expected and did not expect this move. I could not see other active moves for him and thus expected it, but
 at the same time I had something strong prepared against it, that I did not think he would allow. In the end (which came
 soon after the beginning) he made this move without too much consideration.”



23.Bd7†!
“23.Be6 was of course also attractive, but I did not want to allow him to play the passive-looking 23...f5, when the f4-

pawn is at least stopped. The computers might love it, but they do not see the long-term patterns.”
 
23...Kb6 24.f5 Bf7

“24...Bh5 25.R2e4 with the idea Rh4 should win for White as well. For example: 25...Rfg8 26.g3 Bf3 27.Rf4 Bc6
 28.Be6 Rf8 Otherwise the f6-pawn falls. 29.Rg4! And the appearance on g7 secures White complete domination. Soon
 he will bring his king to f4 and create a passed f-pawn. Or win something on the 7th rank. It all depends on how Black
 reacts.”
 
25.Be6 Bxe6

25...Be8 is not working. White plays Re2-e3-g3 and is winning.
 
26.fxe6 Kc6 27.Ke3! 27...h5 28.Kf4 h4 29.Rf7 Re8 30.Rxf6 Rh5 31.Kg4 Rh7



32.Rf7!?
32.c4+– was easier.

 
32...Rxe6 33.Rxc7† Rxc7 34.Rxe6 Rg7† 35.Kh3 Rf7 36.Re2 Rf4 37.g4 hxg3

38.Kxg3
“For some reason Mark wrote hxg3 on his scoresheet without looking up. I definitely want the pawn as far away from

 the black king as possible. Actually I was surprised that he did not simply resign here. As far as I could see his position
 was hopeless.”
 
38...Rf8 39.h4 Kd5 40.h5 Kd4 41.c4!?

“I wanted to fix his pawn on d6 and not allow his king to be strong on c3. But actually it would be weak and the d-



pawn cannot advance without being exchanged anyway. I was clearly being too superficial at this point and decided to
 slow down.

An easy win would have been achieved by 41.Kg4 and a simple march up the board.”
 
41...a5

“Here I thought for maybe 40 minutes to get my head around everything. I was sure that I was winning, but not that
 the margin was as great as it actually is. The main thing is to avoid Black winning the b3-pawn.”
 
42.Kg4 a4 43.h6

“This is a simple human way to play. The king supports the h-pawn and the tactics are minimized.”
 
43...Kc3



44.Re3†
“44.Kg5? axb3 45.axb3 Kxb3 46.Re4 does not win. Black manages to make a draw with 46...Rd8! when he will get

 his passed pawn quite soon.”
 
44...Kb2 45.Kh5

“45.bxa4 d5 was too messy for me, even though I felt sure that pawns on d7 and h7 against a rook (with the black
 king lost in the far corner) was enough to win. One of the things I did not want was to allow queen against rook; won in
 theory, but not always in practice.”
 
45...d5

“45...a3 46.Re2† Kb1 47.h7 also wins easily for White. I had calculated a long line, but easiest is just Rh2 and go
 with the king to take the d6-pawn.”
 
46.cxd5 Kxa2

“I had actually missed the idea of 46...Rf5† 47.Kg6 Rxd5, but it is not providing a lot of resistance. I quickly found
 48.h7 Rd6† (48...Rd8 49.bxa4 c4 50.Rh3 and White is many tempos ahead) 49.Kf7 Rd7† 50.Re7 Rd8 51.bxa4 and the
 a-pawn(s) will be glorious assets at the end of the line.”
 
47.bxa4

47...c4
“On 47...Kb2 I had calculated the following line: 48.d6 c4 49.d7 c3 50.Re8 c2 51.Rxf8 c1=Q 52.d8=Q and the white

 king will hide from the checks on h8 with Qd8-f6 to defend it. I really liked the geometry of this, but of course there are
 a lot of other solutions.”
 
48.Rc3!

“Not the computer’s favourite, but it kills all need for calculation, so for the practical player this is the right move.”
 
48...Rf5† 49.Kg6 Rxd5 50.Rxc4 Rd6† 51.Kg7 Rd7† 52.Kf8

1–0
 



In the game White had an easy path to a slight edge. The only concern is that in the simplified position, a top-class
 player with Black might hold the draw with relative ease. So note the possibility of 9.Nc3!? which is also promising,
 and might provoke Black into keeping more sting in the position.
 



B) 6...Qe7!

7.Qe2 Nd5 8.c4!
8.Nd2?! would avoid a lot of theory, but our analysis suggests it is less promising than 8.c4. The line we are

 particularly concerned about starts: 8...g6! 9.Nf3 Bg7 10.c4 Nb6!

Now there are two big main lines.
 
8...Ba6

This is a tough nut to crack, as is the alternative 8...Nb6, and we will learn plenty about it in the next chapter.
 
8...Ba6 is a serious move, but I will avoid what used to be considered the main line in reply. This is not to avoid heavy
 theory (you will see there is plenty of that in this chapter!) but simply because the old main lines against 8...Ba6 do not



 work, as I will briefly explain.
 

A Brief Digression

9.b3
This is the old main line. I will sketch my problems with it, before moving on to 9.Nd2, which is my

 recommendation.
 
9...g6!

Black’s game is simple and strong. Other moves give White more chances to obtain an advantage.
For example: 9...g5 may seem a clever improvement over 9...g6 because it doesn’t allow Kasparov’s 10.f4, but it has

 another drawback: 10.Bb2 Bg7 11.h4! 0-0-0 12.Nd2 White enjoyed a slight advantage in Repp – Piccoli, corr. 2009.
 
10.g3

10.f4 was once given an ‘!’ by Kasparov but this line is in crisis today because of 10...d6!. This is the move
 Gustafsson promotes in his ChessBase DVD.

10...g5 is also excellent for Black, as Kasparov himself says in his book Kasparov on Modern Chess Part II
 (“probably the most promising...”) In either case, Black is happy.
 
10...Bg7 11.Bb2



11...0-0-0!
The black king is better placed on the queenside, to cover his pawns in the ensuing endgame.
11...0-0 is the other sensible continuation, with much theory.

 
12.Bg2

White has to accept his fate and head for a deeply-analysed endgame, as 12.Nd2 Nb4! or 12.f4 f6! give no real hope
 of achieving anything.
 
12...Rhe8 13.0-0 Bxe5 14.Qxe5 Qxe5 15.Bxe5 Rxe5 16.cxd5 Bxf1 17.Kxf1 cxd5 18.Nc3 c6

This endgame (and the one with the black king on the kingside) has been extensively analysed and tested, with a high-
profile example being Ivanchuk – Svidler, London 2013. The verdict is that White has nothing (and sometimes struggles
 to hold the balance), so learning massive theory on this line is not a worthwhile investment of time and effort.



Hence my preference for 9.Nd2.
 

Back to the Repertoire...
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6 5.Nxc6 bxc6 6.e5 Qe7 7.Qe2 Nd5 8.c4 Ba6 9.Nd2

Black’s most popular move is 9...g6, but first I will cover the alternatives. The minor lines are 9...f6, 9...Nf4 and
 9...Nb6 while the main lines are B1) 9...Nb4, B2) 9...0-0-0 and the aforementioned B3) 9...g6.
 
9...f6 should be met by 10.Qe4! Nb6 11.exf6 and now 11...Qxe4† 12.Nxe4 Bxc4 13.Bxc4 Nxc4 14.0-0!² is Jones –
 Czerwonski, Warsaw (rapid) 2011. We will see this position again, in more detail, in the next chapter on page 237,
 when in that section the knight reached e4 via c3, not d2.
 
9...Nf4



10.Qe3! (10.Qe4 Ne6 leaves the white queen more vulnerable. For example: 11.Be2 g6 12.0-0 Bg7 13.Nf3 0-0 14.Be3
 c5„ In Eggleston – Breder, Groningen 2012, one of Black’s plans was ...Rab8 followed by ...Bb7.) 10...Ne6 11.Be2
 Qh4 In D. Pavlovic – Petkov, Vrnjacka Banja 2012, White chose the reasonable 12.g3, but simplest was 12.0-0N and if
 12...Bc5 13.Qc3² Black’s dynamic play doesn’t provide full compensation for his damaged structure.
 
9...Nb6

A rather illogical choice, as it limits Black’s options for no reason. Just one example: White can develop with no
 worries about a ...Nb4 raid, which can be a pain in other lines.

10.b3

10...g6
10...d6 11.exd6 (11.Bb2!?) 11...cxd6 12.Bb2 f6 13.0-0-0 Qxe2 14.Bxe2² In Holzke – Gabriel, Bad Wiessee 1998,
 White had the typical Scotch structure edge.



11.Bb2 Bg7 12.0-0-0
In Jones – Urkedal, Reykjavik 2014, there was a complex middlegame ahead, but White starts with better chances.
It is a recurring theme in the 4...Nf6 Scotch that if White exits the opening with smooth development and no drama

 then his extra space tilts the balance in his favour.
 

B1) 9...Nb4
 
This line is best covered by the following illustrative game.

GAME 30

Nazar Yaremko – Martyn Kravtsiv

Lvov 2006
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6 5.Nxc6 bxc6 6.e5 Qe7 7.Qe2 Nd5 8.c4 Ba6 9.Nd2 Nb4

This is an obvious choice, but White has a good reply:
 
10.Nf3

White is ready to play a2-a3 or even b2-b3 followed by g2-g3 and Bg2. Black has to do something active and the
 most logical move is:
 
10...d5

White should not be intimidated into defending c4.
 
11.a3! Bxc4 12.Qd1 Bxf1

The most logical recapture is:
 
13.Kxf1

It feels as though White is getting kicked around, but that ends now. Black has an extra pawn, but White’s play along



 the c-file is more than enough compensation. White is ready to play Be3 and Rc1.
 
13.Rxf1?! was not successful in Antoli Royo – Fluvia Poyatos, Figueres 2013. The white king is a little awkward,
 ‘trapped’ on e1.
 
13...Na6 14.Be3!²

Now Black needs to play a novelty to avoid instant trouble.
 
14.Qa4 Nb8 15.Bg5 Qe6 16.Rc1 is far more common and also promising, but I prefer 14.Be3.

14...Qd7?
As played in the only two games to reach the above position.

 
14...Qe6 15.Rc1² The threat of Nd4 means Black must play the grim 15...Nb8 if he wants to retain his extra pawn.
 16.h4! A useful idea to remember; perhaps Rh3 will follow, but controlling g5 and potential h4-h5 thrusts are also
 benefits of 16.h4.



The following sample line is fun and instructive. 16...Be7 17.Nd4! Qxe5 18.Qg4 0-0 19.Nf5 h5 Desperate, but also
 the best try. 20.Qxh5 Bf6 21.Bd4 Qf4 22.g3! Qxc1† 23.Kg2+– After 23...Qxh1† 24.Kxh1 Bxd4 Black would have
 enough material for the queen, but White has a lucky check: 25.Ne7#
 
14...Nc5 15.Qc2² The c6-pawn cannot be held.
 
15.e6!

A clearance sac leaving Black an invidious choice: either Ne5 will land with tempo or the e-file will open when Ra1-
e1 is on the way.
 
15...fxe6

Or 15...Qxe6 16.Qa4 Nb8 17.Re1 Kd7 18.Bd4 Qf5 19.Ne5† Kc8 20.h4+– was Orekhov – Triana Martinez, corr.
 2012. White’s rook lift Rh3-f3 will be killing.
 
16.Ne5 Qe7

Equally bad is: 16...Qd6 17.Qh5† g6 18.Nxg6 hxg6 19.Qxh8±
 
17.Rc1 Nb8



18.Qb3?
This gives Black a chance to escape.

 
Instead I recommend an obvious novelty: 18.Qa4N Black’s reply is forced: 18...Qd6 19.Bf4± The black queen faces
 nasty threats.
 
18...Qd6?

Now the game follows a similar path to the novelty suggested above.
 
Black could have secured a lucky draw with: 18...Qf6! It’s the bishop that needs the d6-square. 19.Qb7 (not 19.f4?
 Bd6–+) 19...Qxe5 20.Qxa8 Qxb2=

Somehow Black’s position holds together. 21.g3 Bxa3 22.Kg2 0-0 23.Rb1 Qf6! 24.Rxb8 Qf3† 25.Kg1 Qd1† 26.Kg2



 Qf3† With a perpetual check.
 
19.Bf4

19.f4 was also good.
 
19...c5?

The only move to limit the damage was 19...Qd8 but ...Qe7-d6-d8 was obviously not Black’s idea. 20.Re1± would
 still be unpleasant.

20.Qa4†!+–
White takes his chance.

 
Black’s dream was 20.Ng6?? Qa6† and wins.
 
20...Nd7 21.Nf7!

It’s the sort of position where everything works. 21.Rxc5! was the show-off’s move.
 
21...Qb6 22.Nxh8 Bd6 23.Nf7!

1–0



B2) 9...0-0-0
 
This move is the second-most-popular option and has been tried by many GMs and IMs over the last few years, so it
 deserves some respect.
 

10.b3 f6
This was given an exclam by D&P and I agree it is Black’s best choice.

 
10...g5 11.Bb2 Bg7 12.Qe4!? (The immediate 12.0-0-0 was recommended by D&P, and is also promising; White’s
 main ideas are h2-h4, or g2-g3 and Bg2.) 12...Nf4 13.0-0-0 Bb7 14.Qf5 c5 15.Ne4² White slowly increased the
 pressure in the following example: 15...h6 16.h4 Qe6 17.Qxe6 Nxe6 18.Re1 Rhe8 19.hxg5 hxg5 20.Rh7 In Sethuraman
 – Bosiocic, Philadelphia 2012, Black was still trying to equalize.
 
10...d6 was tried in Howell – Svidler, Amsterdam 2010. D&P proposed 11.Bb2 with the idea exd6 and after 11...Nb4
 12.Qe4 White has an edge.
 
11.Qe4

Now there are two knight moves to consider: B21) 11...Nb4 and B22) 11...Nb6.
 

B21) 11...Nb4 12.Bb2



12...Bb7
The normal move but there is an alternative:

12...d5
This rare move should be met by:

13.Qf5†
As in the main line, Black must choose between a slightly unpleasant endgame and a risky middlegame.

13...Kb8
13...Qd7 14.Qxd7† Rxd7 15.0-0-0! Also reminiscent of the main line. 15...Nxa2† 16.Kb1 Nb4 17.exf6 gxf6
 White can keep an edge with the simple 18.Bxf6 or the flashier 18.g3!?.

14.a3 Bc8 15.Qb1 Na6

Two games have reached this position, including Venkatesh – Karthikeyan, Kolkata 2012, and in both cases



 White chose the materialistic 16.Nf3. Instead promising was:
16.b4!?N

Freezing the a6-knight and beginning to eye the exposed black king. For example:
16...fxe5 17.Be2 g6 18.0-0 Bg7 19.Qc2‚

Black’s bad knight and shaky king are more significant than his extra pawn.
 
13.exf6

Decision time for Black: will he keep the queens on?
 
13...Qf7

Perhaps a little too brave.
 
Safer is 13...gxf6 14.Qxe7 Bxe7 15.Kd1 when White has the slightest of edges due to his better structure, Zlatariu –
 Bucsa, corr. 2009.

14.0-0-0!N
Instead 14.Kd1?! c5 15.Qf5 was Panarin – Abbasifar, Moscow 2011, but it looks risky for White after: 15...g6!N

 
14...Nxa2† 15.Kb1 Nb4 16.Qf5²

Not just supporting the f6-pawn, but also preparing to complete development with Be2.
 
The immediate 16.Be2?? blunders the bishop: 16...Re8! 17.Qf3 c5 18.Qg4 h5–+
 
White plans, in addition to Be2, include Ne4. For example: 16...Be7 17.Be2 Bxf6 18.Ne4 or 16...gxf6 17.Be2 h5
 18.Ne4.
 

B22) 11...Nb6 12.Bb2 fxe5



Yet another split is required: B221) 13.0-0-0 and B222) 13.Be2!N. As the notation suggests, the latter is the move to
 play. Every Quality Chess resource was exploited to work on this line, with 13.Be2 the suggestion of GM Parimarjan
 Negi. White will castle short, then harass the black king. But the problem line after castling long is worth a look.
 

B221) 13.0-0-0 d6!
 
This is a move that caused us considerable worry. We dug deep but ultimately could not find a line I was happy to
 recommend.
 
14.c5 Bxf1 15.Rhxf1!?

This oddity is the one I would like to work.
 
15.cxb6 Bb5 16.a4 Ba6 17.Qxc6 Bb7 18.Qxc7† Qxc7† 19.bxc7 Kxc7 20.f3 Be7 A draw was agreed at this point in
 Fritsche – Tyulenko, corr. 2014. White has fewer pawn islands; Black has the bishop pair. Could I really recommend
 White play this? Not happily I couldn’t.



15...d5
The only good move and for a moment it feels like a direct refutation. Black has an extra pawn and just look at that

 centre!
 
15...Nd5? 16.Qa4+– is a killer, hitting c6 and a7, with Nc4-a5 in reserve.
 
16.Qf5†

16.Qg4† is similar, but with a practical drawback. 16...Nd7!? 17.b4÷ is analogous to the main line, but instead after
 16...Qd7 17.Qb4 Qe7 White’s best is to take a draw with 18.Qg4†=.
 
16...Nd7

And not 16...Qd7? 17.Qc2! Na8.



Is this the worst knight ever? White can secure a winning advantage with any sensible move: 18.b4 or 18.Bxe5 or
 18.Nc4.
 
17.b4÷

Let’s pause for a moment to take stock. Black still has his extra pawn and wonder centre. But his queenside is weak,
 which means so is his king. One of White’s plans is Qd3 and Nb3-a5, eyeing the pale triplets of a6, b7 and c6.

17...a5!
And this is the most challenging reply. What human would come up with such a move? Not me. Black’s idea is that a

 later Na5 could be met by ...Rxa5, killing White’s attacking dreams and shattering his pawn structure. Of course the
 engine told me about this move.
 
More fun (for White) would be: 17...g6 18.Qd3 Kb7 19.Nb3 Nb8 20.Na5† Ka8 21.Kb1°
 
18.a3

Now a logical continuation is:
 
18...axb4 19.axb4 g6 20.Qd3 Kb7 21.Nb3 Ra8
 



22.Kc2!?°
With a mix of ideas, including Ra1 when Na5† becomes a threat again, or f2-f4 undermining Black’s centre.

 
22.b5?! Nxc5 23.bxc6† Kb6! 24.Qxd5 Qd6³ The queens are coming off, and White is trying to draw.
 
22.Na5†? Rxa5 23.bxa5 Qxc5†µ
 
A typical line could be:
 
22...Bg7 23.Ra1 Qe6 24.Na5† Kc8 25.Qh3!? Qxh3 26.gxh3

And now 26...Ra6 27.f4 or 26...d4 27.f4 are both level.
But, after all that effort, this line is not my recommendation. If Black finds the correct defence, including the difficult
 17...a5!, then White may still be okay, but it feels as though White is the one who has to be careful to prove equality. So



 this is too much of a one-shot surprise weapon to be recommendable as our main repertoire.
 

B222) 13.Be2!N

13...Kb8
The most testing line.

 
13...d5 14.cxd5 (14.Qc2!?) 14...Bxe2 15.Qxe2 cxd5 16.0-0ƒ White’s rooks will use the c-file and a2-a4-a5 is, as so
 often, a useful plan. White has more than enough compensation for the pawn.
 
13...d6 14.c5! Bxe2 15.Qxe2 dxc5 16.0-0² Black’s pawn structure speaks for itself.
 
13...Qg5

A tricky tactical defence, but White has a fine reply:
14.Bc3

Somehow this seems to work.
14.Nf3?! Qxg2 is wholly unconvincing.

 



14...d5
The attempted refutation, but it just misses.
14...Kb8 15.0-0°
14...Qf4 15.Qc2°

15.Nf3!²
White is winning back the pawn, while keeping the better structure. One point is that 15...Qxg2?? loses to 16.Qf5†

 Kb8 17.Rg1.
 
14.0-0

14...d5
Once again, Black has only one testing line. The alternatives are rather pleasant for White. For example:

 



14...Bb7 15.a4 c5 16.Qc2² A mix of a4-a5 and Bf3 will cause Black a lot of trouble.
 
14...d6 15.a4ƒ
 
15.Qc2°

Black remains a pawn up, but our many analysts are happy with White’s compensation. The black king’s pawn cover
 is not secure, as will become more obvious when White chooses a plan involving advancing either a2-a4-a5 or b3-b4,
 or both together. Both sides have many options, so this position is a good place to start playing.

B3) 9...g6 10.Nf3

There are three options to consider: B31) 10...Qb4† is traditionally the most popular move, but B32) 10...Bg7 has
 also been favoured in recent years, no doubt due to it having been played by Kramnik. Lastly, and rather importantly,
 there is B33) 10...Nb6 which was almost unknown until in 2014 three strong players tried it.



 

B31) 10...Qb4† 11.Kd1
 
The only reasonable move, but not a problem as the queens will be exchanged in most cases, or else the black queen
 will have to waste time retreating to avoid an exchange.
 
11...Nb6

The most common move.
 
11...Bg7 12.Qd2 Qxd2† 13.Bxd2 is heading for a transposition.
 
11...Rb8 is seen in Game 31.
 
12.b3 Bg7 13.Qd2

13...Qxd2†
The usual choice, as the alternative has scored appallingly.

 
13...Qe7

The normal continuation is:
14.Bb2 0-0 15.Kc2²

Black can play any number of moves, but White’s plan is likely to include h2-h4-h5. Let’s see a couple of
 examples:



15...c5
15...d5 16.exd6 cxd6 17.Re1 Qd8 18.Bxg7 Kxg7 19.h4 d5 In Haslinger – Hawkins, Blackpool 2011, 20.h5 dxc4
 eventually allowed Black to escape with a draw. Instead 20.c5!N 20...Bxf1 21.Rexf1 Nd7 22.h5‚ would have
 been powerful, as the white king stays safely tucked away, while the black king gets pummelled.

16.h4 d5 17.exd6 Qxd6
Unlike the previous example, Black exchanges queens, but the ending is grim.

18.Bxg7 Qxd2† 19.Nxd2 Kxg7 20.Ne4²
In Nepomniachtchi – Svidler, Moscow 2010, Black’s queenside was ugly. Of course the doubled c-pawns catch the

 eye, but White eventually won by marching his king up to collect the a-pawn.
 
14.Bxd2

There are four common moves in this important ending. I will deal quickly with 14...c5 and 14...d6, while making



 main lines of B311) 14...0-0 and B312) 14...Bb7, but note that all four moves are fine, and transpositions are common.
I would suggest taking in the general ideas in what follows, and especially a few tactical tricks, but over-the-board I
 would expect both sides to soon be on their own. There are usually various reasonable options on each move, so no
 long forcing lines to memorize.
14...c5 was recommended by Lysyj and Ovetchkin in The Open Games for Black, but we soon transpose to the 14...Bb7
 line after: 15.Kc2 Bb7 (15...0-0 16.Re1 Bb7 was the move order of the Volokitin game on page 217) 16.Bd3 0-0
 17.Rae1
 
14...d6 A sensible move, which sets a trap of sorts.

15.c5?! Forcing Black to accept tripled pawns? Sadly no. 15...Bxf1 16.Rxf1 dxe5! 17.cxb6 e4 And there’s the trick.
 18.Rc1 exf3 19.Re1† Kd7 Black was fine and even won in Barbosa – Mecking, Campinas 2011.

15.Kc2! was better, planning to put the rook on e1. For example: 15...Nd7 16.Re1 Nxe5 17.Nxe5 dxe5 18.f4² White
 will win his pawn back while Black’s queenside is in its usual state.

B311) 14...0-0



A testing move order.
 
15.c5

15.Kc2?! d5 shows the problem if White is careless; Black is fine.
 
15.Rc1 c5 16.Kc2 avoids the tricks but effectively loses a tempo compared to other lines, as the rook does not belong on
 c1.
 
15...Bxf1 16.Rxf1 Nd5 17.Rc1

17...f6
IM Andrew Greet tested this line in an internet game. I will mention just a few moves as Andrew offered an

 interesting positional sacrifice. 17...a5 18.Rc4 Rfb8 19.Kc2 Bf8 20.Ne1 d6 21.Nd3 dxc5 22.a4 The plan was if



 22...Nb6 then: 23.Nb2!? Nxc4 24.Nxc4°

After the a-pawn drops, White will still be an exchange down, but the passed a-pawn and untouchable knight make a
 fetching couple. The engine is sure Black can hold, but I doubt a human would feel so confident.
 
18.exf6 Rxf6 19.Rc4

In Caruana – Jakovenko, Rhodes 2013, White pressed and pressed until Black eventually held a draw in a pawn-down
 rook ending.
 

B312) 14...Bb7 15.Kc2

15...0-0
A sensible neutral move.



Black could rush the a-pawn with 15...a5 16.Re1 a4 but White can keep the game closed and under control. For
 example: 17.b4 Ba6 18.Re4 0-0 19.c5 Bxf1 20.Rxf1 Nd5 21.a3²
 
16.Re1 c5 17.Bd3 Rfe8

The immediate central break is also worth studying:
17...d5 18.cxd5 Bxd5

Black’s structure is still poor, but he hopes to exchange his problems away with ...a7-a5-a4 and/or ...c5-c4, when
 a draw would be his reward. I will follow a game a long away, as it features excellent play by both sides.
18...Nxd5 19.Be4 Rfe8 20.Re2 Re7 21.Rhe1 Rae8 22.a3²
Stopping any ...Nb4† ideas and planning either Bc1-b2, or Bg5 improving White’s position.

19.Be4 c6 20.Ba5
Stopping any ...a5 ideas.

20...Rfe8 21.Re2
Making room for the h1-rook.

21...f6 22.Rhe1 fxe5 23.Bxd5† cxd5 24.Nxe5 Rac8 25.Nf3 Rxe2† 26.Rxe2 c4

27.Kd1N
Finally varying from the game. Stepping away from the checks allows White to keep nagging away. Instead after
 27.Re7 cxb3† 28.Kxb3 Rb8 29.Kc2 Na4 30.Kc1 Bh6†= Black was drawing in Volokitin – Kryvoruchko, Kiev
 2013.

27...d4 28.Bxb6 axb6 29.bxc4 Rxc4
Now White could try 30.Re8† Kf7 31.Ra8, or 30.Rd2 with ideas of walking the king to d3. In either case, Black must

 still keep playing well to hold the draw.
 
Transpositions are rife in this line: 17...Rae8 was the move order of the unfortunate Tukhaev game mentioned below.



18.Bf4
Simply keeping control.

 
18.Be4?! d5! 19.cxd5 c4!„ is the sort of thing White must avoid.
 
18...h6 19.h4 Re6 20.Re3 Rae8

20...a5 looks like the best move order as the text allows White a good extra possibility. 21.a4 Rae8 22.Rhe1 Nc8
 (22...Bxf3? 23.Rxf3 Bxe5 24.Bxh6 is a really bad swap from Black’s point of view) 23.Be4 Bxe4† 24.Rxe4 Na7
 25.R4e3 Nc6 26.Rd1²
 
21.Rhe1 a5

As so often, Black has a few options. For example:
 
21...Ba8 22.Bh2 Nc8 23.Be4 Bxe4† 24.Rxe4²
 
21...Nc8 22.Nd2 An interesting but unnecessary sac (22.Be4 was a more standard move). 22...Bxg2 23.Bh2? (the only
 way to make sense of the sac was 23.Be4 Bxe4† 24.Nxe4) 23...Ne7µ It had all gone horribly wrong in Tukhaev – M.
 Pavlov, Alushta 2011.



22.h5!
This is the extra option.

 
22.a4 Nc8 23.Be4 Bxe4† 24.Rxe4 Na7 25.R4e3 Nc6 26.Rd1 is also possible of course, as in the note to Black’s 20th
 move above.
 
22...g5 23.Bg3

White’s plans include Bf5. I could keep offering moves, but enough is enough; White is pressing.
 

GAME 31

Peter Svidler – Zbynek Hracek

Aix-les-Bains 2011
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6 5.Nxc6 bxc6 6.e5 Qe7 7.Qe2 Nd5 8.c4 Ba6 9.Nd2 g6 10.Nf3 Qb4†
 11.Kd1 Rb8

The first point to note is that Black is not just developing, he has a direct threat: missing ...Nc3† and having to resign
 with White on move 12 would be embarrassing.
 
12.Qc2!



12...Ne7
The almost universal choice.

 
12...Nb6 is seen just twice in my database. Mikhalevski gave the following line: 13.Bd2 Qc5 14.Be3 Qa5! 15.b3 Bb7
 16.Bd3 c5 And Mikhalevski said: “with a complex position.” I much prefer White after 17.h4, but there were also other
 many promising options earlier. In general, the knight is not well placed on b6, as is often the case in the Scotch.
 
13.b3

Due to his wandering king, White would in general be happy with a queen exchange, which makes Postny’s
 suggestion below especially relevant. As we will see in the game, Svidler is willing to go to some lengths to chop
 queens.
 
Radjabov tried 13.Bd3, but after 13...Bg7 (13...c5!?) 14.a3 Qb7 15.Re1 0-0 16.Bg5?! (16.b4!?) 16...Rfe8 17.b4 d5 Black
 was fine in Radjabov – Aronian, Moscow (blitz) 2010.
 
Postny recommended the following line:
13.Qb3!? c5 14.Bd3

14.Qxb4 has been tested by a couple of English Scotch experts (I just wanted an excuse to use that phrase).
 14...cxb4 15.Bd3 (15.Be3?! Nf5! 16.Bxa7 Ra8 17.Be3 Nxe3† 18.fxe3 Bc5 19.Kd2 0-0³ is not a path to follow,
 though White saved the draw in Jones – Hawkins, Sheffield 2011.) 15...Bg7 16.Re1÷ In Howell – Adams,
 Sheffield 2011, White was pressing his distinguished teammate until a nasty tactic turned the game in Black’s
 favour.

14...Nc6 15.Bd2



15...Qb7
I think Black should vary from Postny’s line with 15...Qb6!? so that when the exchange happens, Black can
 improve his structure with ...axb6.

16.Qxb7 Bxb7 17.Be4 Bg7 18.Bc3 0-0 19.Re1

Postny claimed an edge for White, and I am happy to go along with that, but note my suggestion at move 15. Overall,
 it seems a roughly balanced ending where I would choose White, but maybe that is my bias talking.
 
13...Bg7 14.Bd2



14...Qb6
Instead 14...Qa3 offers a repetition (the white bishop can just hop from c1 to d2) but we can and should play on:

 15.Bc3 0-0 16.Bd3 d5 17.exd6 cxd6 18.Bxg7 Kxg7

19.Qc3† led to a quick win in Barbosa – Mekhitarian, Campinas 2011, but I would prefer either 19.Re1!?N or 19.Ke2!?
N with both moves having the plan of castling kingside by hand. Both look good for a small edge.
 
15.c5 Qb7 16.Bxa6 Qxa6

This is an important moment where White has two ways of executing a similar plan.



17.Re1
White is planning to exchange queens on c4, but first he prepares a king transfer to f1 via e2.
The immediate offer is also possible. 17.Qc4 Qxc4 (17...Qa3 again allows White to repeat if he wishes, or play on

 with the usual ‘castle kingside’ plan with 18.Ke2) 18.bxc4 This was Ponomariov – Leko, Dortmund 2010. The
 endgame should be tenable for Black, but Leko lost eventually. We will see a similar ending in the note to move 18.
 
17...0-0 18.Qc4

18...Qb7?!
This looks like an inaccuracy. Black should either chop, or head for a3, offering the usual repetition.

18...Qa3!? 19.Ke2
I will assume we want to play on.



19.Bc1 Qa5 20.Bd2 leads of course to a repetition.
19...Nd5 20.Kf1

Anything could happen, so I will offer a fun sample line:
20...Rb5 21.Rec1 Rfb8 22.Nd4 Bxe5 23.Nxb5 Rxb5

Black has compensation for the sacrificed exchange, but I like White after:
24.Qa4 Qxa4 25.bxa4 Rb2 26.Bh6 f6 27.Rcb1 Rc2 28.Rb8† Kf7 29.Re1 g5 30.Bxg5 Bc3 31.Rc1 Rxa2 32.Be3 Rxa4
 33.g3

And the battle continues. A dull ending? I don’t think so.
 
18...Qxc4!? 19.bxc4

A strange ending that is closely related to the Ponomariov – Leko game. The structure is undeniably weird and
 there is plenty of fight left in the game.



19...d5
This is Kamil Miton’s suggested move in Chess Evolution 5. Note that Black could play half a dozen other moves
 instead, and White would likely have a similar number of plausible replies; so we have a game, not a tree of
 variations.

20.cxd5!?
This was not mentioned by Miton but it seems the most promising move. I will offer a few sample lines:

20...Nxd5
20...cxd5 21.Nd4²

21.Nd4 Rbe8
21...Ne7 22.Kc2 Rfd8 23.Bc3 Rd5 24.Nb3²

22.Rb1 Rxe5 23.Rxe5 Bxe5 24.Nxc6 Bxh2 25.Rb7²
 
19.Rc1 Nd5

20.Ke2
This plan should not surprise us.

 
20...Rfe8 21.Kf1 Qb5

That Black can find nothing better than this exchange emphasizes that avoiding the swap earlier was misguided.
 
22.g3 a5 23.Qxb5 Rxb5 24.Re4²



White has extra space and chances to press until Black cracks. I will not analyse the rest in detail as this is not an
 endgame book, but it is fun to play through, and Svidler’s breakthrough ideas are beautiful. Note the frozen triplets on
 c6, c7 and d7, which remain unmoved until Svidler captures them all.
 
24...Ra8 25.Ne1 a4 26.Rxa4 Rxa4 27.bxa4 Rb2 28.Rc2 Rb1 29.f4 f6 30.exf6 Bxf6 31.Ke2 Kf7 32.Nd3 Ke7 33.Rc1
 Rb8 34.a5 Kd8 35.g4 Ne7 36.Bb4 Nd5 37.a3 Ke7 38.Kf3 Rf8 39.Re1† Kf7 40.Bd2 Ra8 41.Bb4 Ne7 42.h4 Rh8
 43.f5 gxf5 44.g5 Bg7 45.h5

Black is stretched on both wings.

45...Rb8 46.Kf4 Rb5 47.Ne5† Bxe5† 48.Rxe5 Rb8 49.Re1 Ra8 50.Rh1 Kg8 51.Ke5 Kg7 52.Rh2 Re8 53.Rd2 Rd8
 54.Rd3 Kf7 55.Bd2 Kg7 56.g6 Nd5 57.h6† Kxg6 58.Rg3† Kh5 59.Rg5† Kh4



60.Rg7?
After arranging a wonderful breakthrough, White allows the f-pawn to live for too long.

 
60.Rxf5! was the winning path.
 
60...f4!= 61.a6 Re8† 62.Kd4 Ra8 63.Rxh7 Kg5 64.a4 Rxa6 65.a5 Ra8?!

65...Ra7! would have defended c7. By avoided what happened in the game, Black could have escaped with an
 unlikely draw.
 
66.Rxd7

66...Kxh6?
The move anyone would play, but it loses by force. Instead 66...Nf6 leaves Black slightly worse but still fighting.



 
67.Rxd5! cxd5 68.Bxf4† Kg6 69.Bxc7 Kf6 70.Kxd5

Svidler and the tablebase both know White is winning.
 
70...Ke7 71.Kc6 Ke6 72.Bb6 Rc8† 73.Kb7 Rg8 74.c6 Kd6 75.c7

1–0
 
10...Qb4† 11.Kd1 Rb8 is a sharp line and the first point to know is that 12.Qc2! stops Black’s knight trick on c3. Many
 endings are possible, with significant differences created depending on whether the queen exchange takes place on c4,
 b6 or b7. On move 13 White has two equally viable options – putting a pawn or the queen on b3. In either case the
 ending is anything but dull and White is setting the tone, even if no immediate advantage is available by force.



B32) 10...Bg7 11.Bg5

11...f6
11...Qb4† is seen in the next illustrative game.

Black must avoid: 11...Qc5?! 12.Qd2! Nb6 13.b4 Qf8 This is enough to see Black should not allow this line, but it is
 worth continuing the variation as it ends up looking like a Scotch player’s wildest fantasy: 14.c5! Bxf1 15.cxb6 Bxg2
 16.0-0-0 Bh3 17.bxc7 Rc8 18.e6!

18...Bxe6 (18...d5 19.e7 Qg8 20.Rhe1+– Black’s position is a picture of misery) 19.Qxd7†! This must be a Morphy
 game: 19...Bxd7 20.Rhe1† Be6 21.Rd8† Rxd8 22.cxd8=R#
 
12.exf6 Qxe2† 13.Bxe2²

A typical Scotch endgame with a tiny edge due to White’s better structure. This was the continuation of Caruana –



 Kramnik, Moscow 2012. Despite the favourable outcome of the game (White won), Caruana’s notes showed at least
 five ways for Black to gain a completely satisfactory position! So we need an improvement.

13...Nxf6 14.0-0-0 0-0-0 15.Rhe1!?
I propose this as a slight improvement over Caruana’s 15.Be3 Rde8 16.Bd3 d6 17.c5 Bxd3 18.Rxd3 when 18...Nd5

 eventually led to a win for White, but one of Caruana’s suggested improvements for Black was 18...Ne4 with equality.
 
15...Rde8 16.Nd2!

This is directed against Black’s plan of ...d6, ...c5 and ...Bb7.
 
16.Be3 d6 is no problem for Black, as ...c5 and ...Bb7 are easily achieved.
 
16...c5!

Otherwise Nb3 is coming, heading for a5 or c5, while now after Nb3 Black plays ...Bb7! hitting the g2-pawn and
 then Black can play ...d6 responding with ...Ba8 if White plays Na5. We had the previous sentence (written by Nikos)
 in our research, and then Sasikiran demonstrated the truth of it over the board, as the note to move 17 shows.
 
16...d6 17.Nb3 c5?! is a bad move order for Black, as 18.Na5! shows. 18...Bb7 19.Nxb7 Kxb7 20.Bf3† adds the bishop
 pair to White’s assets.



17.Bf3N
Instead 17.Nb3 Bb7 18.g3 d6 19.Na5 Ba8 was comfortable for Black in Ponkratov – Sasikiran, Moscow 2015. White

 would be delighted to take the e2- and a8-bishops off the board, but that’s not allowed.
 
17...Bb7

Not forced, but this move seems likely at some point.
 
18.Bxb7† Kxb7 19.f3²

Black is solid and close to being fully equal, but White still has the better pawn structure. His edge is small but
 lasting.
 

GAME 32

Ni Hua – Baskaran Adhiban

Ho Chi Minh City 2012
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6 5.Nxc6 bxc6 6.e5 Qe7 7.Qe2 Nd5 8.c4 Ba6 9.Nd2 g6 10.Nf3 Bg7 11.Bg5
 Qb4† 12.Qd2 Qxd2†



13.Bxd2!
Surprisingly, 13.Kxd2 is played more often, but Black is fine after 13...h6!. For example: 14.cxd5 (White’s best

 option looks like 14.Bh4 though after 14...Nf4 Black has no problems.) 14...Bxf1 15.Raxf1 hxg5 In Ni Hua – Shirov,
 Saratov 2011, White was the one trying to hold onto equality.
 
13...Nb6

Instead 13...Ne7 is legal, but gives White a free hand. 14.0-0-0 Bb7 15.Bc3² Aagaard – T.R. Hansen, Istanbul (ol)
 2012.
 
14.b3

14...d6



The testing choice, but White can pass the test.
 
14...0-0 15.0-0-0 and White holds a small edge without any drama.
 
Also unchallenging is: 14...d5 15.cxd5 Bxf1 16.Kxf1 cxd5 17.Rc1 Rc8

Now a simple novelty retains an edge. 18.Rc5!N (18.g3 c5 allowed Black rough equality in Furmston – Kretschmar,
 corr. 1973) 18...c6 19.Ra5 Rc7 20.Ke2² The second rook heads for c1, and other likely moves include Kd3, Bb4 and
 Nd4.
 
15.0-0-0 dxe5

If Black does not grab on e5 then he should have the standard slight disadvantage due to his queenside structure. After
 taking the following line is forced:
 
16.Nxe5 Bxe5 17.Re1 f6

Or 17...Nd7 is just the same after 18.f4 f6.
 
18.f4 Nd7 19.fxe5 Nxe5

Instead 19...fxe5? has never been played, and for good reason: 20.g3 0-0 21.Bg2 Nc5 22.Re2±
 
20.Bc3



20...0-0
Castling short gives Black the resource of a later ...Rf2 if White takes twice on e5.

 
20...0-0-0 offers no such resource, so: 21.Bxe5 fxe5 22.Rxe5 Rhe8 23.Rxe8 Rxe8 In Iljiushenok – Lysyj, St Petersburg
 2012, White squandered his edge with: 24.Kd2 c5 25.Be2 Bb7 26.Bf3 Bxf3 27.gxf3=

Two better options were 24.g3!?N 24...c5 25.Bh3† Kb8 26.Rf1² or 24.Bd3!?N 24...c5 25.Rf1².
 
21.Be2!

This is a key point: White doesn’t need to rush to regain the pawn.
 
Instead 21.Bxe5 offers White only rough equality after 21...fxe5 22.Rxe5 Rf2. Even here White could keep pressing
 with 23.Ra5 or 23.Bd3 but the game continuation promises far more.
 
21...Rfe8 22.Bxe5



22...fxe5
A rather similar endgame results after: 22...Rxe5 23.Bf3 Bb7 24.Rxe5 fxe5 25.Rd1² For any doubters of White’s

 advantage, I can give a typical continuation: 25...Rf8 26.Kb2 Rf4 27.Rd8† Rf8 28.Rd7 Rf7 29.Rd2 Showing who’s
 boss, and also improving the rook’s position to cover the second rank. 29...Rf4 30.Re2 Rf5 31.Be4 Rf7 (31...Rf4 32.g3
 changes nothing significant) 32.Kc3 Kg7 33.Kb4 c5† 34.Kxc5 Bxe4 35.Rxe4 Can Black hold this unpleasant rook
 endgame?
 
23.Bf3

A much better version of the endgame after 21.Bxe5. White has some pressure.
Caruana had prepared this line for his game against Kramnik and ended his prep here with the comment “with a

 pleasant advantage, despite the pawn deficit”. I will not annotate the rest of the game in great depth, instead just noting
 a few interesting moments.
 
23...Re6 24.Re3 Rae8 25.Rhe1 Kg7 26.Be4 Bc8 27.Kb2 Kf6 28.Rf1† Kg7 29.Ref3 R8e7 30.Kc3 Bd7 31.Kb4 Rd6
 32.Kc5

The reader will note that creating the sample line in the 22...Rxe5 variation did not require great creativity. The c5-
square is an ideal base for the white king.
 
32...Rd4 33.Re3 Rd2 34.a4 a5 35.Rfe1 Kf6 36.R3e2 Rd4 37.Rf2† Kg7 38.Re3 Rd1 39.Bf3 Rd6 40.Be4 Rd1 41.Bf3
 Rd6 42.b4 Rf6 43.Rfe2 axb4 44.a5 Bf5



45.a6
The greedy 45.Bxc6 looks good.

 
45...e4 46.Bxe4 b3 47.Bxf5

47.a7! looks a winner, but it’s a lot easier to get a handle on this wild position with an engine’s help.
 
47...Rxf5† 48.Kb4 Rxe3 49.Rxe3 b2 50.Re1 Rf8 51.Rb1

51...Ra8?
Missing a surprising drawing mechanism.

 
51...Rb8† is more than a spite check. 52.Ka5 (52.Kc5 is also a draw after 52...Ra8 53.Rxb2 Rxa6 as 54.Rb7 is safely
 met by 54...Ra2) 52...Rb3!



And Black holds. 53.Ka4 (or 53.a7 Ra3†= and the ‘useless’ c7-pawn finally makes a contribution) 53...Rb6 54.Ka5
 Rb3=
 
52.Ka5+– Kf6 53.Rxb2 Ke5 54.Rb7 Kd6 55.a7 c5 56.Ka6

1–0
 
This game strongly supports the view that White not only has compensation for the pawn, he is better.
 

B33) 10...Nb6

11.Qc2!N
After a laborious process of analysing literally everything, Nikos recommended this new move for White. We will



 offer a brief survey of our findings in other variations as the general ideas are useful in many lines:
 
11.b3 Bg7 12.h4

This was suggested by Negi, but we found nothing more than equality after 12...d5!N which takes advantage of the
 fact that White isn’t threatening anything yet.

The potential of 12.h4 shows clearly in the variation: 12...0-0 13.Bg5 Qb4† 14.Qd2 Qxd2† 15.Bxd2 d6 16.0-0-0
 dxe5 17.h5 White has interesting compensation. For example, 17...Bb7 18.Ng5.

Also promising for White is 12...0-0-0 13.Bg5 Qb4† 14.Qd2 Qxd2† 15.Kxd2 Rde8 16.Re1² I. Popov – Stefansson,
 Jerusalem 2015.

So there is just one problem with 12.h4, but one is enough. So after 11.b3 Bg7 let’s look at a few different moves:
 
12.Bb2 0-0 13.0-0-0

This has been seen in practice several times.
13...Bb7!
Very much to the point! The alternatives are less troublesome:

13...Rab8 14.Qd2 (Black had a threat, as illustrated by 14.h4? Bxc4 15.bxc4 Na4 and White is about to get
 pummelled. File this idea in your mind as one White must watch out for.) 14...Rfd8 15.Qa5 Bb7 16.c5! Nd5
 17.Bc4 d6 18.cxd6 cxd6 19.Rhe1 dxe5 20.Bxe5 Bxe5 21.Rxe5 (21.Nxe5 was also good: 21...Qd6 22.g3²)
 21...Qf8 22.Bxd5 cxd5 So far this is Nepomniachtchi – Ganguly, Bilbao 2014. Now 23.Nd4N² was suggested by
 Havasi.
13...Rfe8 This, or most other moves by Black, is met by 14.Qd2 with ideas of Bd3 and h2-h4-h5.

14.h4 a5



Allowing this advance is the point of 13...Bb7. This is a wild opposite-sides castling fight, where Black feels a
 little faster to me. A high-level test did result in a White win, but that was a ‘Basque’ event, where the players
 were playing each other in two games at once. Let’s follow the game a little, just to pick up some ideas.

15.Qc2 a4 16.Kb1 axb3 17.axb3

White has played sensible-looking moves, but is now clearly behind. Now the natural 17...c5 was tried in
 Nepomniachtchi – Grischuk, Beijing 2014. It opens the b7-bishop but closes the black queen’s path to the
 queenside. Instead stronger seems:

17...Ra7!Nµ
If White continues with the same piece-saccing plan that worked in the game, then Black has a deadly resource:

18.h5 Rfa8 19.Bd3 Ra2 20.hxg6 hxg6 21.Bxg6? fxg6 22.Qxg6 Rxb2†! 23.Kxb2 Nxc4†–+
 
12.Bg5 Qa3 and now 13.Bc1 Qe7 14.Bg5= is a repetition. Naturally, we want more, but this does make the line less



 attractive to ambitious Black players.
13.Qd2!?N is an option, but only looks equal after either 13...d6 or 13...h6.
 
12.g3?! is slower than White can afford. After 12...0-0 13.Bg2 f6 14.e6 f5 White was already struggling in Salgado
 Lopez – Harikrishna, Gibraltar 2014.
 

11...f6
Otherwise White plays Be2 and then castles, with complete happiness.

 
And grabbing the pawn with 11...Bg7 12.Be2 Bxe5?! is not recommended. 13.0-0 0-0 14.Re1 Threatening c4-c5. A
 sample line is: 14...c5 15.Nxe5 Qxe5 16.Bd2ƒ White’s bishops are likely to be glorious on c3 and f3, while the black
 king is not safe.
 
12.Bd2!

We decided this is the most promising line, after intensive analysis of 12.h4!? and 12.Bd3.
 
12...fxe5

Black is a pawn up, but his inflexible structure gives him little chance of doing anything with it.
 
12...Bg7 13.0-0-0 will transpose below.
 
13.0-0-0!

13.h4 allows Black the extra option of 13...0-0-0, when 14.Bg5 Qb4† 15.Bd2 Qe7 is a repetition.
 
13...Bg7 14.h4
 



There are four options: the minor lines 14...0-0-0 and 14...Bf6, and the main lines B331) 14...c5 and B332) 14...0-0.
 
14...0-0-0 is a logical-looking move. 15.Bg5 Bf6 16.Re1

16...Rhe8 (16...d6 is typically met by 17.c5) 17.c5 Bxf1 18.Rhxf1 Nd5 19.Re4 White is going to play Rfe1 and take on
 e5 with a slightly more comfortable position due to the better structure.
 
14...Bf6 15.Re1 will transpose to the 14...0-0-0 variation if Black now goes long, while 15...0-0 16.h5 forces 16...g5
 when White has a broad choice. I cannot find a forced advantage, but White has ample compensation in various ways.
 



For example, 17.Rh3 h6 18.Bd3° or 17.h6!?°.
 

 B331) 14...c5
 
A good suggestion by the computer. Neither short nor long castling is entirely safe for Black, so he plays a useful move
 and lets his king make up his mind later.
 
15.Ng5!?

Instead after 15.h5 0-0-0! White would like to have the g5-square available. White might still be level, but Black has
 benefited from the last couple of moves.

15...Bh6!
This is Black’s best defence.



 
15...0-0?! is asking for trouble after 16.h5!.
15...0-0-0

This makes sense now that White has abandoned his pressure on e5 and his bishop cannot go to g5.
16.Ne4 h6 17.Rh3!

17.Be3 d6 18.b4! is a great hacky try but 18...Qf7!= defends.

17...Bb7
Otherwise Ra3 will be strong.
For example: 17...d6 18.Ra3 Bb7 19.Rxa7 Qxh4 20.Rxb7! Kxb7 21.g3‚ Of course White wants his bishop on g2,
 but the other bishop to a5 is also a potent plan; when the b6-knight disappears, the black king will be all alone.

18.Rg3
White has more than enough play for the pawn.

 
16.f4!?



Black’s structure will be shattered, offering White good compensation in all lines. For example:
 
16...0-0-0

Or 16...d6 17.fxe5 dxe5 18.Be3°.
 
17.Re1 d6 18.fxe5 dxe5 19.g3!?°

The last move creates various ideas, including Rh2-e2.
 

B332) 14...0-0



This might look risky for Black, but he has a specific idea in mind that objectively gives him fair chances to draw the
 game.
 
15.h5 e4!

Without this central counterattack, Black would be clearly worse.
 
16.Re1! Rae8

The safest call.
 
16...d5 17.hxg6 hxg6 If instead Black takes on c4 (either way) White takes on h7 with check, and has good chances.
 18.cxd5 Bxf1 19.Rxe4ƒ White has some initiative and will no longer be material down after the f1-bishop is collected.
 
17.hxg6 hxg6 18.Rh4

The following couple of moves are forced:
 
18...d5 19.cxd5 Bxf1 20.Rhxe4



20...Qf7
20...Qd7 is similar: 21.Rxe8 Rxe8 22.Rxf1 cxd5 23.Re1 Rxe1† But now White can go 24.Nxe1! and put this horse to

 d3. That’s why it is better for Black to keep an eye on the f2-pawn.
 
21.Rxe8

Heading for a queen and minor piece endgame.
 
21.Ng5 forces Black to give up his queen for lots of pieces. 21...Rxe4! (21...Qd7? 22.dxc6+–) 22.Nxf7 Rxe1† 23.Bxe1
 Rxf7 24.Qxg6= Material is balanced and a draw is the likely result, with White giving perpetual check the likeliest type
 of draw.

Just for fun, a sample line: 24...Nxd5 25.Bd2 Rxf2 26.Bh6 Rxg2 27.Qe6† Kh7 28.Bxg7 Kxg7 29.Qd7† Kf6
 30.Qxc6† Ke5 31.Qe8† Kd4 32.Qa4† Bc4 33.b3 Nb6 34.Qxa7 Bd3 35.Qxc7 Rc2† 36.Qxc2 Bxc2 37.Kxc2 Modern



 chess at its freakiest. Our ‘opening prep’ has reached the 5-man tablebase – draw.
 
21...Rxe8 22.Rxf1 cxd5 23.Re1!²/=

White has two pawn islands vs. Black’s three. Nikos conducted deep computer analysis, Monte Carlo analysis and
 even organized engine tournaments from this position (for Quality Chess, being obsessive is A Good Thing). It
 confirmed our initial suspicions: White is a touch better, but objectively the position should be a draw. Over the board,
 White certainly has the more pleasant task. I will offer a few sample lines just for illustration.
 
Instead 23.b3 is suggested by some engines, but it is obvious to the human eye that this gives Black plenty of
 counterplay after 23...c5 24.Re1 Rxe1† 25.Nxe1 c4! and Black has no problems.
 

23...Rxe1†
The line 23...c5 24.Rxe8† Qxe8 25.Qxc5 Bxb2† looks scary for a moment, but after 26.Kd1 we have the same sort of

 near-niggle.
 
24.Bxe1

This is the position where taking with the knight is no longer an option.
 
24...Nc4 25.Bc3 d4 26.Be1 Ne5

Another not-really-scary line is: 26...d3 27.Qxd3 Bxb2† 28.Kc2 Bf6 29.Qb3 Same assessment as everywhere else;
 probably a draw, but not yet.
 
27.Nxe5 Bxe5

White can start the grind with 28.b3 or 28.Kd1 or...
 

Conclusion
 
4...Nf6 is a sound defence to the Scotch and a huge body of theory has built up around it. My recommendation is to
 choose the critical 5.Nxc6! bxc6 6.e5 when the rare 6...Ne4?! is not to be feared, so most games will continue: 6...Qe7!
 7.Qe2 Nd5 8.c4! Then there are two options: this chapter covered 8...Ba6 while the next chapter deals with 8...Nb6.

After 8...Ba6 my choice is 9.Nd2 rather than the old main line of 9.b3, which is no longer working, in my opinion.



 Following 9.Nd2 Black has three main replies.
 
9...Nb4 is well met by 10.Nf3 d5 11.a3! Bxc4 12.Qd1 Bxf1 13.Kxf1 Na6 14.Be3! when White has an edge.
 
After 9...0-0-0 10.b3 f6 11.Qe4 Black has two main options.

After 11...Nb4 we can offer Black a choice between an ending where White has a tiny edge or a middlegame where
 Black is in danger.

11...Nb6 12.Bb2 fxe5 is more testing for us. Now 13.0-0-0 is fascinating but not a reliable long-term solution, so
 13.Be2!N is the move to trust. Unlike many of the lines in this chapter, where White has an endgame edge due to his
 better structure, in this variation White is a pawn down in a middlegame, but with excellent attacking chances as
 compensation.
 
The third and final option is 9...g6 10.Nf3, when Black has three main tries:

10...Qb4† 11.Kd1 is less of an inconvenience than it looks, as a queen exchange is often forthcoming.
10...Bg7 is met by 11.Bg5 and we are heading for an ending where White has slightly better chances.
After 10...Nb6 one point to note is that 11.b3 Bg7 12.Bg5 effectively forces a repetition. Of course we want more

 with White, but this drawing option may lessen the line’s popularity with ambitious Black players. The line I suggest is
 a pawn sacrifice starting with 11.Qc2!N. It is a sharp and demanding position where White can set tough problems.



1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6! 5.Nxc6 bxc6 6.e5 Qe7!
 7.Qe2 Nd5 8.c4! Nb6 9.Nc3!

 

A) 9...g6 234

B) 9...Ba6 10.Qe4! 236

 B1) 10...f6 236

 B2) 10...g6 237

C) 9...Bb7!? 10.Bd2! 240

 10...0-0-0 11.0-0-0 Re8 12.Re1! 241

 C1) 12...Qc5 242

 C2) 12...g6 242

 C3) 12...Qe6 243

The Kramnik Line – 10...g6 Game 33 244

D) 9...a5!? 10.f4! 247

 D1) 10...Ba6 248
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1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6! 5.Nxc6 bxc6 6.e5 Qe7! 7.Qe2 Nd5 8.c4!



8...Nb6
We have dealt with 8...Ba6 in the previous chapter, so now it is time for the knight retreat.

 
9.Nc3!

With the knight still on d5, White obviously cannot play this way, but here it makes perfect sense.
 
There are five main options: A) 9...g6, which is okay according to Dembo & Palliser, but I do not like it at all for Black.
 Next are two bishop moves: B) 9...Ba6 and C) 9...Bb7!? with the latter a trend started by none other than Kramnik.
 Kaufman also recommended this variation in his book. D) 9...a5!? is an interesting sideline we had to work hard to find
 an advantage against. Finally, there is 9...Qe6, which is Marin’s proposal and an important main line, so we will not
 forget it – it is important enough to be worthy of a chapter of its own.



A) 9...g6

10.Ne4!
Taking immediate advantage of the weakness created by ...g7-g6.

 
10...Qe6

The natural alternative is 10...Bg7 but it lands in trouble after: 11.Bg5! Qb4† 12.Qd2 Qxd2† 13.Kxd2 This is a much
 improved version of the endgame we saw in Game 32 in the previous chapter. For example: 13...Bxe5 14.Nf6† Bxf6
 15.Re1† Kf8 16.Bxf6 Rg8 17.Bd8 As first played in Feygin – Mikhalchishin, Dortmund 1999. This and later games
 showed that Black is in big trouble!
 
11.Nf6† Kd8 12.Bd2



12...Be7
Hitting the big knight is logical.

 
Worth mentioning but not worth playing for Black is: 12...Ba6 13.b3 d5?! Trying to exploit the pin from a6 to e2 is
 reckless with the king a juicy target on d8. After 14.Qe3 dxc4 15.Be2± the pin has reversed direction and Black is in
 trouble; White will castle short and put rooks on the d- and e-files.
 
After the text move, please remember the important reply:
 
13.h4!

This is a key point for White! Now h4-h5 as well as Rh3 become important ideas.
 
13.0-0-0 Ba6 14.b3 Bxf6 15.exf6 Qxf6 16.Qd3 Qa1† 17.Qb1 Qxb1† 18.Kxb1 is given by Dembo & Palliser. White has
 good compensation, but not enough for an edge.

13...h6
An untested option is: 13...Ba6N 14.b3 Kc8 (14...Bxf6 15.exf6 Qxf6?? loses to 16.Bg5 and shows an additional

 advantage of the h2-h4 move!) 15.Rh3! Kb7 16.Rf3² White has a bind.
 
14.0-0-0!

This has only been played in one email game. Other moves are possible, such as 14.h5 or 14.Rh3, but it is instructive
 to follow a similar variation to what you will find elsewhere in the chapter.
 
14...Ba6 15.b3 Bxf6 16.exf6 Qxf6 17.Qd3 Qa1† 18.Qb1 Qxb1† 19.Kxb1²



Spot the difference! White’s compensation now suffices for an edge. The additional ideas of playing h4-h5 and/or
 Rh3 make all the difference. The email game continued:
 
19...h5

Stopping one of the ideas. The danger of allowing h4-h5 is illustrated by:
 
19...Kc8 20.h5 g5 21.Bc3 Rg8 22.Bd3± The h6-pawn is a target, and pressure on d7 will soon arrive after Bf5.
 
Okay, so the ideas were h4-h5 or Rh3. Black’s stopped h4-h5 so what to do, what to do...
 
20.Rh3

Two points if you chose this move.
 
20...Rg8 21.Bg5† Kc8 22.Rf3 f5 23.Re3

This is far enough to show White has more than enough comp, but it is worth blitzing through a few more moves to
 see how White kept building the pressure until Black’s position dropped off the board.



23...d6 24.g3 Kb7 25.Bg2 Rae8 26.Rde1 Rxe3 27.Rxe3 d5 28.Re6 Kb8 29.cxd5 cxd5 30.a4!
Using every piece and pawn to crank up the heat.

 
30...d4 31.a5 Bd3† 32.Kc1 Nc8 33.Bf4 Nd6 34.Bd5 Rd8 35.Bxd6 cxd6 36.Rxg6±

White later collected the win in leon12 – ipox, email 2012.
 

B) 9...Ba6



This is met by:
 
10.Qe4!

Now 10...Qe6 transposes to 9...Qe6 10.Qe4 Ba6 as discussed in the next chapter. Instead there are two significant
 independent options: B1) 10...f6 and B2) 10...g6.
 

B1) 10...f6

Now White simply takes, and achieves a slightly more comfortable ending (although 11.c5 is also interesting). I’ll
 give some examples:
 
11.exf6 Qxe4†

11...gxf6 12.Qxe7† Bxe7 13.b3² Sadvakasov – A. Ivanov, Los Angeles 2000.



 
12.Nxe4 Bxc4

12...gxf6 is given by Ntirlis, who briefly covers 10...f6 as a secondary option for Black. A sensible continuation is
 13.Nxf6† Kf7 14.Ng4 (Ntirlis mentions 14.Nh5 as leading to at least equality for Black, but the text move seems more
 logical as the knight will be well placed on e3) 14...Re8† 15.Ne3 Nxc4 16.b3 Bg7 17.Rb1 Nxe3 18.Bxe3 A draw was
 agreed here in Nichols – M. Szabo, email 2013. The position is certainly close to equal, but after something like
 18...Bc3† 19.Kd1 Bxf1 20.Rxf1 I think White has better chances than Black to mobilize his pawn majority.
 
13.Bxc4 Nxc4 14.0-0!

The most promising try, as tested twice by GM Gawain Jones.
 
14.b3 Nd6! is pretty much level. For example: 15.Nxd6† cxd6 16.Bb2 and now after either 16...Kf7 17.fxg7 Bxg7 or
 16...gxf6 17.Bxf6 Rg8 18.g3 Kf7 the odds are heavily on a draw.
 
14...Kf7

The other line to consider is the central break: 14...d5 15.Re1!

15...gxf6?! (15...0-0-0 is the critical test. 16.Ng5 Bb4 17.fxg7 Rhg8 White’s healthier majority offers marginally better
 chances after either 18.Re2 as in Schuster – Pino Munoz, corr. 2010, or 18.Rd1!?N.) 16.Nd6† Kd7 17.Nxc4 dxc4
 18.Bd2± Black’s structure was appalling in Jones – Czerwonski, Warsaw (rapid) 2011, and White duly won.
 
15.b3 Nb6

Now 15...Nd6 can be met by 16.Nc5 when White retains some pressure after: 16...Rd8 17.fxg7 Bxg7 18.Rb1²
 
16.Bb2 gxf6 17.Bxf6 Rg8 18.Bd4²

In Jones – Kjartansson, Dubai 2014, Black eventually held the draw, but White was pressing for a long time.
 

B2) 10...g6



This rare move was used by Svidler in 2014 to draw a beautiful game against Nepomniachtchi. We will vary from
 that game at once.
 
11.Be3!?

Virtually unknown. My database shows just two games, with both White players rated under 1800.
 
11.f4 f5 should be equal.
11.c5 is direct, challenging and looks like a draw: 11...Bxf1 12.cxb6 f5 13.b7 Rb8 14.Qe3 Bxg2 15.Rg1 f4 16.Qxa7
 Qxe5† 17.Kd2 Rxb7 18.Qxb7 Qd4† 19.Kc2 Be4† 20.Nxe4 Qxe4† 21.Kd1 Qf3† 22.Kc2 Qe4†=
 
11.Bf4 Qb4

This was the Svidler game. We investigated a new direction:

12.0-0-0!?



The game continued: 12.e6 Qxb2 13.exd7† Kxd7 14.Qd4† Nd5 15.cxd5 Qxa1† 16.Kd2 Bxf1 17.dxc6† Kxc6
 18.Qd5† Kb6 19.Na4† Ka6 20.Qc6† Ka5 21.Bxc7† Kb4 22.Qe4† Ka3 23.Qf3† Kxa2 24.Nc3† Ka3 25.Na2†
 Ka4 26.Qc6† Ka3 27.Qf3† Ka4 28.Qc6† Ka3 29.Qf3† ½–½ Nepomniachtchi – Svidler, Loo 2014. As far as
 human or engine can tell, that is perfect play from Black’s move 12 until the draw.

12...Rb8 13.Qc2
13.e6 fxe6 14.Qd4 Rg8³ was the only line given by Mikhalevski at ChessPublishing.

13...Qa5
And now the engines give many lines to be ‘0.00’ and one of the weirdest is:

14.Qb3 Rb7 15.Nb5 cxb5 16.cxb5 Na4 17.Bd2 Bh6 18.Bxh6 Bxb5=
Fortunately, our main line is better and also understandable to humans.

 
11...Bg7

Simple development, but we should also see what happens if Black plays in the same style as the Svidler game:
11...Qb4 12.0-0-0

12...Rb8
White need not worry about the c4-pawn: 12...Nxc4? 13.Bxc4 Qxc4 14.Rd4 Qe6 15.Rhd1± The d7-pawn cannot
 be supported in any reasonable way: For example: 15...Rd8 (15...0-0-0 16.Ra4 is nasty) 16.Bg5 Be7 17.Bxe7
 Qxe7 18.Qf4 And Ne4 is on the way, while Ra4 winning the a7-pawn is also a handy resource.

13.Qc2 Qa5 14.c5!
This is the detail where the bishop being on e3 (not f4) makes all the difference.



14...Nd5 15.Qd2
The d5-knight is pinned to d7, which leaves Black heading for a bad ending. For example:

15...Bxf1 16.Rhxf1 Bg7 17.Nxd5 Qxd2† 18.Rxd2 cxd5 19.Rxd5 c6 20.Rd4±
White has lifted a useful pawn.

 
11...Bb7 12.f4 Bg7 13.0-0-0² By a different move order, we have reached Zhuravlev – Anastasin, corr. 1989. White has
 more space and no problems, so it’s an edge.

12.f4!N
If White wants to fight for the advantage then the e5-pawn must be protected.

 
12.0-0-0 allows the pawn to be safely captured, but only in one way: 12...Bxe5 (not 12...Qxe5? 13.Qxe5† Bxe5
 14.Bxb6 Bxc3 15.Bxc7²) White can rustle up enough play for equality, but no more. For example: 13.Bd4 Bxd4



 14.Qxd4 0-0 15.c5 Bxf1 16.Rhxf1 Nd5 17.Nxd5 cxd5 18.Qxd5 Qe2=
 
12.c5?! worked out okay for White in M. Swinkels – Bok, Venlo 2007, but 12...Bxe5N would have been a problem.
 After 13.0-0-0 f5³ I don’t believe White has enough compensation for the missing pawn.
 
12...f5

Not the only move, but the most challenging test.
 
13.Qc2!

Sacrificing the c4-pawn works surprisingly well. Well, I’m surprised.
 
The traditional Scotch move would be 13.exf6 Bxf6 14.Qxe7† Kxe7 and now I want to play b2-b3 and claim an edge
 due to my better structure, but the hanging knight on c3 would put a crimp in that plan. White can try for compensation
 with 15.0-0-0 Bxc3 16.bxc3 Nxc4 17.Bd4° This is sound, but I prefer the more ambitious main line.
 
13...Nxc4

Again, the critical test.
 
14.Bd4²

I started with an assessment of ‘with compensation’ but strengthened that claim after further analysis. White’s more-
than-ample compensation is based on various factors, which is a healthy sign. Black’s minor pieces on the queenside are
 awkwardly tangled; White has pressure along the d-file, and later ideas of Bc5.

We will follow the toughest defence the engine can muster:
 
14...Rb8 15.b3

Again, let’s play like a human.
 
15.0-0-0!? is funny, as neither capture on b2 is crushing (and 15...Rxb2? 16.Qa4 even looks bad for Black) but
 15...Nxb2 16.Bxa6 Nxd1 17.Kxd1 0-0÷ is too wild for my tastes.
 
15...Na3

If 15...Nxe5 then the simplest answer is 16.0-0-0!± and the tactics work for White.



 
16.Qf2

16...Nb5
Everything else looks even worse. For example:

 
16...Bxf1 17.Bc5 is nasty. Black has various replies, but the usual plan for White is to take on a3, then, after the f1-
bishop saves itself, a7 can be collected.
 
16...Qb4 17.0-0-0 Bxf1 18.Rhxf1

18...0-0 (18...Nc4 cannot be taken because of ...Qa3† followed by ...Rb2†, but a great answer is 19.Rd3!±. By clearing
 d1, taking the knight on c4 becomes a threat, and by covering the c3-knight, Bc5 is enabled.) 19.Na4 d6 20.exd6 cxd6
 21.Bxg7 Kxg7 22.Rd4± The d6-pawn will drop when White will have the better structure and more active pieces. For



 example: 22...Qb7 23.Rxd6 Kg8 24.Nc5 Qg7 25.Qd4 Nb5 26.Qxg7† Kxg7 27.Rd3±
 
17.Bxb5 Bxb5 18.0-0-0

Also promising is 18.Bxa7!?.
 
18...a5

White has various ways to continue, with one option being:
 
19.Ba7 Rd8

Or 19...Rb7 20.Bc5 looks even worse for Black.
 
20.Rhe1²

Castling would be well met by Bc5. Despite his pawn plus, Black remains under pressure.

C) 9...Bb7!?

10.Bd2!
A typical Scotch move. White is preparing to castle queenside while waiting to see what Black is going to do. Now

 Kramnik’s choice of 10...g6 was recommended by Kaufman, but we dare to call it inaccurate! We’ll see why in Game
 33. First, I’ll deal with some alternatives:
 
10...0-0-0

This is the solid option, but it seems that Black is just worse now as White has more space and a better pawn
 structure. It is not easy to prove this though...
 
10...Qe6 11.0-0-0 followed by f2-f4, Re1 and so on is very comfortable for White.
 
10...d5!? 11.exd6 Qxe2† (11...cxd6 12.0-0-0 is about the same) 12.Bxe2 cxd6 13.0-0-0² is the typical positional edge of
 this opening. Let’s follow a game just to see some standard ideas. 13...Be7 14.Bf4 Rd8 15.Rhe1 0-0 So far this is Zelcic
 – Kozarcanin, Bol 2011.



White played 16.Bf3 letting Black hang on for a few moves with ...Nc8, but 16.Bg4!N is immensely strong, with the
 idea 16...Rfe8? 17.c5 finishing Black instantly.
 
11.0-0-0 Re8

Attacking e5 is natural, but there are a couple of other options to consider:
 
11...g6 is met in typical style with: 12.h4! h6 (12...Re8 13.Bg5 Qb4 14.Bf6 Rg8 15.Rh3 doesn’t seem like fun for Black
 either) 13.f4 d5 14.exd6 cxd6 15.h5± White was much better in De la Villa Garcia – Korneev, Mondariz 2000.
 
11...Kb8 was tried a couple of times by Sasikiran. Now I suggest a move which is typical for this line. 12.Re1! If Black
 plays quietly then White will play f2-f4 next and enjoy the better position. So let’s see what happens if Black tries a
 pawn break: 12...f6 13.exf6 Qxf6 14.Ne4 White has the healthier structure and a mild initiative.
 
12.Re1!

It is worth taking a moment to see the difference if White advances the f-pawn at once:
12.f4

This seems natural, but is met by a strong reply:
12...f6! 13.exf6 Qf7! 14.fxg7

Instead S. Kim – Nezad, Tromso (ol) 2014, continued: 14.Qf2 gxf6 15.Qd4?! (15.c5!?N was unclear) 15...c5
 16.Qd3 f5 17.Rg1 Bg7µ

14...Bxg7 15.Qd3 c5
With interesting compensation for the pawn.

 
By playing Re1 first, we avoid all this complicated stuff.



This is a significant branching point: I will briefly mention 12...d5 followed by more details about C1) 12...Qc5, C2)
 12...g6 and C3) 12...Qe6.
 
12...d5 is a logical-looking move, but White’s Re1 is designed to make those pawn breaks poor. 13.exd6 Qxe2 14.d7†
 Nxd7 15.Bxe2² Black will suffer due to his weak pawns.
 

C1) 12...Qc5
 
This is another novelty proposed by the machines, but Black players don’t seem to trust it (otherwise someone would
 have tried it!). Perhaps the following line is what makes them stay away from it.
 
13.Ne4!? Qxe5 14.f4 Qe7

Even worse is 14...Qe6 due to 15.Qf2 (with the idea Ng5) when 15...Qf5 16.Bd3± keeps up the harassment of
 Black’s queen.
 
15.Qf2

Also promising is 15.Qh5!? Qd8 16.Qxf7 which leads to huge complications.
 
15...Qd8 16.Ng5

This allows some exchanges, so an interesting alternative is 16.c5!? Nd5 17.Bc4 when White has pressure.
 
16...Rxe1† 17.Qxe1 Qe7 18.Bd3



White has decent compensation, as Black’s kingside is vulnerable. For example:
 
18...f6 19.Qxe7 Bxe7 20.Re1 Bc5 21.b4 Bxb4 22.Bxb4 fxg5 23.fxg5

Black’s kingside is under great pressure, with Bc3 a likely follow-up.
 

C2) 12...g6 13.h4!
 
The usual plan, though 13.f4 Bg7 14.h4! is an equally good move order.
 
13...Bg7 14.f4

Black has problems to solve! I shall give quite a few lines. The point is to show typical moves and ideas, rather than
 suggest you need to memorize all that follows.



a) 14...Kb8 15.h5 Ba6 16.Qe4 f5 17.Qd4 c5 18.Qf2 It may look as though White is getting kicked around and dropping
 a pawn, but gaining access to d5 is hugely helpful, as the following line shows. 18...Bxc4 19.Bxc4 Nxc4 20.Nd5 Qf8
 21.Bc3± One threat is h5-h6, but White can also build up against the exposed black king.
 
b) 14...d5 15.cxd5 cxd5 16.h5 d4 (after 16...Nc4 the black knight looks pretty for a moment, but then: 17.Qg4†! Kb8
 18.Bxc4 dxc4 19.Be3 Rd8 20.Qe2±) 17.Nb5 Rd8 18.Qd3 Kb8 19.Kb1± If the b5-knight is attacked with ...a6 then it
 drops back to a3 and reappears on c4, while Black’s queenside just gets weaker and weaker.
 
c) 14...Qf8 15.Qf2 d6 (15...d5 16.cxd5 cxd5 17.h5 16.c5! dxc5 17.h5± We have seen this tripled pawn structure a few
 times, and it is always a joy – for White.
 

C3) 12...Qe6
 
A logical move, but it is not easy to see how to continue from here.
 
13.f4 Be7

After 13...Bb4?! the bishop has actually nothing to do here. 14.Qf2 d5 Now this strike is not so effective, but it’s very
 hard to point out any improvement. (14...c5 15.a3 Bxc3 16.Bxc3 Nxc4 17.Qxc5±) 15.a3! Bxc3 This exchange is a sad
 necessity for Black. (15...Bf8 16.c5 Nd7 17.b4 and Black is pushed back into total passivity.) 16.Bxc3 dxc4 Black is a
 pawn up, but his position is strategically grim. 17.Rd1 Macieja – Steflitsch, Chalkidiki 2002. Macieja chose the solid
 continuation, not giving Black any active counterplay. (17.f5!? also looks promising.)
 
14.Qf2 f5 15.exf6 Qxf6 16.c5 Nd5 17.Ne4 Qf8 18.Bc4 Kb8

19.g4
By simple means White has built a huge advantage against a very solid opponent.

 
Even stronger was 19.Re2!+– which was Jacob’s suggestion later, with a crushing position.
 
19...Nf6 20.g5 Nxe4 21.Rxe4 d5 22.cxd6 Bxd6 23.Rxe8† Qxe8 24.Re1 Qh5 25.f5 Rf8 26.f6 gxf6 27.gxf6 c5 28.f7
 Bd5 29.Re8† Kb7



So far this is Aagaard – S.B. Hansen, Helsingor 2012, and Jacob could have finished a well-played game in style
 with:
 
30.Qf1!

The point being:
 
30...Bxf7 31.Ba6† Kc6 32.Qb5† Kd5 33.Bb7† Kd4 34.Re4#



The Kramnik Line – 10...g6
 

GAME 33

Parimarjan Negi – Jha Sriram

Indian Championship 2011
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6 5.Nxc6 bxc6 6.e5 Qe7 7.Qe2 Nd5 8.c4 Nb6 9.Nc3 Bb7 10.Bd2 g6

This is another line where our first attempt for White did not work as well as we hoped, so we had to start again with
 another approach.

11.0-0-0
Our first plan was:

11.Ne4 0-0-0 12.a4 Ba6
But this seems okay for Black despite our initial analysis and Nikos’s success in a correspondence game.

13.Qf3 Re8 14.Bd3
14.Bc3 f5 15.Nd2 Bh6 also seems okay for Black.

14...Bg7!
14...Bxc4?! Ntirlis – Lanin, corr. 2013.

15.0-0 Bxe5 16.c5 Bxd3 17.Qxd3 Nd5 18.Rae1



And now the key move is:
18...Kb8!N

And we couldn’t find an improvement over the following line:
19.b4 f5 20.Ng5 Qf6 21.b5 Bf4 22.bxc6 Qxc6 23.Rb1† Ka8 24.Nf3 Bxd2 25.Qxd2 Rb8 26.Rbd1 Nf6 27.Ne5 Qxc5
 28.Nxd7 Nxd7 29.Qxd7 c6!

This is heading for a draw.
 
11...Bg7 12.h4!

12...0-0
Probably the hardest nut to crack.

 
12...Ba6 13.Qe4 0-0



This is similar to the game but feels like an improved version for White, though the positions can still go wild.
 This line was tested recently.

14.c5
14.h5!?N is still an option, leaving the e5-pawn to its fate, in similar style to the main game.

14...Bxf1 15.cxb6 Ba6 16.bxc7 Rac8

17.Bg5
17.Rhe1!?² would be my choice, with the idea 17...Rxc7 18.Qa4. For example: 18...Bb5 19.Qc2 Rfc8 20.Ne4
 when White’s play is building nicely.
The rest of the game is for entertainment only. It’s a grim kind of fun, as White presses for the whole game before
 one slip loses everything to a sneaky trick.

17...Qxe5 18.Qxe5 Bxe5 19.Rxd7 Rxc7 20.Rxc7 Bxc7 21.Re1 Bb6 22.Ne4 Ra8

23.Nf6† Kg7 24.Ne8† Kg8 25.Re7



Going for the win.
25...Bc4 26.b3

26.Nf6†!?
26...Bd5

26...Kf8! 27.Nc7 Rc8 28.bxc4 Rxc7=
27.f3

27.Bh6!?
27...Kf8

There now follows a painful accident:

28.Nc7??
28.Re2 Be6 29.Nf6=

28...Rc8!–+
Suddenly it’s all over and Black wins a piece.

29.Na6
29.Nxd5 cxd5† is, sadly, a check, so White has no time to untangle his rook and bishop.

29...h6! 30.Bf6 Bd8
“I was all over him for the whole game,” thought White, as he resigned. 0–1 Yu Ruiyuan – Wen Yang, China 2015.

 
12...c5 can be met by 13.Re1 or even 13.h5.
 
12...h5 13.Re1 and White has the advantage.
 
12...h6



This is Bologan’s suggestion for Black in Bologan’s Weapons but it is based on limited practical material. 13.f4
 (13.Qe3!?N is also an option) 13...0-0-0 And now 14.Qf2N or even 14.h5N 14...g5 15.Re1 both give White an
 advantage.
 
13.h5

White has dangerous play however Black continues.

13...Qxe5
A risky grab, but there was no easy way out.

 
13...Bxe5 14.Re1 Rae8 So far Darini – Alavi, Mashhad 2015: 15.f4!N 15...Bf6 16.Qf3 White is ready for hxg6 followed
 by f4-f5 (most probably after Rxe8 so that there is no f8-rook ‘saluting’ our queen). 16...Qb4 17.Nd1 White has a nice
 initiative.



 
13...Ba6 is met once more with 14.Qe4.
 
14.Qg4!

Planning to continue with Bd3 and/or Qh4. Black (or a computer playing Black) could defend better than what
 follows, but White has fine play, and knowing this far is sufficient knowledge for a Scotch player.
 
14...d5 15.hxg6 hxg6 16.c5 Nc4 17.Bxc4 dxc4 18.Rde1

Pretty good but 18.Bg5! was even better.
 
18...Qd4 19.Qh3 Rfe8 20.Qh7† Kf8 21.Bh6 Rxe1† 22.Rxe1 Bxh6† 23.Qxh6†

23...Kg8
23...Qg7 was sturdier, though after White keeps the queens on with either 24.Qf4 or 24.Qe3, White is clearly better.

 Black may be a pawn up, but his bishop and three pawns are not impressive.
 
24.Ne4 Rd8

24...Rf8 25.Qg5 was equally grim, planning Nf6†, and 25...Kg7 26.Ng3 helps not at all.
 
25.g4!+–



25...Bc8
There was no defence against g4-g5 and Nf6†, but Black may as well have tried 25...c3, hoping White would not be

 bold enough to ‘expose his king’ with 26.bxc3!. Of course the white king is as safe as the Bank of Qatar. And I doubt
 Parimarjan would have hesitated before taking with the b-pawn.
 
26.g5 Qg7 27.Nf6† Kf8 28.Qh2

1–0
 

D) 9...a5!?

A clever move, but one with a rather big, but not so obvious, flaw. Black’s game looks easy: play ...a4, ...Ba6 and
 ...Qe6 putting lots of pressure on the c4-pawn. But by playing ...a7-a5, Black allows a very dangerous plan.



 
10.f4!

And this is the first step to this plan! According to Dembo & Palliser this move is not so good, but Scotch experts
 such as Howell and Rublevsky play it. Why? The main idea is that after Be3 White has the threat of taking on b6, when
 Black can only take back with the c-pawn. Not only is this move promising, but all other alternatives seem to lead to a
 pleasant position for Black, so White has little choice. But one great option is all you need!
Black has four options we should consider: two minor and two big ones. They are 10...a4 and 10...g6, followed by D1)
 10...Ba6 and D2) 10...Qe6.
 
10...a4 11.Be3!

11...Qb4
GM Mark Hebden tried this variation just before he switched to the 6...Ne4 line. I think the following game
 encouraged his change.
11...Ba6 12.Bxb6 cxb6 13.0-0-0² is excellent for White.
11...Qe6 12.0-0-0 Bb4 13.Ne4 a3 14.b3 0-0 15.Nc5 Qe7 16.Nd3 Re8 17.g4 is positionally winning for White.

12.a3 Qb3 13.Rc1 Ba6



So far we are following Zhou – Hebden, Hinckley Island 2011. Now, instead of the typical 14.Bxb6 which is not
 so good here, White has a promising continuation:

14.Nd1!N
The threat is Rc3 and if:

14...Nd5 15.Bd2 g6
15...Be7 16.Qg4 is a double threat.

16.Qf2 Nb6 17.c5 Bxf1 18.cxb6 Ba6 19.bxc7²
White has the better chances.

 
10...g6

This rare move doesn’t solve Black’s problems.

11.Be3!N



Of course this should be played.
11.Bd2 Bg7 12.Qe3 was seen instead in Dominguez Aguilar – Paehtz, Aguascalientes 2007, but this set-up is far
 less logical.

11...Bg7
11...Ba6 12.Bxb6 cxb6 13.0-0-0 is a dream position for White. Something large is likely to land on d6. It might be
 a knight or a rook, but it will be a monster.

12.Ne4 0-0

13.Bc5±
Another instructive line.

 

D1) 10...Ba6
 
This is obviously met by:
 
11.b3



And now Black has a choice:
 
11...a4

This move was given as the solution to White’s play by Dembo & Palliser, but I believe I can improve White’s
 prospects.
 
11...Nd5?! has never been seen and for good reason. After 12.Ne4² White has improved his position and plans Qf2 to
 attack the knight, which has nowhere else other than back to its feeble square on b6.
 
11...Qe6

This has been seen in some high-level encounters, usually with Rublevsky sitting on the White side, but today the
 verdict on this move is clear – Rublevsky proved that White is better after:

12.Bb2!
Followed by 0-0-0! A plan which takes full advantage of the previous play.



12...a4
12...Bb4 13.0-0-0 was played in Rublevsky – Vajda, Budva 2004, but soon we transpose to the main line as it
 seems that Black has to play ...a5-a4 at some point.

13.0-0-0 Bb4 14.Ne4 axb3 15.axb3
Black has the open a-file, but cannot create any threats. On the other hand White has a simple plan of
 development.

15...Bb7 16.Qf2 Qe7

This was seen in Rublevsky – Zhang Zhong, Moscow 2004, and the aforementioned Rublevsky game against
 Vajda. Both times White tried 17.Nd6†!? which is certainly a spectacular move to play and may lead to
 somewhat better chances for White, but a much simpler solution is:

17.Bd3!N
This gives White a clear advantage. Now the threat of Nd6† is even stronger (as a rook will come quickly to the e-



file) and Black has no counterplay, especially because 17...0-0 is met by another big bang: 18.Nf6† and wins.

12.Qf3!N
This is a novelty which Nikos spent many hours analysing, and it seems highly promising. Of course we are talking

 about a rare position, so it is understandable that this idea has not yet been tested in practice.
 
12.Qc2 was tested in Smerdon – Lane, Canberra 2009, but Black had no problems.
 
After 12.Qf3!N we will analyse four main possibilities. In this case the reader is strongly advised to memorize at least
 White’s main idea in each case.
 
12...Bb7

This can probably be considered the main line as it is the main choice of the engines.
 
12...axb3 13.axb3



13...Qb4
13...Bb7 14.Rxa8† Bxa8 15.Bd3 followed by 0-0 gives White a big advantage.

14.Ba3! Qxb3 15.Bxf8 Rxf8 16.c5! Bxf1 17.Rxa8† Nxa8 18.Rxf1±
The a8-knight is dead and after:

18...Qc2 19.g3!

White keeps his advantage as it is too risky for Black to play:
19...Qxh2?! 20.Ne2
Black is two pawns up but after 20...Qh6 21.f5+– he is essentially playing with less material. Just look at his knight,
 while his rook and queen are not working well either. White has a decisive initiative.
 
12...f6 13.Bd3 fxe5 14.0-0 0-0-0



15.Kh1² or 15.Be3!? threatening the a4-pawn and retaining excellent compensation after 15...exf4 16.Qxf4.
12...d5 can be met by 13.Bd2² anticipating ...Qb4.
 
13.Rb1!

We again managed to find an advantage for White in all cases:
 
13...axb3

13...Qe6 14.Bd3 axb3 15.axb3 Bb4 16.Bb2 d5 17.0-0² is a pleasant edge.
 
14.axb3 d5 15.cxd5 Nxd5

15...cxd5 is met by 16.b4!.
 



16.Nxd5 cxd5 17.b4!
It may not be visible from a first glance, but Black has major problems to solve.

17...Qd7
17...c6 18.Bd3 Qh4† 19.g3 Qh3 is highly problematic for Black after 20.f5! threatening either Bf1 or b4-b5 and after

 20...h5 21.Qe3 with the idea of coming to b6.
 
17...f6 18.Bb5† c6 19.Bd3 fxe5 20.Qh5†² is another difficult position for Black.
 
18.Bd3 c5 19.bxc5 Bxc5 20.Be3 Bxe3 21.Qxe3 d4 22.Qf2

White’s advantage is small but undeniable. He has blockaded the d4-pawn and may even win it in the future, having
 in mind a potentially ‘winnable’ endgame regardless of which pieces are exchanged. (Even the rook endgame with 4 vs.
 3 can be played for a win. Kasparov once lost it, regardless of how ‘easy’ it is supposed to be to hold.) Meanwhile
 White’s pawn majority can create all sorts of trouble in the middlegame.
 

D2) 10...Qe6
 

GAME 34

David Howell – Mark Hebden

Hastings 2011-12
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6 5.Nxc6 bxc6 6.e5 Qe7 7.Qe2 Nd5 8.c4 Nb6 9.Nc3 a5 10.f4 Qe6



This has been the most popular choice for Black.
 
11.Be3!

White’s play is easy and the threat of taking on b6 is serious. Unfortunately Jacob didn’t remember this idea in the
 following game.
 
11.Qe4 g6 and White later lost in Aagaard – Ismagambetov, Istanbul (ol) 2012. (11...Bb4!? 12.Bd2 0-0 was also fine for
 Black.) After the game Nikos and Jacob looked at the Be3xb6 idea with the whole Danish team and everybody was
 really impressed by its power. So we are examining 11.Be3! in this illustrative game.
 
11...Bb4

This is the most tempting and logical move.
 
11...Ba6

This is best met with:
12.Bxb6 cxb6 13.0-0-0!

White’s position is obviously the more comfortable.
13...Be7



14.Qe4
Threatening f4-f5.
14.Kb1!?N 14...0-0 15.Ne4² is another way.

14...f5
Stopping White from playing f5, but after:

15.exf6 Bxf6 16.Qxe6† dxe6 17.Ne4 Rd8 18.Rxd8† Bxd8 19.c5!
White secured an endgame advantage in Nedev – Blagojevic, Podgorica 2011, although he didn’t manage to win.

 
11...Rb8

Now the Bxb6 idea no longer makes sense, as of course Black recaptures with the rook. But note that Bxb6
 remains an option later.

12.0-0-0



12...Be7
12...Ba6?! brings back our favourite idea: 13.Bxb6! Rxb6 14.Qe3! This simple two-step manoeuvre is worth
 remembering. The immediate threat is c4-c5, but the queen move also allows a Bd3 developer and aids a knight
 hop to c5, usually via e4. For example: 14...Rb7 15.Ne4 Be7 16.Nc5 Bxc5 17.Qxc5± In D. Nguyen – Van
 Hoolandt, Tromso (ol) 2014, the a-pawn was dropping off for no compensation.

13.g4 Ba6 14.Bxb6
As in the Nguyen game, the bishop arriving on a6 is a hint for White to take on b6.

14...Rxb6 15.Qe3
Same old, same old.

15...Rb4
15...Qxg4? is met crushingly by 16.c5 or first 16.Rg1.

16.a3 Rb7 17.f5 Qh6 18.Qxh6 gxh6 19.Ne4±
White had a beautiful position in Edouard – Khmelniker, Biel 2006.

12.0-0-0!
A clear improvement by Howell on previous practice.

 
12.Bxb6 cxb6 13.0-0-0 had previously been tried, most notably in Rublevsky – Sutovsky, Poikovsky 2009, but Black is
 fine after 13...0-0.
 
12...Bxc3 13.bxc3 c5

Black is afraid of c4-c5, so this gambit idea looks logical, but it failed the test.
 
13...Qe7 can be met by: 14.Bxb6 Rb8 15.c5 cxb6 16.Rd6²
 
13...Rb8 is the engine’s first choice, but after: 14.Bxb6 Rxb6 (14...cxb6 is met by 15.Rd6)



15.c5!N White keeps control and an edge. (Instead 15.Qf2 c5! 16.Qxc5 Qf5 17.Bd3 Qxf4† 18.Kc2 Rc6 19.Qxa5 0-0°
 was fine for Black in Frijling – Raessler, email 2012.) For example: 15...Rb8 16.Qc4 Qe7 17.Qd4 (17.Bd3? Rb5 drops
 the c5-pawn) 17...0-0 18.Bd3²

14.Bxc5 Rb8 15.Ba3
Black needs a way to get in about the exposed white king, but nothing works.

 
15...Qf5 16.Rd4!±

Black is in trouble, but his next fails in a hurry.



16...c5? 17.g4!+–
Black was dreaming of 17.Bxc5?? Na4 when he wins.

 
17...Qe6 18.Rd6 Qe7 19.Qb2 Qd8 20.Bxc5 Na4 21.Qxb8 Nxc5 22.Qb6

The exchange of queens ends Black’s realistic hopes, though Mark kept trying for a while. It is a decent bet that
 David Howell was in time trouble.

22...Qxb6 23.Rxb6 h5 24.Rb5 Ne4 25.g5 Nxc3 26.Rxa5 Bb7 27.Rg1 Ke7 28.Kd2 Ne4† 29.Ke3 Rc8 30.f5 g6 31.f6†
 Kd8 32.h4 Nc5 33.Bh3

1–0
 
There are various standard ideas worth remembering in this line, many involving Be3xb6 or c4-c5. As an aid to



 memory, I see the move 9...a5 and think “Ah, weakening b6, so this is the one I meet with a quick Be3.”
 

Conclusion
 
This chapter concentrated on 8...Nb6 (following 1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6! 5.Nxc6 bxc6 6.e5 Qe7!
 7.Qe2 Nd5 8.c4!) when our move is 9.Nc3!. And that is where we have a major branching point.
 
9...g6 is a line I like – for White. The key idea is an immediate knight hop to e4 then f6, followed soon after by h2-h4,
 when the h-pawn may advance further, while the rook may also develop via h3.
 
After 9...Ba6 10.Qe4! there are two significant independent options.

10...f6 allows White to take on f6, swap queens and enjoy the traditional Scotch edge due to our better structure.
10...g6 is much trickier. My recommendation is a rare line that involves developing the bishop on e3; in one critical

 line having the option of c4-c5 is vital.
 
9...Bb7!? is met by 10.Bd2! planning to castle long, when there are many, many branches to consider, but note that I
 recommend meeting 10...0-0-0 11.0-0-0 Re8 with 12.Re1! to cut out a few options for Black.
 
Against 9...a5!? I recommend 10.f4! which in some lines allows the bishop to develop to e3, creating ideas of taking on
 b6, which lacks its previous support from a7.



1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6! 5.Nxc6 bxc6 6.e5 Qe7!
 7.Qe2 Nd5 8.c4! Nb6 9.Nc3! Qe6 10.Qe4! (10.Bd2!? 269)

 

10...d5 (10...Bb4 256) Game 35 256

10...Bb7 Game 36 258

Introduction to 10...Ba6 260

 11.b3 260

 11...0-0-0 Game 37 261

 11...Bb4! 264

 12.Bd2 Bxc3 13.Bxc3 d5 14.Qh4! dxc4 265

 A) 15.Be2 265

 B) 15.Rc1! Qg6! 266

 16.Bb4 266

 16.g3! Game 38 267

Introduction to 10...g6 269

 11.f4 Bb4! (11...d5!? 271) 12.Bd2 0-0 13.0-0-0! Rb8 271

 14.b3?! 273

The Critical 14.f5! Game 39 273

 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6 5.Nxc6 bxc6 6.e5 Qe7 7.Qe2 Nd5 8.c4 Nb6 9.Nc3 Qe6

We saw the 9th move alternatives in the previous chapter, so now we can complete our Scotch coverage by looking at
 this big main line, which has many branches.



10.Qe4!
10.Bd2!? is an interesting try which will be discussed later on page 269, as it is best understood in the context of the

 10...g6 line under discussion there.
 
The text move is a standard resource in the Scotch, intending to develop the f1-bishop and castle. Traditionally, 10...Ba6
 was considered the main line and today we are seeing a resurrection of it at the highest level. The other big move is
 10...g6, which was recommended by Mihail Marin and has maintained its popularity and theoretical status over the last
 few years.
 
Before discussing with those two major subjects in detail, I will first deal with a few second-tier lines in the following
 two illustrative games.



GAME 35

Dusko Pavasovic – Magnus Carlsen

Wijk aan Zee 2004
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6 5.Nxc6 bxc6 6.e5 Qe7 7.Qe2 Nd5 8.c4 Nb6 9.Nc3 Qe6 10.Qe4

10...d5
Black has this option on just about every move, but it almost always leads to a pleasant position for White after the

 exchange of queens, due to his better structure.
 
10...Bb4 11.Bd2 usually transposes elsewhere after Black puts the bishop on a6 or b7. So what are the independent
 options?
 
a) 11...Bxc3 12.Bxc3 d5 Since the white queen is undefended, Black ‘exploits the pin’ on the e5-pawn, but White has
 slightly better chances after the usual 13.cxd5 cxd5 14.Qb4²; or he can try the unexplored 13.Qd4!?N.
 
b) 11...a5 12.Bd3 d5 13.exd6 cxd6 14.0-0-0 Qxe4 15.Nxe4² is the usual fraction better for White, Haslinger – Hebden,
 Blackpool 2010. Scotch players can expect to see many similar positions.
 
11.exd6 cxd6 12.Bd3 Qxe4† 13.Bxe4 Bb7 14.b3



14...g6
A pleasing feature, from White’s point of view, is that Black’s pawns are likely to remain weak, no matter how he

 tries to change the structure. For example: 14...d5 15.cxd5 cxd5 16.Bf3 was pleasant for White in both Rublevsky –
 Sokolov, Kallithea 2002, and Movsesian – Kharlov, Kallithea 2002. Postny points out the odd coincidence that these
 two games took place in the same team match. Black was in trouble in both games, but managed to hold one draw.
 
15.Bb2 Bg7 16.0-0-0 0-0-0 17.Bf3²

The young rising star failed to hold a long ending. I will not analyse the rest in depth, as it is way beyond opening
 theory.
 
17...c5

In a more recent game White also prevailed: 17...Rhe8 18.Ne4! This is the move Carlsen’s choice discouraged.
 18...Bxb2† 19.Kxb2 Kc7 20.Nf6 (20.Ng5!?) 20...Re5 21.Nxh7 Nd7 22.h4 f6 23.h5 gxh5 24.Rxh5 (24.Bxh5!?)
 24...Rxh5 25.Bxh5 In Obregon – Dos Santos, Buenos Aires 2014, White converted his extra pawn.
 
18.Nb5 Bxb2† 19.Kxb2 Bxf3 20.gxf3 d5 21.cxd5 Nxd5 22.Rd2 a6 23.Rhd1 axb5 24.Rxd5 Rxd5 25.Rxd5 Kc7
 26.Rxc5† Kb6 27.Re5 b4 28.Re7

White is still pressing, but Black should hold; so easy to say, but tough to do.



28...Rd8 29.Kc2 Ra8 30.Kb1 Rd8 31.Rxf7 Rd1† 32.Kc2 Ra1 33.Kd3 Rxa2 34.Kc4 Rxf2 35.h4 Ka5 36.Ra7† Kb6
 37.Rxh7 Rxf3 38.Kxb4 Rf4† 39.Ka3 Kb5 40.Rh8 Rg4 41.Rb8† Ka5 42.Ra8† Kb5 43.Ra4 Rg3 44.Re4!

A sneaky try in a harmless-looking position.

44...Rg2??
To draw, Black needed to retreat his king to a6, b6 or c6, creating the threat of ...g6-g5.

 
45.Re5† Kb6 46.Rg5

Nasty. Since the pawn ending is lost, g6 drops with check.
 
46...Rh2 47.Rxg6† Kb5

Sadly for Black, the rook ending is also lost.



 
48.Rg5† Kb6 49.Rh5 Rg2 50.Ka4 Rf2 51.Rh6† Kb7 52.b4 Rf5 53.h5 Re5 54.b5 Re1 55.Rf6 Ra1† 56.Kb4 Rb1†
 57.Kc5 Rc1† 58.Kd6 Kb6 59.Rf5

1–0
 
The opening was slightly but definitely in White’s favour. The long ending illustrates how difficult Black’s task is over
 the board. After defending stoutly for hours, Black was caught by one final snare.



GAME 36

Vassilios Kotronias – Alexandra Kosteniuk

Moscow 2011
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6 5.Nxc6 bxc6 6.e5 Qe7 7.Qe2 Nd5 8.c4 Nb6 9.Nc3 Qe6 10.Qe4! Bb7

The main point behind this move is to castle on the queenside and open the long diagonal with ...c5.
 
11.Bd3

White develops consistently.
 
11.b3 Bb4 12.Bd2 0-0-0 13.0-0-0 has also been played, but Black was fine after 13...c5 in Swiercz – Grischuk, Tromso
 2013.
 
11...Bb4 12.Bd2

Another typical move.
 
12...0-0-0

13.0-0
But this one feels atypical.

 
13.0-0-0

The natural choice, as played by a few GMs, including the mighty Caruana, but after:
13...c5!

Black has few problems. So in my opinion, the Greek GM was right to castle on the other side of the board. Even
 so, let’s see the rest of Caruana’s game, as it didn’t last very long.



14.Qe2 Rhe8
14...Bxg2 15.Rhg1 Bb7÷ Nakhapetiane – Riazantsev, Olginka 2011.

15.f4 d6 16.a3 Bxc3 17.Bxc3 g6
17...Kb8!?N is a safe way to avoid any diagonal accidents.

18.Rhf1 Na4 19.Ba5 dxe5 20.fxe5

20...f5?? 21.exf6
1–0 Caruana – Granda Zuniga, Tromso 2013. Black certainly missed something, though it is difficult to say what it

 was. 21...Qxe2 22.Bxe2 Rxe2 23.Rxd8† Kxd8 24.f7 is not a difficult line for a player of Granda’s class.
 
13...c5 14.Qh4!

Again not the first choice of the machines, but the Greek GM had seen deeper than the silicon monsters.
 



14.Qe2!? might also be a good choice, and it avoids the dangerous-looking ...h5 stuff; but not 14.Qf4? which walks
 straight into 14...g5!.

14...Ba6?
“A positional mistake” according to Maze, who also gave the following two lines.

14...h6 15.a3 Bxc3 16.Bxc3 Na4 (16...g5 17.Qg3 Nxc4 18.Bxc4 Qxc4 19.e6²) 17.Rae1!? White is better in all lines,
 according to Maze.
 
14...h5! is Black’s best but not good enough to solve his opening problems completely. 15.Rfe1 Bxc3 16.Bxc3 g5
 17.Qg3 h4 18.Qe3 g4 (18...Na4 19.Be4!²) 19.b3 g3 20.hxg3 Rdg8 21.Qf4 hxg3 22.fxg3 Rh5 23.Be4² Maze
 
14...Qxe5?! gives White various ways to build an initiative. One example is 15.Bf4 Qf6 16.Qg3‚ threatening both Bxc7
 and Bg5.
 
15.f4

White has more space, the better structure, and so many ways to build up his position.
 
15...f5

If 15...d6 then White can exploit the loose a6-bishop with 16.Nd5² when 16...Bxd2? 17.Bf5! shows a second tactical
 point.
 
16.b3 Ba3 17.Nd5 Kb8 18.Bc3 g6 19.Rad1

White’s advantage seems to grow effortlessly, as his pieces flow to great squares; this effect is a feature of his space
 advantage.



19...Bb7 20.Ne3
The a3-bishop faces harassment by Nc2.

 
20...Bb4 21.Bxb4 cxb4 22.c5 Nc8

Not a great square, but 22...Nd5 23.Bc4 Qe7 24.Qxe7 Nxe7 25.Rd2±, followed by doubling on the d-file, also leaves
 Black under the cosh.
 
23.Qe1

23...d6
Black decides she may as well give up material and go down swinging.

 
Trying to cling on with 23...a5 24.Nc4 Qa6 is hopeless after 25.a3! when the queenside explodes.



 
24.Qxb4 dxe5 25.Bc4 Qc6 26.Bd5

26...Rxd5
The best practical try was 26...a5 27.Qxa5 Rxd5 28.Nxd5 Ne7 29.Ne3 g5 but 30.Rf3!+– shows it’s all just a bluff.

 
27.Rxd5 exf4 28.Qxf4 Re8 29.Re5 Rd8 30.h4 Rd3 31.Rf2 Qd7 32.Nc2 Be4 33.Nb4 Rd1† 34.Kh2 Qb5 35.Rxe4 fxe4
 36.Qxe4 c6 37.Rf7

1–0
 
A fine performance by Kotronias, whose cramping e5-pawn also deserves some credit.



Introduction to 10...Ba6
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6 5.Nxc6 bxc6 6.e5 Qe7 7.Qe2 Nd5 8.c4 Nb6 9.Nc3 Qe6 10.Qe4! Ba6
 11.b3

Black’s last move developed a piece with tempo; on the other hand, if he does not find a way to utilize the bishop on
 a6 then it might just prove to be misplaced. 11...0-0-0 is a popular move which will be considered in the next game, but
 11...Bb4! is the biggest theoretical challenge, and will be discussed afterwards.
 

GAME 37

Ioan Colin Chiru – Roel De Jong

Correspondence 2002
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6 5.Nxc6 bxc6 6.e5 Qe7 7.Qe2 Nd5 8.c4 Nb6 9.Nc3 Qe6 10.Qe4 Ba6 11.b3
 0-0-0

Black generally follows this move with a quick ...Re8 to put pressure on White’s centre. This direct approach is
 favoured by the engines, but White has some positional sacrifices that even the best engines of today cannot evaluate
 accurately.
 
12.Bb2

After being forced to play b2-b3, it makes sense to put the bishop on this square. White also gains the possibility of
 castling queenside.



12...Re8
There is another approach, but it is less threatening:

12...Bb7 13.0-0-0 Re8 14.f4 d5
This is Black’s usual choice, as 14...c5 15.Nd5 favours White.

15.cxd5 cxd5 16.Qc2
 

White preserves an edge due to his better structure. For example:
16...Kb8 17.Kb1 g6

17...c5 18.Bb5 Rc8 19.f5 Qe7 20.Na4 d4 21.Nxb6 axb6 22.Rde1² Alvarez – Johansson, corr. 2000.
18.Bd3 c5 19.Rhe1 f5 20.exf6 Qxe1 21.f7 d4

So far we are following two Haslinger – Van den Doel games!
22.Rxe1!



22.fxe8=Q† Qxe8 allowed Black to eventually escape with a draw in Haslinger – Van den Doel, Delft 2012.
22...Rxe1† 23.Bc1 Bd6

24.g3!N
It takes an engine to see that such a calm move is effective in a wild-looking position.
24.Qd2 Rxc1† 25.Qxc1 dxc3 26.Qxc3 Rf8 27.Qg7 Bxg2 led to a draw in Haslinger – Van den Doel, Delft 2014.

24...dxc3 25.Qxc3 Rxc1† 26.Kxc1 Rf8 27.Qg7 Bd5
Unlike the 2014 game above, there was nothing hanging on g2.

28.Qxh7 Rxf7 29.Qxg6±
Perhaps this will be played in Haslinger – Van den Doel, Delft 2016.

 
13.f4 f6

This looks like sensible play by Black, but White has a positional sacrifice which will highlight Black’s badly-placed
 pieces on the queenside.



14.0-0-0!
14.a4 is another critical attempt, but according to our analysis Black manages to equalize after careful play.

 
14...fxe5

Black has to do this, as otherwise White has the idea of playing exf6.
 
15.c5!

This is White’s second idea in the position.
 
15...Bxf1 16.cxb6 Ba6
 

17.bxa7



There is also 17.Qa4!? Kb7 18.bxc7 d5 19.Rhe1 Bc5 20.Rxe5 Qg6 which has done well in a couple of games,
 including Klauner – Freeman, corr. 2011.
 
17...Kb7 18.Rhe1! Bd6

Black has a wide choice:
 
18...d6? 19.fxe5 is simply bad for Black.
 
18...d5

This is met by a positional exchange sacrifice.
19.Qxe5 Qxe5 20.fxe5

20...Bc5
Instead if 20...Bb4 then 21.a3 offers a Black a choice between 21...Bc5 22.Na4, which is the like the main line
 except with a2-a3 harmlessly added, or the following independent but unpleasant line: 21...Ba5 22.e6 Re7 23.b4
 Bb6 24.b5 Bxb5 25.Nxb5 cxb5 26.Rxd5 Kc6 27.Rf5±

21.Na4 Bf2 22.Bd4 Bxe1 23.Rxe1 Re7



24.Kd2!N
24.Bc5 allowed Black to activate his rook with 24...Re6! in Morozevich – Khalifman, Wijk aan Zee 2002.
The text move was suggested as an improvement by Postny. White intends to bring his king to c3 and b4, while

 keeping the c5-square available for either of his minor pieces. Later the king might even go to a5 or c5 to support a
 pawn advance with a2-a4 and b3-b4-b5. Obviously White’s exact plans will depend on what Black does, but Black has
 no counterplay and his defensive task is not easy.
 
18...exf4!?

Despite just having been played once, this looks the toughest test.

19.Qxe6!?N
I would like 19.Qa4?! to work, as it is ambitious and fun-looking, but after 19...Qg6 20.Rxe8 Qxe8 21.Ne4 the
 clever 21...Qc8! allows Black to take with the king on a8 if White promotes. White has some compensation, but I



 don’t think it’s enough.
19.Rxd7 Qxe4 20.Rxe4 looks about level as Black’s bishops make up for his ugly pawns. Repp – Pentzien, corr.
 2007, was soon agreed drawn.

19...dxe6
Not 19...Rxe6? 20.Rxe6 dxe6 21.Rd8 Kxa7 22.Na4± as the pin is likely to be fatal.

20.Rd7°
White has full compensation for the pawn but I am not convinced it is enough to force an advantage.

 
Let’s return to De Jong’s 18...Bd6. This is certainly a natural move but it allows a stunning reply.

19.Qa4!!
Now the queens are staying on, and the black king is in trouble.

 
19...Kxa7

The pawn was a nuisance (with a8=Q† decoys in many lines) but now the attack flows.
 
19...Qh6 20.Ne4‚ is also a vicious attack, as the following line illustrates: 20...exf4 21.a8=Q†! Rxa8



22.Rxd6! cxd6 23.Qb4† Kc7 24.Qa5† Kb8 (or 24...Kb7 25.Bxg7! Qg6 26.Bf6+–) 25.Qb6† Bb7 26.Nxd6! f3† 27.Kb1
 Qg6† 28.Ka1 Qxd6 29.Be5 Qxe5† 30.Rxe5 fxg2 31.Rg5+– Black has enough material for the queen, but all his pieces,
 including his king, are poorly placed.
 
20.Ne4 Qh6

21.Qa5!
The last accurate move that we need to remember.

 
21...Kb7 22.Nxd6† cxd6 23.Re4



23...exf4?
Now White wins directly. Essential was 23...c5, but even so 24.b4! should win soon enough.

 
24.Rb4† Bb5 25.Rxb5† cxb5 26.Qxb5† Kc8 27.Qa6† Kd8 28.Qa5† Kc8 29.Bc3!

Precision to the end; the threat is 30.Qa8† Kc7 31.Ba5 with a pretty mate.

1–0
 
This is generally a pleasant line for White, with only the rare 18...exf4!? looking a threat to equalize. If pressing in that
 endgame is not enough to satisfy you, then 17.Qa4!? is an option, with interesting play in an unclear middlegame.

11...Bb4!
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6 5.Nxc6 bxc6 6.e5 Qe7 7.Qe2 Nd5 8.c4 Nb6 9.Nc3 Qe6 10.Qe4 Ba6 11.b3
 Bb4!

For some time this move disappeared from elite practice, but recently top players have started trusting it again.
 



12.Bd2 Bxc3 13.Bxc3 d5
This is the point behind Black’s previous few moves.

 
14.Qh4!

Kasparov’s idea, which was first revealed against Adams in Sarajevo 1999. Before that White usually played 14.Qf3.
 
14...dxc4

I will cover two options; you can consider the first a low-theory backup line, with the second being my main
 recommendation. A) 15.Be2 is a decent move, but Black has the option of reaching a worse but defensible endgame, so
 the more ambitious B) 15.Rc1! will be our main move.
 



A) 15.Be2
 
This is the move Kasparov played in the stem game of the 14.Qh4 variation.
 
15...Nd5

16.Bxc4
Kasparov chose 16.Bd4 and went on to defeat Adams, but it was subsequently discovered that 16...Qf5! is a good

 reply.
 
16...g5!

Dembo & Palliser called this dubious, but it is the toughest defence and several Super-GMs trust this position for
 Black.
 
16...Bxc4 17.Qxc4 Nxc3 18.Qxc3 0-0-0 19.0-0² eventually resulted in a win for White in Yu Ruiyuan – Yang Kaiqi,
 China 2013.
 
17.Bxd5

17.Qd4 Bxc4 18.Qxc4 0-0-0! causes Black fewer problems after 19.0-0 Nf4! or 19.Bd4 c5!.
 
The text move is the Dembo & Palliser recommendation but they did not take into account Black’s next.
 
17...gxh4!

After 17...Qxd5 D&P base their recommendation for White on 18.Qd4! Qxd4 19.Bxd4 0-0-0 20.0-0-0 as in Godena –
 Dervishi, Bratto 2004. It’s a win-some-draw-some position, similar to the main line but with slightly improved
 prospects for White, as Black’s activity is reduced.
 
18.Bxe6 fxe6²/=



Black should draw this endgame with careful play, but some players will be happy to take such a position with White.
 In his recent book Playing 1.e4 e5 – A Classical Repertoire, Nikos Ntirlis gives some additional lines to show how
 Black should handle the position, but I will cut the analysis here and allow interested readers to carry out their own
 research. However, let me offer a few general words of advice. Firstly, don’t get too excited about the engine’s initial
 evaluation, as it tends to creep down over time and after being fed a few quality moves by Black. Also, while it’s
 tempting to assume that White is playing for two results, the database actually contains a couple of email games in
 which White played too ambitiously and lost, so don’t forget about Black’s dynamic possibilities involving control of
 the d-file and light squares combined with the ...h3 and ...c5-c4 pawn breaks. To summarize, this line could be a good
 choice for technically inclined players, as long as White does not mind the fact that the drawing percentage is fairly
 high.
 

B) 15.Rc1!



This idea of the Polish GM Macieja improved White’s chances in this variation.
 
15...Qg6!

Karjakin’s discovery.
 
15...0-0?! 16.Be2 is comfortable for White. For example: 16...Nd5 17.Bxc4 (17.Ba1 17...Nb4 18.bxc4 Rad8 19.0-0 Nd3
 20.Rc3! led to a crushing win for White in Radjabov – Karjakin, Dos Hermanas 2005, but more testing is 17...Qf5!N
 when Black has messy ideas involving ...Nf4.) 17...Bxc4 18.Qxc4² In Naumann – Gustafsson, Internet 2006, White
 had begun the traditional two-results torture.
 
How White should continue now?
 
16.Bb4

This is how Karjakin himself played with White when faced with his own concept! He is not alone, as both Wang
 Hao and Carlsen had played like this (against Karjakin!) in the past.
 
16.g3! is the latest try for White, and is covered in the illustrative game below.

16...f6! 17.Qh3 Qe4†! 18.Be2 Kf7 19.Qe3 Qxe3 20.fxe3 Rhe8 21.exf6 Rxe3 22.fxg7 Kxg7 23.Kf2 Rxe2† 24.Kxe2
 cxb3† 25.Kf2 bxa2 26.Rxc6 Nd5 27.Bc3† Nxc3 28.Rxc3 Bc8 29.Rxc7† Kh8 30.Re1 Be6

In Karjakin – Kasimdzhanov, Zug 2013, the former FIDE World Champion demonstrated that he had built a fortress,
 and this endgame is only a draw. I suspect the chances of a normal opponent knowing all this are quite low;
 nevertheless, from a theoretical perspective, Kasimdzhanov’s play in the above game put the ball back in White’s court.
 In the next and final game of the 11...Ba6 section, we will see White’s latest attempt to prove something.
 

GAME 38

Fabiano Caruana – Etienne Bacrot

Thessaloniki 2013
 



1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6 5.Nxc6 bxc6 6.e5 Qe7 7.Qe2 Nd5 8.c4 Nb6 9.Nc3 Qe6 10.Qe4 Bb4
 11.Bd2 Ba6 12.b3 Bxc3 13.Bxc3 d5 14.Qh4 dxc4 15.Rc1 Qg6 16.g3!

Sometimes a move can look simple yet still be clever and effective. White safeguards his g-pawn, preparing Be2 and
 castling. White already has what he wants – the bishop pair and the better structure – so consolidating his gains is the
 main plan.

16...0-0 17.Be2
There are many ways the game could develop from here, but White starts the middlegame with slightly the better

 chances.
 
17...Rad8

A more recent game continued:
17...c5 18.0-0 Bb7 19.bxc4 Rfe8 20.Rfe1 Nd7

This is the anti-Scotch line Nikos Ntirlis recommended in Playing 1.e4 e5 – A Classical Repertoire so, not
 surprisingly, it’s a tough one to crack.



21.e6!?
The e5-e6 break is a key idea in this line, as Caruana will show (sorry for the spoiler) but it is not needed in this
 position.
I suggest: 21.Bd1!?N Covering e5 and planning Bc2. For example: 21...Qc6 22.f3 Nf8 23.Re3 Preparing Bc2.
 Black has a sound position but I would rather be White.

21...Rxe6 22.Bh5 Qh6
In Yu Yangyi – Ponomariov, Danzhou 2014, White had enough compensation to draw, but no more.

 
18.0-0 c5 19.Rfe1

A good developer enhancing thoughts of e5-e6, but not the only path.
 
Three months after the present game, an all-Polish clash continued:
19.bxc4 Qe6 20.Bg4 Qg6

Maybe not Black’s original intention but 20...Qxc4? 21.e6 wins at once due to the threats of e6-e7 or Bxg7.
21.f4 Rd3



22.e6
No one can resist this advance, even when it’s not the best move.
I would prefer the extra-boring: 22.Qh5!?N 22...Qxh5 23.Bxh5 Bxc4 24.Rf2° I find White’s compensation even
 more convincing than what he had in the game. Plans include Ba5 when the c5-pawn is likely to drop.

22...fxe6 23.Rfe1 Bxc4 24.Ba1°
Tomczak – Mista, Poland 2013.

 
19...Bb7

A sensible choice.
 
19...h6?! is worth mentioning just to show how careful Black must be to avoid an e6-flattener: 20.Bh5 Qe6 21.Bg4 Qc6
 22.e6!‚
 
20.Bg4

White’s focus remains on e6.
 
If 20.bxc4 then Black’s idea, as Szabo suggested, was 20...Na4 21.Ba1 Rd2 when Black has enough activity to hold the
 balance.



20...Qc6?
Threatening mate-in-one is always tempting, but now Black loses control of the e6-square.

 
20...Bd5 or 20...Bc8 were thus the logical improvements, with the former for choice, as it also covers the c4-pawn. In
 either case White is pushing, but with perfect defence Black might hold on to equality.
 
21.f3 Bc8 22.e6!±

A vicious strike. The c3-bishop joins the fight while the black king’s shield is weakened. You can see why every
 player wants to repeat Caruana’s e5-e6 glory.
 

22...fxe6
The best try, as instead 22...Bxe6 23.Rxe6! fxe6 24.Qe7 is killing.



 
23.Qe7

Or 23.Qg5 was just as good or maybe even better.
 
23...e5

Black starts bailing out into a grubby ending.
 
24.Bxe5 Qh6 25.Bxc8 Rxc8 26.f4 cxb3 27.axb3 Nd5 28.Qxc5 Qb6 29.Bd4 Qxc5 30.Bxc5±

The ending is not relevant to our theme, so I shall skip rapidly through it.
 
30...Rfe8 31.Bxa7 Rxe1† 32.Rxe1 Ra8 33.Ra1!

Okay, this one needs a mention. Mortals would play 33.Bd4 but Caruana can see the pin is harmless.
 
33...c5 34.Ra5 Nf6 35.Kf1 c4 36.b4

I have no idea why Caruana avoided 36.bxc4 and in this case I don’t think it’s his 2800-level brilliance.
 
36...Nd5 37.Rxd5 Rxa7 38.Ke2 Ra2† 39.Rd2 Ra1 40.Rc2 Rh1 41.Ke3

1–0
 
In the last part of the chapter we will deal with Black’s other big option on move 10.



Introduction to 10...g6
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6 5.Nxc6 bxc6 6.e5 Qe7 7.Qe2 Nd5 8.c4 Nb6 9.Nc3 Qe6 10.Qe4!

Before going any further into our main topic, I would like to say something about an interesting sideline for White.
 
10.Bd2!?

A tricky move order which almost works as an ‘anti-10...g6’ weapon, as White now intends to meet this move
 with 11.Ne4!. The critical reply is:

10...Ba6!
10...Bb7 should be met by 11.f4 with an interesting game, rather than 11.Qe4?! when – compared to the 10.Qe4
 Bb7 11.Bd3 Bb4 12.Bd2 line examined in Game 36 – White has developed the bishop to d2 prematurely and
 Black can take advantage with 11...0-0-0 followed by ...c5.
However, a slower move such as 10...a5 can be met by 11.Qe4! followed by 11.Bd3 and 0-0, with an improved
 version of the 10.Qe4 line.

11.b3 Ba3!
After 11...Bb4 12.Qe4 we have transposed to another main line.
The text move is the main argument against 10.Bd2. Black develops quickly and plans to strike in the centre
 before White can castle. I think the best chance to make White’s position work is:



12.f4!N
12.Qe4 0-0!N 13.f4 Rae8 14.Bd3 f5 is mentioned by D&P as better for Black. Indeed, with ...d6 coming next,
 White has some problems. By moving the pawn to f4 first, White prepares to put his queen on f3 instead of e4.

12...0-0
White would be happy to see 12...d6?! 13.Qf3! dxe5 14.f5!.

13.Qf3
White is ready to meet any neutral move with Bd3 and 0-0. Unfortunately, after analysing the position for quite
 some time, we cannot offer a good recommendation against:

13...f6!
13...d6 is weaker in view of: 14.Bd3! dxe5 15.0-0!° White’s compensation is evident, as Black has the usual bad
 pieces on the queenside together with equally bad pawns, and White’s plan of Ne2, Qh3, Bc3 etc. would not be
 easy to deal with in a practical game. Note that 15...exf4 16.Rae1 Bc5†?! 17.Kh1 Be3 18.Bxe3 fxe3 19.Rxe3 is



 disastrous (in contrast to the line below).
14.Bd3 fxe5 15.0-0

Once again this gambit is White’s best chance, but the whole concept is far less convincing than in the line above.
 For example:

15...exf4 16.Rae1 Bc5† 17.Kh1 Be3

White might conjure just enough compensation to hold the balance, but Black looks comfortable. So I cannot
 recommend this tricky line for White, but I include it here as the chess is interesting and maybe someday an
 improvement can be found in the one problem line.
 
10...g6

Having considered all the alternatives, we now delve into the most popular line of recent years. This popularity was
 no doubt influenced by Mihail Marin. As we saw when examining the 9...g6 line, the Nc3-e4 jump can be strong, but of



 course this is impossible after White’s last move, so Black’s choice is quite logical.
 
11.f4

After lots of days of analysis we could not find a clear path that leads by force to an edge. Nevertheless, there is a
 simple continuation which promises White excellent chances even against a well-prepared opponent.

11.Bd3!? Bg7 12.f4 is another line leading to richly complicated play.
 
11...Bb4!

Other continuations are much less critical, despite the fact that one of them was proposed by Marin.
11...Bg7?! basically falls for White’s trap. One of the ideas behind 11.f4 is not to allow Black’s natural follow-up move.
 12.c5! Nd5 13.Bc4! Regardless of Black’s response, White maintains an edge. One typical example went 13...Bb7
 14.0-0 0-0 15.Rd1 when Black had an uncomfortable position in Brandenburg – Richter, Haarlem 2007.
 
11...Ba6?! 12.b3 has the basic flaw that it allows White to play Bb2 next regardless of Black’s move. Usually Black first
 lures this bishop to d2 before forcing White to play b2-b3.
 
11...d5!?

This was Marin’s proposal and must be taken seriously.

12.cxd5
This is the simplest route to a small edge.
12.Qc2!? is a move first played by the Polish WGM Dworakowska. White’s idea is that if Black takes on c4 the
 tripled isolated pawns are an ugly sight; otherwise White’s idea is cxd5 and Nb5, provided that Black retakes
 with the pawn.

12...cxd5 13.Qc2!
13.Qe3 was instead the only move mentioned by Marin, quoting Mikhalevski. D&P consider the position after
 13...c6 14.Bd3 f6 15.0-0 Be7 16.Ne2 as slightly favourable for White.

 



13...a6
This seems to be Black’s best choice, but if this is so, then Black should not be happy with his position.
D&P’s suggestion of 13...c6 can be met by a logical novelty: 14.Be3!N Not allowing the bishop to come to c5.
 After 14...f6 15.Bd3 fxe5 16.0-0 White has a fantastic position. For example: 16...e4 17.Rae1 Be7 18.Nxe4 dxe4
 19.Bxe4 and Black has lots of problems

14.Be2! Be7
The logical choice, despite the previous ...g7-g6.
After 14...Bg7?! the bishop feels misplaced. 15.Be3N This novelty feels the most rational response, now that ...c5
 cannot be played. (15.a4 was also okay in Dorer – Canal Oliveras, corr. 2007) For example: 15...0-0 16.Rd1 Bb7
 17.Bc5 Rfd8 18.0-0²

15.0-0 0-0 16.Bf3 Rb8 17.b3 Bb7

18.Ne2



White was slightly better in Miciak – Anderson, corr. 2009, though Black eventually managed to draw.
 
12.Bd2 0-0

13.0-0-0!
White’s play is straightforward: his idea is to continue his attack with f4-f5 next, almost regardless of Black’s

 response.
 
13.Bd3 is met by 13...f5!. During the 2012 Istanbul Olympiad, Nikos studied this line with GM Sune Berg Hansen.
 After 14.exf6 Qxf6 15.0-0-0 Sune’s conclusion was that Black’s best might be 15...a5! threatening ...d5 and ...Bf5,
 although this is not the only idea for Black.
 
13...Rb8

This is the only move in my database and the choice of GMs such as Adams and Shankland. Black intends ...Bxc3
 followed by ...Na4. Most other moves would allow f4-f5 with greater effect.
 
We have reached a critical position. I will start by covering a natural but substandard move, before moving on to the
 correct continuation in our next illustrative game.
 
14.b3?!

14.f5! is the only move that appears objectively promising for White, and it will be examined shortly.
 
The text is the only move mentioned in Lokander’s The Open Games with Black. It was tested in a high-level encounter
 where White had a promising position later, but its objective value is questionable. Even though I am not
 recommending this move, it is worth checking it anyway to see what’s going on in the position.
 
14...d5! 15.cxd5 Ba3† 16.Kb1 cxd5 17.Qc2



17...Bd7
Black has other promising options such as 17...Qe7 to allow the light-squared bishop to go to f5 or e6, or even

 17...c6!? intending ...a5-a4. Adams’s move also works well, at least until his inaccuracy a few moves later.
 
18.Nb5 Bxb5 19.Bxb5 c5?

One slip and Black is in trouble.
 
Correct was 19...Nc4!‚ when after 20.bxc4 dxc4 the sacrificed piece will soon be retrieved.
 
20.f5! Qxe5 21.Rhf1 c4 22.Bf4 Qe7 23.Bxb8 Rxb8 24.fxg6 hxg6 25.Rde1 Qf8 26.Re6 Qg7 27.Re8† Rxe8 28.Bxe8 f5

We have been following Wan Yunguo – Adams, Tromso 2013. The young Chinese player has played amazingly so
 far, but his choice of 29.g4? let Adams off the hook. One of the better options was 29.Re1! when White is material up



 and has the initiative. Even though 14.b3?! is not the best choice, this example shows that such positions are dangerous
 for both sides in a practical game, even at the elite level.
 

The Critical 14.f5!
 

GAME 39

Jürgen Gburek – Thomas Biedermann

Correspondence 2010
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6 5.Nxc6 bxc6 6.e5 Qe7 7.Qe2 Nd5 8.c4 Nb6 9.Nc3 Qe6 10.Qe4 g6 11.f4
 Bb4 12.Bd2 0-0 13.0-0-0 Rb8 14.f5!

As mentioned above, this is the most testing choice.
 

14...Qxf5!
Definitely Black’s best, as without the queens White cannot organize such a powerful attack.

 
14...Qe7?! is just asking for trouble. For example: 15.f6 Qc5 16.Qh4!



Mate on g7 is not a subtle plan, but it is effective in securing a clear advantage. For example: 16...Re8 (or 16...Qxe5
 also avoids mate, but after 17.Re1 Qh5 18.Qxh5 gxh5 19.Re5!± White has a powerful attack even without queens)
 17.Ne4 Bxd2† 18.Rxd2 Qf8 19.Qf4!± Now that mate on g7 is not on the cards, it is time to step out of the way of the
 h2-pawn.
 
14...gxf5

A risky call, but not one that can be definitively refuted.
15.Qh4!‚

The lines which follow illustrate various ideas, but I would not suggest memorizing every move, as there are also
 many other ways the game could go from here.

15...Bxc3
15...Be7 16.Bg5 Bxg5† 17.Qxg5† Kh8 18.c5 Nd5 19.Nxd5 cxd5 20.Qf6† Qxf6 21.exf6 Even after a queen



 exchange, Black’s position remains unpleasant. 21...Re8 22.Bd3 d6 23.cxd6 cxd6 24.Rhf1°
15...Re8 16.g4! Be7 The only move to stay alive (16...fxg4? 17.Bd3 is terminal). 17.gxf5 Bxh4 18.fxe6 Rxe6
 19.Bd3±

16.Bxc3
16.bxc3!? also looks fun, as 16...Na4 can be met by 17.Bd3÷.

16...Na4!
Otherwise Black is instantly lost, as g2-g4 or even Rd3 are much too fast.

17.c5! Nxc3
The wise choice.
17...Nxc5?! 18.Bd3‚ leaves the black king in the mire.

18.Qg3† Qg6 19.Qxc3²

My first impression was ‘with compensation’, but it’s more than that. The c8-bishop is so silly that Black will need to



 return the pawn by advancing his d7-pawn at some point. Then Black will be scrambling to try to draw a ropey
 position.

15.Qxf5 gxf5 16.Bd3 f6!
Another good decision. Instead after 16...d6 17.exd6 cxd6 18.Rhf1² every black pawn is weak.

 
17.Bh6

The most complicated option.
If 17.a3?! then 17...Bxc3 18.Bxc3 Na4 is a reliable equalizer.
 
17.exf6!?

A good alternative to the main line. Both offer endgames where White can press, but Black should hold. For
 example:

17...Rxf6



18.Ne2
18.Rhf1 d5 is less testing for Black.

18...Bxd2† 19.Rxd2 Ba6 20.b3 d5 21.cxd5 Bxd3 22.Rxd3

22...Nxd5
Not undoubling the pawns may feel unnatural, but it’s the right call.
22...cxd5 23.Nf4 Rd8 24.Re1² is unpleasant for Black. The lesson is that piece activity trumps prettifying your
 pawn structure.

23.Rf1 a5 24.Nf4
This seems like a draw with best play, but White can pose a few problems, especially in a practical game, despite the

 pawn minus.



17...Re8
The alternative is to give up an exchange. 17...fxe5 18.Bxf8 Bxf8 Black’s pawn structure improved in a hurry, but his

 pieces are not active enough to support the advance. 19.Rhf1 f4 20.Rde1 Objectively Black is close to equality, but in a
 practical game White should have better chances.
 
18.exf6

Instead 18.g4 shows fine attacking spirit, but Black escapes with half a point: 18...Bxc3 19.gxf5 Bxe5 20.Rdg1† Kh8
 21.Bg7† Kg8 22.Bh6† With a draw.
 
18...d6

As on most moves, there is an option of roughly equal worth: 18...Bxc3!? For example: 19.bxc3 d6 20.Rhe1 Be6
 21.c5 Nd5 22.cxd6 cxd6 23.Bc2 Kf7 24.Rd3 Objectively this position is close to balanced, but it holds some tension
 and White has his trumps, not least the bishop pair.
 
19.Ne2 Na4 20.Nd4 Bc5 21.Nb3 Kf7 22.Rhf1
 



22...a5
Five years later, another correspondence player was ready with an improvement to hold the draw: 22...Be3†! 23.Bxe3

 Rxe3 24.Bxf5 Bxf5 25.Rxf5 Re2 26.Rd2 Rxd2 ½–½ Titzhoff – Grego, corr. 2015.
 
23.Rde1²

Even though the f6-pawn is likely to drop, White is pressing. I will not cover the ensuing ending in depth, but note
 that a strong correspondence player failed to hold Black’s position, so the problems are far more testing than just a few
 tricks.

23...Rxe1† 24.Rxe1 Be6 25.Kc2 Kxf6 26.Rf1
Black is indeed a pawn up, but any good player would rather be White.

 



26...Rg8 27.g3 Bd7 28.a3 Bb6 29.Bd2 h5 30.Rf4 Rg4 31.Be2 Rxf4 32.gxf4 h4 33.Bf1 Bg1 34.h3 Bf2 35.Bg2 Ke6

36.Nxa5
The isolated a-pawn always looked doomed, and White finally deigns to capture it.

 
36...d5 37.b3 Nb6 38.Kd3 c5 39.Bc3 dxc4† 40.bxc4 Ba4 41.Bc6 Bxc6 42.Nxc6±

The pawn count is level, but White’s passed a-pawn is the star.
 
42...Bg3 43.Bd2 Bf2 44.Bc1 Bg1 45.Ne5 Bd4 46.Nf3 Bf2 47.Bb2 Bg3 48.Be5 Kd7 49.Ng5 Nc8 50.a4 Ne7 51.Ke3
 Nc6 52.Nf3 Na5 53.Kd3 Nc6 54.Bc3 Nb4† 55.Ke3 Nc2† 56.Ke2 Nb4 57.a5 Kc6 58.Bf6 Kd6 59.Bxh4+–

Dealing with passed a- and h-pawns is a stretch too far.



59...Bxf4 60.Bg5 Bg3 61.h4 Ke6 62.h5 Kf7 63.Nh4 Be5 64.Nxf5 Ke6 65.Ne7
Black resigned, ending what must have been weeks or even months of suffering. Black made no obvious blunders,

 and yet his position crumbled anyway.

1–0
 
It’s a recurring theme of the 1...e5 part of this book that Black’s defence cannot be refuted directly, but we can often
 make his life unpleasant by pressing in a more comfortable position. So yes, maybe Black could have drawn if he had
 chosen 22...Be3†! but then again, earlier White could have tried 17.exf6!? or various other similar lines.
 

Conclusion
 

We have reached the end of our Scotch voyage, with the testing line 4.Nxd4 Nf6 5.Nxc6 bxc6 6.e5 Qe7 7.Qe2 Nd5
 8.c4 Nb6 9.Nc3 Qe6. Our reply is 10.Qe4! when Black has a broad choice.
 
Our first game dealt with 10...d5 and 10...Bb4. The latter usually transposes elsewhere, and the independent lines are not
 troublesome. After 10...d5 White takes en passant and enjoys slightly better chances after the queen exchange due to his
 better structure.
 
10...Bb7 allows Black to castle long, but in one critical line, as we saw in the Kotronias game, White can castle short
 with a likely edge.
 
After 10...Ba6 11.b3 Black has two main options:

11...0-0-0 should not be underestimated; in our main line we need to sac the e5-pawn to gain excellent compensation,
 and we also saw some variations in the notes in which White needed to play accurately to secure an edge.
 
The more theoretically critical line is 11...Bb4! 12.Bd2 Bxc3 13.Bxc3 d5 14.Qh4! dxc4 when we looked at 15.Be2 and
 15.Rc1!. Black’s defence certainly cannot be refuted, but White can choose between two or three different options
 according to his taste, all of which pose certain problems to Black.
 
After a digression to explain how 10.Bd2!? almost works as an anti-10...g6 weapon, we returned to our main move
 10.Qe4!, when 10...g6 is the most challenging reply. I recommend 11.f4 when in the main line White sacrifices a pawn
 to reach an ending where we can press, but Black should be able to hold with accurate defence. Such is life when facing



 the soundest defences; we cannot refute them, but we can still strive to make Black’s defensive task difficult and
 unpleasant.



1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nf6 3.Nxe5
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Introduction to the anti-Petroff Repertoire
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nf6

The Petroff is a popular line at the elite level, but much less so at all levels below that, including normal GM level. It
 is famously sound and reliable, but its symmetrical nature is less suitable for those who must play for a win with Black
 in almost every game – a typical scenario for a GM trying to win a prize in an Open event.
 
3.Nxe5

Certainly 3.d4 is a reasonable move, but instead we will head for the line that most top players regard as the toughest
 test of the Petroff.



3...d6
By far the main line, but there are a few minor options.

 
3...Nc6?! is a one-trick pony, as shown next.
 
Then we will see that 3...Nxe4?! 4.Qe2 leads to a better position for White.
 
3...Qe7?! 4.Nf3 Nxe4 5.Be2 and the queen is uncomfortable on the e-file, as we will see shortly.
 
4.Nf3 Nxe4 5.Nc3!?

This is our move. It used to be regarded as a harmless sideline, but in the last decade it has soared in popularity at
 Super-GM level. I could even call it the New Main Line; the Old Main Line is 5.d4.



5...Nxc3
The standard choice, which we will cover in the next chapter. In this chapter we will cover every other Petroff line.

 
5...Bf5??

A move famously played by Anand.
6.Qe2!

Of course! White wins a piece after this simple move and Black resigned immediately in Zapata – Anand, Biel
 1988.
6.Nxe4? Bxe4 7.d3 Bg6 was soon drawn in Miles – Christiansen, San Francisco 1987, but this was probably a
 pre-arranged draw.

In one of my own games, Black decided to see one more move:
6...Qe7 7.Nd5!

And Black resigned in Shaw – Takahashi, Cappelle-la-Grande 2005.
 
5...d5? loses a pawn after 6.Qe2 and if Black plays for compensation with 6...Be7 7.Nxe4 dxe4 8.Qxe4 0-0, one of the
 many solutions is 9.Bd3 g6 10.0-0± when the forcing 10...Bf5 11.Qxb7 Bxd3 12.Qxa8 Bxf1 13.Kxf1 is bad for Black.
 
5...Nf6 is often called the Smyslov System – it is solid but even more passive than usual for the Petroff Defence.
 
Let’s start with the third-move sidelines mentioned above. So we will consider A) 3...Nc6?!, B) 3...Nxe4?! and C)
 3...Qe7?!. Then we will conclude the chapter with D) The Smyslov System.



 

A) 3.Nxe5 Nc6?!

A dubious sac, but worth mentioning for two reasons: a young Jacob once lost to it, and there is a nasty trap to avoid.
 
4.Nxc6 dxc6 5.e5

The direct solution. Also okay is 5.d3 Bc5 6.Be2, but maybe Black can get some swindling chances by quickly
 castling long.
 
5...Ne4

The knight could go elsewhere, but then Black is a pawn down for not a lot. At least on e4 Black has a dream.

6.d4!±



This move ends the debate; White is a pawn up with a fine centre.
But why not kick back the knight first with d2-d3 intending d3-d4 next move? 6.d3?? Bc5! 0–1 Lowens – Stafford,

 corr. 1950. That’s why not.
 

B) 3...Nxe4?!
 
A strange choice but not such an awful move objectively. The strangeness of it is that Black effectively commits, on
 move 3, to trying to draw an inferior ending.
 
4.Qe2 Qe7

4...Nf6?? 5.Nc6† is just a kid’s tactic.
 
5.Qxe4 d6 6.d4 dxe5

6...Nd7 is met by 7.f4.
 
7.dxe5

White is a pawn up but Kotronias & Tzermiadianos in their excellent book Beating the Petroff recommend giving it
 back for positional gains.

Their main line runs:
 
7...Nc6 8.Nc3 Qxe5 9.Qxe5† Nxe5 10.Bf4

Gaining time for further development, with castling long next on the agenda.
 
10.Nb5 is also sensible. 10...Bb4† 11.Bd2 Bxd2† 12.Kxd2 Kd8 13.Re1 f6 14.f4 Ng6 15.g3 Bd7 Borkowski – Werner,
 Hamburg 1981, was a fraction better for White, but with such a symmetrical position any slight inaccuracy by White
 can result in a completely balanced position. In the more recent game Lehner – Volkmann, Hohenems 2012, Black
 solidly held the draw.



10...Bd6
Now this bishop is a target.

 
10...f6

This is a speciality of Austrian IM Friedrich Volkmann.
11.0-0-0 Bd7

Or 11...Bc5 as in Srienz – Volkmann, Austria 2005, and a couple of other games. Now instead of the usual
 12.Ne4 I suggest: 12.Bb5†N 12...Kf7 (12...c6?! 13.Bxe5 fxe5 14.Rhe1 0-0 15.Bc4† Kh8 16.f3± For example,
 16...Bd4 17.Ne4 threatening both Ng5 and c2-c3.) 13.Bxe5 fxe5 14.Rhe1 Bd6 15.Ne4²

12.Nb5 Bxb5 13.Bxb5† c6 14.Ba4²
The bishop pair is worth an edge.

 
11.Bg3



11...Bd7
Black has a couple of alternatives:

 
11...f6 12.0-0-0 a6 13.Ne4² There’s more than one way to get at that bishop. 13...Be7 14.Bxe5 fxe5 15.Rd5 was sharp
 and promising in Nisipeanu – Z. Varga, Baile Tusnad 2005. Instead the simpler 15.Bc4!? Bf5 16.Rhe1² was also good,
 as the e-pawn is weak, and any opposite-coloured bishop ending would leave White more active.
11...Bf5 12.0-0-0 changes little, except to leave Black in danger of falling for a trick: 12...0-0-0?! (12...f6 13.Nb5² is a
 normal position for this line) The most recent example is: 13.Rd5! c6 14.Rxd6 Rxd6 15.Bxe5± Cawdery – D.
 Fernandez, Istanbul (ol) 2012.
 
12.Ne4 0-0-0 13.Nxd6† cxd6 14.0-0-0 Bc6 15.f3²

As in various games including Vasiukov – Chekhov, Moscow 1975, and also the more recent Sivuk – Ipatov,



 Paleochora 2011.
 

C) 3...Qe7?!

This ugly move is not as bad as I would like it to be. The ?! may even be harsh, but I will leave it there for aesthetic
 reasons.
 
4.Nf3 Nxe4

4...Qxe4† 5.Be2 will also leave the black queen as a target.
 
5.Be2

The queen is uncomfortable on the e-file.

Now there are two main lines: C1) 5...Qd8 and C2) 5...d5.



 

C1) 5...Qd8
 
So the plan of ...Qd8-e7-d8 must be time-wasting nonsense, right? Weirdly, it is not so clear, as in the usual 5.d4 main
 lines Black generally loses a tempo going ...d7-d6-d5 and White would usually rather have the bishop on d3 than e2.
 
6.0-0 Be7

Another move order is 6...d5.
 
7.d4 0-0

And similarly, 7...d5 8.c4 is another order.
 
8.c4

8...d5
For more oddness, note that this position can also be reached via the move order 3...d6 4.Nf3 Nxe4 5.Bd3 Nc5 6.Be2

 d5 7.d4 Ne4 8.0-0 Be7 9.c4 0-0.
 
8...c6 9.Nc3!? is just a nagging edge.
 
9.cxd5

9.Nc3!? is another option.
 
9...Nf6 10.Nc3 Nxd5 11.h3 Be6 12.Bd3 Nd7



13.Re1!
An improvement proposed by Kotronias & Tzermiadianos.

13.Qe2 Re8 14.Bxh7† Kxh7 15.Qe4† was Ni Hua – Zhu Chen, Tianjing 2003, when the database says 15...Kg8
 16.Nxd5 Nc5 was played, which seems unlikely since 17.Nxe7† wins. More likely the game went 15...Kh8 16.Nxd5
 Nc5 when Black is okay.
 
13...c6 14.Qc2 h6 15.a3 Re8 16.Bd2 Nxc3 17.bxc3 Bd5 18.Nh2

With lots of ideas, including possibilities of Ng4 and then saccing something on h6.
 

C2) 5...d5

 



6.0-0 Be6
Black is trying to make use of his piece placement to castle queenside.

 
6...Qd8 is heading back to the other line.
 
7.Nc3!?

Or 7.d3 is also fine.
 
7...Nc6

7...Nxc3 8.dxc3² gives White excellent development.
 
8.Bb5
 

8...Qc5
Or 8...Qd6 9.Nd4 gives White an edge. For example: 9...Bd7 Otherwise White can cause structural damage. 10.Nxc6

 Bxc6 11.Bxc6† Qxc6 12.Re1 0-0-0 (12...Be7 13.Qf3 Nxc3 14.bxc3 and Black still cannot castle) 13.Nxe4 dxe4
 14.Qg4† White wins a pawn.
 
9.a4 0-0-0

9...a6 10.d4 Nxc3 Otherwise White plays Bxc6 followed by Ne5 with further gain of time. 11.bxc3 Qxc3 12.Bd2
 Qb2 13.Rb1 Qa2 14.Bd3² White has more than enough compensation.
 
10.Bxc6 Qxc6 11.Nb5 Kb8 12.d3 Nd6 13.Be3ƒ

With a strong initiative.
 

D) The Smyslov System
 
3...d6 4.Nf3 Nxe4 5.Nc3 Nf6

As we know, exchanging on c3 is the main line, and will be considered in the next chapter. But ‘going back’ with
 5...Nf6 is a solid alternative.
 



6.d4
Black has a choice of three main moves: D1) 6...d5, D2) 6...Bg4 and D3) 6...Be7.

 

D1) 6...d5 7.Bd3

7...Be7
Instead 7...Bd6 allows: 8.Bg5! c6 (8...Qe7† 9.Qe2 Qxe2† 10.Kxe2 and Black cannot avoid the doubling of the pawns

 with Bxf6 next) 9.Qe2† Qe7 10.Bxf6 gxf6 11.0-0-0² Grabics – Kovacs, Hungary 2003.
 
8.0-0 0-0 9.h3 Re8 10.Re1 Nbd7 11.Bf4 c6 12.Qd2 Nf8

And now correct is:
 
13.Re3!

This is better than 13.Re2 because of the following idea:
 
13...Ne6 14.Be5 Nd7 15.Bh2 Qb6

Otherwise White simply plays Rae1.
 
16.Rae1!

But no problem! The point of having the rook on the 3rd rank is:
 
16...Qxb2 17.Rb1 Qa3 18.Nxd5! Qxa2 19.Nxe7† Rxe7 20.Qe1!+–
 

D2) 6...Bg4
 
As in many other lines, when Black places his queen’s bishop actively on the kingside, White’s plan is to chase it and
 take it.
 
7.h3 Bh5 8.g4 Bg6 9.Bg2 Be7 10.Nh4²

White will gain the bishop pair. I will offer a couple of examples of how play can develop.
 



10...d5?! 11.Nxg6 hxg6 12.g5 Nh7 13.Nxd5 Bxg5 14.Qe2† Kf8 15.Qb5! In Rogic – Okhotnik, St Veit 2012, White
 was already winning.
 
10...c6 Now instead of the complex 11.g5 Gundavaa – Lkhagvasuren, Ulaanbaatar 2013, when 11...Nfd7N is unclear,
 11.Nxg6!?N 11...hxg6 12.d5 is a safe controlled edge.
 

D3) 6...Be7

This move produces positions that are typical of the Smyslov Variation. Black is passive but solid. White’s usual idea
 is to play Bd3, Re1 and then Ne2-g3.
 
7.Bd3 0-0 8.h3 Re8 9.0-0 Nbd7

9...b6 has been tried by Giri lately, but after 10.d5 White has at least a small edge.
 
10.Re1 Nf8

And now White has a pleasant choice of logical continuations that keep an edge. Three of them are 11.d5, 11.Ne2
 intending 12.Ng3, and my personal favourite:
 
11.Bf4²

Conclusion
 
The Petroff is a solid and respected defence, even at the highest levels, but we eased our way into this challenge by
 starting with the lesser sidelines. After 3.Nxe5 then 3...d6 is most common and best, but it is not the only move:
 
3...Nc6?! is an unsound pawn sacrifice, with just one nasty trap for White to avoid.
 
3...Nxe4?! is not quite the beginners’ blunder it may appear, but it does offer White slightly better chances in an ending.
 
3...Qe7?! is an ugly move, but White’s advantage is not so massive. On the other hand, White needs only a minimal
 effort to secure that advantage.
 
After the usual 3...d6 4.Nf3 Nxe4, our repertoire choice is the modern main line 5.Nc3. Then exchanging on c3 is
 normal, but again we started with a sideline. ‘Going back’ with 5...Nf6 is known as the Smyslov System. It is solid but



 even more passive than is standard in the Petroff.
 
The real challenge posed by the Petroff starts after 5...Nxc3, as we will discover in the next chapter.



1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nf6 3.Nxe5 4.Nf3 Nxe4 5.Nc3 Nxc3 6.dxc3 Be7
 7.Be3!
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1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nf6 3.Nxe5 d6 4.Nf3 Nxe4 5.Nc3!?

This modern move is our choice, and is also the choice of most Super-GMs nowadays. It took many years of GM
 testing before the venom of 5.Nc3!? became evident. The ‘old’ move is of course 5.d4.
 
5...Nxc3 6.dxc3

The other capture with 6.bxc3 (‘building a strong centre’) is a harmless move that helped gain 5.Nc3 its feeble
 reputation back in the bad old days. Instead, the plan after 6.dxc3 is to develop quickly, castle long, and then go for it.
 The precise definition of ‘it’ remains to be determined. If Black castles short, then the target will be his king. If he goes
 long, White may settle for a positional aim, such as the bishop pair.
 
6...Be7

6...d5?! is met by the strong 7.c4!² and 7...Be6?! only makes things worse for Black after: 8.Ng5±
 
6...Bg4?! is no better. After 7.h3 Bh5 8.Qd5! White has a big advantage because he forces 8...Bxf3 9.Qxf3.
 
7.Be3!

This is better than the older 7.Bf4. It used to be believed that White should not allow the black knight to come to e5.
 Such a knight could prove to be useful in defence, but perhaps the ‘positional threat’ of damaging White’s pawns with
 ...Nxf3 was the main reason. But after ...Ne5xf3 and then gxf3 isn’t the opening of the g-file to White’s advantage?
 The old belief was that with only one open file, many defensive pieces around Black’s king, and no weaknesses in his
 camp, the possibilities gained by White are less than the positional advantages Black gains. It needed many practical
 examples to realize that in fact this half-open g-file is very dangerous and that White’s attacking chances are excellent.



Now Black has two main ways to play, depending on which way his king castles: A) Go Long or B) Go Short. This
 chapter structure sounds beautifully simple, but over the board, the situation is much more complicated. Black can use
 many move orders and transpositions, including the idea of delaying castling until it is clearer which side is safer. We
 will even see a few examples where Black does not castle at all. So, as usual, the real world is messier than the map.



A) Go Long
 
7...Nc6

Giri writes in his annotations for ChessBase:
“In fact there are two types of Petroff players, ones that castle short and others that castle long. While big guys like
 Kramnik and Gelfand belong to the first category, I previously belonged to the second, accompanied by Chinese
 experts, Wang Yue and Li Chao. Usually my ‘team’ made draws after some suffering and Kramnik with Gelfand were
 having more exciting times, but got occasionally mated.”

What a great argument for playing this system with White!
 
8.Qd2 Be6 9.0-0-0 Qd7

10.Kb1!
An excellent waiting move which poses some difficult theoretical problems to Black, as we will see in the next game.

 I will also mention some other moves, as understanding more ideas is valuable.
 
10.Ng5 would be a great move if Black was forced to exchange his bishop for the white knight on g5. After this
 exchange Black would get a solid but certainly slightly inferior position, and he would experience some ‘suffering’ in
 order to draw the game, as Giri said above. Fortunately for Black, he has another solution in 10...Bf5! and he can
 continue with ...h6 next, achieving easy equality.
 
Leko has played an idea which is worth knowing:
10.b3!? Bf6 11.h3!

Planning g2-g4 and Bg2.



11...0-0-0
Instead, stopping the main plan can lead to other challenges: 11...h5 12.Bg5! Qe7 13.Bb5! 0-0-0 14.Bxc6 bxc6
 15.Rhe1² Leko – Li Chao, Szeged (4) 2015.

12.g4 h6 13.Bg2 Kb8
White went on to double rooks on the e-file in the games Dominguez Perez – Vazquez Igarza, Linares 2015, and

 Carlsen – Hou Yifan, Wijk aan Zee 2016, eventually scraping wins in both games. White is just a touch better, but
 Black’s defensive task is obviously not easy. So 10.b3!? is a useful backup line to my main recommendation.
 
10.h4 h6 11.Nd4 Nxd4 12.Bxd4 can be met with Sakaev’s 12...0-0!?= and although it seems very risky we failed to find
 something decisive for White. Black always has his fair share of counterplay in the centre and thus keeps equal
 chances.

Instead of 11.Nd4, Leko had yet another idea in 11.b3!? planning to play Nd4 soon after, then recapture on d4 with
 the pawn. We could explore this further, but instead let’s study my main recommendation.
 

GAME 40

Veselin Topalov – Anish Giri

Wijk aan Zee 2012
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nf6 3.Nxe5 d6 4.Nf3 Nxe4 5.Nc3 Nxc3 6.dxc3 Be7 7.Be3 Nc6 8.Qd2 Be6 9.0-0-0 Qd7

Or 9...a6 10.Kb1 Qd7 is another way to reach the 10...a6 variation below.
 
10.Kb1!



10...Bf6
White had played a useful move and asked Black what he is up to. After this reply, White can use the placement of

 the f6-bishop by putting his own bishop on d4 or g5, threatening to damage Black’s pawns. But does Black have a
 useful alternative?
 
10...0-0-0?! 11.Nd4² Nxd4?! 12.Qxd4± is an elementary double threat on g7 and a7.
 
10...a6

This prepares long castling, but now it is time for White to act:
11.Ng5! Bf5

Nowadays most seem to consider it a better idea to play this move rather than give up the bishop pair.
11...Bxg5 12.Bxg5 f6 13.Be3



This position is nothing special, but nevertheless it is better for White, who can expect to achieve a normal plus
 score with a few wins and lots of draws. I cannot see a loss in sight, but if you try hard, you never know! A
 possible continuation is: 13...0-0-0 14.b3!? Rhe8 15.h3!? with the idea 15...Qf7 16.g4² when White can squeeze
 something out of this position slowly with the help of the bishop pair, while on the other hand Black can only
 wait.

12.h3!
Sakaev prefers White’s position.

12...0-0
12...h6 13.Nf3 Be6 14.g4 0-0-0 15.Nd4² and White is better because his kingside expansion is useful.

13.Be2 Ne5
13...h6 14.Nf3 Rfe8 15.g4 Be4 16.Rhg1 is given as better for White by Sakaev, who correctly points out that
 Black should worry about White’s attacking chances which have been increased by the presence of the black
 pawn on h6.

14.Nf3 Nxf3 15.Bxf3 c6 16.g4 Be6 17.Bg2²



Although Nepomniachtchi – Alekseev, Irkutsk 2010, was soon drawn, at this point White enjoys the better position
 thanks to his extra space.
 
10...h6 can be met by 11.Be2 a6 12.Rhg1. Making every possible useful move before committing with Nd4. 12...0-0-0
 Instead short castling would be suicide after g2-g4! 13.Nd4 Nxd4 14.Bxd4 Rhg8 15.c4 With Qc3 and Bf3 coming,
 Black’s position is much too passive to claim equal chances.
 
11.Bg5

An attractive idea, but 11.h4!? is also interesting; both lines have been well tested.
 
11...Qe7

More common is:
 
11...Bxg5 12.Nxg5 0-0-0 13.Nxe6 Qxe6

13...fxe6 is a touch better for White after: 14.Bc4²
14.g3

14.Bb5 is also possible, but taking on c6 is not really a threat. 14...Rde8 15.c4 Qf5 16.Rhe1 g6 17.Bxc6 bxc6
 18.b3 Kb7 Dominguez Perez – Giri, London 2012, was close to equal and eventually drawn.



14...Kb8
14...Rhe8 15.Bg2 g6 was similar in Saric – Smeets, Wattenscheid 2012.

15.Bg2 Rhe8
Ponomariov – Giri, Elancourt 2013. Now perhaps 16.Rhe1 Qd7 17.b3 when White can press, but of course Black is

 rock solid
 
12.Bb5 a6 13.Bxc6†

“Playing for a microscopic, but, as we will see, stable advantage.” – Marin.
 
13...bxc6 14.Qf4 Bxg5 15.Nxg5 0-0

Well, this is part of the ‘go long’ section, and the black king appears to have just ‘gone short’. I can’t deny it, but we
 have seen multiple examples in the notes above where the black king did indeed castle queenside. But in this particular



 illustrative game, Giri made the logical choice that the kingside was safer.
 
16.Rde1

16.Rhe1 is given by Marin as possibly a better move, with the following idea: 16...Qd7 (instead 16...h6 17.Nxe6 fxe6
 18.Qc4 Rxf2 19.Rxe6 shows the idea behind 16...Qd7) 17.f3 h6 18.Nxe6 fxe6 19.Qg4 Rf5 20.Re2 White would be a
 tempo up compared to the game, but this line is not forced, of course.
 
16...Qd7 17.f3 h6 18.Nxe6 fxe6 19.Qg4 Rf5 20.Re2 e5 21.Rd1

Marin’s verdict is: “White’s play is easier. Black has no obvious way to set his central pawns in motion, while White
 can increase his pressure systematically.”

Not surprisingly, Mihail’s judgement seems exactly right. But it does take a moment to appreciate that Black’s
 apparently unopposed centre is a target rather than an unstoppable juggernaut.
 
21...Qf7 22.Qb4 Qd7 23.Qa4

23.c4!?² was also possible, but there is no rush for this move as Black can do nothing constructive.

23...Kh8
Let’s see what might happen if Black simply advances: 23...d5 24.c4! d4 25.c3± Black’s centre starts to crumble.

 
24.c4 Qe8 25.Rd3

Or 25.c5 Rf6 26.Qa5 Qb8 27.Qc3 is also unpleasant for Black.
 
25...Rf4 26.Qa5 Qe7 27.c5 Rf6 28.Qc3 Qe8 29.b3 Rb8 30.a4±

White has consolidated his grip and has an obvious advantage.
 
30...Ra8 31.Re4 Qc8 32.Qd2 Qf8 33.Qa5 Qe7 34.Rde3 Qd7 35.Re1 Rf5 36.Qc3 Rd8 37.g3 Rf7 38.cxd6! cxd6 39.f4!

Opening the position at the right moment.
 
39...exf4 40.gxf4 c5 41.Re6 Rxf4 42.Rxh6† Kg8 43.Qd2 Rf7 44.Rg1±

And now the attack is flowing.



44...c4?
Instead 44...Qf5 stops the mate, but then 45.Rxd6 Rxd6 46.Qxd6 leaves Black a pawn down with the less secure king.

 
45.Qg5

White is easily winning.
 
45...Rdf8 46.Qh5 Rf1† 47.Kb2

Black called it a day.

1–0
The precise 10.Kb1 offers White slightly better chances, but let’s not duck the issue – Black is rock solid and a long

 stout defence may well hold the draw. Against such a respected opening as the Petroff, this sort of line is the best White
 has.



B) Go Short
 
7...0-0

7...Nd7 8.Qd2 Ne5 9.0-0-0 is another move order, as we shall see below in Game 41. Now 9...0-0 transposes directly
 to 7...0-0 and 9...Nxf3 10.gxf3 Be6 11.Rg1 Bf6 12.Bd4 is the subject of our next game.
 
8.Qd2

Black’s principal option is B1) 8...Nd7, while the independent B2) 8...b6 will be covered in Game 44.
Black may also use the move order 8...Nc6 9.0-0-0 Ne5 to reach variation B12.

 

B1) 8...Nd7 9.0-0-0

And now Black generally chooses between two defences: B11) 9...Re8 and B12) 9...Ne5. We will cover both in some
 detail.
But first there is a third move:
9...Nc5

But this arrives at a position which is much more commonly reached with Black to move! If White had chosen
 7.Bf4 (instead of our 7.Be3) then ...Nc5 ideas are more common, and White often meets them with the tempo-
losing Bf4-e3. Since we are a clear tempo up, we can be happy, but let’s briefly see a complete game, as it
 pleasingly illustrates White’s potential play.

10.Kb1
Many other moves are possible, but this is consistent with the general approach I will recommend.



10...b6 11.Nd4 Bb7 12.f3 Bf6 13.h4 Qd7 14.Bb5!? c6 15.Bf1
Spending a couple of moves to bury the b7-bishop; with the f3-pawn now secure, g2-g4 is coming.

15...h5?!
‘Don’t make pawn moves where you are weaker.’ All true, but Black could see the g2-pawn revving up for
 action, and perhaps panicked.
More logical was 15...Rfe8 but after 16.g4ƒ White is having all the fun.

16.Rg1! Rfe8 17.g4 hxg4 18.Rxg4 Re5 19.Bg5!
Targeting the only useful defender.

19...Qd8 20.Qf4+–
The attack cannot be repelled; White finished efficiently.

20...Kh8 21.Rg2 Rb8 22.Nf5 Ne6 23.Qg4 Kg8 24.f4 Rd5 25.Rxd5 cxd5 26.Bd3 d4 27.Rg1 dxc3 28.Bh6 g6 29.h5 g5
 30.fxg5 Bxg5 31.Nd4



1–0 Windhausen – Marquardt, corr. 2007. A beautifully effective example of White’s opposite-sides castling dream
 scenario. Black was getting mated long before the white king had faced a single threat.
 

GAME 41

Alexander Motylev – Viktor Bologan

Moscow 2005
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nf6 3.Nxe5 d6 4.Nf3 Nxe4 5.Nc3 Nxc3 6.dxc3 Be7 7.Be3 Nd7 8.Qd2 Ne5 9.0-0-0

Of course. Our pawns may be shattered, but the g-file is a fine resource. Let’s see what happens if Black takes on f3.
 
9...Nxf3 10.gxf3

This type of position takes some getting used to. Look at those nasty doubled pawns! But only straight-line pieces
 remain, and White’s open lines are the more important feature.
 
10...Be6

Staying flexible with the king’s position.
 
Instead after:
10...0-0 11.h4

White can build a powerful attack using his open g-file.
11...Be6

Some might prefer 11...Bf5, stopping the bishop going to d3, but then White plays h4-h5 and Rg1 followed by
 Bc4, and at the right moment Bd5-e4.

12.h5 Bf6 13.Rg1



13...Qd7?
13...Kh8 was forced, but after Bd3 followed by h5-h6 and f4-f5, then doubling on the g-file, White certainly has a
 fierce attack.

14.Bh6! g6
14...Kh8 15.Bxg7† Bxg7 16.Rxg7 Kxg7 17.Qg5† Kh8 18.Qf6† Kg8 19.h6 is mate next move.

15.Bd3 Bf5 16.Qf4
1–0 Tseshkovsky – Giertz, Biel 2004.

 
11.Rg1

11...Bf6
Trying to avoid creating any pawn weaknesses.

 



11...g6
This is actually the most popular reaction, but I find it difficult to believe Black could be happy about this
 position, especially after the following rare reply:

12.Bc4!
A rather smart move, which has only been played once, in an email game.

12...Bxc4
If 12...0-0 then let’s try a plausible line: 13.Bxe6 fxe6 14.Qd3 Rf5 15.Qe4 Qc8 16.h4ƒ

13.Qd4 f6
After 13...0-0 14.Qxc4 White undeniably has the safer king and the more straightforward attacking plan.

14.Qxc4 Qd7 15.h4 0-0-0 16.h5
White had a long-term edge in Fass – Eilmes, email 2006, and later won.

 
12.Bd4



12...Kf8
A curious ‘Petrosian-like’ decision by Bologan, but castling short seemed dangerous, and even more dangerous would

 have been to leave the king in the centre.
 
12...0-0 13.Qf4 Bxd4 14.Qxd4 and White follows up with Bd3 and doubling on the g-file.
 
12...a6 13.Qf4 Qe7

14.Re1! (14.Bxf6 Qxf6 15.Qxf6 gxf6= and Black has nothing to worry about) 14...0-0-0 (Black could try 14...Kd7N
 which keeps material equality, but still leaves Black under some pressure, after say 15.Bc4!?) 15.Rxg7 Bxg7 16.Bxg7
 Rhg8 17.Bf6 Qd7 18.Bxd8 Qxd8 19.Bd3² Vokarev – Aleshin, Moscow 2005. The extra pawn is doubled, but it is still
 useful.
 



13.Be3 a5 14.a4!?
14.Kb1 seemed much more natural (and keeps White’s edge) but White’s decision worked well, as the game shows.

 
14...b6 15.Bd3 Rb8 16.b3

16...d5
Or 16...Bd7, with the idea of ...b5, is met by the logical 17.Kb2 b5 18.axb5 Bxb5 19.Ra1 Bxd3 20.Qxd3 Ra8 21.Ra4.

 Now if Black tries to do something about his coordination with 21...Ke7 then 22.Bd4 is strong. We can see that the
 passive rook on h8 is a significant problem for Black.
 
17.f4!

Clearing the 3rd rank and trying to destabilize the e6-bishop, now that the d5-pawn might prove an additional
 weakness.
 
17...Qd6 18.Rg3

Fine technique! White can now double on the g-file or even on the d- or e-files, according to the circumstances.
 
18...d4

If Black does not advance now, then he may never get another chance. For example: 18...Rd8 19.Bd4 and Black has
 no play, and will just have to watch White build up on the kingside.
 
19.Bxd4 Bxd4 20.cxd4 Qxd4 21.Kb1

Let’s not play a perfectly controlled game, then allow mate-in-one.
 
21...Rd8 22.Re1 Qf6 23.f5



23...Bc8
The best practical chance was 23...Bxf5, as 24.Rf3 does not win a piece due to the d-file pin. So after 24...h6 Black

 can struggle on, though he is clearly still under pressure.
 
24.Qf4 Rd6 25.h4 h6 26.Qe4 Rd8 27.Qf4 Rd6 28.h5 Bd7 29.Qc4 c5 30.Qa6

White is coming closer and closer, attacking every little weakness and exploiting the fact that the h8-rook is out of
 play.
 
30...Qd8 31.Ka2

As every well-educated Russian player knows to do, Motylev first secures his king before committing to any active
 plan. This also ‘passes’ the move to Black, who is faced with difficult decisions. Bologan is well known for frequently
 escaping from difficult positions, but not this time.
 
31...Rf6 32.Bb5 Bxb5 33.Qxb5 g5

Black is lost and tries a desperate move at least to gain some chances of counterplay.
 
33...Rxf5 34.Rge3 would finish Black off.



34.Rd3?
Maybe time trouble or maybe the moves were entered wrongly in the database.

 
34.fxg6 fxg6 35.Rd3+– was deadly.
 
34...Qc7?

34...Qc8 stayed alive, as the king can now hide on g7, to finally allow the h8-rook into the game.
 
35.Re8† Kg7 36.Rxh8 Kxh8 37.Qe8† Kg7 38.Rd8

Game over. An excellent display of technique by Motylev, especially if move 34 never happened.

1–0
The changed assessment of the position after 10.gxf3 (and similar positions) is one of the keys to the popularity of the

 5.Nc3 line. White’s pawns look ugly, but the experience of many games has shown that his piece activity more than
 compensates.
 

B11) The Modern 9...Re8
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nf6 3.Nxe5 d6 4.Nf3 Nxe4 5.Nc3 Nxc3 6.dxc3 Be7 7.Be3! 0-0 8.Qd2 Nd7 9.0-0-0 Re8



Kramnik and Gelfand started a trend with this move after they lost some painful games using 9...Ne5. It is difficult to
 guess if 9...Re8 will become more popular in the future, but we are obliged to study it carefully. Sakaev in his book
 likes it a lot and evaluates Black’s chances as equal. I will disagree and try to offer some proof to back up my bias.
 
B12) 9...Ne5 is the other big main line, which I call ‘The Classical’ variation.
 
10.h4 c6 11.Kb1!

Again this prophylactic move seems to be best.
 

Now Black has a choice: B111) 11...d5, B112) 11...Nf6 or B113) 11...Qa5.
 

B111) 11...d5 12.Bd3 Nc5
 
This is Sakaev’s main line.



13.Ng5
13.Bxc5 Bxc5 14.Qf4 proved to be successful in the only game I see in my database, which continued 14...Bd6?

 15.Bxh7† Kf8 (15...Kxh7 16.Ng5†+–) 16.Qd4 and White was simply a pawn up in Hristodoulou – Safronov, Plovdiv
 2012, but Black can improve his play at the 14th move with, for example: 14...Be6!?÷
 
13...Nxd3 14.Qxd3 g6

This is given by Sakaev as best.
 
15.f3!

But after this move, with the idea g2-g4 and h4-h5, Black is on the ropes. Perhaps the great Russian theoretician mis-
assessed this position (a rare occurrence). At first the engines see little danger, but follow their main line and they
 change the assessment quite quickly.
 
15...h6 16.Nh3 h5 17.g4! hxg4 18.fxg4 Bxg4 19.Rdg1

White’s attack is very dangerous; perhaps it is not enough to force a direct win (at least I have not found it yet), but
 White can expect a definite advantage.

19.h5!? is also promising.



After the text move the play could continue:
 
19...Qd7 20.h5! Qf5

20...Bxh5? 21.Nf4+– or 20...Bxh3? 21.Rxg6† is mating.
 
21.hxg6 Qxd3 22.cxd3 f5

The greedy 22...Bf5 is even worse after: 23.Nf4 fxg6 24.Bd4 g5 25.Rh6± White will soon win back the pawn (at
 least) and keep a nasty initiative.
 
23.Nf2 Bf6 24.Nxg4 fxg4 25.Bh6 Re6 26.Rxg4±

Black avoided being mated, but had to lose a pawn to do so.
 

B112) 11...Nf6 12.Bd3



12...d5
This seems Black’s most solid choice, but we will see that White still has powerful play.

 
12...Bf8 is met by: 13.Ng5 h6 14.f3ƒ
 
Or 12...h6 13.Ng5 again!
 
13.Ng5!

With the idea of f2-f3 and g2-g4 – this is another blow that is easy to miss; it cannot be found in Sakaev’s work.
 
13...h6

13...Bd6 14.f3 Bg3 is a logical reaction, until you discover that 15.Bf4! Bxf4 16.Qxf4 h6 17.g4 Qe7 18.Nh3 Qe5
 19.Qd2 Qe3 20.Qg2 is not countered easily by Black; White has excellent chances.
 
14.f3!

White continues his amazingly effective attack with g2-g4 next, followed by Nh3 and g4-g5 eventually. This seems
 highly worrying for Black.
 

B113) 11...Qa5



12.h5 h6 13.Bd3
White proved his superiority in a handful of games played in this modern line. We’ll see a convincing example next.

GAME 42

Leinier Dominguez Perez – Boris Gelfand

Monaco (blindfold) 2010
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nf6 3.Nxe5 d6 4.Nf3 Nxe4 5.Nc3 Nxc3 6.dxc3 Be7 7.Be3 0-0 8.Qd2 Nd7 9.0-0-0 Re8 10.h4 c6



11.Kb1!
This is our move, but it is worth having a quick look at other lines, as some ideas reappear in our line.

 
11.Bd3 Qa5 12.Kb1 Ne5 13.Nxe5 dxe5 14.Qe2 Be6 15.Bc4 Bxc4 16.Qxc4 Rad8 17.h5 proved to be equal in Caruana
 – Kramnik, Wijk aan Zee 2010. At this point White has an improvement though, and this is 17.Qg4!N with the idea
 Rd7. Probably Dominguez was aware of this and then came up with his idea in our main game, using the slightly more
 accurate 11.Kb1 move order.
 
11.h5 h6 12.Kb1 Nf6 13.Bd3 Bf8 14.Rdg1 Ng4 15.Bf4 Qf6 16.Nh2 was played in Topalov – Gelfand, Linares 2010, a
 game where everything went smoothly for White, and so it deserves the reader’s attention. Unfortunately many
 improvements have been offered for the Black side here by various analysts (including Kritz and Mikhalevski), so we
 should travel a different road.
 
11...Qa5

For 11...d5 12.Bd3 Nc5 and 11...Nf6 12.Bd3 followed by Ng5, see variations B111 and B112 above.
 
12.h5 h6

The universal choice.
 
12...Nf6 could be considered, but after 13.h6 g6 the h6-pawn is a nuisance and White has control of a useful square on
 g5.
 
13.Bd3

Black must now choose carefully.
 
13...Ne5

This saves the black king from immediate danger, unlike the following alternatives:
 
13...Nf6? 14.Bxh6!

14...Be6 (14...gxh6 15.Qxh6+– The deadly threat of Rh3! is too much for Black to handle.) 15.a3+– White has won a
 vital pawn and weakened Black’s king. For example: 15...Ng4 16.Bf4 Qd5 17.c4 Qc5 18.h6 Qxf2 19.Qc1 g6 20.Rdf1
 Qc5 21.Ng5 Raijmaekers – Rutkus, corr. 2010, resulted in an easy win for White.



13...Bf8
This is not much better.

14.g4!
Black has serious problems. For example:

14...Nf6 15.g5 Be6

16.a3
16.c4!? Qxd2 17.Rxd2 hxg5 18.Nxg5± was also strong and requires less fantasy from White.

16...Ng4 17.gxh6 Qd5 18.Qe2 Qa2† 19.Kc1 Qa1† 20.Kd2 Qxb2 21.Rdg1
An amazing position!

21...Bd7
21...c5 offers no salvation either after 22.Ng5.

22.Rxg4 Bxg4 23.Ng5! Be6 24.Bd4 Qa2 25.Rg1 c5 26.Bh7† Kh8 27.hxg7† Bxg7 28.Nxf7† Bxf7 29.Bxg7† Kxh7



 30.Qd3† Kg8 31.Bf6† Kf8 32.Qxd6†
And 1–0 in Ivanchuk – Gelfand, Monaco (rapid) 2010. Typical Ivanchuk, by which I mean unbelievably brilliant.

 
14.Nxe5 dxe5

15.Qe2 Be6 16.Bc4 Bxc4 17.Qxc4 Rad8 18.Qg4! Kf8 19.Rd7
White has secured a pleasant positional edge. Dominguez had done his homework and it paid off – well, so far.

19...Rxd7 20.Qxd7 Qd5 21.Qxd5 cxd5 22.Bxa7
Gelfand found nothing better than to give up this pawn. This decision seems to be correct, as otherwise a painful

 defence awaited him, but Dominguez shows that White is still much better.
 
22...Ra8 23.Be3 b5 24.Rd1 Rd8



25.b4!? f6 26.Kb2 Kf7 27.Kb3 Ke6 28.a4 bxa4† 29.Kxa4
Now the b-pawn is a powerful passed pawn.

 
29...f5 30.Re1 e4 31.Kb3 Bf6 32.Ra1

32.g3± with the idea of Bd4 next would probably lead to a win – but remember this was a blindfold rapid game so
 anything can happen...
 
32...Rc8 33.Ra6† Kf7 34.Ra7† Ke6 35.Ra6† Kf7 36.Bd4 f4 37.b5 e3!

Suddenly Black has some counter-chances!
 
38.fxe3 fxe3



39.Ra1
39.Bxe3?! Rxc3† is bad for White, but 39.Rxf6† gxf6 40.Bxe3 offered some advantage to White.

 
39...e2?

39...Rb8 seems like a draw. Now White is again much better, but in a blindfold game you cannot expect the players to
 reach their normal level of accuracy.
 
40.Re1 Re8 41.g3?!

41.Bxf6 and c3-c4 next was strong.
 
41...Bg5

42.Bf2?
A complete turnaround.

 
42.b6 Bd2 43.Rxe2 Rxe2 44.b7 Re1 45.Kb2 Re8 46.Be5 Be3 47.b8=Q Rxb8† 48.Bxb8 Kf6 is a draw.
 
42...Bd2 43.Ra1 e1=Q 44.Bxe1 Bxe1 45.Rd1 Re3 46.Rxd5 Rxc3† 47.Kb2 Rxg3 48.c4 Rg5

This accurate move secures the win for Black.
 
49.Rd6 Bg3 50.Rc6 Rxh5 51.b6 Re5 52.b7 Re7 53.Rb6 Bb8 54.c5 h5 55.c6 h4 56.Rb3 Re6 57.Rc3 Bc7 58.Kb3 h3
 59.Rd3 h2 60.Rd7† Kg6

0–1
The result was a shame for Dominguez, but his opening preparation worked perfectly.

 

B12) The Classical 9...Ne5
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nf6 3.Nxe5 d6 4.Nf3 Nxe4 5.Nc3 Nxc3 6.dxc3 Be7 7.Be3! 0-0 8.Qd2 Nd7 9.0-0-0 Ne5 10.Kb1!

Our usual method. Black must also be ready for moves such as 10.h4, 10.Nd4 or 10.Be2.



There are four lines to consider: I will briefly mention the rare 10...a6 and then there are the more significant options
 B121) 10...Nxf3, and B122) 10...Be6.
There is also B123) 10...c6 which is Sakaev’s main line (and also Cohen’s) but he fails to see the dangers for Black after
 11.Nxe5! dxe5 12.Bd3, which is a line Sakaev doesn’t mention at all! This is similar to what we have already looked at
 in Game 42 after 9...Re8 and we’ll see some more details in the next game.
 
10...a6 is rather rare, but let’s follow one game between two top players: 11.Be2 Be6 12.Nd4 Nc4 13.Qd3 Nxe3
 14.Nxe6 fxe6 15.Qxe3 e5 16.Bd3 c6 17.h4
 

This is Anand – Kramnik, Monaco (rapid) 2005. White’s main idea is to play Qe4 and meet ...g6 with h4-h5. This
 game demonstrates clearly the power of having an attack with opposite-coloured bishops. After 17...Rf6 18.g3 d5
 19.Qxe5 Rxf2 20.Rhf1 Rf6 21.Qh5 g6 22.Qe2 Qd6 23.h5 Raf8 24.hxg6 hxg6 25.Rh1 Kf7 Black has the idea of
 escaping to the queenside with ...Ke8-d8 and so on, but 26.c4!+– was a shock. The black king cannot find a safe



 shelter.
 

B121) 10...Nxf3 11.gxf3
 
There was a time when most players believed it was obvious White did not have sufficient attacking chances, with only
 one open file. The verdict was changed by extensive experience of playing this position and similar ones.
 
11...Bf5

11...Be6 12.h4 With h4-h5 and Rg1 coming, it’s the same old story. If 12...Bxh4 13.Bd3 White has a powerful attack
 on the way, with plenty of open lines against the enemy king.
 
12.h4 Qd7

12...Bxh4 13.Bd3 Bxd3 14.Qxd3 is also very dangerous for Black.
 
13.h5 Bf6

In David – Braun, Kallithea 2008, the Italian GM now made a serious mistake by playing h5-h6, which was not
 necessary at this point. Much stronger was:

14.Bd4
This leads to the following entertaining illustrative variation:

 
14...Qe6 15.Re1 Bg5 16.Rg1 Rfe8 17.Re3 Bxe3 18.fxe3 g6 19.e4 c5 20.Bf2 Bh3 21.Bb5

White has a serious advantage.
 

B122) 10...Be6 11.Nd4
 
Played in similar style to Anand – see the 10...a6 line above. This idea also works well here.
 
11...Bd7

The third most popular choice, but it seems like the best try. The two more popular lines are:
 



11...Bc4
This allows a sequence where Black has little choice, but White has a few good extra options along the way:

12.f4!
This forcing line works well, but it is not the only way. For example, Huzman mentioned 12.b3 Bxf1 13.Rhxf1
 followed by h2-h3 then f2-f4.

12...Bxf1 13.fxe5 Bc4 14.Nf5
Also good is 14.Qf2; I like to give clear guidance about which move I prefer, but these two options appear
 equally strong.

14...Be6
Giving up a pawn is the best Black can do.
14...dxe5? is flattened by 15.Qf2! when Black has an ugly choice between 15...Qe8 16.Qg3! and 15...Bd6
 16.Bh6!.

15.Nxe7† Qxe7 16.Bg5
16.exd6 cxd6 was also possible.

16...Qd7 17.exd6
In Jones – Yusupov, Dresden 2007, White was a pawn up, while Black’s drawing hopes were based on the opposite-

coloured bishops. The game was indeed soon drawn, but White was still slightly better in the final position.
 
11...Nc4 12.Qd3!

Taking on c4 has also scored well, but I prefer to keep the light-squared bishop, as it could have a good attacking
 future on d3.
12...Nxe3

12...Bd5 13.Bc1 Bf6 was played in Kobalia – Floryanov, Warsaw 2005, and now 14.Nf5!?N followed by g2-g4 is
 promising for White.
13.Nxe6 fxe6 14.Qxe3 Rf6 15.Bd3



Kobalia – Erashchenkov, Internet (blitz) 2005, was looking very similar to the Anand – Kramnik game we saw above.
 This game changed from that course with:
15...d5

Stopping Qe4.
Instead 15...e5 16.Qe4 g6 17.h4 would have been just like the Anand game.

16.f4
White had an undisputed positional edge.

12.Be2!?
Speed is essential, even if it means giving up the bishop pair.

 
Instead the slower 12.h3 allows Black to gain compensation after 12...c5 13.Nb5 Qb6 14.Nxd6 Be6. For example, 15.f4
 Bxd6 16.Qxd6 Rfd8 17.fxe5 Rxd6 18.Rxd6 Qa5.



There is another promising approach which, like 12.Be2!?, is based on quick aggression instead of worrying about
 giving up the bishop pair:
12.f4!? Ng4 13.Bd3

This is White’s idea. He is willing to give up the bishop, but now is ready to meet ...c5 with Nf5.
13...Re8 14.Rhe1

White plans to retreat his e3-bishop to g1, then start an attack with h2-h3, g2-g4 and so on.
14...Bh4 15.g3 Nxe3 16.Rxe3 Bf6 17.Rxe8† Qxe8

So far this is Naiditsch – Fridman, Baden-Baden 2014, and now promising was:
18.Nf5!N

Instead of Naiditsch’s 18.h3. White wants to play g3-g4 with an attack, and if:
18...Bxf5 19.Bxf5

In this opposite-coloured bishops scenario, White’s attack is faster with g3-g4-g5 and h2-h4.
 
12...Ng4

Testing White’s plan by grabbing the bishop pair.
 
After the slow 12...Re8 White can afford 13.h3 followed by f2-f4.
 
12...c5 13.Nb5 Qb6 14.Nxd6 Be6 15.f4 Bxd6 16.Qxd6 is now much better for White, as there is no ...Rd8 tactic.
 
13.Bxg4 Bxg4 14.f3 Bd7 15.g4 Re8 16.h4

White has promising play; his ideas include Qd3, Nf5 and a rook, most likely the d1-rook, to g1.

B123) 10...c6
 

GAME 43

Paul Zejewski – Dario Morosi

Correspondence 2013



 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nf6 3.Nxe5 d6 4.Nf3 Nxe4 5.Nc3 Nxc3 6.dxc3 Be7 7.Be3 Nc6 8.Qd2 0-0 9.0-0-0 Ne5 10.Kb1 c6
 11.Nxe5

Cohen has an interesting view about this move: “Strategically speaking, a weird decision, based on the assumption
 that Black’s e5-pawn will become weak and White will have the possibility to place the bishop on d3...” I see his point,
 but the move does seem to work: e5 is a target and White’s pieces flow to good squares.
 
11...dxe5 12.Bd3²

In almost twenty games from this position, White has scored massively, but I claim just an edge. Note that Karjakin, a
 serious theoretician, has played this way twice with White.
 
12...Be6

Or 12...Qa5 13.Qe2 Be6 14.c4 transposes, and was the move order of the Karjakin – Frolyanov game below.
 
13.Qe2

A standard plan: indirectly eyeing e5, and also creating chances to re-route both bishops: in some cases Bd3-c4, but
 more usually c3-c4 and Be3-d2-c3.



13...Qa5
The other option is 13...Qc7 which Cohen, to paraphrase, described as possibly preferable. The idea of Bd3-c4 and

 penetrating on d7 (as seen in various other lines with the queen on a5) now makes no sense, so instead 14.Rhe1!? or
 14.c4!? are both ways to start a middlegame with slightly better chances. I am less keen for White on 14.g4 b5, when
 Cohen’s eventual assessment was unclear.
 
14.c4

A good move, with the idea of playing Bd2-c3; stopping the check on a2 is a bonus.
 
14.Bc4 is similar to an idea we saw after 9...Re8, but in this case Black can use the tempo not spent on placing his rook
 on e8. After 14...Bxc4 15.Qxc4 Rfd8 16.Qg4 Qc7 the position is about level.

14...Rfe8



The toughest test, as it indirectly supports the potentially vulnerable e5-pawn.
 
14...Rad8

This fails to shore up the e5-pawn in time.
15.Bd2! Qc7 16.Bc3 Bd6

The loosening 16...f6?! is of course met by 17.f4±.
Now 17.g4 was interesting in Karjakin – Frolyanov, Moscow (rapid) 2013, but more direct and stronger was:

17.Rhe1!N
The threat to e5 is not real yet, but it soon will be.

17...g6
Neutral moves such as 17...a6 are hit hard by: 18.f4! (instead 18.Bxe5 Bxe5 19.Qxe5 Qxe5 20.Rxe5 Bxc4 21.Re7
 gives White the cheerier side of a likely draw) White wins a pawn, since 18...exf4? loses to 19.Qe4 g6
 20.Qd4+–.

18.h4!
If 18...h5 then 19.f3 is highly unpleasant for Black, as g2-g4 may land soon, and e5 remains a weakness.

 
Note in passing that some sources give the more order of the Karjakin – Mamedyarov game below as 14...e4, but
 according to the official tournament site, that is not correct. Just in case someone does play 14...e4, an efficient reply is
 15.Bxe4 Bf6 16.Bd4! Bxd4 17.Rxd4 Rad8 18.Rhd1 Rxd4 19.Rxd4 when White is a pawn up. Okay, this extra pawn is
 doubled, but it also controls a lot of squares, so White is certainly better: win some, draw some.



15.Bd2!
This move has more poison than may at first be obvious.
15.h4 has the idea of 15...b5?! 16.Qh5± as Cohen mentioned. But the problem is 15...f5! when Black looks okay;

 putting the bishop on f6 will create ...e5-e4 ideas, while White’s kingside advance is stymied.
 
15.g4!?

A decent alternative, stopping ...f5, but there is a move in reply that bothers me slightly.

15...b5!
Less troubling is the pawn sac 15...e4, as in Karjakin – Mamedyarov, Porto Carras 2011, which continued:
 16.Bxe4 Bf6 Now instead of 17.g5? which led to a quick draw after 17...Bxb2 18.Kxb2 Qb4† 19.Kc1 Bxc4
 20.Bd3 Qa3† 21.Kd2 Qa5†, White could have retained an edge with 17.Bd4.
Black had some counterplay in Safarli – Papp, Plovdiv 2012, which continued:



16.Bd2 Bb4 17.Bxb4 Qxb4

Now instead of 18.a3 Qc5 19.cxb5 cxb5 when Black was okay, I would prefer:
18.Qe4!?N 18...g6 19.cxb5 Qa5

Black has a double threat – on a2 and with ...Bd5 – but White has it covered.
20.b3 Bd5 21.Qe1! Qb6 22.Be4 Bxe4 23.Qxe4 cxb5 24.h4²

It’s not much, but White is a touch ahead in the race. This is a sensible line, but I prefer the game continuation for
 White.
 
15...Bb4

The principled reply.
 
After 15...Qb6 White has many ways to an edge, with one being: 16.g4!? Likely moves on the way could be Bc3, f2-f3
 and h2-h4.
 
16.Bxb4 Qxb4 17.Rhe1



17...Qc5
Hitting f2 instead of covering e5.

 
17...f6 secures the e5-pawn, but weakens Black’s kingside slightly. Since White’s play is based almost entirely on
 exploiting the difference in king safety, this slight change is significant. For example: 18.Qh5!? h6 19.a3 Qc5
 (19...Qe7?! is even worse after 20.f4± as 20...exf4? 21.Bg6 Red8 22.Rxd8† Rxd8 23.Qe2+– wins a piece) 20.f4 Bxc4
 21.Bxc4† Qxc4 22.Rd7² White will regain the pawn, and have more active pieces.
 
18.b3

This quiet little move gives a hint about White’s thinking: look after our own king before creating trouble for the
 enemy king.
 
18...Rad8 19.Qxe5 Qxf2 20.Re2 Qb6

Another option is 20...Qh4, but after 21.g3 the black queen gets kicked around, and White still has kingside play. For
 example: 21...Qe7 22.h4 Qf8 23.Rde1ƒ One idea is Qe4 and h4-h5.
 
21.h4²

White’s king is stoutly defended, with the doubled c-pawns a useful barrier, while Black’s ‘perfect’ kingside structure
 is more vulnerable.
 
21...a5 22.a4

Stopping Black’s play; our play with h4-h5 can wait.



22...c5?!
Trying to get the black queen involved in the defence, but weakening the d5-square is important, as the rest of the

 game shows. A pawn ending would be ugly for White, but that is irrelevant right now.
 
But even if Black tried to avoid any weaknesses, he would still be under pressure due to his king being less safe than
 White’s. For example: 22...Kf8 23.Qe4 g6 24.Qf3 Qd4 25.Rf1 Kg8 26.h5ƒ
 
23.Ka2!

Freeing the d3-bishop from covering c4.
 
23...Qc6 24.Be4 Qc8 25.Rxd8 Rxd8 26.Bd5 Bxd5 27.cxd5±

The pawn structure is transformed, and the passed d-pawn is the dominant feature.



27...c4
The plus side for Black seems to be that the white king is less secure than previously, but we will see that the king can

 look after himself.
 
28.d6 h6 29.Rd2 b6 30.Qe4 cxb3† 31.Kxb3!

The king is an active piece.
 
31...Rd7 32.g4 Qd8 33.Qc6 Kh7 34.Kc4! g6 35.Kb5!

It’s like the famous Short – Timman game, except with the goal of promotion instead of mate.

35...Kg7 36.c4 Kh7 37.Qxb6 Qxh4 38.c5 Qg5 39.Re2

1–0
A beautifully controlled game, with the white king playing a starring role; first we looked after him carefully, then he

 stormed up the board to force the win.
 

B2) 8...b6
 

GAME 44

Leinier Dominguez Perez – Wesley So

Wijk aan Zee 2014
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nf6 3.Nxe5 d6 4.Nf3 Nxe4 5.Nc3 Nxc3 6.dxc3 Be7 7.Be3 0-0 8.Qd2 b6

A specialty of the Chinese GM Wang Yue.
 
9.0-0-0 Bb7



10.h4!
I like the directness of Dominguez’s approach – opposite-side castling, so fire up the h-pawn.

 
Before this game, the top players had chosen instead:
10.Nd4
 

The logic is clear: with the bishop on b7, the f5-square is beckoning a white knight. However after:
10...Nc6 11.Nf5 Bf6

Black plans to challenge the star knight with ...Ne7.

White failed to find anything convincing after either of the following options:
12.h4

12.Ng3 Ne7 13.Nh5 Nf5 14.Bf4 Be5 Caruana – Wang Hao, Bucharest 2013, was roughly balanced.



12...Ne7!
The first time Wang Hao had allowed the knight to stay too long: 12...Re8 13.Bg5 Ne5 14.f4 Ng4 15.Bb5ƒ
 Nakamura – Wang Hao, Stavanger 2013.

13.Ng3
In Karjakin – Wang Hao, Beijing 2013, the position was about equal.

 
10...Nd7 11.Bd3

Another simple direct move.
 
An earlier email game had continued: 11.h5 Nc5 12.Bc4 Bf6 13.h6 g6 14.Bd4 Ne6= In Domancich – Netolitzky, email
 2011, the pawn on h6 had closed the kingside; finagling a mate on g7 would require a lot of help from Black.
 
11...Nf6

Since the pieces are not in direct contact, many moves are possible for Black. Rather than claim an objective edge, I
 would say White has better practical chances. He has a budding attack on the kingside, while his own king is safe. If
 Black defends perfectly over the next dozen or more moves, he may equalize.
 
12.Bd4

Targeting a key defender, but also interesting was: 12.Bg5!?
 
12...c5

Understandably, Black challenges the strong bishop; otherwise White would build up the attack with moves such as
 Qf4 and Ng5.
 
13.Bxf6 Bxf6 14.Qf4 d5 15.h5 Re8



16.g4
This works perfectly in the game, as it challenges Black to find the only move that stays alive, and he misses it.

 However, I think objectively a stronger move is:
 
16.Qf5!?N

As suggested, independently, by Mikhalevski and K. Szabo.
16...g6 17.Qg4

This is my new idea. Exchanging on g6 is the main plan, but delaying this keeps extra options – in one of the lines
 below, h5-h6 is useful. Meanwhile the direct threat is to sac on g6. Thus if Black ‘passed’, the reply would be 18.hxg6
 hxg6 19.Bxg6 fxg6 20.Qxg6† Bg7 21.Ng5 when one of the threats is Rh8†.

There are many ways Black can play:
 



17...Bc8 18.Qg3ƒ
 
17...Qc8 18.Qf4ƒ
 
17...Qc7 18.hxg6 fxg6 19.Bxg6 hxg6 20.Rh6!‚
 
17...Re7 18.Nh4 Bc8 19.Qg3 White has an initiative.
 
17...Bg7 is the toughest defence. White may continue 18.Ng5!? and if 18...Qf6 then 19.f4!?ƒ. White is lining up an
 Nxh7 sac, as the immediate sac just leads to unclear play after 19.Nxh7 Kxh7 20.hxg6† Kg8. So instead 18...h6 is the
 right call, when the sac on f7 leads only to a messy position where Black is probably holding onto equality.

It’s a typical story in the main lines of the Petroff: White is asking tough questions, but equalizing answers are usually
 available. Put simply, the Petroff is sound.

16...g6?
Clearly overlooking White’s 19th move.

 
The only saving move was 16...d4. The engines, and the analysts mentioned above, all give the following line: 17.g5
 Bxf3 18.gxf6 Qxf6 19.Qxf6 gxf6 20.Rdg1† Kh8 21.Rh3 Be4 A draw would be on the cards.
 
17.hxg6 hxg6 18.g5 Bg7 19.Rh7!

A standard trick.
 
19...d4

Black recovered from the shock to find the only move that hangs on.
 
19...Kxh7 20.Qxf7 is of course mating when the rook lands on h1.
 
20.Bc4



20...Qe7?
Well, maybe So was still in shock after all, as this loses directly.

 
The only way to play on was20...Bxf3 21.Rxg7†! (21.Rdh1 hopes for 21...Bxh1? 22.Bxf7† mating but 21...Qe7!=
 defends) 21...Kxg7 22.Qxf7† Kh8 23.Qxg6 Re7! 24.Qf6† Rg7 25.Qxf3 Qxg5† 26.Kb1 After a series of only moves,
 Black has a choice of putting his rook on d8 or e8. Either way, White is almost certain to win, even though there may
 not be a direct forced win.
 
21.Qh4

White plans to treble on the h-file, while after 21...Bxf3 22.Rxg7† Kxg7 23.Qh6† Kg8 24.Qxg6† Kf8 25.Qh6† Kg8
 26.g6 Black will soon be mated, so...

1–0
8...b6 is not refuted by Dominguez’s 10.h4!, but it is threatened. A complex opposite-side castling middlegame will

 result, where White is attacking and Black defending, with no Black counterattack on the horizon.
 

Conclusion
 
After the standard Petroff moves 3.Nxe5 d6 4.Nf3 Nxe4 our repertoire choice is the modern main line 5.Nc3!?. Then
 after 5...Nxc3 6.dxc3 Be7 7.Be3! Black’s king has a choice between going long or short. Either way, Black is playing
 one of the most trusted defences in elite chess, so we cannot expect to force an advantage while still in opening theory.
 However, we can expect to put Black under pressure; if he manages to equalize, it will be after finding a series of tough
 moves over the board.
 
I will not repeat every move-order subtlety explained earlier in the chapter, but a couple of common themes are worth
 mentioning. Firstly, Kb1 is often a useful move. Secondly, if the black king castles short, then allowing doubled pawns
 after a piece exchange on f3 is not a problem for White. Extensive testing at the top level has shown that the attacking
 chances along the half-open g-file are more significant than the weak pawns.



1.e4 e5 2.Nf3
 

2...Qe7? Sulskis Variation Game 45 314

2...f6? Damiano Defence (2...Bd6?, 2...Bc5?, 2...Qf6? 318) Game 46 317

2...f5?! 3.Nxe5 Latvian Gambit 320

 3...Nf6?! (3...Nc6?! 322) Game 47 320

 3...Qf6 Game 48 322

2...d5!? 3.exd5 Elephant Gambit 325

 3...e4 (3...Qxd5 322) Game 49 325

 3...Bd6 Game 50 330

After 1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 we have already covered the most respectable moves, 2...Nc6 and 2...Nf6. In this chapter we will
 deal with ‘everything else’, with one exception – I will save 2...d6, the Philidor, for Chapter 16. There are a couple of
 reasons for this choice: the Philidor does not belong in the disreputable company of the present chapter, and its most
 topical lines start with 1...d6, not 1...e5.
 
But let’s get to what I do cover in this chapter.

2...Qe7? is known as the Sulskis Variation and is dealt with in Game 45.
Game 46 is about 2...f6?, the Damiano Defence, and also deals with such silliness as 2...Bd6?, 2...Bc5? and 2...Qf6?.
Marginally more sensible is the Latvian Gambit, which starts with 2...f5?!. After 3.Nxe5 we cover 3...Nf6?! and

 3...Nc6?! in Game 47, while the main line with 3...Qf6 is Game 48.
I have saved Black’s best for last, and that is 2...d5!? – the Elephant Gambit. After 3.exd5 the old main line with

 3...e4 is Game 49, while the modern approach with 3...Bd6 is Game 50.



Sulskis Variation
 

GAME 45

Antonio Garcia Cano – Jorge Armando Gonzalez Rodriguez

Castellar 2007
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Qe7?

This variation is named after Sarunas Sulskis, who played it as a means to avoid opening theory. Even he does not
 believe it is objectively worthwhile.
 

3.Bc4!
I think the correct approach is to keep flexibility between playing Nc3 and c2-c3. Thus this move makes most sense.

 
3.Nc3 c6 4.d4 d6 is somewhat more reasonable for Black. He will play ...g6 and ...Bg7.



3...h6
This move is obviously ugly, but so is Black’s position in general.

 
3...Nf6 4.0-0 d6 5.d4 also leads to a clear advantage. For example: 5...Bg4 6.h3! Bxf3 7.Qxf3± and White is doing great
 on account of 7...exd4? 8.e5! and White wins.
 
3...d6 4.0-0 Bg4

This could be called the main line. I am not sure White is playing the most critical moves, but that matters not.
 Against a poor system like this, I want something that is easy to play and easy to remember.

5.Re1 Nf6 6.h3

6...Bh5
6...Bxf3 7.Qxf3 Nc6 8.c3² is probably about as respectable as Black can get. But one wonders what the queen is



 doing on e7.
7.d4! c6

7...exd4? is punished by 8.g4!, when White wins a piece, since 8...Bg6 would allow 9.e5.
8.c3 Qc7 9.Nbd2 Nbd7 10.Nf1 0-0-0 11.Ng3±

White had a substantial advantage in Vachier-Lagrave – J. Dominguez, Dresden (ol) 2008.
 
4.d4

4...d6
4...exd4 5.0-0± is effortless.

 
5.0-0 Nf6 6.Re1 Bg4

6...c6 7.c3 is a simple natural advantage for White.
 
7.c3 c6 8.Nbd2 g5 9.Qb3



9...b5
Black must have been concerned about concrete play after:

9...Bg7
White would be very tempted to play:

10.dxe5 dxe5 11.Nxe5!
With the intention:

11...Qxe5 12.Bxf7†

12...Kf8
12...Ke7 13.Nc4 Qb5 14.Qa3† c5 15.e5 Ne8 16.Bd5 is a real piece sacrifice, but with an overwhelming position
 for White, it is worth it.

13.Qxb7 Qe7 14.Qxa8 Kxf7



The queen is not trapped. For example:
15.Nc4 Qc7 16.Be3 c5 17.Qb7

With a winning ending ahead.
 
10.Bf1 Be6

10...Bg7 11.a4 was also unpleasant.
 
11.c4

Concrete play. I like it.
 
11...Qc7 12.d5!

White should not delay in seeking a confrontation; Black is not ready.
 
12...bxc4

13.Bxc4
White is spoilt for choice.

 
Also interesting was the brutally inventive 13.Nxc4!? cxd5 14.Ncxe5! dxe5 (14...dxe4 15.Qa4† Ke7 16.Bd2! exf3
 17.Ba5 Qb7 18.Rad1 gives White a winning attack) 15.exd5 Nxd5 16.Bb5† when king moves will be met with
 17.Rxe5, with an attack that must be strong enough to win.
 
13.Qxc4± was also good.
 
13...Bd7 14.Nf1

A good rearrangement of the pieces.
 
14...cxd5 15.exd5 Bg7 16.Bd2 0-0 17.Rac1 a5 18.Ng3 Bc8 19.Qa3 Qd8



20.b4
20.Bb4!? Ne8 21.Ne4± would have forced Black to give up the exchange, but the move played in the game is not bad

 either.
 
20...a4?! 21.Qd3?!

21.b5! and the d6-pawn would be doomed.
 
21...Nbd7

22.a3?!
White is drifting; perhaps he was too comfortable with his position, instead of eager to end Black’s pain.

 
Keeping the bishop active was stronger. 22.Bb5 Nb6 23.Bc6±



 
22...Nb6 23.Ba2 Bb7?!

Abandoning the f5-square is unwise.
 
23...Re8 is still a bad position, but White no longer has anything truly convincing.

24.Rc6!?
This is a good positional sacrifice, but in some ways all it does is delay the need for accuracy till later.

 
White could win by force with a combination: 24.Nxg5! hxg5 25.Bxg5 Threatening Nf5, Bb1 and Qg3. 25...Qd7
 26.Bxf6 Bxf6 27.Bb1 Rfc8 28.Nh5! The only way for Black to avoid mate is by 28...Nxd5 29.Qxd5 Bh4, when White
 can play 30.Qd3 with an extra pawn and a strong attack.
 
24...Re8 25.b5± Nc8 26.Ne4

26.Bb4!? was maybe more accurate.
 
26...Nxe4 27.Qxe4 Ne7 28.Qb4! Nf5 29.Bb1 Qf6 30.Qe4 Ne7



31.Bc3±
Again, White is happy to keep playing solid moves.

 
The direct winner was: 31.Rb6! Bc8 32.Qh7† Kf8 33.Nxe5! The only try is 33...Nxd5 34.Ng6† fxg6 35.Rxe8† Kxe8
 36.Qg8† Ke7 37.Qxd5 but the fight is over.
 
31...Ng6 32.g3 Bc8?

32...Bxc6 33.bxc6 was still much better for White, but no direct path to a win exists.
 
33.Bb4 Bf8 34.Nd2 Bh3 35.Nc4 Rad8 36.b6 Rd7 37.Bc2 Red8 38.Ne3 Ra8 39.Bd3 Bg7 40.Rec1 Qd8 41.Rc7 Rb8
 42.Ba5 Ne7 43.Qh7† Kf8 44.Bb5 Ng6 45.b7 Rxb7 46.Rc8

1–0



Damiano Defence
 

GAME 46

Emanuel Schiffers – Mikhail Chigorin

St Petersburg 1897
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 f6?

Some authors have made the mistake of criticizing Damiano for his eponymous defence, without realizing that
 Damiano said 2...f6 was the worst-possible move, and was not defending anything.

Other ridiculous moves exist:
 
2...Bd6? defends the e-pawn and is often played by beginners. The direct approach is required: 3.d4 exd4 4.Bc4! Speedy
 development. 4...Nc6 5.0-0 Nf6 (5...Qf6 6.c3 is good for White. For example: 6...Ne5 7.Nxe5 Qxe5 8.f4 Qc5
 9.Qxd4±) 6.e5! Bxe5 7.Nxe5 Nxe5 8.Re1 d6 9.f4± This has been seen in a number of games.
 
2...Bc5? is a duffer; it loses time, rather than a pawn. 3.Nxe5 Qh4 4.d4 Qxe4† 5.Be3± In Kowalewska – Renkowski,
 Augustow 2004, Black’s bishop and queen would both soon be kicked around.
 
2...Qf6? A similar move is popular in the Exchange Spanish, but this position is rather different. For example: 3.Nc3 c6
 4.d4 exd4 5.Bg5 Qg6 6.Qxd4± C. Parligras – Pilea, Eforie Nord 2000.

3.Nxe5!
There is justice! This is the best-scoring move in the database.

 
3...Qe7

3...fxe5 4.Qh5† is just for beginners.

4.Nf3 d5
This idea is the reason some people play this variation.



 
4...Qxe4† 5.Be2± is excellent for White, as in for example Wight – Trofimov, email 2007.
 
5.d3 dxe4 6.dxe4 Qxe4† 7.Be2 Nc6

7...Bf5 is best met with energetic play. 8.Nc3!N 8...Qxc2 9.Qd4!! and the queen is trapped! 9...Nc6 10.Qe3† Nge7
 11.0-0 The threat of Ne1 wins. For example: 11...Bg6 12.g4 and there is nothing left to do as 12...Bf7 loses to 13.Bd3.
 
8.0-0 Bd7

Black wishes to castle queenside, but he is too late.
 
9.Nc3

9...Qg6?
I think this is meant as a sacrifice, but it is far from correct.
9...Qe6 has been played a couple of times, but I wonder why no one has replied 10.Nd4!N. The main idea is:

 10...Nxd4 11.Bh5†! (11.Qxd4 Qe5 12.Qxe5† fxe5 13.Bh5† g6 14.Bf3± will suit the more timidly inclined) 11...g6
 (11...Kd8 12.Qxd4±) 12.Re1 and the game has already entered a technical phase.
 
10.Ne5!

10.Ng5!? also wins. Demchenko – Pravdiuk, Krasnodar 2007, concluded: 10...h5 11.Bd3 Bf5 12.Ne6 Bxd3
 13.Nxc7† Kf7 14.cxd3 Qg4 15.Qb3† Kg6 16.Qxb7 Rc8 17.Qxc6 Ne7 18.Qb7 Qh4 19.Ne6 1–0
 
10...Nxe5 11.Bh5 0-0-0 12.Bxg6 hxg6

Open piece play. We can see why a 19th century romantic would want to play like this.
 
13.Qe2

Any half-decent player today would choose 13.Bf4N, preventing most of the counterplay.
 
13...Bd6 14.Ne4?

Naive. More wide-awake was 14.Rd1 and if allowed, maybe even Rxd6, killing all the counter-chances.



14...Nf3†! 15.gxf3 Bxh2† 16.Kg2 Bh3† 17.Kh1 Be5 18.Kg1 Bh2† 19.Kh1 Be5
 
20.Qe1?

And this is suicidal. 20.Kg1 with a draw was correct.
 
20...Bg4†! 21.Kg1

21.Kg2 Rh2† with mate.
 
21...Bxf3 22.Ng3 Ne7

Black’s attack is overwhelming.

23.Qe3



There is no defence.
 
23.Bf4 loses to a neat trick: 23...Rd4! 24.Bxe5 Rg4! with mate on the next move.
 
23.Bg5 Nc6 24.Qe3 Nd4 25.Rfc1 Bc6 also wins.
 
23...Bc6

Black is preparing ...Nf5.
 
24.Qxa7

24...b6?
Missing a mate that, by coincidence, I solved recently on the Chess24 Tactics Trainer: 24...Rh1† 25.Nxh1 Bh2†

 26.Kxh2 Rh8† 27.Kg3 Nf5† 28.Kf4 Rh4#
 
25.Be3?

25.Re1 Nf5 is still bad for White, but the direct wins are getting elusive.
 
25...Nf5?!

25...Rh1†! still works.
 
26.f4



26...Nxg3?
Missing the last winning chance.

 
26...Nxe3 27.fxe5 Rh3! with a decisive attack on account of 28.Ne2 Ng4!.
 
27.fxe5 Rh1†?

Finally landing the h1-check, but at a moment when it doesn’t work.
 
27...fxe5 with an unclear game was called for.
 
28.Kf2 Rh2† 29.Kxg3 Rdh8 30.Qa6† Kb8 31.Bxb6 Rg2† 32.Kf4 Rh4† 33.Ke3 Rh3†
 



34.Kf4?
Ending the fight in the spirit of the game – flawed yet beautiful.

 
34.Kd4 Rd2† 35.Qd3 was an ugly win.
 
34...Rh4†

½–½



Latvian Gambit
 

GAME 47

Ewoud ’t Jong – Ilmars Cirulis

email 2010
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 f5?!

The Latvian Gambit is the ugly cousin of the wonderful King’s Gambit, in my unbiased view.
 
3.Nxe5 Nf6?!

There is an equally ropey alternative:
3...Nc6?!

This is a true gambit, but too romantic for the cynical 21st century.
4.d4!

This is the way we deal with gambiteers these days: we starve them of the romance they are seeking.
4.Qh5† g6 5.Nxg6 Nf6 6.Qh3 Rg8 7.Nxf8 Rxf8 8.d3 also leads to an advantage, but gives Black the kind of play
 he is looking for.

4...fxe4
4...Qf6 5.Nxc6 dxc6 6.e5± is great for White.
4...Nxe5 5.dxe5 fxe4 6.Nc3 Bb4 7.Qd4 Qe7 8.Bd2 was I. Robertson – Will, Glenrothes 1995, when White was
 winning.
4...Qh4 is a complete disaster. 5.Nf3! Qxe4† 6.Be2 allows Black to win his pawn back, but his position is a mess.
 Shirazi – Van Hul, Antwerp 1997, finished: 6...Nf6 7.0-0 Kd8 8.Re1 Qe8 9.d5 Ne7 10.d6 cxd6 11.Nc3 d5
 12.Nb5 a6 13.Nd6 1–0 Chess is cruel.

5.Nxc6! bxc6
5...dxc6 6.Qh5† Kd7 is obviously bad. The engine wants to play all sorts of weird things (7.Qd1 is a top choice, I



 kid you not) but a human would just go 7.Qf5† Ke8 8.Qxe4† and win the ending, as in Malbran – Colombo
 Berra, Mar del Plata 1992.

6.Qh5†

6...g6
This is the only thing I would worry about.
6...Ke7 is so obviously bad that all you have to do is play normal chess and your advantage will be
 overwhelming. For example: 7.Nc3 d5 8.f3 exf3 9.Qxf3± Titli – Mattei, Juvisy sur Orge 1995.

7.Qe5† Kf7 8.Qxh8 Nf6 9.Nc3 Qe7
9...e3 was tried in Suarez Calvo – Cabrero de Cabo, Oropesa del Mar 2001. White did win, but I would still aim
 to improve with 10.fxe3N 10...Qe7 11.Bc4† d5 12.0-0 Bg7 13.Nxd5 and there are no tricks left.

10.Bg5 Bg7 11.Qxh7
White is winning. Let’s call it a refutation.

 
We shall see the main line 3...Qf6 in the next game.



4.Bc4!
The active refutation.

 
White is also better after 4.exf5 Qe7 5.Qe2 d6 6.Nf3 Bxf5 7.Qxe7† Bxe7 8.d3± but the game continuation is more
 ambitious.
 
4...Qe7 5.d4 Nc6 6.Nc3!

This is more accurate than 6.0-0, as the control over d5 is vital in many lines.
 
6...Nxe5

6...fxe4 7.Bf4 d6 8.Bf7†! Kd8 9.Bb3 Be6 10.d5 with a winning advantage in Ninov – Dimitrov, Sunny Beach 2012.
 
7.dxe5 Qxe5 8.0-0

We should be delighted with our progress. The pawn has been returned, but Black’s position is virtually unplayable.
 
8...fxe4 9.Nd5!

Threatening Bf4, thus forcing Black to take.



9...Nxd5 10.Bxd5 c6
10...Bd6 11.g3± does not help Black at all.

 
11.Bxe4±

White is obviously much better placed.

11...d5 12.Bd3 Kd8 13.Re1 Qf6 14.Qh5 h6 15.Re8† Kc7 16.Qg6!
Applying a chokehold that ought to be illegal.



16...Qxg6 17.Bxg6 b5 18.a4 b4 19.a5

1–0
 

GAME 48

Michael Downey – Marius Bartsch

email 2000
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 f5 3.Nxe5 Qf6

This is the main line of the Latvian, but even this looks bad.



4.d4 d6
After 4...fxe4? 5.Bc4 White is simply winning. For example: 5...Ne7 6.Bf7† Kd8 7.Bb3 d5 and now 8.Bxd5! Nxd5

 9.Bg5 and it is time to resign.
 
5.Nc4 fxe4 6.Nc3

6...Qg6
There are only two real alternatives.

 
6...Qf7 7.Be2 Nf6 8.0-0 Be6



This is the normal path, but now we can try a new idea:
9.Na5!?N

For example:
9...b6

9...d5 10.f3±
10.d5! Nxd5 11.Nxe4±

The tactical justification is that after:
11...bxa5 12.Ng5 Qd7 13.Nxe6 Qxe6

White may be a piece down, but given the tactics along the e-file and f3-a8 diagonal, any sensible move will win
 directly. The engine’s favourite is 14.Re1+– with Bf3 to follow.
 
6...Bf5

Against this line we can follow a couple of games by the correspondence player Grivainis.
7.Ne3!±

Either we will take the bishop or land a nasty knight on d5.



7...Bg6
7...c6 8.Nxf5 Qxf5 9.Be2 Nf6 10.0-0 Be7 11.f3± Logically opening the position for our bishop pair. 11...exf3
 12.Rxf3 Qd7 Grivainis – Diepstraten, corr. 1976. Now I suggest emphasizing our unopposed bishop with:
 13.Bd3!?N For example: 13...0-0 14.Bg5 Na6 15.Bf5 Qe8 16.Re3 White has an overwhelming position.

8.Ned5 Qf7
Or 8...Qd8 9.Qe2!?± is greedy and good.

9.Bc4 c6
Black may as well try his luck in tactics.

10.Nb6 d5 11.Nxa8 dxc4
White has won the exchange, and one question remains: is the a8-knight trapped?

 

12.d5!±



That would be a “no”. White’s bishop or queen can help the knight from the e3-a7 diagonal.
12...Bc5 13.Be3 Bxe3 14.fxe3 Nf6 15.Qd4 0-0

Now 16.0-0 was okay for White in Grivainis – Pupols, corr. 1970, but I prefer the Plan B escape with:
16.d6!N

Followed by Nc7.
 
7.f3!

It makes sense to open the game quickly when ahead in development.

7...exf3
Accelerating White’s development, but Black has no good alternative.

7...Be7 loses a pawn: 8.Nxe4 d5 9.Ne5 Qb6 10.Nc3 Nf6 11.Na4 Qe6 12.f4± Ganiev – Nicholls, email 2013.
 
7...Nf6 8.fxe4 also collects a pawn.
 
8.Qxf3 Nc6

This move is based on ideas of a knight fork on c2, but White has all the answers ready.
 
8...Nf6 is a slight improvement, but there is no way to repair the damage done on move 2. 9.Ne3! Preventing ...Bf5.
 9...Nc6 10.Bd3 Qf7 11.Bc4 Qg6 12.Ned5±



This has been tested in a number of games, including Ruggeri Laderchi – Elburg, email 1999.
 
9.d5 Nb4 10.Ne3 Nf6

The trick is that after 10...Nxc2†?? 11.Nxc2 Qxc2 12.Bd3 the queen is trapped.
 
11.a3!

Calling the bluff.
 
11...Na6

It’s wise to admit that the trip to b4 was misguided.
 
After 11...Nxc2† 12.Nxc2 Qxc2 13.Bd3 Qb3 the queen escapes for the moment, but after 14.Ne4!+– White has a
 winning attack. One key point is that 14...Be7 15.Nxf6† Bxf6 16.Bg6† collects the queen.
 
12.Bb5† Bd7 13.0-0 Be7 14.Nf5

Black is busted.
 
14...Bxb5



15.Qe3
We are at the ‘everything wins’ stage: the game move or 15.Nxb5 or 15.Re1 or many others.

 
15...Qf7 16.Nxb5 Kd8 17.c4 Re8 18.b4 Ng4 19.Qg3 Qg6 20.Bb2

1–0



Elephant Gambit
 

GAME 49

Sergei Movsesian – Maxime Vachier-Lagrave

Moscow (blitz) 2010
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 d5!?

The Elephant Gambit certainly has shock value. Perhaps the greatest shock of all is that it is not such a bad move. I
 think I have faced it just once at a classical time control, and I lost to GM Mark Hebden.

3.exd5
A guilty confession: in blitz I have been known to play 3.d3 dxe4 4.dxe4 Qxd1† 5.Kxd1 with an ‘Accelerated

 Philidor’ ending. The typical Elephant Gambit player might not enjoy this position, but it’s taking the ‘play the man’
 approach to extremes.
 
3...e4

This is the traditional way to play the gambit, while I think of 3...Bd6 as the more modern approach. We shall study it
 in the next game.

But first Black has a way to avoid playing a gambit at all:
 
3...Qxd5

This looks ugly to me, but it has been played over 300 times in my database, which shows that tastes vary. Black
 decides to sacrifice lots of time instead of a pawn.



4.Nc3 Qe6 5.Bb5†!?
Planning to keep harassing the black queen.

5...c6 6.Ba4 Qg6 7.Qe2 Be7
7...Qxg2? is much too optimistic. After 8.Rg1 Qh3 9.Rg3 Qh5 10.Rg5 Qh3 11.Rxe5† Be7 12.Nd5 things are
 getting silly.

8.Bb3 Nh6 9.d3±
Since this is a surprisingly popular line, I will give some more moves from two games by the same player.

9...Nf5 10.0-0 Nd4 11.Nxd4 exd4 12.Re1! Be6 13.Bxe6 fxe6 14.Nb1±
Now 14...Kd7 15.Nd2 was nasty for Black in Laurenc – Marchisotti, email 2002, but 14...Nd7 15.Qxe6, as in Clowes

 – Marchisotti, email 2003, was no improvement.
 
4.Qe2



4...Nf6
This is Black’s best choice as the alternatives are feeble:

 
4...Qe7 5.Nd4 Nf6 6.c4±
 
4...Be7 offers a second pawn, but White can safely take it: 5.Qxe4 Nf6 6.Qa4†! c6 (6...Nbd7 7.c4±) 7.dxc6 Nxc6
 8.Bb5 Bd7 9.c3!N (less convincing is 9.0-0 as 9...a6 10.Be2 b5 leaves the queen wandering in exposed territory) 9...a6
 10.Be2 0-0 (now 10...b5 11.Qd1 is safe and cosy) 11.d4 Re8 12.0-0±
 
4...f5?! This is not the time for Black to be getting materialistic. 5.d3 Qxd5 6.Nc3 Bb4 7.Bd2 Bxc3 8.Bxc3 is all over.
 
5.Nc3

Another main line is 5.d3 Qxd5. If you want to put your opponent to sleep, then try 6.dxe4 Qxe4 7.Nc3 Bb4 8.Bd2
 Qxe2† 9.Bxe2²



In Kovchan – Skatchkov, St Petersburg 2003, White had a couple of extra tempos in a symmetrical position, with a2-
a3 to come.
 
5...Be7

Once again, Black needs to castle kingside and land a rook on the e-file as soon as possible.
 
5...Bf5?! is well met by: 6.Nd4! Bg6 7.Qb5† Nbd7 8.Qxb7 Rb8

Three times out of three games, White has moved the queen to a6, but we can safely be greedy: 9.Qxa7!?N 9...Bc5
 10.Qa4 Rb4 11.Nc6+–
 
5...Nxd5?! 6.Qxe4† Be6 7.Bc4 c6



This was Kasparov – Gountas, Corfu (simul) 1996, when the World Champion sensibly castled. But with more time,
 he might have preferred: 8.Nd4!N 8...Qd7 9.0-0+– One point is that 9...Be7 10.Nxe6 Qxe6 can be killed by 11.Qf3!
 winning even more material.
 
6.Nxe4

We should take the pawn directly. 6.Ng5 0-0 7.Ngxe4 Re8° is an improved version for Black.
 
6...0-0

6...Nxd5 will almost certainly transpose, as after 7.d3 Black has no better move than 7...0-0.
 
7.d3

7...Nxd5



This is the normal choice, but the alternative looks just as strong.
 
7...Re8 8.Qd1

A standard plan, as we will see in the game.
8...Qxd5 9.Nxf6† Bxf6† 10.Be2

In this key position, Black has at least three ideas, two of which are interesting.

10...Nc6 is not so hot, as White can soon put a solid pawn on d4. For example: 11.c3 Bf5 12.0-0± White has easy
 moves to follow, such as Re1, Be3 and d3-d4.
 
10...c5!?N allows White to castle, but Black plays for long-term compensation. For example: 11.0-0 Nc6 12.c3 Bf5
 13.Be3 Rad8 14.Qb3² The extra pawn is still alive, but I wouldn’t claim more than the slightest of edges.
 
10...Qe6!?N

Trying to stop White from castling is a logical approach.
11.c3

11.d4 c5÷ is getting messy after 12.Be3 Qb6.
11...Nd7!

Otherwise White can easily manage to castle.



12.Nd2
A weird-looking move, but White wants to block the e-file, and the knight can help on either e4 or e3.
Instead 12.Be3 Nb6!° is okay for Black, as ...Nd5 is coming.
12.d4 is a more human move, but after 12...Nb6 13.Bf4 Nd5 14.Bg3 Qe4!?÷ White has not yet solved his
 castling problem.

12...Nc5
Stopping the Nd2-e4 idea, so...

13.Nc4
For example:

13...Bd7 14.Be3²
Soon we will be able to castle kingside.

 
8.Qd1!²

If you remember this far, then it will be enough. Our plan is Be2 and castles. Perhaps Black’s easy development
 offers half-a-pawn of compensation, but he is a full pawn down.



8...Nc6
Quick development is natural.

 
But instead I believe Black can keep his disadvantage to a minimum by keeping a grip on d4 with 8...c5. For example:
 9.Be2 Nc6 10.0-0 Bf5 11.Re1 Bg6 12.Bf1 Qd7 13.c3²

Ponkratov – Skatchkov, Internet 2007, was typical of the Elephant Gambit at its most respectable. I certainly prefer
 White’s solid extra pawn, but Black’s active pieces give him hope, especially at quicker time controls.
 
9.Be2 Bf5 10.0-0±

White has escaped the centre without damage, with a secure extra pawn. This is just a blitz game, so I shall move
 swiftly through the rest, just pausing at a few fun moments.



10...Qd7 11.Bd2 Rfe8 12.c3 Rad8 13.Qc2 Nf6 14.Rad1 Qe6 15.Ng3 Bg6 16.a3 Bc5 17.b4 Bb6 18.Ng5 Qe5 19.Rfe1
 h6 20.Nh3 Qd6 21.Bf4 Qd7 22.a4 a6 23.Qa2 Nd5 24.Bd2 Re7 25.d4 Rde8 26.Bc4 Rxe1† 27.Rxe1 Rxe1† 28.Bxe1
 Nce7 29.Ne2 Qf5 30.a5 Ba7 31.Qd2 c6 32.Nhf4 Bh7 33.Bd3 Qd7 34.Bxh7† Kxh7 35.Nxd5 cxd5 36.Nf4 Bb8
 37.Nd3 Bd6 38.f3 Nf5 39.Qe2 Qb5

40.Kf1?
A simple pawn drop. 40.g4 Ne7 41.h4± was one better way.

 
40...Bxh2= 41.g4 Ng3† 42.Bxg3 Bxg3 43.Nc5 Qc6 44.Qd3† g6 45.Qe2 Bd6 46.Kg2 Kg7 47.Qe3 Qc8 48.Qe2 h5
 49.gxh5 gxh5 50.Qd3 h4 51.Qe3 h3† 52.Kh1 Qf5 53.Nd3?

53.Nxb7 would keep the game about level.
 



53...Kh7 54.Ne5

54...f6?
Missing a counter-trick.

 
The winner was: 54...Bxe5 (or first 54...Qb1†) 55.dxe5 Qb1† 56.Kh2 Qf1 57.Qg5 Qxf3–+
 
55.Qd3! Qxd3 56.Nxd3=

A curious position where both sides’ queenside pawns are vulnerable to the enemy minor piece. It would be a
 challenge to play with a long time control, but in the last few seconds of a blitz game it’s a nightmare, even for these
 two world-class players.

56...Kg6?
56...Bg3!= was the only saving move, as Black needs to tie down the knight with the threat of ...Be1.



 
57.Nf2??

57.Nc5! Bxc5 58.dxc5 would win as in the game.
 
57...h2?

57...Bf4 58.Nd3 Bd2–+ and Black gets to the pawns first.
 
58.Kg2

58.Nd3=
 
58...Kf5

58...Bf4!µ
 
59.Nd3

59...Kg5?
The final mistake is the one that counts. Instead 59...Bf4= was still level.

 
60.Nc5!+– Bxc5 61.dxc5 Kf4 62.b5!

A trick every beginner should learn.
 
62...d4 63.cxd4 axb5 64.c6 bxc6 65.a6

1–0
 

GAME 50

Sebastian Boehme – Rainer Peschen

email 2012



 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 d5!? 3.exd5 Bd6

Black is not trying to prevent White from castling. Instead, Black is dreaming that after White castles kingside, the
 mighty bishop on d6 might later land a Greek Gift on h2.
 
4.d4

4.Nc3 is also common, but I prefer to leave a clear path for the c-pawn to advance.
 
4...e4

5.Nfd2!?
A very rare move, but it looks the best choice to me. One plan is c2-c4, Nc3, Be2 and 0-0, but always keep an eye out

 for the chance to play c4-c5 and Bc4, as that may kick the d6-bishop to a more passive square.



 
Twenty times more common is 5.Ne5, but the knight can prove vulnerable on e5. One wild theory line starts 5...Nf6
 6.Bb5† c6 7.dxc6 bxc6. I have a feeling I lost to Mark from this position, but the game is not in my database, and I am
 trying to forget.

5...Nf6
Black has a broad choice in this little-explored position.

 
5...Qe7 was Liou – Liu, Fremont 2004, when I suggest: 6.c4N 6...b6 7.Nc3 Nf6 8.Be2±
 
5...e3 is a cheap trick that misses the mark: 6.Qe2 Ne7 7.fxe3± Rocius – Crisovan, corr. 1999.
 
5...f5!?N is logical but untested. One possibility is 6.c4 b6 7.Nc3 Nf6 8.Be2 0-0 9.0-0² when I do not believe Black has
 enough compensation. White’s ideas include Nb5, or Nb3 planning c4-c5, in both cases harassing the star bishop.
 
6.c4 0-0 7.Nc3 Re8 8.Be2±

I don’t see any compensation.
Much less controlled is 8.c5?! Bf4÷.

 
8...Bb4

This is inconsistent with Black’s kingside attacking dreams, but those were just a fantasy. For example:
 
8...Bf5 9.Nf1!? Nbd7 10.c5 Bf8 11.Bf4+– followed by Ne3, when White is a pawn up with a great position.
 
Or 8...b6 9.Nb3!?± frees the c1-bishop.
 
8...e3 is the direct try, but it goes nowhere. 9.fxe3 Rxe3 10.Nf3 Re8 11.0-0±
 
Note that in the above lines, White does not need to rush to castle. As long as we have the ...e4-e3 break covered, we
 can take our time and choose the right moment.
 
9.0-0

With no bishop on d6, castling is certainly safe.
 



9...c6
Black switches plans in an attempt to create havoc in the centre.

 
10.dxc6

10...Qxd4
After the text move, the tactics work against Black, but the alternatives were too easy for White.

 
Both 10...bxc6 11.Nb3± and 10...Nxc6 11.Nb3± leave White a pawn up and under no pressure.
 
11.cxb7 Bxb7 12.Ndxe4!+–

Precisely calculating that no white pieces drop off.
 
12...Rxe4

Instead 12...Qxd1 13.Nxf6† gxf6 14.Bxd1+– is the sequence that saves all White’s pieces, while retaining two extra
 pawns.
 
13.Nxe4 Qxe4

Now White wins material with a pretty tactic:
 
14.Bf3 Qe7 15.a3!



Curiously, the b4-bishop has no safe retreat, as the black queen is overloaded. Rather than face a variation such as
 15...Ba5 16.b4 Bb6 17.c5 Bd8 18.Bxb7 Qxb7 19.Qxd8†, Black resigned.

1–0
 

Conclusion
 
The sidelines covered in this chapter range from the awful to the merely mildly suspicious.
 
2...Qe7? is the Sulskis Variation and our reply is 3.Bc4!, delaying the decision about whether a pawn or a knight
 belongs on c3. White easily secures an advantage.
 
2...f6? is named after Damiano, but the 16th-century chess author deserves a better memorial, as the e5-pawn is still en
 prise. Game 46 also deals with daft moves such as 2...Bd6?, 2...Bc5? and 2...Qf6?.
 
The Latvian Gambit is 2...f5?!.

After 3.Nxe5 we started by looking at 3...Nf6?! and 3...Nc6?!, both of which can be squished with direct play.
The main line with 3...Qf6 is a little more respectable, but Black will still be significantly worse if White follows my

 recommendations.
 
By far the most interesting line in the chapter is 2...d5!? which is known as the Elephant Gambit.

After 3.exd5 the old main line with 3...e4 is a viable gambit. In my main lines, White keeps his extra pawn, but Black
 has decent activity. I believe Black has not quite enough compensation, but the Elephant Gambit is far from refuted.
 But also note the alternative line I mention after 5.d3, which takes all the joy out of Black’s position.

We meet the modern approach 3...Bd6 with a rare but effective antidote. After 4.d4 e4 it is standard to put the knight
 on e5, but I prefer 5.Nfd2!? keeping the option of c2-c4.



1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Nf6 3.d4
 

3...Bg4 Game 51 334

3...Nxd5 4.Nf3

 4...Bf5 Game 52 341

 4...Bg4 Game 53 343

 4...g6 5.c4 Nb6 6.Nc3 Bg7 7.h3 0-0 8.Be3 Nc6 9.Qd2

 9...Re8!? Game 54 347

 9...e5 10.d5

 10...Na5 Game 55 347

 10...Ne7 11.g4

 11...f5?! Game 56 354

 11...e4 Game 57 355

 
1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Nf6

The Scandinavian with 2...Nf6 seems to me to be strategically dubious.



The reasoning is simple. White manages to put his pawns in the centre, while Black is jumping about with his knight.
 Extra space without losing time? Sounds good to me.
 
In Game 51 we will look at the Portuguese Gambit with 3.d4 Bg4, which I do not trust for Black. But rather than trying
 to refute it outright, I have chosen a simple line that gives White easy and simple play, and leaves all the obligations on
 Black. Exactly how big is White’s plus? I will leave that debate to others. The important point is that the line is both
 practical and advantageous.
 
In Games 52 and 53 we will look at 3.d4 Nxd5 4.Nf3 Bf5 and 4...Bg4. White is better after simple moves in both cases.
 I could imagine someone trying these lines as surprise weapons, by why anyone would ever want to repeat these lines
 with Black, I do not know.
 
Finally, in Games 54-57 we will look at 4...g6. I have chosen the sharp line with 5.c4 Nb6 6.Nc3, followed by h2-h3,
 Be3, Qd2 and 0-0-0, as it seems both harmonious and difficult for Black to meet. There are more fashionable (and less
 positional) tries for White, but this old line seems to face no difficulties.



GAME 51

Amir Mallahi – N. Sanjay

Jakarta 2011
 
1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Nf6

It occurred to me while looking at move orders after 2...Qxd5, that 2...Nf6 might actually be a bit tricky if your
 repertoire against the Scandinavian is based on not playing d2-d4 early on, as indeed was the case with Lawrence
 Trent’s video-series for Chess24.
 
3.d4

I am quite certain that this is the only ambitious move in this position, as 3.Nf3 Qxd5 leads to a toothless variation, as
 described on page 361 in the next chapter.
 
3...Bg4

This gambit line is not only dubious, it is also rather impractical.
 
4.Bb5†!

I believe this is the right call. Lines with 4.Be2 and 4.f3 are far less clear.
 
4...Nbd7

The main move, although we should not dismiss all the alternatives too quickly:
 
4...Bd7 is one that can be dismissed, as it is easy to meet. 5.Be2! It is quite clear that Be2 is much more useful than
 ...Bd7. 5...Nxd5 6.c4 Nf6 7.Nf3 e6 8.0-0 This has been played in a few games. White is much, much better.
 
4...c6

A proper gambit move and worthy of close attention.



5.dxc6 Nxc6
5...Bxd1 obviously does not work after 6.c7†, which I only mention because of 6.cxb7†?? Nbd7, when Black was
 winning in Bellos – Darviris, Petroupoli 2012.
5...Qa5† 6.Nc3 Nxc6 7.Nge2 0-0-0 8.Bxc6 bxc6

In order to understand this line better, it makes sense for us to look at Black’s planned reaction to two reasonable
 moves:
a) 9.f3?! was successful in Fressinet – J. Sanchez, Paris 2009. But things would have been less obvious if Black
 had sprung 9...e5!N on his opponent.
b) 9.0-0 was met with 9...e5, when after 10.Qd3 exd4 11.Nxd4 Qb6 White managed to hold on to a small edge
 with 12.Nce2² in Alonso Gonzalez – Garcia Diez, corr. 2006. An important point is that 12.Be3 c5 seems
 entirely playable for Black.
c) Therefore White should play: 9.h3!N 9...Bxe2 This is forced. (The key point is that after 9...Bh5 10.0-0 e5
 11.Qd3 Black is in desperate trouble, on account of: 11...exd4?! 12.Nxd4 Qb6



13.Be3 c5 14.Qf5†! and White wins. Here we see the effect of 9.h3! in full.) 10.Qxe2 Rxd4 11.Be3 Rb4 (11...Rd7
 12.Qc4 is painful) 12.0-0± Black has managed to regain his pawn, but his position is under a sort of reconstruction, if
 not to say deconstruction. Behind in development, with a worse structure and an exposed king. His prospects are truly
 bleak.

Luckily I had two options prepared for this line while working on the book, as Smerdon managed to come up with
 real compensation for Black in one of them. The other, however, looks rather dubious for Black:

6.Nf3 Qb6 7.Nc3 0-0-0 8.Bxc6 Qxc6 9.h3!?N
A small refinement over the usual 9.Qe2. I am theorizing that the pawn is better placed on a light square in the
 ending, though it is very hard to predict.

9...Bxf3 10.Qxf3 Qxf3 11.gxf3 Rxd4 12.Be3 Rd7
Black cannot avoid losing a pawn, as after 12...Rb4 13.a3! Rxb2?! 14.0-0-0 he would lose the exchange instead.

13.Bxa7²



Black has some compensation, due to the weakened white pawns and the slight lack of coordination of White’s
 forces, caused by his greed. But the pawn is a real asset and the rest of the game will be playing for two results.

13...g6
In his book Smerdon gives a line starting with 14.Ke2 where Black is soon allowed to take on c3 and isolate all of
 White’s pawns. If this were to happen, Black would be okay. I am of a different opinion. I believe that the pawns
 on the kingside are well-placed, even though they are doubled. They are in a defensive formation. The real
 potential is on the queenside. The following line is a quite reasonable illustration of how things could possibly
 go:

14.Na4! Rd6 15.Be3 Bg7 16.c4 Rhd8 17.Ke2 Nh5 18.Rhd1
 

White is better, but Black has some chances to hold with accurate play. I would be very happy to get to such a
 position from preparation, especially knowing that months of work had gone into reaching an almost-okay position for



 Black...
Should things go wrong for White in this line, I seriously doubt that he would actually be in danger of losing the

 game.
 
5.f3

The more ambitious go, but I should mention that 5.Be2 Bxe2 6.Qxe2 Nxd5 7.c4 N5f6 8.Nf3 is also pleasant for
 White.
 
5...Bf5 6.Nc3

I like this way of meeting this gambit, as the main line is basically unplayable, but played by everyone.
 
6...a6 7.Ba4 b5 8.Bb3 Nb6

8...b4 has only been tested in one game, Tillotson – Haber, email 1996. I believe that White should continue: 9.g4!N
 9...Bg6 10.Na4 (10.Nce2 also looks crushing: 10...Nb6 11.h4 h6 12.Nf4 Bh7 13.Nge2 with a big advantage.
 13...Nfxd5?? 14.Nxd5 Nxd5 15.Ba4†) 10...Nb6 11.Nxb6 cxb6 12.Nh3 Nxd5 13.f4 e6 14.0-0 White has a large
 advantage out of the opening.
 
9.Nge2

9...Nfxd5
The most common move, but I am not sure that this makes it the best move.

 
9...b4

This is a serious alternative. As this is a highly critical moment for this variation, I have decided to give two
 options for White.

10.Ne4
I believe this is the most challenging option.
The alternative is: 10.Na4 Nfxd5 Malak – Nevez, email 2013.



Here I have a nice improvement: 11.a3!N This eliminates the control over the c3-square, giving White a better
 pawn structure. 11...e6 (The key point is of course that 11...a5?! is not great. White can play: 12.axb4 axb4
 13.Nxb6 Nxb6 14.Rxa8 Qxa8 15.0-0 e6 16.Ng3 Bg6 17.Qe2± White is planning both Qb5† and f4-f5, with a
 strong initiative.) 12.axb4 Bxb4† 13.c3 Be7 14.0-0 0-0 15.Ng3 Bg6

16.f4 White has the better pawn structure and enjoys a slight initiative.
10...Nxe4

10...Nfxd5 11.0-0 e6 Busemann – Raedeker, corr. 1998.



12.c4!N As this forces Black to lose time with his a-pawn, it seems the most accurate way to play. 12...bxc3
 13.bxc3 Be7?! 13...a5 seems necessary, although White is better after 14.N2g3² followed by f3-f4-f5 with a
 pleasant edge) 14.c4 Nf6 15.c5! Nbd5 (15...Nbd7 16.N4g3 Bg6 17.f4 is very dangerous for Black) 16.Ba4† Nd7
 17.Bc6 Rb8 18.N4g3 Bg6 19.Bxd5 exd5 20.Nf4 White is about to win a pawn, although the game is by no
 means over.

11.fxe4 Bxe4
Nikolova – Bukhteeva, Vratsa 2014. My proposed continuation looks rather tasty:

12.Nf4!?N 12...Qd7 13.0-0 Nxd5 14.Qe2
White has gone from being a pawn up to being a pawn down. But he has finished his development and his
 opponent finds it very hard to get his pieces out. Thus White has excellent play. The key point is that White has a
 winning attack after:

14...Nf6



Thus 14...f5 is sadly necessary and after 15.Nh3! Black’s position is horrible...
15.Nh5!

15...Qxd4†
15...Qc6 is hideous as well. After 16.d5! Black will be kicked about, as 16...Bxd5 17.Rxf6 wins immediately.

16.Be3 Qe5 17.Ba4† c6 18.Bb6! Nd7 19.Rad1
White has a winning position.

 
10.Nxd5 Nxd5 11.0-0

11...e6
There are a few other options here:

 
11...c5 was tried in an Internet blitz game. White is better after: 12.Ng3N 12...Bg6 13.c4 Nb6 14.f4 bxc4



15.dxc5! cxb3 16.Qxd8† Rxd8 17.cxb6 e6 18.Be3±
 
11...g6 might be the best way for Black to continue, but White is still a good deal better: 12.Ng3 Bc8 (12...Bg7 13.c3 0-
0 14.Nxf5 gxf5 might look tenable, but is quite easily refuted:
 

15.Bg5! Threatening to take on d5. 15...Re8 16.Qd3 Qd7 17.g4 h6 18.Bd2± and White wins a pawn.) 13.a4 b4 So far
 Frolochkin – Bukhteeva, St Petersburg 2011.



Shortly before we finished this book, Everyman published Smerdon’s Scandinavian, a massive tome based largely on
 the Portuguese Gambit. David Smerdon skates a bit speedily past the current position, but the engines are not happy
 with Black’s position. And neither am I. White is quite a bit ahead in development, with a strong grip on the centre and
 a fine square on c5 for the knight.

The Scandinavian book is very interesting and creative, and Smerdon has been willing to defend this line in practice
 repeatedly. And for some reason I also have great empathy for any author who makes a huge effort defending the
 honour of a much-maligned gambit. But I have serious doubts about the objective value of Black’s position here. Sorry,
 Dave!
General talk aside, I would continue: 14.Ne4!?N 14...Bg7 15.Re1 0-0 16.Bg5 (16.a5!? is positionally interesting; the a6-
pawn can easily become weak) 16...h6 17.Bh4 a5 18.Qd2 g5 19.Bg3 Bf5

20.Rad1 with a very pleasant position.
 



12.Ng3 Bg6
12...g6 13.a4 and White keeps up the pressure.

 
13.f4±

White has a great initiative. Anyone intentionally going for this position with Black should be spanked. Here’s how to
 do it...
 
13...c5

Other tries have been:
13...Qd7 14.a4! b4 15.f5 exf5 16.Qf3 c6 17.Bd2 Be7 18.Nxf5 Bxf5 19.Qxf5 Qxf5 20.Rxf5±

Black is in big trouble and will have to decide how he is going to lose material. In one game he collapsed rather
 quickly. 20...Rd8 21.Re1 a5 22.Ree5! f6 23.Bxd5 fxe5 24.Bxc6† Rd7 25.Rxe5 1–0 Dastan – Soysal, Denizli 2013.



 
13...f5 14.Qe2 Kf7 15.a4 c6 (My engine suggests that Black should play 15...Be7, after which White can just take a
 pawn. This shows how horrible Black’s position is, and if this is not clear enough for you, then consider that White
 does not even have to take it.) 16.Re1 Qd7

17.axb5 cxb5 18.Bd2 Black is simply lost. 18...Bd6 19.Qf3 Bc7 (19...Nc7 loses to 20.Ba5 Rhe8 21.Bxc7 Bxc7
 22.Bxe6†) 20.Rxe6! White won in Tjurin – Kulicov, Alushta 2005.

14.c4 Nb6
14...bxc4? loses immediately to: 15.Ba4† Ke7

16.f5! exf5 17.Qe2† 1–0 Sig Vargas – Villalta Bustillo, Formigal 2002.



15.f5 exf5 16.Nxf5 Bxf5 17.Rxf5 bxc4
This falls down hard, but Black’s position is probably already beyond repair.

 
17...Be7 was more resilient. White can force matters with: 18.dxc5 Qxd1† (18...Nxc4 19.Rd5 Qb8 20.Qe2 and White
 wins) 19.Bxd1 Nxc4 20.b3 Na5 21.Bf3 Rc8 22.Bd2 Nc6 (22...Rxc5? loses a pawn by force: 23.Rxc5 Bxc5† 24.Kf1
 Bb6 25.Re1† Kd8 26.Bg5† f6 27.Bc1 Re8 28.Rd1† Kc8 29.Rd6 and White will win.) 23.Bc3 0-0 24.b4 White has great
 winning chances.

18.Bg5!
The start of a fantastic attack that cannot be withstood.

 
18...Qxd4† 19.Qxd4 cxd4 20.Re1† Kd7 21.Rxf7† Kc6 22.Bd1 Bc5 23.a4 d3† 24.Kf1 Rhf8 25.Bf3† Nd5 26.Re6†
 Bd6



27.Bxd5† Kxd5 28.Rxd6† Kxd6 29.Be7† Ke5 30.Rxf8 Rxf8† 31.Bxf8 g5 32.Ke1 Ke4 33.Bh6 Kf5 34.Kd2 Kg6
 35.Bf8 Kf5 36.b3 cxb3 37.Kxd3 b2 38.Kc2 Ke4 39.Bc5 g4 40.Kxb2 Kd3 41.h4 gxh3 42.gxh3 Kc4 43.Be7

1–0
 

GAME 52

Ruslan Ponomariov – Sergei Krivoshey

Albox 2005
 
1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Nf6 3.d4 Nxd5 4.Nf3

I like this move order as it gives a bit of extra flexibility.
 
4...Bf5



5.Nh4
And I like to have easily defined advantages. Two bishops? Yup, I’ll take that.

 
5...Bc8

There is another retreat to consider:
5...Bg6 6.Nxg6 hxg6 7.g3

Here I claim White has a slight advantage of the lasting kind. One game continued:
7...Qd7 8.c4 Nb6 9.Nc3 Nc6 10.d5 0-0-0 11.Bg2 Qf5 12.Be4 Qh3 13.Be3 f5

That game was Rytshagov – Eliet, Cappelle-la-Grande 1997.

Now White had the chance to more or less decide the game with:
14.Qe2!N 14...fxe4

14...Ne5 15.f4 Nexc4 16.Bg2 Qh6 17.Rc1± gives White a very strong attack.



15.dxc6 Qg2 16.Rf1 Rd3 17.Qg4† Kb8 18.Rd1±
Black is clearly on the back foot. For example:

18...Rxh2 19.Rxd3 exd3 20.Qd7! bxc6 21.Qe8† Kb7 22.Bxb6 axb6 23.Qxf8 d2† 24.Ke2 Qxg3 25.Qxe7
White has a technically winning position. Obviously Black did not play ideally in this example, but his position was

 already poor after White’s 18th move.
 
6.g3

White obviously could repeat the position, but why should he? The knight is not so bad on h4 and it will probably not
 be there for long.
 
6...e5!?

Black tries to create some activity, but it does not lead to equality. Other tries are:
6...g6 7.Bg2 Bg7 8.0-0 0-0 9.Re1² Na6

10.c3 Be6 Sutovsky – Krivoshey, Internet 2004. Here IM Jovanka Houska gives a nice improvement: 11.c4!N (in the
 game an exchange sac on e6 was played) 11...Nb6 12.Bxb7 Bxc4 13.Nd2 Rb8 14.Nxc4 Rxb7 15.Na5 and White wins.
 
6...Nf6 7.Be3 e5 8.Nc3! would give White a pleasant lead in development.
 
7.dxe5 Nc6 8.Bg2 Be6



9.0-0 Ndb4?!
Black is not ready for direct action. 9...Qd7 was sounder, although White is simply better in several ways, for

 example 10.Qe2².
 
10.Nd2 g5 11.Nhf3 g4 12.Ne1 Nxe5 13.Bxb7 Bd5 14.Qe2

14...Bxb7?
14...Qe7 15.Bxd5 Nxd5 16.Ne4 is close to winning, but not yet entirely over.

 
15.Qxe5† Qe7 16.Qxh8

White is winning.
 



16...0-0-0 17.Qxh7 Nc6 18.Qf5† Kb8 19.Qxg4 Nd4 20.Ndf3 f5 21.Qg5 Qxg5 22.Bxg5 Bxf3 23.h4 Rd7 24.Nxf3
 Nxf3† 25.Kg2 Nd4 26.Rad1

1–0

GAME 53

Yuri Shabanov – Pavel Simacek

Pardubice 1998
 
1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Nf6 3.d4 Nxd5 4.Nf3 Bg4

This line is not particularly worse than anything else in the Scandinavian, but the idea with which it is usually played
 is wholly ineffective. So if you see this move as White, you already have reasons to feel optimistic.
 
5.h3
 

I prefer to ask the question at once.
 
5...Bh5?!

This poor move is the main choice here.
 
It is a sad reality that Black should give up his bishop:
5...Bxf3 6.Qxf3 e6

This is the type of opening concession Black players often make to avoid theoretical battles. On the one hand his
 position is solid, on the other hand White already has an advantage due to the possession of the two bishops. It is
 by no means a catastrophe, but Black will have to battle against this slight pull for a very long time.
6...Nb4? was tried in Enache – Mostoegl, Linz 2013. Both players must have missed the following win:



7.Qxb7!N White is winning, on account of 7...Nxc2† 8.Kd1 Nxa1 9.Bb5† and so on.
7.Bd3 Be7N

7...Qf6 would give White a choice between a slightly better ending, or keeping the queens on with 8.Qe4!?²N, as
 8...Qg6 does not force the queens off after 9.Qe2!.

8.0-0 0-0

9.Rd1
White has a slight edge, and the game goes on.

 
6.c4 Nb6

The only possible attempt to exploit White’s move order fails:
6...Bxf3 7.Qxf3 Nb4

This looks tricky, but actually it loses material to a neat sequence:



8.Qb3! e5 9.a3 N4c6 10.Qxb7 Nxd4 11.Qxa8 Nc2† 12.Ke2 Nxa1 13.Qe4 Be7
Black can save the knight, but would be a pawn down and without counterplay.

14.Nd2 0-0 15.Qb1 Nc6 16.Qxa1 Nd4† 17.Kd1 Bh4 18.Qb1±
Black does not have enough compensation for the piece, and lost in Scherer – Kmiecik, email 2006.

 
7.Nc3 e6

A sad move to have to play, but the alternatives are dire.
 
7...e5

This looks nice and active, but in fact Black’s position simply collapses.
8.g4 exd4 9.Nxd4 Bg6 10.Bg2

10...c6



10...Bc5 is as yet untested. White wins with: 11.Qe2†! Kf8 12.Be3!! A powerful move. 12...Bxd4 13.Bxd4 Qxd4
 14.Rd1 Qf6 15.Bxb7 Nc6 16.Bxa8 Nxa8 17.0-0

The village has burned down. The epitaph could go: 17...h5 (17...h6 18.f4 and White wins) 18.Rfe1 Kg8 19.Nd5
 Qd8 20.b4 Kh7 21.b5 Nb8 22.Ne7 and 23.gxh5, winning everything.

11.Qe2†!?
Only played twice, but it looks crushing, though it should be said that 11.0-0± has been successful in many
 games.

11...Be7 12.Be3 0-0
12...c5 13.Nf5 Bxf5 14.gxf5 Nc6 15.Rd1 Nd4 16.Bxd4 cxd4 17.c5! and Black’s position collapses.
So far we have been following S. Petersen – Grassi, Berlin 2008.

13.0-0-0!N
White is winning. For example:



13...Qe8
13...N8d7 14.f4 h6 15.Bxc6 and White wins material.

14.f4 h6 15.f5 Bh7 16.h4
White has a winning attack.

 
7...Nc6 8.d5

This is deeply unpleasant for Black.
8...Ne5

8...Nb4 9.Qb3 e6 Sobry – Alozy, email 2010. 10.Be3!N White has a clear advantage. 10...Bg6 (10...Bxf3 11.gxf3
 exd5 does not work on account of 12.0-0-0 with a winning attack) 11.Rc1 a5 12.a3 Bc2!? (12...Na6 13.dxe6 fxe6
 14.Rd1 Qc8 15.Ne5 and White is winning) 13.Rxc2 a4 14.Nxa4 Nxc2† 15.Qxc2 Nxa4 16.dxe6 fxe6 17.Bd3
 White has a winning attack; the material investment is insignificant.

9.g4 Nxf3† 10.Qxf3 Bg6

11.c5 Nd7 12.Bb5 a6 13.Ba4 b5 14.cxb6 cxb6 15.Bc6
White is completely winning, Lasek – Bednarik, email 2005.

 
8.g4 Bg6 9.Ne5



White’s position is overwhelming.
 
9...N8d7

Black does not have any superior options.
 
9...Nc6 10.Nxc6 bxc6 11.Bg2 Qd7 12.Qf3 also gives White a big advantage. For example: 12...0-0-0 13.0-0 h5 14.g5
 Nxc4 15.Nb5 Kb8 16.Bf4 Bd6 17.Rfc1 Nb6 18.Nxd6 cxd6 19.Rxc6 and White won in D. Popovic – Poenisch, Lienz
 2013.
 
9...c5 10.d5 exd5 11.cxd5 seems critical, but Black’s outlook is bleak all the same:

a) 11...Be7 12.h4!? Bxh4 13.Bb5† Kf8 14.Qe2± gave White a blistering initiative in Aagaard – Bryson, Edinburgh
 (rapid) 2010. The rest of the game is not available, but Black is already in a lot of trouble, as can be seen from the
 following variation. 14...Bf6 15.Nxg6† fxg6 16.Rh3! and Black is faced with the threat of g4-g5 and Rf3 in some



 combination, to which there is no good defence.
 
b) 11...Bd6 12.Nxg6 hxg6 13.Qe2† Qe7 14.Nb5!± Aagaard – Jaksland, Odense 2010.

There was also a Shaw – Bryson rapid game in this line, but I can’t remember the details. But White’s play was
 strong enough to encourage IM Douglas Bryson to abandon his decades-long dalliance with the 2...Nf6 Scandinavian,
 and take up the Sicilian. Very wise.
 
10.Nxg6 hxg6
 

11.c5!
Forcing the action onto the light squares, where White has more firepower.

 
11...Nd5

Also 11...Nc8 12.Bg2 c6 13.0-0 is close to winning for White, as confirmed in a few games.
 
12.Nxd5 exd5 13.Qb3! Qe7† 14.Be3 0-0-0 15.Bg2

All White has to do is avoid the last trap: 15.Qxd5? Nxc5 16.Qxc5 Qe4 when White should consider himself lucky
 that he can escape with 17.Qxa7 Qxh1 18.Qa8† Kd7 19.Qa4† Kc8 with even chances.
 
15...c6 16.0-0



White has a crushing positional advantage; Black cannot get his pieces into the game.
 
16...g5

Hoping for counterplay, but there is none to be found.
 
16...f5 17.g5 Rh4 18.f4 is a case in point. Black’s pieces have no squares and all he can do is wait for White’s slow
 march forward.
 
17.Qd3 g6 18.b4 f5 19.b5

Black is dying on both flanks; the rest is an annihilation.
 
19...Nb8 20.gxf5 g4 21.hxg4 Qh4 22.Bf4 Bg7 23.Rfb1 Qxg4 24.Bxb8 Kxb8 25.bxc6 Bxd4 26.Rxb7† Kc8 27.Rab1
 Bxf2† 28.Kxf2 Qf4† 29.Qf3 Qd2† 30.Kg1 Rdf8 31.f6

1–0
 

GAME 54

Ilya Smirin – Gad Rechlis

Tel Aviv 1992
 
1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Nf6 3.d4 Nxd5 4.Nf3 g6

This is one of the more romantic variations of the 2...Nf6 Scandinavian, and it has been played and analysed a lot. It
 is almost unsound, but Black is hanging in there by the skin of his teeth. Together with the gambits after 3.c4, this is the
 main reason why anyone would consider the 2...Nf6 Scandinavian at all. Otherwise it is all rather drab.
 
5.c4 Nb6 6.Nc3 Bg7

At this point White has a number of interesting tries that all lead to promising positions. I have chosen to go with the
 older line, simply because White’s structure is very harmonious and because Black has to play rather accurately to



 avoid ending up in terrible trouble.

7.h3
I also like the idea of taking every reasonable square away from the bishop on c8.

 
7...0-0

It is important for Black to castle before he starts trying to be active.
 
After 7...Nc6 8.Be3 e5 9.d5 Ne7 10.g4 f5? White can improve with:

11.Qb3!N 11...fxg4 (11...0-0 12.d6! and White wins material. Black has a little activity, but the situation is generally
 bad for him.) 12.hxg4 Bxg4 13.Ng5 h6 14.Ne6 Bxe6 15.dxe6 Black is getting killed on the light squares. White is
 already winning.
 



8.Be3 Nc6 9.Qd2 Re8!?

The concept in this game is for Black to allow White time to castle queenside, and then really go for him. As we shall
 see, this strategy is flawed.
 
We shall see the immediate 9...e5 in the next three games.
 
10.0-0-0 e5

Black can also start with a queenside nudge: 10...a5!? 11.Bh6! e5N (11...Bh8 looked a bit dubious in Romagnoli –
 Dentale, Rome 2002. Here I suggest 12.Qe3!?N with a fine position. I cannot see what Black is doing next.) 12.Bxg7
 Kxg7 13.d5 Nb4

14.Qe3!? Prophylaxis against the ...Bf5-c2 manoeuvre, which sort of works after 14.a3, but can now be met with Rd2.
 White is better, but the game goes on.
 



11.d5 Na5
11...Nb4 does not work here. White has a few good options, of which I prefer: 12.Ne4!N 12...Nxa2† (12...Bf5?!

 13.Nfg5 h6 14.g4 and Black is in over his head) 13.Kb1 f5 14.Kxa2 fxe4 15.Ng5 with a solid edge.
 
12.b3 e4

13.Nd4?!
This is the most natural move, but as we shall see, after it things are not completely clear.

 
The best move has only been played once, a long, long time ago:
13.Ne1!

An odd-looking retreat, but even so, the knight is better placed here where it cannot be hit by the opponent’s
 pawns. Black is sorely lacking active play.

13...Nd7
13...c6 14.Bd4! gives White a dominant position. 14...cxd5 15.Bxg7 Kxg7 16.Nc2 White is in control and his
 king is safe. He will recapture on d5 with the pawn, put a knight on e3, and dominate.

14.b4!
This was not strictly necessary to keep some kind of an edge, but as it is very strong, Lutikov was right to play it.

14...Qf6
The only other idea I can come up with is 14...c5 15.bxa5 b5, when after 16.cxb5 Qxa5 17.Nb1± Black will find
 it hard to justify his material deficit.

15.Kc2 b5



16.Bd4?
Trying to control the uncontrollable.
I cannot see the compensation after 16.bxa5N. For example: 16...b4 17.Na4 Nb6!? 18.Bd4! Qf5 19.Kb3! and
 White appears to be just winning.

16...Ne5
16...Qxd4 17.Qxd4 Bxd4 18.Rxd4 c5! 19.bxc5 Nxc5 20.cxb5²

17.bxa5 bxc4 18.Nxe4?
18.g4 Rb8 with unclear play was better.

18...Bf5 19.f3
White later won in Lutikov – Khodos, Voronezh 1959, but here after:

19...Rab8
White’s position looks dire.

 
13...c5 14.dxc6 bxc6

14...Nxc6 led to a decent game for Black in Cela – Kagas, Ano Liosia 1995. I still like White’s position after 15.Nxc6
 Qxd2† 16.Kxd2 bxc6 17.Kc2², but all in all, this is not the direction of travel that I recommend.
 
15.c5 Nd7 16.b4 Nb7?

A horrible move that loses directly.
 
16...Rb8! would have made the game much more interesting. White can take on a5, but the consequences are far from
 clear. His king is open and Black is getting mobilized easily. My analysis shows that White is better after 17.Na4!?
 Ne5 18.bxa5 Nd3† 19.Bxd3 exd3 20.Qxd3 Qxa5 21.Nxc6 Qxa4 22.Nxb8 Be6 23.Qc2 Qa3† 24.Kd2 Rxb8 25.Ke1²,
 but he is certainly not safely home yet!



17.Nxc6 Qf6 18.Bd4!
Black was no doubt looking forward to 18.Nd4 Ndxc5!? 19.bxc5 Nxc5 with decent practical chances, even if White

 is probably still a lot better. Instead Smirin takes over the initiative and takes the full point with ease.
 
18...Qxc6 19.Bb5 e3 20.fxe3 Qe6

Or 20...Bxd4 21.exd4 Qc7 22.Nd5 Qd8 23.Qf4 and White wins.
 
21.Bxg7 Kxg7 22.Bxd7 Bxd7 23.Qxd7 Qxe3† 24.Kc2 a5 25.Qxb7 Qf2† 26.Rd2 Qf5† 27.Kd1 Rad8 28.Qf3 Qg5
 29.Nd5 Qe5 30.Kc2 axb4 31.Rhd1 Ra8 32.Nxb4 Rec8 33.Rd5 Qe7 34.Qc3† Kg8 35.a3 Qe4† 36.Kb2 Qxg2†
 37.R1d2

1–0

GAME 55

Viktor Bologan – Denis Palkovich

Rogaska Slatina 2011
 
1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Nf6 3.d4 Nxd5 4.Nf3 g6 5.c4 Nb6 6.Nc3 Bg7 7.h3 0-0 8.Be3 Nc6 9.Qd2 e5

The game actually used a slightly different move order to reach this position, but I have changed it to our standard
 order.
 
10.d5 Na5



This line (and the knight retreat to e7, which we shall see later) was proposed by IM Jovanka Houska in Starting Out:
 The Scandinavian, but after a close examination it seems this line is somewhat dubious. But of course it is easy to go
 deep and find problems in someone else’s work (I am sure someone will do it to me as well). It is much harder to make
 an opening like the Scandinavian work.
 
10...Nd4?! is unsound. 11.Nxd4 exd4 12.Bxd4 Re8† 13.Be3 Qh4 14.g3 Qe7 15.0-0-0± and Black did not have enough
 compensation for the pawn in Cherevatenko – Semerij, Decin 1996.
 
11.b3 e4

Houska correctly points out that the following line is catastrophic on Black:
11...f5 12.Bg5!

12...Qe8



12...Qd7 13.Rd1 e4 14.Nd4 Qf7 15.c5 Nd7 16.Ne6 and White won in Efler – Buchnicek, Pardubice 1993.
 12...Bf6 13.Bxf6 Qxf6 14.c5 Nd7 15.b4 and White wins a piece.

13.Nb5 e4
13...Qf7N also fails to save this line for Black. 14.Qxa5 h6 15.Bd2 e4 16.Nfd4 a6 It may seem that Black is
 winning his piece back...

But no, White has some powerful tricks up his sleeve. 17.Nd6! Qd7 18.Bc3! Qxd6 19.c5 Qxd5 20.Nc2! Qc6
 21.Bxg7 Kxg7 22.cxb6 Qxc2 23.Qe5† Rf6 24.Bc4 White wins.

14.Nxc7 Qf7 15.Nxa8 Bxa1 16.Nxb6 axb6 17.Nd4 f4
This was tried in Teichmeister – Pecot, email 1999. White is much better with simple play:

18.Be2!?N 18...Qg7 19.Nb5
Black can explore many paths, but nothing seems to work. I looked at:

19...Qe5 20.Bh6 f3 21.gxf3 exf3 22.Bxf8 Kxf8 23.0-0 fxe2 24.Re1 Bd7 25.Rxe2 Qf6 26.Qe3



White is in complete control and should win with decent play.
 
12.Nd4?!

This is the most visually attractive move, but it is by no means the best move. However, it is the only line analysed by
 Houska.
 
White is better after:
 
12.Nh2!? Nd7N

12...f5 13.Rc1!N 13...c6 14.Ne2 Naxc4 15.bxc4 cxd5 16.Bg5 Qd7 17.cxd5 Qxd5 18.Qxd5† Nxd5 19.Nf4± I do
 not think Black has enough compensation here, although White is poorly coordinated.
12...c6 13.Rd1 cxd5 14.cxd5 f5 15.g3 g5 Although White won the game in Staf – Maksimov, email 2002, he
 could apparently have maximized his advantage with:

 

16.Rg1!!N This move is suggested by the engines and is hard to understand until you look at the game’s 16.Nb1,
 where Black is forced to play ...f4. After the novelty, Black is probably lost. For example: 16...h6 17.h4! Bf6
 18.Nb5 a6 19.Na3 Nd7 20.b4 and it is over, or 16...Re8 17.Nb1! Nd7 18.Bxg5 shows that Black has loose
 material on both sides of the board.



The knight retreat to d7 is an appealing move, planning to meet 13.b4 with 13...b5!!, but it is satisfactorily met by:
13.Rc1!

White is threatening to win the knight. After
13...b6

we have a forced line:
14.Nxe4

14.Be2 f5 15.0-0 Nb7 16.f3 exf3 17.Nxf3²
14...Re8 15.Nc3 Nc5 16.Be2 Naxb3 17.axb3 Nxb3 18.Qc2 Nxc1 19.Qxc1 a5 20.0-0 a4 21.Qd2 a3

22.Nf3²
White is evidently better here, but Black also has reasonable drawing chances. For this reason I have gone with a third

 suggestion:
 



I think it was much stronger to play:
12.Ng5! f5

12...c6 13.Rd1 cxd5 14.cxd5 is a large advantage for White. For example: 14...Re8?! 15.Bb5 and Black is simply
 lost.

13.h4

I believe White has a big advantage.
13...f4

This is rather desperate, but it is also the only move that has ever been tried here.
13...c6N is the computer’s suggestion. 14.Rc1 (White is also better after 14.Rd1, although I have to say that I do
 not think it would be so easy to win the game after the following rather forced line: 14...h6 Otherwise I really like
 White’s position. 15.Nh3 Qxh4 16.g3 Qf6 17.Nb1 Naxc4 18.Bxc4 Nxc4 19.bxc4 g5 White is much better, but,
 for example, 20.Bd4 Qxd4 21.Qxd4 Bxd4 22.Rxd4 cxd5 23.cxd5 Bd7 is not as clear as it might look at first
 glance.) 14...cxd5 15.Nxd5 Nc6 16.Nf4 Qxd2† 17.Bxd2 h6 18.Ngh3± White is threatening to take on g6 and to
 play c4-c5 and Bc4.

14.Bd4 Bxd4
14...e3 15.fxe3 fxe3 Kosztolanczi – A. Kiss, Veszprem 1996.



16.Qxe3N Even better than taking with the bishop. 16...Bxd4 (Remarkably, 16...Re8 is even worse. For example:
 17.Nce4 Qe7 18.Bxg7 Qxg7 19.Nf6†! Qxf6 20.Qxe8† Kg7 21.Rd1 Bg4 22.Qe4 Bxd1 23.Kxd1 White has an
 extra pawn and a completely open king. But he is also winning, as the black knights have no abilities at all... For
 example: 23...Qa1† 24.Ke2 Qxa2† 25.Kf3 Qxb3† 26.Bd3 Rf8† 27.Kg4 and mate is close.) 17.Qxd4 Nc6
 18.Qd2± Black has no compensation for the pawn.

15.Qxd4 Nc6
Black has to rescue the knight.

16.Qd2 e3
16...Ne5 17.c5 also wins for White.

17.fxe3 fxe3 18.Qxe3 Re8 19.Nce4 Nb4
 

20.Nf6†??



At this point this combination is a horror story.
Instead after 20.0-0-0N and 21.Qd4 it would be time for Black to resign.

20...Qxf6 21.Qxe8† Kg7 22.Rc1?
22.Qf7† with a transition into a level endgame was necessary.

22...Bd7 23.Qe3?
Still 23.Qf7† should be played, although the ending is now a tempo worse.

23...Re8 24.Ne4 Qf5 25.Kd2?
White had to fight for a draw in the endgame arising after 25.Be2 Rxe4 26.Qc3† Kg8 27.Qxb4 Nxd5 28.Qd2
 Nf4 29.Rf1 Nxg2† 30.Kd1 Ne3† 31.Qxe3 Rxe3 32.Rxf5 Bxf5, although I believe Black should be able to
 convert his extra pawn.

25...Rxe4 26.Qc3† Kg8 27.Qxb4 Qf2† 28.Kc3 Qd4† 29.Kc2 Bf5
0–1 Tomes – Buchnicek, Brno 2001.

12...c5
Houska prefers the more flexible:

12...c6
Here I played around for a bit, before I decided that Black is not doing so badly. But if I landed here as White, I
 would prefer:

13.Rc1 cxd5
13...f5?! 14.Nce2±

14.c5 Nd7 15.Nxd5 Ne5?!
Optimistic and bad.
15...Nf6 16.Nxf6† Bxf6 17.Rd1² is pleasant for White, but can be played for Black, although it would not be part
 of my preparation.

16.Nb5 Nac6
Wegener – Hangweyrer, Austria 1997.



17.Nd6N 17...Be6 18.Nf4 Qe7 19.Be2±
 
13.Nc2 Nd7 14.Bh6 b6?

This is horribly passive and gives White time to get organized.
 
14...Bxh6 15.Qxh6 f5 as played in Morgado – Pyshkin, corr. 1995, was better. White should probably play 16.0-0-0!?N
 16...Qf6 17.Qd2² and the game continues from there.
 
15.Bxg7 Kxg7 16.0-0-0

Black is struggling to create counterplay.
 
16...f5 17.f3 Qh4?!
 

17...exf3 18.gxf3 Nb7, with a bad but playable position, should be tried.
 
18.fxe4 fxe4



19.g4!
Black is in too deep.

 
19...Ne5 20.Be2 Nf3 21.Bxf3 Rxf3

Black sprints towards his death...
21...exf3 22.Rdf1 and 23.Ne4 gives White an overwhelming advantage.

 
22.Nxe4 Rxh3 23.Rxh3 Qxh3 24.Qf4 Bxg4 25.Qe5† Kh6 26.Ng5

1–0
 

GAME 56

Nikola Mitkov – Ismet Burovic

Cetinje 1991
 
1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Nf6 3.d4 Nxd5 4.Nf3 g6 5.c4 Nb6 6.Nc3 Bg7 7.h3 0-0 8.Be3 Nc6 9.Qd2 e5 10.d5 Ne7 11.g4

The knight is not allowed to come to f5.
 
11...f5?!

We will see the stronger 11...e4 in the next game.



This is the traditional move order, as played by Kamsky, Adianto and 175 other guys. But there is a little-known extra
 option that gives White a raging attack.
 
12.Bh6!

Eliminating the defender of the king.
12.0-0-0?! e4 would transpose to the next game.

 
12...fxg4

12...e4 13.Bxg7 Kxg7, as in Karatekin – Mourtzouni, Panormo 1998, gives White a big advantage after 14.Nd4N.
 For example: 14...c6 15.h4! cxd5 16.c5 Nc4 17.Bxc4 dxc4 18.h5 and White’s attack is deadly.
 
13.Bxg7 Kxg7

13...Rxf3 14.Bxe5 also ensures White has a big advantage. There are various possible lines, but I do not want to
 overdose on moves when it is not needed. 14...gxh3 15.0-0-0 Bg4 16.Ne4 Rf5?! 17.Nf6† Rxf6 18.Bxf6 Bxd1 19.Bxh3
 h5 20.Qh6 1–0 Konrad – Haudum, Aschach 2000.
 
14.hxg4 Rxf3

14...Ng8 15.Nxe5 Qf6 16.Qe3 also looks hopeless for Black. For example: 16...Re8 17.f4 Bxg4 18.Ne4 Qe7 19.Qd4
 Nf6 20.Bd3 and White is strategically winning.
 
15.Qh6† Kf7

Black is lost. All White has to do is ‘repeat’ moves while taking the h7-pawn along the way. I am not sure if Mitkov
 believed it was unnecessary to do so, or if he did not see the power of the check on h6, but somehow he did get
 confused...



16.Ne4?
16.Qxh7† Kf8 17.Qh6† Kf7 (17...Ke8 18.Ne4 and White wins. Just try any move for Black and see if it defends

 against the combination of Qg7, Rh8 and Nf6†.) 18.Ne4 wins, as after 18...Qf8 19.Ng5† Ke8 20.Nxf3 Qxf3 White
 can improve on the game with 21.Qh8†! and either take on e5 or bring the rook to h7, depending on the reply.
 
16...Qf8

This is not bad, but slightly more accurate was 16...Ng8! 17.Qxh7† Kf8 18.Be2 Rf4 19.f3 Qe7 20.Qxg6 Qg7
 21.Qxg7† Kxg7 22.0-0-0, which gives White compensation for the piece, but probably not more.
 
17.Ng5† Ke8 18.Nxf3 Qxf3 19.Be2 Qf4??

Black would have been able to hold the balance with the extravagant-looking 19...Qg2!. For example: 20.Rh4! Nxc4!
 21.Bxc4 Bxg4 22.Qe3 h5 23.Qxe5 Rd8² and although White is better, the game is far from over.



20.Qxf4!
Simplest and best.

 
20...exf4 21.Rxh7 Nd7 22.0-0-0 Nf6 23.Rh8† Kf7 24.g5 Ne8

24...Ne4 25.c5 Kg7 26.Re8 Kf7 27.Rd8 and Black cannot defend against Bc4 and Rh1-h7 in any reasonable way.
 
25.c5 c6 26.d6 Nd5 27.Rdh1

1–0
 

GAME 57

Stefka Savova – Pavlina Chilingirova

Sofia 1987
 
1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Nf6 3.d4 Nxd5 4.Nf3 g6 5.c4 Nb6 6.Nc3 Bg7 7.h3 0-0 8.Be3 Nc6 9.Qd2 e5 10.d5 Ne7 11.g4 e4
 12.Ng5 f5 13.0-0-0 h6

Finally we have arrived at the critical variation for the 2...Nf6 Scandinavian; although I have to say that it is not very
 critical.
 
Black is dead lost after 13...fxg4? as in Berzinsh – Langier, Duisburg 1992. White wins at once with 14.c5!N followed
 by Bc4. No variations are really needed, but I shall make one up all the same... 14...Bxc3 15.bxc3 Nbxd5 16.hxg4
 Bxg4 17.Bc4 c6 18.Rxh7 Bxd1 19.Qd4 and mate is imminent.

14.Ne6
This grown-up move is my recommendation, but I still wanted to include a brief look at something infantile and

 rather fascinating:
 
14.Ngxe4!?

I know what you are thinking! Blitz with friends on a Friday night – and still you wouldn’t feel comfortable
 playing this ridiculous-looking move. Well, it is not that ridiculous actually. White gets two pawns to start with
 for the piece, and in many lines wins a third. But most importantly, his pieces spring to life.

14...fxe4 15.Bxh6



15...Qd6
15...Bxh6 16.Qxh6 Qd6 would force the queens off, but also allow White to collect a third pawn along the way.
 17.Nxe4 Qf4† 18.Qxf4 Rxf4

White could play 19.Re1 with a slight edge. Just look at how difficult it is for Black to get his pieces into the
 game. But White can also play 19.f3!? with the idea of opening up the position. If White is allowed to continue
 with Be2 and Kd2-e3, he would be better, so let’s look at the critical line: 19...Rxf3 20.Bg2 Rf4 21.b3 White only
 has two pawns for his knight, but he has a lot of concrete ideas. 21...a5 (21...Bd7 22.Rhe1 Raf8 23.a4 a5 24.Rd2²)
 22.d6 cxd6 23.Rxd6 Nd7 24.Re1 a4 25.Re2² White is likely to win a third pawn and will be able to put some
 pressure on his opponent.

16.Be3!
Taking on e4 transposes to the previous note.



16...Qe5?!
Black is rapidly being put out of business.
16...Qb4 also leaves Black worse off. 17.a3! Bxc3 18.axb4 Bxd2† 19.Rxd2 Bd7 20.b5 Be8 21.Rd4² White has
 real winning chances.

17.c5 Nbxd5 18.Nxd5 Nc6?
18...Qxd5 19.Qxd5† Nxd5 20.Rxd5 Be6 21.Rd2 Bxa2 22.Bg2 Rfe8 23.h4 is an unpleasant ending for sure, but at
 least Black has made it into the endgame...

19.Nf4

19...Rxf4?
Desperation. 19...Kh7 20.Be2 with the idea of h4-h5 is bad for Black, but you have to play the position you have.

20.Bxf4 Qxc5† 21.Kb1 Be6 22.Rc1 Qe7 23.Bc4 Rd8 24.Bxe6†
24.Qe2 would have kept complete control.



24...Qxe6 25.Rxc6!? Qe7?
25...Qc8 26.Qc2 bxc6 27.Re1 should also win in the long run, but now it’s just over.

26.Re6
1–0 Gil – Aguila, Villa Ballester 2004. Not a perfect game, but both players showed plenty of originality and guts.

 The piece sacrifice is intriguing, but the main line is stronger.
 
14...Bxe6 15.dxe6 Qxd2† 16.Rxd2²
 

White has a great score from this position; for the simple reason that he has a great position.
 
16...Rfd8

The alternatives are:
 
16...c6?! 17.Bc5 Rfe8



18.Kc2!N
The combination with 18.Rd7? looks quite appealing, but it does not really work. 18...Nxd7 19.exd7 Red8
 20.Bxe7 Rxd7 21.Bc5 Rad8 22.Be2 Bd4 23.Bxd4 Rxd4 With even chances in Yudasin – Kamsky, New York
 2004.

18...Bf6
18...Bxc3 19.bxc3 does not improve Black’s position.

19.Rg1 Kh7 20.gxf5 gxf5 21.f3! exf3 22.Bd3±
White has great winning chances.

16...Bxc3 17.bxc3 Rf6 is one of the more reliable choices, but White is simply better. (17...f4 18.Bc5 Rfe8 19.Re2±
 Hietanen – Christiansson, corr. 1984) 18.Bxh6 Rxe6 19.c5 Nbd5 20.gxf5 gxf5 21.Bg5 c6 Pott – Parry, email 2010.
 22.Bc4N 22...Kf7 23.h4²



17.Be2!
In most games played from this position, White has exchanged rooks on d8. By allowing Black to make the exchange

 (what else should he do?) White gets the king to c2 with a gain of tempo.
 
17...Rxd2 18.Kxd2 Rd8†

18...Rf8 19.Kc2! Rf6 20.Rd1 c6 21.gxf5 gxf5 (21...Nxf5 22.a4!) 22.a4 and Black will not be able to withstand the
 double punch of a4-a5 and c4-c5 with Bc4 coming.
 
19.Kc2 Nc6

19...Kh7 20.Rg1 Be5 21.gxf5 gxf5 was the best defence. White has a solid edge, but Black is holding on.
 
20.gxf5 gxf5 21.Rg1 Kh7

21...Nd4†? 22.Bxd4 Rxd4 23.e7 and White wins.
 
22.Bh5 Ne7

22...Bxc3 is refuted by a slightly elaborate manoeuvre. 23.Bg6† Kg7 (23...Kh8 24.bxc3 Nxc4 25.Bxh6 Rg8 26.Rg5
 Nd6 27.h4 and White is very close to winning. The bishops are amazing.) 24.Bf7†! Kh7 25.bxc3 Nxc4 26.Bg6†! Kg7
 27.Bxf5† Kf6 28.Bxe4 and White has won a pawn.
 
23.Bc5 Nbc8

24.Bxe7!
This wins a pawn and leads to eternal winning chances, and as such is a sensible decision. White could also keep a

 solid advantage after 24.f3 exf3 25.Bxf3 c6 26.Ne2± with continued dominance.
 
24...Nxe7 25.Nd5 Bf8 26.Nxe7 Bxe7 27.Bg6† Kh8 28.Bxf5 Rf8 29.Bxe4 Rxf2† 30.Kd3



White has an extra pawn, though whether it is enough to win by force is not easy to say, nor important.
 
30...Rf6

30...Rxb2? 31.Rf1 and White wins.
 
31.Bxb7 Rxe6 32.Bd5 Bc5 33.Rg3 Re7 34.a3 Rg7 35.Rf3 Bd6 36.b4 Rg1 37.c5 Be5 38.Kc4

38.Rf8† Kh7 39.Ra8 was a bit stronger and already enough to win the game.
 
38...Ra1 39.Kb5 Bb2 40.a4 Rd1 41.Kc6 Be5 42.Rf8† Kg7 43.Ra8 Rd4 44.Rxa7 Rxb4 45.a5 Ra4 46.a6 Ra5 47.Bc4
 Bf4 48.Rb7 Kf6 49.Rb2 Be3 50.Bb5 Ra3 51.Rb4 Rc3 52.Rc4 Ra3 53.Ra4 Rc3 54.Bc4

1–0
 

Conclusion
 
The Scandinavian with 2...Nf6 is rather dubious. Some may feel that’s an extreme view, but it’s what I believe, so I will
 be open about it. There are some quiet lines that only give White a small advantage, such as the 4...Bf5 line shown in
 Game 52. But the sharp main lines, such as 4...g6, essentially do not work, as far as I am concerned.
 
Specifically, I recommend the move order 3.d4, when I would suggest paying particular attention to 3...Bg4, the
 Portuguese Gambit, and 3...Nxd5 4.Nf3 g6. I am happy with the antidotes I suggest against these lines, but you would
 be wise to study them closely, as an unprepared player could easily run into trouble against these tricky lines.



1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Qxd5 3.Nc3
 

Bad Checks – 3...Qe6†? (3...Qe5†?! 363) Game 58 362

3...Qd8! 4.d4 Nf6 5.Nf3 367

 5...Bg4 Game 59 367

 5...Bf5 Game 60 372

3...Qd6 4.d4 Nf6 5.Nf3 376

 5...g6 Game 61 376

 5...Bg4 Game 62 377

 5...a6 Game 63 380

 5...c6 6.h3!

 6...g6 Game 64 381

 6...Bf5 7.Ne5 Nbd7 8.Nc4 Qc7 9.Qf3 e6 10.Bf4 Qd8 11.0-0-0 Nd5 12.Kb1!

 12...h6 Game 65 386

 12...Nxf4 Game 66 390

 
1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Qxd5



To me this is the real Scandinavian. It also makes sense to me, strategically, as the pawn is taken straight away and
 White will have to put the knight on the awkward c3-square to gain the tempo he does with c2-c4 against the knight in
 the 2...Nf6-line. Of course the awkwardness of the c3-knight is that it blocks the space-gaining c4-advance.

After some deliberation my choice is to go for the main move:
 
3.Nc3

Originally I had hoped to avoid the larger theoretical load this main move leads to, but the idea that Black should be
 allowed to get his queen out on move 2 without being put under real pressure is just too unappealing.
 
3.Nf3

My friend and colleague Andrew Greet recommended this in Beating Unusual Chess Defences: 1.e4 a number of
 years ago. Unfortunately it does not really lead to an advantage, or even a position where we can play for one.
 Theory always moves on, and some avenues are closed off.

3...Bg4 4.Be2
I will just briefly give the reasons why I believe this does not lead anywhere.

4...Nc6 5.d4
5.0-0 0-0-0 6.h3 (6.Re1 Nf6 7.h3 Bh5 8.Nc3 Qd7 9.b4 Bxf3 10.Bxf3 Nd4 and Black is fine) 6...Bh5 This is
 essentially the key move. 7.Nc3 Qd7 8.b4 Nf6 9.Rb1 Rg8 10.d3 g5 11.b5 Bxf3 12.Bxf3 Nd4



13.Bg4 Nxg4 14.hxg4 e6 15.Be3 f5 If anyone needs to prove equality, it might be White.
5...0-0-0 6.Be3

This was what Andrew suggested.
6.c4 This leads to a direct draw. 6...Qf5 7.Be3 (7.0-0 Nxd4³) 7...Bxf3 8.Bxf3 Nxd4! 9.Bxd4 Qe6† 10.Be2 c5!
 11.Qa4 cxd4 12.Qxa7 d3N 13.Nc3 dxe2 White has nothing better than forcing a draw; and he should be pleased
 it is there. 14.Qa8† Kd7 15.Qxb7† Ke8 16.Nd5 Rc8 17.Nb6 Rd8 18.Nd5 Rc8
The main line runs:

6...e5! 7.c4 Qa5† 8.Bd2 Bb4 9.d5 Bxf3 10.Bxf3 Nd4 11.Nc3 Qa6 12.b3
12.Be2 Nf6 13.a3 Rhe8 and Black is fine.

12...Qa5



13.Rc1
13.Qc1 Ba3 14.Qd1 Bb4
The text was played by Leko against Ivanchuk in their rapid match. It is hard to believe it is a path to an
 advantage. My engine likes Black, but let’s just presume that Black wants to equalize, then he can play:

13...Kb8!?N 14.0-0 Nf6
And ask White what he is doing. For example:

15.a3 Qxa3 16.Nb5 Nxb5 17.Ra1

17...Qb2
Giving up the queen is interesting, but not the aim here. Equality is near.

18.Bxb4 Nd4 19.Bc5 a6 20.Bxd4 Qxd4 21.Qxd4 exd4 22.Rad1 Nd7 23.Rxd4 a5
Black is holding easily.

 



In this chapter we shall look at everything except 3...Qa5, which is considered in the next chapter.
 
In Game 58 we will consider two bad moves, the queen checks, 3...Qe6†? and 3...Qe5†?!.
 
In Games 59 and 60 we will look at 3...Qd8!, which I feel is the right way to play the variation. The queen always seems
 to get kicked about on d6 or a5, so why not return to d8? If there is anything wrong with the variation, the mistake
 should be found on move 1, not 3. In Game 59 Black’s bishop goes to g4, and in Game 60 it heads for the riskier f5-
square.
 
In Games 61-66, we will look at 3...Qd6 4.d4 Nf6 5.Nf3, when Black can choose between 5...g6 (Game 61), 5...Bg4
 (Game 62), 5...a6 (Game 63) and 5...c6 (Games 64-66).



Bad Checks
 

GAME 58

 

Yehuda Gruenfeld – Zlatko Klaric

Kaunas 2013
 
1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Qxd5 3.Nc3 Qe6†?

This is simply bad of course, but it is not without an idea.
 
The other odd-looking move here leads to the Patzer Variation. Again this has an idea. As we shall see, the 3...Qa5 line
 is these days often played with a later ...Qc7 in order to avoid d4-d5 and Nc3-d5 ideas. The idea behind the Patzer
 Variation is to force the bishop to e2 and then return the queen to c7. This is as far as the similarities work out for
 Black. In the main lines, White places one bishop on d2 and the other bishop is often misplaced on c4, blocking the c-
pawn. Finally, White can be more aggressive when Black loses a lot of his flexibility, as he does when he goes to c7
 quickly.
 
3...Qe5†?!

I once faced this variation against Sven Zeidler of Wales in the European Team Championships. Long after our
 game, I stumbled across the following quote by IM Andrew Martin:
“I met Zeidler at the recent 4NCL weekend and we fell into conversation about the PATZER variation. I was
 impressed that he had been prepared to try this outlandish Queen move at what is, after all, a pretty high level.
 He said that John Shaw took a week out to refute the whole line and thought that he had succeeded.”
Well, that’s not quite right... After our game Sven asked me how long I had spent looking at 3...Qe5†. I said “A
 wee while” meaning about 15 minutes, but clearly my accent misled him. I love the idea that I am such a theory
 monster that I would spend a week analysing 3...Qe5†, but it’s not so. Also, I am not sure I killed the line as



 effectively in that game as we are doing here...
4.Be2 c6 5.d4 Qc7 6.Nf3 Bf5

Having a second chance to think about this position, I have decided that White should exploit that Black has not
 played ...e6 yet.

7.d5!
Against Zeidler I played 7.Ne5 Nd7 8.Bf4 Nxe5 9.Bxe5 and here he went to b6, which cannot be recommended.
 After 9...Qa5 10.a3 e6 11.0-0 White is a bit better in principle, but it is hard to prove. For example: 11...Nf6
 12.Bf3 Be7 and it is much less obvious that White is better. ‘Luckily’ White played well and managed to beat his
 opponent in Caruana – Koerholz, Ohrid 2009.

7...Nf6 8.Nd4 Bd7
8...Bg6 9.0-0±

9.0-0



9...Nxd5
a) 9...cxd5 10.Ndb5 Bxb5 11.Nxb5!? This looks like the most aggressive option, forcing Black to put his pieces
 on poor squares. (White is also better after 11.Bxb5† Nc6 12.Nxd5 Nxd5 13.Qxd5 Rd8 14.Qg5²) 11...Qd7
 12.Bf4 Na6 13.c4!

White needs to keep up the heat. 13...e6 (13...dxc4? 14.Qa4 and Rad1, winning) 14.Qa4 Bc5 15.cxd5 0-0
 (15...exd5? 16.Nd6† and White wins) 16.dxe6 Qxe6 17.Bf3² Black has to play very accurately in order to keep
 his position only plainly worse.
b) 9...a6 10.Bf3 cxd5 was played in Fedorchuk – Adel Lahchaichi, Villeneuve-Tolosane 2006. The strongest
 seems to be:

11.Bg5!N 11...e6 12.Re1± Be7 13.Nf5!! Nc6 (13...exf5 14.Rxe7†) 14.Nxg7† Kd8 15.Nf5 White wins.
10.Ndb5 cxb5N

10...Qc8 11.Nxd5 cxd5 12.Bf4 Bxb5 13.Bxb5† Nc6 14.Qxd5± and White has a great position, Nelis – Aung,



 Istanbul (ol) 2012.
11.Nxd5 Qd6 12.Re1 e6

13.Bg5!
White has a big advantage.

13...Nc6 14.Bh5
Black is essentially busted. For example:

14...Ne5 15.Qd4
15.Nf6† is also great.

15...Ng6 16.Bxg6 hxg6 17.Bf4 Rh4 18.Bxd6 Rxd4 19.Nc7† Kd8 20.Be5 Rc8 21.Nxe6† Bxe6 22.Bxd4 Rxc2 23.Red1
 Kc7 24.Rdc1

White wins.
 
4.Be2 Qg6



This is the idea of this line. White should of course give up the pawn for a monstrous initiative.
 
5.Nf3 Qxg2

This only makes things worse, but objectively Black is already in deep trouble.
 
6.Rg1 Qh3 7.d4 Nf6 8.Bf4 c6

8...a6 gives White the option of taking back his pawn, which is also good. But after 9.Qd2 b5 as in Blank Queen –
 Alfjoo, Internet (blitz) 2012, White can play:

10.Ne5!N 10...Bb7 11.Ng4! Nxg4 (11...Nbd7? 12.Rg3 Qh4 13.Bg5 and the queen is trapped) 12.Bxg4 Qh4 13.d5 h5
 14.Bf3 Nd7 15.Ne4 f6 16.0-0-0 White has a winning attack.
 
9.Qd2 Qd7



The obvious alternative also loses by force:
9...Nbd7

10.Rg3!N
10.0-0-0 also gave White a winning attack in Pruefer – Kueppers, email 2003.

10...Qf5
10...Qe6 11.d5 Nxd5 12.Nd4 and the queen is trapped.

11.Rg5 Qh3 12.d5! Nxd5
12...g6 would leave the queen trapped. 13.Rg3 Qf5 14.Nd4 Ne4 15.Nxf5 Nxd2 16.Ne3 and now it is the knight
 that is trapped.

13.Rxd5! cxd5 14.Nxd5
White is clearly winning.

14...Kd8 15.Nc7 Rb8 16.Ne5 Qf5 17.Qa5



We could stop here, but why not take it to the end.
17...Nb6 18.0-0-0† Bd7 19.Rxd7† Nxd7 20.Ne6† Ke8 21.Qd8† Rxd8 22.Nc7#
 
10.0-0-0 e6

11.Ne5 Qd8 12.Qe3 Nbd7 13.Kb1
White has a big advantage. It is only a matter of time before Black finds himself unable to defend against all the

 threats.
 
13...Nd5

This loses by force, but it is just a ‘horizon debate’. Black is lost no matter what.
 
14.Nxd5 cxd5



15.c4
Missing the first forced win.

 
15.Nxf7! Kxf7 16.Rxg7†!! Bxg7

16...Kxg7 17.Qg3† with mate in five.
17.Bh5† Ke7

17...Kf8 18.Bd6† and mate follows.
18.Qa3† Kf6 19.Qg3

Black is mated. For example:
19...Bh6 20.Be5† Nxe5 21.dxe5† Kf5 22.Re1 Rg8 23.Qh3† Kf4 24.Qf3† Kg5 25.Qg4#
 
15...Nxe5 16.Bxe5 f6 17.Bf4 Kf7



18.h4
18.Rc1! would have been much stronger and significantly shortened the game.

 
18...g6 19.Bd3 Bd6 20.Bxd6 Qxd6 21.Qh6 Qf8 22.Qf4 Bd7 23.h5 Rg8 24.hxg6† hxg6 25.cxd5 exd5 26.Qc7 Qc8
 27.Qd6 Bc6 28.Rh1?!

Missing another direct win: 28.Rde1 Qd7 29.Qh2! and Black cannot defend against all the threats.
 
28...Qd8?!

28...Rh8± would have been better.

29.Rh7† Rg7 30.Qg3 f5 31.Bxf5
Finally, White is winning.

 
31...Qf6 32.Qc7† Kf8 33.Rxg7 Qxg7 34.Qd6† Qe7 35.Qxg6 Qf7 36.Qd6† Qe7 37.Qg3 Qf6 38.Bg6 Be8 39.Bc2 Bh5
 40.Re1 Re8 41.Re5 Rxe5 42.Qxe5 Qf3 43.a3 Be8 44.Qd6† Kg8 45.Qb8 Kf8 46.Qxb7 Qxf2 47.Qxa7 Bf7 48.Qc5†
 Kg7 49.Ka2 Qd2 50.a4 Bh5 51.Qc3 Qf2 52.a5 Be2 53.Bb3 Qf1 54.Bxd5 Bd3 55.Kb3 Bf5 56.Bc4 Qh1 57.d5† Kg6
 58.Qd4 Qh3† 59.Kb4 Qh2 60.d6 Qg2 61.Qb6 Qe4

1–0



3...Qd8!
 

GAME 59

Dragan Solak – Mitja Piskur

Skopje 2012
 
1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Qxd5 3.Nc3 Qd8!

This is quite fashionable these days and is certainly not bad. It makes as much sense to me as going to a5 and then
 quickly to c7. At the moment I believe going to d8 is the best possibility. My exclamation mark would probably be
 disputed by many, but this is the move I like best, so there it is.
 
4.d4 Nf6

There is a slight possibility for Black to go for a different move order, although it does not make a lot of sense.
 
4...c6 5.Bf4 Nf6 6.Nf3 Bg4

Also playable is 6...Bf5, which is considered in the note to move 5.
7.h3 Bh5

7...Bxf3 8.Qxf3 transposes to the game.
8.g4 Bg6 9.Ne5 Nbd7



So far Vazirov – Telenkov, Dagomys 2009. White had a chance to crush his opponent with a violent attack.
10.h4!!N 10...Nxe5

10...e6 11.Nxd7 Qxd7 12.h5 Be4 13.f3 Bd5 14.h6± is horrible for Black.
11.dxe5! Nd5

11...Qxd1† 12.Rxd1 Nxg4 fails to 13.Nb5! Rc8 14.Nd4 e6 (14...h5 15.f3 Nh6 16.e6 is horrible for Black. How is
 he ever going to be able to get his pieces out) 15.h5 Bf5 16.Nxf5 exf5 17.f3 Nh6 18.Rh2± White has a
 technically winning position, despite being a pawn down.

12.Qxd5!?
Just a wee joke.

12...Qxd5 13.Nxd5 cxd5 14.h5! Bxc2
14...Be4 15.Rh3 is no improvement for Black.

15.Rc1 Ba4
15...Be4 16.Bb5† Kd8 17.e6! Rc8 18.Rxc8† Kxc8 19.f3 White wins.



16.e6! fxe6 17.Bd3 Bc6 18.Be5±
White is technically winning, despite being two pawns down. Black cannot get his kingside out. Ever.

 
5.Nf3

5.Bg5 c6 6.Qd2 is another direction that deserves attention.
 
5...Bg4

The main line, but not the only try. 5...Bf5 is covered in the next game.
 
5...c6 6.Bf4

This transposes to the analysis above or the game, unless Black plays:
6...Bf5



Here I suggest that White should play:
7.Nh4!?N 7...Be6

7...Bg6 8.Nxg6 hxg6 9.Qd3²
8.Be2 g6 9.0-0 Bg7 10.Re1 0-0 11.Nf3 Nbd7 12.Qd2

White is a bit better, but Black’s position is certainly playable.
 
5...e6

This is a sort of Rubinstein French, where the knight is oddly placed on c3. But I think we should exploit our
 extra tempo for something other than putting the knight on e4.

6.Bc4
Emotionally I am partial to 6.Bg5!? Be7 7.Qd2 Nbd7 8.0-0-0, though I doubt this is a serious advantage. But after
 8...b6?! 9.d5 e5 10.Bb5± in Wojtaszek – Dassuj, Poznan 2014, White was on his way to a quick victory.
6.Bd3 Be7 7.Ne4 is a direct transposition to the Rubinstein French.

6...Be7 7.0-0 0-0 8.Ne5!?
8.Bf4 is equally good and may transpose.

8...Nbd7 9.Bf4 Nb6



This looks odd, but Black is lacking space.
10.Bb3

10.Bd3!N is simpler. 10...Nbd5 11.Nxd5 Nxd5 12.Bg3± looks very pleasant for White. Look at the bishop on c8.
 How is it going to join the game?

10...Nbd5 11.Nxd5 Nxd5
11...exd5 12.Qd3²

12.Bg3²
Los Santos Honrrubia – Cobelas Rodriguez, Empuriabrava 1997.

 
6.h3 Bxf3

The sensible move.
 
6...Bh5 7.g4 Bg6 8.Ne5 Nbd7 (8...e6 9.Bg2 c6 10.h4± is much better for White, as pointed out by Lowinger) 9.Nxg6
 hxg6 10.Bg2 c6 gives White the bishop anyway.



In Pichuaga – Casas, Montevideo 2014, White should have played 11.d5!?N 11...Rc8 12.0-0² to make the most out of
 his two bishops.
 
7.Qxf3 c6 8.Bf4!

I like this move the best, it is most active, and I think it leads to an advantage in a direct line.
 
8...e6

The only move really.
 
If Black gets greedy, he will be punished:
8...Qxd4?

9.Nb5!!N 9...cxb5



9...Qxb2 10.Nc7† Kd8 11.Rd1† Nbd7 12.Nxa8 is clearly good for White, but we can add a few moves without
 wasting too much ink... 12...e5 13.Bd2 Bd6

14.Ba6! bxa6 15.Qxc6 Qb8 16.Ba5† Ke7 17.Nc7 Bxc7 18.Bxc7 Qb4† 19.c3 Qe4† 20.Qxe4 Nxe4 21.0-0±
 White will win with decent play.

10.Bxb5† Nbd7 11.Qxb7 Rd8
11...Qe4† 12.Qxe4 Nxe4 13.Bc6 and White is technically winning. 13...Nxf2 14.Bxa8 Nxh1 15.Bc6 and so on.

12.Bc7 Qe4†
12...Qb4† 13.Kf1 e6 14.Rd1 a6 shows how close to the edge Black is walking. 15.Qxa6 Bc5 16.Bxd8 Qf4

 

This is Black’s one glorious moment of counterplay. 17.Bxd7† Nxd7 18.Bh4! But this gains important time.
 18...Qxh4 19.g3 White should win, though many moves will have to played before Black will yield.

13.Qxe4 Nxe4 14.0-0-0 a6



15.Bxa6!
This is very ambitious and also close to winning.
15.Bc6?! may look simpler, but after 15...Nec5 16.Bxd8 Kxd8 17.Rxd7† Nxd7 18.Rd1 Kc7 19.Bxd7 g6 20.c3
 Bh6† 21.Kc2 Rd8 22.Ba4 Rxd1 23.Kxd1 I did a Monte Carlo analysis to check if the ending gives White serious
 winning chances. Sadly not. In computer vs. computer games, a draw is the most likely result. There are still
 practical chances of course, but with good play, Black should hold.

15...Nxf2
15...Nef6 16.Bb5 and Black cannot avoid losing a piece for long.

16.Rhf1 Ra8
16...Nxd1 17.Rxd1 g6 offers less resistance. 18.Bb5 Bh6† 19.Kb1 0-0 20.Bxd8 Rxd8 21.c4 White is winning
 with his three connected passed pawns.

17.Bb5 Nxd1 18.Rxd1 f5 19.Bxd7† Kf7 20.Re1 g6 21.Be6† Ke8



22.c3±
White has a nominal material deficit, but everything else is on his side. His pieces are dominating, and his queenside

 pawns will roll straight through.
It is vital to memorize this variation, as there are several transpositions to it from other lines.

 
9.0-0-0²

I like White’s position on principle: space, development and the two bishops.
 
9...Nd5?!

Too many moves with the same pieces.
 
9...Bb4N looks sensible, and is the standard plan in similar positions where White’s bishop is on e3. In reply White can
 try a number of things, but not 10.Ne4, which offers Black a chance to equalize by exchanging on e4 and then offering
 a queen swap on d5. 10.Kb1 (10.Ne2!?²) 10...Bxc3 11.Qxc3 Nd5 12.Qg3 Nxf4 13.Qxf4 Nd7 14.g4²



White has more space and a bishop against a knight. There is no way for Black to claim equality, so he will have to
 suffer for a long time. I know a lot of 1.d4 players who would sell their grannies to get such a position out of the
 opening.

10.Nxd5 Qxd5 11.Qxd5?
I really do not like this move at all.

 
11.Qg3!N



This would refute Black’s play.
11...Qxa2?!

This is the only critical move. But it does not work.
11...Nd7 12.c4 is plainly bad for Black.

12.Bxb8 Qa1† 13.Kd2 Bb4†
13...Qxb2 14.Bd3 and White wins.

14.Ke2 Qxb2 15.Kf3 0-0 16.Bf4
White is winning. For example:

16...Qxc2 17.Bd3 Qb3 18.Bh6
White wins an exchange as well and has a technically won position.

 
11...cxd5 12.c4 dxc4?

Why open up the position?
 
12...Nc6 would give Black a decent position; the d4-pawn is a weakness here.
 
13.Bxc4 Bb4 14.d5±

Black is in a very bad way. White won the game very easily.
 
14...0-0 15.dxe6 fxe6 16.Bxe6† Kh8 17.Be3 Na6 18.Bd5 Rac8† 19.Kb1 Rc7 20.Bxa7 b5 21.Be3 Bc5 22.Rhe1 Bxe3
 23.Rxe3 g5 24.Bf3 Rf5 25.Rc1 Rxc1† 26.Kxc1 h5 27.Rd3 Nc5 28.Rd5 Rxd5 29.Bxd5 Nd3† 30.Kd2 Nb4 31.Bf3
 Nxa2 32.Bxh5 Kg7 33.Be2 Kf6 34.Bxb5 Ke5 35.Bc4 Nb4 36.Kc3 Nc6 37.b4 Nd4 38.b5 Nf5 39.b6

1–0
 

GAME 60

 

Jose Antonio Pina Fernandez – Cristobal Jesus Garcia Ramirez



email 2010
 
1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Qxd5 3.Nc3 Qd8 4.d4 Nf6 5.Nf3 Bf5

I don’t believe in this line. The queen needs to be active to justify this provocative bishop move.
 
6.Ne5! c6

It is bad news for Black that such a passive move is necessary.
 
6...Nbd7? fails to 7.Qf3!N, when White wins a pawn and is already close to winning.
 
6...e6?

White can refute this with energetic play.
7.g4 Bg6

7...Be4 8.Nxe4 Nxe4 9.Bg2 Nd6 is refuted by: 10.Bxb7! Nxb7 11.Qf3 Qd5 The only attempt to fight back.
 12.Qxf7† Kd8 13.Bg5† Kc8 14.Qe8† Nd8



Ochoa de Echaguen – Hernando Garcia, Cordoba 1995, continued 15.Qxd8†? Qxd8 16.Bxd8 Bb4† 17.c3 Rxd8
 18.cxb4 Rxd4 which gave Black good counterplay. He even won!
The clear improvement is 15.0-0-0!N. White has an almost-winning attack. For example: 15...Nbc6 16.c4 Be7!?
 (16...Qd6 17.Nf7±) 17.Qxe7 Nxe7 18.cxd5 Nxd5 19.Rhe1 and White will win the endgame if he plays
 reasonable moves.

8.Bg2 c6 9.h4 Bb4 10.0-0! Bxc3 11.bxc3 Nd5 12.h5
Black is losing by force.

12...f6 13.Nxg6 hxg6 14.Re1 Qd6 15.c4 Ne7 16.Rb1 b6 17.Qe2 gxh5

Baron Isanta – Garcia Ilundain, Spain 1998. The star move is:
18.Ba3!!N 18...Qxa3

18...Qd7 19.Qxe6 and wins.
19.Qxe6 Nd7 20.Rb3



Black’s position collapses.
 
7.Bc4 e6 8.g4 Bg6

The principled move. True, it doesn’t work, but recognizing this is not something many will be prepared to do at this
 point in the game.
 
After 8...Be4 9.Nxe4 Nxe4 White can secure his advantage with simple play.

For example: 10.Qe2!?N (10.Nxf7!? has been played a few times and I have some useful novelties there, but that is
 overdoing it. Simple play is best.) 10...Nd6 11.Bd3 White plans to castle long.
 
9.h4 Bb4

To me this seems the critical choice. The alternatives are:
 
9...Nbd7

This simply does not work.
10.f3! Qc7

10...Nxe5 11.dxe5 Qxd1† 12.Kxd1 0-0-0† 13.Bd2 Nd7 14.h5 Nxe5 15.Be2± White wins a piece and plays for a
 win in the endgame.

 



11.Qe2! h6
White also wins after 11...Nxe5 12.dxe5 Nd5 13.Bxd5 exd5 14.h5 d4 15.hxg6 dxc3 16.Rxh7 and so on.

12.h5
12.Nxg6 is of course also strong, but the text move is crushing.

12...Bh7 13.Nxf7!
White wins.

13...Qg3† 14.Kd1 e5 15.dxe5 Nd5 16.Bxd5 cxd5 17.Nxh8 0-0-0 18.Nf7 Re8 19.Nxd5
1–0 Wei Yi – Wang Rui, China 2014.

 
Black can try to include:
9...b5

But this does not really make things better:
10.Bb3 Bb4 11.f3 Nd5 12.Bxd5 cxd5

12...Qxd5 13.h5 f6 14.hxg6 fxe5 15.Rxh7±
13.h5 f6



14.Nxg6!?N
14.hxg6 fxe5 15.gxh7 gave White the advantage in Najer – Kruchev, Olginka 2011, but our move is also strong as
 we can exploit the ...b5-push.

14...Bxc3† 15.bxc3 hxg6 16.Qd3 gxh5
16...f5 17.Bf4±

17.Qg6† Kf8 18.Ba3† Kg8 19.Rxh5 Nc6 20.Rxh8† Kxh8 21.Kd2
White has a winning attack.

 
10.f3! Nd5

This is prudent but depressing.
 
10...Bxc2?!

This is a critical line, but it does not work.
11.Qxc2 Qxd4



12.Qe2!
This is the only move you have to remember. White wins in all lines.

12...Bxc3† 13.bxc3 Qxc3† 14.Kf2 Qxa1 15.Rd1
The threat is Nxf7!.

15...Qc3 16.Bb2 Qb4 17.Nxf7 0-0 18.Bxf6 gxf6 19.Qxe6 Kg7 20.h5 Na6 21.h6† Kg8 22.Qxf6
1–0 Krejci – Bartos, Pardubice 2015. Yes, 22.Nd6† Kh8 23.Qg8† was possible too.

 
11.Bxd5

11.Bd2 Bxc3 12.bxc3 f6 13.Nxg6 hxg6 14.Qe2!?N is somewhat better for White, but we are going for everything.
 
11...cxd5 12.h5 f6

13.hxg6!



White keeps going for it all, which I think is the right attitude in general.
 
13.Nxg6!? But I also like this practical approach. 13...hxg6 14.Qd3 gxh5 (14...Bxc3† 15.bxc3 f5 16.Rb1² Herrera –
 Matamoros Franco, Havana 2001) 15.Qb5† Nc6 16.Qxb7 Nxd4 17.Qxg7 Rf8 18.Qg6† Rf7 19.Kf2² Tropf – Garcia
 Ramirez, email 2010. Black held, but this is easier to do if you have computer assistance.
 
13...fxe5 14.gxh7 Nc6

14...exd4 15.Qxd4 Qe7 16.Bd2±
 
15.dxe5

This is the critical position for the variation. I cannot say I fully understand it, but I feel rather confident that White is
 better.
 
15...Qc7?!

This is dubious. Black has better chances of resisting after other options:
 
15...Nxe5 16.f4 Bxc3† 17.bxc3 Nc4 Schenning – Mroczek, email 2012.



White is of course better, but how should he continue? Black has some compensation because of the stupid bishop.
 18.g5!?N is my idea. 18...Qe7 19.Qh5† Kd7 20.Rb1 b6 21.Rb4!± White looks a lot better. For example: 21...a5?!
 22.Rxc4! dxc4 23.Be3 and White is completely winning.
 
15...Qb6 16.Kf1 0-0-0

This was tried in Paramos Dominguez – Garcia Ilundain, Cala Galdana 2001, where I guess the players decided
 they were confused, and so they soon called it a draw after 17.Kg2, though White still looked better.

17.Ne2!N
A simple idea: there will be no doubled pawns or bad bishop anymore.

17...Nxe5 18.Qd4!?
Transferring to a better ending is the most logical choice.
Not 18.Kg2? Nxf3! with counterplay.



18.Nd4± is the computer’s choice, but since we do not have it with us at the board, I find the move impractical.
18...Nxf3 19.Qxb6 axb6 20.Nf4 Ne5 21.Kg2 Kd7 22.Be3±

White’s advantage is indisputable.
 
16.Kf2 Bxc3 17.bxc3 0-0-0

I cannot see the compensation after 17...Qxe5 18.Qd3 0-0-0 19.Be3±.
 
18.Bg5 Rd7 19.f4 g6

It’s hard to see what else Black should play.

20.Bf6! Rhxh7 21.Qd3 Qb6† 22.Kg2±
White has consolidated the position and should win with decent play.

 
22...Rxh1 23.Rxh1 d4 24.c4 Qc5 25.Rh8† Kc7 26.Kh3!

A wonderful way to provide safety for the king; he migrates to a part of the board where there are no black pieces.
 
26...Qa5 27.Kh4!

1–0



3...Qd6
 

GAME 61

Zhao Jun – Jahongir Vakhidov

Hastings 2015
 
1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Qxd5 3.Nc3 Qd6

This move has been made popular by Tiviakov, but I don’t think it is a great defence. The idea is basically to avoid
 opening theory while keeping a solid structure. By limiting the confrontation between the two armies, there is a lot of
 play for. Tiviakov’s idea is to outplay his opponent once he gets out of the opening. And to do so, he keeps as many
 possibilities alive as possible. This often works for Tiviakov, but that only proves Tiviakov is a superb player; it says
 little about the quality of the variation.
 
4.d4 Nf6 5.Nf3 g6

This is the current trend, but I find this stuff dire.
 
6.Nb5 Qb6

The latest try.
 
6...Qd8 7.c4 Bg7 8.Bf4 Na6 9.Be2 0-0 10.0-0² is simply pleasant for White. For example: 10...Bf5 11.Re1 Re8 12.h3
 c6 13.Nc3 Ne4 Bacrot – Tiviakov, Germany 2013. Bacrot reached a great position, but even stronger than what he
 played was:



14.Bf1!N 14...Nxc3 15.bxc3 c5 16.Qb3 b6 17.Rad1±
 
7.Na3!?

I like this odd-looking move, though 7.c4 c6 8.Nc3 Bg7 9.Be2 is also an edge for White.

7...c6
7...Be6 8.c3 Bg7 9.Nc4 Bxc4 10.Bxc4 0-0 11.0-0 c6 12.Qe2² Nepomniachtchi – Potapov, Sochi 2015.

 
8.Nc4 Qc7 9.Nce5 Bg7 10.Bc4 0-0 11.0-0 Nd5 12.Bb3²

White is a bit better. Black now plays too timidly and is pushed back.
 
12...e6?! 13.c4 Nf6 14.h3 c5 15.Bf4 Qa5 16.d5± Qd8 17.Rc1 b6?! 18.Re1 Nh5



19.Bh2
White keeps a big advantage. But he could have won quickly with: 19.Nxf7!! Rxf7 (19...Kxf7 20.dxe6† Ke7

 21.Bg5† Bf6 22.Qe2 and Black will quickly find that his king is too exposed in the centre. Rd7† will land within a few
 moves.) 20.dxe6 Rf8 21.e7 Qxd1 22.Rcxd1! Re8 (22...Nxf4 23.e8=Q+– is terminal) 23.Rd8 Bd7 24.Bxb8 and White
 wins.
 
19...Bh6?!

This only makes things worse.
 
20.Rc3 Bf4 21.Bxf4 Nxf4 22.Qd2 Nh5
 

23.Nxf7! Kxf7 24.dxe6† Ke7 25.Rd3 Qc7 26.Qh6 Rh8 27.Ne5 Bxe6 28.Nxg6† hxg6 29.Qxh8 Kf7 30.Rf3† Bf5



 31.Rxf5†

1–0
 

GAME 62

Yuriy Kryvoruchko – Anastasiya Rakhmangulova

Paleochora 2011
 
1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Qxd5 3.Nc3 Qd6 4.d4 Nf6 5.Nf3 Bg4

Kovalenko’s Variation.
 
6.h3 Bh5

6...Bxf3 7.Qxf3 c6 8.Bf4!



This leads to an advantage, based on 8...Qxd4 9.Nb5!, as explained on page 369.
 
7.g4 Bg6 8.Ne5

This is my choice, as I want to prevent ...Nc6.
 
8...Nbd7

8...Nc6 9.Bb5 a6 10.Bxc6† bxc6 11.Qf3 Nd5 12.Ne4±

9.Qe2!?
This has only been played once, but is very tempting, as if it works it brings Black into the open in a very dangerous

 situation.
 
The other way to play would be:



9.f4 e6 10.h4! h5
10...Nd5? 11.Bg2 Nb4 12.Nxg6 hxg6 13.Bxb7 Rb8 14.Bf3 Qxd4 15.a3 Bc5 16.Qe2 Na6 17.Ne4± Lagemann –
 Hofsommer, email 2005.

11.Nxg6 fxg6 12.g5 Ng4
Shi – Tokranovs, Al Ain 2013.

13.Bd3!?N
This is very direct and leads to an advantage, but might not be the choice of everyone.
13.Ne4N 13...Qd5 (13...Qc6 14.Qe2) 14.Bg2 0-0-0 15.0-0 offers White only a slight advantage, but it is easy to
 remember.

13...0-0-0 14.Bxg6 e5 15.Bxh5 Rxh5 16.Qxg4 exd4 17.Qxh5 dxc3 18.Qf3 Ne5 19.fxe5 Qxe5† 20.Kf1 cxb2 21.Bxb2
 Qxb2 22.Rd1 Bd6 23.Qe4²
 
9...Qxd4

All other moves are inferior it seems.
 
9...0-0-0 10.Bg2 e6 (10...Qxd4? 11.Nc6!) 11.a4!± Black’s position is highly dangerous. Please note that 11...Qxd4?
 loses to 12.Nc6! bxc6 13.Qa6† Kb8 14.Be3.
 
9...e6 10.Bg2 c6?! is what some solidly-inclined people might play (10...Qxd4 is forced, but White is better after
 11.Nc4!? Nb6 12.Bxb7 Rb8 13.Bc6† Nfd7 14.Ne5²). 11.h4! Qxd4 (11...h6 12.Nxg6 fxg6 13.g5±) 12.Nxd7 Nxd7
 13.h5 Bb4 14.0-0± White wins a piece for insufficient compensation.



10.Nxg6
I think this is the wrong piece to take. But the following improvement is admittedly rather concrete:

10.Nxd7!N 10...Qxd7
10...Nxd7? is bad. White plays: 11.f4± e6 12.Be3! (not 12.f5? Be7! with counterplay) 12...Qb4 (12...Qf6 13.f5±)
 13.0-0-0 h6 14.f5 Bh7 15.Rd4 Qa5 16.Ra4 Qe5 17.Re4 White has a winning attack.

11.f4 h6 12.f5 Bh7 13.Bg2 0-0-0!?
13...c6 14.Bd2 e6 15.0-0-0 Bd6 16.Nb5! cxb5 17.Bb4 0-0 18.Rxd6 Qc7 19.Qxb5²

14.Bd2 e6 15.0-0-0²

White has the advantage, for example:
15...exf5 16.Nb5! Bc5 17.Bxh6! Qe7 18.Nxa7†!! Kb8 19.Qb5 Bb6



20.Nc6†! bxc6 21.Bxc6 Qc5 22.Qa4 Qa5 23.Qxa5 Bxa5 24.Bxg7 Ne4 25.Bxh8 Rxh8 26.gxf5 Nd6 (26...Nf2 27.Rd5)
 27.Rhf1 Bb6 28.Rf3 Nc4 29.Rc3 Na5 30.Be4± White has very good winning chances in this complex ending.
 
10...hxg6 11.Bg2 c6 12.Be3 Qb4

12...Qe5 13.0-0-0 e6 was correct. White has enough compensation, but no more.
 
13.0-0-0 e6 14.g5 Nh5 15.Rd4 Qa5 16.Rhd1 Nb6 17.Qd2 Nd5?

17...Be7 was the right move, when the position would have remained unclear.
 
18.Ra4 Qc7?!

18...Qd8 19.Nxd5 cxd5 20.Bxd5 exd5 21.Re1 Be7 22.Bc5 0-0 23.Rxe7±
 
19.Bxd5 exd5



20.Nxd5! cxd5 21.Qxd5 Rc8 22.Rc4

1–0
 

GAME 63

Vladimir Baklan – Jochen Heppekausen

Germany 2011
 
1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Qxd5 3.Nc3 Qd6 4.d4 Nf6 5.Nf3 a6



This variation was popular for a while. It could look quite nice with ...b5 and ...Bb7, maybe ...e6, ...Nbd7 and ...c5
 coming as well. But White does not have to allow all that.
 
6.Bd3!

This puts the variation out of business, as far as I can see.
 
6...Nc6

6...Bg4 7.Ne4 Nxe4 8.Bxe4 Nc6 9.0-0 transposes to the game.
 
6...g6 7.0-0² can be analysed, but it is quite clear that White is a little better. He may continue Ne4 or Ne2, c2-c3 and
 Bf4.
 
7.Ne4 Nxe4 8.Bxe4 Bg4 9.0-0 0-0-0 10.c3

10...e5?!
You know you are in trouble when the best option is: 10...f5 11.Bxc6 Qxc6 (11...bxc6? 12.Qd3 and Black is busted)

 12.Ne5 Bxd1 13.Nxc6 bxc6 14.Rxd1² The endgame is torture for Black, J. Geller – Peschansky, Voronezh 2007.
 
11.Bxc6

Even stronger was: 11.Qb3!N 11...Be6 12.dxe5 Qc5 13.Qc2 Nxe5 14.Ng5 Bc4 15.Be3 Qe7 16.Rfd1±
 
11...bxc6 12.Qe2 Bxf3 13.Qxf3 exd4 14.Qxf7 Qd5 15.Qxd5 Rxd5 16.cxd4 Rxd4 17.Be3²

White does not have a huge advantage, but his technical abilities are renowned.
 
17...Rc4?!

This exchanges the only active piece.
 
18.Rfc1 Rxc1† 19.Rxc1 Kb7 20.Bd4 Rg8 21.f4 g6 22.g3 Bd6 23.Re1 c5 24.Bc3 Kc6 25.Kg2 Kd5 26.Kf3 Rf8 27.Kg4
 c4 28.h4 Rf5 29.Re8 h5† 30.Kf3 Rf8 31.Re2 Rf7 32.Rd2† Kc5 33.Ke4 Re7† 34.Be5± Kb4 35.Rd4 Bc5?! 36.Rd8!
 Bf2
 



37.Kd5! Bxg3 38.Rb8† Ka4 39.Kxc4 Bxf4 40.Rb3 Rxe5
Black resigned before White could checkmate him.

1–0
 

GAME 64

Gadir Guseinov – Sergei Tiviakov

Nakhchivan 2015
 
1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Qxd5 3.Nc3 Qd6 4.d4 Nf6

This is of course the most natural move, but Black can try to play the ...c6-line with a move order trick:
4...c6 5.Nf3

I believe this is the most practical way to play. I cannot find any way for Black to exploit the move order.
5.Ne4 Qe6 6.Qe2 Nf6 has been played a few times. White is a bit better there too, but I do not think it is worth
 learning this additional line.

5...Bg4
There are other sensible moves, but they all lead to transpositions.

6.h3 Bxf3 7.Qxf3 Qxd4
Without this capture, White would be well-placed.
7...Nf6 8.Bf4 forces Black to retreat, or he will end in a dire transposition after 8...Qxd4 9.Nb5!, as can be seen
 on page 369.

8.Bf4



8...Nd7
This is the main way Black can try to make sense of this move order. I think White has more than enough
 compensation. In practical terms it cannot be fun to be Black.
8...Nf6 transposes to page 369, and 8...e6 9.Nb5! is a disaster for Black.
8...Qd8 requires more detail: 9.Nb5! Na6 (9...cxb5? 10.Bxb5† Nd7 11.0-0-0 Ngf6 12.Rxd7 Nxd7 13.Rd1 is a
 simple knock-out) 10.Bc4 Nf6 11.Rd1 Qa5† 12.Bd2 Qb6 13.Be3 Qa5† 14.c3 e6 15.0-0 Nd5 16.Rfe1 White has
 an overwhelming advantage. For example: 16...Be7 17.Bxd5 cxd5

18.Rxd5!±, based on 18...exd5? 19.Nd6†! and White wins.
9.Rd1 Qb4

9...Qf6? 10.Nb5!± is a disaster.
10.a3! Qxb2

10...Qa5 11.b4± is a disaster for Black. For example: 11...Qd8 12.Nb5 Rc8 13.Bc4 e6 14.Nxa7 Ra8 15.Nb5 Rc8



 16.0-0 and White is winning.
11.Rb1 Qxa3 12.Rxb7 Rc8 13.Bc4 e6 14.0-0

White has a fantastic attack. No one would intentionally reach this position with Black.
14...Ngf6

This is not the best move, but it allows us to see a fine attack.
14...Be7 is best, but after a long forcing sequence, White ends up with a great advantage. 15.Rb3 Qc5 16.Ba6 Rd8
 17.Ne4 Qf5

18.Bd3 (18.g4 Qa5 19.Bb7² is also very dangerous for Black; 18.Bc7 Qxf3 19.gxf3² is a pragmatic choice.)
 18...Ne5 19.Qg3 Nxd3 20.cxd3 Qg6 21.Qe3 Nf6 22.Bc7 Nd5 23.Qxa7 0-0 24.Bxd8 Bxd8 White has a long
 technical task ahead of him.

15.Qe2!! Nc5
15...Qxc3 16.Bxe6 and White crashes straight through.



16.Nb5 cxb5 17.Bxb5† Ncd7

18.Qd1!
It is important to attack d7 with a piece that can give a check.
18.Rd1? Bc5 19.Rdxd7 0-0 and Black survives.

18...Rd8 19.Bc7 Ra8 20.Be5
White wins.

 
5.Nf3 c6

This line was popularized by Tiviakov and rightly bears his name, even though you can find games with it in the
 database from the 1970s, when Sergei was just a child...

6.h3!
It took a lot of work before we arrived at this line. Generally, I do not see a clear way to a big advantage. The idea of



 this move is of course to prepare Bd3.
Later I saw that, because of this move, Tiviakov in a video lecture in ChessBase Magazine 167 calls the whole 5...c6-

line “unplayable” at a high level. But Vassilios Kotronias in his new book believes Black is okay. After we have seen
 the following games, it will be clear I agree with Tiviakov!
 
6...g6

It is logical to pre-empt White’s next move – blocking the d3-bishop’s view, even before it has reached d3.
 
6...Nbd7 7.Bd3

7...e6
7...g6 transposes to the main game.

8.0-0 Be7 9.Re1 a6?!
Too much of a luxury; 9...0-0² was better.

10.Ne4 Nxe4 11.Bxe4 Qc7 12.Ne5!?
12.c3 is also pleasant.

12...Nf6
12...Nxe5 13.dxe5 and White has a nice space advantage.

13.Bf3 0-0 14.Bf4 Qb6 15.a4 Nd5 16.a5 Qd8 17.Bd2 Bd6 18.c4 Ne7 19.Bc3±
Racz – Pal, Hungary 2003.

 
6...Bf5 is covered in the next two games.
 
7.Bd3 Bg7 8.0-0 0-0 9.Re1 Re8 10.Bg5 Nbd7 11.Qd2

The opening is over and we can say with confidence that White is a little better.
 
11...e6

11...Nf8?! is the computer’s idea. It looks dodgy and does not solve all the problems. Actually, it is typical of
 machines not being good in slow positions. 12.Bf4! Qd8 13.Ne2 Ne6 14.Be5 b6 15.c4 White is much much better.



12.Ne5!
This is the accurate way to play, but just to show that you do not need to remember a lot of theory here, I want to give

 a worthy alternative:
12.Rad1

Here too the black queen cannot very well return to c7, as Bf4 would be unpleasant. For this reason, best is:
12...Qf8

As in Narayanan – S. Kasparov, Anogia 2014. The lesser-known GM Kasparov is a big expert in this line and has
 written articles on it in New in Chess Yearbook, as well as played it in online blitz against several members of the
 Quality Chess staff!
At this point I find it most natural to play:

13.Ne5!?N 13...Nb6 14.Bh4 Nbd5 15.a3
White has a space advantage and great freedom of mobility. If it is a small plus or a big plus, I do not know.

 
12...Qf8

This is an ugly move to have to make, but Black’s position was under threat.
 
12...Qc7

This is refuted by some truly stunning lines:
13.Qf4! Nxe5

13...Qb6 14.Ne4 and Black is on the verge of collapse.
14.Rxe5

And here there are two main lines:
14...Qe7

14...Nh5



15.Rxe6!! Nxf4 16.Rxe8† Bf8 17.Bh6 Ne6 18.Ne4 Kh8 19.Nf6 Rb8 20.Bxf8 (20.Rxf8† Nxf8 21.Bg7†! also
 works) 20...Bd7 21.Bd6† Bxe8 22.Bxc7 Nxc7 23.Re1 with a winning ending.

15.g4!!
Preventing ...Nh5. Black should now consider biting the bullet and playing 15...h6, accepting the loss of a pawn.

15...Qb4 16.Bxf6 Bxf6
This is the critical test and also the most fun line.
16...Qxb2 17.Rb1 Qxc3 18.g5! gives White a winning attack. One line I looked at goes like this: 18...Qa3 19.h4
 Qxa2 20.c3 Qa3 21.h5 Qf8 22.Kg2 c5 23.Rh1 and next comes a series of deadly blows. Black does not have to
 take on a2, but as there is no counterplay, other lines are no better.

17.Qxf6 Qxb2



18.Rh5!! Qxa1† 19.Kg2 gxh5
19...Qxc3 20.Rxh7! with mate in four.

20.Bxh7† Kxh7 21.Qxf7† Kh6 22.g5†
Black is quickly mated.

13.a3!?
13.Rad1 again looks very natural and would transpose to White’s 12th move. I am assuming that Guisenov was trying

 to think beyond just moving his pieces into the centre, and saw lines where moving the a-pawn made his life easier.
 
13...Nd5

This is brutally refuted, but Black’s position was already difficult.
 
13...Nxe5 14.dxe5 Nd5



This was another option. White would be better after something like 15.h4, but I would be more ambitious with:
15.Ne4!? Bxe5 16.c4 Nb6 17.Bf6!

17.Nf6† Bxf6 18.Bxf6 Nd7 19.Bc3 also gives White great compensation.
17...Bc7 18.Rad1 e5 19.Bg5

19...Nd7?
Just illustrating how poor things are for Black.
19...Kh8 20.c5 Nd5 21.Bc4 was a tougher line, but White is still much better.

20.c5! f5 21.Bc4† Kh8 22.Qxd7! Bxd7 23.Bf6† Qxf6 24.Nxf6
White wins.

 
13...c5 also does not solve the problems: 14.dxc5 Nxc5 15.Bb5 Rd8



16.Qe3 and Black continues to struggle to get his pieces into the game.
 
14.Nxd5! exd5

14...cxd5 15.Bb5 Bxe5 16.dxe5 is also very unpleasant for Black.

15.Ng4! Nb6 16.Rxe8 Qxe8 17.Re1 Be6 18.Nf6† Bxf6 19.Bxf6
White has an advantage that is permanent and huge.

 
19...Nd7 20.Bg5

White’s advantage is obvious.
 
20...Qf8 21.Qf4 Qb8

21...Re8 22.Qc7 and White wins.



 
22.Qh4 Qf8 23.f4 Qg7

23...Re8 24.Bh6 Qe7 25.Qxe7 Rxe7 26.f5 gxf5 27.Bxf5± White has a structural advantage, as well as better
 coordination and the plus of having the two bishops.
 
24.c3 Kh8 25.Kh1 Re8 26.f5! gxf5 27.Bxf5 Rg8 28.Bd3 f6

28...h6 was the last try. White would of course win the ending after 29.Qxh6†.
 
29.Rxe6 fxg5 30.Qe1

White penetrates to the 7th rank and wins.
 
30...Rf8?!

Shortening the pain.

31.Re7 Rf7 32.Rxd7!

1–0
 

GAME 65

Horst Gierden – Alex Barclay

email 2014
 
1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Qxd5 3.Nc3 Qd6 4.d4 Nf6 5.Nf3 c6 6.h3! Bf5



7.Ne5
This is the critical line, so I feel compelled to cover it. But I also like the look of:

7.Nh4 Bg6
7...Be6 8.Be2 g6 9.0-0² is another option.

8.Nxg6 hxg6 9.g3
White is just a little better here. For example:

9...e6 10.Bg2 Qc7 11.0-0 Nbd7 12.b3 Rd8 13.Bb2 Be7 14.Qe2 Nb6
This looks rather artificial.

15.Rad1 0-0 16.Rfe1 Rd7

17.Nb1 Rfd8 18.Nd2 Ne8 19.Nf3 Bf6 20.c4 c5 21.Ne5±
Vallejo Pons – Nadanian, Khanty-Mansiysk 2013.

 



7...Nbd7
A recent game went: 7...e6? 8.g4 Bg6 9.h4 Nbd7 10.Nc4 Qc7 11.h5 Be4 12.Nxe4 Nxe4 13.Qf3 Nd6 14.Bf4± Gopal

 – Tiviakov, Jakarta 2015.

8.Nc4
Sergei Kasparov for some reason only mentions 8.Bf4?!, which is met by 8...Nd5 with a decent game for Black.

 
8...Qc7

Kotronias suggested a new way to play here, but I must admit I do not like it at all.
8...Qe6†N

Kotronias’s new idea.
9.Be2 Nb6



9...Rd8 10.0-0 Nb6 11.Ne3² and I cannot see what Black is trying to do.
10.Ne5 Qd6

10...Qc8 11.g4 Be6 12.h4!?² Prophylaxis against ...g6; I like White. Virtually anything is playable here.
11.0-0 Rd8

11...e6 12.g4 Bg6 13.h4 Ne4 14.Bf4² looks unpleasant for Black.
12.g4! Bg6

12...Bc8 13.Bf4! is good for White, based on: 13...Qxd4 14.Nb5 Qxe5 15.Bxe5 Rxd1 16.Nc7†±
13.f4 Nfd7 14.Be3 Nxe5 15.dxe5 Qb8

16.Qe1!²
This is the key move, protecting the g3-square.

16...Bxc2
Forced. 16...e6 17.f5 loses the bishop and 16...h5 17.f5 Bh7 18.e6! fxe6 19.Qh4 gives White a devastating attack.

17.Rc1 Bd3 18.e6!



Black is in great bother. Objectively it is maybe only ‘²’ but from a practical perspective, it is the worst kind of
 slightly worse position you can ever get.
 
8...Qb8 9.Qf3 e6 10.Bf4 will transpose to the 8...Qc7 main line if Black plays ...Qd8 now, while 10...Qc8 11.0-0-0 is
 simply better for White.
 
9.Qf3 e6
9...Be6 10.Bf4 Qd8 11.0-0-0 Nb6

11...g6 12.Ne3! with the idea of d4-d5 is very unpleasant for Black, as pointed out by Kotronias.

12.Nxb6
I actually prefer: 12.Ne3!N 12...Nbd5 13.Ncxd5 Nxd5 14.Kb1 Nxf4 15.Qxf4²

12...Qxb6



12...axb6? loses beautifully: 13.d5!! Nxd5 14.Bc4 Qd7 15.Rxd5 Bxd5 16.Nxd5 cxd5 17.Bxd5 Ra4 Defending
 against Bxb7, which would be met with ...Rxf4!.

18.Rd1 e6 19.Bc4!! Qc6 20.Qd3 Bd6 21.Bb5 White wins.
13.Be5 0-0-0?!

13...g6²
14.a3 Qa5

Edouard – Danielsen, Helsingor 2013.
15.Kb1N

White has an overwhelming advantage.
 
10.Bf4 Qd8 11.0-0-0 Nd5

11...Nb6 12.Ne3 Bg6 13.h4² Dard – Durlin, email 2013.



12.Kb1!
I think this flexible move is best.

 
12.g4 Bg6 13.h4 Be7 14.Nd6† Bxd6 15.Bxd6 h5 16.g5 N7b6 17.Be5 Nxc3 18.Qxc3 Qd5 19.Rh3 was tried in Van
 Damme – Gudichsen, email 2014. I don’t think White has any advantage at all.
 
12...h6

12...Be7 would transpose to the game, but without giving Black the useful ...h6 move.
The super-critical 12...Nxf4 is considered below.

 
13.Nxd5!

In principle this change in structure is an improvement for Black, but because of the special circumstances of the
 black king being stuck in the middle, White should play like this.
 
13...cxd5 14.Nd6† Bxd6 15.Bxd6 Rc8 16.Rc1²

White is a little better. The following linesare just illustrations of that fact.
 
16...Rc6

16...Qb6 17.Qg3 Qxd4 18.Bd3 Bxd3 19.cxd3 Rc6 20.Rxc6 bxc6 21.Rc1 c5 22.Rc3 is very dangerous for Black.
 
17.Ba3 a6 18.Qe3 Qc7 19.Bd3 Bxd3



20.cxd3!
White needs open lines.

 
20...Kd8 21.Rxc6 bxc6 22.Rc1 a5

A weird-looking move, but presumably Black (or Black’s machine) wanted to stop Bb4.

23.Qd2
Another correspondence game shows how the influence of computers (or maybe something else?) can make people

 play unfathomable moves. 23.Qf3 Nf6 24.Qd1 Kd7 25.Qd2 Re8 26.g4 Nh7 27.f4 Nf8 28.Bc5 Ng6 29.Rf1 f5 30.a3
 Nh4 31.Ka2 Ng6 32.Qf2 Kc8 33.Qg3 Nf8 34.Re1 Qf7 35.gxf5 Nd7 36.Bd6 exf5 37.Rxe8† Qxe8 38.Qxg7 Qe6
 39.Be5 Kb7 40.h4 1–0 Nechaev – Vecek, email 2014.
 



23...Kc8 24.Ka1 Kb7 25.b4 axb4 26.Qxb4† Nb6 27.Rb1 Ra8 28.Bc1 Ra6 29.g3

1–0
 

GAME 66

Ole Hansen – Uwe Peschke

email 2012
 
This game is very important for the viability of The Safest Scandinavian, Vassilios Kotronias’s 2016 publication for
 Chess Stars. His entire 6.h3-chapter relies on it. But as we shall see, there are problems.
 
1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Qxd5 3.Nc3 Qd6 4.d4 Nf6 5.Nf3 c6 6.h3 Bf5 7.Ne5 Nbd7 8.Nc4 Qc7 9.Qf3 e6 10.Bf4 Qd8 11.0-0-0
 Nd5 12.Kb1 Nxf4 13.Qxf4 Be7 14.g4 Bg6 15.h4

15...h5
After this game, probably Black will have to turn to 15...h6N, when White can, among other options, play 16.Bg2²

 with a promising attacking position.
 
16.Be2 Qb8

Kotronias’s book relies heavily on the following trick for Black. Without it, Black is simply worse.
 
16...hxg4 17.Bxg4 is also very unpleasant for Black.
 
17.Ne5 Nxe5 18.dxe5 Bf6!?

A highly tactical operation, which fails to a novelty.
 
Black would also fail to solve his problems after 18...Qc7.



White has many options leading to an advantage. For example 19.Qg3!? or: 19.gxh5 Bxh5 20.Qg3! Bxe2 21.Qxg7
 Rh5 22.Nxe2 Qxe5 23.Qg8† Bf8 24.Ng3 Rh8 25.Qg4² The passer is useful and Black is still suffering from problems
 with his king.
 
19.Rd6 Be7 20.gxh5

20.Rd4 f6 21.Qd2 Qxe5 22.Bc4 hxg4 23.Re1 Qc7 24.Bxe6 Rd8÷ Kotronias.
 
20...Bxh5 21.Bxh5?

This gives a clear advantage, according to the first few seconds of calculation by Stockfish. But after some time it
 becomes clear that Black can hold.
 
We will look at 21.Rg1!!N in detail below.
 
21...Rxh5 22.Ne4 Qc7 23.Qg3 Bxd6! 24.exd6

24.Nf6† Kf8 25.exd6 Qa5 also holds.
 
24...Qa5 25.Qxg7 0-0-0



Black is fine.
 
26.Qxf7 Rxh4 27.Qxe6† Kb8 28.Rg1 Rhh8 29.b3 Qd5 30.Qe7 Ka8 31.Re1 Qf5 32.a3 Rd7 33.Qg5 Qxg5 34.Nxg5 b6
 35.Re6 Rf8 36.Ne4 Rdf7 37.Kb2

½–½
 
Let’s now turn to the critical moment:

21.Rg1!!
This novelty is so close to winning by force that we can safely call it a refutation of the entire variation.

 
21...Bxe2

Not necessarily the best move, but the one the computer chooses. The alternatives are:



 
21...Bg6?! 22.h5 is hopeless.
 
21...Kf8?! is refuted by a fun, but not very difficult, combination: 22.Rxe6 Bxe2 23.Nxe2 Rxh4 24.Qg3 Rh7

25.Rh6!! and wins.
 
The passive 21...Bf8 can be met by 22.Bd3 with a big advantage, but also very strong is 22.Bxh5 Rxh5 23.Ne4 Qc7
 24.Qg3!±. An enjoyable line is 24...Rd8?!, which loses to:

25.Rgd1! Bxd6 26.exd6 Kf8!? 27.Rg1!, winning a piece.
The big alternative (to analyse – I am not saying it is good) is:
21...Bxd6 22.exd6 Bg6

This loses to an entertaining tactic:



23.Nb5!!
The more prosaic 23.h5 also wins.

23...Qd8
23...cxb5 24.Rxg6! is a hoot.

Now 24...0-0 is necessary. (The beautiful reasoning is 24...fxg6 25.Bxb5† Kd8 26.Qg5† Kc8 27.Qe7 and White
 wins.) 25.Rg1 f6 (25...f5 26.Qe5 Rf7 27.Bh5 leaves White totally dominating, having sacrificed nothing.)
 26.Bh5!! Qc8 27.Bg6 Black has no defence against Qg4 with the dual threats of Qh5 and Bh7†.

24.Nc7† Kd7
This allows White to kill Black with a sparkling tactic:

 



25.Nxe6!! Kxe6
25...Qxh4 26.Nc5† Kd8 27.Bg4 also gives a devastating attack.

26.Re1 Kd7 27.Bg4† f5 28.Bxf5† Bxf5 29.Qxf5† Kxd6 30.Qe5† Kd7 31.Rd1† Kc8 32.Rxd8† Rxd8 33.b3
With a winning ending; Black cannot save the g-pawn.

22.Rxg7!! Bh5
Another critical line goes:

22...Rf8 23.Nxe2 Bxd6 24.exd6 Kd7 25.Rg3
Defending the d-pawn.

25...Qe8 26.Nc3
White has overwhelming compensation.

26...f5



Not best, but it gives us a fun line.
26...Rd8 27.Ne4 Kc8 28.Nc5 f5 29.b3 and White wins in the long run.
26...e5 27.Qb4 b6 28.Ne4 Qe6 29.b3 Rfe8 30.h5± also seems to be a matter of time, but with no direct win
 available immediately.

27.Ne4!!
A neat combination.

27...fxe4 28.Rg7† Kd8 29.Qg5† Kc8 30.Rc7† Kb8 31.Qg7 Qd8 32.Rd7 Qc8
White was threatening to take on d8 and follow up with c4-c5.

33.Rxb7†! Qxb7 34.Qxf8† Qc8 35.Qe7
White wins. There is no defence against the advance of the d-pawn.

 
23.Ne4 Kf8



23...Qc7 loses to 24.Nf6† Bxf6 25.exf6 Rd8 26.Qh6!! and White wins after Qxh8† and Qxh5.
 
On 23...Bxd6 it is important to make the pawn an active participant in the attack. White wins with 24.exd6!. For
 example: 24...Kf8 25.Rg1 Qd8 26.Nc5 Qe8 27.Qf6 Rh7 28.d7 Qe7 29.Rg8† and so on.
 
24.Rg1 Bg6

The only move.
 
25.Rxe6 Bxe4

26.Rxe7 Kxe7 27.Qf6† Ke8 28.Qxh8† Kd7 29.Qf6 Qe8
29...Qf8 30.e6† leads to a winning ending after a long forcing sequence. 30...fxe6 31.Rg7† Kd6

32.Rf7 Qg8 33.Qf4† e5 34.Qf6† Kd5 35.Rd7† Kc5 36.Qe7† Kb5 37.a4† Ka5 38.Qc5† Ka6 39.Qb4 Qc8 40.Qc4† b5



 (40...Ka5 41.Qc5† Ka6 42.b4 b5 43.axb5† cxb5 44.Rxa7† and wins) 41.axb5† Kb6
 

42.bxc6 Qxc6 (42...Bxc6 43.Qb4† Ka6 44.Rd3 and White wins) 43.Qb4† Qb5 44.Qxe4 Qf1† 45.Ka2 Qa6† 46.Kb3
 Qb5† 47.Qb4 We end in a rook ending where Black can only win back one of the two pawns.
 
30.Qd6† Kc8 31.e6!

31...b6!
The only move, as after both 31...Bd5 32.e7 b6 33.h5 Kb7 34.h6 and 31...fxe6 32.Rg7, White wins.

 
32.exf7 Qxf7 33.Re1 Bxc2†

33...Qd7 might be a better chance, but holding the ending is by no means easy.
 



34.Kxc2 Qxf2† 35.Kd1 Qf3† 36.Kd2 Kb7 37.Qe7† Ka6

38.Qe2†
We have analysed this ending for a considerable amount of time and basically Black does not hold. I do not want to

 rule out the possibility of a miracle save, but in practical terms, this line is a no-go zone for Black.
 

Conclusion
 
Black’s sidelines after 2...Qd5 3.Nc3 are by no means ridiculous. The queen seems as well placed on d6 as on a5 to me,
 while perhaps the best of all the squares is the modest d8, where the queen can no longer be kicked around. Sure, it’s
 just my personal view, but I am willing on rare occasions to play the 3...Qd8 Scandinavian, while the d6 or a5 varieties
 don’t tempt me (we’ll get to 3...Qa5 in the next chapter).

Despite my personal preference, it is clear that White can gain an edge against 3...Qd8 with minimal study, while
 considerable knowledge is useful against 3...Qd6. But if White puts in the time to study the games above, then 3...Qd6
 is a shaky defence, with the novelty and analysis of Game 66 a key part of Black’s problems.
 
Overall, White can expect to exit the opening with an edge against both 3...Qd8 and 3...Qd6, so White can face these
 lines with confidence.



1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Qxd5 3.Nc3 Qa5 4.d4
 

4...Bf5 Game 67 396

4...Nf6 5.Bc4

 5...Bg4 (5...g6 405, 5...e6 405) Game 68 405

 5...c6 Game 69 408

 5...Nc6 Game 70 412

 5...Bf5 Game 71 416

 
This chapter deals with the main line of the Scandinavian, where the key idea is that we are aiming for: 1.e4 d5

 2.exd5 Qxd5 3.Nc3 Qa5 4.d4 Nf6 5.Bc4 Bf5 6.Bd2 c6 7.Nd5 Qd8 8.Nxf6 gxf6



This version of the Caro-Kann with ...Nf6 and ...gxf6 gives White an extra tempo (Bd2 thrown in for free), but where
 the bishop is usually considered better placed on g2 than c4. It seems to me that White has an initiative and that Black
 should try various ways to avoid this variation.
 
So this chapter is structured around various attempts to avoid the position above. Game 67 circles around 4...Bf5 and the
 idea of trying to avoid playing ...Nf6. Game 68 sees 4...Nf6 introduced and the reasoning for 5.Bc4 being our main
 move order. It covers 5...g6, 5...e6 and 5...Bg4. Game 69 deals with 5...c6 6.Bd2 Qb6 and 6...Qc7. Game 70 covers
 5...Nc6 and finally, Game 71 brings us back to our main line of 5...Bf5 6.Bd2 c6 7.Nd5!.



GAME 67

Anna Muzychuk – Eva Repkova

Bucharest 2011
 
1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Qxd5 3.Nc3 Qa5 4.d4 Bf5

The move order has been slightly doctored in this game to fit our purposes.
It would be nice for White to get into the variation in this game via the move order: 4...Nf6 5.Bc4 c6 6.Bd2 Bf5

 7.Qe2

7...e6 8.d5!, as invented by Jacob Aagaard in 1989 (or by someone else earlier than that?).
But unfortunately Black players have come to understand that his position is fine after 7...Qc7! 8.Nf3 e6 9.0-0-0

 Nbd7, and I have not been able to find a clear path to an advantage for White.
 
4...e5



This is an old line from the time when gentlemen fought duels at dawn. In other words: Black is not ready for
 concrete play.

5.Nf3
This appears logical and pleasant.

5...Bg4
The alternatives are not enticing either:
5...exd4 6.Nxd4 Bb4 7.Bd2 Qe5† 8.Qe2 Qxe2† 9.Bxe2 Nf6 10.0-0-0± Gruhn – Buektas, email 2002.
5...Bb4 6.Bd2 Bg4 7.a3 Bxc3N (7...Bxf3 8.Qxf3 Nc6 is hopeless. White is winning after 9.0-0-0N 9...Bxa3
 10.Nb5 for example.) 8.Bxc3 Qd5 9.dxe5 White has a huge advantage.

6.Bc4!
Black has opened the position in untimely fashion, and White exploits this by starting an attack, making full use
 of his slight lead in development.

6...Nf6 7.dxe5 Bxf3 8.Qxf3 Qxe5† 9.Be3 Ba3N
9...Nbd7 10.0-0-0 is clearly very good for White. One game continued: 10...Bd6 11.g4 h6 12.h4 0-0-0 13.g5 hxg5
 14.hxg5 Rxh1 15.Rxh1 Ne8 16.Bxf7 and White won in Palladino – Cosentino, email 2008.



10.Qxb7! 0-0 11.Bxf7† Kh8 12.0-0 Nbd7 13.bxa3 Ng4 14.g3 Qxc3
14...Nxe3 15.Rae1 is also great for White.

15.Qb3 Qf6 16.Be6 Nxe3 17.fxe3 Qe7 18.Bxd7 Qxd7 19.Qd3
White should win with his extra pawns.

4...c6 5.Bc4 Nf6 just transposes to Game 69.
 
5.Bc4 e6 6.Bd2 c6
6...Qb4 7.Qe2 Nc6 8.Nf3 0-0-0

This looks really active, but White can play:
9.a3!

Here the critical line is not good for Black, but it is the only one it makes sense to analyse.
9...Qxb2?



9...Qe7 10.Be3 and it is clear that White is more comfortable, although it is by no means by a huge margin just
 yet.

10.0-0 Nxd4 11.Nxd4 Rxd4 12.Nb5 Rd7 13.Nxa7† Kd8 14.Rab1 Qxc2

15.Bg5†?!
Even stronger was 15.Rxb7!N 15...Rxd2 16.Rb8† and Black is quickly torn to pieces. For example: 16...Ke7
 17.Nc6† Kf6 18.Qe5† Kg6 19.Rxf8 and White is about to take everything. One key line goes: 19...Qxc4
 20.Qg3† Kh5 21.Ne5 and the rook is trapped in the corner.

15...Be7?!
15...f6±

16.Rxb7! Bxg5 17.Qe5 f6
17...Qxc4 18.Rb8† Ke7 19.Nc8† Kf8 20.Nd6† and White wins.

18.Qb5 Ke7 19.Nc8† Ke8 20.Nb6 Qd2 21.Rxc7
1–0 Kunze – Ster, email 2008.

 
6...Qb6

This does not make a lot of sense to me.



7.Qe2
Black should stay away from:

7...Qxd4?
This is of course the critical move, but sadly it is also very bad.
7...Nf6 8.0-0-0² is simply good for White. The queen is not well placed on b6.

8.Nf3 Qd8 9.0-0-0±
White has a fantastic attack. For example:

9...Nd7?!

10.Nd4! Bg6 11.Bxe6!
White wins.

 
7.d5 cxd5 8.Nxd5



8...Qd8
8...Qc5?! 9.Qe2

This is very unpleasant as well.
9...Nd7

9...Nf6 10.Bb4 Qc8 11.Nxf6† gxf6 12.Bc3± Shanava – Kutynec, Pardubice 2008.
10.Nf3 Rc8 11.Bb3 Bd6

Tischbierek – Kuhn, Zurich 2000.

White won quickly in the game, but even stronger was:
12.Bb4!N 12...Qc6 13.Bxd6 Qxd6 14.0-0-0

White has a winning attack.
14...Qa6



Other moves also do not work. 14...Kf8 15.Ne3 Qc7 16.Nxf5 exf5 17.Rxd7 Qxd7 18.Ne5 Qe7 19.Re1 White is
 completely winning. For example: 19...Re8 20.Qb5 Nf6 21.Bxf7 Rd8 22.Ng6† and so on.

15.Qxa6 bxa6 16.Ne3
White is threatening Ba4, so Black has to play:

16...Nc5

17.Nxf5 Nxb3† 18.axb3 exf5 19.Rhe1† Ne7 20.Rd6
White wins a pawn and with it the game.

 
9.Qe2

9...Nf6?!
This leads to a poor position.

 



9...Ne7?! 10.Ne3 Nbc6 11.Bc3 Qc7 12.0-0-0± Kogan – Gausel, Bergen 2001.
9...Be7!

I believe this is the critical line, although White remains better. Together with the 3...Qd8-line, this is where the
 Scandinavian looks most tenable for Black.

10.Nxe7
10.Ne3!?²

10...Nxe7N
This untried move is the best option.
10...Qxe7?! was Black’s choice in the only game where this position has occurred, Hintz – Stejskal, Germany
 2001.

After 11.g4!N 11...Bg6 12.h4 h5 13.g5± Black will find it difficult to complete his development and also defend
 the g7-pawn.

11.Bc3!
11.0-0-0 Nbc6 12.Bc3 Qc7 13.Kb1 0-0 14.g4 Bg6 15.h4 looks attractive, but Black is able to create quick
 counterplay with 15...b5!! with the idea 16.Bxb5 Nd5 and Black is not worse.

11...Nd5!
11...0-0? 12.g4 Bg6 13.h4 is horrible for Black, as usual.

12.0-0-0 0-0 13.Qh5
White is also a bit better after: 13.Qd2 Nc6 14.Bxd5 exd5 (not 14...Qxd5?, when White wins with 15.Qg5 f6
 16.Bxf6!) 15.Ne2² This might not look like much, but White can both win a pawn and start a pawn advance on
 the kingside. Kramnik aims for such positions any chance he is given, so the dangers for Black should not be
 underestimated.

13...Qc8
This odd-looking move is close to forced.

14.Bxd5 exd5



15.Nf3 Nc6 16.Rxd5 Bg6 17.Qh4²
White’s position is pleasant, but Black is not without counter-chances. Still, better mobilization and an extra pawn

 should be as important as the half-open c-file.
 
10.Nxf6†

10...Qxf6
10...gxf6?!

This is as ugly as a move can be.
11.0-0-0 Nc6

11...Nd7 12.g4 Bg6 13.f4± f5? A blunder, but Black’s position was horrible anyway. 14.Bc3 Rg8 15.Bb5 1–0
 Agdestein – Rogic, Dos Hermanas 2004.

12.g4



12...Bg6
Black went for the ‘combination’ 12...Bxc2? in R. Schmidt – Schreiber, Mecklenburg 2006. White believed his
 opponent, moved the d1-rook, and soon the game was drawn. Instead White wins after 13.Kxc2N 13...Nd4†
 14.Kb1 Nxe2 15.Bb5†.
The position after the text move was reached in Coenen – Monaville, Belgium 2000. Here I suggest a simple way
 of a playing the position.

13.Bc3!?N 13...Qe7 14.h4 h5 15.g5 Bg7

16.Nh3! e5
16...Rh7 17.Qe3 fxg5 18.Nxg5 Bxc3 19.Qxc3 Rh6 20.Bb5 and Black is simply lost.

17.f4! Rc8
17...Nd4 18.Bb5† Kf8 19.Qc4 and White wins.

18.Rhf1 Nd4 19.Bxd4 exd4 20.f5 Qxe2 21.Bxe2 Bh7 22.Rxd4



White is obviously winning.
 
11.0-0-0 Nc6

It might seem that Black can weaken the white king’s position with 11...Ba3?! 12.c3. But it quickly becomes clear
 that the white king is in no danger, and controlling the d4-square greatly benefits White.

The following options have been tested:
 
a) 12...Bc5 13.g4 Bg6 Bennett – Vangsgaard, Prague 2012. 14.Bb5†!N 14...Nc6 15.Qc4 Qe7 16.b4+–
 
b) 12...Be7 seems to be soundest, but even so, the following game buried the line rather convincingly. 13.g4 Bg6 14.h4
 h6 15.f4 Nc6 16.f5! exf5 17.g5 Qe5 18.gxh6 0-0-0 Lanka – Zvara, Czech Republic 2008.

19.h5!N 19...Bh7 20.Nf3 Qxe2 21.Bxe2 gxh6 22.Bxh6± White has a fantastic position. The question is if we can call it
 winning already.



 
c) 12...Bd6 13.g4!N 13...Bg6 14.h4

White’s attack is overwhelming. The following lines are not important to remember, but they are quite illustrative.
14...h5

14...h6 15.Be3 (15.Bxh6±) 15...Qe7 16.Bd3!± Bxd3? 17.Qxd3 Bc7 18.Qb5† Nd7 19.Qxb7 Qd8 20.Qc6 Black is
 dead meat.

15.Bg5 Bf4† 16.Rd2 Bxg5 17.hxg5±

White has a great position and would certainly dominate after the sad 17...Qe7, when a combination of Bb5†, f2-
f4 and Nf3-e5 lands very quickly (in four moves, by my rough count). The critical move is of course:

17...Qxg5?!
So I should mention the refutation:

18.Nf3! Qh6
18...Qf6 19.g5 Qe7 20.Ne5 Qxg5 21.f4 Qf6 22.Bb5† Kf8 23.Qd1 and wins.
18...Qxg4 19.Rh4! Qf5 20.Bd3 Qf6 21.Bxg6 Qxg6 22.Qb5† and White wins.
18...Qf4 19.Bxe6 0-0 20.Ne5 and again White wins.

19.g5 Qh7 20.Nd4 0-0 21.Nxe6
 



White wins, because of:
21...Re8 22.Nc7!
 
12.Bc3

12...Qg5†?!
There are two other queen moves to consider.

 
12...Qh6†?! 13.Kb1 Bb4 is refuted brutally: 14.g4 Bg6 15.h4 Bxc3 16.bxc3 0-0 17.h5 f6 18.Bxe6† Bf7 19.Nf3± There
 could be a few minor improvements for Black in what follows, but White is already much better. 19...Ne5 20.Bb3 Qf4
 21.Nxe5 fxe5 22.Rd7 Bxb3 23.axb3 b6 24.Rhd1 a5 25.Qb5 Rae8 26.R1d6 1–0 N. Robson – K. White, email 2004.
 
12...Qg6



This is the toughest nut to crack, but White is better nonetheless.

I prefer:
13.h3! h5

13...Be7 14.g4 Be4 15.f3 Bd5 16.Bxd5 exd5 17.Rxd5 0-0 18.h4 Black has some compensation for the pawn, but I
 prefer the extra material, thank you very much.
13...Bb4 as in Milesi – Madranges, Bouches du Rhone 2006, is strongly met by: 14.g4!N 14...Be4 15.f3 Bxc3
 16.bxc3 Qh6† 17.Kb1 Bg6 18.h4 0-0 19.h5 and we are back at the Robson game.

14.Nf3 Be7
14...Bb4 is weaker. White plays: 15.Bxb4 Nxb4 16.Qd2 Qh6 Laemmel – Noetzel, Berlin 2012.

17.Nd4!N 17...Qxd2† 18.Rxd2 Bg6 19.a3 White has a huge advantage. If the knight returns to a6, White will play
 Nf3-e5 with a strong attack. And after 19...Nc6 20.Nxc6 bxc6 21.Rhd1 Black is clearly in big trouble.
Returning to 14...Be7, so far we have followed Balinov – Hummel, Dresden 2000.



Here I propose:
15.Bb5!?N 15...Rd8 16.Nd4 Be4 17.f3 Bd5 18.Nxc6 Bxc6

18...bxc6 19.Bd3! f5 20.Kb1 and White is ready for g2-g4.
19.Bxc6† bxc6 20.Rxd8† Bxd8 21.Qa6 0-0 22.Qxa7

White has an extra pawn for nothing, on account of:
22...Qxg2? 23.Rg1 Bg5† 24.f4!

White wins.
 
13.Kb1 Bc5

13...Be7 14.Nf3 Qg6 15.Bb5 0-0 16.Bxc6 bxc6 17.Ne5 Qxg2 18.Rhg1 Qe4 19.Nxc6! Qxc6 20.Rxg7† Kh8 In D.
 Lutz – Hillmann, Willingen 2003, White did win, although he missed the fastest route:



21.Rxh7† with mate directly.
 
13...Bb4 14.Nf3 Qe7 15.Bxg7 Rg8

16.Be5 a6 17.Bg3 gave White a winning position in A. Hunt – Savic, Skopje 2012.
 
13...a6 14.Nf3 Qg4 15.Bd5 Be7 16.h3 Qa4 17.Bxc6† Qxc6 This in Poetz – Wagner, Vienna 2010.



The position after 18.Rhe1N is essentially winning. For example: 18...0-0 19.g4 Bg6 20.h4 and Black is busted.
 
13...Qxg2 14.Nf3 Bg4 15.Bd5 Be7

15...Rd8 Denker – Anders, Kiel 2003. White wins after 16.Bxc6† bxc6 17.Rxd8† Kxd8 18.Qd3† with a mating
 attack.

Now in Schoene – Zill, Dresden 2006, White could have won the game with:
16.Rhg1N 16...Qh3 17.Be4!

After this simple move, it is clear that Black is lost because of his unsafe king and lack of development.
17.Rg3 Qh5 18.h3 also wins, but is a bit more complicated.

17...Rd8 18.Rxd8† Bxd8 19.Rg3 Bxf3 20.Bxf3 Qf5 21.Bxg7 Rg8 22.Be4
White wins.

 



14.Nf3 Qxg2
14...Qg4 15.Rhe1 0-0 16.h3 Qf4 was played in Feuerstack – Storm, Germany 2004.

White could have more or less won the game directly with: 17.g3!N Kicking the queen away before starting an attack.
 17...Qc7 18.g4 Bg6 19.h4 There is no real defence. 19...h6 20.h5 Bh7 21.g5 and the attack crashes through.
 
15.Nh4 Qe4

15...Qxf2? is even worse. After 16.Nxf5 Qxf5 17.Rhf1 Qg6 18.Rd3+– Black has no answer to the threat of Rg3.
 
16.Nxf5 Qxf5 17.Rhg1 Rg8?!

17...Rd8 was the last chance. But after 18.Rxd8† Kxd8 19.Rxg7 Rf8 20.f3± Black still has a very tough defence ahead
 of her.

18.Bd3! Qxf2 19.Qh5!



White is winning.
 
19...Qxg1 20.Rxg1 Bxg1 21.Bxh7 Rh8 22.Bxg7 Bd4 23.Bxh8 Bxh8 24.Bg8 0-0-0 25.Bxf7 e5 26.a3 Kb8 27.Qg6 a6
 28.h4 Ka8 29.h5 Ne7 30.Qg5 Nc6 31.h6 e4 32.Bd5 Rb8 33.Bxe4 Ne5 34.c3 Nc4 35.Ka2 Nd6 36.Bd5 Ka7 37.Qe3†
 b6 38.Qe7† Nb7 39.Kb3 Ka8 40.a4 Ka7 41.Kc2 Ka8 42.h7 Ka7
 

43.a5 bxa5 44.Qe3†

1–0
 

GAME 68

Mladen Palac – Branislav Tasic

Nice 1994
 
1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Qxd5 3.Nc3 Qa5

Finally we are getting nearer to the old main line of the Scandinavian.
 
4.d4

As explained at the start of Chapter 13, all repertoires that try to work without this move are lacking a reply to 2...Nf6
 3.d4 Qxd5.
 
4...Nf6 5.Bc4

This move order is the key to my repertoire against 3...Qa5. By delaying Nf3, we gain extra options, including some
 quick Nd5 ideas, as we shall see in Bauer – Prié in Game 71.
 
Bauer actually chose a different move order in that game, but I do not like 5.Bd2 as much, on account of 5...Bg4! 6.f3
 Bd7! 7.Bc4 Qb6 8.Nge2 e6 and although White might have a slight edge, I feel his pieces are less well placed than I
 would have hoped.



5...Bg4
5...e6 is passive and ugly. White is simply better, but let me give an example to back up that claim. 6.Nf3 c6 7.0-0

 Be7 8.Qe2 0-0 9.Bg5 Qd8 10.Bd3 Nbd7

11.Rad1 a6 12.Ne4± White had everything he could want in L. Vajda – Teodorescu, Germany 2009.
 
5...Qb6 6.Nf3² is a simple edge, with no need for more details.
 
5...g6 is one of those endless possibilities that have been tried in the Scandinavian, where White is just better, but
 because the two armies are standing so far from each other, there is nothing concretely wrong with the black position.
 The method of dealing with these systems is generally the same: get your pieces out and take some space. If you get the
 chance, take the two bishops as well... 6.Nf3 Bg7 7.0-0 0-0 8.Re1 Bg4 9.h3 Bxf3 10.Qxf3 Qb4 11.Bb3 Nc6 12.Be3 e6
 13.Rad1 Rad8 14.Ne2 Qb5 Shchekachev – Epishin, Frankfurt 2000.



15.c4!?N 15...Qh5 16.Qxh5 Nxh5 17.Ba4 and Black is evidently worse.
 
6.Nge2

Another benefit of 5.Bc4 – because we have already developed the light-squared bishop, we can decide to play f2-f3
 at a later stage, rather than being provoked at this point.

6...Nc6
An unimpressive, but not necessarily bad, move is:

6...Nbd7 7.Bd2
I like this simple move, as it forces Black to lose time.
An important part of understanding the approach to this variation is the following line: 7.f3 Bf5 8.g4 Bg6 9.h4 h6
 10.Nf4?! e5! and Black has more than decent chances.

7...Qb6



There is no time for 7...c6? on account of: 8.f3 Bh5 9.g4 Bg6 10.h4 h6 11.Nf4 e5 This is the best try, even though
 it does not really work. (11...Bh7 12.Qe2± and Black is in trouble. For example: 12...Qc7 13.g5 and White wins.)
 12.Nxg6 fxg6 13.Qe2 0-0-0 14.d5± White’s advantage is probably enough to win the game without needing
 further inaccuracies from Black.

8.0-0
Simple chess.

8...e6 9.Be3 Qb4
9...0-0-0!? Goulwenn – Prié, Fouesnant 1997, is maybe better. White has the better chances, but it is nothing
 devastating.

10.a4!?N 10...Qb4 11.Bb3² is a sensible way to continue. Note that 11...Nc5?! 12.Na2! Qa5 13.Bc4 Nxa4
 14.Nac3 Nxc3 15.bxc3 Qb6 is hopelessly optimistic. White will have long-term compensation down the a- and
 b-files. 16.Bd3 Bh5 17.Qd2±

10.Bb3
The bishop is also well placed on d3.

10...c6
Gajadin – Willemze, Paramaribo 2013.



Now White can start an attack with:
11.a3!?N 11...Qa5 12.f3

More technically-inclined players could go for: 12.Qd2 Bxe2 13.Nxe2 Qxd2 14.Bxd2²
12...Bf5 13.Qd2 Be7 14.g4 Bg6 15.Nf4 Nf8 16.Rae1²
 
6...e6!?

This was suggested as a solid alternative by Houska and should be taken seriously. I still prefer White though.
7.h3 Bh5

7...Bxe2N 8.Qxe2 c6 9.Bd2 Qc7 10.0-0-0 is evidently better for White. Compared to positions where White has
 chased the bishop to g6 and given Black a doubled pawn there, Black’s kingside is actually less solid without the
 doubled pawn, as far as I can see.

8.0-0 c6



9.Qe1!²
Preparing Nf4.

9...Bxe2 10.Qxe2 Qc7?
This was played in Deepan Chakkravarthy – Bordi, Heraklio 2002. Instead 10...Nbd7² was necessary.

11.f4!N
White will play f4-f5 and win a pawn.

 
7.Bd2!

Somehow this move order was missed by Christian Bauer in Play the Scandinavian. Black lacks a good reply. Shortly
 before we went to print, Gambit published a new book on the Scandinavian by Sergei Kasparov, Understanding the
 Scandinavian, where this move is also not mentioned... However, it is clearly the best and is close to a refutation, as far
 as I am concerned.
 
7...0-0-0

7...Nxd4? 8.Nb5! Bxe2 9.Bxa5 Bxd1 10.Nxc7† Kd7 11.Rxd1+– Rantala – Lampen, Jyvaskyla 1991.
 
7...Bxe2 is the way to avoid material losses. But after 8.Nxe2 Qb6 9.c3 White has a pleasant position.
 
8.f3 Bf5 9.a3!

The queen is lacking squares, so Black’s hand is forced.
 



9...Nxd4 10.Nxd4 Rxd4 11.Nb5
White wins the exchange.

 
11...Rxd2

Transposing to the endgame looks forced.
 
11...Qb6 12.Nxd4 Qxd4 13.Bxf7± was even worse in Kulaots – Seeman, Estonia 2004.
 
12.Qxd2 Qxd2† 13.Kxd2 a6 14.Nd4 Bg6 15.Bd3 e6 16.Ne2 Bd6 17.c4 Be5 18.Bxg6 hxg6 19.Kc2²

White has a technical advantage. Is it objectively enough to force a win? This is a question that cannot really be
 answered, but it also doesn’t matter much. White can squeeze and squeeze and then squeeze some more.
 



19...Rxh2 20.Rxh2 Bxh2 21.Rh1 Bd6 22.Rh8† Kd7 23.Rb8 b6 24.b4 g5 25.g4 Ke7 26.Nd4 Nd7 27.Nc6† Kf6 28.Ra8
 Ne5 29.Nxe5 Kxe5 30.Kd3 Kf4 31.Ke2 f5 32.Rxa6 fxg4 33.fxg4 Kxg4

34.c5! bxc5 35.Rxd6 cxd6 36.b5

1–0
 

GAME 69

Arsene Buerger – Walter Baumann

email 2010
 
1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Qxd5 3.Nc3 Qa5 4.d4 Nf6 5.Bc4 c6 6.Bd2



6...Qb6
When Jacob Aagaard was developing the system with a delayed Nf3, he worried about this line, as an attempt to

 avoid it. It was later recommended many places, among others by Jovanka Houska in her book Starting Out: The
 Scandinavian.
 
6...Qc7

This is not the same as 6...Bf5 7.Qe2 Qc7!, as White can mix up the moves a bit.
7.Nf3 Bf5

7...Bg4 8.h3 Bh5 (8...Bxf3 9.Qxf3 e6 is sad and solid, as is always possible; maybe it’s even recommendable
 here. 10.0-0-0 [10.g4!? is also attractive, and was Houska’s suggestion. Her idea is that the bishop goes to f1.]
 10...Nbd7 11.Rhe1 0-0-0 12.Bb3 Bd6 13.Kb1² Jaracz – Liszka, Poraj 1997, is an example of this.) 9.Qe2 e6
 10.g4 Bg6 11.g5! Nh5 12.d5 cxd5 13.Nxd5 Qd8 Fournier – Romain, France 2006.



14.Nd4!N 14...Be7 15.Nxe6! (the text move is attractive, although the simple 15.Bb5† Kf8 16.Nxe7 Qxd4
 17.Nxg6† hxg6 18.0-0-0 should also win) 15...fxe6 16.Qxe6 Qd7 17.Qxe7† Qxe7† 18.Nxe7 Kxe7 19.0-0-0+–
 White has a winning attack. For example: 19...Nc6 20.Be3 b6 21.Rhe1 Kf8 22.Bd5 Rc8 23.Bxc6 Rxc6 24.Rd8†
 Be8 25.Bc5† Kf7 26.Re7† Kg6 27.Be3 and White has two extra pawns.

8.Ne5 e6
There is a small difference from the 7.Qe2 Qc7! line here, which is that White can expand quickly with:

9.g4! Bg6
9...Be4 10.Nxe4 Nxe4 11.Bf4² was suggested as an option by Houska. It’s true that White is not that much better
 according to the computer, but with a score of close to 75% for White, we should not be afraid to go for this.

10.h4 Nbd7

11.Qe2
This is a very forcing approach.
For those who prefer to keep things in flux, I recommend: 11.Nxd7 Qxd7 12.h5 Be4 Bruce – Slavin, email 2009.
 (12...Qxd4?! is dangerous on account of: 13.hxg6 Qxc4 14.g5! Nd5 15.gxf7† Kxf7 16.Qf3† Kg8 17.0-0-0±
 Black is in a lot of trouble.) 13.Nxe4 Nxe4 14.Be3² And the game continues with two bishops and a space
 advantage for White.

11...Nxe5 12.dxe5 Nd5
12...Nd7?! 13.h5 Bxc2 14.Rc1 is clearly bad for Black. 14...b5 was necessary in Ott – Roth, Moeglingen 1989,
 but White was ready for it: 15.Nxb5! cxb5 16.Bxb5 Be7N (16...a6 17.Bxd7† Kxd7 18.Rh3± and Black was in
 great trouble in that game) 17.Rh3 0-0 18.Rc3 Qxe5 19.R1xc2 Qxe2† 20.Bxe2± With good technique, White
 should win this ending.

13.h5 Bxc2 14.Rc1 Nxc3 15.Bxc3 Ba4
15...b5 16.Bxb5 Rb8 17.Bc4 Ba4 18.0-0² is pleasant for White; better structure and more space.

16.b3 Bb5 17.Bxb5 cxb5 18.Qxb5† Qd7 19.Qxd7† Kxd7
This position occurred in Chojnacki – Duszczak, Poznan 2011.



20.Rd1†!N
This accurate move keeps Black in trouble. The king has to return to e8, and it will be almost impossible for
 Black to get the h8-rook into the game.

20...Ke8
20...Kc7? 21.Rh3! Bc5 22.Rf3 Rhf8 23.Rc1 Kb8 24.Bd2± Black is totally tied down and cannot save himself
 against Rc4-f4, attacking f7.

21.Ke2
Black does not have an easy way to get his pieces into the game.

21...Rc8 22.Rd3
22.Rc1 b6 23.f4 Rg8 24.Kf3²

22...Rg8 23.f4 Be7 24.Kf3 Rd8 25.Rhd1 Rxd3† 26.Rxd3
The position is very unpleasant for Black.

 
7.Nf3 Bf5
7...Qxb2

This looks critical, but after studying it, I think ‘dubious’ is a more appropriate word.
8.0-0 e6?!

8...Qb6 9.Re1° has not been tested yet, but White’s massive compensation is obvious. Any attacking player
 would love this.



9.d5!
A cold shower if ever there was one.

9...exd5
9...cxd5 10.Nb5! dxc4 11.Nc7† Ke7 12.Rb1 and wins.

10.Re1† Be7 11.Rb1 Qa3

12.Nb5!!N
12.Nxd5 Nxd5 13.Bxd5 0-0 was played in Vouldis – Kotronias, Greece 2002. After 14.Bb3 White would still
 have a winning position, but my recommendation is cleaner.

12...cxb5 13.Bxb5† Kd8
White wins after both 13...Nc6 14.Bb4 and 13...Kf8 14.Rxe7!.

14.Ng5 Be6
14...Rf8 15.Rb3 Qc5 16.Rxe7! and wins.



15.c4 d4 16.Bf4
White has a winning attack. For example:

16...Bc5

17.Re3! Qxa2 18.Rxe6 fxe6 19.Nxe6†
 
The dreadful 7...Bg4? has surprisingly been played many times. After 8.Bxf7† Kxf7 9.Ne5† Kg8 10.Nxg4 Qxd4 Black
 has not lost material, but his position is awful.
 
8.Qe2 e6 9.0-0-0 Nbd7 10.Ne5

10.Nh4 Bg6 11.Nxg6 hxg6 12.d5² was pointed out by Houska as being a bit better for White. This is true, but it is
 not the most appealing way to play this position.

10...Qxd4?!



Brave, bold and silly. It was given an exclam in The Modern Scandinavian by Wahls, Müller & Langrock; the
 question mark is mine!
10...Be7 is sensible. 11.h3!?N is good for White, and so is 11.Nxd7 Kxd7 12.Na4 Qc7 13.Nc5† Kc8 Kuzmin –
 Boricsev, Alushta 2003. 14.f3N 14...h5 15.g3² Black is suffering from a lack of coordination.
 
10...Nxe5 11.dxe5 Nd5 12.g4 Bg6 13.f4 0-0-0 is given in The Modern Scandinavian.

White is much better after 14.Rhf1 h6 15.f5 Bh7 16.Rf3 and won quickly after 16...Be7? 17.Nxd5 cxd5 18.Rb3 Qd4
 19.Ba6 Rd7 20.Bxb7† 1–0 in Trindade – Soppe, Sao Paulo 1993.
 
11.Nxd7 Nxd7

White wins after 11...Qxd7 12.Bf4 Qc8 13.Nb5!.
 
12.Be3 Qf6 13.g4 Bg6 14.h4 h6



15.Nb5!
Bang. Black is hit hard, and is close to lost.

 
15...cxb5?!
15...0-0-0

This is objectively stronger, although Black is still in deep trouble:
16.g5 Qe7

16...Qe5 17.Rxd7! Rxd7 18.Nxa7† and Black cannot avoid losing the queen, as after 18...Kb8?! White has
 19.Nxc6† bxc6 20.Ba7†, winning.

17.Nd6† Kb8
17...Qxd6 18.Rxd6 Bxd6 19.gxh6 gxh6± was given is given in The Modern Scandinavian, where the authors
 admit that Black does not have enough compensation for the queen.

18.h5 hxg5
18...Bh7?! 19.g6! fxg6 20.Bxe6 and White wins.

19.hxg6 Rxh1 20.Rxh1 Qxd6 21.gxf7±
White has an overwhelming position; but the game goes on.

 
16.Bxb5 0-0-0

16...Be7 17.Bxd7† Kf8 18.f4 Be4 19.Rhf1 also gives Black no hope for the future. White can win in his own time.
 
17.Bxd7† Rxd7

17...Kb8 18.Qb5 and Black cannot defend his king.

18.Rxd7 Kxd7 19.Rd1† Bd6 20.Qb5† Kc7 21.Qc4† Kb8 22.Rxd6 Qxh4 23.Bf4 e5 24.Bxe5 Ka8 25.Qc7 Bxc2



26.Bf6 Qh1† 27.Kxc2 Qe4† 28.Kb3 b5 29.Bd4 Qd3† 30.Kb4 Qc4† 31.Qxc4 bxc4 32.Rd7 c3 33.Kxc3

1–0
 

GAME 70

Alberto Hernandez Leon – Jose Maria Hernando Rodrigo

La Laguna 2007
 
1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Qxd5 3.Nc3 Qa5 4.d4 Nf6 5.Bc4 Nc6

This line should be taken very seriously.
 
6.d5 Nb4
6...Ne5 7.Bb3 c6

This is not at all daft, but I think White is better here too.
7...Bg4?! 8.f3 Bd7 9.Qe2 Ng6 10.Bd2 0-0-0 11.0-0-0± Andraschko – Bester, email 2011. Black is desperately
 lacking a way to get his remaining pieces into the game.

8.Qe2 Qc7
8...Ned7 9.Bd2²



9.dxc6!?N
White was also better after 9.Bf4 Nd3† 10.Qxd3 Qxf4 in A. Karlsson – Zeidler, England 1994, though here I will
 try to improve on White’s play by recommending: 11.Nge2N 11...Qc7 12.0-0-0 g6 13.Rhe1²

9...bxc6 10.Bg5 e6 11.f4 Ned7 12.f5 Nc5 13.Bxf6 gxf6 14.0-0-0!?
I like White’s chances, due to his better structure and faster development. One point to note is:

14...Qf4†?! 15.Kb1 Qxf5
This would be reckless on account of:

16.Nf3±
And White has a strong initiative and near-full development.

7.Bd2! Bg4
7...Bf5? 8.Bb3± would be very inconvenient.

 



7...Qc5
This leads to an interesting variation:

8.Bb5† c6 9.Be3
This little move was missed in The Modern Scandinavian. Instead 9.dxc6 bxc6 10.Ba4 Bg4 with an initiative for
 Black was the idea.

9...Qd6 10.dxc6 bxc6
So far we have followed Fuchs – Mikadze, Kemer 2007. Now I propose a seemingly placid idea, which in fact has
 interesting consequences.

11.Qxd6!?N 11...exd6 12.Ba4 Bd7 13.0-0-0 Nbd5 14.Nxd5 Nxd5 15.Nf3
Is White aiming to exchange his way to an advantage? Not quite. Develop quickly and then...

15...Nxe3 16.Rhe1 0-0-0 17.Rxe3 g6 18.Ng5 Be8 19.h4
Black cannot easily develop.

19...h6



20.Rxe8!?
This is the point.

20...Rxe8 21.Nxf7 Rg8 22.Bxc6 Re2 23.f4 Kc7 24.Bf3 Rf2 25.a3²
White has strong compensation, with two pawns for the exchange. The question is whether White has a small or a

 clear advantage.
 
8.Nf3!

The doubled pawns are not important. Black is so uncoordinated that White needs to play based on time.
 
8...Bxf3 9.gxf3

9...c6
There are alternatives that deserve to be mentioned.



 
9...Qc5 is easy to dismiss. 10.Bb5† c6 11.Be3 Qd6 12.dxc6 Qxd1† 13.Rxd1 White’s lead in development gives him
 serious winning chances, Riefner – E. Uhlmann, Bavaria 1997.
 
9...0-0-0

This was one of the recommendations by Christian Bauer in Play the Scandinavian. Although I like that book
 very much, I do not agree with his evaluation at this point.

10.a3 Qc5 11.axb4 Qxc4 12.Rxa7 Nxd5
Bauer believed this position held “chances for both sides”. I think White has many interesting tries here.

13.Ra8†
13.Ne4!?N 13...Nb6 14.b3 Qe6 15.0-0 Qg6† 16.Kh1 Kb8 17.Ra5² also looks nice for White.

13...Kd7 14.Rxd8† Kxd8

So far we have followed Lecha Gonzalez – Dulany, email 2012. My move now is based on a pleasing mixture of
 prophylaxis and aggression.

15.Rg1!?N 15...Nf6 16.b5 g6
One of the key ideas is that 16...e6 loses the queen to 17.Rg4!.

17.Be3† Kc8 18.Qa1



White has a powerful attack; I really do not like Black’s position.
 
10.dxc6 Qe5† 11.Be3 Nxc6 12.f4²

I like White – open files, two bishops, a lead in development. But clearly it is not all that easy, and Black players
 should not think they have done anything badly wrong – unless you count move 1?
 
12...Qa5 13.Qf3 e6 14.0-0-0

White is a little better, and the game goes on. But the pressure is certainly on Black to find a reasonable path forward.
 
14...Bb4?!

This turns out badly.
 



14...Be7 15.Rhg1 0-0 looks reasonable enough at first. But once you look closer at 16.Rg5 Qc7 17.f5 you start to realize
 that Black’s position is collapsing:

17...Ne8! The only try. (17...Ne5 18.Qg3 improves White’s position. And 17...exf5 18.Rdg1 g6 19.Rxg6† crashes
 straight through.) 18.fxe6! Bxg5 19.Bxg5 Ne5 20.Qe2 Qxc4 (20...Nxc4 21.e7±) 21.Qxc4 Nxc4 22.e7 Nc7 23.exf8=R†
 Rxf8 24.Rd7² Black is clearly in trouble.
 
15.Ne4 Nxe4 16.Qxe4 Be7

16...0-0 17.Rd7 is also poor for Black.

17.Bd2!
A strong regrouping.

 
17...Qc5 18.Bc3 0-0?!



This leads to more trouble, but Black was already suffering.
 
19.Rhg1 g6 20.Bxe6

Not a difficult combination.
 
20...Qh5

From here on, White drifts a little; he should have finished his opponent off while he had the chance.
 
21.Bd5

21.Rd5!? Qh6 22.Rf5 is very strong, but also rather artificial.
 
21.f5!? is more human and also very unpleasant for Black.
 
21...Rfe8 22.Bxc6 bxc6 23.Qd4 f6 24.Rge1 Qc5 25.Qd7 Kg7 26.Re6

26.b4! Qxc3 27.Rxe7† Rxe7 28.Qxe7† Kh6 29.Rd7 and wins.
 
26...Kg8 27.Rde1 Rad8 28.Qc7 Rc8 29.Qd7 Rcd8 30.Qc7 Rc8 31.Qb7 Rb8 32.Qa6 Rbd8 33.Qe2?

A blunder. Probably in mutual time trouble.

33...Rd7?
33...Qxc3! would no doubt have caused White to panic. He is still better after 34.a3!, but who would find such a

 move in time trouble? Instead Black would have held the game after 34.Rxe7 Rxe7 35.bxc3 Rxe2 36.Rxe2 Rd5 with
 sufficient counterplay.
 
34.Bxf6 Bxf6 35.Rxe8† Kg7 36.Qe6 Qd4 37.Rg8†

1–0
 

GAME 71



Christian Bauer – Eric Prié

Montpellier 2014
 
This game immediately caught my attention. What would happen when two leading experts on the Scandinavian face
 each other? It turned out that Bauer had a secret recipe ready, and won presumably without putting more than a few
 individually-found moves on the board.
 
1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Qxd5 3.Nc3 Qa5 4.d4 Nf6 5.Bc4 Bf5 6.Bd2 c6

6...Qb6 7.Nf3 e6 8.Qe2²
 
6...Nc6? 7.Nd5 unsurprisingly led to a victory for White in Lehnberger – Bester, email 2012.
 
7.Nd5!

As 7.Qe2 does not work, this will have to do. But as it leads to an edge, it is more than enough.
 
7...Qd8 8.Nxf6† gxf6

8...exf6 might look a bit weird, but it is by no means bad. I recommend a simple approach: 9.Nf3 Bd6 10.0-0 0-0 F.
 Hoffmann – Terwel, Gross Doelln 2010.

11.Nh4!N 11...Be6 12.Bxe6 fxe6 13.Re1 Qd7 14.c4²
 
9.Nf3

The most aggressive.
 
9.Ne2 e6 10.Bb3 Bd6 11.Bf4

This is also enough for a small edge. Black went very wrong in the following game:
11...Bxf4 12.Nxf4 Nd7

12...Qa5† 13.c3 Rg8 was given by Houska, with the idea of a later ...Rg5:



14.Qh5 (14.Qf3 Nd7 15.h3² Ntirlis) 14...Rg5?! Right here, this is probably not making a lot of sense. (14...Qc7,
 keeping ...Rg5 in hand, must be what Jovanka intended. But after 15.g3² I still like White a lot.) 15.Qh6 Nd7
 16.h4 Rg8 17.f3 0-0-0 18.g4 e5 19.gxf5 exf4 20.0-0-0 Qxf5 21.Bc2 White has a significant advantage.

13.Qh5 Bg6?! 14.Nxg6 fxg6 15.Qh3±
Degraeve – Daly, Cappelle-la-Grande 2005.

 
9...Nd7

9...e6 10.0-0 Nd7 11.Re1 Bg6 is perhaps a better try.
 
10.0-0 Qc7 11.Re1±

I must admit that I really like White’s position.
 



11...e6?
It is hard to believe, but this is already the losing move.

 
11...Bg6 was stronger, but after something like 12.c3 0-0-0 13.a4 a5 14.b4 Black would face a brutal attack, while
 lacking significant counterplay.
 
12.Nh4 Bg6

13.Bxe6!
Crashing through the front door.

 
13...fxe6 14.Rxe6† Kf7

This is quite sensible-looking, but there is no salvation on the kingside.
 
14...Be7 is the easiest to deal with: 15.Qe2 Nf8N (15...Nb6 16.Bb4 and White won, Crook – Dechant, email 2009)
 16.Re3 Kf7 17.Re1 Bd6 18.Qc4† Kg7 19.Bb4! Black cannot prevent an invasion on e7.
 
The king is also trapped if it chooses to stay in the centre.
14...Kd8N

Here it took quite some time to find a direct win.
15.Qg4 Bf7
 



16.Rae1! Bxe6
16...Qc8 17.R6e4 Kc7 18.Qg3† Kb6 19.Re7! Bxe7 20.Rxe7 Bd5 21.Qd6 and White has a winning attack.

17.Qxe6 Kc8 18.Nf5!
Black is a rook up, but has no moves that improve his position. Next will come g2-g3 and Bf4, with drastic
 consequences. The following line is given only to show the helplessness of Black’s position, as it is the
 recommendation of the engine!

18...a5 19.g3 a4 20.Bf4 Qd8 21.c4 Ra5 22.c5 Rb5 23.Qf7
And so on.

 
15.Qe2

15...Nb6
Other games went:



 
15...Rg8 16.Re1 Kg7 17.Nxg6 hxg6 18.Qg4 Rh8 19.h3 Rh7 20.Bf4 Qc8

21.Re8! Qxe8 22.Rxe8 Rxe8 23.Qxd7† Re7 24.Qg4 Rh5 25.Bd2 and White won in Unbridled – Donmez, engine game
 2014.
 
15...Qd8 16.Re1 Rg8 (16...Nb6 17.c4 Kg7 18.Qg4 Rg8 19.Nxg6 hxg6 20.d5 Soon will come Bc3, and Black will have
 to resign. For example: 20...Na4 21.Be3 c5 22.b3 Nb6 23.Bd2 and it is all over.) 17.f4 Kg7 18.Nxg6 hxg6 19.f5 Nb6

20.Bg5! Qxd4† 21.Kh1 Nd5 22.c3 Black resigned in Savon – Duran Rubies, email 2013. On 22...Qc5 comes 23.c4.
 
16.Re1 Nd5

16...Qd8 17.c4 Kg7 18.Qg4 Rg8 is dealt with just as harshly. 19.Nxg6 hxg6 20.d5 cxd5 21.Bc3 Nd7 22.cxd5 and
 there is no way to stop 23.Re8, winning. 22...Bc5 is the only try, but it loses to 23.d6.
 



17.c4
Starting the final assault. The rest of the moves probably came quite quickly.

 
17...Nf4

18.Qg4!! Nxe6 19.Qxe6† Kg7

20.Bh6†! Kxh6 21.Qxf6 Qd8 22.Nf5† Kh5 23.g4†
This check is easily good enough. I doubt Christian will be concerned that he could have won the game a few moves

 faster with the elegant: 23.Re4!! Qxf6



24.g4† Kg5 25.h4#
 
23...Kxg4 24.Re4† Kf3 25.Re3† Kg4 26.Rg3† Kh5 27.Rg5#

1–0
 

Conclusion
 
The Scandinavian with 3...Qa5 is a serious opening, but White is able to exploit the active/exposed position of the black
 queen to gain time. Black has tried many ways to avoid the main line, and players will continue to duck and dive, so it
 is an opening that requires some preparation to meet effectively. Therefore this chapter is rather long for a somewhat
 obscure line. This is the case with many sidelines, which are not so forcing in nature, because Black sits back, allowing
 White more space and with it usually some sort of advantage.
 
More specifically, the key to the lines I recommend against 3...Qa5 is delaying the development of White’s king’s
 knight. The set-up with an early Bc4 and Bd2 has many benefits, including ideas of a quick Nd5. Following the precise
 move orders I recommend should enable White to start the middlegame with better chances.



1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 d6 3.d4
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The Philidor Counter-Gambit – 3...f5?! 423

Larsen’s Variation 424

3...exd4 4.Nxd4 g6 5.Nc3 Bg7 6.Be3 Nf6 7.Qd2! 0-0 8.0-0-0
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 8...Re8 Game 73 428

Antoshin Variation 430

3...exd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6 5.Nc3 Be7 6.g3 d5 7.e5

 7...Ne4 Game 74 430

 7...Ng4 Game 75 432

Hanham Variation – 3...Nf6 4.dxe5! Game 76 436

1.e4 d6 2.d4 Nf6 3.Nc3

3...Nbd7 4.g4! Game 77 440

3...e5 4.Nge2!?

Black’s Rare 4th Moves Game 78 442

 4...Be7 Game 79 444

The Philidor traditionally used the move order 1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 d6 and was regarded as a poor relation to the mainstream
 options of 2...Nc6 and 2...Nf6. True, some lines had occasional bursts of popularity, but 2...d6 was largely a surprise
 weapon. However in recent years the Philidor has surged in popularity at GM level, as players spotted the merits of



 playing the Philidor using a move order with 1...d6, 2...Nf6 and 3...e5. This is one of my favourite defences to 1.e4 and
 has been so for two decades.
 
We shall get to these vital lines, but first we will learn the antidotes to the old and outmoded variations.



Rare Black 3rd moves
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 d6 3.d4

3...Nd7?!
This move order could also fit in a later section as Black is attempting to reach the Hanham Variation – a set-up with

 ...Nd7, ...Ngf6 and ...Be7 – but this is a particularly bad move order.
 
Other rare options include:
 
3...Bg4?! 4.dxe5 Bxf3 (A surprisingly large number of players have decided to gambit a pawn with 4...Nd7. After
 5.exd6 Bxd6 Black has minimal compensation. White can play almost anything, but 6.Nc3 looks as logical as any.)
 5.Qxf3 dxe5 6.Bc4± White has the bishop pair and the initiative. Of course this is the start of Morphy’s famous game at
 the Paris Opera.
 
3...Nc6 was covered briefly in Chapter 5 on the Scotch.
 
3...Qe7 Of all the rare third moves, this is the best try. Black plans a solid set-up with ...c6 and ...g6, when ...Bh6 may
 be a possibility. This line was a speciality of the creative Lithuanian GM Sarunas Sulskis, though he seems to have
 abandoned it now. Some general ideas are all that White needs. 4.Nc3 c6 5.Bc4 h6 6.a4 a5 7.0-0² White pretends this is
 a normal Hanham Philidor, and it works perfectly.



Now 7...g5?! was too ambitious and White punished it instructively. 8.Be3 Nd7 9.Ne2 g4 10.Nd2 h5 11.f4!±
 Timofeev – Sulskis, Warsaw 2005, was clearly heading White’s way.
 
4.Bc4!

This direct development creates immediate threats and so limits Black’s options.
 
4...c6

A well-known blunder is: 4...Be7? 5.dxe5 Nxe5 (5...dxe5? 6.Qd5 and Black must lose a piece to avoid mate) 6.Nxe5
 dxe5 7.Qh5 g6 8.Qxe5 White wins a vital pawn.
 
4...h6?

If you see the Ng5 ideas of the main line, this might seem logical, but it allows something far worse:
5.dxe5 dxe5?

Ugly but essential is 5...Qe7 when one of many options is: 6.exd6!?N 6...Qxe4† 7.Be2 Bxd6 8.0-0ƒ White will
 gain time on the queen, and probably harass the d6-bishop in the style of variations we shall see in Game 76.

6.Bxf7†! Kxf7 7.Nxe5† Kf6 8.Nc3!+–
Most of the rest could probably be figured out over the board, but it is wise to remember that this move is best.
 Sadly, you may never be lucky enough to face 4...h6.



8...Kxe5
8...Bb4 9.Qd4! Bxc3† 10.bxc3 Ke6 11.Qd5† Kf6 12.Qf7† Kxe5 13.Bf4† Kxe4 14.f3# Skatchkov –
 Krovelschikov, Tomsk 2001.

9.Qd5† Kf6 10.Qf5† Ke7 11.Nd5† Kd6
11...Ke8 12.Qg6#

12.Bf4† Kc6 13.Qe6† Bd6 14.Nb4† Kb6 15.Bxd6 Ndf6 16.Bc5†! Kxc5 17.Nd3† Qxd3 18.Qe5† Kc6 19.cxd3+–
Lizarzaburu – Van Neijhof, email 2006.

 
5.0-0 Be7 6.dxe5

In general dxe5 should only be played if White has a specific idea in mind, as it gives away White’s space advantage.
 In this position the idea is to gain the bishop pair.
 
6...dxe5 7.Ng5!



7...Bxg5
If Black tries to keep his bishop with:

7...Nh6
There is a tactical punishment:

8.Ne6! fxe6 9.Bxh6 Nb6
9...gxh6? 10.Qh5† Kf8 11.Bxe6 Qe8 12.Qxh6#

10.Qh5† g6
Five players have tried 10...Kf8? when 11.f4!+– has an unsurprising score of 100%.

11.Qe2
Black’s position is wrecked, so grabbing material is the only line worth checking:

11...Qd4 12.Nd2 Qxb2 13.a4±
In Hamdouchi – Abdul Wahab, Dubai 1995, White had vicious play for the pawn; Black’s king and queen are both in

 trouble.
 
8.Qh5 Qe7

Instead 8...g6 9.Qxg5 Qxg5 10.Bxg5² is a similar but worse version: since Black lacks a dark-squared bishop, the
 addition of ...g7-g6 hurts.
 
9.Qxg5 Qxg5 10.Bxg5²



Now many moves are possible, so this is a good place to stop. White’s bishop pair ensures a long-lasting edge.
As usual in modern chess, the rare lines are rare for good reasons. The lines above generally lose material or surrender

 the bishop pair. The closest to respectability is the odd-looking 3...Qe7, but even here White effortlessly gains a normal
 opening edge.
 

The Philidor Counter-Gambit – 3...f5
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 d6 3.d4 f5?!

The Philidor Counter-Gambit is wildly overambitious.

4.Nc3!
Simple development is the answer to Black’s exuberance.



 
4...fxe4

The only critical test, but White is ready.
 
4...exd4 5.Nxd4 5.Qxd4 is also good. For example: 5...Nc6 6.Bb5±) 5...fxe4 6.Nxe4± I would start playing from here,
 with an obvious advantage. In my database White scores about 67% from this position, which feels a little
 disappointing for such a promising lead in development.
 
4...Nf6?! 5.dxe5 Nxe4 6.Bc4 is an obvious fiasco. For example: 6...c6 7.exd6 Nxd6 8.Bb3 Qe7† Now in Milligan –
 Limbach, Delden 1993, 9.Qe2 was better for White but let Black escape the worst. After 9.Kf1!N White should win
 quickly. The a1-rook will land on e1 long before Black is ready for it.
 
5.Nxe4 d5

This is Black’s idea but there is a refutation.
 
5...Nf6 6.Nxf6† is simply awful for Black after either 6...gxf6 7.Be3± or 6...Qxf6 7.dxe5 dxe5 8.Bg5 Qd6 9.Bd3±.
 
6.Neg5

6...h6
Continuing the plan.

 
6...e4 7.Ne5 Nh6 Now White just needs to pick up the g5-knight and take something. 8.Nxe4! (Almost as good is
 8.Nxh7 but then 8...Ng4 avoids instant defeat.) 8...dxe4 9.Bxh6 Since Black cannot take on h6, he is a pawn down with
 a bad position to boot.
 
6...exd4 is the best of a bad lot, but after 7.Nxd4 Black’s position is ridiculous.
 
7.Nf7!

This killer would be easier to find if there was a pawn on f7.
 
7...Kxf7 8.Nxe5†

There are various options but no escape. There is no need to memorize more; most sensible moves will work.



 
8...Ke6

Also hopeless are 8...Ke7 9.Ng6† and 8...Kf6 9.Qf3† Bf5 10.g4.

9.Bd3!?N
A novelty but not a revelation.
The direct 9.Qg4† Ke7 10.Ng6† Ke8 11.Qe2† Ne7 12.Nxh8 works reasonably, but White’s pieces are not ideally

 placed.
There is no way to mitigate this disaster. For example:
 
9...Nc6 10.Qg4† Kd6 11.Nf7† Ke7 12.Qg6 Qe8 13.Nxh8+–

The Philidor Counter-Gambit should only be seen in history books. Remembering 4.Nc3! and a few simple ideas is
 enough to secure a large advantage.



Larsen’s Variation – 4...g6
 

GAME 72

John Emms – John Cox

West Bromwich 2003
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 d6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 g6

This is known as Larsen’s Variation. It is wildly out of fashion at GM level as White’s play is too strong if he plays in
 Yugoslav Attack anti-Dragon style.

5.Nc3 Bg7 6.Be3 Nf6 7.Qd2!
A key move order to remember.

 
This is anti-Dragon style, but the move order differs. After 7.f3?! 0-0 8.Qd2 Black has 8...d5! when White’s edge has all
 but disappeared.
 
7...0-0

Of course 7...Ng4 8.Bg5, hitting the queen, is the difference compared to the Dragon.
 
8.0-0-0

Now Black has a choice. The big problem compared to the Dragon is that Black has no counterplay along the c-file.
 And there is nothing happening along the half-open e-file as f2-f3 solidifies White’s centre. Instead Black must throw
 his queenside pawns forward, but with no hook to latch on to, open lines will be hard to acquire. In contrast, the g6-
pawn is beckoning White’s h-pawn forward.
 
8...Nc6

8...Ng4?! 9.Bg5 still offers Black nothing good. Note that 9...Qxg5 10.Qxg5 Bh6 drops material to: 11.Qxh6 Nxh6



 12.Nd5+–
 
The other main move is 8...Re8 which will be considered in Game 73.
 
9.f3

9...Nxd4
Black is trying to open a path for his c-pawn.

 
9...a6 is a little slow so White can play directly: 10.h4 Ne5 11.Bh6 c5 This doesn’t work, but neither does anything else.
 12.Bxg7 Kxg7 (not 12...cxd4? 13.Bxf8 dxc3 14.Qxd6+–) 13.Nde2 Nc4 14.Qd3 b5 15.b3 Ne5 16.Qxd6 Qxd6
 17.Rxd6± Aaberg – Aagaard, Sweden 1999, showed Black’s dilemma in this line: don’t play ...c7-c5 and you are
 passive; play ...c7-c5 and d6 tends to drop off.
 
9...Be6 10.Nxe6 Simplest. (10.g4 gives Black the chance to play 10...Nxd4 11.Bxd4 c5 which I would rather avoid.)
 10...fxe6 11.h4 White has the bishop pair and the initiative; Black’s queenside counterplay is non-existent. After
 11...Qe8 12.g4 in K. Berg – Larsen, Lyngby 1991, even the legend who gave this line his name could not avoid defeat.
 
10.Bxd4 Be6

Obviously not 10...c5? 11.Bxc5.
 
11.Be3!

Stopping Black’s only swift counterplay, which is ...c7-c5.
 
White is not short of good options. The sharp line is 11.g4 c5 12.Be3 Qa5 which I believe works well for White after
 13.Bh6, but it requires plenty of study for a line you will face once in a blue moon.



11...a6
Trying to get going on the queenside.

In contrast to the g4-line, now 11...c5? is nonsense after: 12.Qxd6 Qa5 13.Qxc5+–
 
The other main option is: 11...Re8 12.Bg5!? White is likely to follow up with g2-g4 and h2-h4, when his attack is
 obviously well ahead of Black’s. Note that White has various other equally good options, so there is no need to
 memorize further. (One idea to note is that 12.Bh6!? can now be met by either 12...Bh8 or 12...Bxh6 13.Qxh6 Qe7
 planning ...Qf8. In both cases though, White retains an edge.) 12...Qe7 13.g4 Qf8 14.Kb1 a6 15.h4 h6 16.Bxf6!? Bxf6
 17.g5 hxg5 18.hxg5 Bg7 19.f4‚ Chernin – Mikhalchishin, Lvov 1987.
 
12.Bh6

Direct and principled, but another logical option is 12.Bg5!?.
 
12...Bxh6

Drawing the queen to h6 actually gives Black some more defensive resources, based on a potential queen exchange.
 
12...b5 allows White to continue with simple and direct play: 13.h4 b4 (Or 13...Ne8 14.Bxg7 Nxg7 15.h5 gxh5, and in
 Flear – Dubois, France 1993, the crude 16.g4N would have been effective.) 14.Nd5 Bxd5 15.exd5 a5 16.h5 a4



Trying to distract White, as otherwise the kingside attack was flowing. 17.Bxg7 Kxg7 18.hxg6 fxg6 19.Qxb4 a3
 20.b3± In Shaw – Soh, Gibraltar 2003, I was a pawn up for nothing.
 
13.Qxh6 Qe7 14.h4

14...b5
Black tries to get going on the queenside, but White is clearly ahead in this race.

 
14...Nd7 looks passive but is an attempt to keep the h-file closed. 15.Qd2!? (Black’s idea was 15.h5 g5!) 15...b5 16.h5
 g5 17.h6² In V. Gurevich – Klovans, Germany 1995, it was evident which side had the safer king.
 
15.h5 b4

Anyone who has attacked the Dragon will know that 15...Nxh5? is suicidal. 16.g4



In this type of position, to survive Black needs to play an exchange sac with ...Rxc3. In this case, the sac is a long way
 from legal. 16...Nf6 17.e5! (17.Bd3! would also work, with ideas of combining g4-g5 and e4-e5.) 17...dxe5 18.Ne4+–
 There is no hope. For example: 18...Rfd8 19.Rxd8† Qxd8 (19...Rxd8 20.g5) 20.Nxf6† Qxf6 21.Qxh7† Kf8 22.Qh8†
 
16.Ne2 Bc4

16...Bxa2 17.b3 is winning, not just because the a2-bishop is trapped but because White’s bishop may soon appear on
 c4 after Nd4, to add to the attack.
 
17.Nf4 Bxf1 18.Rdxf1 Rfb8 19.g4

19.Rh3 was also strong.
 
19...Qf8

Otherwise mate was coming.
 
20.hxg6 Qxh6 21.Rxh6 hxg6

Or 21...fxg6 22.g5 Nh5 23.Nxh5 gxh5 24.Rxh5± and White is simply a pawn up.



22.g5 Kg7 23.Rfh1 Ng8
At least this asks White to find some clever moves. Instead 23...Nh5 24.Nxh5† gxh5 25.R6xh5+– is no challenge at

 all.
 
24.Rh7† Kf8 25.Nd5 c6 26.Nc7 Ra7 27.Ne6† Ke8 28.Rg7 Ke7 29.Nd4 Kf8

Instead 29...Rc7 allows a skewering trick: 30.Rxf7† Kxf7 31.Rh7†+–

30.Rxg8†
Cashing in to a rook ending where White is a pawn up and positionally dominant.

 
30.Rhh7! was a quicker win, as 30...Rc8 31.Ne6† is devastating.
 
30...Kxg8 31.Nxc6 Rab7 32.Nxb8 Rxb8 33.Rd1 Rb6 34.Rd5 Kf8 35.Kd2 Ke7 36.Kd3 Ke6 37.Ra5 Rc6 38.f4



1–0
Black saw no point in trying 38...f6 as after 39.gxf6 Kxf6 40.Ra4 Rb6 41.Kc4 Rc6† 42.Kb3 White goes two pawns

 up.
 
In the Larsen Variation, Black hopes to unleash Dragon-style play on the queenside. White can keep control, and an
 advantage, with precise move orders early in the game. In the 9...Nxd4 line the key move to remember is 11.Be3!
 stopping Black’s c-pawn from advancing.
 

GAME 73

Kim Pilgaard – Manuel Bueno Abalo

Burgas 2001
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 d6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 g6 5.Nc3 Bg7 6.Be3 Nf6 7.Qd2! 0-0 8.0-0-0

In the previous game we saw 8...Nc6 and the other branch is:
 
8...Re8 9.f3

9...Nc6
A natural move, but immediate pawn play is also possible:

9...a6 10.h4 b5 11.Bh6 Bh8 12.Bg5



A handy little manoeuvre, as the bishop will be vulnerable on h8 if and when the h-file opens.
12...Bb7

Stopping h4-h5 with 12...h5 is met automatically with 13.g4 and if 13...hxg4 14.h5+– when mate or massive
 material gains will not be far off.

13.h5 Nbd7 14.hxg6

14...fxg6
Instead 14...hxg6 15.g4 gives Black too many problems along the h-file. For example: 15...Bg7 16.Bh6 Bh8
 17.Nf5! b4 18.Bg7! Bxg7 19.Nxg7+– None of the previous moves will surprise a player with Dragon
 experience.

15.Nb3!
A great move, taking in the whole board. The knight goes to a5 to block Black’s queenside play and harass the
 bishop.



15...Rb8 16.a4!
Again, White spots everything; he wants the c4-square for his bishop more than he wants to win a pawn.

16...Ne5 17.axb5 axb5 18.Bxb5 c6
Otherwise f3-f4 was coming, but now the d-pawn is weakened.

19.Be2 d5 20.exd5 cxd5 21.Bb5 Re6 22.Rhe1+–
In T. Christensen – Hvenekilde, Denmark 1995, Black’s position was collapsing. A highly creative game by White.

 
10.h4

10.g4!? is a common alternative.

10...Ne5
Giving the line an independent flavour from the previous game.

 



10...Nxd4 11.Bxd4 Be6 12.Be3!? A very rare move, but playing in the same style as in the previous game. The advance
 of the c7-pawn is discouraged; the pawn being on h4 creates an additional option for Black, but it is too artificial to be
 good: 12...Nh5 13.g4 Ng3 Is Black winning the bishop pair or wasting time exchanging a key defender for an unmoved
 piece? A little of both but mainly the latter, in my view. Various rook moves are possible, but one natural line as an
 illustration is: 14.Rh3 Nxf1 15.Rxf1 c5 16.h5 Qa5 17.hxg6 fxg6 18.Rfh1 h5 19.Rg3‚ White still has the safer king.
 
11.Bh6 Bh8 12.Bg5 a6

Going for it on the queenside and ignoring the kingside. But also possible is: 12...h5 13.Be2 A sensible choice. (13.g4
 c5 14.Nf5!?N is a wild option if you are in the mood.) 13...a6 As ever, Black wishes to prepare ...c5. (13...c5? 14.Ndb5
 was simply winning in Steinhauser – Heuberger, Wuerzburg 2005.) 14.f4! Neg4 15.f5ƒ
 
13.h5 b5 14.hxg6

Not the only move, but direct and creating many traps for Black to avoid, many of them not at all obvious.
 
14...fxg6

Okay, an obvious one to start with, not:14...hxg6?? 15.Rxh8† Kxh8 16.Nd5+–
 
15.Qf4

15...c5?
Missing a trick.

 
15...b4? loses to a series of thunderbolts: 16.Rxh7!! Kxh7 17.Qh4† Kg8 18.Nd5 Rf8 19.Bc4! (19.f4!?) 19...Nxc4
 20.Rh1 Bg7 21.Nc6!+–
 
Black could have limited the damage with 15...Qe7 16.Qh4 Qf7 17.Kb1² or 15...Bb7 16.Qh4².
 
16.Nc6! Nxc6 17.Rxd6 Qc7 18.Bxf6 Ne5 19.Qh4+–

White has an attack and an extra pawn.
 
19...Ra7 20.Rd1 Bxf6 21.Qxf6 Qa5 22.Rd5



22...b4?
Getting it all over with.

 
22...Rf7 23.Qd6 was hopeless but at least not mate in the next few moves.
 
23.Rxe5 Rf8 24.Bc4†

1–0
The Larsen Variation remains out of fashion for good reason. Black hopes for an opposite-side castling attacking

 melee, but White is well ahead and in control.



Antoshin Variation – 7...Ne4
 

GAME 74

Goran Todorovic – Dusan Popovic

Vrnjacka Banja 2005
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 d6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6 5.Nc3 Be7
 

The Antoshin Variation is a solid set-up that has occasional bursts of popularity. One of Black’s key ideas is to
 liquidate the central tension with ...d6-d5.
 
6.g3

Due to my chosen line against 1...d6 – 2.d4 Nf6 3.Nc3 e5 4.Nge2 Be7 5.g3 exd4 6.Nxd4 – this is the move that
 keeps our repertoire consistent. Luckily, it is also a strong move.
 
6...d5

This is the critical test.
 
6...0-0

This allows White to secure a space advantage. The play is non-forcing so the result will not be decided in the
 opening. A couple of examples will suffice:

7.Bg2 Re8 8.0-0 Bf8 9.h3



9...c6
Another set-up is 9...Nbd7 10.Re1 a5 planning ...Nc5. Now I suggest 11.Ndb5!?N making ...c7-c6 impossible.
 Another point is: 11...Nc5?! (More solid is 11...a4 but White still has an edge after various sensible moves. For
 example, 12.Bf4.) 12.e5 dxe5 13.Qxd8 Rxd8 14.Nxc7 Rb8 15.g4²

10.a4 Na6 11.Re1 Nb4 12.Bf4 d5 13.e5 Nd7 14.e6 Nf6 15.exf7† Kxf7 16.Rxe8 Qxe8 17.Bg5!?N
Instead 17.Qd2 Kg8 18.Re1 Qg6 put Black close to equality in Levushkina – Wall, Germany 2010.

17...Be7 18.Nce2!?²
Freeing the c2-pawn while the knight is possibly heading for f4. Black is solid, of course, but White’s chances are

 slightly preferable.
 
7.e5 Ne4

This can be tricky if White is unprepared, but there is a good answer.
 
7...Ng4 is the main move and is covered next in Game 75.



8.Nxe4 dxe4 9.Bg2 Qd5
9...c5?! just makes matters worse after 10.Nb5.

 
10.0-0 Nc6

The greedy 10...Qxe5?! can be met in various promising ways. One example: 11.Bf4 Qa5 12.Bxe4 0-0 13.Qf3 c6
 14.Nb3 Qa4 15.Rfe1+– Sveshnikov – Barle, Nova Gorica 2004, looked like a great version of the 3...Nf6 4.dxe5 line
 (see Game 76): a symmetrical structure where White’s lead in development is overwhelming.
 
10...0-0?! is too slow. 11.Re1 Rd8 12.c3 c5 Black is relying on the pin, but White has a devious escape. 13.Bxe4 Qd7
 (or 13...Qc4 14.Qb3 Qxb3 15.Nxb3+–) 14.e6! Qe8 (14...fxe6 15.Qh5+– is a killing attack) 15.exf7† Qxf7 16.Bc2 Kh8
 17.Qd3 g6 18.Qf3 Qxf3 19.Nxf3+– In Aseev – Antoshin, Nikolaev 1983, the man who gave his name to this system
 was routed.
 
11.c3!

The obvious attempt to collect e4 is 11.Nxc6 but after 11...Qxc6 12.Qe2 Bf5 13.Re1 0-0-0 taking three times on e4
 allows an annoying pin from d1.



11...Nxd4
This move accepts that Black is grimly worse, but even so it is the strongest choice.

 
11...Nxe5?! has never been tested. White’s idea is 12.Re1! and if 12...Nf3† 13.Bxf3 exf3 14.Bf4ƒ when the black king
 is struggling to escape the centre. One possibility is 14...Bg4 15.Qc2 with Rad1 on the way.
 
12.Qxd4 Qxd4 13.cxd4 Bf5 14.f3!

Remembering this far will keep White on the right path. Black cannot avoid an ugly ending.

14...exf3 15.Bxf3 Bc8
Or 15...0-0-0 16.Bxb7† Kxb7 17.Rxf5 f6 18.Be3². This might not be so easy to win, but White should be happy to

 leave his opening prep with a clear extra pawn.
 



16.Be3 c6
This allows White to open lines, but 16...0-0 17.Rac1 is equally unpleasant.

 
17.d5 Bd7 18.Rac1 0-0 19.dxc6 Bxc6 20.Bxc6 bxc6 21.Rxc6±

White is a clear pawn up.
 
21...Rfd8 22.Rc7 Kf8 23.e6 f6 24.Rfc1 a5

Now the game continued with 25.Rd7? which allowed the possibility of 25...Ra6= with a likely draw. Instead
 25...Rdc8 was played and Black drew anyway.
 
The correct choice was:
 
25.R1c6!±

This would have kept the bind. The win is not guaranteed, but White obviously has fine chances.
 
The 7...Ne4 line of the Antoshin Variation can only work as a surprise weapon. If White is prepared then he should
 reach an ending with an extra pawn.
 

Antoshin Variation – 7...Ng4
 

GAME 75

Robert Zelcic – Walter Wittmann

Graz 2009
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 d6 3.d4 exd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6 5.Nc3 Be7 6.g3 d5 7.e5 Ng4

The most popular and best choice.
 



8.Bg2
The modern approach.

 
8.e6 may look natural but after 8...Nf6 9.exf7† Kxf7 10.Bg2 Black has few problems if he uses the plan of ...c6 and
 ...Re8 (in whichever order).
 
8.Bf4 g5 is a wild line White should avoid. It is not necessarily bad for White, but it requires a large amount of study in
 a line White might only face every couple of years.

8...Nxe5
The critical test but other moves have also been tried:

 
8...c5? was effectively refuted the very first time it was played: 9.Ndb5 a6 10.Nd6† Bxd6 11.exd6 d4 12.Qe2†! Kf8
 13.Nd5 Black was lost in Smagin – Antoshin, Moscow 1982.
 
8...c6 is solid but allows White to secure his space advantage: 9.f4²



No more theory is needed but I shall offer one example from my own praxis: 9...0-0 10.h3 Nh6 11.0-0 f5 12.Be3 Na6
 13.Nb3 Be6 14.Qd2 Nc7 15.Rad1² In Shaw – Curtis, Hinckley Island 2008, a long manoeuvring battle appeared to be
 in prospect, however... 15...Bf7 16.Na5!? Bh5? 17.Nxb7 Qb8 18.Na5 Qe8 19.Nxc6 and Black resigned.
 
8...0-0 9.0-0 Nxe5

The lunge 9...c5 10.Ndb5 d4 helps White more than Black after 11.Nd5.
9...Bc5!?N is untested, but a promising reply is: 10.e6 Bxd4 (the standard Antoshin reply to e5-e6 tricks is
 10...Nf6 but in this case 11.Nb3 is clearly better for White) 11.exf7† Rxf7 12.Qxd4 c6 13.Ne4² White has the
 bishop pair and a nice lead in development.

10.Re1!²
A rare move but the most accurate. White gains a useful tempo before collecting d5.
After the more common: 10.Nxd5 Bc5 11.Bf4 Bg4 12.Qe1! A weird-looking move, but it works. 12...Bxd4



 13.Bxe5 Bxe5 (13...Re8?! 14.Bxc7) 14.Qxe5 c6 Any remaining edge for White is miniscule. And you have to
 understand a few tricky tactics just to get here.

10...Nbc6 11.Nxd5 Bc5?!
11...Bd6N is more solid but White retains an edge after 12.Bf4.
Now White can reply actively with:

12.Nxc6 Nxc6 13.Qh5!N
With a strong initiative.

 
9.Qe2

9...Nec6
The ambitious approach.

 
9...Nbc6

This returns the pawn and accepts a slight disadvantage, most commonly in the form of White having the bishop
 pair.

10.Nxc6 Nxc6 11.Nxd5²



All the lines are simple with one exception:
11...Bh3

This is flashy but White has a strong answer.
11...0-0 12.Nxe7† Qxe7 13.Qxe7 Nxe7 14.b3² Jones – Sriram, Canberra 2009.
11...Be6 12.Nxe7 Qxe7 13.0-0² Stefanova – Palekha, Kavala 2006. Of course Black is solid, but the two bishops
 certainly secure an edge for White; win some, draw some.

12.Nf6†! gxf6
12...Kf8N protects Black’s structure, but the king is not ideally placed and of course White still has the bishop
 pair. 13.Bxh3 Bxf6 14.0-0²

13.Bxh3 Qd5 14.0-0 Nd4
This is less troubling than it looks.

15.Qd1!N



15.Qd3 Nf3† 16.Kh1 Qxd3 17.cxd3² was worth an edge in Geske – Wendling, Willingen 2009, but there is no
 need to allow White’s structure to be damaged. For example:

15...Rd8 16.Bg2 Qc4 17.Qh5!
The black king is vulnerable.

 
10.Be3

White can and should take it calmly; the d5-pawn will not run away. Instead 10.Nxc6? most certainly does not
 transpose to the line above after 10...bxc6.

10...Nxd4
By far the most common move.

 
10...0-0 11.Nxd5 is similar to the main line and may transpose.
 
10...Be6? is quite rightly untested. 11.Nxe6 (11.Qb5 is also good) 11...fxe6 12.Qg4 is a nasty double attack. 12...Kf7?
 is just silly as after 13.0-0-0 White’s next move will almost certainly be a crunching Nxd5.
 
11.Bxd4

The attack on g7 means there is no time to save d5.
 
11...0-0 12.Nxd5²

Black can play many moves, but White’s lead in development is the dominant factor.



12...Bb4†
The trickiest try.

 
12...Bd6 13.0-0-0 Nc6 14.Bc3² has been seen four times – Black managed one draw.
 
12...Bg5 places the bishop awkwardly but stops queenside castling and opens the e-file. 13.Rd1!N Curiously, despite the
 white king’s position, the threats along the d-file are more potent than Black’s along the e-file. 13...c6 (13...Re8?!
 14.Be5!± works perfectly) 14.Nc3² with the point that 14...Re8?! 15.Ne4!± helps White.
 
12...Re8 13.0-0-0 Bg5† 14.Ne3² Marechal – M. Zaitsev, Belgium 2010.
 
13.Nxb4 Qxd4 14.Nd5²

There is no need to worry about the b2-pawn. However, 14.c3 is also worth an edge.



14...Bg4
The most active try.

 
14...Qxb2?! 15.0-0 gives White massive play; not surprisingly, no one has ever taken on b2.
 
14...Na6 avoids the immediate tactics but leaves Black passively placed. For example: 15.c3 Qa4 16.b3 Qe8 17.Ne7†
 Kh8 18.0-0± Timofeev – Landa, Sochi 2006.
 
15.Qe3 Qc4

Understandably Black wants to create some tension, but White has a fine tactical answer. The alternatives were
 simple and good for White:
 
15...Qxe3† 16.Nxe3 Bc8 17.0-0-0²
 
15...Nc6 16.Ne7† Kh8 17.Nxc6 Qxe3† (17...Qxb2 18.Qd4!) 18.fxe3 bxc6 19.Bxc6²
 
16.b3! Qa6

At this point I lose interest in the game. White played: 17.c4? Enabling White to castle short makes this move
 tempting, but it means Nxc7 is still not a threat. The play continued 17...c6 18.Ne7† Kh8 with an unclear position.
 
The right course was:
 
17.c3!N

With some advantage. White should be willing to enter some complex positions where he has two rooks against a
 queen. For example:
 
17...Rd8 18.h3!? Bd7 19.Nxc7 Qa5 20.Nxa8 Re8 21.Qxe8† Bxe8 22.0-0±

7...Ng4 had a brief flare of popularity a few years ago, but it has dropped back to become a rare line again. White
 retains an edge, which tends to grow rapidly if Black declines to bail out into an inferior ending.
 



Hanham Variation – 2...d6 3.d4 Nf6
 
The remainder of the chapter shows attempts by Black to reach the Hanham Variation, the main tabiya of which arises
 after 1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 d6 3.d4 Nf6 4.Nc3 Nbd7. However we shall not allow Black to reach this position. Really, the
 section heading should be “Failing to Reach the Hanham Variation” but that is much too long.
 

GAME 76

Sergei Tiviakov – Gerardo Barbero

Imperia 1993
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 d6 3.d4 Nf6

A rare move nowadays as White can reach a highly favourable position almost by force.
 
4.dxe5!

The best move and the one that fits our repertoire, as after 4.Nc3 Nbd7 White has ‘misplaced’ his knight on f3.
 
4...Nxe4 5.Qd5

The key move. After this, natural moves are often good enough to seize an edge.
 
5.Bc4 looks fun against everything except 5...c6! when Black is okay.

5...Nc5
The only sensible move.

 
5...f5?! may look like a bold try to stay in a middlegame, but in fact it ends up in an even worse ending than the main
 line. 6.Bc4 Qe7 7.0-0 c6 8.exd6 cxd5 9.dxe7 dxc4 10.exf8=Q† Kxf8 11.Na3± In Rausis – Vincent, France 1994,
 Black’s king and pawns were both in trouble.
 



6.Bg5
Now Black has a choice.

6...Qd7
6...f6?! is not quite as bad as it looks, but after 7.exf6 gxf6 8.Be3² White’s better structure and development are clear;

 no more theory is required.
 
6...Be7 7.exd6 Qxd6 8.Nc3

There are many many possible moves, but White has no need to remember all the details. In this symmetrical
 structure, White has a significant lead in development. This can be transformed into a durable edge in various
 forms – gaining the bishop pair or damaging Black’s structure being the two most common. The following lines
 are just examples:

 



8...h6
a) 8...Qxd5 9.Nxd5 Bd6 10.0-0-0ƒ (There is no need to get fancy with 10.Be7, as after 10...Bxe7 11.Nxc7† Kd8
 12.Nxa8 Be6 the a8-knight might never resurface.)
b) 8...Be6 9.Qxd6 Bxd6 10.Nb5² White will certainly have the bishop pair and, depending on how Black reacts,
 possibly also the better structure.
c) 8...c6 9.Qxd6 Bxd6 10.0-0-0

10...Bc7 (10...Be7 11.Bxe7 Kxe7 12.Bc4 Be6 13.Rhe1 Nba6 14.Nd4² Tukhaev – Sitnikov, Evpatoria 2007)
 11.Be3 Ne6 12.Ne4 0-0 13.Nd6 Bxd6 14.Rxd6 In J. Howell – Shaw, Oakham 1994, I was on my way to another
 grim defeat.
d) 8...0-0 9.0-0-0 Be6 10.Qxd6 Bxd6 11.Nb5² The same old story; White secures an edge without having to
 resort to heroics.
e) 8...Qe6† 9.Be3 c6 10.Qd4 0-0 11.Bc4 Qg4 12.0-0-0² Rublevsky – Abramovic, Budva 1996.

9.Be3 c6 10.Qxd6 Bxd6 11.0-0-0 Be7 12.Bc4 Nba6 13.Rhe1 Be6 14.Bxe6 Nxe6



15.Nd4!
Excellent; the e6-knight is not allowed to block the central pressure.

15...Nxd4 16.Bxd4 f6 17.Be3!
A clever way to increase the pressure on e7.

17...b6 18.Bf4
Now the idea is clear.

18...Rd8 19.Bd6 Rd7 20.Bxe7 Rxe7 21.Ne4 Nc5 22.Nd6† Kf8 23.Nc8 Rxe1 24.Rxe1+–
In Prié – Shaw, Moscow (ol) 1994, my pawns were dropping. I gave up playing this move order after this game.

 Luckily, my Olympiad teammate GM Paul Motwani introduced me to the 1...d6, 2...Nf6 and 3...e5 move order to reach
 my Philidor Defence. I am still playing this over 20 years later.
 
6...Be6!?

A rare move, but at least as good as the alternatives.



7.Qxc5!
Less effective is 7.Bxd8 Bxd5 8.Bxc7 Bxf3 9.gxf3 dxe5 10.Bxe5 Nc6÷ when White has grabbed a pawn, but
 Black has irritating activity.

7...dxc5 8.Bxd8 Kxd8
In Vachier-Lagrave – Kharous, Gibraltar 2009, the position was Berlin-like, though of course with various
 differences. It is logical to exploit the position of the pawn on c5 with:

9.Nc3!?N
In the Berlin, Black often avoids playing ...c6-c5 until Nc3 is impossible. In our case, the c5-pawn was never on
 c6, but the principle is the same.
9.Nbd2 was the game, where Black had few problems.
9.Ng5 is natural, but after a later piece exchange the black king will sit securely on e7 in an opposite-coloured
 bishops ending.



9...Nd7 10.0-0-0 h6 11.Nd5
White has a slight but nagging initiative.

 
7.exd6 Bxd6 8.Nc3

Black can try various moves, but it’s the same story: White’s lead in development is the key factor.
 

8...0-0
One of several possible moves.

 
8...c6 9.Qd2²
 
8...a6 9.0-0-0²
 
8...Qe6† 9.Be3 Qxd5 10.Nxd5 Ne6 11.0-0-0² White’s standard plan in such positions is to harass the d6-bishop with a
 knight. 11...Nc6 (11...0-0 12.Nd2 Rd8 13.Ne4 Bf8 14.Be2² Romero Ruscalleda – Vives Esmerat, Spain 2003) 12.Nd2
 Bd7 13.Ne4 Be7 14.Be2 0-0-0 15.Bxa7!± In Chandler – Gulko, Reykjavik 1991, White had won a safe pawn.
 
9.0-0-0

Again Black can try many moves.
 
9...Nc6

9...a6 10.Be3 Qc6 11.Ne5 Qxd5 12.Nxd5± White has various threats including Nb6 and Nc4.
 
9...h6 10.Be3 Qe7 11.Nd4² Heading for f5 to secure the bishop pair.
 
10.Nb5²
 



Chasing the bishop as ever. A couple of GM games will suffice as examples.
 
10...Qg4

Or 10...Qe6 11.Nxd6 cxd6 12.Be3 Qxd5 13.Rxd5± was Becerra Rivero – Hoffman, Matanzas 1994.
 
11.Nxd6 cxd6 12.Be3 Be6 13.Qxd6 Ne4 14.Qa3 Rfd8 15.Bd3±

White has the bishop pair and an extra pawn; Tiviakov finished smoothly.

15...Nf6 16.Bg5 Nb4 17.h3 Qxg2?
Dropping a piece, but even after 17...Nxd3† 18.Rxd3 White is simply a pawn up for nothing.

 
18.Rhg1

When taking on g2, perhaps Black forgot that the knight is indirectly defended.



 
18...Qxf2 19.Bxf6 Qe3† 20.Kb1 Bxa2† 21.Ka1 Qb6 22.Rxg7† Kf8 23.Rxh7

1–0
After 2...d6 3.d4 the move 3...Nf6 has all but disappeared from serious chess, as White can force an advantage by

 playing 4.dxe5 Nxe4 5.Qd5.
 

Hanham Variation – 1...d6 and 3...Nbd7
 

GAME 77

Niclas Huschenbeth – Giulio Borgo

Olbia 2008
 
1.e4 d6 2.d4 Nf6 3.Nc3 Nbd7

A move order for players who wish to keep the queens on. It is a poor choice, in my view, as the lines Black allows
 are far more threatening than the one he avoids.
 
The queen-exchange line avoided is 3...e5 4.dxe5 dxe5 5.Qxd8† Kxd8 which Black should be delighted to see, as
 4.dxe5 levels the space for no gain. The database says I have scored 13/17 from here, which is not bad with Black.

4.g4!
A strong move that fits with our repertoire against 3...e5 (see Games 78 and 79).

 
4.Nge2 would transpose to Game 78 if Black would reply 4...e5, but other options include 4...g6 or even 4...c5 5.d5
 b5!?.
 
Of course 4.Nf3 e5 is inconsistent with our repertoire.
 
A strong option is 4.f4 but after 4...e5 there is huge theory and positions wildly different from the style of the rest of the



 chapter.

4...h6
Almost forced, as g4-g5 is a real positional threat.

 
4...c5 5.g5 cxd4 6.Qxd4ƒ
 
4...g6 5.g5 Nh5 6.Be3²
 
4...e5 5.g5 exd4

5...Ng8 6.Nf3 obviously favours White (...Ng8-f6-g8 is rarely a good plan). For example: 6...h6 7.Bc4 c6? 8.dxe5
 dxe5 9.Bxf7† Kxf7 10.Nxe5†+– was crushing in Motylev – Czebe, Mainz (rapid) 2008.

6.Qxd4
 



6...Ng8
6...Ng4 7.h3 A simple no-frills solution. (7.f4 is the more ambitious approach. For example: 7...h6 8.Be2 Nc5
 9.Qd1 hxg5 10.Bxg4 gxf4 11.Bxc8 Qh4† 12.Ke2 This seems to work well but could have some messy
 possibilities.) 7...Nge5 8.Be3²

7.Nf3 Ne7 8.Be3 Nc6 9.Qd2 Nde5 10.Nxe5 dxe5 11.Nd5²
Moiseenko – Miton, Trzcianka 2012.

 
5.h3 e5 6.Bg2

With Black’s knight committed to d7, ...exd4 can be met by Qxd4 with no fear of a harassing ...Nc6.
 
Possible is 6.Nge2 but it allows 6...b5. This is hardly devastating, but let’s make Black prepare this advance.
 
6...c6 7.Nge2 b5 8.a3 a5 9.0-0 Ba6 10.Ng3

This should become almost automatic. “He’s about to hit my c3-knight. I don’t want it knocked to the edge of the
 board. I need a square in the middle...”
 
10.d5÷ was messier in Greet – Borgo, Beijing (blitz) 2008, where Andrew eventually found a mate in the ending.
 
10...b4 11.Nce2²

Compare this position to Carlsen – Radjabov – see next page. There the pawn was on h7, and Black had played ...Be7
 and ...0-0. So has White gained one move or two? I shall leave that debate alone, but claim White has certainly gained
 something. He has played g2-g4 in one jump, and Black has been forced to play ...h6.
 
11...h5

Now it is definitely two moves White has gained, but otherwise White’s kingside play was flowing smoothly.
 
12.g5 h4 13.Nf5 Nh7 14.dxe5

As mentioned before, dxe5 is often a positional concession; it gives away White’s space advantage and allows the
 black pieces access to c5. In this case, White has an idea in mind, but I still prefer another option.
 
Principled and direct was: 14.axb4! axb4 15.f4ƒ Both white rooks are waking up, and the black king is looking for a
 safe home. For example 15...g6 16.Nh6 Bxh6 17.gxh6 0-0 would allow Black to castle, but I would not call that safety.



 
14...dxe5 15.axb4 axb4 16.g6!?

16...fxg6?
Asking for trouble. Instead 16...Nhf6 was close to equal.

 
17.Nd6† Bxd6

Now White’s advantage is assured, but 17...Ke7 was hardly appealing. One of many attacking ideas is: 18.Rxa6!?
 Rxa6 19.Nf4!? exf4 20.Bxf4+– White is a rook down but the black king is hamstrung; threats include e4-e5 or Qg4.
 Even the computer can’t defend Black’s position.
 
18.Qxd6 Bxe2 19.Qe6† Kf8 20.Rxa8 Qxa8 21.Qxd7 Qe8

Grabbing the exchange would sacrifice Black’s king: 21...Bxf1 22.Qd6†! Kf7 23.Bxf1+–
 
22.Qd6† Kg8 23.Re1 Bh5



Black escaped with a lucky draw after 24.f4. Instead his position would have collapsed after the simple 24.Qxb4, or
 also winning was developing the c1-bishop (to d2 or e3) followed by Re1-a1-a7.
 

Hanham Variation – 1...d6 and 3...e5

Black’s Rare 4th Moves
 

GAME 78

Kiril Georgiev – Jacques Elbilia

Turin Olympiad 2006
 
1.e4 d6 2.d4 Nf6 3.Nc3 e5

This is the move order I would recommend for Black and is by far the most important line covered in this chapter.
 3...e5 is hugely popular at all levels, as Black players understand that 4.dxe5 and then exchanging queens is not a
 particularly threatening approach (as I mentioned in the previous game).
 
4.Nge2!?



I have played the Hanham Philidor for over two decades and this seemingly quiet development on e2 bothers me
 more than the apparently active 4.Nf3. It’s all about staying out of the kingside pawns’ way. White plans a gradual
 kingside expansion to push Black off the end of the board. The destination of the white king remains flexible. It is
 reasonable to castle kingside and still play f2-f4 and g2-g4.
 
We shall consider various minor options before getting to the main move.
 
4...Nbd7

Now that a transposition to the Antoshin variation is no longer possible, White has a wider choice.
 
4...c6!? An unusual and tricky move order. 5.g3! (In this case I am unconvinced by 5.a4 after 5...Be7 6.g3 exd4 7.Nxd4
 d5= when we reach an Antoshin position where a2-a4 is less relevant than ...c7-c6.) 5...b5 6.a3 Be7 7.Bg2 Black’s
 move order has allowed him to play ...b7-b5, but, as we shall see, allowing ...b7-b5 and meeting it with a2-a3 is just as
 valid a plan in the main lines as a2-a4.
 
4...Nc6, rare, but not so weak. 5.d5 Given as dubious by Bauer, but my engines and I disagree. It’s the simplest way to
 avoid the headache of analysing transpositions with ...exd4 every move. 5...Ne7 6.Ng3!?N A strangely obvious move
 to be a novelty. White has a space advantage in an unexplored position. What follows is just an example. 6...g6 (Bauer
 mentioned that, in general, Black could undermine the centre with ...c6, but after 6...c6 7.Bg5 White keeps a grip,
 especially as 7...Ng6 8.Nh5 is annoying.) 7.h4 h5 8.Bg5 Bg7 9.Qd2ƒ White castles long; Black castles short. Similar
 positions are known with a white pawn on c4, but that gives Black a hook to open lines.
 
4...g6 A rare move, trying to transpose to a Pirc, which we can prevent. 5.dxe5!?N 5...dxe5 6.Qxd8† Kxd8 In the
 position after 3...e5, I think White should avoid such exchanges, but now ...g7-g6 is pointless while our extra move
 Nge2 is useful. For example: 7.Bg5 Be7 8.Rd1† Nbd7 9.Nc1!?² The knight might find a good square on d3.
 
Of course 4...exd4 5.Nxd4 will transpose elsewhere in the chapter, depending on whether Black develops his bishop on
 e7 or g7.
 
4...Be7 is the main move and will be considered next in Game 79.
 
5.h3!?

It is curious to claim h2-h3 as a critical and ambitious attempt, but it is. White’s plans include pushing the g- and f-



pawns to the 4th rank, so 5.h3 retains the possibility of making these pushes in one jump.
 
5.f3 and 5.g3 are also possible, but in the latter case note that Black can play 5...g6 and transpose to a line of the Pirc
 that is not part of our repertoire.

5...exd4
Naturally, Black has many options:

 
5...c6 6.g4 Not the only move of course (also possible was 6.a4 or 6.Be3). 6...b5 7.a3 As usual, Black could play half a
 dozen moves from here. 7...g6 Now after 8.Be3!? or 8.Bg2!? Bb7 9.Be3, as in Neuman – Pribyl, Czech Republic 2004,
 White will start the middlegame with a traditional edge.
 
5...Be7 6.Be3 0-0 7.g4 c6 8.Bg2 b5 (8...Nb6 9.0-0 Re8 10.b3 Qc7 11.a4 a5 12.Ng3² B. Smith – Remecki, Novi Sad
 2011) 9.a3 a5 10.Ng3 (10.0-0!?N 10...Ba6 11.b4²) 10...Ba6 11.g5 Ne8 12.h4 b4 13.Nce2÷ Rasmussen – Aabling
 Thomsen, Bronshoj 2010.
 
5...g6 6.g4 Bg7 7.Bg2 0-0 8.Be3 a6 9.a4 This is a standard set-up from the Fianchetto variation of the Pirc, where
 expanding with g4 and f4 is the usual plan. Of course, in this case White is a tempo ahead as g4 was achieved in one
 leap. 9...b6 10.0-0 Bb7 11.f4 exd4 Now in Fressinet – Vachier-Lagrave, Clichy 2011, White recaptured with the knight,
 when his centre proved a little loose. Instead the standard recapture (when ...Nc6 is not an option in reply) is 12.Bxd4.
 For example, 12...Re8 13.Ng3² with a secure centre and useful space advantage.
 
6.Qxd4 Be7 7.g4 Ne5 8.Bg2²



White has more space and can expand further on the kingside. There are many ways to play this middlegame, but the
 rest of the game is a fun example:
 
8...Ng6 9.Rg1!?

Making a space on h1 for the bishop in case of ...Nh4.
 
9...h6 10.b3 Bd7 11.Bb2 c5 12.Qd2 Bc6 13.0-0-0 Qa5 14.Ng3 Nh4 15.Bh1 0-0-0 16.f4 g6 17.Kb1

White’s play seems to flow more easily; partly it’s the position and partly it’s his Super-GM skills.
 
17...Kb8 18.Qf2 Nd7 19.e5 dxe5 20.Nd5 Bxd5 21.Rxd5

As fine a bishop pair as you will ever see.

21...Nb6 22.Rxe5 Nc8 23.Ne4 Qc7 24.Rxe7



1–0
Black gave up as 24...Qxe7 25.Be5† Ka8 26.Nxc5 is too gruesome to face.

 



1...d6 and 4...Be7
 

GAME 79

Alexander Grischuk – Alexander Morozevich

Moscow (blitz) 2006
 
1.e4 d6 2.d4 Nf6 3.Nc3 e5 4.Nge2!? Be7

Since ...exd4 is still possible, Black retains the option of transposing to the Antoshin Variation, so White must choose
 his next move with care.
 
5.g3!

After either 5.h3 or 5.f3 Black can play 5...exd4 and transpose to lines of the Antoshin where White has chosen an
 inferior variation. For example 5.f3 exd4 6.Nxd4 0-0 7.Be3 d5! and Black is already at least equal.

5...0-0
Natural and best.

 
5...b5?! looks lively for a minute, but it fizzles to a depressing conclusion. 6.Nxb5! Nxe4 7.Bg2 Bb7 8.0-0 a6 9.Nbc3
 Nxc3 10.Nxc3 Bxg2 11.Kxg2² In Ghosh – Koshy, Bhiwani 2010, Black’s three pawn islands gave him the weaker
 structure.
 
6.Bg2 c6 7.a4

Delaying the appearance of a black pawn on b5. White can also allow ...b7-b5 and then stall it with a2-a3. In either
 case, White has a position that requires no theoretical knowledge; general ideas are enough. The c1-bishop usually
 belongs on e3, with h2-h3 first to avoid ...Ng4 harassment. With the pawn on a4, castling short is on the cards,
 followed by gradual kingside expansion. The position requires a controlled build-up from White.

For Black, speaking from experience, it is a frustrating line to meet. By the time ...b5-b4 is possible, it is unlikely to



 be much of a threat. White often arranges g3-g4 and Ne2-g3, so that the attacked knight on c3 can swing smoothly to
 e2.
 
I will offer an example of White allowing ...b7-b5:
7.0-0!? b5 8.a3

Anything can happen from here, so let’s see one high-class example.
8...Nbd7 9.h3 a5 10.g4 Ba6 11.Ng3 b4 12.Nce2

12...bxa3
The central break with 12...d5 is an idea White should always have an eye on. 13.exd5 Nxd5 14.axb4! A novelty
 when I first analysed it, but now played in Matsenko – Vokoun, Prague 2016. The idea is to open up the a1-rook
 and avoid having a weak pawn on a2. A few previous games have tended to allow ...bxa3. 14...axb4 15.Nf5N
 15...Bf6 16.Re1² It’s not huge, but White is a little more comfortable.

13.Rxa3 d5 14.Re3
A strange square for a rook in the early middlegame, but Black cannot exploit it.

14...dxe4 15.Re1 Qc7 16.Nf5²
Carlsen – Radjabov, Biel 2007. If this line is good enough for Carlsen...



7...Nbd7
Again, Black has a wide range to choose from; for White, memorizing all the ‘theory’ is neither possible nor

 necessary. A few key ideas are enough.
 
7...Re8 8.h3 Qc7 9.Be3 Nbd7 10.0-0 Nb6 11.b3 a5 12.g4 Bf8 13.Ng3² Kazhgaleyev – Gallegos, Internet 2004.
 
7...Na6 8.0-0 Be6 (8...Nb4 9.a5 Re8 10.h3 Rb8

This was Panarin – Khegay, Yekaterinburg 2013, when White decided on 11.Kh2, but simpler and more active was
 11.Be3N²) 9.h3 Nb4 10.Be3 Qc8 11.Kh2 Re8 12.f4 exd4 13.Nxd4 Bf8 14.Qd2 Bc4 15.Rfe1² Spasov – Janev,
 Panagyurishte 2012.
 
7...a5 8.0-0 Na6

This is one of the few positions to remember, as it is a rare case where I suggest not putting the bishop on e3;



 there is a simple reason.

9.b3!?
After 9.h3 Nb4 10.Be3 exd4 11.Nxd4 (11.Bxd4!? is possible) 11...d5 in Ni Hua – Matamoros Franco, Beijing
 2008, Black had equalized as if White takes on d5 then ...Nxd5 will hit the e3-bishop.

9...Nb4 10.Bb2

10...Re8
Now 10...exd4 11.Nxd4 d5 12.exd5 Nfxd5 13.Nxd5 Nxd5 hits nothing, so White can be a fraction more active
 after: 14.Qf3 Bf6 15.Rad1²

11.Qd2 Bf8 12.Rfe1 g6 13.Rad1
In Granda Zuniga – Cuenca Jimenez, La Roda 2010, White had an edge that is typical of this line; more space leading

 to easier development leading to who-knows-what in the middlegame.
 



8.0-0 b6
Or 8...Re8 9.a5 Rb8 10.h3 b5 11.axb6 axb6 12.g4 h6 13.Ng3² was Naiditsch – Matamoros Franco, Beijing 2008.

 
9.h3

9...Bb7
The natural move, but there is an alternative plan: 9...h5!? Not quite as mad as it looks, though castling kingside plus

 ...h7-h5 is an odd mix. 10.Be3 Re8 11.Qd2 Bf8 12.f3!? a6 13.g4 hxg4 14.hxg4 Nh7 and now 15.Rf2 Be7 ½–½ A.
 Kovacevic – Pikula, Kopaonik 2005, was a little wet.

Punchier was 15.d5!N 15...c5 16.Kf2ƒ planning to double on the h-file.
 
10.Be3

Calm and controlled is the theme.
Wilder was 10.g4 g6 11.Ng3 Ne8 12.Bh6 Ng7 13.f4÷ as in Ni Hua – S. Novikov, Dagomys 2010.

 
10...a6 11.g4 b5 12.Ng3 g6 13.f4 b4 14.Nce2²

As mentioned above, this is a standard dance; White’s minor pieces remain well centralized.



14...exd4 15.Qxd4 c5 16.Qd2 Nb6 17.b3 a5 18.Rad1 Qc7 19.g5 Nfd7 20.h4 Rfe8 21.h5
The kingside expansion is running like clockwork. The white king is not endangered, as no black piece can get within

 half-a-board of him.
 
21...Bf8 22.c4 bxc3 23.Nxc3 Ba6 24.Nb5 Bxb5 25.axb5 a4 26.hxg6 hxg6 27.e5 d5

If 27...axb3 28.Bxa8 Rxa8 29.exd6 Qb7 and Black looks to have some play, but after 30.Qd3! c4 31.Qe4² White
 keeps control.
 
28.Bxd5 Nxd5 29.Qxd5 Nb6

30.Qh1!+–
This ends all doubt, or at least it would have done in anything other than a blitz game.



 
30...axb3 31.Ne4 Re6 32.Rf3

Also winning, among many others, was 32.f5 but the text move is easily good enough.
 
32...b2

33.Kg2??
Faltering just at the last; of course lack of time is the explanation. White could collect a well-deserved point with

 33.Nf6† Rxf6 34.Rh3 Bg7 35.exf6 Ra1 36.Kf2!+– while 33.Rh3 Bg7 34.Nf6† is the same.
 
33...Qb7!

Now the action on the long light diagonal spins the result Black’s way.
 
34.Nf6† Rxf6 35.gxf6 Nc4 36.Kg3 Qe4 37.Bf2 Nd2! 38.Rc3

0–1
Despite just being a blitz game, this is a textbook example of White’s play, until the final half dozen moves.

 

Conclusion
 
The rare lines at the start of the chapter are generally rare for good reason with 3...Qe7 the most respectable, which
 suggests just how awful the rest are.
 
The Larsen Variation is like a fake Dragon where Black runs into real problems on the kingside. White should
 memorize a few move order subtleties, including 0-0-0 before f2-f3 to avoid ...d6-d5 equalizers, and the idea of playing
 Bd4-e3 to stop Black starting his queenside play with ...c7-c5.
 
The Antoshin Variation is a more solid line, but the fianchetto line I recommend allows White to keep control and an
 edge, regardless of whether the black knight chooses e4 or the more challenging g4 on move 7.
 
The most important Philidor lines are the ones where Black attempts to reach the Hanham tabiya. We will foil all of
 these attempts. The 1...e5 and 3...Nf6 move order is strongly met by 4.dxe5 and 5.Qd5 when White’s advantage has
 been solidly established for decades. Thus the 1...d6 move orders are more topical. 3...Nbd7 is powerfully met by 4.g4!,



 so critical is instead 3...e5. Now, based on my experience playing Black in this position, the most irritating line is
 4.Nge2 when White’s kingside can expand fluently. In this line there are few forcing lines, so understanding is more
 relevant than remembering deep theory.



1.e4 Nf6 2.e5
 

2...Ng8 (2...Ne4?! 450) Game 80 450

2...Nd5 3.d4 d6 (3...Nb6 453) 4.Nf3

 4...Nb6 Game 81 453

 4...Bf5 (4...e6 456) Game 82 456

 4...Nc6 Game 83 458

 4...dxe5 5.Nxe5 463

 5...c6 6.Be2

 6...Bf5 Game 84 463

 6...Nd7 7.Nf3

 7...Qc7 (7...N7f6 470; 7...e6 470) Game 85 469

 7...g6 Game 86 474

 5...Nd7 Game 87 477

 5...g6 Game 88 483

 4...g6 5.Bc4

 5...Nb6 Game 89 488

 5...c6 (5...dxe5 492; 5...Be6 492) Game 90 491

 4...Bg4 5.Be2

 5...e6 Game 91 495



 5...c6 Game 92 500

 
If I had to choose one word to describe Alekhine’s Defence it would be “provocative”. Black lures the e-pawn forward,
 and offers White an automatic space advantage. For a 1.e4 player, 1...Nf6 is not in the top half-dozen moves you will
 face most regularly, and yet this chapter is the biggest in the book. Why? Well, firstly because I have chosen to
 recommend the main line with 2.e5 Nd5 3.d4 d6 4.Nf3, and secondly because there are so many different lines Black
 can choose where White will benefit from precise knowledge and preparation. So a certain amount of homework is
 required, but the good news is that White generally has better chances (that’s why Alekhine’s Defence is relatively
 rare) and the lines you learn will remain effective for years to come – Alekhine theory is more settled and develops at a
 much slower pace than, say, Open Sicilian lines.
 
I will start with Black’s rarest options and move towards the more popular lines.



2...Ng8
 

GAME 80

John Shaw – Carlo Rossi

Birmingham 2000
 
1.e4 Nf6 2.e5

Obviously the knight always goes to d5, for certain values of ‘always’.
 
2...Ng8?!

This is barely worth mentioning, but I did play a fun game against it...
 
2...Ne4?!

A provocation or maybe a mouse slip, but not a good move. I will offer two brief options: an easy edge and an
 attempted refutation.

3.d3
The simple kick-and-keep-kicking plan works fine.
3.d4 is an attempt to win material by surrounding the knight. For example: 3...e6 (3...h6 4.h4!?N) 4.Nh3 h6 5.Qg4
 d5 6.f3 Ng5 7.Nxg5 hxg5 8.Bxg5 In Navratil – Vavra, Litomysl 2010, White was a pawn up for nothing.

3...Nc5 4.d4 Ne6 5.d5 Nc5

6.b4!? Nca6 7.a3²
Hermlin – Kiltti, Tampere 1998.



3.d4
My unreliable memory tells me that I picked up my d-pawn, assuming 2...Nd5 had been played, and then panicked as

 I could not see where Black’s knight had gone. Did that really happen or is my mind making up stories?
 
3...d5

The alternative is to move the pawn one square less:
3...d6 4.Nf3 Bg4

Black’s claim is that on d5 the knight would be vulnerable and often pushed away to a poor square on b6. True,
 but g8 is hardly an improvement.

5.h3 Bh5
5...Bxf3 6.Qxf3² is a simple bishop-pair edge.

6.g4! Bg6 7.e6!



A direct and principled approach which ruins Black’s structure.
7...fxe6

8.Bc4!?N
8.Ng5 Qd7 9.Qe2 is also decent. However, it is worth highlighting 9.Qf3?! as a novelty to avoid. I started
 analysing 9...Qc6! (if 9...Nc6 10.Bd3! Black must allow another set of doubled pawns to appear, as the g6-
bishop must stay covering f7) 10.d5! when the computer suddenly gets all excited about White’s position. The
 idea is 10...Qxd5 (10...exd5? 11.Ne6 threatens the f8-bishop plus a Bb5 skewer-then-fork trick) 11.Qxd5 exd5
 12.Ne6 followed by a fork on c7 that will win material, as the king is tied to the defence of the f8-bishop.
 However, after 12...c5! Black has a mighty pawn centre with two extra pawns, and he will inevitably win back
 the trapped knight on a8. Give the machine time to think, and it will eventually admit that White is equal at best.
The text move was recommended by Greet, and is a much simpler route to an advantage. The idea is:

8...d5 9.Bd3
White has great compensation and will probably be able to win back the e6-pawn whenever he feels like it. Just as

 importantly, Black will have a hard time developing his kingside pieces, especially the f8-bishop.
 
My opponent’s move reaches an Advance Caro-Kann where the pawn is still on c7 and it is White to move instead of
 Black. If White played slowly now, then Black might win back one of the lost tempos by playing ...c7-c5 in one jump,
 but we will instead seize the initiative with our next move.



4.c4!²
I would suggest remembering no further. White is obviously better and you will probably never face 2...Ng8 anyway.

 My colleague IM Andrew Greet suggested some later improvements on my play in Beating Unusual Chess Defences: 1
 e4 (this was back when Andrew was writing excellent books for the wrong company). I generally agree with his
 analysis, but suggest just starting to play from here, as there is no reason to suspect anyone will ever follow Black’s
 play over the next few moves.
 
4...Nc6

Black can also choose to be worse after other moves such as 4...c6, 4...e6 or 4...dxc4. In the third case, consider if
 Black had been playing a Queen’s Gambit Accepted and had decided, after 1.d4 d5 2.c4 dxc4 3.e4 Nf6 4.e5, he would
 rather play 4...Ng8 than 4...Nd5. Eccentric would be putting it kindly.
 
5.Be3 Bf5 6.cxd5 Qxd5 7.Nc3 Qd7 8.Nf3

The improvement I would suggest is 8.e6!?N when, due to possible pawn forks, Black must reply 8...fxe6. Black’s
 ugly structure gives White beautiful compensation after either 9.Rc1!? or 9.Bb5!?. In the latter case, please note the fun
 possibility of Qa4, inflicting two pairs of doubled isolated pawns.



8...e6 9.Be2 Nge7 10.0-0 Nd5
This puts Black in QGA style, but a couple of tempos down. It also surrenders the bishop pair, so instead 10...h6 was

 advisable, though 11.Rc1 maintains an edge for White.
 
11.Nh4 Nxc3 12.bxc3 Be4 13.f3 Bg6 14.Nxg6 fxg6?

This surprised me almost as much as move 2, and I am still not sure what the idea was. Instead 14...hxg6 was natural,
 although Black is still clearly worse.
 
15.Rb1 Rb8 16.Rb3 Ne7 17.Qb1 b6 18.Qe4 Qd5

19.c4
With a lead in development, the bishop pair and a space advantage, I can play whatever I fancy.



 
19...Qb7 20.Bd3 Nf5 21.Bf2 Be7 22.Qxb7 Rxb7 23.g4 Nh4 24.Be4 Rb8 25.Bc6† Kf7 26.f4 h5

This loses a piece but normal moves were equally hopeless.
 

27.Bxh4 Bxh4 28.g5 Rbd8 29.d5 Ke7 30.Rh3

1–0
 
We will now begin our investigation of 2...Nd5.



Early ...Nb6 Lines
 

GAME 81

Zbynek Hracek – Michal Konopka

Ostrava 2010
 
1.e4 Nf6 2.e5 Nd5 3.d4

3...d6
A related line to the one we will see in this game is:

3...Nb6 4.Nf3
4.a4!? is also a good alternative.

4...d5
This is the independent line. Black plans to develop his c8-bishop then lock the chain with ...e6. This has scored
 well for Black, probably because many White players are unaware of the 3...Nb6 line’s existence.
4...d6 transposes to the main game.

5.Bd3!?
A logical solution, taking away the chance of ...Bf5, so...

5...Bg4 6.h3 Bxf3
This concession is all but forced as 6...Bh5?! 7.g4 Bg6 8.e6!‚ is best avoided by Black.

7.Qxf3 e6
Now White should be precise with his move order to avoid any later ...Na4 tricks.



8.c3!
8.Be3!? is an equally valid move order, though it feels more natural to solidify our pawn chain before committing
 the bishop.
The move order I think White should avoid is the most commonly played one: 8.0-0 c5 9.c3 My line originally
 stopped here, claiming an edge for White, but then we noticed that after the natural 9...Nc6 10.Be3, Lakdawala
 had suggested 10...Na4!. This leads to needless confusion for White after 11.b3 Nxc3 or 11.Qe2 c4.
After the text move, there will be no early drama. For example:

8...c5 9.Be3 Nc6 10.Nd2!N²
White has more space and the bishop pair, and ...Na4 ideas would be a waste of time after Rb1.

 
4.Nf3

There are many other moves to test Black, but the text is the most respected choice at GM level, and has been the
 main line for decades.
 
4...Nb6

A tricky line that works best as a surprise weapon. A well-prepared White player should be happy to see it. Black’s
 main idea is to play a ...g6 set-up while cutting out the critical Bc4 reply.



5.a4!
The best way to punish Black’s choice.

 
5...a5 6.Nc3!

Rapid development and eyeing the weakened b5-square.
 
6...dxe5

Various other moves have been tested, but there is no path to equality.
 
6...g6 7.exd6 cxd6 (7...exd6 8.Bg5 Be7 9.Bh6 Bf8 10.Qd2²; 7...Qxd6 8.Nb5 Qd8 9.Bf4 Na6 10.Be5 f6 11.Bg3²
 Rublevsky – Laketic, Novi Sad 2000)

8.Bb5† Bd7 9.0-0 Bg7 10.Re1 0-0 11.Bg5 Re8 12.Qd2² As in Timman – Essing, Willemstad 2003, and various other



 games.
 
6...Bg4?!

This is a luxury Black cannot afford. As long as White plays aggressively on the light squares, he will seize a
 strong initiative.

7.h3 Bh5
Clearly 7...Bxf3 8.Qxf3 is a huge concession.
Now, as I suggested, almost any attacking move on a light square will work.

8.e6!?
8.d5!? is also strong; alternatively, 8.g4 Bg6 9.e6 fxe6 10.Ng5 is an old ECO suggestion, which is also promising.

8...fxe6 9.Be2 Bxf3
Otherwise Ng5 was coming.

10.Bxf3 c6 11.Qe2‚



In Christiansen – Alburt, South Bend 1981, Black’s extra pawn was no comfort at all; the game was a rout.
 
7.Nxe5 N8d7 8.Bf4

White’s rapid development means threats appear almost automatically.

8...c6
A natural way to cover b5 and d5.

 
8...Nxe5 9.Bxe5 c6 10.Qh5!?

This move offers a fine mix of sound and trappy.
10...Qd7?

Black had to try either 10...e6N 11.Ne4ƒ or 10...Nd7N 11.Rd1 g6 12.Qe2 Nxe5 13.Qxe5 f6 14.Qe3ƒ.
Black’s last move is an unfortunate attempt to reduce the pressure with ...Qf5. In Oral – Sergeev, Czech Republic



 2006, White sadly missed the pretty refutation:

11.Nb5!N 11...Nd5 12.Bc4
Breaking the defence of c7, for example:

12...e6 13.Bxd5
Even stronger is 13.0-0!, taunting Black with the knowledge that he has no useful moves.

13...cxb5 14.Bb3+–
 
9.Qf3!?

A move full of menace.
9.Bd3!? is also fine, for example: 9...Nxe5 10.Bxe5 Nd7 11.Qe2 Nxe5 12.dxe5 Qb6 13.0-0-0 Be6 14.Bc4 Bxc4

 15.Qxc4² D. Mastrovasilis – Suba, Brasov 2011.

9...Nf6?



Allowing the e5-knight to survive is too dangerous.
 
9...Nxe5 was close to essential. 10.dxe5 Be6 11.Qe3 Nd5 12.Nxd5 Qxd5 13.Be2ƒ
 
9...e6 is the only other non-losing move, but then 10.Ne4ƒ again leaves Black needing to take on e5.
 
10.d5!

Black doesn’t seem to have done anything absurd, yet he is already absolutely lost.
 
10...Nbxd5

No better is: 10...cxd5 11.Bb5† Bd7 12.Nxd7 Nbxd7 13.Nxd5+–
 
11.Nxd5 Qxd5

11...Nxd5 fails to 12.Nxf7.

12.Bc4 Qxf3 13.Bxf7† Kd8 14.gxf3
Material is level, but soon all White’s pieces will target the black king.

 
14...e6 15.0-0-0† Ke7 16.Rhe1 g6 17.Bxg6

This tactic works fine, but White could also have won with a simple move such as 17.Be3.
 



17...Bg7 18.Be4 Rd8 19.Rxd8 Kxd8 20.Rg1 Bf8 21.Bg5 Be7 22.Bh4 Bd7 23.Rg7

1–0
 
Having dealt with the early ...Nb6, we will move on to a couple of Black’s rare but not stupid alternatives on move 4.



4...Bf5 and 4...e6
 

GAME 82

Wesley So – Marat Dzhumaev

Vung Tau 2008
 
1.e4 Nf6 2.e5 Nd5 3.d4 d6 4.Nf3 Bf5

The bishop finds a healthy square, but it lacks a direct purpose.
 
4...e6 could also be placed in the not-disastrous-but-not-especially-good category. For example, 5.c4 Nb6 6.exd6 cxd6
 7.Nc3² when Black is fairly solid but lacking in space and activity, especially for his bishops.
 

5.Bd3
The most common reply and a sensible way to accelerate White’s development.
5.Nh4!? is also logical, but a move to avoid is 5.c4?! when 5...Nb4 6.Na3 e6 should have been comfortable for Black

 in Fedorchuk – Brochet, Evry 2005.
 
5...Bxd3

Unless Black wishes to allow doubled pawns (somewhere or other) this is the likely reply.
 
5...Qd7 6.0-0 just delays the likely exchange. For example: 6...Bxd3 7.Qxd3 e6 8.c4 Nb6 9.exd6 cxd6² I could stop
 here, but a couple more moves will show a useful positional idea:



10.Nc3 Be7 11.d5! In Godena – Tocchioni, Bratto 2007, White had fixed a weakness on d6 and secured his own space
 advantage.
5...Bg4 is more witty than effective. 6.c4 (Of course 6.Be2 transposes to a main line) 6...Nb6 7.h3 Now Black should
 take on f3 and accept a slight disadvantage, as retreating is much worse: 7...Bh5? 8.g4!N 8...Bg6 9.Bxg6 hxg6 10.e6!±
 
6.Qxd3 Nc6

A sensible developer but of course many moves are possible. A few examples:
 
6...c6 is best avoided due to 7.e6ƒ as in L. Milov – Ljubisavljevic, Pescara 2007.
 
6...dxe5 7.Nxe5 Nd7 8.Qb3!? Nxe5 9.dxe5 Rb8 10.c4 (the thematic 10.e6!?N also looks attractive) 10...Nb6 11.Be3²
 Nolte – Garma, Manila 2008.



7.Qb3!?
In a later game Dzhumaev faced a line that is an even simpler solution: 7.0-0 e6 8.c4 Nde7 9.exd6 Qxd6 10.Nc3²

 Bobras – Dzhumaev, Cappelle-la-Grande 2009.
 
7...e6 8.exd6 Qxd6 9.0-0 0-0-0 10.Rd1²

Black is just a touch worse, but the opposite-side castling seems to provoke an excessive reaction from him.
 
10...Nf4

I would prefer the simple 10...Qd7, opening developing options for the bishop.
 
11.Nc3 g5

This is more loosening than attacking.
 
12.Bxf4 Qxf4 13.d5

13...Nb4?
Black is trying to make something happen, but this is a swing and a miss.

 
13...exd5 14.Nxd5 Qf5² was still respectable.
 
14.dxe6 Bc5 15.Ne2

Of course the engine sees a pawn en prise, and wants it: 15.exf7! and if 15...g4? 16.Qe6† White wins quickly.
 
15...Qf6 16.Qc4 g4 17.Nfd4



17...Bd6?
Abject retreat with 17...Na6 was essential, but that is hardly the way to justify a pawn sac.

 
18.exf7 Nd5 19.Nb5+–

Everything falls apart.
 
19...Qxf7 20.Nec3 Qf4 21.Nxd6† Qxd6 22.Rxd5

Dzhumaev is a strong GM, but everyone occasionally has a bad day at the office.

1–0
 
It’s time to move on to a more demanding sideline.



4...Nc6
 

GAME 83

Gonzalez Vidal – Narciso Dublan

Montcada i Reixac 2011
 
1.e4 Nf6 2.e5 Nd5 3.d4 d6 4.Nf3 Nc6

A provocative line that is occasionally used by strong players as a surprise weapon. The famous example is when
 Ivanchuk needed to beat Ponomariov with Black to stay in their World Championship match; it didn’t work on that
 occasion, and you can find the game mentioned in the note to move 13.

5.c4
Let’s allow ourselves to be provoked.

 
A sensible alternative is 5.Bb5!? as recommended by Greet.
 
5...Nb6 6.e6!?

This is the standard, and critical, follow-up.
 
6...fxe6



Obviously forced, as the bishop capture would allow a pawn fork. Let’s pause for a moment to take in Black’s two
 standard plans:
 
1) ...g7-g6, as otherwise the f8-bishop is slumbering.
2) ...e6-e5, meeting d4-d5 with ...Nd4, returning the pawn, followed by playing ...e5 (again!) to free Black’s game.
 
7.Nc3

7.h4!? is seems a logical alternative when we recall that ...g7-g6 is on the cards, but it is not so useful against the ...e5
 plan.
 
7...g6

This is the main line by far, and I think it is Black’s best bet. Other moves give White an easy advantage:
 
7...Nd7?!

This weakens e6 to a dangerous extent.
8.d5! exd5 9.cxd5 Nce5 10.Nd4 Nf6



My database has five games reaching this position, with no one playing the obvious check:
11.Bb5†!N 11...Bd7

11...Kf7 12.f4 feels like the start of a miniature.
12.Ne6 Qc8 13.Bxd7† Qxd7 14.0-0±

The knight is a beast, and 14...c6 15.Bg5! leaves it solidly entrenched as 15...cxd5 16.Nxd5 is a simple tactical
 defence.
 
7...e5

This is a standard idea, but premature in my view.
8.d5

8...Nd4
This is compulsory, as 8...Nb4? 9.a3 Na6 10.Ng5 is instant ugliness.



9.Nxd4 exd4 10.Qxd4 e5 11.dxe6 Bxe6 12.Be3
Black’s problem is that the pressure on g7 makes it hard for him to develop the f8-bishop. His only real solution is
 to allow a permanent weakening of his kingside structure with:

12...Qf6 13.Qxf6 gxf6 14.b3²
As in Korneev – Exposito Portillo, Seville 2001, and various other games.

8.h4
As noted above, this is a standard concept.

 
8...Bg7 9.Be3

9.h5 e5! gives Black decent counterplay in the centre.
 
9...0-0



One of two equally valid move orders.
 
9...e5 10.d5 leaves the knight looking in vain for a good square: 10...Nb4?! (10...Nd4 should transpose to the game, and
 is surely Black’s best bet. Alternatively, 10...Na5?! 11.Nd2 was good for White in a computer game, and 11.Ng5!?N
 also looks strong.) 11.a3 Na6 Black’s knight is poorly placed and both 12.Ng5 and 12.h5 are excellent for White.
 
9...d5 leaves the e5-square weak and buries the c8-bishop. 10.c5 Nd7 (10...Nc4 11.Bxc4 dxc4 12.Qa4± Nunn –
 Vaganian, London 1986)

11.h5 (This has been the universal choice so far, although 11.Bb5!?N is equally sensible) 11...Nf8 12.Bb5² Kilpatrick –
 Dimitrov, Athens 2012.

10.h5 e5
This is the usual reply.

 



10...gxh5? was once played by Aronian but it is a poor choice, especially after 11.Bd3!N‚ with a vicious attack.
 
11.d5 Nd4

Returning the pawn is the wisest course, and nothing else has ever been played.
 
11...Na5?! 12.hxg6 hxg6 is obviously promising for White. 13.b3± seems simplest, although 13.Bd3ƒ must also be
 good.
 
12.Nxd4 exd4 13.Bxd4

13...Bxd4
Instead one of the most famous games with 4...Nc6 continued 13...g5?!. Ivanchuk needed to win with Black to keep

 his World Championship hopes alive, but Ponomariov dealt with the situation convincingly. 14.Bxg7 Kxg7 15.h6†
 Kg8 16.Qd2 e5 17.Rh5 g4 18.Qg5† Qxg5 19.Rxg5† Kh8 20.Rg7 Rf6 21.Rxc7 Rxh6 22.b4 In Ponomariov – Ivanchuk,
 Moscow (7.7) 2002, a draw was agreed. Black is essentially lost, but for Ponomariov a draw was just as good.
 
14.Qxd4 e5

Totally standard, but 14...g5N is also worth a quick look. White has a range of options but one logical sequence is:
 15.h6 e5 16.dxe6 Qf6 17.Qxf6 Rxf6 18.Rh5 Bxe6 19.Rxg5† Kh8 20.b3²
 
15.dxe6 Qf6

This is a commonly reached position, with over twenty games in the database.



16.0-0-0
One of two promising lines.

 
The other is:
16.Qxf6 Rxf6 17.hxg6 hxg6

17...Rxe6† 18.Kd2 is similar.
18.e7 Be6?!

18...Re6† 19.Kd2 Rxe7 is necessary, although 20.Bd3 Bf5 21.Rh6 leads to an endgame where White can play for
 a win without risk.
The text move is an instructive mistake. Black is hoping to pick up the e7-pawn under ideal circumstances, but
 White can punish him as follows.

19.c5! dxc5
 



20.Bb5!N
20.0-0-0 was good for White in Petrik – Slacky, Banska Stiavnica 2010, but the text move is even better. The
 point is:

20...c6 21.0-0-0 Re8 22.Ne4! Rf7 23.Rd8 Bd7 24.Bd3±
As pointed out by Jones.

 
16...Bxe6 17.hxg6 hxg6

Black is also a little worse after: 17...Qxd4 18.gxh7† Kh8 19.Rxd4 Rxf2 20.Ne4²
 
18.f3²

It’s not much but White does have an edge in a classic ‘two-results’ style position.

18...Rae8



In a previous game, Narciso Dublan had preferred 18...Kg7. In Kobalia – Narciso Dublan, Rijeka 2010, White now
 put the knight on b5 and later drew, but instead 19.Qxf6†N 19...Rxf6 20.Rd4 is similar to the game.
 
19.Qxf6 Rxf6 20.Rd4

I can imagine the position being a draw with perfect play, but White will be the one pressing. Over the board, Black’s
 position is not easy to defend.
 
20...Kg7 21.Rdh4 Bg8 22.Bd3 Re5 23.Kd2 d5

24.f4! Rh5
24...Re7 25.cxd5 Rd6 was safer, but White can still niggle away after 26.Rg4 intending f4-f5.

 
25.Rxh5 gxh5 26.Rxh5 Nxc4† 27.Bxc4 dxc4 28.Rg5† Kf8 29.Ke3

Now the imbalance leads to a fun game; White has the more active king and a 2–0 majority that is easier to advance
 than Black’s 4–2.
 
29...Rd6 30.Rf5† Kg7 31.Rg5† Kf8 32.Rf5† Kg7 33.Re5 Kf8 34.f5 a6 35.g4 Rb6 36.Na4 Rb4 37.Nc5 c3 38.Nd7†
 Kg7 39.Re7† Kh8 40.bxc3 Rxg4

The rest of the game abounds in pretty tactics.



41.Ne5! Rg7 42.f6 Rg2 43.c4 b5 44.Kf3 Rg1 45.Kf2 Rg5 46.f7 Rf5†
The only way to play on was 46...Kg7, hoping after 47.fxg8=Q† Kxg8 to exchange all White’s pawns; naturally this

 should not succeed.
 
47.Kg3

47...Kg7
47...Bxf7 drops the bishop and the rook after 48.Nxf7†.

 
48.f8=Q†! Kxf8 49.Ng6#



4...dxe5
 
This early central exchange can lead to a huge range of styles of position, from solid to total madness, depending on
 how Black follows up. After 5.Nxe5 we will start with the sane 5...c6 before diving into the sacrificial insanity of
 5...Nd7. Finally there is 5...g6, which I have left until last in this section so it can stand next to its soulmate 4...g6.
 

GAME 84

Sergey Karjakin – Gata Kamsky

Beijing 2012
 
1.e4 Nf6 2.e5 Nd5 3.d4 d6 4.Nf3 dxe5 5.Nxe5 c6

For a couple of years, this was a low-theory way for Black to reach a decent position and just play chess. Now White
 has figured it out, and there is a widely accepted route to an edge.

6.Be2
This move is established as the main line. White develops, prepares to castle, and keeps pawn pushes for later.

 
Note that c2-c4 is often a plan, but the immediate push allows a trick: 6.c4?! Nb4! Taking on d4 is a threat. 7.Be3 Bf5
 Now White has a nasty choice between 8.Na3 Nd7 when the b4-knight is active and secure, or 8.Nd3 e5! when Black
 is seizing the initiative.
 
Those looking for a quick shortcut out of theory, without playing a bad move, should consider: 6.Nf3!? The knight
 would almost certainly be challenged on e5 soon, and by pre-emptively retreating it, White keeps flexible about the
 destination of his king’s bishop. GM Vallejo Pons gave this clever line in his Chess24 lectures. It is not mentioned in
 the recent Sveshnikov book A Chess Opening Repertoire for Blitz and Rapid. A couple of Vallejo’s lines are:
 
a) 6...Bf5 7.Bd3 Bxd3 8.Qxd3 e6 9.0-0 Nd7 10.c4 with the knight coming to c3 and the bishop to f4.
 
b) 6...Bg4 7.h3 Bh5 8.c4 Nb4 9.Qb3! and the tactics work well for White, particularly as b7 is weak. Certainly Black



 could just give up his bishop on move 7, or choose a less ambitious square for his knight on move 8, but then White
 should have a small but clear plus.
 
6...Bf5

6...Nd7 is considered in the next two games.
 
7.0-0 Nd7

Challenging the active knight is the most sensible move order.
 
7...e6 allows White many promising lines. One fresh example is: 8.c4 Nb4 9.Bg4N Now there can be no knight
 invasions on c2, so Black is knocked backwards. For example: 9...Bxg4 10.Nxg4 Bd6 11.Nc3 0-0 12.a3 N4a6 13.Qe2²
 

8.Nf3 e6
This is the usual choice. Instead 8...h6 safeguards the f5-bishop, but wastes a potential developing move. White has

 several possible routes to an advantage:
 
a) 9.Bd3!? White can easily afford the stutter-step to reach d3, as Black is lagging in development. Now c2-c4 will
 arrive with tempo with no ...Nb4-c2 adventures possible. 9...Bxd3 10.Qxd3 e6 11.c4 N5f6 12.Bf4 Be7 13.Nc3 0-0
 14.Rad1² Ramesh – Cox, Isle of Man 2004.
 
b) 9.a3 would probably be my choice, preparing c2-c4 without any ...Nb4 complications. 9...e6 10.c4 N5f6 11.Bf4²



If Black develops normally then White will claim a typical slight advantage. Sveshnikov recommends the more
 enterprising 11...g5!? 12.Be3 Qc7 13.Nc3 Ng4 in his recent book, but White still has promising play after various
 moves, including 14.b4!?N. If Black decides to castle long, then our pawn storm has a ready-made hook in the c6-
pawn.
 
c) The most ambitious and fun line is:
9.c4!? Nb4

Safer but less challenging is 9...N5f6 when White has an improved version of the previous line. 10.d5!? is one of
 many good options available.

10.Nc3
White can also consider: 10.a3!? Nc2 11.Ra2 Nxd4 12.Qxd4 Bxb1 Unlike the similar line after 8...e6 there is no
 Bg5 trick here, but after 13.Ra1© White had ample compensation for the pawn in R. Jones – J. Garcia, Cardiff



 2010, due to Black’s poor development.
10...Nc2 11.Rb1 Nb4 12.Be3

12.Ra1 Nc2 is just a draw.
12...Bxb1 13.Qxb1©

White has fine compensation for the exchange, but this has been played and analysed frequently (in particular in
 Greet’s book), so further preparation would be wise. One critical line starts:

13...g6 14.Nh4 Rg8
White is better, but Black is resisting hard. I consider this too much work for a line you will probably never face; save
 your memory for variations of the Scotch and Caro-Kann that you will face dozens of times.

9.c4
Unlike the 8...h6 line, there is no need to prepare this, as the invasion on c2 fails directly.

 



9...N5f6
9...N5b6 is not a pretty square for a knight and it prevents the active ...Bd6, though on the plus side Nh4 is not

 possible. After 10.Nc3 Be7 11.Bf4² White’s edge is based on his greater space and more active pieces.
 
A less rational choice is:
9...Nb4?! 10.a3 Nc2

The critical move, but it doesn’t work.
10...Na6 is an oddly inconsistent move, but it was played fairly recently by an Alekhine expert. I cannot figure
 out why Black would rather have a knight on a6 than f6. The game was grim for Black: 11.Nc3 Be7 12.d5 It’s
 worth seeing a few more moves just to appreciate the simplicity of White’s plan: develop the rooks, then push
 straight through the middle. 12...c5 13.Bd3 Bxd3 14.Qxd3 Nb6 15.Bf4 0-0 16.Rad1 Bf6 17.Rfe1 The plan goes
 without a hitch. 17...h6 18.Ne5 exd5 19.cxd5 Bg5 20.Bxg5 Qxg5 21.d6 Rad8 22.Qe4 Rfe8 23.f4 Qf6 24.d7 Re6
 25.f5+– Hracek – Appel, Solingen 2013.

11.Ra2

11...Nxd4
11...c5? has been played three times and was once recommended by GM Alex Baburin, the leading Alekhine
 expert, but it loses directly. 12.dxc5!N+– This was suggested by Greet and it remains a novelty; White wins
 material after 12...Nxc5 13.b4 or 12...Bxc5 13.b4.
11...Qf6 12.b4! Nxd4 13.Nxd4 Bxb1 14.Rd2+– White has an overwhelming initiative for a mere pawn, with
 threats including Nxc6 and Bb2.

12.Qxd4 Bxb1 13.Bg5 f6 14.Rxb1 fxg5
The forcing line is over and Black has an extra pawn, but he has no development and a wrecked structure. White
 has a choice of good moves:

 



15.Qe3
A simple double hit.

15.Rd1!? is also strong.
15.b4!? Qf6 occurred in Alsina Leal – Bas Mas, Donostia 2013, when 16.Rd2!N± would have kept the advantage.
 If 16...Qxd4 17.Nxd4 White hits e6 hard, as 17...Ke7 18.Nxe6 Kxe6 19.Bg4† shows.

15...e5
15...Qf6 16.Nxg5± Peschlow – R. Hoffmann, Triesen 2010.

16.b4!
Stopping ...Bc5 and developing the a2-rook.

16...Qf6 17.Rd2±
Spashchansky – K. Sadler, Internet 2009.

 
10.Nc3

Sveshnikov recommends 10.Nh4, which also looks fine.



10...Bd6
10...Qc7 11.Nh4 is similar.

 
Black can safeguard his bishop with 10...h6 but simply 11.Bf4 as in Kociscak – Neumann, Karvina 2010, is pleasant for
 White, while 11.d5!?N is also interesting.
 
I could mention many more possibilities that don’t alter the assessment, but one more will suffice. 10...Ne4 11.Qb3 is a
 little better for White. For example, Steingrimsson – V. Sveshnikov, Bratto 2014, continued: 11...Nxc3 12.bxc3 Qc7
 13.Nh4²
 
11.Nh4 Bg6 12.g3 0-0 13.Nxg6

White can change move orders without altering the style of position. For example: 13.Be3 Re8 14.Bf3 Qc7 15.Nxg6
 hxg6 16.Rc1 Rad8 17.Qc2 Qb8 18.Rfd1 e5 19.d5 cxd5 20.Nxd5² In Papp – Janev, Plovdiv 2012, White had the usual
 controlled edge.
 
13...hxg6 14.Bf3²

White has the bishop pair and more of the centre. His plan is simply to complete development and then gradually
 expand on the queenside.



14...a6
 

In this and most similar positions, 14...e5 would be met by 15.d5. If you play through many games in such positions
 you will see this theme repeatedly: ...e6-e5 answered by d4-d5 then the d-pawn turns into a monster. So ...e6-e5 can
 feel like a positional error, but what else can Black do?
 
15.Re1

15.Bg2 e5 16.d5² was also pleasant for White in Mamedov – Mirzoev, Baku 2010. After 16...c5? the advantage grew
 larger as White played Re1, Qd3, Bd2 and doubled rooks on the e-file.
 
15...Re8 16.Bg5 Qa5 17.Bd2 Qc7 18.a3 Rad8 19.Qc2 Qb8 20.Bg5 Rc8 21.b4

Karjakin is not doing anything fancy – just slowly securing more space.



21...Nh7 22.Be3 Nhf6 23.Rab1 e5
Black has had enough of shuffling along the back rank, and finally plays his break. If instead Black sat pat, then

 White has no shortage of improving moves: a3-a4, Kg2, maybe even h2-h4, before deciding which break to make. One
 standard idea to file away is that if White decides to prepare b4-b5, it often pays to preface it with c4-c5 to fix c6 as a
 target. The immediate b4-b5 might allow, ...a6xb5, a4xb5 and then ...c6-c5 to keep the b-file closed.
 
24.d5

Of course.
 
24...cxd5 25.Nxd5 e4 26.Nxf6† Nxf6 27.Be2

27.Bg2 is a good alternative.

27...Be5 28.Qb3 Rcd8 29.Red1 Qc8 30.Kg2 Qe6 31.h3 Kh7 32.Rxd8 Rxd8 33.Rd1
Part of White’s advantage has changed: the bishop pair remains, but the strong centre has transformed into a

 queenside pawn majority. A rook exchange would leave Black with one less piece to create counterplay, so Kamsky
 decides to cede the open file.



33...Rc8 34.Qc2 Re8 35.a4
The prospect of Black creating a passed e-pawn appears remote, but Kamsky gives it a good go.

 
35...Bb8 36.a5 Ng8 37.c5 f5 38.Bc4 Qe7 39.c6 bxc6 40.Bxa6

White should be winning with accurate play as the a-pawn is too strong, but Black it not out of the game yet.

40...g5 41.Qc5 f4 42.Qxe7 Nxe7 43.Bc5 Nd5 44.Bb7 f3† 45.Kf1
45.Kg1! has the point that 45...e3 46.fxe3 Nxe3 is no longer check, so 47.Re1 pins and wins. The text move is still

 winning, but it makes it trickier.
 
45...e3



46.fxe3?
For the first time in the game, Black is equal.

 
46.Rd3! was winning, for instance: 46...e2† 47.Ke1 Re4 48.Bxc6 Rc4 49.Rxf3 Nxb4 50.Bxb4 Rxc6 51.Kxe2+–
 
46...Bxg3?

Missing 46...Nxe3† 47.Bxe3 Rxe3= when the opposite-coloured bishops would save Black.

47.Rxd5! cxd5 48.a6 g4 49.hxg4 Kg6
Black is planning ...Rh8-h1 mate, but Karjakin ends that dream.

 
50.Bxd5



1–0
 
Aside from a few inaccuracies from Karjakin near the end, of the game, this was a model demonstration of White’s
 chances with the two bishops. In the next two games we will see what happens when Black keeps his light-squared
 bishop back on c8 in the early stages.
 

GAME 85

Igor Kurnosov – Gerhard Schroll

Legnica 2013
 
1.e4 Nf6 2.e5 Nd5 3.d4 d6 4.Nf3 dxe5 5.Nxe5 c6 6.Be2 Nd7

Burying the c8-bishop is not such a bad idea. As we have seen, when it appears on g4 or f5 it tends to be exchanged
 for a white knight.

7.Nf3
When an e5-knight is challenged by ...Nd7, the step back to f3 is standard; White avoids exchanges as Black is

 cramped.
 
7.Nd3!?

This is worth a look if you prefer a little-known and quirky line. White leaves the f3-square for the other knight,
 and intends to castle short and play c2-c4. The knight looks odd on d3, but it eyes both of Black’s central breaks,
 and may, perhaps after the d7-knight moves, re-emerge on e5. I will offer just a few brief lines:

7...g6
7...N7f6 8.c4 Nb6 9.Ne5²
7...Qc7? makes no sense after 8.c4 N5b6 9.Bf4.

8.Nd2 Bg7 9.Nf3



9...0-0
9...c5 10.c4 N5b6 11.Qb3² Vazquez Igarza – Nogueiras Santiago, Santa Clara 2000.

10.0-0 N7f6 11.h3 Bf5 12.c4 Bxd3
12...Nc7 13.Re1 Ne6 14.Be3²

13.Qxd3 Nc7 14.Be3²
Brunello – Zilberman, Arinsal 2009.

 
7...Qc7!?

An offbeat line which has recently gained in popularity. The d5-knight may head forward to f4.
 
7...e6 is rare and rather passive, so one example is more than enough: 8.0-0 Qc7 9.Re1 Be7 10.c4 N5f6 11.Nc3 0-0
 12.Bd3 Rd8 13.Qe2 Nf8 14.Bg5² In Najer – Mamedyarov, Khanty-Mansiysk 2005, Black was later smashed by a
 kingside attack.
 
7...N7f6

This allows the c8-bishop to see daylight but, as we know, it rarely lasts long on the kingside.
8.0-0 Bf5

8...Bg4 9.h3 Bxf3 10.Bxf3 White has the bishop pair and easy play. For example: 10...e6 11.c4 Nb6 12.b3 Be7
 13.Bb2 0-0 14.Nd2 a5 15.a3 Qc7 16.Qe2 Rfe8 17.g3 Rad8 18.Bg2 Nbd7 19.Nf3 Qb6 20.Qc2² Karjakin –
 Carlsen, Nice (rapid) 2008.



9.Nh4
Of course the bishop is allowed no peace.

9...Bg6 10.c4 Nb6 11.Nc3 e6 12.g3 Be7 13.Be3 Qc7 14.Nxg6 hxg6
The play is similar to Game 84.

15.Qb3 Rd8 16.Rfd1 0-0 17.Rac1 e5 18.d5²
Anand – Carlsen, Nice (blindfold) 2008.

 
7...g6 will be seen in the next game.

8.0-0 e6
Black can chase the bishop with 8...Nf4 but he won’t catch it. 9.Bc4 e6 (and not 9...b5?? 10.Bxf7† Kxf7 11.Ne5†

 Nxe5 12.Bxf4+–) 10.Re1 Bd6 11.Bf1 White has lost a bit of time, but the f4-knight will be kicked back and the c8-
bishop is buried. 11...b5 12.Nbd2 0-0 13.Ne4 Be7



Now 14.c3 was slow and steady in L’Ami – Smerdon, Kochin 2004, but I like the punchier 14.g3!?N 14...Nd5 15.a4
 b4 16.c4 bxc3 17.bxc3² when White intends to play c4 a second time.
 
9.Re1

Making a square for the bishop before the almost inevitable c2-c4.
 
9.c4 Nf4 leaves the bishop no escape. 10.Nc3 Be7 11.Re1 Nxe2† 12.Qxe2 0-0 In Anand – Mamedyarov, Nice
 (blindfold) 2008, White’s edge was microscopic.
 
9...Bd6

The more passive 9...Be7 allows White a controlled edge after: 10.c4 Nf4 11.Bf1 0-0 12.Nc3²

10.c4 N5f6



Naturally 10...Nf4 is met by 11.Bf1.
 
11.c5!

Good energetic play; Black gains influence on the d5-square, but he faces long-term passivity.
 
11...Be7

Trying to stay active with 11...Bf4 leads after 12.Nbd2 0-0 13.g3 to a grim choice for Black: either give up the bishop
 pair or play 13...Bh6 14.Nc4 when an outpost appears on d6.
 
12.Nc3 0-0

13.Bg5
Good enough, but I prefer 13.g3!N as the consistent follow-up to c4-c5; the f4-b8 diagonal will soon belong to White.

 13...b6 14.Bf4 Qb7 15.b4²
 
13...b6 14.b4 a5 15.a3 axb4 16.axb4 Rxa1 17.Qxa1 Bb7 18.Bd3 Ra8 19.Qb2 Qd8 20.Bb1 Nf8 21.h4 b5

The b7-bishop is ugly, so White certainly has an edge, but breaking through is not easy. I will fast-forward through
 the middlegame, as the real fun is in the ending.
 



22.Ne4 Nxe4 23.Bxe4 f6 24.Bf4 Ra6 25.Bc2 Bc8 26.Ra1 Rxa1† 27.Qxa1 Bd7 28.Qa7 Be8 29.Bg3 Qd7 30.Qb8 Qd8
 31.Qb7 Qd7 32.Qb8 Qd8 33.Qb6 Qd5 34.Qa7 Qd7 35.Qa8 Qd8 36.Qa2 Qd7 37.Be4 Bg6

Black finally gets rid of his problem piece and disaster strikes at once.
 
38.Bxg6 Nxg6?

38...hxg6 was essential to keep the knight within range of the queenside. Then Black’s grim defence would continue.

39.d5!!
A wonderful breakthrough; the knight finds a great square on d4.

 
39...Qxd5

39...cxd5? 40.Nd4 is crushing, especially as 40...e5 loses at once to 41.c6.



 
39...exd5 40.Qa8† Bd8 41.Nd4 Ne7 42.Bd6 Kf7 White should be patient:

43.g3! Now taking on e7 is a threat. (43.Bxe7? Qxe7= threatens a check on e1) 43...Qc8 44.Qxc8 Nxc8 45.Nxc6 White
 has good winning chances.
 
40.Qxd5 cxd5

Or 40...exd5 41.Nd4 shows how Black is missing his ‘bad’ bishop, which spent most of the game unwillingly
 defending the c6-pawn.
 
41.h5 Nf8 42.c6 Bd8 43.c7 Bxc7 44.Bxc7 e5

Black has just two pawns for a bishop, but finishing him off is not simple.

45.Nh4 Ne6 46.Bb6 Kf7 47.Be3 g6 48.g4 d4 49.Bd2 Nc7 50.hxg6† hxg6 51.f3 g5 52.Nf5 Ke6 53.Kf2 Ne8 54.Ke2



 Nd6 55.Nxd6 Kxd6 56.Kd3 Kd5
White has an infinite supply of tempos, thanks to the bishop, so eventually the black king can be outflanked.

57.Bc1 Kd6 58.Ke4 Ke6 59.Bb2 Kd6 60.Kf5
Patience is needed. The hasty 60.Bxd4? exd4 61.Kxd4 Kc6 62.Ke4 Kd6 63.Kf5 Ke7= is just a draw.

 
60...Ke7 61.Ba3 Kf7 62.Bc1 Ke7 63.Bd2 Kf7 64.Be1 Ke7 65.Kg6 Ke6 66.Bd2 Ke7 67.Kg7 Ke6

68.Kf8!
The defence cracks.

 
68...f5

Or 68...d3 69.Bc1 and Black is in zugzwang. For example: 69...f5 70.gxf5† Kf6 (70...Kxf5 71.Ke7+–) 71.Ke8!



 Black runs out of ‘passes’ and must lose. Note that precision is essential as 71.Bd2?? brings the bishop in range of
 Black’s pieces and loses after: 71...Kxf5 72.Ke7 g4 73.fxg4† Kxg4 This is the sort of turnaround that can easily occur
 when playing a tricky endgame with a 30-second increment.
 
69.gxf5† Kxf5

70.Kf7?
Perhaps the wrong move was input in the database?

 
The win was: 70.Ke7! e4 (70...g4 71.fxg4† Kxg4 72.Ke6 e4 73.Ke5 e3 74.Bc1+–) 71.fxe4† Kxe4 72.Bxg5 Kd3
 73.Kd6 Kc3 (73...Kc4 74.Bd2 Kd3 75.Kd5+–) 74.Kc5 and the king arrives just in time to save the final pawn.
 
70...d3?

70...g4? 71.fxg4† Kxg4 72.Ke6 e4 73.Ke5 e3 is winning for Black after every move except one: 74.Bc1! Of course
 now White wins.
If this position was reached, then Black’s drawing chance was: 70...e4 71.fxe4† Kxe4 72.Bxg5 Kd3! 73.Ke6 Kc3= and
 the b4-pawn drops, as 74.Be7?? d3 is not an option.
 
71.Bc1 e4 72.fxe4† Kxe4 73.Bxg5 Kd4 74.Bd2 Kc4 75.Ke6

Black resigned. A fine ending by Igor Kurnosov, who sadly died in 2013, aged just 28.

1–0
 
In the next game, our last involving 5...c6, we will see what happens when Black goes for a kingside fianchetto.
 

GAME 86

Attila Groszpeter – Mihai Grunberg

Mako 2010
 



1.e4 Nf6 2.e5 Nd5 3.d4 d6 4.Nf3 dxe5 5.Nxe5 c6 6.Be2 Nd7 7.Nf3 g6
Instead of trying to activate the c8-bishop, Black concentrates on its dark-squared brother.

 
8.0-0 Bg7 9.c4

Business as usual for White.

9...Nc7
The most common choice and for good reason.

 
9...N5b6 is an unappealing square for a knight, as usual. Straightforward play is good enough: 10.Nc3 0-0 11.Bf4²
 
9...N5f6 On its own, this move may look normal, but it leaves Black lacking a plan. He has no effective pawn break or
 likely way to activate the c8-bishop. In contrast, White’s play is smooth and easy, for example: 10.Nc3 0-0 11.Bf4 Nh5
 12.Bg5 h6 13.Be3 Qc7 14.Qd2 Kh7



We have been following Efimenko – Nisipeanu, Rijeka 2010, and now GM Gawain Jones suggested 15.g4!? Nhf6
 16.Bf4 Qd8 17.h3± and pointed out that “Black is struggling to find squares for his pieces”.
 
10.Nc3 0-0

Black’s set-up may appear passive but it has hidden potential. A common plan is ...c5, intending to meet d4-d5 with
 ...e5, when Black’s e- and f-pawns may form a potent roller.
 

11.Re1!
A lot of the debate is about whether the bishop belongs on e3 or f4. The rook certainly belongs on e1, so I think we

 should put that on the board and get one more move’s information from Black before committing the bishop.
 
11.Be3 Nf6!? plans to harass the bishop with ...Ng4. 12.h3 Now Black needs a Plan B, and 12...Nce8!?, preparing ...b5



 to fight for the d5-square, is a logical choice. For example: 13.Qd2 Nd6 14.Bh6 Bxh6 15.Qxh6 b5 as in V. West –
 Ramirez, Irvine 2010, or 13.Qb3 Nd6 14.Rad1 b5 15.cxb5 cxb5 as in Nunn – Ghinda, Hamburg 1984, and Black was
 just a fraction worse in both cases.
 
11.Bf4 c5!? (11...Ne6 ‘wins’ a tempo, but after 12.Be3 the knight is in the way on e6) 12.d5 e5 13.Bg5 f6 14.Be3 Now
 in Degraeve – Miles, Mondariz 2000, the direct 14...f5!N was called for, when White has much less control than I
 would like.
 
11...c5 12.Be3!

The controlled move; when the centre opens, White’s greater activity will be key.
 
12.d5 e5!? is not at all clear. White has no wish to take en passant, so Black has an obvious plan of blockading with
 ...Ne8-d6 and preparing ...f5 with counterplay. The protected passed pawn on d5 looks impressive, but it is going
 nowhere.

12...cxd4
Now 12...f5?! is just a self-destructive loosener. For example: 13.dxc5 f4 14.Bc1 Ne6 15.Bf1 The retreats are

 temporary but Black’s structural disintegration is permanent. 15...Ndxc5 16.Qxd8 Rxd8 17.Nd5±
 
13.Nxd4²

If Black plays quietly then White will maintain a simple edge, so the following lines show Black unsuccessfully
 trying to ‘do something’.
 
13...Ne5

13...f5 led to an eventual victory for Black in Gil Barba – Martin Sanchez, email 2006, but only because White
 needlessly retreated his knight from the centre. A better approach is 14.Ncb5!N 14...Nf6 (there is no time for 14...f4?
 due to 15.Nxc7 Qxc7 16.Ne6) 15.Nxc7 Qxc7 16.Nb5 Qb8 17.Bf3± and White is in control.
 



14.Qb3!
Now Rad1 is a nasty threat.

 
14...Ng4

Giving up a pawn is the best Black has.
 
15.Bxg4 Bxg4 16.Qxb7 Rb8

No better was 16...Bxd4 17.Bxd4 Qxd4 18.Qxc7.
 
17.Qxa7 Rxb2 18.h3

18...e5



A vain attempt to create complications, as 18...Bd7 19.Rad1 gives White a huge advantage.
 
19.Nc6! Qd7 20.Qa3

Winning the exchange, after which Black has no hope.
 
20...Qxc6 21.Qxb2 Be6 22.Qb6 Qxc4 23.Rac1 Na8 24.Qc5 Qa6 25.Red1 Rc8

26.Qe7
Keeping it simple.

 
The flashy 26.Ne4 was possible, based on: 26...Rxc5 27.Rd8† Bf8 28.Nxc5 Qa5 29.Nxe6 fxe6 30.Rcc8+–
 
26...h6 27.Ne4 Rxc1 28.Rxc1 Bf5 29.Nd6 Qxa2 30.Nxf5 gxf5 31.Qd7

1–0



5...Nd7
 
After the relative calm of 5...c6 we take a detour into the wilds of 5...Nd7. Fair warning: the following game contains
 the deepest theory in this book.
 

GAME 87

Federico Manca – Sarunas Sulskis

Ortisei 2012
 
1.e4 Nf6 2.e5 Nd5 3.d4 d6 4.Nf3 dxe5 5.Nxe5 Nd7

Provocative and unfashionable. The problem for Black is that his opponent can choose between forcing a draw and
 creating a wild attacking position. Very few Black players are happy with both options.

6.Nxf7!
For most of this project, it was obvious that 6.Nf3 would be the chosen move. It fits the Playing 1.e4 ethos: avoid

 heavy theory when possible, without making concessions. It’s the latter part that’s the problem: retreating the knight is
 a concession, as Black gets a similar style of position to the 5...c6 lines, with the bonus possibility of playing ...c7-c5 in
 one move. For example: 6...e6 7.c4 N5f6 8.g3 c5 9.Bg2 cxd4 10.Nxd4 and White had a tiny edge in Sutovsky –
 Baburin, Isle of Man 1998. Overall 6.Nf3 is a reasonable way to play as White, but I have no doubt that 6.Nxf7 is the
 best move.
 
6...Kxf7 7.Qh5† Ke6



8.c4
This is the main line by far.

 
If you want to show Black who’s boss, you could repeat once with 8.Qg4† Kf7 9.Qh5† Ke6. Now 10.Qg4† is just a
 draw as 10...Kd6? is suicidal. The famous example is: 11.c4 N7f6 12.Qg3† Ke6 13.cxd5† Qxd5 14.Nc3 Qxd4 15.Be3
 Qb4 16.a3 Qxb2 17.Bc4† Kd7 18.Rd1† Ke8 19.Nb5 1–0 Fischer – Larsen, Santa Monica (blitz) 1966.
 
8.g3!?

This is a good backup line that I have had in mind for twenty years, but I have never, as far as I recall, had the
 chance to play it.

8...b5
It’s not at all obvious, but this is the only move.
8...N7f6?! 9.Bh3† Kd6 10.Qe5† Kc6 11.Bg2‚ leaves Black in trouble, as shown in several games.

9.b3!?
Renewing the threat of c2-c4.
9.a4 is the main line.

9...b4 10.a3÷
 



Undermining the queenside in amusingly patient style. I have a vague memory that this line was recommended to
 me by another player about twenty years ago, but I cannot remember who it was – sorry, whoever you are.

10...N7f6
10...c6 11.Bh3† Kd6 12.axb4 was a similar story in Gibney – Giulian, corr. 1985.

11.Bh3† Kd6 12.Qe5† Kc6 13.Bg2
Gibney – De Coninck, corr. 1995. I will not claim more than ‘unclear’ but the position looks both fun and promising

 for White.
 
8...N5f6 9.d5† Kd6 10.Qf7

The threatened check on e6 forces the d7-knight to move. There are three options commonly played, but two of them
 lose directly.

10...Ne5



The only challenging move.
 
10...Nb6? 11.c5†! Kxc5 12.Be3† Kd6

13.Bf4†N
A winning novelty! To be fair, the old move 13.Nc3 is also strong.

13...e5
13...Kc5 14.Nc3 is as silly as it looks; rook to c1 is a cunning plan.

14.dxe6† Kc6 15.Nc3+–
I have faith you can take it from here on your own.

 
10...Nb8?

A line with a dubious reputation. In fact, it’s even worse than that; it loses by force.
11.c5† Kd7



Moving up the board is obviously useless.
12.Bb5† c6 13.dxc6† bxc6 14.0-0 Qa5 15.Rd1† Kc7

This position has been tested a few times, mainly in correspondence chess, with the most common move being
 16.Bf4†, but instead White has:

16.a4!!
Threatening to trap the queen with Bd2. At the start of my analysis this move was marked with the big ‘N’, but an
 improved database showed three games with it, including one by a player rated 800. Disappointing for me, as I
 actually found this move with my own brain, rather than my usual engine.

16...cxb5N
No one has played this yet, but it’s the most obvious move for us to check.
16...Qb4 saves the queen, but after 17.Bd2 Qxc5 White has a choice of winning lines. 18.Na3 followed by Rac1
 is brutal, as in E. Boj – Needham, Internet 2011; alternatively, 18.Ra3 is just as effective, and after 18...Bd7
 19.Ba5† Black resigned in Cottegnie – Bortolon, corr. 2007.

17.Bf4† Kb7 18.axb5!
Not so difficult but great fun.

18...Qxa1
18...Qxb5 loses to most sensible replies. For example: 19.Nc3 Qxc5 20.Be3 Qb4 21.Ra4 Qxb2 22.Qc4+–

19.c6† Kb6 20.Qb3!
The king will soon be caught. The finish might be:



20...e6 21.Be3† Ka5
21...Kc7 22.b6† is another quick mate.

22.Nc3
With mate to follow soon.

 
11.Bf4

11...c5
As so often in this line, Black has no choice.

 
11...b6? led to a win for Black in Carrion Lara – Rijksen, Alkmaar 1985, but the engine instantly gives 12.Na3!N
 intending 12...a6 13.c5† when White wins trivially.
 



12.Nc3 a6
Another only move.

 
13.b4!

We shall ignore the alternatives as this is clearly best.

13...Qb6?!
This has been by far the most common move, but it’s an error.

 
13...cxb4? loses the e5-knight to a neat little sequence: 14.c5† Kxc5 15.Na4† Kd6 16.Nb2 b5 17.Nd3 Black has to
 make a run for it but after 17...Kc7 18.Bxe5† Kb7 19.Be2± White had a huge advantage in Lopez-Neiger – Kratochvil,
 corr. 2015.
 
The only challenging defence is: 13...b6! 14.Bd3! (14.b5 a5 and 14.Rb1 are not so clear)



From this critical position I analysed three continuations (in addition to noting that 14...Qc7? loses quickly to
 15.Ne4† Kd7 16.Qe6†). Some of the lines are complicated, but Black is in trouble everywhere:
 
a) 14...cxb4 15.Ne4† Nxe4 16.Bxe4 g5 17.Bxe5† Kxe5 18.d6! Black will soon be crushed, for example:

18...Be6 19.f4† gxf4 20.Qh5† Kf6 (20...Kxe4 21.0-0-0+–) 21.0-0 Black soon succumbed to the attack in Morozov –
 Lagergren, email 2013.
 
b) 14...g5 15.Bg3

Inserting these moves does not really help Black’s cause. For example:
15...Bh6 16.Ne4† Nxe4 17.Bxe4



17...Qf8N
This was my main line when I analysed the line myself, before I found the following game: 17...cxb4 18.0-0 Qf8
 19.Qh5 Bg7 20.Rae1 Kd7 21.f4 Qe8 22.Qxe8† Kxe8 23.fxe5+– In Dobre – Dombi, corr. 2014, White went on
 to convert his overwhelming positional advantage in the endgame.

18.Qh5 Bg7 19.0-0
The attack just keeps rolling, while the black king has no haven.

19...Kd7 20.bxc5 bxc5 21.Rad1‚
Please note that this, and many of the previous White moves, is not the only path. Pointing the pieces in the general

 direction of Black’s king will usually work. By now, even the computer doesn’t fancy defending Black’s position. Ideas
 for White include d5-d6, Rfe1, or simply taking on g5.
 
c) 14...g6 15.bxc5† bxc5



16.Rb1!
A vital improvement over 16.0-0 Bh6, which was roughly level in Kuvshinov – Manzenkov, email 2003.

16...Bh6
16...Qa5 17.Bxe5† (the move order is essential, as shown by 17.Kd2?? Bh6!–+) 17...Kxe5 18.Kd2+– The black
 king cannot survive.

17.Rb7!!
This beautiful move can lead to some fun lines:

17...Bd7
17...Bxf4? 18.Qxf6†! exf6 19.Ne4# is a lovely finish.
17...Bxb7? 18.Qe6† Kc7 19.Bxe5† wins the house.

18.Bg3 Rb8!N
Swapping off the active rook is Black’s best chance.
18...Rf8 19.Qxh7!+– is another nice way to utilize the Ne4 mating motif.
18...Qe8 19.Rb6† (19.Qxe8!N 19...Rhxe8 20.0-0 is even stronger according to the computer, but the game
 continuation is simpler and more forcing) 19...Kc7 20.Rxf6 Kb7 21.Bxe5 exf6 22.Qxf6 Qxe5† (22...Rf8 23.Qd6
 Qxe5† leads to the same thing) 23.Qxe5 Rhe8 24.Qxe8 Rxe8† 25.Kd1 Torell – Benassi, email 2014. White is
 two pawns up and should win the endgame with careful play.

19.Rxb8 Qxb8 20.0-0 Qf8



21.Re1! Nfg4 22.Qf3! Qxf3 23.gxf3 Rf8 24.Ne4† Kc7 25.fxg4 Bf4 26.Be2±
By playing like a machine, Black survives – to reach a bad position.

14.Rc1!
It has been shown in many games that this move is a killer.

 
14...g5

Similar play can result after: 14...Qxb4 15.Bd3 g5 16.Bg3 h5 17.0-0 h4 18.Bxe5† Kxe5



19.f4†! Either rook check on e1 would also have worked, but the text is most convincing. 19...gxf4 20.Ne4!+– Sakai –
 Zednik, email 2001. The black king is doomed, with Rce1 a likely finisher.
 
14...Qc7N is powerfully met by 15.Na4! when 15...b6 is compulsory. White has many good moves; 16.Bd3! seems
 best, and is consistent with the 13...b6 line above, although 16.Rc3!? should also get the job done.
14...g6 15.Be2!

This simple little move leaves Black looking in vain for a defence.
15...Qc7

15...Bh6 16.Bxe5† Kxe5 17.Qxe7† Be6 18.g3! is devastating.
After the text move the trick White has to look out for is ...Bh6, when the white queen may soon be under a real
 attack. There are two good answers and one wrong ’un.

16.Rd1!



16.Na4? must be avoided due to: 16...Bh6! 17.bxc5† Kd7 18.Qe6† Ke8 19.Qxe5 Bxf4–+ In Prié – Nataf,
 Andorra 1997, Black had escaped with his extra piece.
16.0-0!?N also works, but the lines are more complicated and the text move is just stronger overall. The point of
 the rook move will soon become clear.

16...Bh6N
16...Bf5 17.Bxe5† Kxe5 18.d6! was all over in Milde – Tanti, Internet 2010.
16...Kd7 is the computer’s top suggestion, but 17.Qe6† Ke8 18.Qxe5 is obviously hopeless for Black.

17.Ne4†!
The immediate 17.Bxe5† Kxe5 18.d6 enables Black to stay in the game with 18...Be6!.

17...Nxe4 18.Bxe5† Kxe5 19.d6!+–
Black will soon have to give up his queen and/or be mated. Note that 19...Be6 allows an easy win with 20.Rd5†,

 which is why it was crucial to decoy the knight away from f6.
 
15.Bg3 Bf5?

This allows an immediate KO but Black was in trouble anyway, as the following lines illustrate.
 
15...Qxb4 16.Bd3 transposes to 14...Qxb4 15.Bd3 g5 16.Bg3 in the notes above.
 
15...h5 is the best try; Black wants to harass the g3-bishop, but it is too slow: 16.bxc5† Qxc5 17.Qg6! Qd4 18.Qc2! h4

19.c5†! Kd7 20.Rd1 Nf3† (20...Qxc5 21.Bxe5+–) 21.gxf3 1–0 Sakai – Rebaudo, email 2001. In a practical game Black
 could still struggle on for a while, but there is no doubt that 21...Qxc5 22.Be5 is winning for White, as he keeps a huge
 attack at no material cost.



16.Bd3!
Black resigned rather than face 16...Bxd3 17.Qe6† Kc7 18.Bxe5† when he has to give up his queen.

 



5...g6
 
The kingside fianchetto takes us back to calmer territory.
 

GAME 88

Viswanathan Anand – Michael Adams

Linares 1994
 
1.e4 Nf6 2.e5 Nd5 3.d4 d6 4.Nf3 dxe5 5.Nxe5 g6

6.g3!?
A good opportunity to play a rare move that appears as strong as the main line. There are around seventy games with

 6.g3 in the database, compared to over a thousand in the main line of 6.Bc4.
 
Playing quietly with 6.Be2 Bg7 7.0-0 0-0, as we did against 5...c6, has the downside that a break with ...c5 may arrive in
 one jump.
 
6...Bg7

Not quite an automatic move, as 6...Nd7 raises an early challenge. 7.Bg2!? (7.Nf3 is a typical response when the e5-
knight is challenged by ...Nd7, but in this case 7...Bg7 8.Bg2 0-0 9.0-0 allows the freeing 9...c5 in one leap; in Plaskett
 – Hillarp Persson, St Helier 1999, Black was already close to equality.) 7...Nxe5 8.dxe5 c6 9.0-0² Glek – Loeffler,
 Germany 1994. The exchange of knights has eased Black’s cramp to a certain degree, but White’s space advantage still
 gives him the edge.
 
7.Bg2 0-0

Again, the normal move, but Black should look closely at the alternative:
 
7...Nb4!? is a truly rare move, with just a few correspondence and Internet games on my database, but it’s extremely



 tricky. For a start, Black threatens ...Qxd4. This move irritated me so much that I decided to offer three replies. My
 main choice secures a slight endgame edge but I added two other options, so choose the one which best fits your mood.
 
a) 8.Be3!?N 8...Bxe5 (8...c5 9.Na3 and 8...Bf5 9.Na3 both fail to disrupt White’s progress) 9.dxe5 Qxd1† 10.Kxd1²
 The white king is temporarily inconvenienced, but the bishop pair is a long-term asset. I would suggest placing the king
 on b2 to tidy up the position. The following is just a sample line:

10...c6 11.Kc1 Bf5 12.Na3 Nd7 13.f4 0-0-0 14.b3 b6 15.Kb2² Black faces a long defence.
 
b) 8.c3!? White sacrifices a pawn to stay in a sharp middlegame. 8...Bxe5 9.Qa4† N8c6 10.cxb4N (The game actually
 continued 10.0-0?! 10...Bxd4 11.cxb4, but Black could have improved with 10...Bg7) 10...Bxd4 11.0-0© The short
 transposition has taken us back to Marczell – Kristo, corr. 1979. White has flowing play, with moves like b4-b5, Nc3,
 Bh6, and a rook to the d-file all on the agenda.
 
c) Finally, 8.Nf3 gives Black options worth noting:
 
c1) 8...Bxd4!?N leads to an ending where White has two minor pieces against a rook and two pawns: 9.c3 Bxf2†
 10.Kxf2 Qxd1 11.Rxd1 Nc2



12.Bf4!? (Khalifman gave 12.Na3 Nxa1 13.Bf4 with an edge, but I think White has greater flexibility with the knight
 on d2) 12...c6 13.Nbd2 Nxa1 14.Rxa1÷ I like White’s chances with the two bishops, but objectively it feels too unclear
 to claim White is definitely better.
 
c2) 8...Bf5 9.Na3 White’s standard plan is to castle then play c2-c3, as knight expeditions into d3 tend not to work out
 for Black. For example:

9...N8c6 (9...c5?! allowed White to switch plans with 10.Nh4! Bc8 11.c3 N4a6 12.d5 0-0 13.0-0 Nd7 14.Re1± in
 Scheele – Kries, email 2010) 10.0-0 0-0 (10...Qd7 11.c3 Nd5 12.Nc4² Chukanov – Repanic, email 2008) 11.c3!
 (11.Nh4 is less clear after 11...Nxd4! 12.c3 Bd3) 11...Nd5 (11...Nd3 12.Nh4 Nxc1 13.Nxf5 gxf5 14.Rxc1² White has
 the better bishop and structure) 12.Re1² Giperbor – Tarantul, Internet 2012. (12.Nh4!?N 12...Bc8 13.Re1² is also
 promising.)



8.0-0 c6
By far the most common move, but now Black is reduced to playing slowly.

 
8...Nb4 arrives a move too late to cause any drama: 9.Nf3 Bf5 10.Na3² Followed by c2-c3 forcing back the knight, as
 in Borisovs – Malkin, Internet 2010.
8...c5

The critical test, but White is ready for it.
9.dxc5 Nb4 10.Qe2 Qc7

10...Bxe5N should also be considered, but White is doing well after: 11.Qxe5 Nxc2 12.Bh6 f6 13.Qc3 Nxa1
 14.Bxf8 Kxf8 15.Na3 Nc6 16.Rxa1²

11.c3 Qxc5
White has a structure-damaging desperado:



12.Nxf7!N
12.Bf4 Nd5 allowed Black close to equality in Plaskett – Valvo, New York 1979.

12...Rxf7 13.cxb4 Qxb4
White is slightly better after simple moves such as 14.Nc3 or first 14.a3.

 
9.Re1

White is a touch better, and can start playing from here without any specific theoretical knowledge.

9...Bf5
There are many options of course. Here are a couple of examples where the game is just starting but White easily

 keeps his opening edge:
 
9...Nd7 10.Nf3 Re8 11.c4² Murariu – Grunberg, Felix Spa 2007.
 
9...Be6 10.Nd2 Nd7 11.Nef3² Greet – E. Lie, Gausdal 2007.
 
10.c3 Nd7 11.Nf3 Re8 12.Nbd2 N7f6

Anand criticized this move and analysed the following critical path:
12...e5 13.Nc4

Now there is a split:



13...Qc7
13...exd4 14.Rxe8† Qxe8 15.Nd6 Qe6 16.Nxf5 Qxf5 17.Nxd4² Anand gave this as a slight edge, no doubt
 because of the bishop pair.
13...Bg4 14.dxe5 Nxe5 15.Ncxe5 Rxe5 16.Rxe5 Bxe5 17.Qb3 Bxf3 18.Bxf3 Nb6 19.Be3 was given as equal by
 Ftacnik, but I would say White is a little better due to his bishop pair.

14.dxe5 Nxe5 15.Ncxe5 Bxe5 16.c4 Nb4 17.Rxe5 Rxe5 18.Bf4
White will win back the material and have the usual bishop-pair edge. Anand continued his line with:

18...Nd3?
The punctuation is mine, not Anand’s.
A dull move such as 18...f6 would limit the damage.

19.Nxe5 Nxe5 20.g4!
Stronger than Anand’s 20.Qd4. The idea is:



20...Be6 21.g5±
Preventing Black from securing his knight with ...f6.

13.Nc4²
I will not annotate the rest of the game in depth, but it is interesting to observe how the size of Anand’s advantage

 endures while the nature of that advantage varies.
 
13...Qc7 14.Nce5 Ng4 15.Nh4 Nxe5 16.Nxf5 gxf5 17.dxe5 e6 18.Qe2
White has the bishop pair and extra space, and Black’s bishop is locked in. Black is solid though, which makes breaking
 through a long task for White.

18...Ne7 19.f4 Nd5 20.c4 Ne7 21.Be3 Rad8 22.b4 Rd7 23.Qf2 Nc8 24.a4 Red8 25.a5 f6 26.exf6 Bxf6
Another transformation, as the bishop re-emerges, but Black’s e-pawn is now an obvious target.



 
27.Rab1 Bc3 28.Rf1 Rd3 29.Kh1 Bd4 30.Bxd4

 
30...R3xd4?

Chess cliché moment – ‘the wrong rook’.
 
30...R8xd4 avoids any tricks and leaves Black just a little worse.
 
31.Rfe1

The immediate 31.Bd5! worked.
 
31...Qf7 32.Bd5!+–

Spotting it the second time.
 
32...Qg7 33.Re5 R4xd5 34.cxd5 cxd5



35.g4!?
An attractive way to end the game, although there was nothing wrong with the simple 35.Rxe6.

 
35...Ne7 36.Rxe6 fxg4 37.Qh4 Rd7 38.Rbe1 Kf8 39.f5

1–0
 
Let’s move on to another version of Black’s fianchetto development.



4...g6
 
This variation can lead to wild tactics and heavy theory but we will avoid such complications, instead aiming for a
 modest edge with no serious homework required.
 

GAME 89

Emil Sutovsky – Dmitri Reinderman

Wijk aan Zee 2010
 
1.e4 Nf6 2.e5 Nd5 3.d4 d6 4.Nf3 g6 5.Bc4

Okay, we are still on the critical path for the moment.

5...Nb6
The usual choice.
5...c6 and other secondary tries will be considered next in Game 90.

 
6.Bb3 Bg7 7.Ng5

Still on the main highway, but our diversion is coming up fast.
 
If you are vehemently opposed to the queen exchange which occurs in my main line, then I would suggest investigating
 7.Qe2. (7.exd6 and 7.a4 are also reputable alternatives.) John Cox recommended the move order 7...Nc6 8.h3! based on
 the possible line 8...dxe5 9.dxe5 Nd4 10.Nxd4 Qxd4 11.f4 and, if Black plays a non-threatening move, White will
 develop the knight to c3 and bishop to e3. If instead Black castles on move 8, then you are in a well-known theoretical
 position that is not so difficult to play for White. The most famous example is the Short – Timman game where White’s
 king helped deliver mate by marching up the board via g1-h2-g3-f4-g5. It’s a fantastic game, but I think enough books
 have featured it already.
 
7...e6



This is the critical test.
 
The alternative is 7...d5 which is played almost as often. I would suggest that after 8.f4² White can claim an edge, due
 to the extra space, and need remember no further.

For example, 8...f6 9.Nf3 will lead to a middlegame where many moves are possible, but White’s extra space is
 securely supported. Just as a detail, note that Alekhine expert GM Lev Alburt reached this position three times as Black
 in the early 80s and scored 0/3 before switching to 7...e6.

8.f4
Supporting the extra space will be the theme in this line.

 
Slightly more common is 8.Qf3 which can lead to various hacky theory lines.
 



8...dxe5 9.dxe5!?
This is where I avoid all the theory.

 
Ten times more common is 9.fxe5 c5.
 
9...Qxd1† 10.Kxd1²

Just before you reject this position as theory-avoiding rubbish, note that Sutovsky is known as an aggressive
 ambitious player. And the view of GM Gawain Jones: “It’s curious that the computer slightly prefers Black here,
 evidently because of the misplaced king, but Sutovsky (and I) prefer White.” I will third that view. One of Jones’s
 points was that the g7-bishop is obstructed, and if it heads for activity via f8 then the f6-square will be weak.
 
10...Bd7

Most games have continued this way. Obviously in such a non-forcing position many moves are possible; should your
 opponent try something else, just play chess.
 
11.Nc3 Bc6 12.Nge4 N8d7 13.Be3

I would prefer:
13.Ke2! Nd5

The advantage of White’s last move over the game continuation is that 13...0-0-0N 14.Rd1² keeps control of d5.
14.Nxd5 exd5



15.Ng5!?N
15.Nc3 led to an eventual victory for White in Mikulcik – Hudecek, Czech Republic 1995, but I would be
 concerned about 15...0-0-0!N with ideas of an ...f6-break. The simple tactical point is that 16.Nxd5 can be met by
 16...Bxd5 17.Bxd5 Nxe5, when equality looks to be the limit of White’s ambition.
The text move looks more promising, for example:

15...h6 16.Nf3 0-0-0 17.Re1 Rhe8 18.Kf1²
White has kept control and still has his space advantage.

13...h6
This safety-first move allows White to reassert control.

 
The critical continuation is: 13...0-0-0! 14.Ke2 Nd5 15.Nxd5 exd5 16.Ng5



16...Rde8! 17.Nxf7 Rhf8 18.Ng5 Nxe5 (18...h6!? 19.Nf3 g5÷ is also interesting) 19.fxe5 Bxe5 20.Kd1 Bxb2 21.Rb1
 Bc3 22.Bd2

Now in Rubinetti – Toth, Buenos Aires 2000, instead of 22...d4?!, when 23.Bf7!N looks promising, 22...Bxd2N
 23.Kxd2 Rf2†÷ would have been thoroughly unclear. This sort of forcing mess is not what I have in mind after 9.dxe5,
 hence my suggestion on move 13.
 
14.Ke2

The extra space allows the white king a fine square in the centre, whereas Black’s king would be less secure on e7.
 
14...g5 15.g3 Nd5

Jones suggested 15...0-0-0 and a waiting policy. I agree this seems sensible, but of course it does not challenge
 White’s grip.



16.Nxd5!
This implies an exchange sac.

 
16...Bxd5

Trying to keep things calm.
 
After 16...exd5 17.Nc3 d4 18.Bxd4 Bxh1 19.Rxh1© White’s extra pawn, bishop pair and strong centre combine to give
 ample compensation.
 
17.Bxd5 exd5 18.Nd2 Ke7 19.Nf3 c5 20.c3

White is just a touch better.

20...Ke6?!



This allows White an added option, so 20...gxf4 21.gxf4 Ke6 was wiser, although White of course keeps his edge.
 
21.Rad1

21.fxg5!± was mentioned by Jones as simply winning a pawn.
 
21...Bf8 22.Rhf1 gxf4 23.gxf4 f6

24.f5†! Kxf5 25.Nd4† Kg6 26.Rg1† Kh7 27.Nf5 Nxe5 28.Rxd5
28.Bxc5!? is also promising for White.

 
28...Rg8 29.Rxg8 Kxg8 30.Bxc5 Kf7

Black has defended well but Sutovsky maintains some pressure.



31.Bd4 Ke6 32.Ne3 Bd6 33.Rb5 b6 34.a4 Kd7 35.Nf5 Bc7 36.Nxh6 a6 37.Rb3 Rh8 38.Bxe5 Rxh6?!
38...Bxe5 39.Ng4 Kc6 would make a draw most likely.

39.Bg3!
An easy move to miss; the ending is a tough one for Black, and Reinderman was unable to hold it.

 
39...f5 40.Kf3 a5 41.h4 Bxg3 42.Kxg3 Rg6† 43.Kh3 f4 44.h5 Rg3† 45.Kh2 Rg4 46.Rxb6 Ke7 47.h6 Kf7 48.Kh3
 Rg3† 49.Kh4 Rg1 50.Rb7† Kf6 51.h7 Kf5 52.Rb5†

1–0
 

GAME 90

Sergei Tiviakov – Rafael Vaganian

Moscow 2009
 
1.e4 Nf6 2.e5 Nd5 3.d4 d6 4.Nf3 g6 5.Bc4 c6

This is less popular than the retreat to b6, but it’s a respectable move which was a speciality of Vaganian for many
 years. White will have to settle for just an edge, but achieving that will be straightforward.
There are a couple of rare lines to consider, which lead to related ideas as a black bishop appears on e6.
 
5...dxe5 6.dxe5!

Recapturing with the pawn allows White to pile the pressure on d5.
6.Nxe5 is playable but it transposes to the 4...dxe5 5.Nxe5 g6 6.Bc4 line, avoiding my recommendation of 6.g3 as
 featured in Game 88.

6...c6 7.Nc3 Be6
Of course 7...e6?! 8.Ne4 is a dark-squared disaster.

8.Ng5 Bg7 9.f4 Nd7 10.Bxd5 cxd5



11.Be3!
The obvious trick is 11.Nxd5?! Nxe5 when Black is fine.

11...Nb6 12.Nxe6 fxe6 13.Bd4²
In P. Cramling – Alburt, Reykjavik 1984, Black’s main problem was the dead bishop on g7.

 
5...Be6 6.Ng5 dxe5 7.Nxe6 fxe6 8.dxe5 Bg7 9.f4² was a similar story in Maia – A.R. Ramirez, corr. 1998.
 
6.exd6

A simple and effective way to ensure White has a well-defended pawn on d4, thus securing a space advantage.
 

6...Qxd6
This is universally played as 6...exd6 7.Bxd5 cxd5 is an ugly structure, which not even a bishop-pair fan could love.

 



7.0-0 Bg7
7...Bg4 is Black’s last chance to get rid of his light-squared bishop. 8.h3 Bxf3 9.Qxf3 Bg7 Exchanging a pair of

 minor pieces eases the cramp in Black’s position, so it is vital to hit Black hard before he can castle. The way to do it is:
 10.Nc3! e6 11.Ne4 Qc7

In W. Watson – Wohl, Kuala Lumpur 1992, White could have played on the dark squares: 12.Bxd5!N 12...cxd5
 13.Nf6† Bxf6 14.Qxf6 Rg8 15.Bg5ƒ
 
8.h3

Now that Black is so close to castling, he would be ready to play ...Bg4 without allowing White to exploit the
 weakness of f7. So cutting out ...Bg4 now makes perfect sense.
 
8...0-0 9.Nbd2²

That is about as much as I would place in long-term memory. Sure, play through the rest of the game and pick up
 some ideas, but we are close to the tricky point where we have to play chess.



9...Nd7
A natural move, but 9...Bf5 is equally common. I will offer one game snippet as an example: 10.Re1 (10.Bb3!? is also

 good) 10...Nd7 11.Bb3² h6?!

12.Nh4!± In Kavalek – Bohm, Wijk aan Zee 1977, Black was struggling. For example, the problem with his previous
 move would have shown up if he had played: 12...Be6 13.Nc4 Qc7 14.Nxg6!+–
 
10.Bb3

Placing the bishop on solid ground while creating the possibility of Nc4-e5.
 
10...b6

One of a wide range of plausible moves.
 



A previous Tiviakov game had continued: 10...N7f6 11.Nc4 Qc7 12.Nce5 Bf5 13.c4 Nb6 14.Bf4 Qd8 15.Qe2² In
 Tiviakov – De Firmian, Gjovik 2009, White was on his way to another convincing win.
 
11.Ne4 Qc7 12.Bg5 N7f6 13.Re1 Ba6

Tiviakov suggested 13...Nxe4N 14.Rxe4 Bf5 15.Re1² but still preferred White.

14.Qd2 Rad8 15.Nxf6†!?
An interesting option, as all three recaptures have drawbacks.

 
The direct and forcing 15.c4!?N 15...Nxe4 16.Rxe4 Nf6 17.Rh4ƒ also appeals to me.
 
15...exf6

Now White has a healthy queenside majority, while Black’s kingside majority is hobbled.
 
15...Bxf6 exchanges a key defender. For example, 16.c4 Bxg5 17.Qxg5 Nf6 and now of the many promising options I
 prefer 18.c5!?, unleashing the b3-bishop and fixing c6 as a weakness.

15...Nxf6 looks natural but, as Tiviakov pointed out, 16.Qe3! provokes the awkward 16...Rde8 as other defences of
 e7 are even worse. The most spectacular of the lines Tiviakov offered was: 16...Rfe8? 17.Bxf7†! Kxf7 18.Qe6† Kf8
 19.Ne5+–
 
16.Bh4²

As excellent as the rest of the game is, annotating it in detail would not help the reader when facing 1...Nf6. Tiviakov
 keeps control and presses until Black’s position cracks.



16...Ne7 17.Bg3 Qb7 18.c3 Nf5 19.Bf4 c5 20.Bc2 Nd6 21.dxc5 Nc4 22.Qc1 bxc5 23.b3 Nd6 24.c4
Despite Black’s flurry of activity, he still has the weaker structure.

 
24...Qb6 25.Re7 f5 26.Bh6 Bf6 27.Bxf8 Rxf8 28.Re1 Bxa1 29.Qxa1 Bb7 30.Ne5 Qc7 31.f3

The last move restricts both of Black’s minor pieces. So far Vaganian has done a good job of handling his slightly
 inferior position, but in the next phase of the game it all goes wrong for him.

31...Rd8?!
The engine suggests 31...Ne8 which baffled me for a moment, but one idea is 32.Nd3 can now be met by 32...Bxf3!÷

 which is not a forced perpetual, but would give Black a couple of pawns and activity for the piece.
 
32.Nd3! a5?



Overlooking the threat.
 
33.Qf6

Black’s position was creaking and now it falls apart.
 
33...Re8 34.Re5!

Black is almost paralysed and Tiviakov finishes him off efficiently.

34...Qb8 35.Rxe8† Nxe8 36.Qe7 Ng7 37.Ne5 Qe8 38.Qxe8† Nxe8 39.Nd3
The c5-pawn drops, when White’s two extra queenside pawns would roll through.

1–0
 
It’s time to move on to the old main line of the Alekhine.



4...Bg4 and 5...e6
 

GAME 91

Vladislav Nevednichy – Matjaz Loviscek

Nova Gorica 2002
 
1.e4 Nf6 2.e5 Nd5 3.d4 d6 4.Nf3 Bg4

This was the old main line, but interest has waned because White has a convincing route to an edge everywhere.

5.Be2 e6
5...c6 is the other big move which can be found in Game 92.

 
6.h3 Bh5

After 6...Bxf3 7.Bxf3 White’s bishop pair is undoubtedly worth an edge.
 
7.c4

The database indicates that 7.exd6 cxd6 8.c4 Nb6 was the move order of the game, but it is hard to imagine why a
 strong GM would needlessly give Black the additional option of retreating the knight to f6.
 
7...Nb6 8.exd6 cxd6 9.Nc3

The move order up to this point is worth filing away in your long-term memory (it could be years, if ever, before you
 face this line). By combining an early h2-h3 with delaying castling, White ensures that his kingside pawns are ready to
 spring forward at a suitable moment.



9...Be7
When one sees what is coming next, it is tempting to look for an alternative here.

 
9...d5

Now Black’s structure will be okay, but his lagging development can be punished.
10.cxd5!?

10.c5 also favours White.
10...exd5

10...Nxd5 11.Qb3 keeps the initiative going. There is a harmless line in the 2.c3 Sicilian that looks somewhat
 similar, except in that case Black has several extra developing moves on the board. Naturally, Black’s wandering
 knight has wasted most of the time.

11.Ne5
Also strong is 11.a4!?N intending 11...a5 12.Ne5. The general point is that White must strike quickly, before the
 black king escapes from the centre.

11...Bxe2 12.Qxe2 Be7 13.Qb5† N8d7
Black can retain material equality with 13...Kf8 but clearly this creates problems with king safety and developing
 the h8-rook. Almost any lively move will work, but 14.a4ƒ is the most direct.



14.0-0!N
14.Nxd5 a6 15.Qb3 Nxe5 16.Nxb6 Bb4† was Vazquez Igarza – Almeida Quintana, Havana 2002, where White
 was still a little better, but there is more confusion than necessary.
The text move is simpler, as Black cannot escape the pressure. For example:

14...a6 15.Qb3 Nf6
15...Nxe5 16.dxe5 followed by Rd1 will collect the d5-pawn.

16.a4!±
 
10.d5!

This is the move that has ended most strong players’ interest in playing this line with Black.
 

10...e5



The usual try, as the alternatives allow Black’s structure to be damaged.
 
10...0-0 11.dxe6 fxe6 12.Nd4 Bf7 13.0-0 Nc6 14.Be3² Gongora Reyes – Nogueiras Santiago, Holguin 2002.
 
10...exd5 11.Nxd5 is also ugly.
 
11.g4 Bg6 12.h4

White is not so much starting an attack as establishing a space advantage.

12...h5
One square or two? Black’s h-pawns moves are about equally common.

Before discussing the serious alternative, let us briefly note that: 12...e4? 13.Ng5 0-0 14.Ngxe4 Re8

15.Qd4± offered Black no compensation for the pawn in Messa – Corvi, Verona 1997.
 



12...h6 13.h5
13.Bd3 is the usual move, but 13...Qc8 is an interesting reply. Black’s idea is just to leave the bishop on g6 so that
 an exchange may lead to some f-file counterplay.

13...Bh7 14.Rg1!?
14.Bd3 is a decent alternative: 14...Bxd3 15.Qxd3 Qc8 16.b3 Qxg4 (16...Na6 occurred in Manca – Magini,
 Arvier 2008, when 17.Qf5!N² would have maintained control for White) 17.Rg1 Qxh5

This was Tissir – Pinheiro, Dos Hermanas 1998, when 18.Rxg7N 18...N8d7 19.Ne4 Nf6 20.Ng3 Qh3 21.Qf5
 Qxf5 22.Nxf5° would have given White enduring compensation, regardless of the queen exchange.
The text move has hardly ever been tested but I like the directness of White’s play. The idea is g4-g5 answering
 ...hxg5 with Nxg5, harassing the bishop.

14...N8d7!N
This is the only real chance to oppose White’s plan. 14...Na6 was played in Flis – Steczek, Ustron 2008, when



 15.g5!N would have been strong.
15.g5!?

15.Be3 is a reasonable alternative but I will focus on the critical line.
15...e4!

15...hxg5 16.Nxg5 Bf5 17.Bd3 Bxd3 18.Qxd3 gives White an excellent position, as 18...Rxh5? allows 19.Nxf7!
 with an instant win.

16.gxh6! exf3 17.hxg7 Rg8 18.Bd3 f5
This ugly move is forced, as after 18...Bxd3? 19.Qxd3 Bf6 20.h6 the mighty pawns will decide the game sooner
 or later.

19.h6!
19.Qxf3 Ne5 is not necessarily bad for White, but it loses time for the sake of a relatively meaningless pawn.

19...Ne5 20.Bf4ƒ
This sharp position could certainly be analysed further, but I am happy to stop here and say White has at least enough

 compensation for the piece.
 
13.g5

White has a standard plan that involves Be3, b2-b3 and exchanging light-squared bishops with Bd3. The ultimate aim
 is to install an untouchable knight on e4. There is no need to remember everything that follows; as long as you keep the
 general plan in mind, you should do fine.



13...Bf5
Black has also tried:

13...N8d7
13...Na6 is similar, and was actually the move order chosen in the Vescovi – Mayer game quoted below.

14.Be3 Rc8 15.b3 Nc5 16.Bxc5 Rxc5 17.Bd3
White carries out the thematic plan.

17...Bxd3
17...Qd7 18.Qc2 0-0 19.Nd2² was Vescovi – D. Mayer, Bad Zwesten 2001.

18.Qxd3 Rc8 19.Nd2²
Stopping here would be reasonable, but it is worth following the rest of the game to see how White’s dream
 scenario may unfold.



19...Nd7 20.Nde4 g6 21.0-0-0 0-0 22.Rhg1 a6 23.Kb1 Qa5 24.Rc1 Rc7 25.Rc2 Rfc8 26.Rgc1 Bf8 27.Kb2 Nc5
 28.Nxc5 Qxc5 29.Ne4

Dominant knight versus arthritic bishop.
29...Qb6 30.Qe3 Qxe3 31.fxe3 b6 32.Kc3 Be7 33.Kd3 Kg7 34.Rf2 b5

This helps White but one can understand Black’s desire to do something. Anything.
35.Rfc2 bxc4† 36.Rxc4 Rxc4 37.Rxc4 Rxc4 38.bxc4

All impurities have been removed and all that remains is good knight against bad bishop.

38...Kf8 39.c5 dxc5 40.Kc4 Ke8 41.d6
Actually, that was not quite ‘all that remains’. White also has a passed pawn and a marauding king.

41...Bd8 42.Kxc5 Ba5 43.Kc6 Kd8 44.Nc5
1–0 Repplinger – Silber, Germany 2010.

14.Nd2 g6 15.Nde4 Qc8 16.Be3



A standard tactic in this line is that the c4-pawn is defended by a Qa4† trick.
 
16...N8d7 17.b3 a6 18.Rc1

White simply plays all the standard moves and reaches a great position.
 
18...Bxe4

This is not a move anyone would want to play, but 18...0-0? 19.Ng3+– leaves Black’s minor pieces in disarray and
 the h5-pawn dropping, as 19...Nc5 fails simply to 20.b4.
 
19.Nxe4 Nc5

20.Ng3
This spoils nothing, but the more obvious choice was 20.Bxc5 dxc5 21.d6 emphasizing the great-knight-versus-bad-

bishop imbalance. For example: 21...Bd8 22.Bf1!? heading for h3.
 
20...a5 21.a3 Nbd7 22.b4 Na6 23.c5 dxc5 24.b5!?

Getting fancy again.
 
The direct 24.bxc5! was killing as Black cannot capture on c5.
 
24...Nab8 25.d6 Bd8 26.Qd5 0-0

Black has no activity or coordination, so White can win however he likes.



27.Ne4 Ra7 28.Nxc5 Nxc5 29.Rxc5 Qd7 30.Rc1 b6 31.Bf3 Re8 32.Ke2
The white king could never be in trouble in the centre as no black piece can get near it.

 
32...Kh7 33.Be4 Re6 34.Rhd1 Re8 35.a4 Re6 36.f3

One senses that White was enjoying himself.
 
36...Re8 37.Qc4 Qe6 38.Qxe6 fxe6 39.d7!

The quickest win. Either capture on d7 would be met by 40.Rc8.
 
39...Rf8 40.Rc8 Nxd7 41.Bc6

1–0
 
Our final game of the chapter will cover Black’s other popular set-up with the bishop on g4.



4...Bg4 and 5...c6
 

GAME 92

Miguel Litovicius – Hugo Cordoba

Correspondence 1992
 
1.e4 Nf6 2.e5 Nd5 3.d4 d6 4.Nf3 Bg4 5.Be2 c6

6.Ng5
This is the move GM Alex Baburin has suggested is critical, and Baburin is of course an Alekhine expert. One of the

 points is that exchanging the g4-bishop for the white bishop, rather than the f3-knight, will leave the e5-pawn more
 securely defended.
 
The most common line is 6.0-0, when Black generally tries 6...Bxf3 7.Bxf3 dxe5 8.dxe5 e6 with the idea of targeting
 the e5-pawn, which is more vulnerable when a bishop rather than a knight is on f3.
 
Since we see that taking on f3 is all part of the idea, playing 6.h3 is illogical. 6...Bxf3 7.Bxf3 dxe5 8.dxe5 e6 is an
 improved version for Black of the line above.
 
6.c4!? is another quite challenging option: 6...Nb6 (Other possibilities include 6...Nc7 and 6...Bxf3 7.Bxf3 Nb6 8.e6!?)
 7.Ng5 This resembles the main game, but I prefer holding back on c2-c4.



6...Bxe2
This appears to be the natural move, but it is not the most critical test.

 
6...Bf5 7.Bg4!? White insists on chasing the bishop exchange (more common are 7.e6 and 7.Bd3). Black has various
 tries.
 
a) 7...Bg6? 8.e6 is deeply unpleasant. For example, 8...f6 9.Nh3 Qa5† 10.c3 Bxb1 11.Rxb1 Qxa2 12.Bd2 and in
 Kaufeld – Kowallik, Ruhrgebiet 2004, White had far more than sufficient compensation for the pawn, as the e6-pawn is
 a magnificent asset.
 
b) 7...Qc8 was played in Alvir – Fahrner, Frohnleiten 2000. Here I like:
 

8.h3!N (8.Qf3? fails after 8...Bxg4 9.Qxf7† Kd8 10.h3 Bf5–+) Maintaining the tension favours White as the black



 queen is awkward on c8. For example8...h6 9.Ne4 still leaves Black’s pieces tangled up.
 
c) 7...Qd7 8.Qf3! is a trick which has been known, the database suggests, for 150 years.

8...e6 (Not 8...Bxg4? 9.Qxf7† Kd8 10.h3!+– and the bishop has no squares, as 10...Bf5 11.e6 is terminal.) 9.Bxf5 exf5
 10.0-0² Fedorov – Pavlov, corr. 1866.
 
d) Finally, 7...Bxg4 has been the most popular choice, but after 8.Qxg4 e6 9.0-0 Be7 10.Ne4² White had effortlessly
 achieved a fine position in Van den Doel – Schakel, Spijkenisse 2011.
 
7.Qxe2²

White has a nice simple edge. On a practical note, the space advantage makes White’s side easier to play, as his
 pieces will have no trouble finding good squares.



7...dxe5 8.dxe5 e6 9.0-0
Watson pointed out the blunder 9.c4?! Bb4† 10.Bd2? Qxg5.

 
9...Nd7

9...Be7 10.Ne4 is similar.
 
10.f4

10.c4 is a good alternative which takes away the option mentioned in the next note.

10...Be7 11.Ne4 Nc5 12.Nbd2 Qc7
12...Nb4!? would have given White more to think about, although he can keep the upper hand with accurate play.

 13.Nxc5 (13.Nb3N might be enough for an edge but is less active) 13...Bxc5† 14.Kh1 White can afford to leave the c-
pawn hanging, for instance:



14...Nxc2 (14...0-0 15.Ne4² gives White an easy advantage) 15.Ne4! Nd4 (15...Nxa1 16.Nxc5 and White should pick
 up the trapped knight to reach a position with two pieces versus a rook, and a mighty outpost on d6) 16.Qc4 Bb6?
 (16...Be7 17.Rd1 c5 18.Be3²) 17.Nd6† Ke7 18.f5 Rf8 19.Rd1 Black resigned in Vukcevic – Krecak, Yugoslavia 1987.

13.a3 a5 14.c4 Nb6 15.Nxc5 Bxc5† 16.Kh1 Nd7 17.Ne4 Be7 18.Be3 c5
Black was concerned about 18...0-0 19.c5 and for good reason, as a knight on d6 would be monstrous.

 
19.Rad1 Ra6?

Black does not have time to cover d6 like this. 19...0-0 was essential, though of course White is still better.
 
20.Rd3!

A belter of a double-action move; doubling on the d-file is the obvious point, hitting d7, but the rook is also eyeing a
 quick sideways slide to the kingside.
 
20...0-0?

The only way to stave off resignation was 20...f5 but White is clearly better after either 21.Nc3 or 21.exf6.
 
21.Rfd1+–

It feels like a clear advantage to me, but in fact it is winning by force.
 
21...Nb8



22.Bxc5!
A big punch to finish an excellent thematic game. The point is that 22...Bxc5 23.Nf6†! forces mate: 23...gxf6

 24.Qg4† Kh8 25.Rg3 and mates, or 23...Kh8 24.Rh3 h6 25.Qe4 gxf6 26.Rxh6† Kg7 27.Qh7#.

1–0
 

Conclusion
 
This turned out to be the largest chapter in the book, which surprised me at first, as there are many more critical
 challenges to a 1.e4 player than 1...Nf6. The simple explanation is that Black’s options may not be great, but there are
 plenty of them and White is well advised to have some prepared lines against all of them.
 
Starting with the minor lines, 2.e5 Ng8 will be a pleasant surprise for any White player. Black can try 3...d6 or 3...d5
 but neither gets close to equality.
 
The normal move is of course 2...Nd5, when we reply 3.d4. Then lines with an early ...Nb6 are mainly just surprise
 weapons. If White knows his stuff, he should he happy to see them.
 
Normal is 3...d6 4.Nf3, when many replies are possible:
 
4...e6 and 4...Bf5 are both rare and not totally unsound, but White achieves an edge almost effortlessly. 4...Nc6 is a
 provocative line, and the notes to Game 83 show that White has a choice of paths to an edge at move 16. This may
 seem a lot of theory to learn against such a rare line, but Black’s options are pretty limited so it is not too demanding on
 one’s memory.
 
4...dxe5 5.Nxe5 is an important branch of Alekhine theory. 5...c6 is a solid choice, against which I have selected a most
 respectable main line in 6.Be2. Then 6...Bf5 solves the problem of developing the queen’s bishop at the expense of
 making it a possible target for a white knight. The specific detail to learn from Game 84 is when c2-c4 can be met by
 ...Nb4 and when it cannot. 6...Nd7 blocks the bishop on c8 and White retains an edge, although some precision is
 required, especially after 7.Nf3 g6 8.0-0 Bg7 9.c4 Nc7 10.Nc3 0-0, when the flexible 11.Re1! seems best.
 
5...Nd7 is asking for trouble and deserves rough treatment with 6.Nxf7!. Game 87 involves some of the wildest, most
 theoretically dense lines in the book, but the reward for White is a crushing position. Not so much theory is needed



 after 5...g6 6.g3. It is not an attempt at a refutation, instead just ensuring the middlegame starts with slightly better
 chances for White.
 
4...g6 5.Bc4 Nb6 can lead to huge theory, but my recommendation involving 9.dxe5 avoids all that, while offering
 White slightly better chances in an ending. 5...c6 can be met by 6.exd6 and later 8.h3, when White keeps control and an
 edge, with little drama.
 
4...Bg4 5.Be2 e6 used to be a main line but its popularity has collapsed. After 6.h3 Bh5 7.c4 Nb6 8.exd6 cxd6 9.Nc3
 White has the better chances and has scored well. Game 91 continued in typical style with White having a positional
 advantage, more space, and attacking chances – any two out of those three would be more than enough for most people.
 5...c6 is a solid option, after which 6.Ng5 has been recognized as the critical test for many years. Not much is new here;
 White’s edge is well established.
 



1.e4 d6 2.d4 Nf6 3.Nc3 g6 4.Bg5
 

4...h6 (4...a6 505; 4...Nbd7 505) 5.Be3! 505

4...c6 5.Qd2 b5 6.e5! 508

4...Bg7 5.Qd2 509

 A) 5...Nc6 510

 B) 5...Nbd7 511

 C) 5...0-0 6.Bh6 512

 C1) 6...e5 7.Bxg7 Kxg7 8.Nge2! Nc6 9.f3 512

 9...a6 Game 93 512

The Critical 9...Rb8! 515

 C2) 6...Bxh6 7.Qxh6 c5 517

 C3) 6...c5 518

 D) 5...h6 6.Bf4!? g5 7.Bg3 Nh5 8.0-0-0 522

 8...Nd7 (8...Nxg3 523; 8...e6 523; 8...c6 524) 523

 8...Nc6 Game 94 526

 E) 5...c6 6.Bh6 530

 E1) 6...0-0 Game 95 530

 E2) 6...Bxh6 7.Qxh6 Qa5 8.Bd3 c5 9.d5 Nbd7 10.Nf3 535

10...b5?! 536



The Critical 10...c4! Game 96 539

1.e4 d6 2.d4 Nf6 3.Nc3 g6
3...c6 and 3...Nc6 transpose to Chapter 20.

 
4.Bg5!?

This move is active, direct and not too difficult to learn, making it an ideal choice for us. The most obvious follow-up
 plan involves Qd2 and 0-0-0 but, depending on circumstances, White can switch plans with an early f2-f4 or even a
 quick e4-e5.
 
Black’s two main replies are 4...c6 and of course 4...Bg7, and we will get to them shortly. First though, in the following
 short section I will address a few sidelines.
 
4...h6

4...a6 is a serious move after 4.Be3. However, 5.e5! shows one of the chief advantages of the bishop on g5. 5...Nfd7
 (in the event of 5...h6 as in Mason – Fegan, Birmingham 2015, I like 6.Bf4!?N 6...Nh5 7.Be3 when White’s bishop is
 well centralized and Black’s knight is misplaced)

From this position 6.f4 has been played a few times, and it can’t be a bad move, but I prefer 6.Qe2!?N followed by a
 quick 0-0-0, with an active position and pressure in the centre.
 
Black’s other main candidate is:
4...Nbd7

I find this a slightly odd choice, as Black has no reason to fear the doubled pawns after a possible exchange on f6.
 Moreover, it blocks the natural retreat square of the f6-knight, which explains White’s next move.

5.f4!
Black already has to worry about e4-e5.

5...h6 6.Bh4 Nh5!?
An interesting attempt, but it is hard to believe it can really be any good.
Another game continued: 6...Bg7 7.e5 Nh5 8.Nh3 (8.g3!?N also looks decent) 8...dxe5 9.dxe5 Nb6? (9...c6
 10.Be2²) 10.Qxd8† Kxd8 11.0-0-0† Ke8 12.Nb5 Black resigned in Fuller – Sakurai, Haifa (ol) 1976.



7.f5!
7.Nge2!? has the nice point that 7...Nxf4? 8.Nxf4 g5? allows 9.Ne6! fxe6 10.Qh5 mate, but 7...g5!? 8.fxg5 e6
 keeps things interesting.
7.Nh3!? is also a reasonable move, but I find the direct attacking option more appealing.

7...Bg7 8.Nh3!
This move has hardly ever been played, and is not mentioned by Vigus, but it has the advantage of guarding the
 f4-square while keeping options open for the f1-bishop.
8.Bc4 Nf4 is not so clear after 9.Bg3 e5 or 9.Qd2 g5 10.Bg3 c5.
8.fxg6 fxg6 9.Bc4 c5 might be better for White with accurate play, but it is unnecessarily double-edged.

8...c5
In A. Smith – Bridges, corr. 1981, White could have caused problems with:

9.fxg6N 9...fxg6 10.Be2!



Targeting the wayward knight. It would be possible to analyse more deeply of course, but I am happy to stop here and
 say White is doing well.
 
5.Be3!

White has an excellent version of the 4.Be3 variation where Black has damaged his own structure without gaining
 anything in return. Black has all kinds of ways to develop, but I will keep things concise as it’s a suboptimal variation
 for Black. The following lines will give you enough ideas to choose a sensible plan against anything Black may try.

5...Ng4
I regard this as the only serious test. If Black plays some other developing move, the simplest way for White to

 proceed is with h2-h3 and Qd2, preventing Black from castling, followed by Nf3, Bd3 and 0-0, with an improved
 version of the well-known ‘150 Attack’. You can also consider a more aggressive set-up with f2-f3; it is hard to think
 of any scenario where the ...h6 move does not worsen Black’s chances. Here are a few examples:
 
5...Bg7 6.h3 c6

Black can take the opportunity to park his king with 6...0-0 7.Qd2 Kh7, but 8.Nf3 (or 8.f4!?) still gives White a
 comfortable middlegame.
6...a6 can be met in the same way as the text move, but there is also 7.e5!? Nfd7 8.e6 fxe6 9.Bd3 Nf8 10.Qg4‚ as
 in Shutzman – Tseitlin, Tel Aviv 2002, where White obtained a strong initiative for the sacrificed pawn, all
 thanks to the weakening of g6 created by 4...h6.

7.Qd2
7.a4 can also be considered, but I don’t consider ...b5 a serious threat.



7...b5 8.Bd3
8.e5!? is a decent alternative, but simple development works fine.

8...Nbd7 9.Nf3 Qc7 10.0-0²
White has developed smoothly and is ready to strike at the queenside with a2-a4, as is typical for the 150 Attack.

 Meanwhile Black still has to decide how to arrange castling.
 
5...c6 6.h3

6.a4 should be avoided due to: 6...Ng4! 7.Bc1 (7.Bf4 e5 8.dxe5 dxe5 9.Qxd8† Kxd8 10.Bg3 Bd6 was also okay
 for Black in Bergez – Okhotnik, Paris 1993) 7...e5 8.f3 exd4 9.Qxd4 Nf6 Black is not doing too badly, as White
 will not be able to castle on the queenside, as he does in the main line below after 5...Ng4.
6.Qd2 b5 (6...Ng4 7.Bf4) 7.f3 is a sensible alternative. After 7...Nbd7 White can consider 8.Nh3!? or 8.a4 b4
 9.Nd1, with better chances in both cases thanks to Black’s weakened kingside.

6...b5 7.Bd3 Nbd7 8.Nf3 e5 9.0-0 Bb7
In Gulko – Kantsler, Frunze 1985, White should have played:



10.dxe5N 10...dxe5 11.a4 b4 12.Ne2²
Once again carrying out the typical regrouping of the 150 Attack. Black would like to put his bishop on e7 and castle,

 but the hanging h6-pawn yet again causes a problem.
 
6.Bc1

It looks as though White has lost time, but it’s an illusion. The knight will be kicked back and the only move Black
 will have ‘gained’ is the weakening ...h6.
 
6...e5!?

6...Bg7 7.h3 Nf6 8.Be3 transposes to 5...Bg7 6.h3 as covered above. The text move is an independent option, aiming
 to do something in the centre before White catches up on development.
 
7.f3 exd4 8.Qxd4 Nf6 9.Be3 Bg7 10.Qd2 0-0 11.0-0-0

11.Bxh6? Nxe4 is a typical trick to be avoided, based on the queen check on h4.
 
11...Kh7

The threat to h6 had become real.
 
12.e5!?

Fun but not essential.
 
Any of 12.h4, 12.g4, or even the excessively calm 12.Kb1 would leave White on top.
 
12...Ne8

In Gruzman – Gavrilov, corr. 1991, White should have followed up his last move with another energetic thrust:



13.h4!N
Black has problems on the kingside, for instance:

 
13...Nd7 14.h5 g5 15.f4!

With the makings of a powerful attack. Throughout this line, Black suffered from his ‘bonus’ move ...h6. Now that
 we have finished discussing that and a few other oddities, we will move on to his more serious options.



4...c6
 
1.e4 d6 2.d4 Nf6 3.Nc3 g6 4.Bg5 c6 5.Qd2 b5

The appeal of this plan is obvious: Black accelerates his counterplay and discourages Bh6, which would lose a tempo
 as Black could exchange on h6 without going to g7 first. There is a problem with his scheme though.

6.e5!
As I mentioned earlier, this resource is a major advantage of 4.Bg5 over 4.Be3, as Black does not have the option of

 ...Ng4 to gain time against the bishop. The e4-e5 advance tends to be especially effective in response to Black’s ...b5.
 
6.Bd3 Bg7 7.f4 transposes to a big main line. I spent some time looking at 7...0-0 8.a3!?, which has been played by
 Kotronias (8.Nf3 Bg4 is the main line, which is another topic). Unfortunately 8...Nbd7! spoils White’s chances of
 getting an advantage, for instance: 9.Nf3 c5!N 10.e5 (10.Bxb5 cxd4 11.Nxd4 Bb7 12.0-0-0 Nc5 gives Black excellent
 play) 10...cxd4 11.Nxd4 dxe5 12.Nc6 Qb6 and Black does well in the complications.
 
6...dxe5

After 6...h6 7.Bf4 Nh5 Black appears to be pushing the bishop around, but he accomplishes nothing except
 misplacing his knight. 8.Be3 dxe5 9.dxe5 Qxd2† 10.Bxd2 Bg7 11.f4 g5 12.g3² In Kononenko – Rasik, Pardubice
 2012, White had kept control of his centre, while Black’s queenside was starting to look rather tender.
 
6...b4 is a move that must always be considered as a possible response to e4-e5. 7.exf6 bxc3 8.Qxc3 exf6 9.Bf4 Bg7
 10.0-0-0 0-0 Vigus opines that Black will be okay after following up with ...f5 and ...Nd7-f6, but White can pose
 problems with:



11.h4!N (With the kings on opposite flanks and the b-file open, this is not a good moment to get greedy: 11.Qb4?! Na6
 12.Qxd6 Qb6° was already tricky for White in Hrouza – Krupka, Svetla nad Sazavou 1998.) The text move poses a
 dilemma. If Black allows h4-h5 he risks falling under a powerful attack, but if he plays 11...h5 himself, he will find it
 harder to play ...f5 due to the weakening of the g5-square. So 12.Nf3² is simple and strong, while even 12.Qg3!? may
 be good – I am generally wary of pawn-grabbing in such positions, but the circumstances are slightly more favourable
 than on the previous move, so this can also be considered.
 
7.dxe5

7...Ng4!N
Gallagher’s recommendation remains untried, but it is Black’s best chance. Allowing his king to be misplaced looks

 strange, but the idea is that White will not be able to guard the e5-pawn with f2-f4 without giving Black excellent
 counterplay based on the e3-square.



 
7...Qxd2† 8.Bxd2² is great for White, as a subsequent f2-f4 will secure a solid space advantage without any worries
 over the e3-square.
 
8.Qxd8† Kxd8 9.Be2!

Forcing Black to take on e5 is the simplest way to reach our desired position.
 
9.Nf3 Bg7 10.Bf4 Nd7 11.Rd1 Ke8 is the only line given by Gallagher. The Anglo-Swiss GM calls it unclear after
 12.e6 or 12.Nxb5!?, which seems a reasonable assessment. These options could certainly be investigated in more detail,
 and I have a feeling that Black would not have an easy life in a practical game. I like the text move even more though.
 
9...Nxe5

Black may as well carry out his threat, especially as the idea of Nxb5! followed by Bf3 is in the air.
 
10.0-0-0† Kc7

10...Nbd7 11.Nf3 Bg7 12.Rhe1 gives White a fantastic initiative for the pawn.
 
10...Ke8?! is worse than the main line, as the king will be vulnerable on the semi-open e-file. 11.Nf3 Nbd7 (11...Bg7?
 12.Nxb5! cxb5 13.Nxe5 Bxe5 14.Bf3+–) 12.Nxe5 (12.Nd4!? is also promising) 12...Nxe5 13.f4 Nc4 14.Bf3 Bd7
 15.Rhe1 and Black is in trouble.
 
11.Bf4 f6

11...Bg7 12.Nf3 forces 12...f6 anyway, as 12...Nbd7? is refuted by 13.Rxd7†.

12.Nf3 Nbd7 13.Nd4 g5 14.Bg3 Nc5
14...h5 15.h4 does not change much.

 
15.Rhe1

White has superb compensation for the missing pawn.



Introduction to 4...Bg7
 
1.e4 d6 2.d4 Nf6 3.Nc3 g6 4.Bg5 Bg7 5.Qd2

White’s last move prepares Bh6 and clears the path for long castling. This position is a key branching point in our
 anti-Pirc repertoire. We will examine five options; the first two are not so critical, but the remaining three demand
 careful study.

We will briefly discuss a couple of comparatively rare knight moves, A) 5...Nc6 and B) 5...Nbd7. However, in the
 great majority of games, Black responds in one of the following three ways:
C) 5...0-0 ignores our plans and provokes an attack. This will be discussed in great detail, starting on page 512.
Chasing our bishop away with D) 5...h6 is covered on page 522.
E) 5...c6 commences queenside operations; see page 530 for more about this.
 

A) 5...Nc6 6.0-0-0
 
6.Nge2 h6 7.Bh4 g5 8.Bg3 Nh5 transposes to a line of the 5...h6 variation which falls outside our repertoire.
 
6...0-0

6...h6 7.Bf4 g5 (7...Nh5 8.Be3) 8.Bg3 Nh5 is covered under the 5...h6 move order – see Game 94, where 9.Qe3!
 gives White a fine position.
 
7.Nge2

Any time the knight goes to c6, White must be ready to meet ...e5. The text move helps by fortifying the d4-square,
 while keeping the bishop on g5 so that ...e5 will expose Black to a pin.
7.Bh6 is premature, and 7...e5! 8.Bxg7 Kxg7 transposes to a position I prefer to avoid, which is discussed later under
 the move order 5...0-0 6.Bh6 e5 7.Bxg7 Kxg7 8.0-0-0 Nc6 when Black is ready to meet d4-d5 with ...Nd4 (on page
 512 I recommend 8.Nge2 to avoid this).
 
7.h4!? h5 8.f3 was a good alternative seen in Michalczak – Simon, Arnhem 2007. The game continuation of 8...Nh7?!
 9.Be3 e5 10.Nge2± is hardly Black’s best, but White stands well regardless. Again, the main point is to avoid a
 premature Bh6. If Black cannot play an effective ...e5, then the c6-knight will only get in the way of his normal



 queenside play.

7...b5!?
7...a6 8.f3 b5 9.h4 resembles the main line, but Black may as well play ...b5 first and support it with ...Rb8 instead of

 the less useful ...a6.
 
8.f3 Rb8

8...b4 9.Nd5 a5 10.h4 gives White good attacking chances.
 
9.h4!

I also considered 9.Bh6, keeping in mind that 9...e5 10.Bxg7 Kxg7 transposes to a position analysed later under the
 move order 5...0-0 6.Bh6 e5 7.Bxg7 Kxg7 8.Nge2 Nc6 9.f3 Rb8 10.0-0-0 b5, which can be found in the section on
 9...Rb8!. However, Black has some other possibilities such as 9...e6!? followed by ...b4, when our knight will have to
 move to an inferior square.
 
9...h5 10.Nd5!

Continuing to get value from the bishop on g5.
 
10...Nh7 11.Bh6

Finally White forces the bishop trade, now that Black has made a concession. White was clearly on top in Carbajal –
 Quinones, Lima 1997.
 

B) 5...Nbd7



6.Bh6!
With the knight on d7 instead of c6, this move makes more sense.

 
6.0-0-0 c5! reveals one of the points of Black’s last move (instead 6...0-0 7.e5 Ne8 8.h4!? is promising for White; 6...h6
 7.Bf4 is likely to transpose to the 5...h6 section). 7.dxc5 (7.e5? cxd4 is no good, while 7.Nf3 cxd4 leads to a strange
 version of a Dragon) 7...Nxc5 8.f3 This could be analysed further, but I think Black has a reasonable version of a
 Sicilian structure.
 
6...Bxh6

6...0-0 gives Black a slightly worse version of the 5...0-0 6.Bh6 lines analysed later, as there is no reason for him to
 commit the knight to d7 so early. Play may continue 7.Bxg7 Kxg7 8.0-0-0 e5 (or 8...c5 9.e5!) 9.f4!?ƒ with good
 prospects for White.
 
7.Qxh6 c5

7...e5 8.Nf3 is unpleasant for Black.



8.0-0-0!?
8.Nf3 cxd4 9.Nxd4 a6 leads to a version of the ‘Dragadorf’ Sicilian where White has saved time by omitting f2-f3;

 on the other hand, White usually does best to avoid a premature Bh6 against that line, so it is hard to say how good his
 position really is. The text move aims for an improved version of the same structure.
 
8.d5 Qa5 9.f3 can be compared with the lines on page 536 where the same structure occurs. It’s an interesting position,
 but I think the text move is more dangerous for Black.
 
8...cxd4 9.Rxd4 Qb6

9...a6 10.f4 b5 11.Nf3 leaves Black in a more precarious version of the Dragadorf structure, as his king is stuck in the
 centre and e4-e5 is on the way.
 
10.Nf3 Nc5

This position was reached in Wetthasinghe – Tashmuradova, Rasht 1998. Black’s last move was the natural way to
 develop the c8-bishop, but it gives White an obvious way to open additional lines of attack:



11.e5!N 11...dxe5 12.Nxe5 a6 13.Bc4 Be6 14.Rhd1±
All of White’s pieces are in play, while Black faces an uphill struggle just to castle.



C) 5...0-0 6.Bh6
 

Black has a variety of ways to try and obtain counterplay. We will first look at C1) 6...e5, before considering Black
 plans with ...c5, examining both C2) 6...Bxh6 followed by ...c5, and the immediate C3) 6...c5.
 

C1) 6...e5
 

GAME 93

 

Borki Predojevic – Semir Pleh

Neum 2014
 
Before we get started, I want to be open about the fact that White was rated 2609 and Black 1732 at the time of the
 game, so White’s eventual victory should not, in itself, be taken as any great endorsement of his opening play.
 Normally I would not include such an apparent mismatch as a main illustrative game, but Black played pretty logically
 up to a point, so the game will serve as a useful starting point for our study of the 5...0-0 variation.
 
1.e4 d6 2.d4 Nf6

The actual move order of the game was 2...g6 3.Nc3 Bg7 4.Be3 Nf6 5.Qd2 0-0 6.Bh6, but I have modified it to fit
 with our repertoire.
 
3.Nc3 g6 4.Bg5 Bg7 5.Qd2 0-0 6.Bh6

6.0-0-0 has been more popular, but I prefer to offer the bishop exchange before deciding what to do with the king.
 The drawback of delaying castling is that Black gets a chance to strike at the centre with ...e5 or ...c5, so I will mainly
 focus on the different ways in which Black may arrange these moves.

6...e5



This was Marin’s choice in his recent ChessBase DVD on the Pirc.
 
6...c6 will be analysed in Game 95 via the 5...c6 6.Bh6 0-0 move order on page 530.
 
7.Bxg7 Kxg7 8.Nge2!

White has to stop the knight from coming to d4.
 
8.0-0-0 Nc6! (8...exd4 9.Qxd4 Nc6 10.Qd2 is not so good for Black) 9.d5 Nd4 (9...Ne7?! 10.h4²) This is
 recommended by Marin; indeed, after 10.Nge2 Nxe2† 11.Bxe2 Bd7 Black was perfectly alright in R. Smith – Ker,
 Queenstown 2006.

8...Nc6
Marin recommended this as a novelty, but it was tested in the present game a few months before his DVD came out.

 According to my database, it has not been repeated since, which is why the present game is so theoretically relevant.
 
8...Qe7 was played in Van der Wiel – Lobejko, Koszalin 1998, when White should have taken the opportunity to play
 9.d5!N. A logical continuation is 9...c6 10.Ng3! cxd5 11.exd5 Nbd7 12.Qg5!² when Black is under some pressure, as
 Marin points out.
 
8...c5 is the move that the engines love, but 9.d5 favours White. A good example continued: 9...a6 (9...b5 10.Ng3 b4
 11.Nd1²) 10.f3 h5 11.h4 b5 12.a4 bxa4 (or 12...b4 13.Nd1 with Ne3 to follow) 13.Rxa4 Bd7 14.Ra3 Qb6 15.Rb3 Qc7
 16.Nd1² Harfoush – Hammoudi, Damascus 2015.
 
9.f3 a6

9...Rb8! is Marin’s recommendation. This way Black prepares ...b5 while putting his rook on a more useful square. I
 will analyse this separately immediately after the present game.



10.0-0-0 b5 11.h4 h6
11...h5 12.dxe5 is similar.

 
12.dxe5 dxe5

12...Nxe5 13.Nf4 Bd7 14.Be2 is similar to the 9...Rb8 line analysed below. There are two small differences in
 White’s favour here: I generally consider ...Rb8 a more useful move than ...a6, and the position of Black’s pawn on h6,
 instead of h5, makes it easier for White to play g2-g4.

13.Qe3!
A useful idea to remember. White improves his queen while hitting the enemy queen and preparing Nd5.

 
13...Qe7 14.Nd5 Nxd5 15.exd5 Nb8



16.g4
16.h5!N 16...g5 17.Ng3 looks even stronger. 17...f5 is necessary to block the f5-square, but there are some tactical

 details which make it impossible for Black to keep his position together:

18.Bd3 Kh8 (18...e4 19.fxe4 f4 20.Qd4† is a free pawn for White) 19.Rhe1 f4 20.Qe4 fxg3 21.d6 cxd6 22.Qxa8±
 
16...Re8?!

Too slow. Instead 16...Nd7 would have kept Black in the game, although 17.Nc3 still favours White.
 
17.Ng3

Another strong continuation is 17.h5 g5 18.Ng3 Qf6 19.Kb1! Qf4 20.Qe1! Qxf3 21.Be2± followed by Rf1.
 
17...Nd7?!



17...Qf6 was a better try, although 18.Qxh6†!? Kxh6 19.g5† Kg7 (19...Qxg5† 20.hxg5† Kxg5 21.Ne4† catches the
 king) 20.gxf6† Kxf6 21.h5 puts Black under serious pressure.
 
18.h5 Qg5 19.Qxg5 hxg5 20.hxg6

20.h6† Kh7 21.Ne4 f6 is excellent for White, who can prepare an advance of his queenside pawn majority while
 Black is devoid of counterplay. Nevertheless, the game continuation also gives good winning chances.
 
20...fxg6 21.Ne4

21...Rh8?
Black had to try 21...Nf6, intending 22.Nxf6 (or 22.Nxg5 e4) 22...Kxf6 23.Bd3 e4 as a last-ditch attempt to obtain

 some counterplay. The game continuation allows White to eat a pawn while remaining in complete control.
 
22.Rxh8 Kxh8 23.Nxg5 Bb7 24.Bd3 Nf8 25.Re1 Bxd5 26.Rxe5 c6 27.Re7

The rest is easy.



27...a5 28.Be4 Rd8 29.Nf7† Bxf7 30.Rxf7 Rc8 31.c3 b4 32.Ra7 bxc3 33.bxc3 c5 34.Kc2 g5 35.Rxa5 Kg7 36.a4 Rc7
 37.Rb5 Kf6 38.a5 Ne6 39.a6 Ra7 40.Rb6 Ke5 41.Rxe6† Kxe6 42.Bb7 Kd6 43.Kd3 Kc7 44.Ke4 Kb6 45.f4 gxf4
 46.g5

1–0
 

The Critical 9...Rb8!
 
1.e4 d6 2.d4 Nf6 3.Nc3 g6 4.Bg5 Bg7 5.Qd2 0-0 6.Bh6 e5 7.Bxg7 Kxg7 8.Nge2 Nc6 9.f3 Rb8!

This was Marin’s proposal on his DVD. It’s not hugely different from the previous game, but having the rook on b8
 tends to be more useful for Black than a pawn on a6. The position has been reached just once, in Detlef – Lorenz, East
 German Championship 1970, which immediately diverged with the non-critical 10.d5.



 
10.0-0-0N 10...b5 11.dxe5 Nxe5

11...dxe5 12.Qe3 favours White, just as in Predojevic – Pleh.
 
12.Nf4 Bd7

I also considered:
12...b4 13.Ncd5 Nxd5

13...a5 14.Nxf6 Qxf6 15.Nd5 Qd8 transposes.
14.Nxd5 a5

15.h4!
Marin gives 15.Kb1 Bb7 16.f4 Ng4 17.Bc4 Re8 18.Rhe1 Nf6 as leading to an advantage for White, but when I
 looked into this, I was not so happy about the ensuing positions. The text move is more challenging, as the
 following sample line demonstrates.

15...h5 16.Be2 Be6 17.Kb1
17.f4!? is tricky, but Black seems to be okay after: 17...Nd7 (17...Ng4 18.Bxg4 Bxg4 19.Rde1²) 18.g4 Bxd5
 (18...hxg4 19.Ne3²) 19.Qxd5 hxg4 20.e5 (also after 20.h5 Nf6 21.Qd4 Re8 22.hxg6 Rxe4 I found no advantage
 for White) 20...Nb6 21.Qg2 f5! 22.h5 g5 Black maintains the balance.

17...Bxd5 18.Qxd5 Qe7
18...a4 19.f4 Nd7 20.e5 is good for White.



19.f4 Nd7
19...Ng4 20.Bxg4 hxg4 21.h5 is unpleasant for Black.

20.Bf3 a4 21.Qd4† Nf6
Both 21...Qf6 22.e5 and 21...f6 22.g4 are good for White.

22.e5 dxe5 23.fxe5 Ng8 24.e6† Nf6 25.exf7 Rbd8 26.Qc4 Rxd1† 27.Rxd1 a3 28.bxa3 bxa3 29.Qc3 Rxf7 30.Rd3²
White will pick up the a3-pawn and his passed a-pawn will be a powerful force in the endgame, especially with the

 bishop controlling the promotion square.

13.h4 h5 14.Be2 Bc6 15.Kb1
This is a useful precaution before taking action. We are still following Marin’s analysis.

 
15...Re8 16.Ncd5!

16.Qd4 a5 17.g4 b4 18.Ncd5 hxg4 19.fxg4 Nexg4 leads nowhere.



 
The brutal 16.g4 hxg4 17.h5 gxf3 18.hxg6 fxg6 19.Bxf3!? Nxf3 20.Qg2 Ne5 is certainly fun to analyse, but ultimately
 it doesn’t quite work.
 
16...Bxd5 17.exd5!

17.Nxd5 Nxd5 18.Qxd5 Qf6 is given by Marin as fine for Black. The Romanian GM does not mention the text
 move, but I believe it to be much more challenging, as it avoids unnecessary simplifications while changing the pawn
 structure in a way that increases White’s space advantage. Depending on how Black continues, White can either play
 g2-g4 immediately, or prepare it further with moves such as Rdg1 and/or Qd4.

17...Kg8
This subtle move seems to be Black’s best. I checked some other continuations of course, but do not want to get too

 carried away with this one sub-variation.
 
18.g4!?

You can analyse the position in more detail if you wish, but I am happy to leave it here and say I like White’s
 attacking chances.
 

5...0-0 followed by ...c5
 
1.e4 d6 2.d4 Nf6 3.Nc3 g6 4.Bg5 Bg7 5.Qd2 0-0 6.Bh6

In this section we will study two versions of the ...c5 plan: the provocative C2) 6...Bxh6 followed by ...c5, and the
 safer C3) 6...c5.
 

C2) 6...Bxh6 7.Qxh6 c5



Vigus mainly focuses on this move in his Dangerous Weapons chapter covering this variation. I was pleased to find
 an improvement over his analysis, but then I noticed that the English FM had reached the same conclusion a few years
 later in his Chess Developments book on the Pirc – details can be found below.
 
8.d5!

Vigus concludes that 8.dxc5 Qa5 9.cxd6!N 9...Nxe4 10.dxe7 Re8 11.Nge2 is ultimately better for White; I agree with
 this assessment, but it takes quite detailed analysis to prove it. The text move is much simpler.
 
8...Qa5

8...a6 9.Nf3 Nbd7 (9...Ng4 10.Qh4 also favours White) 10.Ng5 Re8 11.Be2 (11.h4!?) 11...Nf8 12.h4 gave White an
 easy attack in Emms – S. Schmidt, Leningrad 1990.

9.Nf3!N



In Chapter 2 of Dangerous Weapons: The Pirc and Modern, Vigus mentions a few other options and gives 9.h4 as
 White’s best, but he subsequently hit upon this major improvement. The knight is heading for g5, establishing a
 dangerous bind on the kingside.
 
9...Nbd7

The first point to appreciate is that 9...Nxe4 10.0-0-0! Nf6 (10...Nxc3? 11.Ng5+–) 11.Ng5 Nbd7 12.h4 gives White a
 ferocious attack for the pawn.
 
9...Ng4 is hardly an adequate solution, as 10.Qh4 leaves Black with nothing better than retreating to f6. Nevertheless,
 this might be Black’s best attempt at staying in the game, as leaving the queen on h6 is too dangerous.
 
10.Ng5

I also prefer White’s position after the positional 10.Nd2, intending to complete development and post the knight on
 c4 later. This is not particularly relevant as the direct attack is so much stronger, but this type of positional plan is worth
 keeping in mind for those situations where a more subtle approach is needed. For now though, I will present a few
 illustrative lines to show that White’s position is already close to winning.

10...b5 11.h4 b4
11...Ne5 12.Be2 prevents ...Neg4 and renews the threat of h4-h5.

 
12.Nd1 b3† 13.c3 Qxa2

13...bxa2 14.h5 is hopeless for Black.



14.h5!
14.Rc1 is also great for White, but it’s always fun to do something flashy.

 
14...Qxa1

Or 14...gxh5 15.Rc1 and White will soon smash through on the kingside.
 
15.hxg6 Qc1 16.gxh7† Kh8 17.Nxf7† Rxf7 18.Qxc1

White wins easily.
 

C3) 6...c5
 
This is more prudent than the previous line, as it is obviously not so easy for us to play for a direct attack without the
 queen on h6. Therefore we will switch to a more restrained strategy based on solid central control.



7.Bxg7
We could also play 7.d5, as an exchange on h6 would transpose to the previous line. However, for the purposes of our

 repertoire, I will keep things simple and take on g7 immediately.
 
7...Kxg7 8.d5

8.dxc5 dxc5 9.0-0-0 Qxd2† 10.Rxd2 Nc6 is equal.
 
The text move leads to a Benoni structure. It might look as though White has lumbered himself with a bad bishop, but
 this is not really true. In normal Benoni positions it’s the g7-bishop which is the star of the show, while Black tends to
 struggle to find a useful role for the light-squared lummox, and will usually be glad to exchange it for a white knight.
 White’s bishop may not be setting the board alight just yet, but it is certainly no worse than its black counterpart.
 
8...a6

This has been Black’s most popular move, but it’s an important branching point where several options have been
 tried.
 
8...e6 seems risky: 9.dxe6 Bxe6



10.h4! Nc6 11.h5 Nxh5 12.Be2 Nf6 13.Qh6† Kg8 14.g4 Qe7 15.0-0-0 Nd4 16.f4+– Critter – Bouquet, engine game
 2012.
 
Another way of preparing the thematic ...b5 is:
8...Qa5 9.Nge2!

9.h4 h5 has been played a few times, but I don’t believe in White’s attacking chances.
9...b5 10.Ng3

I will say more about this rare but effective concept in the notes to the main line below. In a nutshell, the strategy
 is to ignore Black’s queenside advance and fortify our central control.

10...b4 11.Nd1 Ba6 12.Bxa6 Qxa6
This occurred in Petrovic – Dragasevic Georgieva, Donji Milanovac 1979, where White decided to exchange
 queens. Instead it would have been more challenging to play:



13.Ne3!N 13...Nbd7 14.h4
Black has no counterplay and will have to concern herself with the kingside, keeping in mind that 14...h5?? 15.Nef5†

 leads to a quick mate. Aside from the kingside threats, White has the simple plan of connecting her rooks with f2-f3
 and Kf2, preparing a2-a3 at the right moment.
 
8...Qb6!? has hardly ever been played, but Vigus mentions it as an interesting option. The point is that 9.0-0-0 Qa5
 gives Black good prospects for counterplay despite the tempo loss with the queen. White can consider sacrificing the b-
pawn with something like 9.Be2!? Qxb2 10.Rb1 Qa3 11.f4, but it is hard to say if he is really better.
Ultimately, I would be more inclined to defend the b2-pawn. 9.b3!? seems most logical, now that the g7-bishop has
 been eliminated (9.Rb1 is also possible of course). A sample continuation is:

9...Qa5 (9...e6 10.Bc4 exd5 11.Nxd5 Nxd5 12.Bxd5 Be6 13.Bxe6 fxe6 14.h4 Nc6 15.0-0-0 looks promising for White)
 10.Nge2 Nbd7 11.Ng3 h5 12.Be2 with similar play to the main line below.



9.Nge2N
9.a4 is a knee-jerk reaction, but I actually don’t think Black’s queenside advance is something to be feared. Besides,

 9...e6!? 10.dxe6 Bxe6 gives Black an improved version of the 8...e6 line mentioned above, as it would be riskier for
 White to castle on the queenside now.
 
9...b5 10.f3

10.Ng3 h5 is slightly annoying.
 
I want to handle the position in the style of the Nge2/Ng3 variation of the Modern Benoni, as advocated in Lars
 Schandorff’s Playing 1.d4 – The Indian Defences. It sounds like an unlikely source of inspiration for a 1.e4 repertoire,
 and things are obviously a little different here, as White’s c-pawn and Black’s e-pawn are still on the board. This may
 prove useful for Black if he can arrange ...e6 at a suitable moment; on the other hand, the absence of the g7-bishop
 greatly reduces Black’s prospects for counterplay (in the Benoni, White usually has to go to some trouble to exchange
 or neutralize this piece). Which aspects of the Nge2 Benoni carry over to the present position? The first point is that
 White will smoothly complete development with Ng3 and Be2. There is no reason to fear the ...h5-h4 advance, as the
 knight will be happy to continue its journey via f1-e3 or (if White castles before ...h4 is played) h1-f2. Another
 important point is that the further advance of Black’s queenside pawns will only create weaknesses. Once we have
 finished developing, we may even play a2-a4 to provoke ...b4 and create an outpost on c4. Finally, don’t pay too much
 attention to engine assessments; mine evaluates the position as slightly better for Black in all lines but, once you play a
 few more moves and develop White’s pieces, it starts to shift.



10...e6
If Black tries to do without this pawn break, he will struggle to get any counterplay.

10...Nbd7 seems like the most obvious developing move, so let’s see how the position may unfold: 11.Ng3 (11.Nf4!?
 could also be investigated, but I will stick to the plan described earlier) 11...Ne5 (After 11...h5 12.Be2 h4 13.Nf1 Bb7
 14.Ne3 White enjoys a firm grip on the centre. He will castle in the near future, and can think about active plans on
 either side of the board.) 12.Be2 e6 Challenging White’s pawn centre seems like the only way to cause problems, but
 White is well placed to meet it here:

13.f4! Neg4 14.dxe6 Bxe6 (14...fxe6 15.Rd1 wins the d-pawn) 15.h3 Nh6 16.0-0² White maintains control in the
 centre, while the h6-knight is clearly misplaced.
 
11.dxe6 Bxe6

Other recaptures fail to equalize:



 
11...fxe6 12.0-0-0 Ne8 13.a3!? (13.Qe3²) 13...Nc6 14.h4ƒ
 
11...b4 12.Nd5 Bxe6 shields the d6-pawn from a quick attack, but 13.Ne3 Nc6 (after 13...d5? 14.exd5 Black cannot
 recapture due to the upcoming pin along the d-file) 14.Rd1 Ne8 15.Nf4 leaves White with a nice central clamp. Play
 may continue:
 

15...Qh4† (or 15...Qf6 16.Nxe6† fxe6 17.c3²) 16.g3 Qf6 17.Qc1² followed by Bg2 or Bc4.

12.0-0-0
12.Nf4 Nc6 gives Black decent activity, while 12.Rd1 b4 13.Na4 Qa5 14.b3 d5 also looks fine for him.

 
12...b4

12...Ne8 is too passive, and 13.Nf4 Nc6 14.h4 is good for White.



 
12...Qa5 is more sensible, but after 13.h4! b4 14.Nb1 Qxa2 15.h5 White’s attack is gathering momentum, while Black
 is several moves away from creating serious threats.
 
13.Na4 Qa5 14.b3 Bd7

Hitting the knight on a4 must be critical, but White can stay on top with:

15.Ng3! Bxa4 16.Nf5† Kh8
16...gxf5 is well met by: 17.Qg5† Kh8 18.Qxf6† Kg8 19.bxa4±

 
17.Qh6 Rg8 18.bxa4 d5 19.Nd6 Ra7

The position still looks messy, but White keeps the advantage by forcing Black’s queen to retreat.

20.Qg5! Qd8 21.e5 Nh5 22.Qxd8 Rxd8 23.Rxd5±



Obviously this was far from forced, but I like White’s chances after my new concept of trading bishops on g7 and
 ignoring the ...b5 advance. “Practical tests are needed” is an awful cliché, but one which accurately sums up the
 position after 9.Nge2!N.



Hunting the Bishop with 5...h6
 

D) 5...h6
 
This is an important option, as Black tries to exploit White’s 4th move by chasing and eliminating the bishop.

6.Bf4!?
6.Bh4 is more popular; the two moves often transpose after 6...g5 7.Bg3, but there are also some sidelines such as

 6...c6 and 6...Nbd7 to consider. The advantage of retreating to f4 is that the pressure on the h6-pawn will make it
 impossible for Black to castle, which makes it harder for him to do without ...g5.
 
6...g5

This is the main line by far, and it’s the consistent follow-up to Black’s last. Other moves exist of course, but I don’t
 want to get too bogged down; the general rule is that White will castle and develop actively, possibly throwing in e4-e5
 if a suitable opportunity arises.
 
I will offer one example where Black refused to play ...g5: 6...c6 7.0-0-0 b5 8.f3 (8.e5!? has scored well, and can be
 compared with 4...c6 5.Qd2 b5 6.e5 on page 508) 8...b4 9.Na4 Qa5 10.b3 Nbd7 Spiesberger – Bezler, Austria 2015.



11.a3!?N (11.Kb1N 11...Nb6 12.Nb2 is a safe alternative which may offer a slight edge) 11...Rb8 12.Bg3!?ƒ The pin on
 the b4-pawn is slightly awkward for Black, and White’s last move introduces the possibility of Be1 at a suitable
 moment. Other ways to improve White’s position include Ne2 and Kb1 followed by Nb2-c4.
 
7.Bg3

7.Be3!? Ng4 8.h4 is an interesting alternative, but I will stick with the main line.
 
7...Nh5 8.0-0-0

We have reached an important tabiya, from which Black can organize his position in a few different ways. In most
 cases White will proceed with Be2, provoking an exchange on g3, followed by hxg3 and f2-f4, with a strong pawn
 centre and attacking chances against Black’s weakened kingside.

8...Nd7



The alternatives are:
 
8...Nc6 is the most popular move and is featured in Game 94 below.
 
8...Nxg3 9.hxg3 can be dismissed as premature from Black’s point of view, as White normally has to play Be2 to
 provoke this exchange.
 
8...e6 9.Be2 Nxg3 10.hxg3 Nd7

10...Nc6 11.Qe3 is covered under the 8...Nc6 9.Qe3 move order – see 9...e6 10.Be2 Nxg3 11.hxg3 in the notes to
 the next game.

11.f4 Nb6
Black tries to avoid any further weakening of his position.

12.Nf3 g4
12...Bd7 13.fxg5 hxg5 14.Nxg5 Rxh1 (14...Bxd4? 15.Rxh8† Bxh8 16.Rf1+–) 15.Rxh1 Qe7 is almost a good
 positional pawn sacrifice, but after 16.Rh7 Qf8 17.Bh5 Black is giving away too much.

13.Nh4 h5
In Kiruhin – Martinez Bejarano, email 2002, White could have caused problems with:

14.d5!N
One way or another, Black will have to weaken himself on the light squares and give the h4-knight a bright
 future.

14...exd5
14...Bd7 15.dxe6 Bxe6 (15...fxe6 16.e5‚) 16.a4!? Black has weaknesses across the board, and it is not clear
 where he should put his king.

15.Nxd5 Be6
15...Nxd5 16.Qxd5 also favours White.

16.Kb1²
 
8...c6 9.Be2

9.Nce2!? is another idea, preventing ...Qa5 and planning Nxg3 and Nh5, but there is no special reason to deviate
 from the normal formula.

9...Nxg3 10.hxg3 Qa5
10...b5 11.f4 b4 12.Nb1 gxf4 13.gxf4 Qb6 occurred in Florescu – Marin, Bucharest 1998, when White could have



 kept a pleasant edge with the simple 14.Nf3N, intending e4-e5.

11.f4 Na6
11...Be6 was played in Markovic – Vojinovic, Yugoslavia 2002, and now 12.Kb1N 12...b5 13.a3 Na6 14.Nxb5!
 is a nice trick pointed out by Vigus.

12.Kb1 gxf4
12...Bd7 13.Nf3 g4 14.Nh4 also favours White.

13.gxf4 b5
We have been following Vedder – C. Foisor, Antwerp 1999. White has several good continuations, but I like:

 

14.Rh5!?N 14...Qb6
14...Bd7 gives us a pleasant choice between 15.Nf3 and 15.a4!?.

15.e5



With a strong initiative.
 
Let’s return to 8...Nd7. This move requires particularly close attention, as it is the only option that requires us to deviate
 from the standard Be2 plan.

9.e5!
On this occasion 9.Be2 Nxg3 10.hxg3 c5! is satisfactory for Black. Instead we will alter the plan, offering a

 promising pawn sacrifice in a way that makes the knight on d7 look clumsy.
 
9...dxe5

9...Nxg3 10.hxg3 dxe5 11.dxe5 transposes.
Black can decline the pawn with 9...Nb6, but this does not equalize: 10.Qe3 Nxg3 (10...Bf5 was played in Idani –
 Gagunashvili, Baku 2011.



I like Vigus’s suggestion of 11.Nf3N², with the simple plan of Bd3 and Rhe1.) 11.hxg3 e6 We have reached
 something similar to the positions occurring after Black’s other 8th moves. 12.f4 Qe7 This position was reached in
 Fierro Baquero – Linares Napoles, Cali 2009, when White could have caused some disruption with:

13.Bb5†!?N 13...Bd7 (13...c6 14.Be2 is annoying for Black – if he wants to stop Ne4 then he will have to play ...d5,
 removing all tension in the centre and leaving White free to prepare f4-f5.) 14.Bxd7† Qxd7 15.Nf3² Black no longer
 has the bishop pair and his remaining bishop is firmly shut out of play.
 
10.dxe5 Nxg3

Black may as well accept the offer.
 
10...e6 11.Qe2 Nxg3 12.hxg3 Qe7 13.f4 Nb6 is good for White after: 14.Qf3! Preventing ...Bd7. 14...f5 (14...Rb8
 15.Bd3 Bd7 16.Nge2 Bc6 17.Be4 Bxe4 18.Qxe4 a6² is mentioned by Finkel)



15.Qh5†N (15.exf6 Qxf6 16.Qh5† Ke7 17.Nf3 was good for White in Motylev – Marin, Bucharest 2001, but the text
 move is even better) 15...Kf8 (15...Qf7 leads to the loss of two pawns: 16.Rd8† Ke7 17.Rxh8 Qxh5 18.Rxh5 Bxh8
 19.Rxh6 Bg7 20.Rg6+–) 16.g4! White has a huge initiative.
 
11.hxg3 Bxe5 12.f4 gxf4 13.gxf4 Bg7 14.Rh3

The rook has several tempting squares available on the third rank. Black’s pieces are clumsily placed, and it will be
 hard for him to complete development without making a material concession. Practical results have been
 overwhelming, as White has won almost every game from this position.
 
14...e6

14...c6 15.Rg3 Bf6 16.Ne4 Qb6 occurred in Tiviakov – Mohammed Abdul, Bhubaneswar 2009, when the most
 accurate continuation would have been:



17.c3N 17...Qc7 (17...Qxg1? 18.Nxf6† exf6 19.Re3† Kd8 20.Bc4 Qh2 21.Rh3+–) 18.Rd3 Kf8 (White was ready to
 take on f6 to ruin Black’s pawn structure, and 18...Bg7? loses to 19.Nc5!) 19.Rxd7 Bxd7 20.Nxf6 exf6 21.Qxd7±
 
15.Rd3

15.Nf3!?N 15...Qe7 16.Rg3 promises White excellent compensation, but the text move virtually forces Black to give
 up two minor pieces for a rook.
 
15...0-0 16.Rxd7 Bxd7 17.Qxd7 Qxd7 18.Rxd7 Rac8 19.Rd3 Rfd8

With this particular material distribution, it makes sense for White to avoid the rook exchange so that he will have a
 piece available to perform ‘rook duties’. My choice would be:

20.Rh3N²
20.Rf3 also gave White an edge in Korneev – Peralta, Barcelona 2006. In both cases a tough endgame lies ahead, but

 White has good chances to prove the superiority of his minor pieces.
 
In the following game we will conclude our coverage of the 5...h6 variation by considering Black’s most popular option
 at move 8.
 

GAME 94

Gawain Jones – Jakob Aabling Thomsen

Reykjavik 2014
 
1.e4 d6 2.d4 Nf6 3.Nc3 g6 4.Bg5 Bg7 5.Qd2 h6 6.Bf4 g5 7.Bg3 Nh5 8.0-0-0 Nc6



Having chased the bishop to g3 and prepared to eliminate it at a moment’s notice, it is quite logical for Black to strike
 at the central dark squares. White has an excellent answer though.
 
9.Qe3!

9.Nge2 and 9.Bb5 have been the most popular choices, but the queen move has taken over as the favourite among
 strong players in recent years. White simply intends to play Be2, forcing the exchange on g3, and then follow up with
 hxg3 and f2-f4.
 
9...Nxg3

This is a slight inaccuracy; the dark-squared bishop was not running away, so Black may as well wait for White to
 play Be2 before making the trade. Still, Black is worse after other moves too:
 
9...e6 10.Be2 Nxg3 (10...Nf4 is well met by 11.d5) 11.hxg3 Bd7 12.f4 gives White comfortable play, for instance:



12...Qe7 13.d5 Nb4 14.a3 Bxc3!? 15.bxc3 Na6 16.Bxa6 bxa6 Maenhout – Van Heeswijk, Netherlands 2010. White has
 several good moves, but my choice would be 17.c4N followed by Nf3 with a clear advantage.
 
9...Bd7 10.Be2 Nxg3

10...Nf4!? 11.d5 Nxe2† was played in Perez Ponsa – Tristan, Buenos Aires 2011, and now 12.Ngxe2N 12...Ne5
 13.h4 would have been good for White, as Vigus points out.

11.hxg3 e5
11...e6 transposes to 9...e6 above.

12.dxe5 Nxe5 13.f4 Ng4 14.Bxg4 Bxg4 15.Nf3 Bxf3
15...c6 16.e5 is also unpleasant for Black, Holdschik – Gildred, Internet 2004.

16.gxf3 Qf6 17.e5 dxe5 18.Nd5 Qc6 19.fxe5 Rd8 20.Qd4
20.Nf6†N 20...Bxf6 21.exf6† Qe6 22.Rxd8† Kxd8 23.Qxa7 is the most direct way to win. The text move also



 maintains full control though, and in the game Black was unable to offer much resistance:

20...Rd7 21.f4 b6 22.Rhe1 a5 23.Qe4
Black resigned in Alonso – Barrionuevo, Buenos Aires 2008.

 
9...e5 10.dxe5 Nxe5

10...Nxg3 11.hxg3 Nxe5 12.f4 Ng4 13.Qd2 was also excellent for White in Finol Berrueta – Linares Napoles,
 Havana 2009.
The text move is more interesting, but White keeps the advantage with an instructive continuation:

11.Bxe5! Bxe5 12.g3
Black is behind in development and his pieces are misplaced, so he will not get the chance to enjoy his bishop
 pair.

12...c6



12...Be6 13.Nf3 Bg7 14.Nd4 Nf6 15.Nxe6 fxe6 16.e5 Ng4 17.Qe4 Nxe5 18.f4 also gave White a clear
 advantage in Perunovic – T.L. Petrosian, Novi Sad 2009.

13.Nf3 Qb6 14.Qd2
14.Qe1!?N could also be considered.

14...Be6
14...Bf6 15.e5! dxe5 16.Ne4 is great for White.

15.Nxe5 dxe5 16.Qd6 Qa5 17.Rd5!?
17.Bb5!N 17...Rc8 18.Ba4 is objectively stronger, if slightly more complicated.

17...Qd8 18.Qxe5 Qf6 19.Qxf6 Nxf6 20.Rd2
White’s opening initiative had been converted into a solid extra pawn in Stevic – Bluvshtein, Khanty-Mansiysk (ol)

 2010.
 
10.hxg3 e6

10...e5 11.dxe5 transposes to 9...e5 10.dxe5 Nxg3 11.hxg3 in the notes above.



11.f4
11.Be2 transposes to the 9...e6 line mentioned above, but it is tempting to try and exploit Black’s move order by

 keeping other options open for the bishop.
 
11...Bd7

Black tried 11...g4 in De Groote – Hickman, Gibraltar 2009, but 12.e5!?N 12...Ne7 (or 12...Bd7 13.d5) 13.Bd3 would
 have kept up the pressure.
 
12.d5!?

Once again 12.Be2 would transpose to the 9...e6 line in the notes above. The bishop is well placed on e2 and it keeps
 White’s pawns flexible for the moment, so White would enjoy a healthy advantage here too, but Jones prefers to go on
 the attack immediately.



12...Ne7
12...exd5 13.exd5† Ne7 14.fxg5 wins a pawn.

 
13.dxe6 Bxe6 14.Nf3 g4 15.Nd4 Bd7

15...Qd7?? would allow the bishop to be trapped by 16.f5.
Other moves would also leave Black in trouble; for instance, 15...Nc6 16.Nxe6 fxe6 17.e5 looks deeply unpleasant

 for him.
 
16.Rh5!

White activates the rook along the 5th rank while preventing ...h5, thus making the g4-pawn more vulnerable.

16...c6
It is hard to suggest a good alternative for Black. Aabling Thomsen’s move guards the b5- and d5-squares while

 making room for the queen to come out, but it weakens the d6-square – a factor Jones is quick to exploit.
 
17.e5! dxe5

17...d5 allows 18.f5 when Black will soon be crushed.
 
18.fxe5

18.Rxe5!? Bxe5 19.Qxe5 0-0 20.Bd3 is an excellent exchange sacrifice, but there is no need for anything fancy.
 
18...Qa5

18...Qb6 19.Ne4 is similar.



19.Ne4 0-0-0 20.Nd6† Kb8 21.Qb3 Qb6 22.Qxf7!?
22.Qxb6 axb6 23.Nxf7 Be8 24.Nxd8 Bxh5 25.N4e6 Bxe5 26.Rd7 should decide the game. Jones’s move is also good

 enough, as it wins a pawn while maintaining full control. The rest of the game is not too important for our study of the
 opening, so I will just include a few brief comments.
 
22...Bf8 23.Qf6 Rg8 24.Bc4 Rg6 25.Qf4 Qc7 26.Nf7 Rc8 27.e6 Be8 28.Ne5

28.Nd6! is the simplest win, hitting the rook on c8 while uncovering an attack on the f8-bishop.
 
28...Rg8 29.Nd7† Ka8 30.Rh4

The machine gives 30.Qxc7 Rxc7 31.Ra5 as White’s best, but this is a slightly odd idea for a human player to find.
 
30...Bg7 31.Ne2 h5

31...Qa5 would have kept Black in the game, although 32.Qd2 (32.Rxg4 Bh5„) 32...Qxd2† 33.Rxd2 h5 34.Kb1
 keeps White securely in the driver’s seat.
 
32.Rhh1?!

32.Qxc7 Rxc7 33.Rhh1 would have been simpler. The text move gives Black a chance to keep the game alive.
 
32...Qa5 33.Rd3



33...Nd5?
33...b5! 34.Ra3 Qc7 would have forced White to work for the full point. The text move allows a tactical refutation.

 
34.Bxd5 cxd5 35.Ra3 Qb5 36.Nd4 Qb4 37.Rxa7†! Kxa7 38.Nc6† Rxc6 39.Qxb4 Rxe6 40.Qa3†

It is mate in three more moves, so Black resigned.

1–0



E) 5...c6

It may look as though Black is being indecisive, making moves on opposing flanks. However, this move order is
 often connected with the challenging plan of trading bishops on h6 and striking at the centre with ...Qa5 followed by
 ...c5.
 
6.Bh6

This position is often reached via the 4.Be3 variation.
 

In the next game we will see what happens after the risky E1) 6...0-0, then the rest of the chapter is devoted to the
 critical E2) 6...Bxh6.
 

E1) 6...0-0
 

GAME 95

 

Wim van Tuyl – Gerrit Sepers

Correspondence 2015
 
1.e4 d6 2.d4 Nf6 3.Nc3 g6 4.Bg5

The actual move order was 4.Be3 Bg7 5.Qd2 c6 6.Bh6, but I will replace it with our repertoire choice.
 
4...Bg7 5.Qd2 c6 6.Bh6 0-0



7.h4! e5
This central strike has been the most popular choice amongst GMs, but White can ignore it.

 
7...Qa5 has been fairly popular but I find this surprising, as 8.Bxg7 Kxg7 9.h5 gives White an easy attack.
 
7...Bxh6 8.Qxh6 Ng4 9.Qd2² does not really require further analysis; White obviously has a pleasant position with the
 dark-squared bishops exchanged and the knight misplaced on g4.
 
7...c5 is one of the top engine choices, but White is a tempo up on a position analysed on page 518. In that section I
 advised against a direct attack, but the gift of a free h2-h4 makes a huge difference. 8.d5 Bxh6 9.Qxh6 Ng4 (if
 9...Nbd7 10.h5 Nxh5 White has 11.g4! Nhf6 12.g5 Nh5 and, now that the f6-square is not available to the d7-knight,
 13.Be2 is winning) 10.Qd2 h5 11.f3 Nf6 12.0-0-0 Kg7 13.Be2 Qa5 14.g4 White had the makings of a terrific attack in
 Holroyd – Kilichenko, corr. 2012.
 
7...b5 has been tried several times; most players have reacted by guarding against ...b4 followed by ...Nxe4 in some
 way, but White can just ignore the threat and press on with his attack: 8.Bxg7N 8...Kxg7



9.h5! b4 10.Nce2 (10.hxg6 bxc3 11.Qh6† Kg8 12.e5 looks like fun, but is only good enough for a draw) 10...Nxe4
 11.Qe3 Nf6 12.hxg6 fxg6 13.Qh6† Kg8 Black can avoid being mated for now, but White’s pieces will swarm all over
 the kingside:

14.Nf3 e6 15.Nf4 Qe7 16.Ng5 Re8 17.0-0-0 Qg7 18.Qh4 Na6 19.Bd3± With the huge threat of Nxh7 followed by
 Bxg6.
 
8.Bxg7

Vigus only mentions 8.Nf3 exd4 9.Nxd4 Re8, but the direct attacking plan is stronger.
 
8...Kxg7 9.h5! Nxh5

9...exd4 10.Qxd4 does not help Black, who now has to worry about a weak d-pawn as well as the kingside.
 



9...Qe7 was played in Wantiez – Scherrer, Bruges 1997, when the simplest continuation is 10.dxe5N 10...dxe5 11.hxg6
 fxg6 12.Qh6† Kg8 13.Nf3‚ intending to plonk the knight on g5 and castle on the queenside.
 
10.Be2 exd4 11.Qxd4† Nf6

11...Qf6 12.Qd2 Qf4 occurred in Babar – Ten Wolde, Guernsey 1990, and now after the simple 13.Bxh5!N
 13...Qxd2† 14.Kxd2 gxh5 15.Rxh5 the queen exchange does not bring Black much relief, as his king is exposed and he
 has several pawn weaknesses.

12.0-0-0
White has a growing initiative, and the text move threatens e4-e5.

 
12...Qe7

12...Qb6?! is worse: 13.Qxd6N (13.Qxb6? axb6 14.Rxd6 Be6 was okay for Black in Van Geest – Morgan, email
 2002) 13...Qxf2? Other moves would leave Black struggling to defend a clearly worse position; the text move can
 therefore be regarded as critical, but it leads to even greater problems. 14.e5 Ng4
 



15.Rxh7†! Kxh7 16.Qxf8 Nd7 17.Qe8 Nb6 18.Nf3 Qe3† 19.Kb1 Be6 20.Qe7 Kg8 21.Ng5 Threatening Nxe6.
 21...Nd5

22.Rxd5! Bxd5 (22...cxd5 23.Bxg4+–) 23.Bxg4 Rf8 24.Nh7 and White is winning.



13.g4!
Taking the d6-pawn would let Black off the hook. The text move creates much more serious problems for the

 defence.
 
13...h6 14.f4 c5

After 14...Bxg4 15.e5 dxe5 16.fxe5 Bxe2 17.exf6† Qxf6 18.Qxf6† Kxf6 19.Ngxe2 Kg7 20.Ne4± White’s extra
 knight is worth more than Black’s three kingside pawns, as the rest of White’s pieces are so much more active than
 their counterparts.
 
15.Qe3 Rh8

15...Nxg4 is no better: 16.Bxg4 Bxg4 17.Nd5 Qd8 18.f5 Rh8 (18...Qg5?? 19.Qxg5 hxg5 20.f6† Kg8 21.Ne7 is a
 cute mate)



19.Qc3† f6 20.Nf3 Black will be mauled on the kingside, for instance: 20...g5 21.Nxg5! hxg5 22.Rxh8 Kxh8
 23.Nxf6+–

16.g5 hxg5 17.Rxh8 gxf4
17...Kxh8 18.fxg5 Nh7 19.Nd5 Qd8 20.Nf3 gives White a huge initiative.

 
18.Qxf4 Kxh8 19.Qh6† Kg8 20.Bc4 Qf8

20...Be6 21.Bxe6 fxe6 (21...Qxe6 22.Nf3 Ng4 23.Qh4+–) 22.e5 Qh7 23.Qg5 Ne8 24.exd6 Nd7 25.Nf3 leaves Black
 under serious pressure, so he looks for salvation in a worse endgame.

21.Qxg6† Qg7 22.Bxf7† Kf8 23.e5!?
23.Rxd6 Qxg6 24.Bxg6 Ke7 25.Rd2± leaves White a safe pawn up, but allows Black to get coordinated.

 



23...Qxg6 24.Bxg6 dxe5 25.Rd8† Kg7 26.Rxc8 Kxg6

27.Nb5 Nd5
All of Black’s moves are forced. It turns out that he can extricate himself from the pin along the 8th rank, but he will

 end up a pawn down.
 
28.Nf3!

White eschews the obvious 28.Rxc5 Ne7 29.Rxe5 Nbc6± in order to extract the maximum value from the pin.
 
28...Nb6

28...e4 29.Ne5† Kf5 30.Nd7 (30.Nc4 is also strong) 30...a6 31.Nc3 Nxc3 32.bxc3 Nxd7 33.Rxa8 looks to be
 winning.
 
29.Nxe5† Kf6 30.Rxc5 Na6 31.Ng4† Kg6 32.Re5

White has an extra pawn and Black’s king is cut off from the queenside, while his knights are clumsily placed. There
 is still plenty of work to do, but the correspondence player makes it look easy.



32...Nb4 33.Re4 Nc6 34.Nd6 Rb8 35.Re6† Kg5 36.Nf6
What a peculiar arrangement of pieces along the sixth rank!

 
36...Rh8 37.Nfe4† Kf4 38.Rf6† Ke3 39.Nc3

White cleverly prepares to meet a check with a counter-check.

39...Kd4
39...Nd8 defends the b7-pawn but leaves the knight too passive, and 40.Rf5! threatens Nd1† when the black king is in

 trouble.
 
40.Nxb7 Rh1† 41.Nd1 Ne7 42.c3† Ke5 43.Rf2

Now it’s just a matter of getting coordinated and putting the two extra pawns to use.



43...Nf5 44.Kc2 Nc4 45.Nc5 Nfe3† 46.Nxe3 Nxe3† 47.Kb3 Kd6 48.Nd3 Rd1 49.Nb4 a5 50.Rf3 axb4 51.Rxe3 bxc3
 52.Rxc3

1–0
The strange endgame is not terribly relevant; the main point is that White’s simple attacking plan put his opponent on

 the back foot from an early stage.
 

E2) 6...Bxh6 7.Qxh6 Qa5
 
This is the main point of Black’s previous few moves. Other moves give White an easier time:
 
7...b5 8.e5 b4 (8...dxe5 9.dxe5 Nd5 10.0-0-0ƒ) 9.Nd1 (9.exf6 bxc3 10.bxc3 exf6 11.Bd3 is also decent) 9...dxe5
 10.dxe5 Nd5 11.Nf3² Kupreichik – Berelowitsch, Passau 1996.
 
7...e5 8.dxe5 dxe5 9.Nf3 Qe7 10.Bc4 b5 11.Bb3 gives White a slight but easy advantage, while Black is left with the
 unpleasant task of catching up on development while guarding his weaknesses. A good example continued: 11...Be6
 12.Ng5 Bxb3 13.axb3 Nbd7 14.0-0 Ng8 15.Qg7 Qf6 16.Qxf6 Ngxf6



17.Ra6 Nb8 18.Ra2 Ke7 19.Rfa1 a6 20.Nf3 Nfd7 21.b4 Rd8 22.Ne1 f6 23.Nd3 White maintained some pressure and
 eventually prevailed in Salgado Lopez – Pancevski, Plovdiv 2012.
 
7...Nbd7 8.0-0-0 Qa5 9.Nf3 b5

9...Qh5 10.Qd2² leaves Black’s queen misplaced.
9...Ng4 10.Qh4 gives Black nothing better than: 10...Ngf6 (10...Ndf6 11.h3 g5 12.Nxg5 Nxf2 13.Nxh7! wins a
 pawn) 11.a3!?² White has a few decent moves, but this prophylactic one makes a lot of sense; the point is that
 ...b5 will now be met strongly by e4-e5, as Black no longer has the option of ...b4 in reply.

10.e5 b4
10...dxe5?! 11.dxe5 Ng4 was played in A. Muzychuk – Zhorzholiani, Tbilisi 2009, when 12.Qg7N 12...Rf8 13.e6
 would have given Black serious problems, as Watson points out, since 13...fxe6? 14.Qxh7 is disastrous.

11.exf6 bxc3 12.Qg7 Rf8 13.fxe7 cxb2†



13...Kxe7 14.Bc4 does not really change anything, as Black will surely take on b2 at some point.
14.Kb1 Kxe7 15.Bc4

15...Qf5N
This is given by Watson in his notes to the Muzychuk game.
15...d5? was played in Flitney – Lip, Melbourne 2002, when 16.Bb3N would have left Black in a mess.

16.Rhe1† Kd8 17.Qxh7
I agree with Watson’s assessment: Black is still in the game, but White is clearly better.

8.Bd3 c5
This is the typical follow-up to Black’s previous play. Other moves fail to pose problems for us:

 
8...Qh5 misplaces the queen and 9.Qd2² leaves White with a nice edge.
 



8...b5 9.Nf3 (9.Nge2 is also promising) 9...b4 10.Ne2 Black’s queenside advance has achieved nothing, and if he
 persists with 10...b3† 11.c3 Ba6 (or 11...bxa2 12.e5) 12.Bxa6 Qxa6, White gets a huge initiative with 13.e5, as in Dorer
 – Grott, email 2005.
 
8...Na6 9.Nge2!? (9.Nf3 is the typical ‘150 Attack’ move but there is something to be said for leaving the f-pawn free
 to advance, as in the following example...) 9...Nb4 10.0-0 Nxd3 11.cxd3 Qh5 12.Qd2 0-0 13.f4 Qh6 14.h3 White had a
 pleasant edge in Van der Wiel – Ftacnik, Haninge 1989.
 
9.d5 Nbd7 10.Nf3

10...b5?!
This is certainly the move Black would like to play, but it is an excessively risky choice.
10...c4! is more challenging, and I will afford it special attention in the final section of the chapter.

 
11.0-0!

This is the move I like the most, although White is spoilt for choice, as there are two other attractive continuations:
 
11.e5 dxe5 12.Bxb5 Rb8 13.Bxd7† Bxd7 14.Nxe5 Rxb2 15.0-0 Qxc3 16.Qg7 Rg8 17.Qxf7† Kd8 18.Rae1 led to a
 quick victory for White in Munoz – McNab, Istanbul (ol) 2012, after Black failed to find the correct defence. 18...Be8!
 would have kept the game alive, although I suspect White is still somewhat better.
 
11.Bxb5 Rb8 12.Bxd7† Bxd7 13.0-0 Rxb2 14.Nd1 was an interesting idea seen in Bender – Kuhn, email 2013,
 intending 14...Rxc2 15.Ne3° with a strong initiative for the pawn.
 
11...c4

This is the consistent move, and the only one to have been tried so far.
 
11...b4 12.Nd1 followed by Ne3 is great for White.



12.Be2 b4
Otherwise a2-a3 will halt Black’s queenside advance in its tracks.

 
13.Nd1 Qc5

13...Ba6N has not been tested; 14.Re1 looks like a good reply, intending to meet 14...Nxe4 with 15.a3!± followed by
 Ne3.
 
13...Nxe4 is a risky pawn grab, and 14.Bxc4 Nb6 15.Bd3 Nc5 16.Ne3 Nxd3 17.cxd3 Nxd5 18.Nc4 Qc5 19.Rac1 gave
 White a serious initiative in Eansworth – Mastronardi, corr. 2013.

14.Ng5
This move perfectly combines attack and defence. There is little chance that Black will be able to castle anytime soon,

 so he is under serious pressure to find some counterplay before White brings the rest of his pieces into play.



 
14...Ne5

14...Rb8 was played in Bergamini – Braun, email 2000, when 15.Ne3N± would have been the natural way to
 strengthen White’s position.
 
15.h3!

15.Ne3 has been played a handful of times and also favours White, but the text move is even better. The idea is to
 rule out ...Ng4 and threaten a2-a3.
 
15...Qd4 16.c3

16.a3!?N 16...Nxe4 17.Nxe4 Qxe4 18.Ne3² is a decent alternative, but there is no need for White to search for an
 improvement.

16...bxc3
16...Qd2

White can handle this move in the same way as the main line below; the pawns on b2 and b4 do not really change
 anything.

17.f4! Nd3
17...Ned7? 18.Rf2 gives White a huge advantage.
17...Qxe2? 18.fxe5 dxe5 (18...Nxe4 19.Nxf7+–) 19.Qg7 Rf8 20.Rxf6! exf6 21.Nxh7 and it’s all over.



18.Bxd3 cxd3
18...Qxd3 19.e5 Nh5 20.Nf2 Qxd5 21.Rad1 Qc5 22.exd6 is crushing.

19.Nf3
Followed by e4-e5 and Black is in serious trouble; see the main line for further details.

 
17.bxc3 Qd2?!

Black could try 17...Qc5, but 18.Rb1 followed by Ne3 and Rfd1 offers a pleasant edge.

18.f4 Nd3
18...Qxe2? is refuted in the same way as in the note to Black’s 16th move: 19.fxe5 dxe5 (19...Nxe4 20.Nxf7 Nd2

 21.Ne3 Nxf1 22.Rxf1 Rg8 23.e6+–) 20.Qg7 Rf8 21.Rxf6! exf6 22.Nxh7+–
 
19.Bxd3 cxd3



19...Qxd3 gives White a pleasant choice:
 
a) Things are not quite the same as in the analogous 16...Qd2 variation noted above, as 20.e5 Nh5 21.Nf2 gives Black
 the option of 21...Qxc3 (rather than 21...Qxd5 22.Rad1+–). Nevertheless, White keeps a big advantage with 22.Rae1 or
 22.Nfe4, so it’s hardly a big deal.
 
b) 20.Rf3!? is a simple alternative to address the hanging c3-pawn. 20...Qd2 21.Nf2 Followed by Rd1 and e4-e5, with a
 huge initiative.
 
We have been following the game Vesely – Bartsch, Internet 2011, where White played 20.e5 and won fairly quickly.
 There is absolutely nothing wrong with that move, but I found something even stronger.

20.Nf3!N
The point is that the central advance becomes even stronger once Black’s queen has been driven off the c1-h6

 diagonal. A sample continuation is:
 
20...Qc2 21.e5 dxe5 22.fxe5 Nxd5 23.Qg7 Rf8 24.Rf2 Qa4 25.Ng5 Nc7 26.Rxf7 Rxf7 27.Qxf7† Kd8 28.Ne3+–

Black’s king is too vulnerable, and White has not even had to sacrifice any material.

The Critical 10...c4!
 

GAME 96

Maxime Vachier-Lagrave – Fernando Peralta

Tromso Olympiad 2014
 
1.e4 d6 2.d4 Nf6 3.Nc3 g6 4.Bg5

Like many other games quoted in this section, this one featured the 4.Be3 Bg7 5.Qd2 c6 6.Bh6 move order.
 
4...Bg7 5.Qd2 c6 6.Bh6 Bxh6 7.Qxh6 Qa5 8.Bd3 c5 9.d5 Nbd7 10.Nf3 c4!



This move, which relies on a clever tactical motif to regain the pawn and swap queens, is Black’s best chance to
 equalize. GM Colin McNab knows a thing or two about the Pirc, so it is worth noting that he has completely abandoned
 10...b5 in favour of the text move. So far he has scored +3 =2 –0, but that is because he has generally been stronger
 than his opponents; his positions after the opening have been about equal. If White follows my recommendations
 below, Colin should begin to suffer more.
 
11.Bxc4 Qc5!

11...Nxe4? is suicidal: 12.0-0 Nxc3 13.Qg7 Rf8 14.bxc3

14...Nf6 (14...Qc5 15.Bb3 a5 16.a4± did nothing to help Black in Meyer – Dowling, email 2007) Now 15.Ng5N± is
 simple and strong, but the flashy 15.Rfe1 Nxd5 16.Rad1 Nc7 17.Re5! was also good enough to get the job done in
 Lounek – Ontiveros, email 2006.



The tactical justification of Black’s last move now becomes apparent. White must deal with the attack on his bishop,
 giving Black time for 12...Qxf2† 13.Kxf2 Ng4† followed by ...Nxh6. In the meantime we must decide what to do
 about the bishop, where to move the king (after ...Ng4†) and what plan to adopt in the ensuing queenless middlegame.
 
12.Bd3

This seems like the most natural square for the bishop.
 
12.b3!?

This also deserves serious consideration. Compared with the main line, there are some small pluses and minuses.
12...Qxf2†

12...g5? 13.Qxg5 Rg8 14.Qd2 Rxg2 15.Qd4± is a safe extra pawn for White.
12...Nb6?! gives White a pleasant choice: 13.0-0!? (13.Qe3 Qxe3† 14.fxe3 Nxc4 15.bxc4² leaves White with an
 imperfect pawn structure, but a pawn is still a pawn) 13...Nxc4 14.bxc4 Qxc4 15.Ng5!? Bd7 (15...Qxc3 16.Qg7!
 is nasty) 16.Nd1 Black’s inability to castle causes him problems.

13.Kxf2 Ng4† 14.Kg3N
14.Ke2 Nxh6 15.h3 0-0 16.Rhf1 f6 17.a4 a5 was nothing special in Biedermann – Tashkov, corr. 2013. I prefer
 the king on the g3-square, just as in the main game.

14...Nxh6 15.Rhe1
15.a4 a5! (15...f6 16.a5²) 16.Rhe1 f6 (16...Nb6 17.e5!²) 17.Nb5 Kd8= Black is solid and will soon deploy his
 pieces on good squares.



15...f6!
15...0-0 makes less sense here: 16.e5 Nc5 (16...dxe5 17.Nxe5²) 17.exd6 exd6 Compared with the equivalent
 position in the 12.Bd3 line, White has a slightly improved version, as he does not have to worry about his bishop
 being swapped off. A possible continuation is 18.h3 Nf5† 19.Kf2 h5 20.b4 Nd7 21.Ne4 and Black is under some
 pressure.

16.Nb5 Kd8
Compare this position with the 15...f6 variation in the notes to the main game. In that line, you will see that White can

 cause problems by activating his rook along the third rank with a2-a4 and Ra3. Here the presence of a pawn on b3
 makes that impossible, so Black is probably okay, even though he is currently under some pressure. We have an
 interesting position with an unbalanced pawn structure, so it would be useful to see an over-the-board test.
 
12...Qxf2† 13.Kxf2 Ng4† 14.Kg3 Nxh6



15.Rhe1
I wondered about 15.a4N but 15...a5 seems like an adequate response. I don’t see how White can do anything special

 with the b5-outpost, and the queenside pawn structure has become too rigid for my taste.
 
15...0-0

I found a correspondence game in which Black opted to keep the centre closed:
15...f6 16.Nb5 Kd8

This is reasonably solid, but White found a nice way to cause problems.

17.Nbd4 Ne5 18.a4! Nhf7
18...a5 must always be considered, but I am not so concerned about it when Black’s knight has moved away from
 the c5-square. 19.Reb1!? Nhf7 20.b4 axb4 21.Rxb4 looks promising for White – there is already a nasty threat of
 Ne6†.

19.Ra3!
19.a5 looks slightly more pleasant for White, but the text move enables him to create more immediate threats.



19...Bd7 20.Rb3 Kc7 21.Rc3† Kd8 22.Rb3 Kc7 23.a5 Nxd3
23...a6 24.Nxe5 Nxe5 25.Nf3 leaves Black on the defensive; White can eliminate the knight on e5 when it suits
 him, and can develop queenside pressure with Rb6 followed by advancing the pawns to b4 and c5.

24.cxd3 Rac8 25.a6 b6
So far White has done excellently, but here I found a way to improve his play.

26.Rc3†!N
The game continued 26.Rc1† Kb8 27.Nc6† Bxc6 28.dxc6 e5 29.d4, when Black found a clever positional pawn
 sacrifice: 29...d5! 30.exd5 e4 31.Rbc3 (31.Nd2 Nd6=) 31...Kc7 Black was able to hold in V. Ivanov –
 Kilichenko, email 2012. Of course, finding such a clever resource over the board is no easy task, so I doubt that
 many players would have been lining up to defend this with Black – but it’s good to find an improvement for
 White all the same.

26...Kb8 27.Nc6† Bxc6 28.dxc6 e5 29.d4



Black faces the unpleasant prospect of d4-d5 or b4-b5, followed by a miserable defence against a protected passed
 pawn on c6. Of course, the difference between this and the Ivanov – Kilichenko game is that 29...d5?? is impossible
 due to 30.exd5, when the rook on the e-file prevents ...e4 and so Black’s position collapses.
 
Although improvements may exist in the above line, I believe I have shown that Black does not have an easy time
 maintaining the balance. In the main game he keeps a more fluid position, but allows White to become more active in
 the centre.

16.e5 dxe5
Black has also tried: 16...Nc5 17.Bf1 (17.exd6 exd6 is also possible, but I would prefer to maintain the tension for at

 least another move) 17...Bg4 (After 17...Nf5† 18.Kf2 it is not clear what Black has achieved, other than opening up the
 possibility of g2-g4 at some point; 17...dxe5 18.Nxe5 transposes to the main game.) 18.exd6 exd6 Van Kampen –
 Cuijpers, Netherlands 2012.



19.Nd2!N 19...Rad8 20.b4 Nd7 21.h3 Bf5 22.Nc4 This suggestion of Rendle puts Black under some pressure; the
 English IM adds that 22...Nf6 23.Kh2! creates the nasty threat of g2-g4.
 
17.Nxe5 Nc5

The Argentinean GM opts to deploy his knight on a good square rather than exchange it and clear the e-file.
 
17...Nxe5N 18.Rxe5

So far no Black player has gone for this position; indeed, to the human eye it appears that Black has some
 problems due to the open e-file. However, it actually seems like a decent equalizing attempt if followed up
 correctly.

18...Bf5
An important detail, utilizing the potential fork on f5 to prevent Rxe7.



19.Kf4!?
19.Rd1 is evaluated as ‘²’ by Rendle, but 19...Rfd8 followed by ...Kf8 solves all Black’s problems.
19.Rae1 Bxd3 20.cxd3 Rfe8 gives White nothing better than 21.Kf4, transposing to the main 19.Kf4 line.
I also spent a bit of time analysing 19.Be2!?, which actually turns out quite well if Black grabs the c2-pawn.
 Unfortunately, 19...e6! is fine for Black.
If you want to avoid the simplifications shown below then 19.Bc4!? can be considered, although I don’t believe
 White can really be better.

19...Bxd3 20.cxd3 Rfe8 21.Rae1 Kf8

22.d6!
This dynamic move almost works a treat, but Black seems to be okay.
22.Nb5 Red8! 23.Rxe7 Rxd5 24.Rxb7 Rad8 gives Black plenty of activity for the pawn, and White even has to be
 a bit careful with his exposed king.
22.g4 f6 followed by ...Nf7 is fine for Black.

22...exd6 23.Rxe8† Rxe8 24.Rxe8† Kxe8 25.Nb5 Nf5 26.Nxa7
The machine calls it dead equal, and I have no doubt that the knight endgame should be drawn with best play. At the

 same time, there is plenty of play left, and surely most human players would prefer White due to the queenside pawn
 majority.
 
18.Bf1

This position can also be reached via 16...Nc5 17.Bf1 dxe5 18.Nxe5, as noted earlier.
 
18.Ne4!?N and 18.h3!?N can also be investigated; in all cases White’s position is just a bit more comfortable.
 
18...e6

Peralta decides to eliminate his weak pawn before it becomes a serious burden.
After 18...Nf5† 19.Kf2 it is not clear what Black’s knight is doing; unless Black has a clear follow-up in mind, he
 should probably keep this check in reserve in order to safeguard the e7-pawn.
 
18...Rd8 is a reasonable alternative, and 19.h3!?² is a good, flexible reply.
 
19.Rad1



19...f6!?
Black decides to go for an unbalanced structure with 4–2 pawn majorities on each side.

 
The alternative involved being slightly worse in a more simplified position: 19...exd5 20.Nxd5 Be6 (20...Bf5 can be met
 by 21.b4!? followed by c2-c4 with an edge to White)

21.b4!? (21.Bc4 is another idea) 21...Na4 22.c4 (I checked 22.Nc7 but it doesn’t lead to more than equality) White
 keeps a slight initiative due to his more active pieces.
 
20.Nc4 e5



Now things are really getting interesting! Each side has a dominant pawn majority, but both players will have to work
 to mobilize their pawns while finding ways to reorganize their pieces to adapt to the new pawn structure. MVL shows
 his class and handles the next phase of the game excellently.
 
21.b4 Na6 22.a3 Bd7

23.Nd6
23.d6!? is a promising alternative, intending Nd5, Nce3 and c2-c4.

 
23...Nf5† 24.Nxf5 gxf5

24...Bxf5 25.Ne4 is good for White.



25.Nb1!
25.Nb5 Rfc8 would be annoying, as c2-c4 would allow Black to mess up White’s pawn structure.

 
25...b5 26.c4

White could also have postponed this move: 26.Nd2!? Nc7 (26...Rac8 27.c4±) 27.Nb3 Rfd8 28.Nc5

Having manoeuvred his knight to an ideal outpost, White can choose a convenient moment for c2-c4 and/or d5-d6.
 
26...bxc4 27.Bxc4 Nc7 28.d6† Ne6

28...Be6 29.dxc7 Bxc4 30.Rd7 Be6 31.Rd6 Kf7 32.Rc1±



29.Rc1?!
Around here MVL starts to lose the thread, first making an unnecessary rook move and then sending his knight down

 the wrong path.
 
29.Nd2! Rac8 30.Rc1 followed by Nb3 would have maintained White’s advantage.
 
29...Rfd8 30.Nc3?! Kg7 31.Nd5 Ng5 32.Ne7 Ne4†

Forcing White to make a questionable sacrifice.
 
33.Rxe4 fxe4 34.Bd5 Rab8 35.Rc7 f5??

Possibly in time trouble, Black collapses. Instead 35...Kh8! 36.Bxe4 (or 36.Rxa7 Rb6) 36...Rb6 would have picked up
 the d6-pawn, with some advantage for Black.



36.Nc6
Thanks to the pin along the 7th rank, White not only regains the exchange but also wins a piece on top of it.

 
36...f4† 37.Kf2 e3† 38.Ke1 Kf6 39.Nxb8 Bg4

The game score indicates that Black either resigned or lost on time while making this move. The finish might be:
 40.Rf7† Kg6 41.Nc6 Rxd6 42.Nxe5† Kg5 43.h4† (or 43.Bf3+–) 43...Kxh4 44.Rxh7† Kg3 45.Rg7 Rxd5 46.Rxg4†
 Kh2 47.Nf3† Kh1 48.Ke2 and Black can resign.

1–0
 

Conclusion
 



4.Bg5!? is a dynamic response to the Pirc. Throughout the chapter we have seen various plans, including Qd2, Bh6 and
 castling long, or ideas with f2-f4 building a big centre.
 
One principled test of our line is 4...Bg7 5.Qd2 h6 6.Bf4!? g5 7.Bg3 Nh5, when Black secures the bishop pair, but after
 8.0-0-0 we have seen strong evidence that White’s big centre and attacking prospects offer more than enough
 compensation.
 
Perhaps the toughest theoretical challenge is covered in the final section. In the rest of the chapter, White typically has
 good chances in a middlegame, but against the 10...c4 line we must allow a queen exchange. In general, I like White’s
 active prospects, but the untested 17...Nxe5N might allow Black to hold, if he follows it up with total precision. I
 would encourage you to check this for yourself and form your own conclusions; if you are not satisfied, then 12.b3!? is
 an interesting and relatively unexplored alternative, which leads to a position where plenty of play remains.
 
A team of Quality Chess analysts studied various lines against the Pirc, including running into an equalizing brick wall
 when working on the Austrian Attack. The best we could find for White is 4.Bg5, which is promising, but certainly no
 refutation of the resilient Pirc Defence.



1.e4 g6 2.d4
 

2...d6 Early Deviations Game 101 567

2...Bg7 3.Nf3

 3...c6 The Chameleon Game 100 560

 3...d6 4.Bc4

 4...e6 The Hippo Game 99 557

 4...Nf6 5.Qe2 0-0 6.e5!? The Main Line

 6...dxe5 7.dxe5 Nd5 Alekhine-style Game 98 555

 6...Ne8 Game 97 548

 
Often the Modern and Pirc are paired together, due to the obvious similarities of their kingside fianchettoes. But for our
 repertoire they are totally separate openings. Against the Pirc, as we saw in Chapter 18, we favour a set-up with a
 knight on c3 and bishop on g5. Against the Modern, our line usually involves a bishop on c4 and no knight on c3. There
 is good reason for the difference. In the Modern the absence of a knight on f6 would leave a g5-bishop lunging at
 shadows. Also, the g7-bishop has an unobstructed view of our d4-pawn, and the pressure may be enhanced by a ...c5 or
 ...e5 break, so leaving the c3-square free for a supporting pawn is wise.
 
The great benefit of the Modern is its flexibility. In this chapter, in addition to regular Moderns, we will see Hippos and
 Chameleons and even an Alekhine’s Defence. You could spend your life studying the Modern and still be surprised by
 a new move order. So far it sounds scary for White, so let’s mention the downside to the Modern – Black lacks space.
 As a general rule, White can effortlessly maintain a classical centre on d4 and e4, and complete development smoothly.
 As I mentioned, c2-c3 is often played, which would be a hook for a pawn storm, so White will usually castle kingside.
 With just a little care, and not so much memorization, we will start the middlegame with slightly better chances.

I will leave the explanations of the general themes for the illustrative games, because, as hinted above, the Modern
 can lead to many different structures.
 



I shall start by covering the Main Line, and later step back a few moves to explain the Early Deviations. Our approach
 to the deviations will be to steer the game towards territory that is familiar to us, so we need to know our destination
 first, before we can understand the best route to get there.



The Main Line
 

GAME 97

 

Petar Popovic – Lars Thiede

Germany 2010
 
1.e4 g6

1...d6 2.d4 g6 is covered in Early Deviations, Game 101.
 
2.d4 Bg7 3.Nf3 d6

3...c6 is Game 100. 3...c5 is a Sicilian, so we will cover it in the next volume.
 
4.Bc4

This is a key point of our Modern coverage, as Black can select various set-ups.

4...Nf6
By far the most common move.

 
4...e6 could head for a Hippo. This will be covered in Game 99.
 
If you are lucky, someone will play 4...Nd7?? against you. There are over 80 games with this move in my database,
 with a teenaged Robert Byrne among the perpetrators. After 5.Bxf7†! Black can resign.



5...Kxf7 (after 5...Kf8 one of White’s many options is 6.Ng5 Ndf6 7.Bb3 when Black is a pawn down with an
 unspeakable position) 6.Ng5† Black has a choice between retreating and thus losing the queen to Ne6, or ending it all
 with 6...Kf6 7.Qf3#.
 
After 4...c6 White has many alternatives. If you want to limit your workload then choose 5.h3 which transposes to a
 position covered in Game 100.

Or if you want a different move, but in similar style to the rest of the chapter, then try 5.Bb3.

I will not offer comprehensive coverage, as we already have a repertoire move, and instead just give a couple of
 examples:
 
5...d5 6.Qe2!? dxe4 7.Qxe4 (7.Ng5!? Nh6 8.c3²) 7...Nf6 8.Qh4 h6 9.Ne5 e6 10.c3 Nbd7 11.Nc4 Nb6 12.Nba3 Nxc4
 13.Nxc4 Qe7 14.0-0 Nd5 15.Qg3 0-0 16.Re1² In Carlsen – Nakamura, Stavanger (blitz) 2015, the World Champion
 had innovated his way to a pleasant position.



 
5...Nf6 6.Qe2 0-0 7.0-0 d5 8.e5 Ne4 9.c4 Na6 10.cxd5 cxd5 11.Ne1 h6 12.f3 Ng5 13.Nc3² Saric – Potapov, Sochi
 2015.
 
4...a6 plays in Tiger’s Modern-style, but Tiger recommended avoiding it due to 5.c3!? b5 6.Bb3 Bb7 7.Qe2 planning
 a2-a4 “when Black has no good answer: ...b4 loses a pawn, ...bxa4 leaves Black with a silly pawn structure, and ...c6 is
 too passive.”
 
5.Qe2

5...0-0
The usual move, but again Black has many options.

 
5...c6 6.Bb3 would be the Saric game mentioned above, while 6.e5 is the more Alekhine-style option, when ...c7-c6 is
 not one of Black’s more active set-ups.
 
5...Bg4?!

Another natural-looking slip. A few GMs have erred in this way, including Jan Timman.
6.e5! dxe5

Black players will likely see the problem now, but it’s too late to bail out, as 6...Bxf3? 7.Qxf3 is resignable.
7.Bxf7†



7...Kxf7
Timman tried 7...Kf8?! 8.dxe5 Nfd7 9.Bb3 Nxe5 and after the ugly 10.h3? he doubled White’s pawns with
 10...Nxf3† and eventually won in Ljuca – Timman, Sombor 1974. White could have had an overwhelming
 advantage after 10.Nbd2!. I guess he was worried about 10...Nbc6 11.h3 Nd4? overlooking 12.Nxd4! Bxe2
 13.Ne6†+–.

8.Nxe5†
Black’s position is not as bad as it deserves to be, given that he almost certainly missed everything when playing
 5...Bg4. It will be level material with White having the healthier structure. For example:

8...Ke8 9.Nxg4 Nxg4 10.Qxg4 Qxd4 11.Qxd4 Bxd4 12.c3²
 
5...d5 It’s odd to play ...d5 in two steps, but it’s not such a bad move. Still, we have no reason to complain after 6.exd5
 Nxd5 7.0-0 0-0 8.h3² with G. Gopal – Mammadova, Al Ain 2015, a recent example.
 
5...Nc6 will be covered as an Early Deviation – Game 101.
 
6.e5!?

I like this move, which forces Black to make an awkward decision: play a passive move that keeps the game in
 Modern territory, or head for the Alekhine.
 
More common is 6.0-0 and naturally it’s also a sensible move.



6...Ne8
This is the move that keeps Black playing a Modern.

 
6...dxe5 7.dxe5 Nd5 is an Alekhine, though not a position which appears in Chapter 17. See the next game for our
 answer.
 
7.Nbd2!?

A rare move (there are four games in my database) but I believe it causes Black problems. As we will see, there are a
 few points to this move, including discouraging ...Bg4 and even preparing to keep hold of an extra white pawn on c5
 with a later Nb3.
 
Normal is 7.h3 but then 7...c5 looks okay for Black. Unlike the game, White is unable to maintain a solid grip on his
 space advantage. For example, 8.dxc5 is the move that works in the game, but here there is a simple tactical difference:
 8...dxe5 9.Nxe5 Qa5† Black easily regains his pawn. Djuric – Sygulski, Warsaw (rapid) 2012, continued 10.Nd2 Qxc5
 11.Ndf3 Nd6 12.Bb3 Nc6= and Black was doing fine.
 
Another good option is: 7.0-0!? Bg4 8.Nbd2 which is a line Tiger likes for White, even giving ...Bg4 a dubious mark,
 but as he also mentioned, Black can try other moves, including 7...c5.
 
7...c5

Trying to break up White’s centre.
 
7...Bg4 is harmless and compliant, as 8.h3 Bxf3 9.Nxf3 keeps White’s play flowing, with his bishop pair a plus,
 especially compared to the dozy knight on e8.
 
7...dxe5 8.dxe5

This removes all the central tension, which suits us, as we are in control of most of it. But there is one line worth
 noting:

8...Nc6 9.0-0 Bg4



Black has two threats, ...Nxe5 and ...Nd4, and in Constantinou – Bitensky, Pardubice 2015, White’s choice of
 10.h3 only met one of them. After 10...Nd4 11.Qe4 Nxf3† 12.Nxf3 Bxf3 13.Qxf3 Bxe5 14.Qxb7 Nd6 15.Qd5
 Nxc4 16.Qxc4 Qd4= the game was later drawn.
So correct instead was:

10.Qe3!
Transposing to a couple of games which reached this position from other move orders. A correspondence game
 continued instructively:

10...Qc8 11.c3 Na5 12.Be2 c5 13.h3 Bd7 14.b4!±
In T. Thomas – McNab, corr. 1990, my Quality Chess colleague gave up a pawn with 14...Nc6 15.bxc5 but White

 was clearly better, and won well.
Even worse was 14...cxb4 15.cxb4 Nc6 because after 16.b5 Na5 17.Ba3+– the e7-pawn is weak and White’s rooks

 are coming to c1 and d1.
 
8.dxc5!

This precise move has only been played in the present game.
 
8.c3?! gives Black a target to latch onto after 8...cxd4 9.cxd4 Nc6„.



8...d5
The closed centre should ensure Black does not face instant trouble, but now White’s central control is assured.

 
8...Nc6!?N

This is similar to an idea Tiger suggested in his first Modern book, then rejected in his new one (in Tiger’s line,
 White had castled instead of playing Nbd2). In our case, this move is the most challenging line.

9.exd6
If you need more excitement, you could try 9.c3 when after 9...dxe5 10.0-0 Bf5 11.b4÷ the unusual structure
 should lead to rich play.

9...exd6

10.0-0
The safest and best choice.



The greedy 10.cxd6?! offers Black plenty of play after 10...Nxd6ƒ. For example: 11.0-0 Re8 12.Qd1 Nxc4
 13.Nxc4 Bg4 Black’s initiative continues, with or without queens.

10...dxc5 11.Ne4
It’s not thrilling, but White is microscopically better, as the c5-pawn has left some holes in its wake, while c2-c3 will

 shore up our position.
 
8...dxc5 is unchallenging as the e5-pawn is secure. White can ensure an edge with the simple 9.0-0 or if you feel frisky,
 there is 9.h4!? with the point that 9...Bg4 10.h5 Bxh5?! 11.Qe4! is nasty.
 
8...dxe5 is the move Black would like to play, creating some imbalance; the problem is it loses a pawn. 9.Nxe5 Qc7
 (9...Qa5? is not a check, and fails at once to 10.Nxf7 Rxf7 11.Qxe7+–) 10.Nd3² The d2-knight can come to b3, when
 Black does not have enough for his sac.
 
9.Bd3²

There are dozens of ways the game could proceed from here, but White starts playing with slightly better chances.

9...Qc7
A little unkind to the e8-knight. 9...Nc7 would have been my choice, but after 10.Nb3 White’s position is just a touch

 better.
 
10.0-0 Nd7 11.Re1 Nxc5 12.h3

Both sides have many options on most moves, with 12.Nb3!? Bg4 13.Bf4² just one example.
 
12...Bd7 13.Nb3 b6 14.Bg5 Bc6 15.Nbd4 Bb7 16.Qe3 Ne4 17.Bf4

Or the direct 17.Bh6!? was also promising.
 
17...e6 18.c3 Nc5 19.Bc2 Qd7 20.Rad1 Nc7?!

Trying to improve the knight is understandable, but the knight was performing a valuable defensive role on its ugly
 square.
 
21.Nh2!

A regrouping worth remembering, as Ng4 is a standard way for White to probe the dark squares. This manoeuvre



 builds White’s advantage to a decisive level.

21...f5
The engine is unimpressed by this move, but I think it gives Black the best chance of confusing his opponent, even

 though objectively White has a winning advantage.
 
The engine’s top choice is 21...Ne8 which shows some ‘character’. Black’s position is grim after 22.Ng4 f5 23.exf6
 Nxf6 24.Ne5. Nimzowitsch would have loved White’s position.
 
Trying to stop Ng4 with 21...h5 is just throwing petrol on the fire after 22.g4.
 
22.exf6 Rxf6 23.Ng4 Rxf4

Black was committed to giving up an exchange as the alternatives are useless:
 
23...Rf7 24.Ne5!? Bxe5 25.Bxe5+–
 
23...Rff8 24.b4! N5a6 A silly square, but if the knight goes to e4, then Bxc7 and Nxe6 wins the exchange. 25.h4!?+–
 
At the end of both variations, White would be thinking about playing for mate.
 
24.Qxf4 Rf8 25.Qg5 Qf7 26.Rd2

Not a bad move, but even more controlling was: 26.Nf3! with the point that 26...Ne4 fails to 27.Bxe4 dxe4 28.Nfe5
 when Rd7 would soon end the game.
 
26...Ne4 27.Bxe4 dxe4 28.Nh6† Bxh6 29.Qxh6 e5 30.Nc2 Ne6 31.Ne3 Nf4

Black is still losing, but the active knight gives him hopes of landing a shot.
 
32.b3 Nd3 33.Red1 Bc8 34.Qh4

The computer is quite right that the undermining 34.f3 works and wins, but a human in time trouble would be
 suspicious.
 
34...Qf4 35.Qg3 Bb7 36.Qxf4 exf4 37.Nc4 f3 38.Nd6 Bc6 39.Nxe4

Taking all the drama out of Black’s play; White no longer needs to worry about losing a won position.



 
39...Bxe4 40.Rxd3 Bxd3 41.Rxd3 fxg2 42.Kxg2±

So are after a lot of shenanigans, White is a pawn up in a rook ending. Objectively his advantage is smaller than it
 was 20 moves ago, but I suspect he was relieved nothing worse had happened in the complications before the time
 control.
 
42...Rf7 43.c4 Kg7 44.Rd5 Kf6 45.a4 Ke6 46.Kg3 Kf6 47.h4 Re7 48.h5 Kg7 49.hxg6 hxg6 50.f3 Kh6 51.b4 Re3
 52.c5 Rc3 53.cxb6 axb6 54.Rb5 Ra3 55.Rxb6 Rxa4 56.Kf4 Ra3 57.Re6 Rb3 58.Re4 Kg7 59.Kg4 Rb1 60.Rc4 Kh6
 61.f4 Rf1 62.b5 Rb1 63.Rc5 Kg7 64.Rc7† Kf6 65.Rc6†

I shouldn’t be talking about rook endings, but this is a good puzzle. Where should the black king go?

65...Kg7?



An understandable choice, as Black wants to activate his king via h6. But when the action switches to the queenside,
 the black king will be one square too far away.
 
Also wrong was 65...Ke7? which would work fine after 66.Rxg6? Rxb5= but after 66.b6 Kf7 67.Kf3!+– Black has lost
 a tempo, compared to the line below.
 
Black can draw with 65...Kf7! 66.b6 Rb5 with the point that if White plays as in the game with 67.Kf3 then 67...g5
 68.fxg5 Rxg5= draws, as the black king is just close enough, or 67.Rc7† Kf6 68.b7 g5= draws directly.
 
66.b6 Rb5 67.Kf3! Rb4

With the black king one step further from the b-pawn, 67...g5 now narrowly fails after 68.fxg5 Rxg5 69.Ke4. For
 example: 69...Kf7 70.Kd4 Ke7 71.Rc5 Rg4† 72.Kd5 Kd7 73.Rc7† Kd8 74.Kc6+–
 
68.Ke3 Kh7 69.Rc7† Kh6 70.b7 Kh5 71.Kd3 Kg4 72.Kc3 Rb1 73.Rf7

One of Black’s ideas back on move 65 might have been to sacrifice his rook for the b-pawn, and then save the day
 with king and g-pawn versus rook. But we can see the white king is much too close for that to work.
 
73...Kf3 74.Kd4 Kg4 75.Kd5 Rd1† 76.Kc6 Rc1† 77.Kd7 Rb1 78.Kc8 Rc1† 79.Rc7 Rh1

80.Rc4!
The sensible approach.

 
Black was hoping for 80.b8=Q Rh8† 81.Kb7 Rxb8† 82.Kxb8 Kxf4 although even here White wins, but only with
 83.Rf7†.
 
80...Rh8† 81.Kc7 Rh7† 82.Kb6 Rh8 83.Ka7

1–0



Alekhine-style
 

GAME 98

Peter Leko – Alexey Shirov

Vienna 1996
 
1.e4 g6 2.d4 Bg7 3.Nf3 d6 4.Bc4 Nf6 5.Qe2 0-0 6.e5!? dxe5

Black chooses to depart from the Modern and enter the Alekhine. I consider this a moral victory for our move order;
 surely if Black had wanted to play an Alekhine, he would have played 1...Nf6.
 
6...Ne8 is the Modern-style option we saw in Game 97.
 
7.dxe5 Nd5

This is indeed an Alekhine, though not a position which appears in Chapter 17. That chapter is already quite long
 enough, but luckily a brief addition here is sufficient to play this position with confidence. I will leave this game in the
 Modern chapter, as with our repertoire you will only reach this position via a Modern move order.
 
8.0-0!?

Let’s not worry about ...Bg4, as we can meet it with a similar idea to the main line above.
 
Instead after 8.h3 Aronian has played 8...Be6. In the Alekhine chapter we met a few such ideas with 9.Ng5 but in this
 case it is less effective after 9...Nc6!?.
 
8...Bg4 9.Nbd2

Our standard idea: we plan to collect the bishop pair while keeping a well-placed knight on f3. This looks like a
 normal position, but in fact Black must find an only-move to get anywhere close to equality.



9...Nb6!
This is the one, but even so I like White’s chances of achieving a slight advantage.

 
9...e6 10.h3 Bxf3 11.Nxf3² offers White an effortless advantage. I am not claiming the following moves are best play;
 it’s just a fun example to show that White’s bishop pair and extra space can turn into an attack, if we show enough
 venom. 11...c6 12.a4 Nd7 13.Re1 h6 14.Ra3!? Qc7 15.Rd3 N5b6 16.Ba2 Nxa4 17.Rd4 Nab6 18.Rh4 h5 19.g4‚ Zhao
 Jun – H. Bennett, Queenstown 2012.
 
9...Nc6?! The most natural-looking option, but proved wrong by the reply: 10.Qe4!

10...Be6 (if 10...Bxf3 11.Nxf3² Black has made the usual bishop-pair concession, with White having played a good
 centralizer instead of the slow h2-h3) 11.Nb3 b6 12.Nbd4± In Volkmann – Brittner, Leon 2001, Black was probably
 wishing he had given up his bishop earlier.



 
10.Bd3

Not the only move, but the one I like best.
 
10.Bb3 Nc6 11.e6 may look more aggressive, but 11...f5!„ has proved effective in several games, most notably
 Schlosser – Bologan, France 2001.
 
10...Nc6 11.h3

The only sensible move. Now Black has a few options, including a couple of Tiger suggestions.

11...Be6
Leko gave this as best.

 
11...Bf5 12.Bxf5 gxf5 was mentioned by Tiger, but after 13.Re1!?² White is slightly better; one idea is Nf1-g3 eyeing
 Black’s weakened kingside (13.e6 and 13.c3 were the moves Tiger considered).
 
11...Nd4 “The safest and most obvious continuation” – Tiger. 12.Qe4 Nxf3† 13.Nxf3 Bxf3 14.Qxf3 c6 Tiger stopped
 here, and was satisfied with Black’s solid position. “Black’s dark-square holes after a subsequent ...e6 will be much less
 of a problem when he does not have to worry about a knight landing on d6 or f6.” That is putting a positive spin on
 White’s bishop pair! I do see Tiger’s point, but after simply 15.Re1!? White must be a little better (it’s not surprising
 that two authors see things from “their side’s” point of view).
 
12.Rd1



12...Nd7?!
After this move, White is certainly better, so we should pay close attention to the alternatives.

 
12...Qc8

This was Leko’s suggestion.

13.Be4 Bd5
13...Rd8 allows Black’s queenside to be shattered after 14.Bxc6 bxc6. So far this is Daurelle – Nasman, email
 1998, and I would suggest varying with: 15.b3!N (instead of 15.Re1) For example: 15...a5 16.c4 a4 The plan
 Black used to draw in the game. 17.Bb2² With a bad knight on b6 and doubled c-pawns, it feels like a Scotch
 gone wrong for Black.

14.Bxd5 Nxd5
Black is undeniably solid, but we can try for a nibble with:



15.Nb3 Rd8 16.c3 a5 17.a4²
 
12...Nb4 13.Be4 c6 was another Tiger suggestion, but if White covers everything with 14.Nb3 Qc7 15.Bf4² then White
 has his usual edge.
 
13.Bc4 Nc5

14.Bxe6
Not bad at all, but I prefer 14.b3!?N. For example: 14...Bxc4 15.Nxc4 Qe8 16.Ba3 Ne6 17.Qe4²

 
14...Nxe6 15.Nb3 Qc8 16.Qe4 Rd8 17.Be3 Rxd1† 18.Rxd1 Qe8 19.c4 Rd8 20.Rd5 Nb4 21.Rb5 Qc6 22.Qxc6

After the text move, Black holds the draw.
 
22.Nbd2!? was Leko’s suggestion, with the idea 22...Qxe4 23.Nxe4 Nd3 24.Rxb7 Nxe5 when, compared to the game,
 White’s knight is more active on e4 than d2.
 
22...Nxc6 23.Rxb7 Nxe5 24.Nbd2 a6 25.b4 f5 26.g3 Nd3 27.b5 axb5 28.cxb5 Ra8 29.Ra7 Rxa7 30.Bxa7 Nb2 31.b6
 cxb6 32.Bxb6

½–½
Shirov did a fine defensive job, but the opening favoured White.



The Hippo
 

GAME 99

John Shaw – Ingvar Thor Johannesson

Reykjavik 2007
 
1.e4 g6 2.d4 Bg7 3.Nf3 d6 4.Bc4

4...e6
Black heads towards the Hippo. One of the attractions of the Hippo for Black is that he often gets to play several

 ‘automatic’ moves in the opening – bishops on g7 and b7, knights on d7 and e7, pawns nudging up to a6 and h6, ready
 to keep lines closed by meeting a4-a5 with ...b5, or h4-h5 with ...g5. The system I like for White in reply has similar
 benefits. White has a standard set-up with piece manoeuvres similar to a Spanish.
 
5.Bb3

Making sure ...d6-d5 can be met by the space-gainer e4-e5.



5...Nd7
One of eleven different moves played in my database. This is not a system where White can or needs to learn every

 line; the answer is to build a general understanding of the position and then just play. One example will do:
 
5...Ne7

The most common move. It will often transpose to the game if Black later puts his queen’s knight on d7, so let’s
 instead see an independent option where the knight heads for c6.

6.0-0 0-0 7.Re1 b6 8.Nbd2 c5 9.c3
As we will see below, this is White’s usual set-up.

9...Nbc6
Another typical example is: 9...Bb7 10.Nf1 Qc7 11.Ng3 e5 12.Be3 Nd7 13.Qd2² Kobalia – Malakhatko, Isle of
 Man 2007.



After the text move, Kobalia – Welling, Gibraltar 2006, continued in traditional fashion with: 10.Nf1 h6
 11.Ng3÷ But the presence of the knight on c6 offered an added option:

10.d5!?N
In Hippos with the knight on d7, d4-d5 would often be met by ...e6-e5, shielding the backward d6-pawn, followed
 by a quick ...f7-f5. With a knight hanging on c6, this is not possible.

10...exd5 11.exd5 Na5 12.Ne4²
White has extra space, a target on d6, and two tempting locations for the dark-squared bishop – f4 or g5.

 
6.0-0 h6 7.Nbd2 Ne7

Naturally Black can vary his move order in all sorts of ways, but it often ends up in similar places.
 
8.Re1 0-0 9.Nf1 b6 10.Ng3

And this is the anti-Hippo set-up I recommend. White can play these 10 moves against the Hippo almost with his eyes
 shut. The Hippo can be tricky to meet, as Black often has four potential central breaks, and being ready to meet them all
 can be a chore. But not with this system.

1) ...c7-c5 is usually met by c2-c3, keeping the tension.
2) ...d6-d5 is generally met by e4-e5, gaining space.
3) ...e6-e5 can be answered by ...c2-c3, holding the centre.
4) ...f7-f5 is a common Hippo idea, but not with a bishop on b3 ready to collect e6.

 
10...Bb7 11.c3 a6

The following game is also typical.
 
11...c5 12.h3 Qc7 13.Be3 Rad8 14.Qd2 Kh7 15.Rad1

A common set-up for White.
15...e5 16.dxe5 Nxe5 17.Nxe5 dxe5 18.Qe2²

Now it’s like a Spanish where the potential outpost on d5 gives White the slightest of edges.



18...f5
Black understandably wants to ‘do something’ but the g3-knight is perfectly placed to exploit the new weakness.

19.Rxd8 Rxd8 20.exf5 gxf5 21.Nh5ƒ
In Chadaev – Nepomniachtchi, Olginka 2011, Black’s pawn break had weakened his own king. White eventually

 defeated his 2700+ opponent. The knight raid to h5 is often seen when Black tries an f5-break and recaptures with the
 g6-pawn.
 
12.a4 Kh7 13.h3²

Not the only move by any means (the immediate 13.h4 is just one possibility). The ‘easy’ moves are over for both
 sides and it is time to start playing chess. White starts the middlegame with slightly better chances due to his extra
 space.

13...e5



Black could also have chosen 13...c5 or 13...Rc8 or who knows what else.
 
14.h4

Sure, it’s a loss of tempo, but the situation has changed after Black pushed his pawn to e5. Now if Black meets a later
 h4-h5 with ...g6-g5 then the f5-square is a hole.
 
14...c6 15.Be3 Qc7 16.h5 Rad8

Instead 16...g5 has the positional problem of the f5-weakness, and the tactical problem that White simply takes the
 g5-pawn. 17.Bxg5! hxg5 18.Nxg5† with a killing attack. For example: 18...Kg8 19.h6! Bxh6 20.Qh5 Kg7 21.Nxf7
 when Black can resign.
 
17.Nh4 Bc8?

Allowing a big punch.
 
17...Nf6 would avoid the immediate threats, but White would retain slightly better chances with any sensible move,
 such as 18.a5!? or 18.Qe2!? or various others.

18.Bxf7!
An exciting moment for me, as I spotted an attacking idea and calculated it accurately. Traditionally, that is not one of

 my strengths.
 
18...Rxf7 19.hxg6† Nxg6 20.Nxg6 Kxg6

Black would last longer by not taking on g6, but then he would be a pawn down with a wrecked position. So he might
 as well take the piece and hope I mess up the attack.
 
21.Qh5† Kf6
 



22.Bxh6
One of many good options. Others included 22.Nf5 or even the calm developer 22.Rad1.

 
22...Bxh6 23.Qxh6† Ke7 24.Nf5† Rxf5 25.exf5

Now I am not even any material down, and the attack is just warming up.
 
25...Rf8 26.dxe5 dxe5 27.Qe6† Kd8 28.Rad1

A good place to resign, as Black has no sensible moves. I had calculated # which was overkill, as there are many
 ways to win, but I was enjoying the position.

1–0



The Chameleon – 3...c6
 

GAME 100

Bartlomiej Macieja – Krystian Kuzmicz

Warsaw 2012
 
1.e4 g6 2.d4 Bg7 3.Nf3 c6

A slippery move order, delaying the decision about moving the d7-pawn one square or two. Okay, saying it’s like a
 chameleon might overstate it, but Black is keeping a lot of flexibility about how his central structure will look.

4.h3!?
I know this move looks both feeble and mysterious, but it actually has real point and power to it, as I hope will be

 evident when you see the lines below.
 
4.c4 is a perfectly good move, but after 4...d6 Black could, among other things, head for a King’s Indian Defence. With
 a pawn already on c6, Black cannot reach the sharpest Mar del Plata variations, but even so, for a 1.e4 repertoire this
 would be an illogical choice.
 
4...d5

This is what Black usually has in mind when he selects a ...c6 set-up, but there is also a totally different method.
 
4...d6

Black admits 3...c6 was a ruse, and heads back towards more normal Pirc-Modern fare; he hopes we have been
 tricked out of our usual anti-Pirc repertoire.

5.Bc4!?
Anything but forced, but it should keep you on territory that is similar to the rest of this book.



5...d5
Normally this is the problem with putting the bishop on c4 against a ...c6-line, but the pawn has taken two moves
 to reach d5, which offers White a good option, as we shall see.
5...Nf6 effectively forces White to push: 6.e5 (6.Qe2?! d5 would compel a feeble exchange on d5) 6...dxe5
 7.Nxe5 We have seen similar positions in the Alekhine chapter. Black is solid but not especially active,
 particularly as ...c5 is a common break, and it would be livelier to play ...c7-c5 in one jump. Let’s see one
 example: 7...0-0 8.0-0 c5 Not forced, but Black’s most disruptive try. 9.dxc5 Qc7 10.Nd3 Nbd7

So far we have followed Short – Seeman, Puhajarve 2012, but now I would suggest varying, as 11.Be3 Ne4
 offered Black enough play for rough equality. So instead 11.Nc3!N with the point: 11...Nxc5? (11...b6 is the best
 the engine can come up with, but after 12.Nd5 Nxd5 13.Bxd5 Bb7 14.cxb6 Nxb6 15.Bf4 Qd7 16.Bxb7 Qxb7
 17.Re1± White is simply a pawn up) 12.Bf4+– White wins material, for example 12...Qc6 13.Bb5 Qb6 14.Be3
 with a deadly pin.



6.Bb3!
This simple little trick allows White to keep his central edge.

6...dxe4
Against almost any other move, White would play e4-e5, seizing space.
Exception: if 6...a5 then save your bishop with 7.a4 then continue as normal.

7.Ng5 Nh6

8.c3!N
A rather obvious move to adorn with an exclam and an ‘N’ but it’s the right move and no one has ever played it in
 my database, and those are the rules.
The only game to reach this position continued 8.Nxe4?! Nf5?! 9.c3² and in Verges – Jelen, Oravska Priehrada
 2015, White had the sort of edge we are looking for. The problem is 8...Qxd4! when I guess both players had
 missed that 9.Qxd4 Bxd4 10.Bxh6? allows 10...Bxb2.

8...c5
This is the only way to shake White out of his routine, but it offers a choice between a pleasant endgame and a
 slightly favourable middlegame.
8...0-0 9.Nxe4² is a standard sort of position where White has a standard sort of opening edge.
White is offering a pawn sacrifice, but I doubt anyone will be wacky enough to hang on to it with 8...f5?!. If that
 happens, play 9.0-0‚ likely followed by f2-f3, then Qxf3 if allowed, and we are off to the races.



9.d5!?
The endgame option is: 9.dxc5!? Qxd1† 10.Kxd1 Na6 11.c6 bxc6 12.Nxe4² It’s not exciting, but Black has the
 weaker structure while the white king will be safe and cosy on c2.

9...0-0 10.Nxe4 Nd7 11.a4²
Stopping ...b7-b5 was not essential, but it is consistent with White’s restrictive play.

 
5.e5

The most efficient solution in terms of workload, and luckily it’s also a good move. Combining h2-h3 and e4-e5
 makes a lot of sense in this structure. Firstly, the c8-bishop is a problem piece in ...c6 and ...d5 set-ups, so Black is often
 happy to exchange it with ...Bg4xf3. We have stopped that, while remaining flexible with our queenside pieces and
 pawns. In almost every case, I recommend choosing an active plan with c2-c4 and Nc3.
 
5.Nbd2 and especially 5.Nc3 would transpose to major theoretical positions, and I don’t think either of them is stronger
 than our line.



5...f6
I have mentioned that c2-c4 is coming, so it may feel illogical to weaken the a2-g8 diagonal like this, but the ...f6-

break is Black’s usual source of counterplay.
 
The other break option is ...c5, but that leads to trouble:
5...c5 6.dxc5

The simplest solution, though 6.Nc3 is also good, especially if quickly followed by dxc5. In either case Black’s
 problem is that covering the d5-pawn will require ...e7-e6, which leaves the c8-bishop sleeping, and the d6-
square vulnerable to a white knight hop via b5.

6...e6
6...Nc6 7.Bb5 (7.Nc3!? is also strong) 7...e6 8.0-0 Nge7 9.Nc3 0-0 10.Re1± Szalanczy – Boguszlavszkij,
 Budapest 2011.

7.c4 Ne7 8.Nc3 Nbc6 9.Bf4 0-0 10.Be2²
By simple means White has reached a pleasant position.

 
5...Nh6

A developer, of sorts, but Black’s plans should still include ...f7-f6.
6.c4

Business as usual.
6...Be6



I suggest playing as in the main game with:
7.Qb3!?N

7.Ng5 worked out well in Bartel – Kuzmicz, Warsaw (rapid) 2011, because Black moved the bishop, but taking
 on e6 is not such a deadly threat. I would worry about: 7...dxc4!N For example: 8.Nxe6 fxe6 9.Bxc4 Nf5 10.Be3
 c5„

7...dxc4 8.Bxc4
Don’t be tempted by 8.Qxb7 Qb6! 9.Qxa8 0-0 as ...Nd7 will trap the queen, when Black is at least equal.

8...Bxc4 9.Qxc4²
 
6.c4

All part of the programme.

6...Be6



Many other moves are possible for Black, but this is not a position that requires obsessive preparation. White’s play
 flows rather naturally in classical style, with knights to bishop three, then bishops out, and castle kingside. The 6...dxe5
 line is one to pay special attention to, but other than that, it is plain sailing.
 
6...e6 7.Nc3 Nd7 8.exf6 Ngxf6 9.Bd3 0-0 10.0-0 Re8 11.Re1± Simple play had given White a fine position in R.
 Fridman – Smit, Germany 2012.
 
6...fxe5 7.Nxe5 Keeping the e-file open. (7.dxe5 e6 is solid for Black; the backward pawn on e6 is not under pressure.)
 7...Nd7

8.Nf3!N (8.cxd5 Nxe5 9.dxe5 Qxd5= was comfortable for Black in Halwick – Sampieri, email 1999) With the text
 move, White is burning some time, but Black’s pawn weaknesses are more significant. The critical test is if Black can
 liquidate his backward e-pawn. 8...e5 9.cxd5 cxd5 10.dxe5 Ne7 This subtlety is wise (as the immediate 10...Nxe5 runs
 into tactical problems after: 11.Nxe5 Bxe5 12.Bb5† Bd7 13.0-0 Bxb5 14.Re1‚). 11.Bb5 Greedy but effective. 11...0-0
 12.Bxd7 Qxd7 13.0-0² Black’s bishop pair does not offer full compensation for the lost pawn.
 
7.Qb3

Covering c4 and building the pressure.
 
7...Qb6

The most natural reply. After other moves, for example 7...Qd7, White also has an easy-to-play position after 8.Nc3.
 
8.Nc3



8...dxc4
A slightly inaccurate move order, but not disastrous.

 
8...Nh6

A logical try; Black tries to win a tempo by delaying ...dxc4 until after the f1-bishop moves.
9.cxd5!?

Cutting across Black’s plans.
It’s not the sort of position where White must find an only-move ‘or else’. Among the many decent alternatives is:
 9.Bf4!?

9...Qxb3
9...cxd5? drops a pawn after: 10.exf6 exf6 11.Bb5† Nc6 12.Nxd5± Note that the pinning 12...Qd8 is foiled by
 13.Nc7† Qxc7 14.Qxe6†.

10.axb3 cxd5 11.Bb5†²
Black’s minor pieces are awkwardly placed on the kingside while White’s pieces are flowing. The following long
 line is not forced by any means; it just illustrates one way in which a temporary initiative can transform into
 something more lasting.



11...Nc6 12.0-0 0-0 13.Re1
13.Na4!? is just one of the many other options both sides have along the way.

13...a6 14.Bxc6 bxc6 15.exf6 Rxf6 16.Ne5 Bc8 17.Bg5 Re6 18.Bxh6 Bxh6 19.Na4 Bg7 20.Nc5 Rd6 21.Ra4²
White’s knights are better than Black’s bishops.

 
If Black intends to play as in the game, he should prefer the following move order:
8...fxe5

9.dxe5
The difference is 9.Nxe5 would now allow 9...Qxd4÷ when White might rustle up some compensation, but it’s
 an out-of-control mess.

9...dxc4
9...Qxb3 10.axb3² Bf7?! was an odd idea that was played in one game. 11.Bf4 e6 was decent for White in P.



 Nguyen – Bronowicki, Mrzezyno 2011, but he could have punished Black with direct play: 11.cxd5!N The
 following lines are illustrative, and what I am illustrating is that, despite the queen exchange, White’s fast-
flowing development can lead to punchy play.

11...Bxd5 (11...cxd5 12.Nb5 Na6 13.Be2 Nh6 14.0-0 0-0 15.Bg5 Rfe8 16.Rfc1+– Black has four badly-placed
 minor pieces, and passive rooks.) 12.Nxd5 cxd5 13.Bb5† Nc6 14.Nd4 Kd7 I admit I included this variation
 partly because I wanted to show the following move: 15.Ra6!+– Such a move deserves to work, and it does after
 15...Bxe5 16.Nxc6 bxa6 17.Nxe5† Ke6 18.Bc6.

10.Bxc4 Qxb3 11.axb3 Bxc4 12.bxc4²
White’s extra space enables his pieces to find better squares; Bf4 and Ne4 are on the cards.

 
9.Bxc4 Qxb3 10.axb3 Bxc4 11.bxc4 fxe5

12.Nxe5²



White decides to use his extra option. 12.dxe5² would transpose back to the 8...fxe5 variation above.
 
12...Nd7 13.f4 Nh6 14.g4

White has a pleasant advantage due to his extra space; and when you have some space, you just want more and more.
 
14...Nf7 15.h4 Nd6 16.c5 Nb5 17.Be3

A decent move, but I would prefer 17.Nxb5!? cxb5 18.h5² when the pressure is building.
 
17...Nf6 18.g5?!

I suspect both players missed the problem with this committal move.
 
Stronger was 18.Ke2² when the game continues as normal.

18...Nd5?!
Knight-to-the-middle is natural chess, but the correct course was 18...Nh5!. For example: 19.Nxb5 cxb5= White’s

 kingside pawns are stymied; in the game h4-h5, in particular, is a source of play. Perhaps both players though the d4-
pawn would be free to advance, but if it does, the usual answer is ...Rf8-f5 when White’s position begins to creak.
 
19.Nxd5 cxd5

Now the game resumes its traditional course.
 
20.Nf3 Kf7

By connecting rooks, Black creates the possibility of ...b7-b6, undermining White’s pawn chain.
 
21.Ke2?!

White gives his opponent another chance, as this move needlessly allows Black counterplay.
 
More precise was 21.h5!? when 21...b6? 22.h6 is obviously disastrous, so the likely continuation is: 21...gxh5 22.Rxh5²
 
21...b6! 22.Ra2

The ‘solid’ 22.b4 still leads to a mess after 22...a5÷.
 



22...bxc5 23.dxc5

23...d4?
Pushing a passed pawn with tempo would tempt anyone, but there are two huge problems with this move:

1) The white king gains an entry square on c4.
2) After the bishop retreats to d2, it stops ...a7-a5. We will see in a moment why that is crucial.

 
A better choice was 23...Rhc8!? and if 24.Rc1 then 24...a5! stops b2-b4 and leaves the passed c5-pawn isolated.
 Following 25.Kd3 a4÷ the white king can go no further, and the game is balanced.
 
Just as good was 23...a5!? with similar ideas. One tactical point is that 24.Rha1 is no problem after 24...Rab8=.
 
24.Bd2 Rhc8 25.Rc1 Rc6 26.Kd3 Rd8 27.b4+–

The contrast with the positions in the previous note is stark. White’s passed pawn is securely protected, while Black’s
 position is close to collapse.
 
27...Rd7 28.Rca1 Ke6 29.Ra5 Rb7



30.Rxb5!?
White can win as he pleases, and Macieja liked the look of an exchange sac to create two pawn rollers.

 
The engine prefers the sadistic 30.h5 gxh5 31.Rh1+– stretching Black to breaking point.
 
30...Rxb5 31.Rxa7 Rb8 32.Kc4 Rbc8 33.Ne1 R6c7 34.Rxc7 Rxc7 35.b5

White simply pushes his opponent off the end of the board.

35...Rc8 36.b6 Kd7 37.Kb5 d3 38.c6† Ke6 39.b7 Rb8 40.Nxd3 Bd4 41.Nc5†

1–0



Early Deviations
 

GAME 101

David Howell – Jakob Aabling Thomsen

Skopje 2015
 
1.e4 g6 2.d4 d6

I am confident you will realize that 1...d6 2.d4 g6 is the same thing.

3.Bc4!?
“Knights before bishops,” you object. Normally, yes, but we need to be sneaky with our move orders, as otherwise we

 will be finagled out of my planned repertoire.
 
The problem with 3.Nc3 Bg7 4.Bg5 is that Black is not obliged to put his knight on f6, helpfully transposing to our Pirc
 coverage. And I am less happy to place our bishop on g5 when it is not hitting a knight – the bishop is ‘in midair’ to
 borrow Tiger’s chapter title.
 
The other knight move 3.Nf3 is fine in general, but for our repertoire the reply 3...Nf6 is a nuisance (instead 3...Bg7
 4.Bc4 Nf6 5.Qe2 would take us back to our main line – Games 97 and 98). Defending with 4.Nc3 or 4.Bd3 would take
 us out of our repertoire, so the independent try would be 4.e5, but I am not satisfied with White’s prospects after:
 4...dxe5 5.Nxe5 Bg7= We have seen a similar position in the 3...c6 line, but then Black has (obviously!) played ...c7-c6
 whereas in the present case Black can play for his standard break ...c5 in one liberating leap.
 
3...Nf6

In the Modern, there will always be more possible move orders than can sensibly be prepared for. It’s nothing to
 worry about: if Black wants to shuffle about on his first three ranks, then there is no need to stop him.

But I would suggest meeting 3...e6 with 4.Bb3 so 4...d5 is no problem after 5.e5. This is a typical anti-Hippo method,
 as we know from Game 99.



 
4.Qe2

In the Bc4 lines we generally do not want the queen’s knight on c3, as supporting our centre with c2-c3 is a common
 theme. Hence the strange-looking queen move to defend e4 (it would look even stranger with a bishop on f1, which
 explains 3.Bc4). But White’s development will only look odd for a moment; when the knight moves to f3, it will be
 business as usual.
 
4...Nc6

Again, this is the way to try to irritate us. 4...Bg7 5.Nf3 is the main line from Games 97 and 98.
 
5.Nf3

This is the right choice, as 5.d5 is a minor gain of time in exchange for a permanent weakening of the long dark
 diagonal.

5...Bg4
Hitting d4 before White is perfectly prepared to cover it. If Black delays a move, then our king’s rook arrives in time

 to support d4.
 
5...Bg7 6.0-0

The direct 6.e5 has been played many times, but after 6...dxe5 7.dxe5 Ng4!÷ I am not keen on White’s position.
 For example, the thematic 8.e6 damages Black’s pawns, but after 8...Bxe6 9.Bxe6 fxe6 his pieces are
 impressively active.

6...Bg4 7.c3 e5 8.Rd1 0-0 9.h3 Bxf3
By far the most common choice, as 9...Bd7 is inconsistent and passive. White could retain an edge with various
 moves, including the immediate capture on e5 or keeping the tension with 10.Na3.

10.Qxf3²



GM Borki Predojevic on chessopenings24.com gave this as an edge to White, and I agree. Black is well
 developed and solid, but White’s bishop pair and extra space still count. If Black plays it slowly, White can keep
 the tension and choose the most annoying moment to play d4-d5. For example, ...Rf8-e8 would be a hint to play
 d4-d5, as in the resulting KID-style position, Black’s plans would include ...f7-f5. I will mention one line where
 Black tries to solve his problems by force:

10...exd4 11.cxd4 Nd7 12.Be3 Nb6 13.Bb3 Na5

I suggest varying from the game with:
14.Nc3!?N

Instead 14.Bc2 Nac4„ was irritating in Gonzalez Perez – Movsziszian, Sabadell 2013.
14...Nxb3 15.axb3²

White gives back the bishop, but retains his centre and keeps the remaining black knight quiet.
 



6.c3 e5
Few will play ...g7-g6 and then leave the bishop on f8 for a few moves, but it’s a testing move order.

 
Instead 6...Bg7 allows us back into the line Predojevic recommended above after 7.0-0 e5 8.Rd1 and so on.
 
7.Bb5

The usual choice in this rather rare position.
 
The engine likes 7.d5!? but, as mentioned above, I would rather delay that move until Black has wasted time on a move
 that is unsuited to this closed structure. For all that, the engine claims 7.d5!? is worth an edge, and it’s usually right.

7...Nd7?!
The most common choice (seven games out of eleven) but an inaccurate move order.

 
7...exd4 8.cxd4 Nd7 is the right order, when 9.Bxc6 bxc6 10.Nbd2 would transpose to the game.
 
8.Nbd2

The move to punish Black was:
8.d5!



8...Ne7!?N
The most testing reply, but never played yet.
8...Ncb8?! tangles Black’s knights in ugly fashion.
8...Bxf3?! loses a tempo, as White has not needed to play h2-h3.

9.Nxe5!?
This tactical trick explains why the retreat to e7 is untested. White wins a pawn, and Black cannot find enough
 compensation. For example:

9...Bxe2 10.Bxd7† Qxd7 11.Nxd7 Bd3 12.Nf6† Kd8 13.f3²
I could stop here, but if you want the full obsessive line, then it goes:

13...Bg7 14.Bg5 h6 15.Bh4 g5 16.Nh5 gxh4 17.Nxg7 Rg8 18.Nh5 Bxb1
18...Rxg2? 19.Nf4 is a handy trick.
18...f5 19.Nd2²

19.Rxb1 Rxg2 20.Nf4²
White’s advantage has transformed from an extra pawn into a better structure. Of course the ‘active’ 20...Rc2?

 donates an exchange after 21.Ne2 and Kd1.
 
8...exd4 9.Bxc6

Having to exchange bishop for knight is regrettable, but at least it damages Black’s structure.
 
9...bxc6 10.cxd4



10...Bg7
10...Nb6 was Banikas – Firman, Loutraki 2015, and now I like: 11.e5!N In addition to the threat of a discovered

 check, White targets the dark squares with ideas such as Ne4 and Bg5. After, for example, 11...dxe5 12.Qxe5† Qe7
 13.0-0 Qxe5 14.Nxe5² Black’s structure is unpleasant.
 
11.h3 Bxf3 12.Nxf3 0-0 13.0-0

Black must find enough activity to compensate for his inferior pawn structure.
 
13...Re8

Another approach is 13...Qb8. For example, 14.Be3 a5 15.Rac1 Qb7 and now 16.Rc2 was a little slow in D. Roos –
 Shoker, Mulhouse 2011, so I would suggest the direct 16.Qc4!?N when 16...Ra6 17.b3 feels like an edge.
 
14.Qc2 c5 15.dxc5

This is sneakier than the previously played move: 15.Be3 Qe7 16.dxc5 Qxe4 17.Qxe4 Rxe4 18.cxd6 cxd6 19.Rad1=
 The problem is that many pawns are disappearing, taking White’s winning chances with them. 19...Ra4 led to a draw in
 D. Mastrovasilis – Nevednichy, Skopje 2013, and the direct 19...Bxb2 20.Rxd6 Nb6 also looks effective.
 
15...Nxc5 16.e5!

A pawn sacrifice that should be declined.



16...Qe7
Black has various similar moves, accepting that he must suffer with his weak queenside pawns.
Accepting the pawn with 16...Bxe5? 17.Nxe5 Rxe5 is reckless, as 18.b4‚ shows. After the knight moves, White

 plays Bb2 with a nasty attack.
 
17.Bg5 Qf8 18.exd6 cxd6

I will not annotate the rest of the game in detail, as we are clearly into middlegame play. The position reminds me of
 some of the positions from the Scotch chapters; Black has the worse structure, but maybe he can hold if he plays well
 for the next four hours. Of course, David Howell was also on the White side of some of these Scotch games.
 
19.Be3 Rab8 20.Rab1 a5 21.Rfd1 Rec8 22.Qd2 a4 23.Bf4 Rb6 24.Qd5 Rcc6 25.Rd2 Ne6 26.Be3 Ra6 27.Rbd1 Qc8
 28.Qb5 Qc7 29.Ne1 Ra5 30.Qe2 Qb8 31.Nd3 Rb5 32.a3 d5 33.Rc2 Rxc2 34.Qxc2 d4 35.Bd2 Qa8 36.Rc1 Rb8
 37.Kf1 Bf8?!

Black has defended actively and well, and after a move such as 37...Qe4 he would still be en route to a hard-earned
 draw. But as is typical of tournament chess, the last few moves before the time control prove troublesome.
 
38.Qc6 Qa7 39.Rc4 Rb3?!

This tempting move makes matters worse, as bizarrely the rook is in some danger of being trapped.
 
40.Rxa4 Qb8 41.Ra8+–



41...Qh2
Perhaps Black’s original intention was 41...Qc7 when if White exchanges on c7, then a8 and d3 are both hanging. But

 there is a remarkable refutation: 42.Rxf8†!! Despite appearances, White is chasing the black rook, not the king.
 42...Kxf8 43.Bb4† Kg7 44.Qxc7 Nxc7 45.Ke2 The net is closing around the rook. For example: 45...Nd5 46.Kd2 Nf4
 47.Kc2! Rxd3

Black is a rook up in an ending, and lost; that is one dominated rook. White can win with 48.Bd6 or even 48.a4.
 
42.Ke2 Qg1 43.Qc4 Rb7

Now it ends quickly, but 43...Rxd3 44.Qxd3 Qxg2 leaves Black a simple exchange down.
 
44.Bh6! Qxg2



45.Qc8!
Let’s be careful out there: 45.Qxe6?? Rxb2†! 46.Nxb2 Qxa8µ

 
45...Nf4†

A good last-ditch try, but it only earns a few checks.
 
46.Bxf4 Qe4† 47.Kd2 Rxb2† 48.Nxb2 Qxf4† 49.Kc2 Qxf2† 50.Kb1 Qe1† 51.Ka2 Qe7 52.a4 Kg7 53.Qxf8†

The black king is outside the square of the a-pawn.

1–0
 

Conclusion
 
We started our anti-Modern coverage with the Main Line: 1.e4 g6 2.d4 Bg7 3.Nf3 d6 4.Bc4 Nf6 5.Qe2 0-0 6.e5!? when
 Black has a choice.

The Modern-style move is 6...Ne8, but after the rare 7.Nbd2!? I like White’s chances.
Instead 6...dxe5 7.dxe5 Nd5 is Alekhine-style. I believe White’s space advantage is worth an edge, but Black is

 undeniably solid.
 
Against the Hippo, my Bc4 line, followed by Spanish-style development, gives White straightforward play. A tense
 middlegame is likely where White starts with the better chances due to his extra space.
 
I dubbed 3...c6 the Chameleon, and it can be a tricky move, as the transpositional possibilities could confuse the
 unprepared. But with 4.h3!? we keep on track.

4...d6 leads to somewhat familiar positions after we develop the bishop to c4, in our usual anti-Modern style.
4...d5 5.e5 is also no problem, as White has a comfortable plan of c2-c4 and Nc3, with a space advantage and

 pressure on Black’s centre.
 
The first point to note about early deviations in the Modern is that White is unlikely to be prepared for every possibility,
 and that is not a problem, as most of the oddities are harmless.

There are just a few you should know: in particular, after 1.e4 g6 2.d4 d6 White should play 3.Bc4!? to stay on
 familiar territory. Game 101 featured a move order for Black where he delays playing ...Bg7 in order to put quick



 pressure on d4. It’s a clever idea, but White can reach a position where his better structure offers good long-term
 chances.



1.e4
 

1...g5?! (1...h6?! 574) 574

1...g6 2.d4 Nf6!? 575

1...d6 2.d4 Nf6 3.Nc3 c6 4.f4!

 4...g6 (4...Bg4, 4...Nbd7, 4...Qb6 578) Game 102 577

 4...Qa5 Game 103 580

1...b6 2.d4 Bb7 3.Bd3

 3...f5? (3...Nc6 585; 3...g6 586) Game 104 585

 3...Nf6 4.Qe2

 4...Nc6 (4...c5 588) Game 105 588

 4...e6 Game 106 591

 3...e6 4.Nf3

 4...g6?! (4...d6 595) Game 107 595

 4...d5 (4...Be7 597) Game 108 597

 4...c5 Game 109 599

1...Nc6 Game 110 604

1...a6 Game 111 611

 
In this, our final chapter, the aim is to cover all the defences I have so far ignored, with the exception of the French and
 Sicilian, which I will save for the second volume.



 
We start with a real oddball, 1...g5, and I will even waste a brief sentence on 1...h6. But I will let you find your own way
 against the likes of 1...a5, 1...f5, 1...h5 and 1...Na6.
 
Then more respectable is the North Sea Defence, 1...g6 2.d4 Nf6!?.
 
1.e4 d6 2.d4 Nf6 3.Nc3 c6 is the Czech Pirc, when my recommendation is 4.f4!. Minor lines such as 4...g6, 4...Bg4,
 4...Nbd7 and 4...Qb6 are covered in Game 102, while the main line 4...Qa5 is in Game 103.
 
Owen’s Defence is 1...b6 and it will be covered in detail, as it can be tricky. After 2.d4 Bb7 3.Bd3 we will see 3...f5?
 and other minor options in Game 104.

Instead after 3...Nf6 4.Qe2 then 4...Nc6 is Game 105, while 4...e6 is Game 106.
3...e6 4.Nf3 usually leads to the main line, but instead 4...g6?! or 4...d6 can lead to Hippo-style play, as seen in Game

 107. The main line 4...d5 is covered in Game 108, while also important is heading for a Sicilian with 4...c5 as in Game
 109.
 
1...Nc6 is the Nimzowitsch Defence and it is dealt with in Game 110.
 
Game 111 completes the chapter and the book with the St George Defence – well, something had to go last and 1...a6
 seemed a worthy candidate.
 



Borg
 
1.e4 g5?!

Objectively, I could ignore this ropey move, but as a British chessplayer I am obligated to mention it, or else face the
 wrath of an army of Basman fans. It’s known as the Borg as it’s a Reversed Grob; its name is its best feature.

I will claim that 1...h6?! is likely to transpose to the game after 2.d4.
 
2.d4 h6

White could play all sorts of moves, but let’s stay calm and develop:
 
3.Nc3

We have no need to go for the wild 3.h4.
 
3...d6

Or 3...Bg7 4.Be3 is highly likely to transpose, with 4...d6.
 
4.Be3 Bg7 5.Nge2!?

I like this move for two reasons: firstly, the knight heads for g3, eyeing the h5-square that was weakened by the
 extravagant 1...g5. Secondly, it was played by Gerard Welling, who is an expert on offbeat lines. If anyone is likely to
 have a strong line prepared against the Borg, it’s the Dutch IM.



5...Nf6 6.h3
Saving the e3-bishop from ...Ng4 harassment.

 
6...Nbd7 7.Ng3 e6 8.Bd3²

Probably it’s more than just a slight advantage, but it’s better to claim too little than too much. We could stop here,
 but the next few moves were great fun for White.

8...a6 9.Nce2 c5 10.c3
Now the position has a Hippo feel, with Black’s g-pawn having been pushed one square too far.

 
10...Qc7 11.Qd2 b6 12.f4!

Making yet more use of ...g5.



 
12...gxf4 13.Nxf4

The half-open file makes the f7-pawn a significant weakness.
 
13...h5 14.Qe2 h4 15.Ngh5 Bh6

Now 16.Nxf6† Nxf6 17.0-0 was a good choice, and White won in Welling – Mueck, Schwaebisch Gmuend 2016, but
 a fun and effective alternative was:
 
16.Rf1!N

Based on the idea 16...Nxh5? 17.Nxe6! fxe6 18.Qxh5† Kd8 19.Bg5† winning everything. So Black should prefer
 16...Bxf4, but after 17.Nxf6† Nxf6 18.Rxf4 White still has a winning advantage.
 

North Sea Defence
 
1.e4 g6

Despite appearances, we are not heading for a regular Modern.
 
2.d4 Nf6!?

A provocative line known as the North Sea Defence.
 



3.e5
We should go for this obvious reply.

 
3.Nc3 might not transpose to a Pirc, as Black has the idea 3...d5!? 4.e5 Ne4, as played with success by Richard Rapport,
 even once at a classical time control. White should still be a little better, but Black is closer to equality than he can
 achieve in the main line.
 
3...Nh5 4.Nf3

Let’s just play a good sensible move.
 
One point to note is that 4.Be2 does not force the knight to retreat. 4...d6! 5.Bxh5?! gxh5 6.Qxh5 dxe5 And however
 White recaptures, Black has reasonable compensation.
 
4...d6 5.Bc4!?

I like this move. Either our bishop will remain on an active diagonal, or we will provoke ...d6-d5, leaving our e5-
pawn under no pressure, which ensures the h5-knight cannot return to a sensible square on f6.
 
5.Be2 is also perfectly reasonable. The well-known game Adams – Carlsen, Khanty-Mansiysk (ol) 2010, continued
 5...Nc6 6.exd6 exd6 7.d5 Ne7 8.c4 Bg7 9.Nc3 0-0 10.0-0 and White turned his tiny edge into a win.



5...d5
The most common choice.

 
5...dxe5 6.Nxe5 e6² is a Swiss-cheesed Alekhine.
 
5...Nc6 can be well met by 6.Qe2 d5 7.Bb5!?N when White’s space advantage is secure, and the h5-knight is still
 looking for a purpose.
 
6.Be2 Ng7

Rerouting the problem knight.
 
Instead 6...Bg4 7.h3 Bxf3 8.Bxf3 e6 is a far less convincing version of the pawn sacrifice mentioned above. After
 9.Bxh5 gxh5 10.Qxh5 c5 11.dxc5 Nc6 12.0-0 Qc7 in Santos Flores – Ipatov, Tromso (ol) 2014, White could have
 chosen:



13.c4!?N 13...dxc4 14.Bf4 Bxc5 15.Nd2 0-0-0 16.Nxc4±
 
7.c4 c6 8.Nc3

Reminiscent of our play against the 3...c6 line in the Modern (see page 560). It’s clear what White’s doing; it’s less
 obvious what Black’s up to.

8...dxc4 9.Bxc4 Ne6 10.Be3±
Getting the g8-knight to e6 is oddly impressive, but that’s the only impressive thing about Black’s position. In

 Burmakin – Morozevich, Sochi 2005, White was clearly better; Black later drew from a lost position, because he’s
 Morozevich.
 



Czech Pirc
 

GAME 102

Alexander Shabalov – Majur Juac

Mashantucket 2014
 
1.e4 d6 2.d4 Nf6 3.Nc3 c6

The Czech Pirc. Despite its name, I don’t think it belongs in the Pirc chapter, as the ideas there are all about Black’s
 kingside fianchetto. In the main line of the Czech Pirc, Black’s dark-squared bishop goes to e7, though we will see a
 couple of important lines where Black does fianchetto, including the current game.

4.f4!
This is the main line and the most ambitious move.

 
4.Nf3 is also okay, when 4...Bg4 is normal, but 4...g6 leads to a line of the Pirc that is outside our repertoire.
 
4.Nge2 has many transpositional possibilities to Chapter 16 on the Philidor, but 4...Qa5 is a slightly annoying move.
 More importantly, with the pawn already committed to c6, I believe 4.f4 is certainly the strongest move, so we will go
 for it.
 
Now 4...Qa5 is by far the main line, and we will cover it in the next game.
 
4...g6

Now it’s a real Pirc and we are playing an Austrian Attack, which is very different from our usual 4.Bg5 anti-Pirc
 line. So is this move order a problem for our repertoire? The answer is an emphatic “no”. The move ...c7-c6 is much
 too passive a reply to the Austrian, and White will have better chances after simple direct play.
 
4...Bg4 is a misjudgement, as after 5.Qd3 or even 5.Qd2 the bishop will soon be kicked back with loss of time. The



 queen looks awkward but it can easily find a good square with its next move; the same is not true for the g4-bishop, as
 it has no appealing next square. All the way back to c8 might be the best option, as on d7 it would just be in the way.
 
4...Nbd7 should be met by 5.e5 Nd5 6.Nxd5 cxd5 7.Bd3². The game has barely started, but the d7-knight is misplaced,
 while White has more space and easy development.

5.Nf3 is also a good move, but after 5...e5 we reach a Philidor theory line that is not part of our repertoire.
 
4...Qb6

Black tries to disrupt our development, with early pressure against b2 and d4, but a direct reply is effective:
5.e5!? Nd5 6.Nxd5 cxd5 7.Bd3²

7...g6
After the text move we can follow a high-class example.
7...Nc6 8.c3 g6 is just a transposition.
7...e6 only makes sense if Black can follow up with ...Bd7-b5, and White can prevent this. 8.c3 Bd7 9.a4² In
 Henrichs – Jakubiec, Germany 2014, Black had problems finding a home for his king. On the queenside White
 has a ready-made pawn storm, but the black king would be isolated from his army on the kingside.

8.Ne2 Nc6 9.c3 Bf5 10.Bxf5 gxf5 11.Ng3 e6 12.0-0



12...h5
Provoking tactics which work out in White’s favour.
12...0-0-0 could be met by 13.Qh5 with the tactical point that 13...dxe5 14.fxe5 Nxe5? backfires after 15.Bg5.

13.Nxh5! dxe5 14.fxe5 Nxe5 15.Nf6† Kd8 16.Rxf5!±
Leko – Hodgson, Cacak 1996. The point is that after 16...exf5 17.Nxd5 the black queen would have to abandon the

 pin, allowing dxe5. White would have two pawns for the exchange, with the black king dangerously exposed.
 
5.Nf3 Bg7 6.Bd3 0-0

7.0-0
Our plans will often involve e4-e5, but it’s better to wait a moment rather than advance now.
7.e5 Nd5 8.Nxd5 cxd5 9.0-0 allows the b8-knight to find its ideal square: 9...Nc6 10.c3 dxe5 11.fxe5 f6 12.exf6 exf6

 13.Bf4² In Mekhitarian – Galego, Sao Caetano do Sul 2009, White had the better structure, but Black was still solid, so



 the eventual draw was no surprise.
 
7...b5

Now e4-e5 is obviously strengthened. Black has tried over a dozen other moves, but there is no route to equality. For
 example:
 
7...Bg4 8.h3 Bxf3 9.Qxf3² is obviously pleasant for White, with his extra space and bishop pair. Note that 9...Qb6 is
 easily met by 10.Ne2.
 
7...Nbd7 8.e5 dxe5 9.fxe5 Nd5 10.Nxd5 cxd5 11.c3±

This is easy to compare with the Mekhitarian game mentioned above – the d7-knight is misplaced and may find that
 its best option is ...Nb8-c6.
 
8.e5 dxe5

Otherwise the knight will have to choose a grim retreat to d7 or e8.
 
9.fxe5 Nd5 10.Nxd5 Qxd5 11.Qe2±

White’s advantage is obvious, so I will move swiftly through the rest of the game.



11...Bg4 12.c3 Qd8
The retreat looks passive, but more natural play with 12...Nd7 13.a4 a6 also leads to trouble after 14.Be4±.

 
13.h3 Be6 14.a4 bxa4 15.Rxa4

There’s no hurry, but the immediate 15.Ng5 Bd5 16.e6 also worked.
 
15...Nd7 16.Ng5 Bd5 17.e6 Nb6 18.exf7† Bxf7 19.Ra1 Qd7 20.Bd2+–

Black’s position is in ruins, all over the board. His next move allows a thematic idea, but it hardly matters at this
 stage.

20...Bb3 21.Nxh7! Kxh7 22.Qh5† Kg8 23.Bxg6 Bxd4† 24.cxd4 Qxd4† 25.Kh1 Qg7 26.Bc3 Rf6 27.Bxf6 exf6
 28.Rf4 Rd8 29.Raf1 Rd5 30.Bh7† Qxh7 31.Qe8† Kg7 32.Qe7† Kh8 33.Qf8†



1–0
 

GAME 103

Kaido Kulaots – Ilja Vovk

Tallinn 2014
 
1.e4 d6 2.d4 Nf6 3.Nc3 c6 4.f4! Qa5

Black hits the e4-pawn, and delays a decision on which pawn structure to adopt.
 
5.Bd3

Again the main line and the best move.
 
I have been fond of 5.e5 ever since I had a ringside seat to the exciting game Motwani – Adams, Moscow (ol) 1994,
 where White won beautifully despite horrendous time trouble. But I have to admit that 5.Bd3 seems an even better
 move.

5...e5
The usual choice.

 
5...Bg4 6.Qd2± is just as misguided for Black as it was a move earlier, as seen in the previous game.
 
5...d5

This is usually played with a gambit in mind, but White has a good antidote.
6.e5 Ne4 7.Bxe4 dxe4



8.Nge2!
I generally ignore what a move has scored, but 8/8 must mean something.
Black’s gambit idea is that after 8.Qe2 Na6! 9.Qxe4 g6 10.Nf3 Bf5 11.Qe2 Nb4° he has good play on the light
 squares in general, and c2 in particular.

8...f5
Against other moves, White would simply castle and be threatening Nxe4.

9.exf6 exf6 10.Bd2!±

White plans to play Nxe4, and Black has no good answer. For example:
10...f5 11.Nxe4 Qd5 12.Ng5 Qxg2 13.Rg1 Qxh2



In Glek – Cordts, Bad Wiessee 2000, the most efficient choice would have been:
14.Bc3!N

Planning Qd3 and 0-0-0. Black is dangerously behind in development. So despite White’s pawn deficit, his advantage
 is decisive.
 
6.Nf3

6...Bg4
Black’s usual Czech Pirc line.

 
6...Nbd7 buries the c8-bishop and heads for a Hanham Philidor type position, except White’s f4 set-up is more active
 than is usually possible against the Hanham. One recent example started 7.Be3 Be7 8.0-0 0-0 9.Kh1 Re8 10.Qd2²
 Tiviakov – Haddouche, Algiers 2015.



 
6...exd4 7.Nxd4 g6

This is a strange Pirc. In reply, I also like the line IM Andrew Greet recommended in Beating Unusual Chess
 Defences.

8.0-0 Bg7 9.Kh1 0-0 10.f5!? Nbd7 11.Qe1²
As Greet explained, the idea is a standard attack with Qh4, Bh6 and Ng5.

Let’s see a couple of examples:
11...Re8

11...Nc5 12.Qh4 Qb4 13.Nf3 Nxd3 14.cxd3 Nd7 15.Bh6± White’s play was flowing in Dominguez Perez –
 Arencibia Rodriguez, Havana 2005.

12.Qh4 Ne5 13.Nf3 Nfg4 14.Be2 Qd8
 



Now in Maze – Bocharov, Moscow 2009, White should have played:
15.Bg5!N

I doubt White was worried about 15...f6 16.Bd2± so I suspect the line troubling him was:
15...Bf6 16.Bxf6 Qxf6 17.Qxf6 Nxf6

This looks to be positionally in Black’s favour, but one tactic changes everything:
18.Nxe5 Rxe5 19.fxg6±

The loose f6-knight costs Black a pawn.
 
7.Be3

This, and White’s next two moves, are simple, obvious and best.

7...Nbd7
The most common choice and the most sensible. Black has a few pawn-grabbing tries, but they all fail dismally.



7...Qb6 8.Qd2!? (8.fxe5 is also fine) 8...exf4 (Black has no time for 8...Bxf3? 9.dxe5+–) 9.Bxf4 (or 9.Bf2 is an option,
 but White has no reason to avoid sacrificing the d4-pawn) 9...Bxf3 10.gxf3 Qxd4 11.0-0-0±

White has more than ample compensation, as many games have shown.
 
7...exf4 8.Bxf4 Qb6 allows White to transpose to the line above with 9.Qd2 or keep all his pawns with: 9.Ne2!?

Note that 8...Qb4 makes no sense after 9.a3, as 9...Qxb2?? 10.Na4 is a standard trap.
 
7...exd4 8.Bxd4 Qb4

This double attack might worry the unprepared, but it has been losing games for Black for years.

9.Be2!±
A refutation worth remembering.

9...Nxe4
The only testing reply.



10.0-0 d5 11.Nxe4 dxe4 12.c3!±
White has scored almost 90% from here; Black is too far behind in development.

12...Qe7
12...Qxb2 13.Re1!+– was crushing in Glek – Pribyl, Germany 1991, and half a dozen later games. Black cannot
 take on f3, but Ng5 is a brutal threat, with Rb1xb7 also a concern.

13.Ne5±
This is the best Black can do, but it’s ugly. Don’t go pawn-grabbing with your queen in the opening.

 
8.0-0 Be7 9.h3²

This position has been tested over 300 times, and the verdict is clear: White is better. We will soon collect the bishop
 pair, while retaining more space and a position devoid of weaknesses.
 



9...Bxf3
Black can also delay the moment when he must give up his bishop.

 
9...Bh5 10.Qe1!?

Of course 10.g4 exf4 saves Black’s bishop.

Black can no longer safely keep the tension.
 
10...Bxf3

Another common line is: 10...exf4 11.Bxf4 Qb6 12.Be3 0-0 13.Nh4 Bg6 14.Nxg6 hxg6 In Anand –
 Mamedyarov, Dubai (blitz) 2014, a strange but interesting idea would have been 15.b4!?N clamping down on the
 ...c5-break while also preparing e4-e5 (the immediate 15.e5? would have failed to 15...dxe5 16.dxe5 Bc5µ which
 no doubt explains why Anand tried 15.Kh1) For example: 15...Rae8 16.e5 Nd5 17.Nxd5 cxd5 18.e6 fxe6
 19.Bxg6‚
10...0-0?! shows one point of 10.Qe1 after 11.Nd5! Qd8 12.Nxe7† Qxe7 13.Nh4! when Black is close to lost.

11.Rxf3²
This could head off in many directions, as White has a flexible and harmonious position. One example is enough:

11...0-0 12.a3!? Qc7 13.Qf2 exd4 14.Bxd4 Nc5 15.Bxc5 dxc5 16.e5 Nd7 17.Ne4±
Sveshnikov – Toulzac, Malakoff 2009.

 
10.Qxf3 0-0



11.a3!?
I like this flexible little move.

 
White often chooses 11.Ne2 heading for g3 and then f5, or 11.g4 starting the storm. With 11.a3 we keep all options
 open, and discourage any quick ...c5-breaks.
 
11...Qc7

In such a non-forcing position, Black has many options.
 
For example, 11...c5?! is a common theme against 11.Ne2, but it makes less sense with the knight still on c3, eyeing d5,
 especially as a2-a3 added an extra string to White’s bow: 12.b4! cxb4 13.axb4 Qxb4 14.Nb5± Black will have to
 perform contortions to avoid losing his queen.
 
Or 11...b5 would offer White the usual choice between 12.Ne2 and 12.g4. I tend to prefer the knight move, as it’s more
 controlled. Since we have such a clearly favourable position, I don’t see any need to gamble.
 
12.Ne2

Back to Plan A.
 
12...Rae8 13.c3 c5 14.Ng3 g6 15.Rac1 Kh8 16.b4!±

Once again, a2-a3 proves its worth.



16...b6
Black should probably prefer 16...c4 17.Bc2 b5, but 18.a4!?± still clearly favours White.

 
17.fxe5

White decides to cash in by grabbing the exchange.
 
17...dxe5 18.Bh6 exd4

Black has no choice, as after 18...Rg8 19.Bc4 there is no way to defend f7.
 
19.Bxf8 Rxf8 20.cxd4 Qd6 21.Qf2 Qxd4 22.Qxd4 cxd4 23.Ba6±

White converted his extra exchange without any great trouble, so I shall not annotate the rest in detail.
 



23...Bd6 24.Ne2 Be5 25.Rcd1 Nb8 26.Bb7 Rd8 27.Nf4 Kg7 28.Nd3 Nbd7 29.Rf2 Ne8 30.Bd5 Bf6 31.Rdf1 Rc8
 32.e5 Nxe5 33.Nxe5 Bxe5 34.Rxf7† Kh6 35.Re7 Bg3 36.Re4 Rc3?

A slip, but 36...Nd6 37.Rxd4+– would leave Black simply an exchange down.
 
37.Rxe8 d3 38.Re3

1–0



Owen’s Defence
 
1...b6, or Owen’s Defence, has never enjoyed great respectability. The creative French Grandmaster Christian Bauer
 wrote a book about it and played it for a time, before he moved on to other unconventional openings. I believe it’s clear
 that White should be better, but we must admit that 1...b6 does help with developing Black’s light-squared bishop.
 However, White’s extra space should count for more. After looking at a few options, I have decided to recommend
 what to my eyes is the most natural way of developing.
 

GAME 104

Frank Rosenberger – Andreas Kessler

Polch 1993
 
1.e4 b6 2.d4 Bb7 3.Bd3

Developing the kingside and defending the e4-pawn. What could be more natural?
 
3.Nc3 is also popular, but Black has ideas of a later ...Bb4 pin.
 

3...f5?
This gambit has long been discredited. However, it should be said that other sidelines are playable:

 
3...Nc6 4.c3 e5

This looks like a Grünfeld, at least for someone who has hit his head and sees everything inverted. It’s not such a
 bad move.

5.Nf3
In this book, I am generally trying to avoid closing the position, but it is possible to play: 5.d5 Nce7 6.Nf3 Ng6
 7.h4 h5 8.g3 Nf6 9.0-0² White is definitely better, Izeta Txabarri – Munoz Arana, Subijana de Alava 1998.

5...exd4



6.Nxd4!²
I like this way of playing the position. Why allow Black to play his idea?
6.cxd4 Nb4 is Black’s hope, when 7.Bc4 d5 8.exd5 Bxd5N 9.Be2² is better for White, but we have no need to
 accept this isolated pawn.

6...Ne5
6...Nge7 7.0-0 g6 8.Bg5 Bg7 9.Nxc6 Bxc6 10.Nd2²

7.Bc2² Nf6 8.0-0 Bc5

Fernandez Martin – Cueto Aller, Asturias 1987.
9.b4!N 9...Be7 10.f4 Ng6 11.e5 Nd5 12.Qe2

Black is in deep trouble. For example:
12...0-0 13.f5 Nxe5 14.Qxe5 Bf6 15.Qg3±

Black does not have enough for the piece.



 
3...g6 4.f4! I cannot ignore that this more is available. 4...Bg7 (instead 4...f5 only weakens Black’s position after 5.Nd2,
 when White keeps the option of a consolidating c2-c3) 5.Nf3 e6 6.0-0² Zarnicki – Garcia Palermo, Pinamar 2002.
 
3...d5 4.exd5 Qxd5 5.Nf3 e6 6.c4 transposes to the note to Black’s 5th move in Game 108.
 
4.exf5!

White takes on the challenge.
 
4...Bxg2 5.Qh5† g6 6.fxg6

6...Bg7
Everyone knows about 6...Nf6?? 7.gxh7† Nxh5 8.Bg6#.

 
7.gxh7†!

This seems to be strongest, although Bauer rejected 3...f5 on account of: 7.Qf5 Nf6 8.Bh6! This move is stunning, but
 not as strong as the game.



8...Bxh6 (8...Kf8 9.Bxg7† Kxg7 10.Qg5! Bxh1 11.gxh7† Kf8 12.Qh6† Kf7 13.Nh3 and White wins; there is also
 8...e6!?±) 9.gxh7 But here Bauer did not consider 9...e6!? (9...Kf8 10.Qg6!) 10.Qg6† Ke7 11.Qxg2 Nc6 12.Ne2±,
 when despite everything, Black is still fighting.
 
7...Kf8 8.Nf3! Nf6

8...Bxh1? 9.Ne5 is obviously hopeless.
 
9.Qg6!

9...Bxf3
9...Bxh1 10.Bh6! Rxh7 11.Ng5 and Black is mated.

 
10.Rg1 Rxh7 11.Qg3 Be4 12.Bxe4 Nxe4 13.Qf3†



After all that drama, White has won a pawn.
 
13...Kg8

Black can also choose to give up the exchange and win back the pawn, but after 13...Nf6 14.Qxa8 Rxh2 15.Qf3 Nc6
 in Montavon – Ewald, Leipzig 1997, White would have been winning after 16.Qg3 Rh7 17.Bg5.
 
14.Qxe4+–

To be fair, it’s not just a pawn, as Black’s exposed king is also a significant problem. We have seen enough about
 3...f5, so I shall skip breezily through the rest of the game.
 
14...Nc6

Another game concluded: 14...d5 15.Qe6† Kh8 16.Nc3 c6 17.Ne2 Qd7 18.Qg6 Na6 19.Nf4 e5 20.dxe5 Bxe5
 21.Qg3 Bg7 22.Be3 Nb4 23.0-0-0 c5 24.Bd2 Nxa2† 25.Kb1 Kg8 26.Kxa2 Rf8 27.Kb1 d4 28.Rde1 1–0 Thierry –
 Braak, email 2009.
 
15.d5 Na5 16.Be3 c5 17.Nc3 Qf8 18.h4 Kh8

Or 18...Nb7 19.0-0-0 Nd6 20.Qa4 and wins.
 
19.Rg6

A touch more accurate was 19.Ne2! Qf6 20.c3 Qe5 21.Qa4 and wins.

19...Qf7
Although White keeps his advantage after 19...Nb7 20.0-0-0 Nd6 21.Qg4 Qf5 22.Qg2, the game might have lasted

 longer.
 
20.0-0-0 Rf8

Now 20...Nb7 fails to 21.d6.
 
21.Rdg1 Nb7 22.Qg4 Bxc3?!

This loses in a hurry, but the result was not in doubt anyway.
 



23.bxc3 Qxd5 24.Bh6 Rxf2
Black resigned before mate was delivered.

1–0
 

GAME 105

Mateusz Bartel – Tomas Polak

Prievidza 2009
 
1.e4 b6 2.d4 Bb7 3.Bd3 Nf6 4.Qe2

4...Nc6
We will see various ...e6-ideas in later games, but this move prepares a completely different concept: ...e7-e5!?

 
Advancing with ...c7-c5 leads to a different set-up than the one we will see in Game 109:
4...c5

We do not need to think about Open Sicilians in this case, as our pawn will be secure on d5.
5.d5 e6 6.c4

The bishop on b7 is blocked in.



The following game is a good example:
6...b5 7.Nf3 bxc4 8.Bxc4 exd5 9.exd5† Qe7 10.Nc3 Qxe2† 11.Kxe2 d6 12.Re1 Nbd7 13.Kf1† Be7 14.Bf4 Kf8
 15.Nb5 Ne8

In Nikolenko – Art. Minasian, Cappelle-la-Grande 1995, White had a chance to beat Black with a big stick.

16.Rxe7!!N 16...Kxe7 17.Re1†
I will give a few long times. Not because they are worth remembering, but because they show how to play this
 type of position.

17...Ne5
17...Kf8 18.Nxd6 Nb6 19.Nxb7 Nxc4 20.d6 Nf6 21.Nxc5 Rd8 22.Nd4 The knight comes to c6 and White wins.
17...Kf6 brings the king into a dangerous area: 18.Bg5† Kg6 19.Bd2 This looks a bit odd, but is very strong. The
 king is drawn to g6 where he will be in even more difficulties. 19...Ba6 20.g4! White is winning. The following
 variation is rather long, but it’s very instructive. 20...f5 21.Re6† Kf7 22.Nxd6† Nxd6 23.Ng5† Kf8 24.Bxa6



 Ne4 25.Nxe4 fxe4 26.Bb5 Nf6 27.Bc6 Rd8 28.d6 Kf7 29.Re7† Kf8 30.Be3 Rxd6 31.Rc7 White wins.
18.Bxe5 dxe5 19.Nxe5 a6 20.d6† Kf6 21.Nd7† Kg6 22.Nc7 Nxc7 23.dxc7 Rhe8 24.Bd3† Kh6 25.Nb6 Rxe1†
 26.Kxe1 Re8† 27.Kd2 Kg5 28.f3 a5 29.Bc4 Kf6 30.Bb5 Rh8 31.Bd7

White will reach a technically winning ending, although there will still be work left to do.

5.c3
5.Nf3 Nb4 is of course Black’s idea.

 
5...e5 6.Nf3

6.d5 is also common, but I prefer a more fluid and aggressive option.

6...exd4?!
Opening the position leads to serious problems; Black should have supported the e-pawn instead.



 
6...d6 7.0-0 Nd7 (or 7...Be7 8.d5 Nb8 9.c4² Zugrav – Hofer, email 2014) 8.a4 a5 9.d5 Ne7 10.Bb5² White has an edge,
 which grew encouragingly in the following example: 10...h6 11.Nbd2 Ng6 12.b4 Be7 13.bxa5 Rxa5 14.Nc4 Ra7
 15.Be3 0-0 16.a5± Kamsky – Blatny, New York 2004.
 
6...Bd6 7.0-0 0-0 8.Bg5 (8.a3!N 8...Re8 9.Qc2 is also interesting) 8...Re8 9.d5 Nb8 10.Nbd2 was pleasant for White in
 C. Jensen – Troia, email 2013.
 
7.0-0!

The gambit option is most convincing.
 
7.e5 Nd5 8.Be4 is also attractive, but Black’s pieces play together here, and White’s advantage is not so huge. 8...Nde7
 9.cxd4 (9.0-0 d5 10.exd6 Qxd6 11.Na3!? as in Zeman – Kirali, email 2010, is also dangerous for Black) 9...d5 10.exd6
 Qxd6 11.Nc3 0-0-0 12.0-0 f5 This has been played in a number of games, for example Llaneza Vega – Barrenechea
 Bahamonde, San Sebastian 2006. White should play 13.Bxc6!?N with the ideas 13...Qxc6 14.Bg5± or 13...Nxc6
 14.Rd1².

7...dxc3
The greedy option really doesn’t work, but then neither does anything else.

 
7...Qe7 8.e5 Nd5 9.cxd4 h6 10.Nc3± Ponizil – Kuchynka, Czech Republic 2010.
7...Be7 8.e5 Ng8 9.cxd4 Nb4 was tried in Lampert – Straub, Bad Woerishofen 2015, and now I suggest: 10.Bc4!?N For
 example: 10...d5 11.exd6 Qxd6 12.Nc3 Nf6 13.a3 Nbd5 14.Re1 Nxc3 15.bxc3 Bxf3 16.Bb5† Kf8 17.Qxf3±
 
7...d6 was Framberk – Zavadil, Kouty nad Desnou 2011. After the simple 8.cxd4N White has a big advantage.
 
8.Nxc3 d6

Black can try other moves here, but his position is grim.
 
8...Bc5 9.e5 Ng8 10.a3!? (10.Ne4N is more natural) 10...Nge7 11.Bc4 0-0 12.Rd1 Nf5 Jurcik – Zavurka, Czech
 Republic 2010. 13.Qe4!N 13...g6 14.Bg5 Qc8 15.Nd5 White has a massive advantage.
 
9.Bb5



All Black has to do is castle, and he would be over the worst; much easier said than done.

9...a6
Black had to do something about the pin.

 
9...Be7? allows White to show the threat: 10.Nd4 Qd7 11.Qc4+–
 
9...Nd7 10.e5!

10...dxe5
10...Be7 was played in Aakesson – Hamark, Stockholm 2006, when White could have won directly with 11.e6!N
 11...fxe6 12.Bxc6 Bxc6 13.Nd4 and Black collapses.

11.Nxe5
There are other routes to an advantage.



11...Ndxe5 12.Qxe5† Qe7 13.Qd5 Qe6 14.Bg5!
Keeping up the heat.

14...Qxd5 15.Nxd5

15...Bd6
15...h6 16.Rfe1† Kd7 17.Bf4 Bd6 18.Bxd6 Kxd6 19.Rad1 Kc5 20.Rd3!! White has a winning attack on account
 of 20...Kxb5 21.Nxc7† Kc4 22.Rd5! when Black will have to shed lots of material to avoid mate.

16.Rac1 Kd7 17.Rfd1
Threatening Nb4.

17...a6 18.Nxb6† cxb6 19.Bxc6† Bxc6 20.Bf4
White won in Karlik – Zavurka, Czech Republic 2011. Why do so many people in the Czech Republic like playing

 1...b6? I’m going to guess it’s the influence of GM Pavel Blatny.

10.Bxc6†



The following sequence offers Black little choice.
 
10...Bxc6 11.e5 Bxf3 12.Qxf3 dxe5 13.Bg5 Be7

Or 13...Bd6 14.Ne4 and wins.
 
14.Rad1 Qc8 15.Qc6† Kf8 16.Rfe1±

White’s advantage is obvious; Black did not last long.

16...h6?!
Losing more time.

 
The engine suggests moves such as 16...Ng8 and 16...Ra7, which says plenty about Black’s position.
 
17.Bxf6 Bxf6 18.Rd7

Resigning would be reasonable any time now.



18...h5 19.Nd5 Rh6 20.Nxc7 Rb8 21.Qd5 Kg8 22.Qxf7† Kh8 23.f4! Qf8 24.Qxf8† Rxf8 25.fxe5 Bd8 26.Rxd8 Rxd8
 27.e6

Black was never given a moment’s peace in the whole game.

1–0
 

GAME 106

Alexander Khalifman – Christian Bauer

Petrosian Memorial (Internet) 2004
 
1.e4 b6 2.d4 Bb7 3.Bd3 Nf6 4.Qe2 e6

With the possible exception of the first move, all of Black’s decisions have been sensible, so looking for a huge
 advantage is overoptimistic, but we can certainly expect an edge.
 



5.Nf3 d5
5...c5 6.d5 is similar to the note to move 4 in Game 105.

 
6.e5 Nfd7

Black’s position will quickly unravel after 6...Ne4?! 7.0-0 c5 8.c4! cxd4 9.cxd5 exd5. This was played in Rodionova
 – Luchkin, Berdsk 2011.

Here a simple improvement is: 10.Nbd2!N 10...Nc5 (10...Nxd2 11.Bxd2 Be7 12.e6! and Black has an awful position.
 A key point is that 12...0-0 13.Ne5 fxe6 14.Qh5+– is decisive.) 11.Bb5† Nc6 12.Nxd4 Qd7 13.N2f3 Be7 14.Qc2 Rc8
 15.Bg5 Black’s position is exceptionally uncomfortable.
 
7.0-0



7...Be7?!
Later Bauer did not like this move.

 
The critical variation is:
7...c5 8.c4!

8.c3 is briefly covered in the note to White’s 5th move in Game 109.

8...cxd4
This is clearly the critical line, although we should also have a look at the alternatives.
8...Be7 9.cxd5 Bxd5 (9...exd5 10.e6 fxe6 11.Qxe6+– is devastating for Black; the e5-e6 break is a theme to
 remember.) 10.Nc3 Bb7 Aubry – Giry, Pau 2008. 11.Be4!N White’s advantage is overwhelming; one way or
 another, he will get in d4-d5, which is more than Black can handle.
8...dxc4 9.Bxc4 Nc6? (9...cxd4 10.Nxd4 Qc7 11.Bf4²) 10.d5 exd5 11.Bxd5 Nd4 12.Nxd4!N (12.Bxf7†? Kxf7



 13.Nxd4 was played in Kraus – Balacek, Prague 2012. After 13...cxd4 14.e6† Kg8 15.exd7 Qxd7 I would
 slightly prefer Black.) 12...Bxd5 13.Nc3! cxd4 (13...Bb7 14.e6 and wins) 14.Nxd5 Be7 15.Rd1 White has a
 winning advantage.

9.Nxd4N

9...Nc5
This solves Black’s problems, according to Bauer. But I must disagree.
9...Bc5 10.Nf3 is just a bit better for White. For example: 10...dxc4 (10...d4 11.a3 a5 12.Bf4 Nc6 13.Nbd2²)
 11.Bxc4 Nc6 12.Nc3² and the extra space and better mobility count for something.

10.Bc2
Obviously we should hold onto the bishop, but now b2-b4 is a move worth considering.

10...dxc4 11.Qxc4²
Black’s position is unpleasant, but it is not easy to determine exactly how unpleasant without deep analysis. I had
 a quick look to try to gain a better understanding of the position.



11...Nc6
11...Qd5 12.Qxd5 gives White a serious advantage after both 12...exd5 13.Nc3 and 12...Bxd5 13.Nc3 Bb7
 14.Ndb5!.

12.Nxc6 Bxc6 13.Rd1 Qc7 14.Nc3 Rc8 15.Nb5 Qb7 16.Be3! Be7
16...Bxg2 17.Nxa7! only causes more problems for Black; he is not ready for a fight.

17.Nd6† Bxd6 18.Rxd6 0-0 19.f3 Bd5 20.Qh4
White has a winning attack. Certainly there must be improvements on this illustrative line, but it does show some

 useful ideas.
 
8.c4

This is our usual method of generating play.

8...dxc4 9.Bxc4 a6 10.Nc3 b5 11.Bd3 Nb6 12.Be4



Black’s only good-looking minor piece is neutralized; White has a pleasant advantage.
 
12...Bc6 13.Rd1 0-0 14.Qc2 h6 15.Be3 Qd7 16.Rac1

White’s extra space makes it easy to develop all his pieces to strong central locations.
 
16...Rd8

Bauer felt that he should have tried 16...b4, and although he mentions 17.d5! exd5 18.Ne2, perhaps he underestimated
 just how bad his position would have been. For example, 18...Qe8 19.Bf5 and Black does not have a decent move. One
 point is 19...Nc4 20.Bxh6!, with the idea 20...gxh6 21.b3 Nb6 22.Rd4 and White wins.

17.d5!
The pattern should be clear by now: we play a c4-break, which often leads to a d5-break, which sometimes leads to an

 e6-break. It’s simple chess: opening the centre favours the better-developed side, and Black’s cramped position has led
 to his a8-rook and b8-knight still being fast asleep.
 
17...Nxd5

17...exd5? 18.Bxb6 cxb6 19.Nxd5+– and Black is done for.
 
18.Nxd5 Bxd5 19.Bxd5 exd5 20.Qxc7 Qxc7 21.Rxc7±

White’s dominance will inevitably lead to the win of a pawn. I shall pass over most of the ending without comment.
 
21...Nd7 22.Kf1 Rac8 23.Rxc8 Rxc8 24.Rxd5 Nc5 25.Rd1 Ne6 26.Ke2 Kf8 27.Rc1 Rxc1 28.Bxc1 Ke8 29.Kd3 Kd7
 30.Be3 h5 31.Ke4 g6 32.Ne1 Kc6 33.Nd3 Nc7 34.f4 Nd5 35.Bd4 a5 36.f5 gxf5† 37.Kxf5 b4 38.e6!+–

The e6-break lands later than usual, but it’s as strong as ever.
 
38...fxe6† 39.Kxe6 Bd6 40.Ne5† Bxe5 41.Kxe5 a4 42.h4 Ne7 43.g3 Kb5 44.g4

Still winning, but the flashy approach requires White to calculate some tricky lines.
 
44.Kf4 Kc4 45.Bg7 would soon be followed by Kg5xh5, when White’s extra pawns would win without drama.
 
44...hxg4 45.Bf2?



The right path was 45.h5, but it’s understandable White was worried about 45...g3 even though 46.Kf4 Kc4 47.Bg1
 looks a good solution.

45...Ng6†?
Now it’s straightforward again.
45...Kc4! might have caused White to regret his last couple of moves. After 46.h5 Ng8 it’s no longer obvious that

 White is winning. For example, 47.Kf4 Kd3 heading for c2, when White faces the spectre of a bishop-and-wrong-
coloured-rook-pawn draw.
 
46.Ke4 Kc4 47.h5 Nf8 48.h6 Nh7 49.Be1 a3 50.b3†

1–0

GAME 107

Sergey Karjakin – Gata Kamsky

Beijing (blitz) 2013
 
1.e4 b6 2.d4 Bb7 3.Bd3 e6

This move usually leads to the main lines of Owen’s Defence, but before we get to them, in this game we shall look at
 Hippo-like lines.
 
4.Nf3



4...g6?!
This move order has a downside.

 
4...d6 5.0-0 Nd7 6.Re1 g6

This is a simpler way of getting to the Hippo; the point is that 7.Bg5 can now be met with 7...Ne7.
7.Nbd2 Bg7 8.Nf1²

This is similar to the way I recommend playing against the Hippo in Chapter 19, though in that case our bishop is
 usually on b3. The following high-class blitz game is just one fun example of how White can play.

8...Ne7 9.Ng3 h6 10.c3 a6 11.Be3 Nf6 12.h3 0-0 13.Qd2 Kh7 14.Rad1 Qd7 15.Bb1
It’s all pretty similar to the Hippo examples in the previous chapter.

15...b5 16.Nh2 Nfg8 17.h4 f5
But this is slightly different. With the bishop on the b3-g8 diagonal, the ...f5-break was rarely seen. White quickly



 shows that the b1-bishop is not at all misplaced.
18.h5! g5 19.exf5 exf5 20.f4! g4 21.Nxg4 Kh8

In Aronian – McShane, Moscow (blitz) 2012, the game later spiralled out of control, no doubt due to lack of time, but
 a move such as 22.Qc2N would have left Black a pawn down for nothing.
 
5.Bg5!

This is rather annoying for Black.

5...Be7
Black must misplace something, so he decides on the bishop.

 
5...f6 creates a more lasting problem. 6.Be3 Nh6 7.Qd2 Nf7 This was mentioned by Bauer. In my view, it is clear
 White is better, but the absence of immediate clashes between the two armies prevents us from demonstrating this with
 a forcing line. One game started with 8.c4 f5 9.Nc3 Bb4 10.exf5 gxf5 11.d5!±, Wojtaszek – Bezold, Munich 2010.
 
5...Qc8 has been played by some strong players, and is the best attempt to justify Black’s 4th move. Black will gain a
 useful tempo with ...h7-h6, but it seems likely that it will take Black more than one tempo to find a sensible square for
 his queen.



White can play to exploit the black queen’s location with 6.c4!? or just play in standard anti-Hippo mode. For
 example: 6.0-0 h6 7.Be3 Bg7 8.Nbd2 d6 9.c3² In Lagno – Gaprindashvili, Antalya (blitz) 2002, the queen being on c8
 was not a plus for Black.
 
6.Bf4 d6 7.Nbd2 Nd7 8.Qe2

A slight twist on our usual anti-Hippo set-up, as White is anticipating Black’s next move.
 
8...Bf6

Trying to reach its usual location on g7, but the loss of time is obvious.
 
9.e5!

This explains White’s set-up.
 



9...dxe5
Black could try to conjure up some confusion with 9...g5, but calm play defuses it: 10.Bg3 g4 11.exf6 gxf3 12.Nxf3

 Qxf6 13.Be4²
 
10.dxe5 Bg7 11.0-0-0 Ne7 12.Ne4±

White’s space advantage and d-file pressure are powerful assets.
 
12...Qc8?

Stepping out of one potential pin, but allowing an even nastier one.
 
12...a6 would avoid one problem, but still leave Black with many others. Kingside castling is likely to be met by h2-h4
 with a vicious attack, especially as f6 is also a weakness.
 
13.Bb5 Bc6?!

13...Nd5 14.Bg3 Kf8 was necessary, but it looks highly unpleasant for Black.
 
14.Bxc6 Nxc6 15.h4

This is strong enough, but also effective was 15.Rxd7 Qxd7 16.Rd1 followed by Qb5, winning the knight.
 
15...h6
 



16.Nf6†!
A powerful punch, but just for the record, 16.Rxd7 was still a good option.

 
16...Bxf6 17.exf6 Qb7 18.Bxh6!+–

White is of course winning.
 
18...0-0-0

The point was 18...Rxh6 19.Qd2 with a double attack.
 
19.Bg7 Rhe8 20.Ng5 e5

21.Qe4



White could take on f7, but there’s no rush.
 
21...Nc5 22.Qg4† Kb8 23.Nxf7 Rxd1† 24.Rxd1 Nd4 25.Nxe5 Rxe5 26.f7 Rf5 27.Qxf5

1–0
 

GAME 108

L.A. Rojas Keim – Ramon Franch Guiral

Alella 2010
 
1.e4 b6 2.d4 Bb7 3.Bd3 e6

Now it’s time to see the main line of Owen’s Defence.
 
4.Nf3 d5

Posing an early question to White’s centre.
 
4...Be7 is rather passive. One good reply is 5.c4! d6 6.Nc3 Nd7 7.Be3 a6 8.Qd2 c5 9.d5± as in Kovalenko – Demidov,
 Moscow (blitz) 2013.

5.exd5!
When possible, I like to open up the position.

 
The most common line is 5.e5 c5 6.c3 with slow manoeuvring play. Our dream c4-breaks are far away, partly because
 Black’s knight may soon appear on e7, instead of being in the way on d7, as in Game 106.
 
5...exd5

This looks the wrong choice to me. It would be better for Black to keep the e-file closed with:
5...Qxd5

But I still like White. If he plays well, he will get an advantage.



6.c4 Qd8
6...Qh5?! has been played a few times, for example in Tran Ngoc Nhu – Do Ngoc My, Vietnam 2002. 7.Be2!N
 This probably puts the variation out of business. 7...Qg6 8.0-0 Bd6 (8...Nf6? 9.Nh4 and wins on account of
 9...Qe4 10.Bf3!; 8...Nd7 9.Nc3 Bd6 10.b4!±) 9.Nc3 Ne7 10.b4! Black’s position is very unpleasant. For
 example, 10...Bxb4 11.Qa4† Nec6 12.Nb5 0-0 13.d5 and White wins material.

7.0-0 Nf6 8.Nc3 Be7 9.Re1 0-0 10.Bf4 Na6²
White is certainly better, but Black’s position is not unplayable. One game went:

11.a3 c5 12.d5! exd5
A. Muzychuk – Zhao Xue, Khanty-Mansiysk (blitz) 2014.

13.Nxd5!?N 13...Nxd5 14.cxd5 Bf6
It is easy for Black to lose quickly. For example, 14...Nc7? 15.d6! is a key idea of the novelty, or 14...Bd6?
 15.Bxh7†!.

15.Qc2 g6 16.Rad1±
White has a passed pawn and much better mobilization.

5...Bxd5 also allows White a simple edge. For example: 6.0-0 Nf6 7.Re1 Be7 8.c4² Zelcic – D. Abramovic, Bizovac
 2008.
 
6.0-0 Be7 7.Re1

White is well ahead in development, with the e-file play causing immediate problems.



7...Nc6
Black is thinking of hiding his king on the queenside.

 
7...Nf6 prepares short castling, but after 8.Nh4!?N the kingside is not looking such a safe haven. For example: 8...0-0
 9.Nf5 Re8 10.Bg5 Nbd7 11.Qf3± The pressure is obvious, and 11...h6 would naturally be met by 12.Bxh6.
 
8.Bb5

One of several good options. Another was 8.Ne5!?N, creating Qg4 ideas.
 
8...a6

8...Kf8 was perhaps best, which shows how dangerous Black’s position is. 9.Ne5± or various other moves would
 secure a big advantage.
 
9.Bxc6† Bxc6 10.Ne5 Bd7 11.Bg5±

White’s attack is rolling. We don’t need to analyse the rest in any detail.



11...Nf6 12.Bxf6 gxf6 13.Nxd7 Qxd7 14.Nc3 0-0-0 15.Qe2+–
The double attack forces a winning advantage.

 
15...Bb4 16.Qxa6† Kb8 17.Nb5 Qc6 18.c3 Bf8 19.Qa7† Kc8

20.Qa4
The direct route was 20.c4! Kd7 21.a4 with the point 21...Ra8 22.cxd5.

 
20...Kb7 21.Qa7† Kc8 22.Qa6† Kd7 23.Qa4

Accidentally repeating three times is the only danger.
 
23...Ra8 24.Qb3 Rg8 25.a4 Bd6 26.Qc2 Rg6 27.Qf5† Kd8 28.f3 Be7 29.Re3 Qd7 30.Qxd7† Kxd7 31.Nxc7



1–0
 

GAME 109

Aleksandr Shimanov – Ivan Kosov

Peterhof 2009
 
1.e4 b6 2.d4 Bb7 3.Bd3 e6 4.Nf3 c5

This is obviously a critical line. I suggest that we allow Black to transpose into a variation of the 2...b6-Sicilian.

5.Nc3!
The move I like best, but of course there are alternatives:

 
5.c3 Nf6 6.Qe2 d5 7.e5 Nfd7 8.0-0 Nc6 9.a3 c4 10.Bc2 Be7 11.Re1 b5 12.Nbd2 a5 Christian Bauer reached this
 position in two games, against Van Wely and Moiseenko. He lost one and won one, which properly reflects that this
 position is about equal.
 
5.c4 cxd4 6.Nxd4 Nc6 7.Nf3 d6 8.Nc3 Nf6 9.0-0 Be7 10.Qe2 a6 11.Bf4 has also been played, though I doubt White
 has any significant advantage at this point, as could be seen in Lindinger – Michna, Bargteheide 2011.
 
5.d5!? exd5 6.exd5 Bxd5 7.Nc3 is an interesting variation. White certainly has compensation, but whether he has an
 advantage is less clear.
 
5...Nf6

Giving us another chance to avoid an Open Sicilian, but we will decline.
 
The direct option is:
5...cxd4 6.Nxd4 Nc6

6...Nf6 7.0-0 transposes to the game.
7.Nxc6



7...Bxc6
7...dxc6 8.0-0 Nf6 9.e5 Nd7 Magicprof – Wolfgang Baller, engine game 2014. 10.Re1N 10...Qc7 11.Qh5!?
 (11.Bf4²) 11...g6 12.Qh3² I like White’s position, but I should justify this view with the following analysis:
 12...Nxe5?! 13.Qg3 Bg7 14.Bf4 f6 15.Ne4 White is much better. For example: 15...0-0-0 16.Nxf6 Bxf6 17.Bxe5
 with a structural advantage.

8.Qe2
Castling first is more flexible, of course. But I have included this game to illustrate some ideas, not to give the
 best move at every point.

8...Nf6 9.0-0 d5?!
9...d6?! 10.Bf4 Be7 11.Rad1 with the threat of e4-e5 is also very dangerous for Black.
Safest was something like 9...Be7 10.Bf4 0-0 11.Rad1², although Black is some way from having solved his
 problems.

10.Bg5 dxe4 11.Bxe4 Qc7 12.Bxf6 gxf6 13.Rad1 Rc8 14.Nb5?!
I don’t think getting opposite-coloured bishops helps White.

14...Qb7?
The black king seems safe on e7 after 14...Bxb5 15.Qxb5† Ke7.

15.Bxc6† Rxc6 16.Qf3!
Ouch!

16...Rg8 17.Rd6 Rc7 18.Nxc7† Qxc7 19.Qa8† Ke7 20.Rfd1 f5 21.Rc6
1–0 Perunovic – Belakovskaia, Las Vegas 2012.

 
6.0-0



6...cxd4
Black really has to transpose to the Sicilian now, as the alternative would be rather dubious:

 
6...Be7 7.dxc5!

Black will have a weakened structure with his split pawns.
7...bxc5 8.e5 Nd5

8...Ng4 9.h3 Nh6 10.Bxh6 gxh6 11.Be4 would give White a big advantage.
9.Ne4

9...Nb4
9...0-0 10.Nxc5!? This leads to sharp and forcing play (White could also keep a safe edge with 10.c4). 10...Bxc5
 11.Bxh7† Kxh7 12.Ng5† Kg6 13.h4± White has a strong attack.



We’ll follow two variations a long way, as it’s all fun stuff:
a) 13...Qe7 14.h5† Kh6 15.Qd3 Qxg5 16.Bxg5† Kxg5 17.b4! Bxb4 18.Qh7 g6 19.hxg6 fxg6 20.g3 Nc6 21.f4†
 Kf5 22.Qh3† Ke4 23.Qg2† Kd4 24.Rfd1† Kc4 (24...Kc5 25.Qf2† Kb5 26.c4† Kxc4 27.a4 and the king is
 trapped in a mating net) 25.Qe2† Kc5 26.c4 Nc3 27.Qe3† Kxc4 28.Rac1 With a winning position.
b) 13...Rh8 14.h5† Rxh5 15.Qd3† f5 16.exf6† Kxf6 17.Qf3† Ke7 18.Qf7† Kd6 19.Qxh5 White is evidently
 much better.

10.Bg5 0-0 11.Nxc5!

11...Bc6
The following interesting line is very pretty: 11...Bxf3 12.Qxf3 N8c6 13.Qe4! Nxd3 14.Bxe7 Nxf2!? 15.Qxc6!!
 Qxe7 16.Nxd7 Rfd8 17.Rxf2 Qxd7 18.Qxd7 Rxd7 19.c4± White has good winning chances.

12.Bxe7 Qxe7 13.Ne4
White won with his extra pawn in Adhiban – Burmakin, Sort 2008.



 
7.Nxd4 d6

7...Nc6 8.Nxc6 will transpose to the note to move 5, after either recapture.
 
8.f4 Nbd7 9.Qe2

9...Qc7
Black has a few options, but no equalizers:

 
9...Be7 10.e5±
9...a6

This was tried in Panchenko – Sahovic, Dubna 1979, and shows why Black is not in time to get a normal Sicilian
 position.



10.e5!N
Not a very surprising novelty.

10...dxe5 11.fxe5
Black is struggling, as can be seen by the following two lines:

a) 11...Bc5 12.Be3 Nxe5 13.Nxe6 fxe6 14.Bxc5 bxc5 15.Qxe5 Qd4† 16.Qxd4 cxd4 17.Na4± The tricks are over, but
 Black’s weak structure remains. For example: 17...Rc8 18.Rae1 Ke7 19.Rf4 Rhd8 20.b4 Black is under serious
 pressure.
 
b) 11...Nxe5!? This sacrifice looks tricky, but White has two good answers. 12.Qxe5 (12.Nxe6± is also strong) 12...Bd6
 13.Qe3 Bc5 14.Nce2 Qd5 15.Qf2 e5 16.c4 Qd6 17.b4! Bxd4 18.Nxd4 0-0 (18...Qxd4 19.Qxd4 exd4 20.Re1†± works
 well, as the d4-pawn will soon drop, and the black king is being kicked around) 19.Bg5 exd4 20.Bxf6 Qxf6 21.Qxf6
 gxf6 22.Rxf6±



10.Bd2
A perfectly sensible move, but I would prefer immediate aggression:

 
10.g4!N

10...d5
The thematic try, but it doesn’t work.
10...h6?! 11.g5+– and g5-g6 wins. The engine is so horrified by the threat of g5-g6 that it suggests just leaving the
 knight to be taken on f6.
10...Nc5 11.g5 Nxd3 12.cxd3 Nd7 13.Be3ƒ is also promising.

11.e5 Bc5 12.Ncb5 Bxd4† 13.Nxd4 Ne4 14.Nb5 Qc6 15.Bxe4 dxe4 16.Nd6†±
White is close to winning, but I will choose the more modest symbol.

 
10...a6 11.b4!? g6 12.Rae1



12...Bg7
I believe the following is a computer game. It is quite interesting all the same:

12...Be7 13.e5 dxe5 14.fxe5 Nh5 15.Ne4 0-0
This seems necessary.
15...Nxe5 16.Ng5±

16.Ng5
16.g4!?N also looks interesting. 16...Ng7 17.Nf6† Kh8 (17...Bxf6 18.exf6 Qd6 19.c3 Ne8 20.Bh6 is very
 pleasant for White) 18.Be4² White is definitely better.

16...Ng7 17.Qe3 b5 18.Qh3 Bxg5 19.Bxg5 Qc3 20.Qh4 Qxb4 21.Be7 Qb2 22.a4²
Alfjoo – Nine Ball, Internet 2012.

 
13.e5 dxe5 14.fxe5 Nd5?

Walking straight into a knockout punch.
 
Black needed to take on e5: 14...Nxe5 15.Nxe6 fxe6 16.Qxe5 Qxe5 17.Rxe5 0-0 18.Rxe6 Ng4 19.Ne2 Rxf1† 20.Kxf1
 b5² Black has some compensation for the pawn.
  
15.Rxf7!! Kxf7

15...Nxc3 16.Qg4! and Black’s position collapses.
 
16.Qf1†! Bf6

16...Kg8 17.Nxe6 Qc6 18.Nxd5 Qxd5 19.Nf4 and White wins with 20.Bc4(†) – that’s why f1 is the right queen
 check.
 
17.Nxe6!?

White was in sac-mode, but 17.exf6 was also effective.
 
17...Kxe6 18.Nxd5 Bxd5 19.exf6†



19...Kf7
19...Ne5 20.Bf4 and White’s attack is irresistible.

 
20.Re7† Kg8 21.Bh6 Bf7 22.Be4

22.Qe1 with the idea Rxf7 was crude but effective.
 
22...Rf8 23.Bxf8 Kxf8 24.Qd3 Be8 25.Qe3 h6

26.Bd5
This ends all resistance, but a beautiful finish was possible with: 26.Bxg6 Bxg6 27.Re8† Bxe8 28.Qe7† Kg8

 29.Qg7#
 



26...Qd8 27.Qe6

1–0



Nimzowitsch Defence
 

GAME 110

Georgy Pilavov – Alex Gusev

Bashanta 2007
 
1.e4 Nc6

This is known as the Nimzowitsch Defence, though this was by no means his main defence. His name just seemed to
 stick to everything, while other great players, Capablanca and Kasparov come to mind, have not left a similar mark.

It is possible that 2.d4, with the ideas 2...d5 3.Nc3 (or 3.e5) or 2...e5 3.dxe5 Nxe5 4.Nf3, is the most critical way to
 play, but I prefer to recommend a different move, which avoids a lot of specialist Nimzowitsch theory.
 
2.Nf3

A perfectly good move and a practical approach. If Black plays 2...e5, we head for the Scotch. Black could have
 headed there from move 1 if he wanted.



2...d6
This is the sensible move, unless Black wants to play 2...e5, which I am confident is the best move of all. There are a

 few other possibilities, but most of them are inferior.
2...f5?

This weakener is not even rare enough to have much surprise value. I have had the pleasure of facing it just once,
 but here I will offer a different antidote.

3.exf5 d5
3...d6 4.d4 Bxf5 5.d5 Ne5 6.Nd4 is evidently horrible for Black.

4.Bb5 Bxf5 5.Ne5 Qd6
5...Bd7 6.Bxc6 Bxc6 7.d4 Nf6 8.0-0± A. Rombaldoni – Santagati, Civitanova Marche 2013.

6.d4 Nf6 7.0-0 Nd7



8.Bf4
White has an obvious initiative.
I played 8.Bxc6, which is also effective.

8...Ndxe5
8...Ncxe5 9.Bxe5± is not an improvement for Black.

9.Bxe5 Qg6 10.Qf3±

Black has no good options. For example:
10...Be4

10...Bxc2 11.Nd2 followed by Rac1 and/or Qb3 is desperate for Black.
11.Qh3 e6 12.Nd2 Bd6

12...Bxc2 13.Qc3 and Black is lost.
13.Bxd6 cxd6 14.Nxe4 dxe4 15.Bxc6† bxc6 16.Qa3±

White wins a pawn, Jimenez Molina – Azevedo, email 2014.
 
2...d5

This is Scandinavian-like, but with White not being committed to d2-d4, the ...Nc6 idea does not work well.
3.exd5 Qxd5 4.Nc3 Qa5

4...Qh5 5.Nb5 is clearly a bad track.
5.Bb5

This is the key move.



5...Bd7
5...Bg4 6.h3 Bh5 (6...Bd7 loses a tempo compared to 5...Bd7) 7.g4 Bg6 8.Ne5 0-0-0 9.Nxc6 bxc6 10.Bxc6 h5
 11.d3 Nf6 Abu Sufian – Rahman, Dhaka 2012. 12.Bd2!?N 12...Qb6 13.Bg2± Black has no real compensation for
 the pawn.

6.d4 a6 7.Bc4 0-0-0 8.h3!?
This has only been played in one game, but it makes perfect sense to me. Without ...Bg4, Black cannot easily
 challenge the white centre.

 

8...Nf6N
8...e5 9.d5 Bf5 10.0-0 f6 11.a3 Qc5 12.Bb3± De Silva – S. Jensen, email 2001.
8...Bf5N 9.0-0 Nf6 10.a3 Taking on f7 is probably fine, but why take risks, when White is so evidently better?
 10...e6 11.Be3 The d4-pawn is very solidly protected. 11...Bg6 (11...Bd6 12.Nd2 Qb6 13.Na4 Qa7 14.d5± is



 very bad for Black) 12.b4 Bxb4!? (12...Qh5 13.Be2±) 13.axb4 Qxb4 14.Qe1 Not the only strong move.
 14...Qxc4 15.Ra4 Nb4 16.Ne5 Nxc2 17.Rxc4 Nxe1 18.Rxe1± White has a powerful initiative.

9.0-0 Be8
This is the best idea we can come up with for Black! We could stop here and say White is better, but we have
 analysed a bit further. There is no need to memorize what follows; just scan the ideas.

10.Ne2
White is also better after: 10.a3 Nxd4 11.Nxd4 Qc5 12.Bxa6 bxa6 13.Be3 e5 14.Nb3 Rxd1 15.Bxc5²

10...e5 11.c3 exd4 12.b4 Qh5
12...Qb6 13.a3 dxc3 14.Qc2 Ne7 15.Nxc3 with a strong initiative for the pawn.

13.Ng3 dxc3
13...Qg6 14.Nh4 and wins.

14.Nxh5 Rxd1 15.Rxd1 Nxh5 16.a3 g6 17.Be3 Bg7 18.Rac1±
White has excellent winning chances in the ending.

 
2...Nf6 3.e5 Ng4

I was not aware that this variation existed. If Andrew Greet had not pointed it out, it probably would not have
 been included in this book.

4.d4 d6 5.h3 Nh6 6.Nc3

6...g6
6...dxe5 7.d5 with an edge.
6...a6 has been played a number of times, but it seems too much of a luxury. One fine example is: 7.Bg5 Bf5
 8.Nh4 Qd7 9.g4 Bg6 10.d5 Nd8 11.f4 e6 12.dxe6 fxe6 13.Nxg6 hxg6 14.Bd3+– White was winning in Jones –
 V. Smirnov, Australia 2010.

7.Bf4
After this, you can do more or less whatever you want. For example:

7...Bg7 8.Bb5 0-0
White had a clear advantage in Areshchenko – Kristjansson, Reykjavik 2009.

 
2...g6 could be met in many ways, but a simple option is 3.d4 Bg7 4.Bc4 when a transposition to Chapter 19 and the
 Modern is likely. For example, 4...d6 5.0-0 Nf6 6.Qe2 is on page 568 in the note to Black’s fifth move.
 



2...e6 can be answered with 3.d4 d5 4.Nbd2 when we have somehow transposed from the Nimzowitsch Defence to the
 Guimard Variation of the French Tarrasch, which we shall see in Volume 2.
 
3.d4

3...Nf6
The normal move, but as usual there are dodgy alternatives:
3...e5 transposes to a bad line of the Scotch, page 150.

 
3...g6 4.d5 gives White a space advantage no matter what Black does. 4...Nb8 (4...Ne5 5.Nxe5 dxe5 6.c4²) 5.c4 Okay,
 it’s a King’s Indian of sorts, and you are a 1.e4 player. Calm your nerves with the thought that Black’s plan has been
 ...Nb8-c6-b8.

5...Bg7 6.Be2 Nf6 7.Nc3 0-0 8.0-0 (8.h3!) 8...c6 9.h3!² I really like White’s position, although there is of course



 everything to play for, Zubarev – Lagarde, Sautron 2012.
 
3...Bg4 4.d5 Ne5

This is too provocative. As White, you must go for it...

5.Nxe5!
5.Be2² is of course also fine.

5...Bxd1 6.Bb5† c6 7.dxc6 Qa5†
This appears to be forced.
7...a6 8.c7† axb5 9.cxd8=Q† Rxd8 10.Nxf7 Kxf7 11.Kxd1 does not give Black a lot of compensation for the
 pawn.

8.Nc3 0-0-0
8...a6 9.b4! and Black has many bad options. 9...Qxb4? 10.cxb7† and mate is close.

9.Nc4!
This move has scored 12/12 in my database.
9.cxb7† is fascinating, but less convincing.



9...Qb4
As played in De Gleria – Molinaroli, Germany 2000.
9...Qc7 10.Nd5 could get embarrassing for Black: 10...Qb8 11.c7 Qa8

In Ramirez Gonzalez – Mingo Fernandez, Tarrega 1995, White chose the simple sequence 12.Ncb6† axb6
 13.Nxb6† Kxc7 14.Nxa8† Rxa8 15.Kxd1±. Instead the engine amuses itself with 12.Bd2!+– heading for a5.
 Why rush to give up a beautiful knight for that lousy queen?

10.a3!N 10...Qc5 11.Be3 Qh5 12.Rxd1+–
White has ‘only’ two minor pieces and a pawn for the queen, but his attack is venomous.

 
4.Nc3



4...Bg4
The usual choice, as it enables Black to meet the planned d4-d5 by advancing the knight to e5.

 
Other moves are regularly tested, but White does not need to know many long theory lines. In general, I suggest taking
 the space in the centre with d4-d5. Black then has the unpleasant choice between retreating to b8, or weakening his
 structure by going to e5.
 
For example, 4...a6 is too slow. After 5.d5 Black can choose between 5...Nb8 6.h3² and 5...Ne5 6.Nxe5 dxe5 7.f4!?
 Qd6 8.Qf3². In both cases, the game has hardly started, but so far it’s going well for White.
 
4...g6

We can again choose:
5.d5!?



5...Nb8
But I should say much more about this line, as provoking d4-d5 helps Black’s fianchettoed bishop. This line has
 also been a recent favourite with Black of GM Christian Bauer. For all that, I believe the loss of two tempos
 prevents Black from equalizing.
5...Ne5 is less challenging, as after 6.Nxe5 dxe5 7.f4!? White has a promising initiative.

6.h3!? Bg7 7.Bc4!
The most active square for the bishop; it’s also the most common move and by far the highest scoring.
Also reasonable is 7.Be2, but after 7...0-0 8.0-0 c6 we would transpose to a theory line of the Classical Pirc.

7...0-0 8.0-0

8...c6
The usual Pirc-style approach.
Against both Bc4 and Be2 set-ups, Bauer prefers ...e5-plans. For example: 8...e5 9.dxe6 Bxe6 10.Bb3 Nc6 11.Re1
 Re8 12.Bf4 was Gharamian – Bauer, Nimes 2014. GM Romain Edouard assessed the position as “with initiative”
 which feels fair to me.

9.a4



White will generally recapture on d5, if required, with the e-pawn. Other likely moves include Re1, which
 demands that Black always watch out for e4-e5 breaks, often prefaced by dxc6.

9...a5
The standard choice in such structures.
But many other approaches are possible. For example: 9...Qc7 10.Qe2 Nbd7 11.Re1 Nc5?! (11...a5²)

Now the best move order was: 12.e5!N (12.dxc6 bxc6 13.e5 Ne8² was pleasant for White in Yandemirov –
 Gevorgyan, Alushta 2010, but Black has a little more air than he deserves) 12...dxe5 (12...Ne8 13.Bf4± is a
 painful bind) 13.dxc6 bxc6 14.Qxe5±

10.Re1 Nfd7
Keeping a close eye on the e5-square.
10...Na6 allows the thematic plan: 11.dxc6!? bxc6 12.e5 Ne8



Now most accurate is: 13.Bg5!N (13.Bf4 d5 allowed Black close to equality in Cuartas Medina – Peralta,
 Barcelona 2015) A couple of possible lines are: 13...d5 (or 13...Ra7 14.Ne4 d5 15.Bxa6 Bxa6 16.Nc5± with a
 beautiful outpost on c5, and a bind all over the board) 14.Nxd5! This blow is far more powerful with the bishop
 sitting on g5, ready to grab the e7-pawn. 14...cxd5 15.Bxd5 Nec7 16.Bxa8 Nxa8 17.Qxd8 Rxd8 18.Bxe7 Re8
 19.Rad1± Rook and three pawns are more than two minor pieces can handle, especially as Black’s knights seem
 to have been dropped on random squares.

11.Be3²

There are many ways to play from here, so let’s follow one example where Black was a world-class player.
11...Na6 12.Bd4 Nb4 13.Bxg7 Kxg7 14.Ne2 Qc7 15.c3 cxd5 16.Bxd5 Nc6

16...Nxd5 17.exd5± would soon be followed by Ned4, with huge pressure against e7.
17.Ned4²

In Praznik – Beliavsky, Bled 1999, White was outrated by over 400 points, but so far he had done a fine job of



 maintaining his edge.
 
5.Be3

5...e6
The most common option, but White has a powerful response.

 
5...g6 6.h3 Bxf3 7.Qxf3 Bg7 8.0-0-0 0-0 might look like Black has achieved a fairly respectable position, but White’s
 next move shows that it’s much less reliable than that: 9.g4!± For example: 9...e5 10.dxe5 Nxe5 11.Qg2 a6 12.g5 Nh5
 13.Be2 f5 14.f4 Nc6 15.exf5 Rxf5 16.Nd5+– White had a crushing position in Hübner – Wockenfuss, Germany 1986.
 
5...e5 6.d5 Ne7 7.h3 Bd7 8.Nd2² gives a lot of options, but White has a definite edge, Bauer – Fosset, Metz 2005.
 
6.h3 Bh5

Instead 6...Bxf3 7.Qxf3 is easy for White.
 
7.d5!

White’s forcing play leads to a big advantage.



7...Ne5
Similar is 7...exd5 8.exd5 Ne5 9.g4 Nxf3† 10.Qxf3 Bg6. For example: 11.0-0-0 a6 12.Bd4 Be7 13.Qe2 0-0 14.f4 h6

 In Spraggett – Mohr, Ubeda 1996, 15.h4!N would have given an immediately winning attack.
In many games in the Nimzowitsch Defence, it is notable how quickly White’s attack seems to arrive. The ‘trick’ is

 that many of White’s pawn moves come with tempo – d4-d5, h2-h3, and g2-g4 being some of the usual stars.
 
8.g4 Nxf3†

Or 8...Bg6 9.Nd2± with the idea f2-f4 is very strong for White, as in Jankauskas – Pickard, corr. 1988. Once again
 it’s those nasty pawn moves with tempo.
 
9.Qxf3 Bg6 10.0-0-0

With a huge advantage in a position that is easy for White to play. Just roll those kingside pawns up the board. The
 rest of the game requires little comment.
 
10...Be7 11.Qg2 exd5 12.exd5 a6 13.f4 h6 14.f5 Bh7 15.Bd4 Qd7 16.Bd3+–

White has not needed to play any surprising or difficult moves.
 
16...0-0-0



17.Rhf1
Absolutely fine, but just for consistency I would have played 17.h4 and g4-g5.

 
17...Ne8 18.Qe2 Bg5† 19.Kb1

Simply planning to take on a6, which explains Black’s desperate response:
 
19...c5 20.dxc6 Qxc6 21.Be4 d5 22.Nxd5 Rxd5 23.Bxd5 Qxd5 24.Bxg7

White’s pieces went on a rampage at the end, but his pawns did the spadework.

1–0



St George Defence
 

GAME 111

Darmen Sadvakasov – Stefano Tatai

Saint Vincent 1999
 
1.e4 a6

This odd little move is known as the St George Defence, after the patron saint of England. Tony Miles famously used
 this line to defeat Karpov, but the opening was only incidental to that great achievement – Karpov’s problems came
 after the opening. Having said that, 1...a6 is not the worst move in the position, and some decent players have played it
 repeatedly, while some GMs have tried it as a one-off...

2.d4 b5 3.Nf3 Bb7 4.Bd3
This system is so natural that I cannot imagine meeting 1...a6 in any other way.

 
4...e6

The only move that might challenge White’s set-up is:
4...c5

But in fact we can safely grab the pawn:
5.dxc5 e6 6.b4

So far this is Hein – Figger, Berlin 2006.
6...a5N

This is the only move I can think of that tries to make sense of the pawn sacrifice.



7.Nc3!?
I find this active approach the most promising.
However, 7.c3 axb4 8.cxb4 Qf6 9.e5 Bxf3 10.exf6 Bxd1 11.Kxd1 Nxf6 12.Bb2 Nc6 13.a3² is also rather
 pleasant.

7...axb4 8.Nxb5 Bxc5 9.Bf4 Na6
9...d6 10.Bc4 Ra6 11.e5 d5 12.Bd3 and Black is under a lot of pressure from the combined threats of Nd6† and
 Be3.

10.Nd2 Nf6 11.Nd6† Bxd6 12.Bxd6 Qb6 13.Nc4 Qc6 14.f3±
The game is not over yet, but Black must feel under pressure.

 
4...Nf6 hits our e-pawn before we have Re1 ready, but it is no real problem: 5.Nbd2 e6 6.0-0² is likely to transpose to
 the game. Or if you feel like an independent option, then 5.e5 Nd5 6.Nc3!? is an aggressive approach, as in Volkov –
 Logvinov, Voronezh 2013.
 
5.0-0

Natural, though 5.a4!? is also a good option.
 
5...Nf6 6.Re1 c5 7.c3

Simple chess. If Black plays ...d5, he is effectively a tempo down on a 1...b6 line that I discussed on page 599 (note
 on 5.c3).



7...Be7
This is a riskier move than it may look. Black has various alternatives:

 
7...d6 is probably the prudent way to play. Black should shy away from early confrontations after wasting so much time
 on pawn moves. 8.Nbd2 Be7 9.a4 c4 10.Bb1 Nbd7 11.b3² Miles – I. Thomas, London 1984. You cannot deal with
 1...a6 without referencing a Miles game. But I definitely prefer him on the White side...
 
7...cxd4 8.cxd4 Be7 9.Nc3 0-0

In Tukmakov – Sahovic, Bor 1983, White was evidently doing well no matter what, but I quite like the idea of
 burying the bishop on b7.

10.d5!N 10...exd5
10...b4 11.Na4 exd5 12.e5 Ne4 13.Be3± is very unpleasant for Black.



11.Nxd5 Nxd5 12.exd5 d6
It may look as if Black has stabilized his position, but he is dangerously behind in development.

13.a4 b4
All other options are concessions.

14.Qe2 Bf6
14...Re8 15.Bg5 and wins.

15.Qe4 g6 16.Bh6 Bg7 17.Bxg7 Kxg7 18.Qxb4
White wins. Black can of course make concessions at some earlier point, and just be doing horribly instead of dead

 lost, but I can live with that.
 
7...d5 8.e5

8...Nfd7
After 8...Ne4 9.Nbd2 Nxd2 10.Bxd2 White’s advantage is evident. 10...Nc6 (10...c4 11.Bc2²) 11.dxc5 Bxc5
 Delchev had no problem demonstrating White’s advantage: 12.Ng5! Qc7 13.Qh5 g6 14.Qh3 0-0-0 15.b4 Bb6
 16.Nf3± Delchev – Chetverik, Cannes 2005.

9.Ng5!
White is able to use the extra tempo to create mayhem.

9...g6
9...Qe7 was played in Coret Frasquet – Diez Machin, Aragon 1995. The reply 10.Bxh7!N works, based on 10...g6
 11.Qg4! Bg7 12.Nxf7 Kxf7 13.Bxg6† Kg8 14.Bg5 and so on.

10.Qg4 Qe7 11.Nxh7! cxd4?!
Necessary was 11...Rxh7 12.Bg5 Nxe5 13.Rxe5±.

12.Bg5 Qc5



Niebergall – Jovanovic, Munich 2006. Here the most enjoyable finish has to be:
13.Qxe6†!!N 13...Be7 14.Bxg6!

Not necessary, but it makes the win clear.
14...Rxh7

14...fxg6 15.b4 and wins.
15.Bxe7 Qxe7 16.Qxe7† Kxe7 17.Bxh7

And it is time to resign.
 
8.e5 Nd5 9.dxc5 Bxc5 10.Nbd2

The threat of Ne4 forces Black to weaken his position.
 
10...f5

Pretending Ne4 is not a problem by playing 10...0-0 will not work after 11.Ne4 Be7 12.Neg5N when White’s attack
 is as strong as it looks.
 
11.exf6 Nxf6 12.Nb3 Be7 13.Nbd4 Nc6

13...0-0 14.Ne5 is also very unpleasant.
 
14.Nxc6 Bxc6



15.Nd4?
White loses his way.

 
Much stronger was 15.Ne5 Bd5 16.Bg5.

For example: 16...0-0 (not 16...d6? 17.Bxf6 Bxf6 18.Qh5† g6 19.Nxg6 hxg6 20.Qxd5 and wins) 17.Qc2 h6 18.Bxf6
 Rxf6 19.Bh7† Kh8 (19...Kf8 20.Be4! with a winning attack) 20.Ng6† Kxh7 21.Nxe7† Kh8 22.Nxd5 exd5 23.Re5±
 White wins a pawn and probably the game.
 
15...Bb7 16.Bf4 0-0 17.Be5 Qe8 18.Re3

White’s idea in placing his bishop on e5, rather than g5, was that his rook will have a clear path from g3, but it should
 all be too slow.
 



18...Qf7 19.Qc2 g6 20.Rg3

20...Rfe8?
Too complacent. After 20...Ne4! 21.Rf3 Nf6 White has no advantage whatsoever.

 
21.Re1 d6?!

Black is also doing badly after 21...Kg7 22.h4, but the game move loses directly.
 
22.Bxg6 hxg6 23.Rxg6† Kf8 24.Bf4 Bd8

1–0
 

Conclusion
 
1...g5 still has shock value, but I cannot believe it is a good move. Many replies should be effective, but I suggest
 following the play of the Dutch IM Welling, as in particular the plan of Ng1-e2-g3 highlights the dark side of 1...g5.
 
The North Sea Defence, 1.e4 g6 2.d4 Nf6!?, is occasionally used by elite players, but usually only in blitz and rapid
 events. The set-up I recommend with e4-e5, Nf3 and Bc4 leaves Black struggling to justify his eccentrically-placed
 knight on h5.
 
The Czech Pirc is 1...d6 2.d4 Nf6 3.Nc3 c6. Our move is 4.f4! when many sharp lines are possible, but whether Black
 chooses a minor line or the usual 4...Qa5, White’s extra space should lead to an advantage.
 
Owen’s Defence, 1...b6, is not such a bad opening. After 2.d4 Bb7 3.Bd3 the bold 3...f5? really is bad, though you
 would be wise to memorize exactly why White can take on f5, dropping the g2-pawn. Of the better lines for Black, I
 would suggest paying closest attention to 3...e6 4.Nf3, and then 4...d5 in Game 108, and 4...c5 in Game 109. These are
 the lines which nudge Owen’s Defence closest to main-line respectability.
 
1...Nc6 is the Nimzowitsch Defence, and I treat it with respect by choosing 2.Nf3, allowing Black to transpose to Open
 Game normality with 2...e5. Black should accept the offer, as staying offbeat with 2...d6 offers White good chances of
 an advantage. A theme running through this section is that the d4-d5 advance forces Black to make a tough choice –
 waste time retreating to b8 or head for possible trouble on e5.



 
The St George Defence, 1...a6, is not as eccentric as its first move might suggest. Black has a coherent plan involving
 ...b7-b5, ...Bb7, ...e7-e6, ...Nf6 and ...c7-c5. For all that, White can expect to retain an edge, as our central space
 advantage should endure.
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